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CLASS V.

PHYSIOLOGICAL PROEM.

We now enter upon the maladies of that important func- Class v.

tion hy which animal life is extended beyond the indivi-^j'^'Jj"
°^

dual that possesses it, and propagated from generation to nnme.

generation. To this division of diseases the author has

given the classic name of genetica, from y£.yo^«<, " gig-

nor," whence genesis (vwes-*?,) " origo," " ortus."

In almost every preceding system of nosology the dis- ^^^ ^'^^-

eases of this function arc scattered through every division the system

of the classification, and are rather to be found by acci-
g^a^eJeji

dent, an index, or the aid of the memory, than by any loosely

clear methodical clue. Dr. Macbride's classification g^tire

forms the only exception I am acquainted with ; which, f^'ass.

however, is rather an attempt at what may be accom- j^^^^^g'^,®

plished, tlian the accomplishment itself. His division is attempt at

into four orders
;
general and local, as proper to men, tlon /

and general and local, as proper to women ; thus giving b"t an

us in the ordinal naine little or no leading idea of theaionc'

nature of the diseases which each subdivision is to in-

clude, or any strict line of division between them ; for it

must be obvious that many diseases commencing locally

very soon becom'fe general, and affect the entire system,

as obstructed menstruation ; while others, as abortion,

or morbid pregnancy, may be both general and local.

Under the present system, therefore, a different ar-

rangement is chosen, and one wliich will perhaps be found
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Class V. not only more strict to the limits of the respective orders,
Onlitial di- f f

visions un- Dut more explanatory of the leading features of the va-

sent'^a^r-'^'
"""'^ genera or species that are included under them.

rangement. Thcse ordci's are three : the first embracing those dis-

eases that affect the sexual fluids; the second those that

affect the orgasm ,• and the third those that affect the

impregnation. To the' first order is applied tlie terra

CENOTicA {xivuTtKci^. from »£v»cr;r " evacuatio," ** exinani-

tio," to the second, orgastic.! («^y«5T<j««) from o^yx^a,

" irrito," " incito," and especially libidinose; and to the

third, CARPOTICA xtt^rreuxce.) from xaa^rej, " fructus."

Before we enter upon these divisions, it will perhaps

Survey of prove advantageous to pursue the plan we have hitherto

nauu^e of* foUowcd upon Commencing the preceding classes : and
the present take a brief survey of the general nature of the function

before us, under the following heads :

I. THE MACHINERY BY WHICH IT OPERATES.

II. THE PROCESS BY AVHICH IT ACCOMPLISHES ITS

ULTIMATE END.

III. THE DIFFICULTIES ACCOMPANYING THIS PRO-

CESS WHICH STILL REMAIN TO BE EXPLAINED.

Machinery
J, Qne of the chicf characters by which animals and

ofthe gene- "^

i • i n i

rative func- vegetables are distinguished from minerals, is to be found
^'"""

in the mode of their formation or origin. While mine-

rals are produced fortuitously or by the casual juxta-

position of tlie different particles that enter into their

make, animals and vegetables can only be produced by

generation, by a system of organs contrived for this ex-

press purpose, and regulated by laws peculiar to itself.

Generation Generation is effected in two ways : by the medium of
effected in j j

two ways, sceds or eggs, and by that of offsets : and it has been sup-

posed that there may be a third way, to which we shall

Theory of advert hereafter ; that of the union of seminal molecules,

what.
'

' furnished equally by the male and the female, without the

intervention of eggs, which constitutes the leading prin-

ciple of what has been called the theory of epigenesis.

Many plants are propagable by offsets, and all plants

are supposed to be so by eggs or seeds. As we descend
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ill the scale of animal life we meet in tlie lowest class, con-
[^^^/jf.

^

'

sisting of the worm tribes, with examples of both these chinery of

- „ . i _, , ., I J.' 1 the gene-
modes of propagation also. For while a production by native

ova is more commonly adhered to, the hydra or polype is ^""<=*'°"*

well known to multiply by bulbs or knobs thr«)wn forth p,,gabie

'^""

from different parts of tiie body, and the hirudo viridis, bo}'i by

. , . 1. 1 • 1-1 ottsets and
or green leech, by longitudinal sections, which corres- eggs or

pond with the slips or suckers of plants.
^®'^'^^'

III these cases we meet with no distinction of sex; the
Jjl^^J^p"®^^

same individual being capable of continuing its own kind animals

by a power of spontaneous gfnoration. In other animals
•'.'"both'

of the worm class we trace examples of the organs of both ways also,

sexes united in the same individual, making a near ap- illustrated.

proach to the class of monoicous plants, or those which ^" "^^^^
* r ' cases no
bear male and female flowers distinct from each other but distinction

on the same stock, as the cucumber: t!ius constituting j^^ ^^^^^^^^^

proper hermaphrodites, evincing a complexity of sexual of the same

structure which is not to be found in any class of animals ampies of

above that of worms. Some of the intestinal worms are of '^°''\""^'';

and female
this description, as the fasciola or fluke, which is at the organs in

same time oviparous, the ovaries being placed laterally.
J^^^i^.^jlllf

The helix hortensis, or garden-snail, is hermaphrodite, ais, as in

but incapable of breeding singly. In order to accomplish "]^ms.
°"^

this, it is necessary that one individual should copulate Hence hcr-

witli another, the male or2;an of each uniting: with the fe-
'y.aph»°-

' '-'
. dues.

male, and the female with the male, when both become im- vw^mia „..

pregnated. The manner in which this amour is conducted fl"ke.

is singular and highly curious. They make tlieir approach '^^^''J'
i^""^"

by discharging several small darts at each other, which garden-

are of a sharp form, and of a horny substance. The quiver
^"^'''

is contained within a cavity on the right side of the neck, Cunons

,,, , 11., I 1 e o .process of
and the darts are launched witii some degree ot torce, at inter-

about the distance of two inches, till the whole are ex-*^°"'^^'

hausted : when the war of love is over and its consumma-

tion succeeds, "fhe increase is by eggs which are per-

fectly round and about the size of small peas.

There arc some animals in which a single impregnation

is capable of producing several generations in succession :

we have a familiar example of this in the common cock
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Ci^Ass V. and hen j for a single copulation is here sufficient to give

chinery of fccundity to as many eggs as will constitute a whole brood.
the gene- gy^ ^^g game cuHous fact is still more obvious in various
rative

• /> •

function, species of iusccts, and especially in the aphis (puceron or
A single green-plant louse) through all its divisions, and the Daph-
tion suffi- nia Pnlex of Moller and Latreille (the monoculus Pulex

some 'ani-
®^ Linueus.) In both these a single impregnation will

mais for suffice for at least six or seven generations ', and in both

cim;t^on* of^'^^^^ likewise, we have another curious deviation from the

several common laws of propagation, which is that in the warmer

in succes- summer months the young are produced viviparously, and
sion. ju ^jjg cooler autumnal months oviparously. It is also very
Aphis, pu- . ,. ,i,.,i • 1 J. 11.1
ceron or extraordinary that in the aphis, and particularly in the
green-plant vivipai'ous broods, the offspring are many of them winged,

Singular ^^^ many of them without wings or distinction of sex ;^ in

variety in ^ijfs respect makinff an approach to the working-bees, and
the mode .,,

» I I o '

of produc- still more nearly to tlie working-ants, known, till of late,

tion.
|j |.|jg name of neuters.

Some oft-
-r-, , . 1 • 1 1 1 • ii

spring ror the generative process which takes place in these
viviparous,

^^^^0 last kinds we are almost entirely indebted to the nice
others ovi- •'

parous. and persevering labours of the elder and the younger
Some Hiiber; who have decidedly proved that what have hith-

others

'

ci'to been Called neuters are females with undeveloped
wingless, female organs, and therefore non-breeders: but whose or-
and with- o » /
out dis- gans, at least in the case of bees, are capable of develope-
tinction of
sex. ment by a more stimulating or richer honey, witli which

Generative one of them, selected from the rest, is actually treated for

amoiTbees *his purpose by the general consent of the hive on the ac-

asdiscov- cidental loss of a queen-bee, or common bearer of the

HUberf
'^ whole, and in order to supply her place. It is these alone

that are armed with stings; for the males, or drones, as

we commonly call them, are without stin-s ; they are

much larger than the non-breeders or workers, of a

darker colour, and make a great buz in flying. They' are

always less numerous in a hive than the workers, and

only serve to insure the impregnation of the few young

queens that may be produced in the course of the season,

and are regularly massacred by the stings of the workers

in the beginning of the autumn. Tlie impregnation of
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the queen-bee is produced by a process too curious to ^® j^i^^^.^*

passed over. It was conjectured by Swammerdam thatnery of the

this was affected by an aura seminalis thrown forth from
f^^JJ^J^';}''''

the body of the whole of the drones or males collectively.

By other naturalists it has been said, but erroneously, to

take place from an intermixture of a male milt or sperm

with the eggs or spawn of the queen-bee, as in the case of

fishes. M. Hiiber, however, has sufficiently proved that

the qiieen-bee for this purpose forms an actual coition, and.

this never in the hive, but during a tour into the air,

which she takes for this purpose, a few days only after her

birth, and in the course of which she is sure to meet with

some one or other of her numerous seraglio of males. As
soon as copulation has been effected she returns to the

hive, which is usually in the space of about half an hour,

and often bears home with her the full proofs of a connex-

ion in the ipsa verenda of the drone; who thus wounded
and deprived of his virility by the violence of his embrace,

dies almost immediately afterwards. This single impreg-

nation will serve to fecundate all the eggs the queen will

lay for two years at least ; Hiiber believes for the whole

of her life; but he has had repeated proofs of the former.

She begins to lay her eggs, for the bee is unquestionably

oviparous, forty-six hours after impregnation, and will

commonly lay about three thousand in two months, or at

the rate of fifty eggs daily. For the first eleven months
she lays none but the eggs of workers ; after which she

commences a second laying which consists of drones' eggs

alone.

Of the mode of procreation among fishes, in consequence piocrea-

of their living in a different element from our own, we
^'°J^^""°"^

know but little. A few of them, as the squalus, or shark
genus, some of the skates, and other cartilaginous fishes,

have manifest organs of generation, and unquestionably
copulate. The male shark, indeed, is furnished with a pe- Male or-

culiar sort of holders for the purpose of maintaining hisfJ^iJf^^^'^

grasp upon the female amidst the utmost violence of the shark,

waves, and his penis is cartilaginous or horny. The fe-

male produces her young by eggs, which, in several species
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Class V. of this ffeiiiis, are hatched in her own bodv, so that the
I. Machi-

1 w *i
neiy of the young, When cast lortl), are viviparous.
generative ^£[^q blenuv produces its young in the same manner: in
function. •' '^ •' °

11 , .

Young in
™ost species by spawn or eggs hatched externally, but m

some spe- one or two viviparously, three or four hundred young being

genus pro- thus brought forth at a time. The blenny, however, and
duced vi-

jjjy f^j, ^jg g;reater number of fishes, have no external organ
viparouslj'. ^ i i •

Produced of generation, and appear to have no sexual connexion.
m the same rpjg

females, in a particular season of tlie year, seem
manner in ' * j ^

the blenny. merely to throw forth their ova, which we call hard roe or

general'" spawu, in immense multitudes, in some shallow part of the

have no Water in which they reside, where it may be best exposed

sexual to the vivific action of the sun's ray j when the male short-

organs or
jy afterwards passes over the spawn or hard roe, and dis-

connexion, chai'ges upon it his sperm, which we call soft roe or milt.

niode o7 These substances are contained in the respective sexes in

increase, tvvo bags that uuitc near thepodex, and at spawning time

hanrr"o'c? ^^'^ ^^^T "luch distended. The spawn and milt thus dis-

Sperm, charged intermix ; and, influenced by the vital warmth of

soft roe. the sun, commence a new action, the result of which is a

shoal of young fishes of a definite species.

Still pair- , Yet though no actual connexion can be traced among

v'efbie'hr the greater number of the class of fishes, something like

™any pairing is often discernible among many ofthose that have

Illustrated
^^^ visible organs of copulation : for if we watch attentive-

ly the motions of such as are kept in ponds, we shall find

the sexes in great tumult, and apparently struggling to-

gether among the grass or rushes at the brink of the wa-

Salmon. ter, about spawning-time j while the male and female

salmon, after having ascended a fresh stream to a sufii-

cient height and shallowness for the purpose, are well

known to unite in digging a nest or pit in the sand, of

about eighteen inches in depth, into which the female

casts her spawn, and the male immediately afterwards

ejects his milt ; when the nest is covered over with fresh

sand by a joint exertion of their tails.

Sturgeon. The salmon, the sturgeo)i, and many other marine

fishes, seek out a fresh-water stream for this purpose : and

their navigations are often of very considerable length be-
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fore they can satisfy themselves, or obtain a proper gravel-
{^^ Jj^^^]j_

ly bed. The salmon tribe sometimes make a voyage ofiieiyof the

several hundred milea, cutting their way against the most^^nj^^^^^J^^^

rapid currents, leaping over floodgates, or up cataracts of £)a„gers

an astonishing height: in their endeavour to surmount ^J|co"nter-

which they often fail, and tumble back into tlie water ; spawning

and, in some places are, in consequence, caught in baskets ''™^-

placed in the current for this purpose.

The power of fecundity in fislies surpasses all calcula- ^^cundity
01 nsnGS in*

tion, and appears almost incredible. A single herring, if calculable.

suffered to multiply unmolested, and undiminished forfii"ft»ate(i
*^ •' .11'" ^"^ "'^^'

twenty years, would show a progeny greater in bulk than ring.

the globe itself. This species, as also the pilchard, and

some others of the genus clupea, as a proof of their great

fertility, migrate annually from the Arctic regions in

shoals of such vast extent, that for miles they are seen to

darken the surface of tlie water.

The mode of procreating among frogs does not much Singular

vary from that of fishes. Early in the spring the male is uo°n among

found upon the backof the female in close contact with herjf'^ogs:

but there is no discoverable communication, although this

contact continues for several daj s ; nor can we trace in the

male any external genital organ. After the animals quit

each other, the female seeks out some secure and shallow

water, in which, like the race of fishes, she deposits her

spawn, whicli consists of small specks held together in a

sort of chain or string by a whitish glutinous liquor that

envelopes them; and over this the male passes and de-

posits his sperm, which soon constitutes a part of the

glutinous matter itself. The result is a fry of minute tad-

poles, whose evolution into the very different form and or-

ganization of frogs, is one of the most striking curiosities

of natural history. In the Surinam toad (rana Pipa)^^P^^^^^^y

this process is varied. The female here deposits her eggs Surinam.

or spawn without any attetition to order j the male takes

up the amorphous mass with his feet and smears it over

her back, driving many of the eggs hereby into a variety of

cells that open upon it; and afterwards ejecting over them

his sperraous fluid. These cells are so many nests in

TOI. T, 9.
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j^m^ r
^^^'^^'^ *^'^ ^Sgs ^I'c batched into tadpoles, which are per-

neiy of the fected and burst their imprisonment in about three months.

SnSr^ But a volume would not suffice to point out all the sin-

Sin<^uiai
gu^^rities exhibited by different animals in the economy of

position of procreation. It is worth while, however, to notice how

of genera- Variously some of the organs of generation are situated in

tion in ma- many tribes. In the female libellula, or dragon-fly, the

LibeViula, Vagina is placed on the upper part of the belly near the

01 di agon- breast. In the oiale spider, the generative organ is fixed

Male spi- on the extremity of an antenna. In the female ascaris

A^caiis
'^ermmdaris, or maw-worm, the young are discharged

verinicu- from a minutc punctiform aperture a little below the head,

inaw-""^ which appears, therefore, to constitute the ascarine vagi-

voim, iia. In the snail we find this organ placed near the neck,

in the immediate vicinity of the spiracle which serves for

Taenia So- its lungs. The taenia Solium, or tape-worm, throws

tape-
°^ forth its young from the joints. So some plants bear

worm
: flowers on the petioles or edges of the leaves instead of

as in some .in . n
plants. on the flower-stalk.

Mammie j,i jij^e manner, while the mammae in the human kind
in quadru-

i i ^i i i > /. » i a

peds. are placed on the chest, and made a graceful and attrac-

tive ornament, in all quadrupeds they are placed back-

Teats in ward, and concealed by the thighs. In the mare, the
the mare teats, which are two, are insfuinal ; in the horse, they are
inguinal. ' ° '. ^ J

Where singularly placed on the glans penis.

iiie"o^rse'.
^^ ''^ testes of most animals that possess this organ, and

Testes procreate only once a year, are extremely small during
very small, ^jje months in which they are not excited. Those of the
when un- . i • a i i ii

employed, sparrow, in the winter-season, are scarcely larger than
in anmiais ^ pj^'s head, but in the spring are of the size of a hazel-
that pro- * '

P
create on- nut. In man this organ, before birth, or rather during

v^ea"*^^
^ ^^^ early months of pregnancy, is an abdominal viscus

:

Illustrated about the Seventh month it descends gradually through

sparrow, the abdominal ring into the scrotum, which it reaches in

Original ^j^g eighth month. And if this descent do not take place
SP3.t 3.11(1

progress in anterior to birth, it is accomplished with difficulty, and
man. jg rarely completed till the seventh oiv eighth year.

Sometimes, indeed, only one testis descends under these

circumstances, and occasionally neither.

There is a set of barbarians at the back of the Cape of
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Good Hope who appear to be very generally monorchid, ^^^^^ ^ •

or possessed of only a single testis; and Linneus, believ-chinciy of

ing this to be a natural and tribual defect, has made them
I.^^e^f ",t^^'"

a distinct variety of the human species. Mr. Barrow has tion.

noticed the same singularity : but it is doubtful whether, ^^ij^^^^'^^l"

like the want of a beard among the American savages, turaiiy mo-

this destitution is not owing to a barbarous custom of
p°|,^^'^.ji^^j

extirpation in early life. It is generally admitted that power of

the productive power of man is greatly impaired, il not paired by a

totally lost, by a retention of both testes in the abdomen, [j^jp®"^*^^^'''

as in this situation they are seldom completely developed, m the ab-

Mr. Hunter imagines never; and Zacchias and Riolan^°"^"""

concur with him. Mr. Wilson met with one case of this

kind in which the generative power was perfect : and M.
Fodere boldly affirms that persons thus incompletely

formed are most remarkable for their vigour, thus strange-

ly impeaching the ordinary course of nature. Yet in the Yet in tiie

crinaceus or hedge-hog genus, and a tew otiier quadru- ^^ hedge-

peds, they never quit the cavity of the abdomen. In the''°s '^^J^^1, .1.. 11 q""s t'^^

cock, whose penis is dichotomous or two-pronged, they abdomen.

are situated on each side of the back-bone. vvheie

seated ni

It has been made a question among physiologists whe-the cock.

ther the seminal fluid is secreted by tl>e testes at the
flyj^'"j^||g.

moment of the demand, or gradually and imperceptibly in ti'e> secret-

the intervals of copulation, and lodged in the vesiculse se- testes at^

niinales as a reservoir for the generative power to draw "^'^e mo-

r,,, 1 , • . V . 1 ment of dn-
upon. 1 he latter is a common opinion. It is, however, mand ; or

opposed, and with very powerful arguments, by Swammer- 'mpercop-

dam and Mr. John Hunter. The secretion found in the gradually

vesiculse seminales, is different from that of tlie testes in the
f,j^h^''v*e5i.

properties of colour and smell ; those of tlie {ormer being cuiae semi-

yellow and inodorous, those of the latter whitis'is and pos- xlie latter

sessing the odour of the orchis-root, or the down of chest- t'^e com-

^,, ... „, ,, ^ ,, mon opi-
nuta. On the dissection oi those who have naturally ornion:

accidentally been ^jestitute of one testis, the vcsicula of the '^"V'^ppos-

one side lias been found filled with the same fluid, and asswummer-

largely as that of the other ; and consequently the fluid on
H^J',',te"''

'^'

the vacant side must have been supplied by a secretory ac-On what

tion of the vesicula itself. There arc no organs of genera- opp"'spri,
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i^Ma-
^' *'^" *'*** differ so much in their form and comparative

chineryof sizc in different animals as these vesicular bags : in the

tive^func-
''^dge-hog they are twice as large as in man, and in many

lion. animals they are utterly wanting. They are so in the
Vesicuise (j^o, which Continues for a very hmg time in a state of co-

diffei wide- pulation, and in birds, whose copulation is uiomenlary.

and"sizeTii ^hey are, moreover, wanting in most animals whose food

different is chiefly derived from an animal source, though not in

Hedge-hog. all, as the hedge-hog, to which I have just referred, is an
Domestic example of the contrarj^
dog. • •'

,

Birds. Mr. Huntor hence concludes that the vesicuise semmales

sfi^"osed
^^^ "°^ seminal reservoirs but glands secreting a peculiar

by J. Hun- mucus, and that the bulb of the urethra is, properly speak-

glands se- ^"§' ^'^^ reccptacIc in which the semen is accumulated pre-

creting a vious to ejection. Of tlie actual use of these vesicular

ti net from b^gSj he confcsses himself to be ignorant, yet imagines
semen.

|^|jjjj; j,^ some way or other they are subservient to the pur-

poses of generation, though not according to the common
conjecture.

Uterus and j,^ a few rare instances the uterus and vagina are said
vagina " „

sometimes to have been found double. Dr. Tiedemann informs us
fioubie.

|.|jj^^ jjg jjg^g i^g^ ^,j^jj j^jj instances of this monstrosity.

The organs constituting one of the cases are preserved to

this day in the Heidelberg Museum. The individual had

been pregnant in one of the sets, and the uterus is here

larger than on the opposite side which is of the ordinary

size. The woman reached her full time, but died nine-

teen days after delivery.

Ovaria -, The ovaria are to the female what the testes are to the

called
^ male. They were formerly, indeed, called female testes,

female ^nd fumish, on the part of the female, what is necessary

ijow con- towards the production of a progeny. They are, in fact,

"':'^^^'\ two spheroidal flattened bodies, inclosed between tlie folds
with the *

uterus. of the broad ligaments by w hich the uterus is suspended.

They have no immediate connexion with the uterus; but

near them the extremity of a tube, which opens on either

side into that organ, hangs with loose fimbria in the cavity

of the abdomen, into which it communicates the fimbrial

Fallopian end. This tube is called the Fallopian from the name of its

••ih».
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discoverer* At the age of puberty, the ovaria acquire Ci-ass v.

their full growth, and continue to weigh about a drachm diinery of

and a halfeach till menstruation ceases. They contain a J|'^^^s^y"^^Jf

"

peculiar fluid reKeinbling the white oteggs, once supposed tion.

to be secreted by the glandular structure ol various small Corpora
c liitea

bodies imbedded in them, which have been denominated what',

corpora lutea. By some early writers this fluid wiiS con-
^^^

^^"^'

templated as a female semen, forming a counterpart to these or-

the semen of males; but it has since been held, and^hatna-

the tenet is well supported by anatomical facts, to be a^""-

secretion of a different kind, thrown forth in consequence

of the excitement sustained by the separation of one or

more of the minute vesicles, which seem to issue from Vesicles

them as their nucleus or matrix, and which are them- "^"o^va-

selves regarded by the same school as the real ovula of 'ie^.

subsequent fetuses : to which subject, however, we shall

advert presently.

It is singular to contemplate the very powerful influ- Powerful

ence which the secretion, or even the preparation for se-
'j'/thl"'^^

cretins: the seminal fluid, but still more its ejection, pro- seminal

duces over the entire system. animal

On the perfection, and a certain and entonous degree '^*^°"°'"J''

of distention, of the natural vessels, apparently producing

an absorption of the fluid when at rest, the spirits, the vi-

gour, and the general health of man depend. Hence,

antecedently to the full elaboration of the sexual system,

and the secretion of this fluid, the male has scarcely any

distinctive character from the female : the face is fair and

beardless, the voice shrill, and the courage doubtful. And

whenever in subsequent life, we find this entonous disten-

tion relaxed, we find at the same time languor, debility,

and a want of energy both in tlie corporeal and mental

functions. And where the supply is entirely suppressed

or cut off by accident, disease, or unnatural mutilation,

the whole system is changed, the voice weakened, tiie

beard checked in its growth, and the sternum expanded

:

so that the male again sinks down into the female cha-

* FnlloD. Ohsprv. Annt. 197
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Class V. rjicter. These changes occur chiefly where the testicles

chinery of are extirpated before inanhood ; but they take place also,

the genera-
jjjj^^igjl^ iu a less desree, afterwards.

tive tunc- o o '

tion. In like manner, during the discbarge of the seminal
Effects fluid in sexual ( oinmerre, the most vigorous frames of the

discharge : stoutest aniiuals become exhausted by the pleasurable
in the sisock : and the feeble frames of many of the insect tribes
stoutest

animals: are incapable of recovering from ihe exhaustion, and pe-

inthe pish immediately afterwards; the female alone surviving

in the *^ §'^^ maturity to the eggs hereby fecundated. The
stoutest same effect occurs after the same consummation in plants.

in^feebier
'^^^^ stoutcst tree, if supcrfiuctified, is impaired for bear-

piants. ing fruit the next year ; while the plants of the feeblest

structure die as soon as fructification has taken place.

Hence, by preventing fructification, we are enabled to

prolong their duration ; for by taking away the styles

and stigmas, the filaments and anthers, and especially by

plucking off the entire corols of our garden-flowers, we
are able of annuals to make biennials, and of biennials

triennials.

Aioma in In many animals during the season of their amours,

mais pecu-the aroma of the seminal fluid is so strong, and at the

liariy sauic time so extensive in its influence as to taint the flesh

;

strong in • i • i i

the breed- and hence the flesh of goats at this period is not eatable.
ing season, ^Qg^ fishcs aiT extremely emaciated in both sexes at the
ana nesn »

not same time, and from the same cause, and are equally unfit
eatable.

^^^, ^j^^ table. Stags, in the rutting season, are so ex-
A like ef- '-'

7 i • •

feet in hausted as to be quite lean and feeble, and to retire into
fishes.

^i^p recesses of the forest in quest of repose and quiet.

exhuusti .(. They are well known to be totally inadequate to the chace;
in stags.

j^^jI |)j.„(,p^ for thp purpose of maintaining a succession

Horns of Sporting, they are sometimes castrated, in which state

aglinfr"^ they are called hcaviers. It the castration be performed
cast.ation

^,|^ijp tj,g j,orns are shed, these never grow again ; and, if
be per- ° *^

formed whjie the horns are in perfection, they are never shed.

are sVe^i7 "^''^ "^^^® ^"'' ^P»"^5" I'cin-deer icervus Tarandus) or-

dinarily cast their horns every year in November. If the
Ji 6CUllc\l* •!! PI*
economy male be castrated, the horns will not grow alter he is

dee'r^
'^°^"'nine years old ; and the female, instead of dropping her
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horns as usual in November, retains them, if gravid, till Class v.
. I. Ma-

she fawns, which is about the middle of May. In this diinery of

case the usual stimulus necessary for the operation "f
[J^^/j^'^fJ.^"

exfoliation is transferred to another part of the system, tion.

And for the same reason we often find that a broken bone

in a pregnant woman will secrete no callus, and conse-
by^^|falogy,

quently not unite, till after child-birth. In the former

case the roots of tlie horns are affected by sympathy with

the general sexual system, of which, indeed, they may
be said to form a part, and by their superior size are dis-

criminative of the male sex. In the human race, the

strong deep voice, characteristic of manhood, is rarely

acquired, if castration be performed in infancy.

There is no animal, perhaps, but shows some sympa- Association

thetic action of the system at large, or some remote part
"I^l'sy^ten^

of it, with the genital organs, when they are in a state of with the

peculiar excitement. The tree-frog (rana arborea) has, ^^hen in a

in the breeding season, a peculiar orbicular pouch at- ^'^'^"f
6XClt6ItI6nt

tached to its throat; the fore thumb of the common male uiustiated

toad is at the same season affected with warts : and the '" *^^ ^i^^^-

nog :

females of some of the monkey tribes evince a regular common
^„ . .

.

male-toad

:

menstruation. monkey

II. The process by which the generative power is able tribes.

, 1- I * 1/ ^ I
• * *i * 1

• H. Genera.
to accomplish its ultimate end, is to the present hour in- nve pro-

volved in no small degree of mystery; and has given <=^sS'

... ... ,. . .
Involved in

rise to three distinct and highly ingenious hypotheses mystery

:

that have a strong claim upon our attention, and which ''"* '^^^
'-' * ' given rise

we shall proceed to notice in the order in which they to three

have appeared. j;;P;S:,,3

The first and most ancient of these consists in regard- ^^ follow

:

ing the fetus in the womb as the joint production of mat- duced by°

ter afforded in coition by both sexes, that of the male be- '*'*' '"^^'^^'

mg secreted by the testes, and that of the female by the a male and

uterus itself, or some collateral organ, as the ovariaj^^^^lV^",o ' ' iiiinai nuid:

which last, howev^*, is a name of comparatively modern
origin, and derived from a supposed office which wasnotfoimingtiie

contemplated among the ancients. To this hypothesis epigeLsfs

.

has been given the name of epigenesis.

The seed or matter afforded by the female was rescarded Female
'-" ^enerativi^
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Class V. by Hippocrates, Aristotle, and Galen, as the menstrual

live pro- blootl or secretion, which they supposed furnished the

cess. substance and increment of the fetus, while the male se-

rtiatter how
i^jg^ fumished the living principle: Einpedocles, Epicu-

by Hippo- rus, and various other physiologists contending, on the

ArTstotte'^
contrary, that the father and mother respectively contri-

as distinct buted a seminal fluid that equally co-operated in the gen-

semen, eration and growth of the fetus, and stamped it a male or

How ex- a female, and with features more closely resembling the

Empedo^^ One or the other according as the orgasm of either was
ciesand predominant at the time, or accom,ianied with a more

Sex'^and^* copious discharge. In the words of Lucretius who has
features elegantly compressed the Epicurean doctrine;

counted Et muliebre oritur patrio de seniine seclum
;

Maternoque mares exsistunt corpore cretei.

Semper enim partus duplici de semiiie constat

;

Atque, utri simile est magis id, quodquomque creatur,

Ejus habet plus parte aequa, quod cernere possis,

Sive virum suboles, sive est muliebris origo.*

Ses and rpjjp
(]i}^ti„ction of sex, however, w as accounted for in

features
. ti j i i

how ac. a different manner by Hippocrates, w ho supposed that each

fo°r"b^^^
of the sexes possesses a strong and a weak seminal fluid;

Hippocra- and Very ungallantly asserted that the male fetus was

Aristotle, formed by an intermixture of the robuster fluids of the

two sexes, and the female by that of the more imbecile.

Commen- Lactantius, in quoting the opinion of Aristotle upon this

Lactantius subject, adds, fancifully enough, that the right side of the

"P?" , uterus is the proper chamber of the male fetus, and the

opinion,^
*

left of the female : a belief which is still prevalent among

the vulgar in many parts of Great Britain. But he adds

that if the male, or stronger, semen should by mistake

enter the left side of the uterus, a male child may still be

conceived ; yet, inasmuch as it occupies the female de-

partment, its voice, its face, and its general complexion

will be effeminate. And, on the contrary, if the weaker,

or female, seed should flow into the right side of the uterus

and a female fetus he begotten, the female will exhibit

^ De Rer, Kat. Lib, iv. 1220.
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many siarns of a masculine character, and be inordinately Ci.ass v.JO '
11. Genera-

vigorous and muscular.* tive pio-

The doctrine of epigenesis under' one modification or <=''"•

another, continued to be the leading, if not the only hypo- othe °of

°'

thesis of the day till the beginning of the sixteenth cen- these doc-
•' "^ '-'

. times po-

tury, when, in consequence of the more accurate exaraina- puiar till

tions and dissections of Sylvius, Vesalius, Fallopius, and
Sl;^^^,;';^^.

De Graaf, the organs which had hitherto been regarded tu.y: at

as female testes, and so denominated, were now declared
t^e'^Ja^'^''

to be repositories of minute ova, and at length named instead oi"

ovaria by Steno in 1667.1 We now therefore enter upon ,p^a7dedas

the second of the three hypotheses above alhuled to, deposito-

„ „ ^ ,. , p -III ii ricsofini-

which derives the fetus from rudiments turnished by the „u,c ova

:

mother alone. This hypothesis was originally advanced
^"^^J"*^^

by Josephus de Aromatariis, as flowing from these anato- ovaria.

mical discoveries, but was chiefly brought into notice by "hJr hypo-

Swammerdam and Harvey, wlio established the doctrine ihesis

of omne ah ovo. Observing a cluster of about fifteen ^i^^g tjje

vesicles in each of the female ovaria, apparently filled with '"rfiments

_ ,, . ,, , . . of the fetus

a minute drop of albuminous yellow serum, and perceiving f.om the

that they appeared to diminish in number in some kind of ||'j°'^^^"

proportion to the number of parturitions a woman had un- This hypo-

dergone, it was conceived by these physiologists that such
tratg^]""^"

vesicles are inert eggs or ovula, containing miniature em-

bryons of the form to be afterwards evolved, one of which,

by the pleasurable shock that darts over the whole body,

but in an especial degree through this organ, during the

act of copulation, is instantly throwai into a state of vital

activity, detached from the common cluster, and in a short

time passes into the uterus through the canal of the Fallo-

pian tube which spontaneously enlarges for the purpose;

where its miniature germ is gradually unfolded and aug-

mented into a sensible fetus, partaking of the form and

figure of the parent stock. The elementary animalcule,

it was farther assorted by Harvey, may be occasionally

impressed with a resemblance in its features to the father

* De Opificio Dei, Cap. xii.

! Elcm. Myologias Specimen, p. 11*.

TOl. V. S
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Class V. f.'oin tlic electric impulse'glven in the genial act to every

ii\8 pro- portion of the solids and fluids of the body, and of conse-
cess. quence to the fluid contained in the ovula themselves : but,
ieatiues . « , . • «
of the fath- reasoning irom tne length oi the vagina in cows and many
®' ^^"

, . other animals, and an occasional dissection of the human
counted for

'

by the subject soon after coition, he contended that the male semen

cn°to tfiJ
never did, nor indeed could, enter the uterus, and of course

leniaie sys- could not add any thing to the embryon in its evolution.

the em-""^ Lcewcnhoeck and Hartsoeker, however, upon a more
brace

:
it accuratc anatomy of tlie uterus irumediately after copula-

cd that tiie tion, discovered not only that the projected male semen

n!e!f c tiid
could enter its cavity, but actually did tlius enter, and in

ever reach somc instances, w hich fell within theirnotice, had clearly

or\dd a"ny asceudcd into the Fallopian tubes. And now a new doc-
tiiing to the trine was started, and one altogether opposite to the theory

jts e'voiu- " of Harvey. Upon the principle of tbe former, the father

''?"' had no immediate connexion w ith his own child ; he could
ine con-

i n • j i

trary as- not bcstow upon it a particle of his own matter, and the

Le"wen^ whole production was the operation of the mother. But,

hocck and in couscquence of this later discovery, it was contended

e/: who ^^^^^ the entire formation was the work of tlie father, and
contended that the mother, in her turn, had nothing to do with it

:

co:i!d even that cvery particle of the propelled fluid was a true and
enter the proper scminium, containing in itself, like the ovulum of

tube, and the female upon the hypothesis of Harvey, a miniature of

dki"o"^ all the organs and members of the future fetus, in due

Extreme time to be gradually evolved and augmented ; and that the

absu"d°'' uterus, and possibly tlie ovulum, into which some one of

consequen- these male seminaor seminia is almost sure of being pro-

Sm k)th truded in the act of generation, oflers nothing more than a
iiypothe-

j^ggt 1,^ which the homunculus or rudimental fetus is de-
SG^ ' the

supporters positcd for wariuth and nutriment. And as the former
of the one^ hypothesis appealed to the natural economy of oviparous

that the
" animals during the period of incubation, that ofworms and

[ro^mme''-'^
tadpolcs was appealed to by the latter : and a very consi-

diate con- dcrablc degree of life and motion was supposed to be dis-

wiihTis covered and proved by the aid of good magnifying glasses

own child
:[j^ the simple fluid of the male semen, insomuch that not

wl-.ile those *

o.' the »ti!-
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less than many millions of these homunculi, or unborn Ci-ass v,
•'

• J- A 11. Genera-

manikins, were pointed out as capering in a diameter not tive pro-

greater than that of the smallest grain of sand, each re- ^^^^•

sembling the tadpole in shape. Lelappius, indeed, a°^j^";|;""^'

celebrated pupil of Leewenhoeck advanced farther ; for he whole

not only saw these homuncular tadpoles, but pretended
,^.o,.j5^ of ti,,.

to trace one of them bursting through the tunic by which f;^ther, and
^ "^ the mother

it was swaddled, and exhibiting two arms, two legs, a hu- has nothing

man head and heart.
vvhhVt°thrrn

Such was the dream of the popular philosophy on the to furnish

subject of generation indulged in at the period we are now
'^"pg-Jig ,o

advertinff to, and which continued for upwards of a cen-natmaihis-
^, , .,.' n , ii • lory maf]e

tury. It IS truly astonishing to reflect on the universa-,,y both

lity with which this opinion was accredited, and how de-Pf't'cs.
•' * Homunculi

cisively every anatomist, and indeed every man whopre-semine

tended to the smallest portion of medical science, was con-
p^'l^hej""'

vinced that his children were no more related, in point of estrava-

generative power to his own wife than they were to his
fj^"

^",,"1,

neighbour's. It was in vain that Verheyen denied the hypoihe^is-

existence of animalcules in the seminal fluid, and under- General

took to demonstrate that the motion supposed to be trac- »ei"a'ks-

ed there, was a mere microscopic delusion : it was in

vain to adduce the fact of an equal proportion of paternal

and maternal features in almost every family in the world,

the undeviating intermixture of features in mules, and

other hybrid animals, and the casual transfer of maternal

impressions to the unborn progeny when suddenly fright-

ened in the earlier months of pregnancy. The theory,

as it was triumpantly called, of generation ab animalculo

maris, was still confidently maintained ; and the mother,

it was contended, had nothing to do with the formation

of her own offspring, but to give it a warm nest and

nourishment.

At length arose the celebrated and indefatigable Buffbn, Hypoihess

who was not inattentive to tlie facts before him, nor to the |^|,mifg"

absurdities to which some of them had led. He readily re-*>(iiiiou

J., J , . -
"^ of tlie liy-

accredited the microscopic motion pointed out by Lcewen- pothe«is of

hoeck in the floating bodies of male semen, and wliich
"'^'5''"'^'^"*
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Class v. Spalanzaiii has since persuaded himself he has detected

tive pro- not only in this fluid but in various others of an animal
cess. origin;* but instead of admitting them to be animalcules,

molecules ^*^ regarded them as pi'imordial monads, molecules organi-

what. qiies, of a peculiar activity, existing through all nature,

and constituting the nutrient elements of living matter:

and upon this principle he founded not indeed a new hypo-

thesis, but a new edition of that of epigenesis, with so

much accessary, and, in his view of the subject, important

matter, as very nearly to entitle it to the character of an

original plan. Like the speculations to which it succeed-

ed, it soon acquired a very high degree of popularity.

Explained. AH organized beings, and hence plants as well as ani-

mals, according to the doctrine of M. de BufFon, contain

a vast number of these active molecules in every part of

their frames, but especially in the generative organs of

both sexes, and the seed-vessels of plants, in which they arc

more numerous than in any other parts. These organic

primordia afford nutrition and growth to the animal and

vegetable fabrics ; and, as soon as these fabrics are ma-

tured, and consequently a smaller proportion of such mole-

cules are requisite, their surplus is secreted and strained

off for the formation of vegetable and animal seeds. The
existence of ovula, in the female ovaria, impregnated and

detaclied at the time of conception, is by this hypothesis

declared to be a chimsera, and their passage into the uterus

asserted to be contrary to all observation and fact. The

ovaria are once more regarded as female testes receiving,

like those of the male, the surplus of the organic mole-

cules of the body, and secreting them, like the latter, for

the common purpose of generation. The seminal liquor

thus secerned in the male and female frames are, in the act

of coition, projected simultaneously into the uterus, and,

becoming intimately blended there, produce, by a kind

of fermentation, the first filaments of the fetus, which grow

and expand like the filaments of plants. To render such

* Opuscoli de Fisica, Animale. Vegitabile, &c. Vol. ii. 8vo. Milan. 177G.
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combination of seminal fluids pi-oductive, however, it was Class v.

contended titat their qunntities must be duly proportion- tive pio-

ed, their powers of action definite, and their solidity, te-"^^'

nacity, or rareCactior, symphoneous ; and the fetus, it was

added, would be eitlier male or female, as the seminal
fe^a'tui"es

fluid of the man or woman abounded most with organic I'ow ac-

molecules, and would resemble eitlier the father or the ^y Buflfon.

mother, according to tlie ovej-balance of the respective

elements contributed by each parent.

It is obvious, Irom this brief view of the subject, that^^''^'^^
T.™ . , , . /.,., . .1.1 ,!• remarks.
Buiion in the planning oi this hypothesis did nothing more

than avail himself of the anatomical facts of Vesalius, De
Graaf, and Harvey, and the supposed discoveries of Lee-

wenhoeck, to revive in a new form the doctrine of the

Greek schools, and especially that of Epicurus. TJie sub-

ject, however, was offered to the world in plausible argu-

ments and captivating eloquence, and had soon the good

fortune to meet with powerful and enlightened supporters Buffon

,. . 1 TVT 11 1 1 1 J • supported
in Maupertuis and Needham, who added some improve- by Mau-

ments, but of no very ffieat importance, to several of M. Pf'^"'^^"'^
J^ Needham

:

de Buftnii's tenets ; while Haller and Bonet strove hard ,

,

'
.

opposed by
to revive the hypothesis of a female generative power orHaiier and

that of evolution alone, as first established by Harvey
;f,°J^4*;^^'°

or rather to erect an edifice somewhat similar to it, out of ed to re-

the cruniblij)g ruins of the primary building ; in doing a new form

which they appealed to the phsenomena of the vegetable ^he iiypo-

creation with considerable research and some degree ofmaieevo-

success. But this revived hypothesis, notwithstanding, ^"5^'°"'^^^"'^

lias never been very generally followed; and is now al- success.

most, if not altogether, relinquished even in Germany.

In like manner, there are several physiologists, who Attempted

have endeavoured to improve upon the hypothesis of Buf-J^gP'^^^^"

fon, of whom it may be sufficient to mention Dr. Darwin Bufifon:

and Professor Blumenbach. The alterations, however, by Biu-.

,. If. menbach
are little more thaw verbal, and consequently oi no great and Dar-

importance, and chiefly relate to the subordinate doc-
^^''"'

trine of organic molecules. For the term organic mole- Darwin's

cules Darwin prefers that of vital germs, which he as- [^on.'

sorts into two kinds, or rather maintains are thus formed
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Class V.
|jy nature, as being secreted or provided by male or fe-

tive pro- male organs, whether animal or vegetable ; for in the phi-
cess, losophy of this writer, the two departments tread closely

^'*^^ upon each other. In this subdivision of germs, however,
germs t^ o ' ^

what. the term molecule is still retained, but limited to the fe-

male character or department : the vital germs or particles

secreted by the female organs of a bud or flower, or the

Molecules female organs of an animal, being by Dr. Darwin deno-

ative pro^" miuated molecules with formative propensities j while

pensities, tbose secretcd from the male organs of either department

are called^6n7s with formative appetencies. To the fibrils

with form- he assigns a higher degree of organization than to the

ri'tes\vhar
^ol^culcs. Both, howevcr, wo are told, have a propen-

sion or an appetency to form or create ; as we are told

also that " they reciprocally stimulate and embrace each

other and instantly coalesce ; and may thus popularly be

compared to the double affinities of chemistry."

Biunien- j^ the view of Professor Blumenbach, matter is divided

dification. iuto two kinds, possessing properties essentially different

Organized from cach other, these are organized and unorganized

:

ganizel!"^
Unorganized matter is endued with a creative or formative

matter, power throughout every particle ; and organized matter
Nisus for-

^j^j^ ^ creative or formative effort, a«is«s formativuSf or
mativus or , .

biidung- hildungstriehi^ as he calls it, a principle in many respects

similar to that of gravitation, but endowing every sepa-

rate organ, as soon as it acquires structure, with a vita

propria. From the first he traces the origin of the world

in the simple and inorganic state of the mineral king-

dom ; from the last the rise of vegetables and animals.

Remarks It is only neccssary to add farther a remark of Mr.

John Hunter's, that in plants of all kinds, the seed, pro-

perly so called, is produced by the female organization,

while the male gives nothing more than the principle of

arrangement ; and that the same operation and princi-

ples take place in many orders of animals.f

Much phi- In all these attempts to improve upon the older specu-

strieb

what.

of Hunter.

losophical

trifling in

these spe-

culations, t Animal Economy, p

these" spc-
* ^^'^^ '''^" Bildungstrieb, 8vo. Gotting. 1791.
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latioiis, there is a great deal that cannot but be regarded ^J^i^ss^v.

as philosphical niigse. The physiological experiments rative pro-

that have been made, and the anatomical facts that have"^^;.
, -. , . . 1 f. TT 1 x" Positions

been discovered, since the days ot Harvey, ana particu- sufficiently

larly during the last half century, though they leave the J^^j^Ush^ed

doctrine ofgeneration still surrounded with many difficul- and disco-

ties, have sufficiently established the following positions : JeJtained'

First that, in all ordinary cases, the male semen enters First, male

into the uterus at the time of coition: and that in those ^^"^en

1 1 • 1 • J- A 1 communi-
cases in which it does not or cannot enter immediately, cated to

from the extreme length of the vagina, as in some
<1"^- a'i^gfst o"/

drupeds, or from a greater or less degree of imperfora- soon after-

tion of the vaginal passage, it is conveyed there soon af-
^^^'^'^^•

terwards in consequence of its proximity of situation.

Secondly, that the uterus itself, worked up at this time Secondly,

to the highest pitch of excitement, secretes also some por-
aiso"se-"^

tion of a peculiar fluid, the female semen of the Epicurean cretes a

philosophers, with which the male semen combines, and
flu^c'i^^'pJ:o.

which is probably the basis of the membranes soon after- babiy the

wards prepared for the fetus. subsequent

Thirdly, that the Fallopian tubes at this period become
^^^^^l^

rigid ; their fimbriae embrace the ovaria,* and consequently Thirdly,

form a d irect channel of communication between the ovaria Fallopian

and the uterus ; that what were formerly supposed to be dium of

vesicles are real ovula : and that one of them, detached communi-

1 T o cation be-
by the momentary shock or excitement, bursts from its tween the

nucleus or matrix, enters into one of the open mouths of
"he'^ova^-"

^

the fimbrise ofthe Fallopian tube, and in consequence, into ries : the

the tube itself, by which it is conveyed to the uterus; an ^."sP'Jes of

effect, however, which does not seem to take place during the latter

the act of coition, since the ovulum is seldom found, even conveyed
'

in the Fallopian tube, till some time afterwards : and that, ^J
I'^'sme-

' ' diumtothe
as soon as the ovulum has thus escaped, the lips of the uterus.

wound hereby made in the side of tlic ovary are closed

by an external cioatrix, and indented with a small cavi-

ty, which forms what is meant by a coi'pus luteum.

Fourthly, that the cervix of the uterus is, from this time. Fourthly,

closed in its canal towards its upper part, so as to prevent
^'^^^jl^g®"^^"^

a second fetation by the introduction of fresh male semen \ uterus
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Class V. while the internal surface of this ors;an becomes lined with
II. Gene-
rative pro- » fine coagulable and plastic lymph, being probably the
cess. g,jj^ secreted at the moment of intercourse j which as-
from this gumes a thin membranous form, and lias bee'n called ti»ni-
time be- . . •

comes ca caduca or decidua, and constitutes the uterine ovum

tha7no^° or egg of the fetus; this important part of the process

second seeming to take place about a week after the time of co-

can take pulation. In the rabbit Mr. Cruikshank has found it as

place. early as the fourth day.
Formation Fifthly, that, for the better protection and nutrition of
of caduca; ,„ ''

, ,. «, . i.,.i
or uterine the fetus, the walls of the uterine ovum are multiplied ;

°[""\S°'"* and that hence, wliile the tunica caduca itself possesses a

about a dupUcature, which is called tunica reflexa, there are also

sexuaArf-'^ two other membranes by which the decidua is lined, deno-

tercourse. minated chorion and amnion, botli which are filled with
Fifthly, peculiar fluids ; the fluid of the chorion occupying the
formation *^

, • ,n t i • • i • i

of other spacc between itselt and the amnion which it surrounds;
associate

^j,(j ^j^g ^^^^^^\ Qf ^j^g amnion occupying the whole of the

bxanes. Interior which is distended with it like a bladder.

Sixthly, Sixthly, that the medium ofconnexion betv\ een the fetus

^^*""®; and the mother is the umbilical chord and the placenta
dium of

. . ^
connexion into which it is distributed ; the former consisting of an

theSd artery from each of the fetal iliars, and a vein running to

and the the fetal liver, twisted spirally and, sui-rounded by a com-

umbiiicai mon integument ; and the latter consisting of two parts,

chord and
^j^ uterine or spongy parenchyma, derived from the de-

cidua, and a fetal parencbj ma consisting of a great mul-

titude of exquisitely beautiful knotty flocculi that cover

the chorion, and constitute not only an organ of nutri-

ment, but, as was first ingeniously supposed by Sir Ed-

ward Hulse, of oxygenation.

Seventhly, Seventhly, that aboiit the third week, ov as soon as the
the first

uterine ovum is thus prepared for its reception, we can
vestige of r I r

the embry- trace the fii'st vestige of the embryon, oval in its shape

abourthe^ and resembling a minute bean or kidney, swimming in

third week the fluid of the amnion, and suspended hy the umbilical

pregVa^ chord which has now shot forth from the placenta. From
tion, and

^|jjg reniform substance the general figure pullulates, the

leniform. Umbs are protruded, and the face takes its rise.
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III. The chief difficulties that have heen felt as ac-^CLAss v.

companding these positions and the general doctrine that ctiities that

flows from them, are the followins:

:

^^'^ '*"'' ***

'-'
, acconipa-

First, as to the mode hy which the male semen isnythe

conveyed to the ovulum in the Fallopian tube.
shicnsf°"

Secondly, the occasional existence of corpora lutea in

the ovaria of virgins, or of those who, from misforniation,

have been incapable of indulging in sexual commerce.

Thirdly, the occasional detection of a full-sized fetus

in the uterus without any placenta, umbilical ciiord, or

mark of an umbilicus.

The first of these difficulties was earliest started, as we First diffi-

have already observed, by Dj. Harvey, who contended
ifl^^^

^^^^_^

that in the case of cows, whoso vagina is very long, ascfintof

well as in various other cases, tlie semen cannot possibly semen to

reach even the utei'us ; and that hence there is no rea-^''^ ovum.

son to suppose it ever reaches it. It was nottlien known
that impregnation commences in the Fallopian tube, and

that it must also reach this canal as v\ell ; which, by Har-

vey would have been received as an objection still more

triumphant.

By what means the ejected semen is conveyed into the Examined

uterus, we do not, indeed, very clearly know even to thej'^"'
"^'' "^

present hour; but tliat it is so conveyed and even in

animals in which tlie male oi-gan can by no means come
in contact with it, has been proved by jnrontrovertible

facts. Mr. John Hunter killed a bitch in tl)e act of co-

pulation, and found that the semen was then existing in

the cavity of tlie uterus, in his opinion carried there i>er

saltum. Now if it reach the uterus there can be no diffi-

culty in conceiving that it may also reach the Fallopian

tubes, which by one end open into the uterus; sucked in,

perhaps, as supposed by M. Blnmenbach, by the latter

organ during the thrilling orgasm of the tnometit. Leewen-
hoeck and Hartsoeker seem, indeed, to have removed the

difficulty altogether, by ha\ ing, in some instances, de-

tected the seminal fluid in the Fallopian tubes themselves.

And there seems great reason to believe that it has, occa-P'""'^ that

sionally, entered the ovarium, and even produced im- liar's lome-

VOL. V. 4
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Class V. presination in that orsran instead of in the uterus, where

cuities ac- au obstfuctiou has been offered to the descent of an ovu-
compauy- jj,^ j^j;^ ^j^g fimbi'ial openings of the tube, after its de-
ing the

T /. n
subject of tachsTient : for we cannot otherwise readily account tor
genevation.

^jjg formation of fetuses in the ovarium ; facts, Ijowever,
times cis™

ceiHiod Weil linown to occur, and of which Mr. Stanley has given
even to the a singular instance of late.* and Dr. Granville a still
ovai iLiiii.

^
more extraordinary exainplc, the last tetus at its examin-

ation appearing perfect, and four snonths old.t

Second dif- The secoud dilficulty is also capable of a plausible an-
^* swcr, but not quite so satisfactory as the preceding

:

Examined There can -be no doubt that the ovarium is directly
and leph-

cd to. concerned in the great business of generation: for it is

well known that tlie operation of spaying or excising the

ovaries corresponds in females to that of castration in

males. It takes off, not only all power of production,

but all desire. And, in a recent volume of the Philoso-

phical Transactions, there is the case of a natural defect

of this kind in an adult woman, who, in like manner,

had never evinced any inclination for sexual union, and

had never menstruated : and who on dissection was

found, with the deficiency of ovaria, to have the uterus

only of the size of an infant's, a \ery narrow pelvis, and

wo iiair on the pubes.:|:

It seems,also,perfectly clear that in conception an ovum
does really descend from the ovarium into the uterus with-

in a few days after sexual intercourse has taken place : in

proof of which it will be sufficient to quote the following

curious historical fact from SirEverard Home,§ whoap-

Case in ex- peai's to have traced its path vcvy accurately : " A sei'vant

empiifica- niaid, twenty-ouc years of age, t^ied of an epileptic fit

Home. seven days after coition, there being circumstances to prove

that she could ntit have seen her lover after the day here

adverted to, nor for maiiv days before. The sexual or-

gans were submitted to dissection : tlic right ovarium had

a small torn orifice u])on the most prominent part of its

* Mc-i. Trails. Vol. vi. Art. :;vi. i Fhil. Trans. 1820. p. 101.

If Vol. for the year 1805. p. 22';. . i 1. IfU7. p. 252.
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external surface, wliich led to a cavity filled with coagii-Cr-Ass v.

latcd blood, and surrounded by a j'ellow isii organized cn\\ks ac-

stru( ture : its inner surface was covered with an exudation f"»pii"y-
iiii; llic

of coagulable ly tnph. A minute sphcikal body, supposed suhjoct of

to be an ovum, was concealed in the cavity of the womb^'""^'^^'""-

among the long fibres of coagulable lymph which covered

its inner surface, and espccJailv towards the cervix. This

supposed ovum was submitted to the microscopical powers

of M. Bauer, who has made various drawings of it, and

who detected in it two projecting points which are con-

sidered as the future situations of the heart and brain."

What exact period of time the ovum demands to work Time aud

its way down the tube into tlie uterus, has not been very f^^cem of
•' .the ovuin

accurately ascertained. That it does not descend at once to tiia ute-

is admitted on all hands: and there can be no doubt that p,!gp"g"£jy

in different kinds of animals a different period is requi-'^sceitaiu-

site. Mr. Cruikshank, whose experiments were confined

to rabbits, ascertained that in this species the ovum de-

maiided for its journey about forty-eight hours. In the

case just alluded to, seven days had elapsed, and conse-

quently a period perfectly sulficient seems to have been

given for the purpose, and there can be little doubt that

the minute body observed in the cavity of the uterus was a

genuine impregnated ovum that had completed its travels.

But whence comes it to pass, if the copulative percul- v^'hence

sion, felt through every fibre, be the cause of the <^etach- [°[P°^j^j

ment of ova orovula from the ovaria, that examples should virgins, or

be found of a like detachment, and consequently of a form- copdat"ion

ation of corpora lutea in cases where no copulation has ^las occur-

ever taken place? Of the fact itself there is no ffuestion.^j^
'^1^^ fj,^.^

"Upon examining," says Sir Everard Home, "the ovaria itself no

of several women who had died virgins, and in whom the
'^^"'^'^

'

hymen was too perfect to admit of the possibility of im-eci.

pregnation, there were not only distinct corpora lutea, but

also small cavities sound the edge of the ovarium, evident-'

ly left by ova that had passed out at some former period,

so that this happens during ike state of virginity,"'^

PliiJ. Trnus, 1817, lit siiprei.
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F-V'^f^J' Professor Blumenbach lias met with similar examples;
111. Diffi- ' '

ctiitips ac- and they have endeavoured to account for it, first, by sup-

i^n"thT^
jjosing that the females thus circumstanced must have

subject of been of a peculiarly amorous disposition, and at particu-
geuei ion.

j^^ tlmcs morbidly excited by a venereal orsrasm orisinat-

foi by a ing 111 their own persons alone, without any intercourse
supposition

^vjtji the male sex. And next, that a hidi-wrouelit excite-
tiiat thev DO
are p,o-' mentof this kind may be sufficient to produce such an effect,

duced by
^j^^ ^^j Yea.(] to the first and most important step in the ge-an organic ' r o

impulse nerative process. All this is highly ingenious, but we

on^tiie'per- Seem at present to want facts to justify us in offering such
sons of le- ail explanation. "We cannot doubt," says Sir Everard

highly Home, " that every time a female quadruped is in heat,
amorous Qj^g q,, mopc ova pass from the ovarium to the uterus,
disposition. .

*

The facts whether slie receives tlie male or not.* And to the same
alluded to

effect Pi'ofessor Blumenbach, who first launched this opi-
not quite ' •

satisfac- niou in 1718, before tlic Royal Society! of Gottengen,

tiiiTpom"
" "^ ''^ state of the ovaria," says he, *• of w^omen who have

though of- died under strong sexual passion has been found similar to

Home, that of rabbits during heat." And in confirmation of this

Biumen- ''^ adds :
*' ill the body of a young woman, eighteen years

bach. Qf jjgp^ ^yjjo j,j^,i jjg^nj, brought up in a convent, and had

every appearance of being a virgin, Valisneri found five or

six vesicles pushingfoneard in one ovarium, and the cor-

respondent Fallopian tube redder and longer than usual,

as he had frequently observed in animals during heat. Bo-

net," he adds, " gives the history of a young lady who died

furiously in love with a man of low rank, and w hose ova-

ria were turgid with vesicles of great size." In neither of

these cases, however, do we meet with ovula actually de-

tached, and still less with corpora lutea. Add to which,

that not only corpora lutea, but detached ovula, and even

imperfect fetation, have at times been found in the ovaries

of infants of ton or twelve years of age, who can scarcely be

suspected of any such erethism : a very curious instance

* Pliil. Ti*:mis. 1017 iit supra.

t Specimen Pliysiologiffi comparatiE. Comment. Soc. Reg. Scientiec Got-
teAffeus. Vol. ix. 128.
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of which we shall have to quote from Dr. Baillie, under Ci-ass v.

the genus I'roeotia.* cuitiesac-

I am aware that the same explanation has been adopt- ^°™pany-

. .
ingthe

ed by M. Cuvier, indeed it is «iifficultto adopt any other, subject of

but direct facts in support of it are as wanting in him as^^'""^*'"""

well as in the authorities just referred to. There is an vier.

indirect fact appealed to, however, by the last, which is indirect

well worth noticing for its curiosity, whatever decree of f"PP°'^

. bearing it may have upon the present question. After othei cu-

observingthata corpus luteum is not positive evidence of
'"^"^^^'^'^'

impregnation, he adds, nor does the existence of a deci-

dua in the uterus constitute better evidence of the same,

since it has sometimes happened that at each period of

painful menstruation the excitement of the uterine vessels

has produced a perfect decidua not to be distinguished

from that belonging to an ovum. The present author has

never met with a case of this kind, but of the fact itself

there seems no doubt : Morgagni has given one striking

instance of it in liis day,f and Mr. Stanley anotlicr in

our own.:]; To explain the origin of such a membrane 0'''3'n of

under such circumstances is by no means difficult, as it blanr ex-

follows upon the common principle by which other mem- P'^'^^f^'

branous or membrane-like tunics are produced in other

hollow organs in a state of peculiar irritation, of which
some curious examples have already been offered under
DiARRHCEA tubtjLauis.§ The peculiar character of the

membrane must necessarily be governed by the character
of the organ in wljjch it is formed. Upon the wliole, it Does not

does not seem to afford mucii supj)ort to the argument in "'^"'"'

^

whose favour it is appealed to, and the subject requirespoit to the

further investigation. common
conjecture.

Ihe third difficulty attendant upon the common doc-Thhd diffi.

trine of the day, which supposes the fetus to hold its*"'*^*

entire communication with, and to derive its blood, nu- f,'pp<!l\^of

trimcnt. and oxy^ne from the mother by means of the'^^'"^"'"''^

placenta and umbilical chord, is founded upon the occa-
""

o^ umw-
lical chord.

* Cln?-s V. Ord. II. Gen. ir. Spec. ii. of the present volume.

t De Sed. et Chus. Morb. Ep. J Med. Trans. Vol. vi- Art. xvi.

Vol. I. p. 252.
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CLA..SS V. sioiuil instances of foiases of lai'ffc and even full erov. tii
in. Diffi

5'

cuiticsac- being founil in the womb, and even brought forth at the

i^^°"ti!e's^b P'"'M>6'' period without any placenta, or at least of any
jectofge- lilility, without any umbilical chord, or even the trace of
ijeration.

^^^ uuibilirus. Admitting the course iust slanced at toWhat IS ,
"^ JO

the substi- be the ordinary provision of Nature, what is the substi-

sLidio'cca-
^"^^ ^^^^ employs on these occasions? the means by which

sons? the bereft fetus is supplied with air and nourishment?

,^'!'r.^',''^''"
The advocates of the doctrine of epigenesis, as new

umphantiy modelled bv the hands of Buffon and Darwin, triumph-
appeaied

^ntlv aoocal to thesc curious deviations from the estab-
10 by tlie « J i

advocates iished Order of nature, as effecting a direct overthrow of

trine of ept ^'^^ dtjctrinc of evolution by an impregnated ovum : while

genesis, as the supporters of the latter doctrine have too generally

Tng^^the cut the queslion short by a flat denial of such monstrous
d«ctnne^^of .ji,ej.j.ations.

'

The fact There is little of the true spirit of philosophy in either

itself flatly conduct. Admitting the existence of such cases, they

some of ' j'lst as much cripple the one doctrine as the other j for,

th-;r oppo-gj.r^,,(i,^g |i^g explanation which is usually offered by the

Difnciiiiv f'^>s''iier, the ordinary machinery of a placenta and an um-
stiii hang, bilical chord, become immediately a work of supereroga-

iiver party tion : abiilkv and complicated piece of furniture to which
maybe no iuiooi'tant usc Can be assisined, and which the over-
con ect. ' o '

Th-; first loaded uterus might be well rid of.

i'^a^uiipiii-
^"^' ^*" ^^^^ contrary, to deny the existence of well

losuphicai- estal>Hshed and accumulated facts, merely because we can-

5' , .,, not bend them to our own speculation, is still weaker and

iiioie uii- more reprehensible. The kangaroo, opossum, and wom-
'

hir .! -i
'''^^' '^^' breed tiicir young without either placenta or

denial oi liiivcl-striug. The embryons a*e inclosed in one or more

!i!erdy")e-' niemhraucs, wliich are not attaclicd to the coats of the

cause no utcrus, and are supplied with nourishment, and appa-

tion oTthe reutly with air from a gelatinous matter by which they
o(c,u-

j^j.g surrounded. Hoffman skives us the case of a fetus born

iiiustra- in fiiH licalth and vigour, with the funis sphacelated and
tion

frtCl

tioi.s (,! the
,jjv[ijj^-] jutt, two parts.* Vander Wiel gives the history

* Op. de Pii'guedine,
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of a Hvinff child exliibited without any uwihilicus, asaCf^ssv.

public spectacle;* and in a i'orcign collcrtion (u literury ouiti

curiosities is the case of a hare which \v;?s fbjtnd, on being\|"|^J^P^'^"^"

opened, to contain three leverets, two of tiseni witlsout asui^ject of

1 1 •>• -I I til -iiii sieneration,

placenta or umbilical vessels, and the other Vvitii ootn.j"

Plourquet has collected a list of several otjjer instances

in his Initia::}: but, perhaps, the most striking example

on record is one which occurred to tb.e present raitlmr in

December 1791, an account of which he gave to tbe pub-

lic in 17954 The labour was natural, the child, scarcely striking

less than the ordinary size, was born alive, cried feebly f^"*^ ''''\*
* •^ occurred

once or twice after birth, and died in about terj niisiutes. to the

The organization, as well external as intcinal, w as imper^ P'^®^''"'

feet in many parts. There was no sexual character w hat-

ever, neither penis nor piuicnduni, nor any interior oj'gan

of generation ; there was no anus or irctum, no funis, no

umbilicus : the minutest investigation could not discover

the least trace of any. With the use of a little force, a

small shrivelled placenta, orrather t!ie rudiment of a pla-

centa followed soon after the birth of the child, without a

funis or umbilical vessels of any kind, or any other ap-

pendage by which it appeared to liave been attached to

the child. No hemorrhage or even discoloration followed

its removal from the uterus. In a quarter of an hour afier-

wards a second living child was protruded into the vagina

and delivered with case, being a perfect boy attached to

its proper placenta by a proper funis. The author dis-

sected the first of these shortly after its birth in the pre-

sence of two medical friends of distinguished reputation, .

Dr. Drake of Hadleigh, and Mr. Anderson of Sudbury,

both of whom are still able to voucjj for the correctness of

this statement. On the present occasion, however, it is

not necessary to follow up the amorpjious appearances any
further, as they are already before the public, except to

* Observ. Cent. post. tCoinmcrc. Litrra. JVorimbprg.

i Iiiitia Eibliothcca;, Medico-Piact. et Chiruig. To:ii. iii. p. 554. 4to.

Tubing. 1794,

i Case of I'lPUn-iiiiturEd Fetation, \vith obsinvations : vend bofore the

Medical Society of Loiidon, Oct. 20, 1794.
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Ci.Ass. V. state that the stomach, which was natural, was half filled

cu'itifs ac- v/ith a liqiikl resemblijig that of the amnios.

h°"E'^ I'his subject has been brought foi-ward, and will be

subject of found ably discussed in the earlier voknncs of the Edin-

SuhjJct''°'"
'^"»'§ Medical Essays, by Professor Monro, and Mr.

formerly Gibsou.* The latter, giving full credit to the few his-

wirb niurh torics of the casc then before the world, endeavours very
ability and jjijreniously to account for the nutriment of the fetus by
at great

, ,. i j-
length, in the liquor aninii, which he conjectures to be the ordinary

bmj^i' Me-
^^^^'^^ ^^ suppl^^ auil not the placenta. The chief argu-

dicai Es- nieuts are that the embryon is at all times found at an
^^^^' earlier period in the uterus than in the placenta itself;
Supjiorted

, . , , p i 'n
by Gibson, which tioes Hot appear to be periected till two or three

months after conception ; and consequently that the em-

bryon must, thus far, at least, be supported from some

other source than the placenta; and if thus far, why not

through the whole term of parturition ? That extra-ute-

rine fetuses have no placenta, and yet obtain the means of

growth and evolution from the surrounding parts. That

the liquor amnii is analogous in its a])pearancc to the

albumen of a hen's egg, which forms the proper nourish-

ment of tlie young cliick : that it is found in the stomach

and mouths of viviparous animals when firstborn; and

that it diminishes in its volume in proportion to the growth

of the fetus.

Opposed To these arguments it was replied by Professor Monro
^ °"'°*

that we have no satisfactoi-y proof that the liquor amnii is

a nutritive fluid at all, and that in the case of amorphous

fetuses produced witliout the vestige of a mouth or of any

other kind of passage leading to the stomach, it cannot

possibly be of any such use : tiiat if the office of the pla-

centa be not that of affording food to the embryon, it be-

comes those who maintaisi the contrary to determine what

other office can be allotted to it; and that till this is sa-

tisfactorily done, it is more consistent with reason to doubt

the few and unsatisfactory cases at that time brought for-

* Vol. I. Art. XIII. Vol. II. Art. ix. x. xi. See also Dr. Fleming's

paper. Phil. Trans. Vol. XLix. 1775-6. p. 254.
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ward, than to perplex ourselves with facts directly con- Cla^s y.

tradictory of each other. cuUiesac-

For the full scope of the argument the reader must t*^^**
[""Ihe sub»

to the Edinburgh Medical Essays themselves, or for a ject of ge-

close summary to the present author's observations ap-
"^'^^'o"-

pended to his own case. It must be admitted that the in-

stances adverted to in the course of the discussions^are but

few, and most of them stamped with something unsatis-

, factory. Others however, might have been advanced even

at that time on authorities that would have settled the

matter of fact at once, how much soever they might have

confounded all explanation. But after the history just

given, and the references to other cases by which it may be

confirmed, this is not necessary on the present occasion.

It is singular that the subject of aeration, which forms in tuisdis.

another difficulty in discussing the question, is not dwelt
j"^f'°"g^'^^.

upon on either side, notwithstanding the ingenious con- aeration

jecture of Sir Edward Hulse, that the placenta might be "d to.^^'

'

an organ of respiration as well as of nutrition, had at this

time been before the public for nearly half a century j and

it shows us how slow the best founded theories not un-

frequently are in obtaining the meed of public assent to

which they are entitled from the first.

These, however, are only a few of the peculiar difficul- Othei du-

ties that still accompany the subject of generation,to what- a more ge-

ever doctrine we attach ourselves. There are others that"^^^^^'"'^
but quite

are more general, but equally inexplicable. The whole as inexpii-

range of extra-utrine fetuses is of this character ; often
E^jjra'.ute-

formed and nourished and developed without either a pla- rine fetuses

, • 1 i. i- 1 • • developed
centa or an amnios, and yet sometimes advancing, even m without

the remote cavity of the ovarium, and perfect in every or- placenta or

gan, to the age of, at least, four months, of which we have

already offered an example. A great part of the range of Amorphous

amorphous births defy equally all mental comprehension
; ^i'^'l^^/^^"

particularly the production of monsters without heads or equally un-

hearts, some of whom have lived for several days after
b[e.°""*^"

birth ;* others consisting of a head alone, wholly destitute

* See for examples and authorities the author's volume of Nosology, p. 535.

vol. v. 5
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(;f>Ass y. of a trunk, and yet, ]iossessing a full dev elopement of this

cuities ac- oi'guu ; a speciuicn of which was lately in the possession
company-

^jf jjj.^ Elfcs, of Neuss, ou the Rhine :* and others again,
1115 the sub-

'
. ,

jectofge- the whole of whose abdomen and thoracic viscera has
nenuion.

j^^.^^ f^^^jj^^j transposed.f
Transmis- jtjo,. Jess inexplicable is the generative power of trans-
sionofta- . .

*
01

leiits, de- mitting peculiarities of talents, of form, or ot defects in a
Jects, 01 jQjig. jjj^p „f hereditary descent, and occasionally of sus-
otherpecu- '-'

•'

• j-
iiarities pending the peculiarity througli a link or two, or an indi-

raT^onTr" vidual or two, with an apparent capriciousness, and then

generation, of exhibiting it once more in full vigour. Tlie vast in-

fluence which this recondite, hut active power possesses,

as well over the mind as the body, cannot, at all times,

escape the notice of the most inattentive. Not only are

wit, beauty, and genius propagable in this manner, but

duliiess, madness, and deformity of every kind.

Fuvtbei Even where accident, ora cause we cannot discern, has
i!iuatiated.pj,Q(|y(,p(j

5^ preternatural conformation or singularity in

a particular organ, it is astonishing to behold bow readily

it is often copied by the generative power, and how tena-

ciously it adheres to tiie future lineage. A pi'eternatural

defect in the hand or foot, has, in many cases, been so

common to the succeeding members of a family, as to lay

a foundation in every age and country for the family

name, as in that of Varro, Valgius, Flaccus and Plautus

at Rome. Seleucus had the mark of an anchor on his

thigh, and is said to have transmitted it to his posterity :

and supernumerary fingers and toes have descended in

a direct line for many generations in various countries.

Hence hornless sheep and hornless oxen produce an

equally hornless offspring, and the broad-tailed Asiatic

sheep yields a progeny with a tail equally monstrous, of-

ten of not less than half a hundred pounds weight. And
hence, too, those enormous prominences in the hinder

parts of one or two of the nations at the back of the Cape

of Good Hope, of which examples have been furnished to

us in our own island.

* Hufeland, Journal der Practiscbet^ Heillumde. Apr. 181^.

^nmsou. Phil. Trans, IPT!,
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How are we moreover, to account for that fearful liost /^i-ass v.
Ill' I>iffi-

of diseases, gout, consumption, scrofula, leprosy ana mad- cuUies ac-

ness, which, originating perhaps in the first suiferer ac-
fi^"',^^"^"^^

cidentally, arc propagated so deeply and so extensively ip<t of se

-

,....i.>v.., , •,! n •! I II !• neration.
that it is difficult to meet with a family wliose blood is.

totally free from all iiereditary taint ? By what means this c,on of

predisposition may be best resisted it is not easy to deter-
'''seases.

mine. But as there can be no question that i»termar-
,„^3^)^J'g*^],

I'iages among the collateral branches of the same family ^ransmis-

.1 !•! r» 11-1 1
sioiis may-

tend more than any thing else to hx and multiply and ag- be best

gravate it, there is reason to believe that unions between °''P°^*^'^"

total strangers, and, perhaps, inhabitants of different

countries, form the surest antidote. For admitting tiiat

such strangers to each other may be tainted on either side

with some morbid predisposition peculiar to their respect-

ive lineages, each must lose something of ils influence by

the mixture of a new soil ; and we are not without analo-

gies to render it probable that in tlieir mutual encounter

the one may even destroy the other by a specific power.

And hence, nothing can be wiser, on physical as well as Wisdom ot

on moral grounds, than the restraints which divine and gj'^.^j'j^^^g ^^

human laws have concurred in laying on marriages be-'^'vine and

tween relations : and though there is something quaint laws on

and extravagant, there is somethins; sound at the bottom, ''.^'eimar-

in the following remark of the sententious Burton upon tween near

this subject :
" And surely," says he. " I think it has been

'^''^''O'^^-
" ^ ^ - (.jiianit re-

ordered by God's especial providence, that, in all ages, medy pro-

there should be, once in six hundred years, a transmigra- Ctin!^
tion of nations to amend and purify their bitod, as we
alter seed upon our land ; and that there should be, as it

were, an inundati(»n of those northern Goths and Vandals,

and many such like people, whirh came out of (hat con-

tinent of Scandia and Srirmatia, as some suppose, and
over-ran, as a deluge, most part of Europe and Africa, to

alter, for our good, our complexions that were much de-

faced with hereditary infirmities, which by our lust and a"" •' bovere law
intemperance we had contracted."* Bocthius informs rormeriy in

existence

.. , ,, in Scot-
' Anatomy of Melancholy, Vol. i. Part i. Sect, il, p. 89. 8vo, land.
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Class V. „s of a different and still severer mode of discipline at
HI. Diffl. . , ,• , 1 . f, , , o
cuitics ac- one time cstablishea in Scotland for the same purpose,

|^°'"J^"[,j^.
but which, however successful, would make, I am afraid,

jectof ge- sad havoc in our own day, were it ever to be carried into
iieratioii. ,. ,,-wp •• • . . i .,i

execution. " It any one," says he, " were visited with

the falling sickness, madness, gout, leprosy, or any such

dangerous disease, which was likely to be propagated

from father to son, he was instantly castrated ; if it were

a woman she was debarred all intercourse with men ; and

if she were found pregnant with such complaint upon her,

slie and her unborn child were buried alive."*

* De Veterum Scotorum Moribus, Lib. J.



CLASS V.

GENETICA*

ORDER I.

CENOTICA.

Mstumn affectiufi tfir iFltiOKs*

MOEBID DISCHARGES J OR EXCESS, DEFICIENCY OR IR-

REGULARITY OF SUCH AS ARE NATURAL.

This order, the name of which is derived from Galen, and class v.

has been explained already, is designed to include a con-
s^ope^o/'

siderable number of diseases which have hitherto been the order.

scattered over every part of a nosological classification,

but which are related to each other, as being morbid dis-

charges dependent upon a morbid condition of one or more
of the sexual organs. The term employed might have

been medorrhcetiga but that medorrhoea, as a genus,

has been already employed by Professor Frank, of Paris,

in a somewhat different, and, as it appears to the author,

peculiarly indistinct sense 5 as combining, under a single

generic name, what seems to be a medley ofdiseases with

no other connexion than locality, or contiguity of organs,

as mucous piles, fistula in ano, leucorrhoea, clap, gleet,

syphilis, phimosis, paraphimosis, and what was formerly

called hernia humoralis, by him named epidydimitis, the

orchitis of the present system. The genera under this

order are five, and may be thus expressed :

I. PARAMENIA? MISMENSTRUATIQN.

11.
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GENUS I.

PARAMENIA.

JWfBtncnstruatton.

MORBID EVACUATION OR DETICIENCY OF THE
CATAMENIAIi FLUX.

Gen. I. Paramenia is a Greek terra derived from ttupk, "male"
Origin of

_

^

generic ajid /tt«» ** mensis." The genus is here limited to such
*^'^'"*

diseases as relate to the menstrual flux, or the vessels from

hic™ciy which it issues. This fluid is incorrectly regarded as blood,

regarded as by Gullen, Leake, Richerand, and other physiologists;

since it has for, in truth, it has hardly any common property with
hardly any bjood, cxcept that of beiiiff a liquid of a red colour. It is
property in , . „ ,. . . i • . i • i i

common chiefly distinguished by its not being coagulable ; and
with It. hence, when coagula are found in it, as in laborious and

profuse menstruation, serum or blood is intermixed with

it, and extruded either fi-om atonic relaxation or entonic

action of the menstrual vessels. " It is." observes Mr.
How dis- John Hunter, "neither similar to blood taken from a

byj!'Hun- vein of the samcpjTson, nor to tliat which is extravasated

tcr. by accident in any other part of the body ; but is a species

of blood, ciianged, separated, or thrown off from the com-

mon mass by an action of the vessels of the uterus similar

to that of secretion ; by which action tlie blood loses the

principle of coagulation, and, I suppose, life." Mr.
^y Cru'k- Cruikshank supposes it to be thrown forth from the mouths

of tlie exhaling arteries of the uterus, enlarged periodically

Further for this purpose ; and his view of the subject seems to be
illustrated.

i i
'

o
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confirmed by a singularcase of prolapse, both of the uterus Gen. 1,

and vagina, given by Mr. Hill, of Dumfries, in the Edin- jvnsm'en-'*

burgh Medical Commentaries. In this case, the os tincse suuation.

appeared like a nipple projecting below the retroverted

vagina, which assumed the form of a bag. The patient,

at times, laboured under leucorrliOea : but it was observed

that, when she menstruated, the discharge flowed entirely

from the projecting nipple of the prolapse; while the

leucorrhcea proceeded from the surmunding bag alone.*

As this distinction has not been sufficiently attended to Nosoiogi-

either by nosologists or physiologists, many of the deseases
sfonTrom'

occurring in the present arrangement under paramenia, not attend-

liave been placed by other writers under a genus named |j"fji°ction.

menorrhagia, which, properly speakiiig, should import he-

morrhage (a morbid flow of blood alone) from t!ie men-

strual vessels. And we have here, therefore, not only a

wrong doctrine but the formation of an improper genus;

for menorrhagia or uterine hemorrhage is, correctly speak-

ing, only a species of the genus HiBMuRRHAGiA, and will particular-

be so found in the present system, in which it occurs in v^ages and

Class III. Order iv. This remark applies directly to *^"^'^"'

Sauvages ; and quite as much so to Cullen, who, in his at-

tempt to simplify, has carried the confusion even further

than Sauvages. Few diseases, perhaps, of the uterus, or

uterine passage can be more distinct from each other than

vicarious menstruation, lochial discharge, and sanious

ichor; yet all these, with several others equally unallied,

are arranged by Sauvages under the genus menorrhagia,

though not one of them belongs to it. While Cullen not

only copies nearly the whole of these maladies with the

names Sauvages has assigned them, but adds to the gene-

ric list leucorrhoea or whites, abortion, and the mucous

fluid, secreted in the beginning of labour from the glandu-

Ije Nabothi at the orifice of the womb, and hence vulgarly

denominated its sJiow, or appearance.

Menstruation may be diseased from obstruction, severe

pain in its secretion, excess of discharge, transfer to some

•' -Vol. IV. r>. 01.
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gebt. I. other organ, or cessation : thus oflferinfij us the five foUow-
Paramenia.

.
®

Mismen- mg specics, accompanieu with distinct symptoms :

struation.

Specific 1, PARAMENIA OBSTRUC-
divisions of

morbid
menstrua- g
tion.

3.

TIONIS.

4.

DIFFICILIS.

SUPERFLUA.

ERRORIS.

CKSSATfbNIS.

OBSTRUCTED
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in order to explain the first of these varieties, or Gen, i.

RETENTION or THE MENSES, by Professor Frank quaint-* p. ob-

Jy denominated amenorrhoBa* tiruncularum, it is necessa- !!
"*^'"?"'®

ry to observe that when the growth of the animal frame is Retention

completed, or nearly so, the quantity of blood and sensorial
°l^^^

™^'^'

power w hich have hitherto been employed in providing for Physiolo-

such growth, constitutes an excess, and must produce ple-^^"

thora by being dilFused generally, or congestion by being

accumulated locally. Professor Monro contended for the

former effect; Dr. Cullen, with apparently more reason,

for the latter. And this last turn it seems to take for the

wisest of purposes ; I mean in order to prepare for a future

race by perfecting that system of organs which is immedi-

ately concerned in the process of generation ; and which,

during the general growth of the body, has remained dor-

mant and inert, to be developed and perfected alone when
every other part of the frame has made a considerable ad-

vance towards maturity, and there is, so to speak, more
leisure and materials for so important a work. "We shall

have occasion to touch upon this subject more at large

when we come to treat of the genus chlorosis: for theSex"ai oi-

present it will be sufficient to observe that this accumula- when per-

tion of nervous and sanguineous fluid seems first to show f^cted, by

itself among men m the testes and among women in the means:

ovaria; and tliat from the ovaria it spreads to all those or-

gans that are connected with them either by sympathy or

unity of intention, chiefly to the uterus and the mammsB^
exciting in the uterus a new action and secretion, which se- ^"^ ^^'"'^

cretion, in order to relieve the organ from the congestion it suit.

is hereby undergoing, is thrown olfperiodically, and by lu-

nar intervals, in the form of a blood-like discharge, al- Menstrual

though when minutely examined, the discharge, as already ^'^'^'''^''S^-

stated, is found to consist, not of genuine blood, but ofa flu-

id possessing peculiar properties. These properties we have
already enlarged up*on, and have shown iji what they differ

from those of proper blood : and it is upon this point that its ciiarac-

the physiology of Dr. Cullen is strikingly erroneous,- forEn*o„eous

* 1-,
view of

* De Cur. Hom. Morb. Epit. Tom. vi. Lib. vi. Part iii. 8vo. Vienna, Cullen.
1821.

vol. y, 6
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Gew.i. not only in his First Lines, but lonsj afterwards in his
' Spec I. ^

' o
a. P. Ob- Materia Meclica, he regards the discharge as pure blood,

Fmamio'^
and, consequently, the economy of menstruation as a pe-

Retention Hodical hemorrhage. " I suppose," says he, " that in

fes.''°

""^^ consequence of the gradual evolution of the system, at a

certain period of life, the vessels of the uterus are dilated

and filled : and that by this congestion these vessels are

stimulated to a stronger action by which their extremi-

ties ai'eforced open and pour out hlood. According to this

idea it will appear that, I suppose, the menstrual discharge

to be upon the footing of an active hemorrhagijy which, by

the laws of economy, is disposed to return after a certain

interval."*

Sympathe- From the sympathy prevailing between the uterus and
tic afiec-

jnost othcr orgaus of the system, we meet not unfrequently

the uterus with some concomitant affection in various remote parts ;

often'ma"^^ as an appearance of spots on the hands or forehead ante-

nifestedin ccdently to theeffluxjf or, which is more common, a pe-

paits. culiar sensation or emotion in the breasts.:]:

Catanienia We Cannot explain the reason why this fluid should be

thrown off
thrown off once a month or by lunar periods, rather than

juonthiy after intervals of any other duration. But the same re-

al o^her
^" mark might have been made if the periods had been of

periods not ^ny other kind : and will equally apply to the recurrence

Still a "f intermittent fevers. It is enough that we trace in this

proofof de- actiou the marks of design and regularity : and, after the

ous":°and a establishment of a habit by a few repetitions, there is no
iiabit es- difliculty in accounting for the intervals being of equal

by repeti- length.
tion. rpj^g

^.j^g jjj which the secretion, and consequently the

first°aV^ discharge, commences, varies from many circumstances

;

pearance chiefly, howevcr, from those of climate, and of peculiarity

of constitution. In warm climates menstruation appears

oTnine^in often as early as eight or nine years of age—for here
hot cii-

^|jg general growth of the body advances more rapidly than

• Mat. Med. Vol. n. p. 587. 4to. t Salnnith, Cent. III. Obs. 18.

i Act. Nat. Cur. Vol, m. App. p. 168.
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in colder quarters, and the atmosphere is more stimulant. Gen. i.

In temperate climates it is usually postponed till the a. p. ob-

thirteenth or fourteenth year, and in the arctic regions structionis

till the nineteenth or twentieth. Retention

In all climates, however, when the constitution has ac- °4nses.

quired the age in which it is prepared for the discharge, to thirteen

various causes, ohsci'ves Dr. Gulbrand, mav accelerate P''
fourteen

' 7 . in tempe-
its appearance. Among these we may mention any pre- rate, and

ternatural degree of heat or fever, or any other stimulus
"4'emT hr

that quickens the circulation. Mauriceau relates a case arctic re-

in which it was brought on suddenly by an attack of a
^'°"^'

, .. . , .,i , 1 . ,.,
.'

•' Generally
tertian intermittent : and lU like manner anger or any acceierat-

other violent emotion of the mind, has been found to pro- ^!^ ^^ ^'^^^'

* dents.

duce it as abruptly. The depressing passions, as fear and

severe grief, conduce to the same end though in a different

way : for here there is rather uterine congestion than in-

creased impetus, in consequence of tlie spastic chill of the

small vessels on the surface, which lessens their diameter.

Inordinate exercise, or a high temperature of the atmo-

sphere, has in like manner a tendency to hurry on the

menstrual tide j and hence its appearing so early in tro-

pical regions. Dr. Gulbrand, indeed, conceives that even poiietimes

. ,
by a difier-

an increase m the elasticity or weight of the atmosphere ence in the

is sufficient to produce a likeelBect, and refers to a curious
f,[.^^^'g[^[^^[

fact in proof of this. In an hospital, to which he was one of the at-

of the physicians, he tells us that a very considerahle num- "^°^i''"^'^'-

ber of the female patients were suddenly seized with ca-

tamenia ; which was the more remarkable because several

of these had, for a considerable time, laboured under a

suppression of that discharge, and had been taking emme-
nagogues to no purpose ; while others had only been free

from their regular returns for a few days. On inquiring

into the cause, the only one which could be ascertained

was a very great augmentation in the weight or pressure

of the atmosphere, the mercury in the barometer having
attained a height at which it had never been observed at

Copenhagen before : though he does not state the point it

had actually reached.* It is possible that other genera! Hence th

* Dp Sanjuifluxu Uterino. 8vo. Hafn.

disease

ometimcs
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gew, I. causes may sometimes operate to a like extent ; and hence

* p. ob- this disease is said, by StoU and other writers, to be
structioais occasionally epidemic*

Retention otill much depends upon the idiosyncrasy : some girls
*'^^'^'' are of a more rapid srrowth than others of the same cli-
menses. ' «-•

saiAto be mate J
and in some there is a peculiar sexual precocity or

epidemical, prg^j^tm^ity Qf orgasm t!»at hurries on the discharge be-

pends on" ^01'^ the general growth of the body would lead us to ex-

the idio- pect it : of which Pecklin gives an example in a girl of

under sevcn years of age who, in the intervals, laboured under
which

^ leucorrhcEa.t And hence chiefly we are able to account
pregnancy '

, . „
is reported for those Very early and marvellous stories of pregnancy

culred" Tt ^" S^^^^ ^^ "^* ™°*'^ ^^^^ "^"^ years old, which, if not

nine years well authenticated, and from different and unconnected
° ^^^'

quarters, might justify a very high degree of scepticism4
Duration fj^^ cfflux Continues from two to eight or ten days

;

charge. and the quantity thrown forth varies from four^ to ten
Quantity Qunces In different individuals : the monthly return run-
secreted. ''

Ultimate ning on till the fortieth or fiftieth year, and sometimes,
^®""'

as we shall have occasion to observe hereafter, to a much

later period of life.

Retention j^ jg jj^j alwavs, however, that a retention of the menses
not always

, , , . , . n
a disease, to a much later date than sixteen, or even twenty years oi

Sometimes
constitutes disease : for sometimes it never takes place

prevented O
^

*

by structu- at all, as where the ovaries are absent or perhaps imper-

S^m'ldmes
^^^^ ' "^' w''^^®» instead of precocity in the genital system,

by consti- there is a constitutional tardiness and want of stimulus

;

taSne^ss. «nder which circumstances it appeared for the first time.

Has occur- accoi'diug to Holdcfreuud, in one instance at the age of

SstUml^'' seventy :§ knd in another, that fell under tlie care of Pro-

at seventy, fessor Frank, it never appeared either in a condition of

single or married life, nor had the patient at any time any

lochial discharge, though she had produced three healthy
Hence re-

children.!! It is only, therefore, when symptoms take
tentioii " •'

eaS wh^en' * R^^- ^'^'"^' P- »"• P- '*^- ^^"'"'^- ^'"^- Wahrnehm. ix. B. p. 401.

t Lib. I. Obs. 24.

$ Haller (Gottl. Eman.), Blumenbach. Bibl, i. p. 55S. Schmid, Act.

Helvet. IV. p. 167. Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. lu. Ann. ii. Obs. 172.

J Erzaklungen, No. 4.

II
De Cur. H»m. Morb. Enit. Tom. vi. Lib. vi. Part lil. P.vo. Vienna. 1821

.
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place indicating a disordered state of some part or other gen.j.

of the body, and which experience teaches us is apt to^tp. ob-

arise upon a retention of the menstrual flux, that we can
^["^nSo.'^

regard such retention as a disease. Retention

These symptoms, as already stated in the definition of
^^^J^ggg

the disorder, consist chiefly in a general sense of oppres-
^y^^ ^ody is

sion, languor, and dyspepsy. The languor extends over disordered

the whole system, and affects the mind as well as thequence

body : and hence, while the appetite is feeble and capri- Jiereof.

cious, and shows a desire for the most unaccountable and Description
'

^
ol symp-

innutrient substances, the mind is capricious and variable, toms when

often pleased with trifles, and incapable of fixing on any
J'jffeJf

""

serious pursuit. The heat of the system is diffused irre-

gularly and is almost always below the point of health

:

there is, consequently, great general inactivity and parti-

cularly in the small vessels and extreme parts ofthe body.

The pulse is quick but low, the breathing attended with

labour, the sleep disturbed, the face pale, the feet cold, the

nostrils dry, the intestines irregularly confined, and the

urine colourless. In some instances there is an occasional

discharge of blood, or a blood -like fluid from a remote

organ, as the eyes, the nose, the ears, the nipples, the

lungs, the stomach, oreven the tips of the fingers, giving Patient

examples of the fourth species. There is also, sometimes, thought to

an irritable and distressing cough ; and 'the patient is ^^ j."
*

thought to be on the verge of a decline, or perhaps to be yetdeciin*

running rapidly through its stages. does not

A decline, however, does not follow, nor is the disease though the

found fatal, although it should continue, as it has done disease

continue
not unfrequently, for many years: for if the proper dis-for many

char2:e do not take place, the constitution will often in y^^^^-
o r '

^. System
some degree accommodate itself to the morbid circum- sometimes

stances that press upon it, and many of the symptoms will
dates"iTse'it

become slighter or altogether disappear. Most commonly, to the

however, when the patient is supposed to be at the worst, condition.

probably from the increased irritation of the system pecu- Disease

i. , , I 1 /. 1 • !• I
sometimes

liarly directed to the defaulting organs, a little mucous or ceases

serous discharge, with a slight show of colour is the har-
^J^^^ g|J^.

binger of a beneficial change, and is soon succeeded by the posed to

be at the
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Spec\'
P^op^'' discharge itself: though it often happens that the

<iL P. Ob- ' efflux is at first not very regular either as to time or quan-

Emans'io!'
***-^' ^"* *'"^ ^^ ^" ®^^* which generally wears away by

Retention degrees, and is diminished with every recurrent tide.

menses. ^^ ^he symptoms indicate that retained menstruation

Manifestly i^^ 51 disease of debility ; and there can be little doubt that

^/l^f^f.^ debility is its primary cause—a want of energy in the se-
of debility, J \ J OJ

which is cernent vessels of the uterus that prevents them from ful-

fhe"pdma. ^'^^"^S *^^"' "®^^' *'^' ^^^ liicrcase of irritability, from the

ly cause, increase of general weakness, at length produces a suffi-

cient degree of stimulus, and thus momentarily supplies

the place of strength. The system at large suffers evi-

dently from sympathy.

/3 P. Ob- Yet menostation may take place from a suppression

Suppressio. or THE MENSES after they have become habitual, as well
Suppves- r^g

fj.Q{j, tiieir retention in early life, which constitutes the
sion of the •'

menses. SECOND VARIETY of the diseaSC.

Cause The causes of this form are for the most part those of

of°the^pre^-^
*^^^ preceding, and consist in a torpitude of the extreme or

ceding va- secernent vesscls of the uterus produced by anxiety of
"*^ ^ * mind, cold, or. suddenly suppressed perspiration ; falls, es-

pecially when accompanied with terror, or a general inert-

ness and flaccidity of the system, and more particularly

May exist of the ovaria. Hence the disease may exist equally in a

aTobust" robust and plethoric habit and in the midst of want and
and deli- misery. In the last case, however, it is usually a result

of weakness alone; and on this account it is sometimes

found as a sequel upon protracted fevers.

Symptoms As this modification of the disease occurs after a habit
necessarily

| ^^^^ established in the constitution, its symptoms dif-
(lifierent " ^

from those fer in some degree from those we have just contemplated.

cetli'ng^va- And, as it occurs also both in a state ofentony and atony,

riety, and ^]^q symptoms must likewise differ according to the state of

Yet not the constitution at the time. If, however, the frame be at

essentially
^j^g ^^^^ peculiarly weak and delicate, the signs will not

in weakly essentially vary from those of the first variety, only that
^^^''^'

there will be a greater tendency to head-ache, and palpi-

tation of the heart.

Symptoms If the habit be plethoric, and, more particularly, if the
in an ento-

nic habit,
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cause of suppression take placejust at the period of nren- Gen. i.

struation, or during its efflux, a feverish heat and aridity /g p. ob-

of the skin usually make their appearance, the face is guppressio.

flushed and the eyes red, the head is oppressed and often ^^"PPJf^^g

aches, with distressing pains down the back, occasionally menses.

relieved by a hemorrhage from the nose.

As the principle which should euide us in the mode of '^o^® °^
r r o treatment

treating both these varieties, will also extend to the en- postponed

suing species, it will be most convenient to defer the con- ofthe en-^'^

sideration of it till that species has passed in review before suing spe-

us. We sliall then be able to see how far a common pro- why.

cess may apply, and to contrast the few points in which it

will be necessary to institute a diflference. All these, in-

deed, have by many writers, and especially by Dr. CuUen,

been included under the term amenorrhoea, which Pro-

fessor Frank has lately employed in a still wider sense,

so as to embrace not only those three distinct forms of

impeded menstruation, but chlorosis as well.*

SPECIES ir.

PARAMENIA DIFFICILIS.

Slaijorious i^enstruatCon.

CATAMENIA ACCOMPANIED WITH GREAT LOCAL PAIN

AND ESPECIALLY IN THE LOINS
J PART OF THE ELUID

COAGULABLE.

In the preceding ispecies the regular efflux is altogether
^^^^^ j

prevented, as we have already observed, by a torpitude of spkc. ii.

the secerning vessels of the uterus, perhaps of the ovaries tinct from

also. In the species before us there is no actual supprcs-
Jj^^^ecfcl

,
^ •

'
, 'v ,

' Qiiantityol'
* Dc Cur. Horn. Moib. Epit. Tom; vi. Lib. Vi. Pitrt. in. 8vo.' Vienhaj 1821 . dischargo

too small

;
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Ges. I. sion, but the quantity thrown forth is for the most part too

Parame-
* small, and attended with severe and forcing pains about

dHs^'^
the hips and region of the loins, that clearly indicate a

Laborious Spasmodic constriction of the extreme vessels of the uterus.

Uon!^"'^ The secretion is hence extruded with great diflOiculty, and

and pains is sometimes perhaps of a morbid character : while from

fo^ns!
^^^

*'^® ^^^^® ®^ *^^® action the mouths of some of the vessels

Secretion give way, and a small portion of genuine blood becomes
intermixed intermixed with the menstrual discharge, forminsj coaej-
with blood. , , . n ., 1 ,

AdjoiniD-'
ula in the midst of an uncoagulating fluid, and thus

organs af- drawins; a critical line of distinction between the two.
fected

The spastic action,thus commencing in the minute vessels

of the uterus,not only spreads externally to the lumbarmus-

cles, but internally to theadjoiningorgans oftherectum or

bladder, in many instances, indeed, to the kidneys ; and

Hope of a h^nce an obstinate costiveness, and suppression of urine

family pro- are added to the other symptoms, and increase the periodi-

cal misery; the frequent return of which embitters the

life of the patient, and effectually prohibits all hope ofa fa-

mily: for it impregnation should take place in the interval,

the expulsory force of the pains is sure to detach the em-

bryon from its hold, and to destroy the endearing promise

Often duo- which it offers. These pains generally recur at the regu-
nic, and

jaj. period, but often anticipate it by a day or two, and
onlytermi- *, .„ , n i m, t
nates with rarely cease till a week afterwards. The disease, more-

o'rmen
°^ ovcr, is pecuHarl}' obstinate, and in some instances has

struation defied the best exertions of medical science, and has only
"^^ yielded to time, and the natural cessation of the discharge.

We have frequently had occasion to observe, and espe-

formation cially Under croup, and tubular diarrhoea, that where
ofmem- hoUow and mucous organs labour under a certain degree
brane-like «... .1.1 • n i» ji -ji
material, ot imtatiou, a portion of gluten is often thrown forth with
as in other

^jjg morbid secretiou that takes place on the surface, and
organs un- r '

der pecu- the result is the formation of a new membrane or mem-

tion.""'^
brane-like substance that lines the cavity to a greater or

less extent: the nature of this suhstance being regulated

Membrane by the nature of the organ in which it takes place. This
resembles ^

1 1 •

the deci- remark applies particularly to the uterus under the m-

pl'e^na'"" A^ence ofthe irritation we are now speaking of j and, con-

tion.
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sequently, a membrane very murli resembling the deci- Gen. i.

dua, or that naturally elaborated by the uterus on ii})preg- paramenia

nation, has been occasionally formed and discharged in J'^'^'^''.'*-*^

• f 1
Laborious

fragments,* during the violence and forcing pain of labo- menstma-

rious menstruation. And sometimes the protrusive agony ^'"""

has been so seveie as to occasion a displacement, or retro-

version of the uterus, which has been found forced down,

enlarged, with the fundus thiown backward, and the indu-

rated mouth facing the lower edge of the symphysis pubis.f

Cold, mental emotion, local injury from a fall, andoidinaiy

above all, a peculiar irritability of tlie uterus itself, are'^'*"*^^*

the common causes.

The cure of all the forms of paramenia, we have thus Geneiai

far noticed, is to be attempted first, by increasing thcproce'sr

tone of the system in general, and next, by exciting the

action of the uterine vessels, where tliey are morbidly

torpid, or relaxing them where they are in pain from

spasmodic constriction. Both the lavSt, however, are sub-

ordinate to the first ; for if we can once get the system

into a state of good general health the balance of action

will be restored, and tiie organs peculiarly affected will

soon fall into the common train of healthful order.

To give strength and activity to the circulation is gene- r'anicuiai

11 x^ X 1 7 • . . , . . • treatment
rally attempted by tonics : to give local action, by stimu- ot Spec. i.

lants. Both these should be employed conjointly in the two "'^obstruc

forms of the first species. The astringent tonics, how- struation :

ever, are supposed, and apparently with good reason, to astringem

be injurious, and in many instances to extend the retarda-

tion, or diminish the flow where there is any appearance.

Myrrh has long been a favourite medicine, but its power
does not appear to be very considerable in mismenstrua-

tion, though it undoubtedly acts as a stimulant in phtliisis,

and has at times, in highly irritable habits, produced hse-

raoptysis. The metallic tonics are those on which we can Metallic

chiefly depend ; and of these the principal that have been
'°°'"'

employed are iron and copper. The first requires less care

* Morgagni de Sed, et Caus. Morb. Ep. xlvhi. 12. Denman, Medica'>

Facts and Observations, i. 12.

t Dr. J. Robertson. Edin. Med. and Surg. Joiun. No. 73,

vol. Y. 7
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GE2f. I,

Spec. II.

Paramenia
difficilis.

Laborious
menstrua-
tion.

Treatment.

Iron with

myrrh :

and both
with fixed

alkali.

Iron why
sometimes
apparently

astringent

and at

other times

aperient.

Prepara-
tions of

copper
uncertain.

Tinctura
veneris

volatilis.

than the second, and has hence been more frequently re-

curred to as the safer. It has been given under a great

variety of forms, but that of the sulphate, or green vitriol,

is one of the best, and most readily obtained. It is often

tried, in union with myrrh ; and, where symptoms of dys-

pepsy exist, and especially acidity in the stomach, the

two have been united with the fixed alkali, a combination

which makes the celebrated draught so well known by

the name of its inventor. Dr. Griffiths.

Iron is, by some writers, supposed to show an astrin-

gent, and by others, an aperient power. In different con-

stitutions it may be said to operate both ways. " If for

example," says Dr. CuUen, " a retention of menses de-

pends upon a weakness of the vessels of the uterus, cha-

lybeate medicines, by invigorating the force of the vessels

may cure the disease, and thereby appear to be aperient:

and on tlie contrary in a menorrhagia, when the disease

depends upon a laxity of the extreme vessels of the uterus,

iron exhibited, by restoring the tone of these vessels, may
show an astringent operation."*

The preparations of copper labour under two disadvan-

tages : they arc essentially more astringent than many of

the other metals, and at the same time more uncertain in

their effect. They are, perhaps, more soluble in the

stomach than any other metallic preparations, wherever

there is a sufficient proportion of acid for this purpose r

but as the quantity of acid in this organ is constantly

varying, their effect must vary also. Dr. Fordyce advises

to avoid cupreous preparations when the intention is to

strengthen ; but wlien we attempt to lessen irritability he

observes that they are extremely useful ; and hence, their

advantage in epilepsy and plethoric hysteria. It is, how-

ever, a just remark of Dr. Saunders, that all solutions of

metals are sedative and ease pain, or, in other words, take

off irritability, provided the solution be not too strong.

The old tinctura veneris volatilis,consisting of one drachm

of filings of copper infused in twelve drachms of water of

Mat, Med. Vol. ll. p, 2?,.4to,.
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ammonia, is one of the simplest and best preparations of ^'^^'^'" ^•

this metal, and forms a good substitute for the cuprum Paiameaia

ammoniacum, or c. ammoniatum of the Edinburgh and Laborious

London Pharmacopoiias. Boerhaave directs us to begin menstiua-

with three drops as a dose, and gradually to increase it Treatment,

to twenty-four. Cuprum

The chalybeate mineral waters have also been used auiro°"'

with considerable success, and the more so as with these ci,aiybe-

are usually conjoined the advantages of travelling, change ^'° mi«iera i

of air, and a new stimulus given to both the mind and their usual

body by novelty of scene, novelty of company, amusing ^°"*;°'^'"

and animating conversation, and exercise of various

kinds. With these may also be combined, in the intervals

of the menstrual season, and particularly before the dis-

charge has appeared, the use of cold, and especially of

sea-bathing. An unnecessary apprehension of catching ^"^^.^^^^'

cold by the employment of this ])owerful tonic has been

entertained by many practitioners : with proper care I

have never known it occasion this effect; and it should

only be relinquished where no reactive glow succeeds to

the chill produced by immersion, and the system is here-

by proved to be too debilitated for its use.

The stimulants to be employed under the first species, Stimulants
* •' * ' general

in conjunction with a tonic plan, are those that operate and local.

generally and locally. The general stimulants should charactei

consist of those that do not exhaust the excitability or stimulants,

nervous power of the frame, but rather by the moderation

of their effect, and the constancy of their application, sup-

port and augment it. Exercise, which we have already

recommended, will in this view also be of essential ser-

vice; as will likewise be uniform warmth ; and hence, the

warmth of a mild climate, and a generous diet with a

temperate use of wine. Hence also the benefit of friction Friction

and electricity applied directly to the hypogastric and tricity,

lumbar regions.*

* Albert!. Diss, de Vi Electrica in Amenorrhoeam, sen Catameniorumob-

structionem. Goell. 1764. Birch, Considerations of the Efficacy of Electri-

city in Female Obstructions. &c. Lond. 1799
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Gen. I.

Spki . II.

Paramenia
difficilis.

Laborious
menstrua-
tion.

Treatment.

Sometimes
curefi by
tiie elevat-

ing pas-."'

sions ' and
especially

by a return

of hope.

Stimulants

operating

locally.

Generally
denomi-
nated em-
mena-
gogues.

Warm
gums and
balsams :

irritating

cathartics.

Canthari-
des.

Juniperus
Sabina or

sa-vine.

Rubia
Tincio-

rum.

As the depressing passions produce the disease, the

elevating passions have been often known to operate the

best and speediest cure. It has sometimes suddenly yield-

ed to a fit of joy,* and, in one instance, from the violence

of the emotion, to a fit of terror.f We can hence easily

see how it may be induced by disappointed love, and re-

moved by a return of hope and a prospect of approaching

happiness.:):

The stimulants operating locally in this disease are

known by the name of em'nenagogues. In the old writers

the catalogue of these is very numerous. Those that are

most worthy of notice consist of the warmer gums and

balsams, as guaiacum, assafoBtida, turpentine, and petro-

leum ; castor, and the more irritating cathartics, as aloes

and black hellebore. The last is, in most cases, too sti-

mulant upon the whole range of the intestinal canal,

though at one time in high favour as an emmenagogue.

Aloes is a very valuable medicine. Dr. Adair gave it in

combination with cantharides ; but in this form it will

often be found to produce a troublesome irritation on the

rectum or bladder, rather than a salutary stimulus to the

vessels of the uterus.

Thejuniperus Sabina, or common savine, is also a valua-

ble medicine, as being botli stimulant and slightly aperient,

and operating not only locally but upon the system at large.

It may be given in powder, extract, or essential oil : of the

powder, the dose varies from a scruple to a drachm twice

or three times a daj : of the extract from half a scruple to

half a drac hm ; and of the essential oil from two to four

drops. Dr. Home thought highly of it, and M. Hf^'z has

praised it in equal terms.§ i'he former declares that by

employing the scruple doses three times a-day he succeed-

eii in three out of five cases. But the most favourite

emmenagogue in his hands was the root of the lubia

Tindorum or madder. Of nineteen cases, of which he

gives an account, fourteen, he tells us, were cured by it.

Medicin VV'ochenblatt, 1782. p. 416. t Waither, Thes. Obs. 37.

Kph, Nat. Cur. Dec, I, Ann. rx. x. Obs, .58. i Briefe. it. p. 5,
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From half a drachm to a drachm was prescribed twice ^^n^ !•

or oftener daily. Dr. Home asserts tiiat, in this quan- Paramenia

tity, it produces scarcely any sensible operation, never lSJous
quickens the pulse, nor lies heavy on the stomHch ;

yetmenstrua-

that it generally restores the discharge before the twelfth T°eat., ent.

day from the time of its commencement* The present Madder.

author has never tried it; he has been deterred by the J;"^*'^'^'^'''"

very different, and even contradictory accounts of its ef- counts of

fects upon the constitution which have been given by dif- ^nd gffects.

ferent \\riters of high authority. While Dr. Home found

it thus beneficial in cases of obstructeil monstruatio ., Dr.

Parr tells us that it produced a cure in excessive men-

struation, but in the former disease effected no change

whatever.! From its tinging the urine of a red colour

it has been supposed to be a powerful diuretic, but even

this quality it has been incapable of supporting : and yet,

in the opinion of Dr. Cullen, tliis seems to be its only

pretension to the character of an emmenagogue.! Given

freely to brute animals, Dr. Cullen tells us that it al-

ways disorders them very considerably, and appears

hurtful to the system. Its direct virtues do not, therefore. Has deserv.

seem to have been in any degree ascertained; but letf,,,,^^^;^^,^"

them be what they may, it has deservedly fallen into dis-pute.

repute as a remedy for any misaffection of the uterus.

Tlie atharaanta MeunhiW spisjnel, whicli once rivalled ^.^*'^'"^"**
• o » Meiim:

the reputation of madder, and has long sunk with it into spig,iiei.

desuetude, is better entitled to notice, a d ought not to

be abanrloned. It seems to jjave a peculiar influence in

stimulating the lower viscera, and especially tlie uterus

and bladder ; and is no indifferent sudorific. On tins last

account it was at one time highly in favour also in inter-

mittents, and was afterwards deployed in hysteria, and

humoral asthma.

It is very probable that in cases of weak action, and iodine.

especially when cwnbined with a strumous diatliesis, the

pills or tincture of iodine, as we shall have occasion to

* Clinical Experiments, Histories, Szc. 8vo. 178G.

t Med. Diet. Vol. ii. in verb. p. 524.

t Mat. Med. Vol. ii. p. 553. 4to. edit. comp. with p. 33. of the same.
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Gen. I. notice them when treatina: of bronchocele, may be attfend-
Spec. II.

o ' ^

Paramenia cd with beneficial effects. Dr. Coindet regards this me-
difjftciiis. (licine indeed as one of the most powerful emmenagogues

menstrua- we possess ; and even accounts for its advantages in bron-

Treatment chocele from the sympathy' which the uterus and the

thymus manifest for each other:* but the present author

cannot yet speak of its result in mismenstruation from his

own practice.

This part of the subject must not be quitted without

glancing at a medicine that has lately acquired great po-

pularity in North America, as an emtBenagogue, and is

said to have been employed with unquestionable success.

c , This is spurred rye, or rye vitiated by being infested with

»ye. the clavis or ergot, a parasitic plant which we have al-

Desrviption ready had occasion to notice as producing a powerful ef-

crfui ac- ^^^ct on the whole system,and especially on the nervous part
tion. of it, and the abdominal viscera in general. When tak-

en in such a quantity as to be poisonous, it first excites

a sense of tingling or formication, and fiery heat in the

extremities, where the action of the system is weakest; to

this succeed cardialgia, and griping pains in the bowels

;

and then vertigo, an alternation of clonic and entonic

spasms in different parts of the body, and mania or loss

of intellect. If the quantity be something smaller than

this, it excites that pestilent fever which the French de-

nominate mal des ardens, and in the present work is de-

scribed under the names of testis erythematica ;j while

in a quantity still smaller and long continued, it seems

to spend itself almost entirely on the extremities as being

the weakest part of the body, and to produce that species

of GASGRiENA, vvhich is here denominated ustilaginea, or

MILDEW MORTinCATION.]:

It is hence a very acrid irritant, and from its peculiar

tendency to stimulate the hypogastric viscera,seems often,

in minute quantities, to prove a powerful emmenagogue.

For this purpose an ounce of spurred rye is boiled downIn what
proportion
J.nker!.

Archives Gesicraler, de Medicine, &c. in Reir,.

Vol. III. C!. III. Ord. III. Gen. iv. Spec. i.

Vol. nr. r.'. irr. Ord. iv. Gen, xii. Snec. ir.
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in a quart of water to a pint: half of which is usually ^^^'^•}•

taken in the course of the day, hoth in obstructed and dif- Pcuamenfa

ficult menstruation, and continued for three or four days.
'''fjf'''^-

The symptoms said to be produced are head-ache, in- menstrua-

crtased heat, and occasional pain in the hypogastrium,
j°g^jj^jg^f

succeeded by a free and easy flow of the menstrual fluid.

Advantage has been taken of this effect on another occa-

sion, for the same medicine has been prescribed in linger-

ing labours, and we are told, by Dr. Bigelow, with the

best success, as good forcing pains are hereby very gene-

rally produced speedily.* In this case Dr. Bigelow, in-

stead of a decoction of spurred rye, prefers giving the crude

powder, to the amount of ten grains to a dose. Dr. Chap-

man indeed regards this medicine as chiefly, if not solely,

useful in expediting labour-pains : for while he asserts

that " to the uterus its whole force seems to be exclu-

sively directed, and believes it to be highly beneficial in

floodings and other uterine hemorrhages," he tells us

that in repeated trials he has found it of only slender

power as an emmenagogue.f

We have hitherto regarded the spur in spurred rye, Nature of

and other grain, as a clavus or species of ustilasro. It'*'^ spuria

n Ti .1,1 I. />. lyeinsome
was formerly, however, conceived to be a disease of the measure

grain itself. M. Decandolle has since described it as""*^"'®*^'

a variety of champignon, under the name of sclerotium, Scierotium

from its rendering the grain hard and horny. And M. rioiie.*^

Virey, in a work reported upon by M. Desfontaines, to a Hispasc
•

the Academy of Sciences of the French Institute in 1817,pianr

has still more lately endeavoured to revive the obsolete opi- ac< ording

nion, by contending that it is a specific disease of the plant taines.

under which the grain is rendered, not properly speaking, |

hard and horny, as is actually the case when infested with

the sclerotium, but rather friable and easily detached.

There is something highly plausible and ingenious in co^p
the plan that was afone time tried rather extensively, of *='"" °f

compressing the crural arteries by a tourniquet, and thus tede^s by
the tourni

* New England Journ. of Med. and Surg. Vol. v. No, it.

' Theraiieutics, &c. "^'ol. n. p. 19. 8vg. Philadelphia.

res-

the

ar-
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gkn. I. gorging the organs that lie above, and are supplied from

Paramenia collateral branches. By compressing the jugular veins

difficiiis. ^p (,j^,^ easily gors:e the head, and endanger extravasation
Laborious

, r. • i i i
• i

menstrua- and apoplcxy. But it appears upon tiial, that the tide

Tre'tment
*^"^ danjmed up in the case before us, is thrown back

niausibie "P'^^*"
too many organs to produce any very sensible effect

but has not upon the uterus. Indejiendenlly of whicii the uterus is

succeeded, "ot like the brain, exactly inclosed in a bony box that

prohibits a general and equable dilatation of its vessels.

In six cases in which Dr Hume made exj)eriment of this

remedy, he succeeded but oncej and others have been

less successful.*

Obstructed Impeded nienstruation is sometimes, however, a disease

tion^^sonfe- stHctly local, and proceeds from the obstruction of the

times a )o- passage by a polypus or other tumour, or an imperforate

tion and to hymen. In all these cases it is obvious that the cure must
be reme- deppnd UDon a removal of the local cause.
died only * ^

by local Emetics have often been lecomrnended ; they rouse the
means. system generally, but have not often been found useful

usTfuHn '" retention of the menses : though when employed in

suppressed cases of Suppression, and especially at the regular periods

retained of return, orso as to anticipate such return by a few days,
menses. ^|^gy frequently prove a valuable adjunct. If this period
Venesec-

jj^ passed by without any salutary effect, and particularly,

useful. if, at tlie same time, the system labour under symptoms of

oppression in the head or chest, venesectitjn to the extent of

from four to six (umces of blood v\ill be found a very use-

ful palliative, ant! will have a tendency to keep up that

periodical habit of depletion which will probably prove

advantageous against the ensuing lunations. Venesection

,
will also be found useful, and often absolutely necessary

where the suspension has suddenly taken place during the

flow of the catamenia, from cold, depressing passions,

fright, «)r indeed any other cause.

Particular In treatingthe second species of paramenia,or difficult
treatment ^ ^. i .• i n ..

ofSpec. II. menstruation, the stimulant part of the process we have
or difficult

^jjyj. £a^|. recommended must be sedulously abstained from,
menstrua- •' '

tion.

The stimu- # HnmiJton, Edin. Com. Vol. ii. Art, 31. Weiz ad Fabric, iv, 98,
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but the rest may be followed with advantage. Every f^r.^. l

thing, indeed, that has a tendciicy to produce local excite- pa.ameui'a

ment, and in this respect the conjugal embrace itself, where
Labodmis

the patient is married, must be systematically abstained mcnstiua-

from. The diet must be plain and inirritant, and theJ^^g^^.

bowels be kept cautiously open with neutral salts or other "'^"t-

cooling aperients. And, to allay the strong spasmodic ac- lasupan of

tion on which the severe pains in the lumbar and hypo-
i,|° pjocess

' gastric regions depend, it will be found highly advanta- '' j'c care-

geous, a short time before the expected return of men- srained

struation, to emnloy relaxants, and especially local relax- ^'""^ •
^^

ants ; and of these, one of the best and pleasantest is the every other

hip-bath, which operates directly upon the diseased quar-^'^'"'^"'^"^-

ter, and has a tendency to produce the desired effect with- pooling

out weakening the system generally. The ease and comfort
j o^j,i\e-

of this valuable contrivance is acknowledged by almost all laxants.

who have had recourse to it. Martini and various other ^^'P-^^^''-

writers recommend the cold bath in preference to the hot, its difteient

and Tissot represents the latter as injurious. But this is
^j^^J^^^^^f'

to speak without due discrimination. Thatthe cold-bath and hence

has been found of use in some instances is unquestionable :
'J^J^^^

^"'^

but only where there has been such a degree of energy in

the constitution as to produce a re-action correspondent to

the antecedent rigor. The direct effect of the cold-bath is

to constringe,and consequently where a spastic contraction

exists already, as is mostly the case from local or constitu-

tional debility, to increase the evil. But where the con-

stitution is naturally robust, and but little inroad has

hitherto been made upon its strength, the latent energy of

the system is capable of resisting the sudden shudder ; an

increased action, and consequently an increased and glow-

ing heat ensue; the repelled fluids are forced forward ; the

blood flows more briskly ; the mouths of the capillary ves-

sels give way in e\iery direction; the muscular fibres lose

their rigidity, and the suppressed secretions, of whatever

kind, recommence. And, hence it is, that cold-bathing

may sometimes be serviceable in the disease before us, and

"Warm-bathing less useful ; but these cases are rare, and

•warm-bathing is mostly to be preferred.

VOL. y. 8
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GEnr.l. Even the hip-bath, Jjowever, thoiis:h it mitisfates the
Spec. II.

^ ' 'OS
Paramenia paiii occasioiially (locs iiothiiig more ; there is tlie same

Laborious P^^^ity of (Hschargc, the same intermixture of coagula,

menstrua- and the samc tendency to a return of the disease. In such
tion. •ill . ,

Treat- cases, it has been common to abstract eight or ten ounces
iiient. ^f blood from the loins by cupping, antecedently to the

cessary" to
^^'^ ^^ ^''^ ''^'^^^'^ • **"^ ^''•^* ^^ diminishing the spastic coii-

premise stHction, has, at times, diminished in a still greater degree
hleeding . . .

by cup- the distressing pain. Rut I do not think the hip-bath is

ses^appti^ed^"
gPiPi'^l had rccourse to early enough to give it all the

to the beneficial effect it may be made to possess. Instead of

Hip-bath Waiting till the periodical pains return, as is the common
in general practice, I havc found it more advantageous to anticipate
not em- ^ Of
ployed this period, and to relax the vessels by employing it for

enou-h ^^^ °^ three nights before the pains ai-e expected. And
where in this and every other way it has failed, or the pa-

tient from great delicacy of constitution has appeared too

much exhausted by its use, I liave availed myself of the

MoiAened same relaxant power in another way, and, with a like an-

g^v""i^g" ticipation, have prescribed the use of a broad folded swathe
worn of flannel wrung out in hot water, to be applied round the

the night loins and belly at the time of going to rest, and bound
lias often over with a linen svvatheof equal width, as already recom-
suLceeded ^

.

i i i i
where the mended in peritonitis and hepatitis. The whole should

hS^faUed. I^® suffered to remain till the morning, by which time the

warmth of the body will be usually found to have evapo-

rated all the moisture, though the skin will still be dewy

with perspiration from so powerful a sudorific. I havc

often found this plan succeed still better than the hip-

bath ; and have never known the patient catch cold, or

complain of any chilly sensation from the use of the

epithem.
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SPECIES III.

PARAMENIA SUPERFLUA.

CATAMENIA EXCESSIVE, AND ACCOMPANIED WITH HE-

MORRHAGE FROM THE MENSTRUAL VESSELS.

Gew. I.

SPEciir.
This species offers us a disease precisely the reverse of

the last, not less in the facility with which the moutlis of Theuaiure

the vessels give way, than in thj^quantity of the discharge,
^les^l^e^el

It exhibits the two following varieties : verse of the

preceding.

« Reduplicata. Excessive from a too frequent

Reduplicate menstruation, recurrence.

/3 Profusa. Excessive from too large a

Profuse menstruation. flow at the proper periods.
Menorrha-

The SECOND VARIETY, Or PROFUSE MENSTRUATION, gia, what.

is often technically distinguished by the name of menor-HowcUs-
,. -r • • rm i •• /-i-ii tiiiguishecl

rhagia. It is, in effect, the menorrhagra rubra oi L-uI- by cuiieu

len, who makes it a distinct affection from metrorrhagia ^'^°"', '"!'
" trorrhagia.

or hemorrhagia uteri, by confining the latter term to a

signification of hemorrhage from other vessels of the ute--

rus than those concerned in separating and discharging

the catamenial flux.

We have already observed that we cannot lay down any ^"'^ ^° '^^
.'

. • 1
'-"'^ when

general rule to determine the exact quantity of fluid that the quan-

ought to be thrown forth at each lunation, some Jndi-^','^|.^JfJ
j^

viduals secreting qjore and others Jess ; and the measure in morbid

varies from four to eight or ten ounces. We can only,

therefore, decide that the quantity is immoderate and

morbid when it exceeds what is usually discharged by the

individual, or when it is associated with unquestionable

symptoms of debility, as paleness of the face, feebleness
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/"'^N. T of the pulse, unwonted fatigue on exercise ; coldness in

Parnmeniatlio extremities, accompanied with an edematous swelling
•supeifliia. qC

|],g ji„f>]es towards the nie;ht; pain in the back in an
super- *-• ' *

fiuoiis men- erect posture; and various dyspeptic affections.
struation.

EjHiei. of the varieties may i^e cntoiiic or atonic, or, in
Either va- .

•'

riety may common language, active or |.»assive : but in the first there
be entonic

jg usually a greater degree of local irritability than in the
or atonic. j «j o J

The first sccoud, SO that the secernents arc excited, or the extremi-
how distill-

^jgjj of the minute blood-vessels open upon very slight oc-
guisherl

. ,.

irom the casions. As tlic disease may occur under these two differ-
second,

pj^^^ states of body, it may proceed, as Dr. Gulbrand has

observed, from an increased impetus in the circulation, a

relaxed state of the solids, or an attenuate state of the

fluids :* to Nvhicli he might iiavc added uterine congestion.

Causes in Increased impetus usually indicates great robustness
an eiitonic „ ... ,•,,• , f> .

habit, ol constitution, or an entonic habit, and is not unfrequent-

}y connected witli uterine gestation ; and the accidental

caiKses are, in many cases, cold, a violent shock or jar, or

an accidental blow% Under this form the divsease common-
ly yields to venesection, cooling laxatives, and quiet.

Causes in Suiierlluous fflcnstruation from atony, or in other words,
an atonic it.
habit. a relaxed state of the solids, and an attenuate state of the

fluids, frequently arises from repeated miscarriages or

labours, poverty of diet, and an immoderate indulgence in

0/1°" from sexual pleasure. It often proceeds, also, and especially in

a life of in- the higher ranks, from a life of indolent ease, and ener-

and ener- vating luxury, producing what we have denominated ato-

yaj:ing ,^jp plethora, lax vessels easily distended by a current of
luxury. '

blood superfluous in quantity but loose and uuelaborate in

crasis, and which is reproduced, and perhaps still more

abundantly but at the same time still more loosely, as

soojj as the excess is attempted to be removed by bleeding.

Venesec- Here, therefore, venesection is almost sure to do rais-
tion here

. x • 1 • c 'j.

inischie- ciiiet ; wc must restrain every luxurious excess as tar as it

^°"r luxu-
"^'^y be in our power, and we may have authority enough

lious ex- to insure a compliance, ^Yhich is not always the case ; we

2'reluailf."^"'^^ employ, at the same time, the milder tonics with as-

ed.

JMild tonics * De Sanguine Utcrino. 8vo. Havn. 177?.
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tringents, as kino, catechu, or sulphate of zinc, and care-
j^p^J^'Jj

fully guard against costivencss by cool unirritatinglaxa-paiamenia

tives. The rhatany root appears also on the authority of
gllJjg'ifllf.'

Dr. Rath, of Nordhausen, to have been peculiarly ser-ousmen-

viceable in many cases, and particularly in the form of de-

coction; an ounce being boiled for ten minutes in half a "i^'' °^-

pint of water lightly covered. =^' If the discharge be Very and occa-

considerable, astringent injections of cold water, or which siouaiiy

will commonly he found better, of a solution of alum ortingiaxa-

zinc, or cold water with a third part of new port wine, ''^"^'
,• * General

should be Ijad recourse to without fail; orthe vagina may tonic regi-

be closely plugged up with a sponge, confined with a'^^"*

proper bandage. Early hours are of especial importance, injections.

with a due intermixture of moderate exercise, and the use Pi"sg>"g

of cold sea-bathing. The Cheltenham waters, as those ®
^"^S'"^'

also of many other chalybeate springs, have often proved

serviceable, partly from their own medicinal powers, and

partly from the greater purity of air and increase of ex-

ercise with which a temporary residence at a watering-

place is usuallj accompanied.

It is a common observation, in moral as vrell as in physi- The dis-

cal philosophy, that extremes meet in their effects, or pro- [y ^co^^m^n

duce like results. There is, perhaps, no part of natural ^o ''ch and

history in which this is more frequently exemplified than pUinecH

in the sphere of medicine. In the case of apoplexies and

palsies, as well as various other diseases, we have Imd

particular occasion to make this remark : and in the genus

immediately before us, as well as others closely connect-

ed with it, we have another striking instance of its truth.

" The proportion of the diseases peculiar to the female

sex in the hospital," says Sir Gilbert Blane, speaking from

tables accnratel)f kept by himself for this purpose, '* is

the same as in private cases; from which it would appear

that the unfavourable influence of indolent habits, ex-

cessive delicacy, an*) sensibility of mind and body in the

upper ranks, compensate for the bad effects of hard la-

hour and various privations in the lower orders."

''"

Hnfeland's Journal der pnictischen Heilkunde, Jan. 1819.
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SPECIES IV.

PARAMENIA ERRORIS.

S^icarious J^cnstrtisttou.

CATAMENIA TEANSFEERED TO AND EXCRETED AT
REMOTE ORGANS.

Gest. I. We have already observed upon the extensive sympathy

Extensill ^hich the sexual organs maintain with every other part

sympathy of the system. With the exception of the stomach, which
maintain- . , . ,

ed by the IS the grand centre of sympathetic action,there is no organ,

eanrvlit'h
^^ ^^^ °^ organs, possessed of any thing like so wide an

every part, influence. And hence, where, from any particular cir-
Whence, cumstance, as sudden friaht or cold, the mouths of theon obsti'uc- o '

tion ai- menstrual vessels become spasmodically constricted at

organ of-'^ the period of menstruation, and the fluid is not thrown
fers a vira- f-Qp^), almost everv or2;an seems ready to offer it a vica-
rious out- ^

.' o .»

let: as the rious outlet. We have accounts, thn-efore, of its having

tnL^' sock- ^^^^ discharged, by substitution, from the eyes, the nos-
ets of the trils, the sockets of the teeth, the ears, the nipples, the
teeth, ears, i i '

nipples, stomach, the rectum, the bladder, the navel, and the skin

bladder' generally, as noticed more fully in the volume of Noso-
navei, and Jogy to which the reader may turn at his leisure.

raiiyr In effect, there is scarcely an organ of the body from
Hardly an -^Yhich it has not been discharged under different circum-
organ from
which the stances.* In th • Edinburgh Medical Essays is a very

not^been singular case of its being thrown forth fiom an ulcer in the

discharged, ancle of a young woman little more than twenty years of

illustration age, and which continued to flow at monthly periods, for

two or three days at a time, for about five years : after

. .
* Eph. Nat. Cur. passim. Act. Nat. Cur. Act. Med. Berol.—Bertholin.

Obs. passim. Cent, passim.—Bicrling. Thes. Pract.—Sennertus Piact. et

Paralip. Lib. iv.—Sennertus, Pract. et Paralip. Lib. iv.
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which, some part of the bone having separated in a cari- Gen. i.

ous state, the ulcer assuming a more healthy appeaVance, paramenia

and the body becomins: nlnmncr and stronger, the vica- ^'.'°''?-

1 1 .1 11 1-1 Vicarious
riuus outlet was no longer needed, and the menstrual tide menstrua-

returned to its proper cliannel.*
''°"*

In all these cases there is a considerable degree of ute- Uterine

1 /• 1 1 1 • 1 • 1 •! toipitudc
rine torpitude, and commonly ot general debility : while and gene-

the part forming t!ie temporary outlet is in a state of high
a^lyg^"^'''*^

irritability or other diseased action. And hence the re- present in

medial process should consist in allaying the remote ij.. '
^^se cases.

ritation, strengtlicning the system generally, and gradu-

ally stimulating the uterus to a state of healthy excite-

ment by the means already recommended.

SPECIES V.

PARAMENIA CESSATIONIS.

CATAMENIAL FLUX IRREGULAR AT THE TERM OF ITS

NATURAL cessation; OCCASIONALLY ACCOMPANIED
WITH SYMPTOMS OF DROPSY, GLANDULAR TUMOURS,

OR SPURIOUS PREGNANCY.

The set of organs tliat are most tardily completed and Gen. r.

soonest exhausted are those of the sexual system. They g^^^^j'^^

arrive latest at perfection and are the first to become worn gans last

out and decrepit. In this early progress to superannuation and fim'

the secretory vessels of the uterus grow torpid, and, by ^^^lausted.

degrees, the catamenial flux ceases. This cessation, how- "r™^ p^

^ cessation

ever, has sometimes neen protracted to a very late period, varies in

and, in a few rare instances, the menses have continued '

^^^^^^

constitu-

tions:

Art. by Mr. James Calder, Vol. rii, Avt. xsix. p. 341.
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Gek. t, nearly, or aitoffether. tlirouscli tlie whole term of life ; we
Spe€. V o a

Paramenia l>{tvc cxamplcs of it, iioticcil iu thc voIuiTie of Nosology,

T^^^^'i?"'^" ^t seventy, eighty, and even ninety years of age; but the

cessation usual term is between forty and fifty, except where wo-

mVnses.
'^^^" marry late in life, in which case, from the postpone-

ment of the generative orgasm, they will, occasionally,

taken place breed beyond their fiftieth year. On approaching the na-
^^^°'"' tural term of the cessation of thc menses, thc sexual or-
eiguty or

ninety. gans do not always appear to act in perfect harmony
Usual pe- with c'lch other, and perhaps, at times, not even every

tween'forty P^*'^ "^ the samo organ with every other part. In proof
and fifty, of the first remark, we seem, occasionally, to meet with
Cessation

g. lingering excitement in the ovaria, after all excitement
how ren- ,,., ^ • ^ p
dereda has ccascd m the uterus: and we liave iience a kind ot

disease, conceptive stimulation, a physcony of tlie abdomen, ac-

companied with peculiar feelings and peculiar cravings,

Sometimes which mimic those of pregnancy, and give thc individual

nied w?th" a room to belicve she is really pregnant, and the more so

vain sense j^ consequeuce of tlie cessation of her lunar discharge,
ot preg-

, . 1 , T . , 1

nancy, and whup the uterus takes no part in the process, or merely

^"^y
°^^'J^

that of sympathetic irritation, without any change in size

Sometimes ^^^ Structure.

great ini- On the Contrary, we may chance to find the uterus it-

the uterus, self chiefly, if not solely, affected with irregular action
and inegu.

j^^i^iijg period : evincinff, sometimes a sunprr:;ssion ofmen-
lar men- ' '^

. '
^

p i.

struation. struation for several months, sometimes a protuse dis-

charge at the proper period, and sometimes a smaller

discliarge returning every ten or twelve days, often suc-

ceeded by leucorrhoea. And not unfrequently the sys-

tem associates generally in the jnisafiection, and suffers

from oppression, head-ache, nausea, or universal languor.

The period All these are cases that require rather to be carefully

clIefuT ^ watched, than vigorously practised upon; and the charac-

vvatch. ter of an expectant physician, as the French denominate

treatment. ^U is ihe whole that is called for. The prime object

should be to quiet irregular local irritation wherever ne-

cessary, by gentle laxatives, moderate opiates, or other

narcotics, and to prevent any incidental stimulus, mental

emotion, or other cause, from interfering with the natu-

ral inertness into which tlie sexual system is progressive-
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Iv sinkine;. Hence tlie diet should be nutritive but plain ;
Gen.i.Jo 111 ^PEc. V.

tlie exercise moderate; and costiveness prevented by le- Paramenia

nient, but not cold eccoproctics : aloes, though most usual-
i|JegJ,'i°'r*

ly had recourse to, from its pungency, in earlier life, is cessation of

,..
»«->

,,, . .1 ilieiiienses.

one of the worst medicines we can employ at this pcriou,

as tlie Epsom salts, warmed with any pleasant aromatic,

is, perhaps, one of the best.

If the constitution be viaiorous and plethoric, and parti- bleeding

cularly ii the head tcel oppressed and vertiginous, six or be induig-

sevcn ounces of blood may, at first, be taken from the arm ;
''''•

but it is a practice we shoulcl avoid if possible, from the

danger of its being necessarily resorted to again, and at

length running into an inconvenient and debilitating habit.

The manimfe that constantly associate in the changes Mammae

of the uterus and constitute a direct part of the sexual 5131^0" ir-

systcm, are at this time, also, not unfrequently in a state "''"'°"

of considerable irritation ; and if a cancerous diathesis be pathy : and

lurking in the constitution, such irritation is often found
casro*!iaiiy

sufficient to excite it into action. And hence, the period <^"""is.

before us is that in which cancers of the breast most fre- ^
Stock of

quently show themselves. sensorial

Fi'om the natural paresis into which this important and hereby re-

active system is hereby thrown, a certain surplus of sen- f^un'^'ant,

sorial power seems to be let loose upon the system, which ovei the

operates in various ways. The ordinary and most favour-
f,[^g*j.^

"^

able mode is that of expending itself upon the adipose ways,

membrane generally, in consequence of \^hich a larger nor- ^o'^ietimes
"^ "^ ' 01 generally

tion of animal oil is poured forth, and the body becomes and produ-

pluinp and corpulent. The most unfavourable, next to |^ency.°^^"'

the excitement of a cancerous diathesis into action, is that Sometimes

f'i i.' • 1 1 • ii » locally and
irritating some neighbouring organ, as the spleen, oriociucing a

liver, and thus working up a distrcssins: narabvsma or^"""'"'^'"*^ > 01. 0,. other
visceral turgescencq; or deranging the order of the sto- orj^an.

mach, and laying a foundation for dyspepsy.

VOL. V.
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GENUS 11.

LEUCORRHCEA.

MUCOUS DISCHARGE FROM THE VAGINA, COMMONLY
WITHOUT infection; disappearing during men-
struation.

Gen. 11. The term leucorrhcea from Aewxoj, "white," and 'fia>, "to

the^geneiic
fi®^'»" is apparently of modern origin ; as it is not to be

term. found In either the Greek or Roman writers ; and seems

first to Ijave been met with in Bonet or Castellus.
Mcno- rpi,jg Is tijg menorrha^ia alba of Dr. Cullen, so dcnomi-
nliagia >^ '

alba of nateu because he conceives the evacuation to fiow from the
Cullen. game vessels as the catamenia ; as also that it is often

^h'T^
°^ joined with menorrhagia, or succeeds to it. Its source,

charge a hovvevcr, is yet a point of dispute 5* Stoll,f Pinseus, and

dismltef
"various other distinguished writers have ascribed it, like

Cullen, to the uterus. But as it occurs often in great

abundance in pregnant women, in girls ofseven, eight, and

nine years of age,:}: and even i,n infants, it has been sup-

posed by Wedel,§ and most writers of the present day

Probably to flow from the internal surface of the vagina, or at the

bmhthe™ "tniost, from the vagina jointly with the cervix of the

vagina and uterus. Morgagni, is, perliaps, most correct, who con-

the uter^us.
ceives, and appears, indeed, to have proved by dissections,

that, in different cases, the morbid secretion issues from

both organs ; for he has sometimes found the uterus exhi-

* Ra't. Med. P. vn. p. 155. t De Notis Virginitatis, Lib. I. Prob. 3.

^ Heister, Wahi.iemungen, B. ii. N. 123.

—

IToechftattor, Obs. Med. Dcf.

!v. Cas. I. Schol.

^ T)i=s. T)e FJuore albo. Jpn. 174f!.
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bitina: in its internal surface whitish tubercles, tumid ves- Gen.ii.

, • J.1
Louco-

sels, or some other diseased indication, and sometimes the r.hoBa.

vagina, during the prevalence of this malady.* Frank Whites.

affirms that he has occasionally, on dissection, traced it

issuing from the Fallopian tubes.f In the case narrated

by Mr. Hill, of Dumfries, and noticed under the preced-

ing genus, it was evidently confined to the vagina alone.:j:

From its frequency in Sweden, Riedlin conjectures it to Said to he

be endemic there :§ but this can hardly be allowed, and but with-

there are more obvious causes to which such frequency "!" ^"^"
" " cient a«-

may be referred. thoiUy.

When first secreted it is bland and whitish, but differs Q"aiit»es.

in colour and quality under different circumstances, and

hence affords the three following species

:

1. LEUCORRHffiA COMMUNIS. COMMON WHITES,

2. NABOTHI. LABOUR-SHOW.

3. SENF.SCENTIUM. WHITES OF ADVANCED

tIFE.

SPECIES I.

LEUCORRHCEA COMMUNIS.

(2Commou Whites,

THE DISCHARGE OF A TELLOWISH-WHITE COLOUR,

VERGING TO GREEN.

This species is the fluor albus of most writers : the me- Gen. ii.

. Spec. I

dorrhcea foeminarum insons of Professor Frank. It is p-jno, ai-'

found in girls ant^edently to menstruation, or on any '^"^°^™°^'
^ •> 1 writers.

* De Sed. et Caus. Morb. Ep. XLVii. Art. 12. 14. 16. 17. 18. 19. 27. Ep.

imw. Art. 14.

t De Cur. Honi. Morb. Epit. Tom. V. p. 177. Mannh, 8vo. 1792.

% Edinb. Med. Comment, iv. p. 91. 4 Liji, Med. 1695. p. 164.
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Gen. il simple local irritation in the middle of liie. and hence also.
Spec. I. .

Leuro- as just observcu, during pregnancy. It is said in the

co^J^munis.
^^**^*" Transactions to be occasionally contagious :* and

Common I have meet with various cases which seem to justify this
'^'''^- remark.
Descrip-
tion, it has occurred as the result of suppressed menstrua-
Causes, tlon : as it is asserted also to have done on a suppressed

catarrhal and chillness or suppressed perwpiration of the

feet.:j: Local irritations moreover are frequent causes.

And hence one reason of its being an occasional concomi-

tant of pregnancy j as also of its being produced by pessa-

ries injudiciously employed, by voluptuous excitements,

Produced and uncleanliAess. It is said at times to exist as ameta-

t*asiT^
*" stasis, and particularly to appear on a sudden failure of

milk during the period of lactation ; a failure which may
Has alter- be Set dovvn to the list of suppressed discharges.^ Jensen

other com- givcs a Singular case of leucorrhoea that alternated with a
plaints, pituitous cough.

II
It is most frequently found among the

chiefly Weakly and delicate of crowded cities and humid regions,

found. of a cachectic habit, and who use but little exercise; espe-

cially about the age of puberty, or who, being married,

have borne too numerous a family, or been pregnant in too

quick a succession. It is also found among the barren,

those who cruelly forbear to suckle their own offspring, or

who menstruate too sparingly.^!

Symptoms It is usually accompanied M'ith a sense of languor, and a

gress.
° weakness or pain in the back. And if it become chronic,

or of long continuance, the countenance looks pale and un-

healthy, the stomach is troubled with symptoms of indiges-

tion, the skin is dry and feverish, and the feet edematous.

The discharge, in its miIdo:;t form, is slimy, nearly

colourless, or of an opaline hue, and unaccompanied with

local irritation. It afterwards becomes more opakc and

* Act. Med. Derol. Dec. I. Vol. v. p. ?.5.

+ Act. Enid. Lips. 1"C9, p. ;>7o.

—

l^aidiii, Sur l;^s F]eiirs!)lani.'hes, p. 32?.

t Act. Nat. Cur. Vol. viii. Obs. 38.

f Astriic, De IMorb. JVfulic;-. Lib. I. cap. 10.

II
Piod. Act, Mavn. p. KiO.

If J. r. lu-auk, De Cur. Hon). Moih. Epit. Tom. v. p, ITL".
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inuciilent, and is accompanied witli a sense of heat, and gen. ii.

itching or smarting; in this stage it is of a yellowish- Leucov-

\vhite. But as the disease advances in degree it appears ''1^^^'*^^'^°'"'

greenish, thinner, more acrid, :ind highly offensive, and is Common

apt to excoriate the whole surface of the vagina: while
^'""^^''

there is often a considerable degree of pain in the uterus

itself and even in the loins.

Among novices there is some difficulty in distinguishing How dis-

the discharge of whites from that of blenorrhoea, which ""P'^'^^"'-' able from
we shall describe presently. But though the appearance bienoi-

of the two fluids is often similar, they may easily be*'^*^^"

known by their accompanying signs. In blenorrhoea

there is local irritation from the first, and this irritation

extends through a considerable part of the meatus iirina-

rius, so as to produce a considerable pain in making wa-

ter; symptoms which are not found in leucorrhoea.

There is also from the first in the former a swelling of

the labia, a more regular though a smaller secretion, and

of a more purulent appearance.

When the disease is violent, or of long continuance, it constitu-

leads to great general as well as local debility, so as inci°:ef'j^,'e",

some instances to make sad inroads on the strength of violent.

the constitution. It has sometimes been followed by a

prolapse of the uterus or vagina;* by abortion or mis-

carriage, where there is pregnancy; and by barrenness,

where no pregnancy has occurred. When it acts on the

system at large, it has given rise to cutaneous eruptions

of various kinds;! and is said to have introduced tabes

and hectic fever,! dropsy, scirrhus, and cancer.§

The cure is often difficult : hut it is of no small im- Medical

, „ 1 r. , p 11 • J 1 • 1 xi treatment.
portance to be, from the fust, luliy acquainted with the

nature of its cause and cliaracter, for the proper means to

be pursued will mainly depend njjon tliis. And hence it

will often be necessary to examine the organs themselves,

or to entrust the examination to a nurse on whose jiulge-

ment v.c can fully depend,

* Boehmar, Dii:s. de Piolapsii et Ii;ve:bione Uteii. Hal. 1745.

t Klein, Interpres Clinicus, p. 112. t Hippocr. Aph. Sect. v.

j Ruulin, Irs Fk-urs blanches, Tom. i. passim.—Frank, ul si.nr. p.l32.
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Gen. II,

Spec. I

Lsucoi-
riioea com
jTiuiiis.

Common
whites.

Local ve-

incdies.

Injections

of warm
water or

diluted so-

lution of

acetate of

lead.

Otlier as-

tringent

injections.

Fume of

Eiilpliur.

Aqua-
rcgia bath

Treat-

ment.

Disease of-

ten trou-

blt'some

aiul obsti-

nate.

General
vciTicdics.

Acids.

If t!ie cause be uncleanliness, a lodgement of some por-

tion of a late menstrual flux, or any other actuating matc-
" rial in tlie vagina, nothing more may be necessary than

frequent injections of warm water : or if the vagina itself

be much irritated, injections of the diluted solution of the

acetate of lead : which last v. ill often, indeed, be found

highly serviceable where the dischai'ge proceeds from de-

bility and relaxation produced by a severe labour or mis-

carriage, forming no uncommon causes : as they are also

no uncommon effects.

Other astringent injections have often been tried, as

green tea, a solution of alum, or sulphate of zinc, a de-

coction of pomegranate bark, or a solution of catechu.

All these are sure to be of service as tending to wash

away the discharge, and keep the parts clean ; and in

man}' cases they will also succeed as astringents; nor is

it alwjiys easy to determine which is to be preferred, for

in some cases one ansvveis the purpose best, and in others

another.

SirKenelm Digby recommended a local application of

the fume of sulphur,* which may be communicated in

various ways ; and so far as this has a tendency to change

the nature of the morbid action, by originating a new ex-

citement, it is worthy of attention ; but perhaps the diluted

aqua-rcgia bath, of which we have spoken under spasmo-

dic jaundice.f may prove more advantageous.

The disease, however, is often highly troublesome and

obstinate, ar.d hence it has been necessary to employ con-

stitutional as well as local means.

The general remedies that have been had recourse to

are almost innumerable. Acids have been taken inter-

nally ih as concentrated a state as possible, but i-arely

with much success. The sulphisric acid has been chiefly

depended .upon : and, in the form of the eau de Rabel,

wliifh is that of digestii^s; one part to three of spirit of

wine, it was at orse period supposed to be ahnost a spe-

cific. The con^puiiud, Isowever. has not been able to

mjiantaiji its reputation, and has long sunk into disuse.

* y.yidic. ExnerV.rj'^i-it 65. Ictev. Spatmoclir. Vol. i. p. 398.
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Emetics have been found more useful, as operatiiigby Gen. ir.

revulsion and stimulating the system generally : ai;d onLeuco-

tliis ground a sea- voyage, accompanied with sea-sickness, "hceacom-

has often elFected a cure. Stimulating the bowels, and par- Common

ticularly in the commencement of the disease, and where 'p!!'l^.!*„„,

the general strength lias not been much encroached ui)on, ,,

^
° ^ Emetics.

has tor the same reason been frequently found nseful, as.,
„ . . . .

I ^ Purgatives,
transierring the irritation to a neighbouring organ, and

under a more manageable form. And one of the best sti-

mulants for this purpose is sul])liate of magnesia. Small

doses of calomel have been given daily v.ith the same
view, but they have not succeeded in general. Heister, Mercury so

however, recommended inercurv in this disease even to '1'' *° P'°'
(luce sali-

the extent of salivation ;* yet tliis is a very doubtful re-vation,

medy, and even under tlie best issue purchases success at

a dear rate. A spontaneous salivation has sometimes in-

deed effected a cure ;f but this is a very different affair,

for here the blood is not broken down into a dilute state,

nor the general strength interfered with. Mr. John Hun-
j^jj|'^"'^al

ter, with a view of changing the nature of the morbid ac-

tion in its own field, advised mercurial inunctions in tiic

vagina itself.

Other stimulants have been recommended that operate irritants of

more generally, and have a peculiar tendency to influence mem°"^

the secretion of mucous membranes, as the terebinthinate'^'^"es

preparations, particularly camphor, balsam of copaiba, rn^reblnhi-

and turpentine itself: and there is reason to believe that "'*'' P'^"

the second of these has often been useful. It has some-

times been employed in combination with tincture of

cantharides : but the latter is, in most instances, too ir- Tincture of

ritating, whether made use of alone, or with any other [Z^"''^^"'

medicine.

As the acids have not succeeded, neither have other '^^tf'"-

astringcnts to any ^rcat extent. The argentina or wild Po"emiiia

tanscy (Potentilla anserina, Linn.) was at one time in hinh ^"^eiina -.

iavourj it was particularly recommended by M. Tourne- tansey.

*_ Wahrnemungqi). Band. ii.

I Eph. Nat. C;ir. Dec. iii. Ann. ix. x. Ob?. 140.
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Gen II. fort, and, upon his recommendation, very generally adopt-

Leuco- ed. Alum has been supported by a still greater number
rrhaeaconr^jf advocates for its use : and kino has, perhaps, been em-

Common plovcd quite as extensively. Dr. Cullen asserts that he has

Treatment, tried all tiicsG alouc without success, but that by uniting

kino and alum, as in the pulvis stypticus of the Edinburgh

^^
College, he obtained not only a most powerful astringent,

but one that had occasionally proved serviceable in the

Rhatany present dlScasc. The anserina has justly sunk into obli-
'^*'°*'

vion. The rhatany root is much better entitled to a trial

in the form of a decoction, as already recommended in

atonic paramenia superjlna: though, from its warmth,

united with the quality of astringency, it is a still more

promising remedy in the leucorrhoea of advanced life.

Beste-enei-
Upon the whole, the best general treatment we can re-

al treat- commend is a use of the metallic tonics, and especially

zinc and iron, in conjunction with a generous but tempe-

rate diet, exercise that produces no fatigue, pure air, and

change of air, cold-bathing, regular and early hours, and

especially a course of the mineral waters ofTunbridge or

Cheltenham.

SPECIES 11.

LEUCORRHCEA NABOTHI.

THE DISCHARGE SLIMY, AND MOSTLY TINGED WITH
BLOOD.

Gen. II.

Spec, II. In this spccics the fluid is secreted by the glandulse Na-

WherY"'^* bothi situate on the month of the uterus, whence the spe-

usually cific name. It is the leucorrhoea JVahothi of Sauvages, and

the lijemorrhagia JS^ihothi of Cullen. It is most usually
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found as the harbinajer of labour : and indicates that the 2^^'
Vi'o Spec. 11.

irritation which stimulates the uterus to spasmodic and Leucoi-

expiilsory contractions, when the full term of pregnancy
[^^,11

^''*

has been completed, or some accident has hurried forward Labour-

the process, has now commenced, and that the pains of

child-birth may be expected soon. It is probably nothing source.

more than the usual fluid secreted by the glands from

which it flows, augmented in quantity in consequence of

temporary excitement, and mixed with a small quantity

of blood thrown foi^th at the same time, and from the same
cause, by the mouths of the exhalants which gives it, soon

after its first appearance, a sanguineous hue. It is hardly

entitled to the name of a hemorrhage, as given by Dr.

Cullen, though blood from the uterus often succeeds to it,

apparently thrown forth by anastomosis, in consequence

of the violence of the pains.

In its ordinary occurrence it is only worthy of notice, Sometimes

as a deviation from the common secretions of health, and and trou.

is rather to be hailed than to become a subject of cure or i^iesome.

removal. But there is a state of irritation to which these

glands are sometimes subject that produces the same dis-

charge, and in considerable abundance, for many weeks

or months before labour, and which, for the comfort of the

patient, requires a little medical advice and attention.

The irritation may proceed from plethora and disten- Mode of

tion, or from a weak or relaxed state of the constitution.
^'^^^^'"•^"^'

If from the former, venesection and gentle laxatives will

prove the best course we can pursue : if from the latter, a
reclined position, easy intestinal evacuations, and such

sedatives as may sit most pleasantly on the stomach, and
produce least disturbance to the head.

TOTi. V. to
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SPECIES III.

' LEUCORRHCEA SENESCENTiUM,

Wfutrs of atJbtXHcetJ Hifc.

THE DISCHARGE THIN, ACRID, TREtiUENTIiY EXCORI-

ATING AND FETID.

Gen. II. This is usually, but not always, connected with a morbid
(Spec. III. g^^ of the iitei'us. It commonly shows itself on theces-
Often con- •'

iiected sation of the menses : and is often chronic and obstinate.

raoibid
'^^^ more common diseases of the uterus with which

state of the the discharge is combined are an incipient cancer, or a
Uterus ' es-

peciaiiy polypous fuugus. But I havc occasionally met with it un-
eancer and connected with either, and apparently dependent upon a

fungus. peculiar and chronic irritability of tlie uterus, or rather

de^nd™" perhaps of those glands which secrete the fluid that is

uponiiri- pourcd fortli during the act of sexual intercourse. A lady

theVte^rus about forty years of age, not long ago applied to me, who
alone. [j^d for morc than a twelvemonth been labouring under a

case in Very distressing case of this kind. She had been married
txempiifi-

£j.Q,jj an early period of life, but bad never been pregnant.
cation. •' '

.

Her general health was good, her temper easy, her ima-

gination peculiarly warm and vivid. She had no local

pain, and had ceased to menstruate at the age of about

thirty-eight. Tlie discharge at the time I first saw her

consisted of at least from a quarter to lialf-a-pint daily;

thick, slimy, brownish, and highly otfensive. Every ex-

ternal and internal remedy that could be thought of ap-

peared to be of only temporary avail, and sometimes of no

avail whatever, though she certainly derived relief from

injections of the punica Granatumf with a fourth pa?'t
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port wine, which for some time checked the discharge, Gen.k.

and diminished tlie fetor. In the mean time, the general Leuco-

strength was preyed upon, the loins became full of pain,
"p's^g^t^i!"

the appetite failed, and the sleep was disturbed. Acci-um.

dental circumstances compelled her, even in this delil- advanced

itated state, to undertake a voyage to India. During its ''^^•

progress she suffered severely from sea-sickness; but

the change hereby produced, or effected by the warmth

of the climate, proved peculiarly salutary: for she

gradually lost the complaint, and recovered her usual

health.

Emetics, change of climate, and the tonic plan al-Geneini

ready recommended under the first species, seem, hence, treatment,

to be the best course we can pursue in the species before

lis.
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GENUS Hi:

BLENORRHCEA.

MUCUIENT DISCHARGE FROM THE URETHRA, OR VAGI-

NA : GENERALLY WITH XOCAI. IRRITATION AND DY-

SURY; not DISAPPEARING DURING MENSTRUATION.

Gen. III. Blenorrhcba is a Greek compound of modern writers,
Ongin of *

generic derived from /3A6»v«, " mucus," and ps«, ** to flow." Sau-
term.

vagcs, and after him Cullen, have employed gonorrhoea

yms°" from yo>«5, " semeu," and 'fM, " as a common term for

Unsettled this and spermorrhcea constituting the ensuing genus,

"p^i^m cono-
^"^ consisting in an evacuation of semen. Cullen, in-

rrhoea. deed, has extended the term still further in his First

Lines, and hence morbid secretion of mucus, all kinds of

venereal contagion and seminal flux, are equally ar-

ranged as species of the same generic disease ; and this,

too, under a word which imports the last alone. While,

to add to the confusion, this very word, in its vulgar

sense, is restrained to venereal contagion, which, in its

strict meaning, that of seminal flux, it signifies just as

much as it does abortion or stone in the bladder. It is

high time to make a distinction, and divide the list of

Sauvages into two genera. Blenorrhoea has, indeed, been

already employed of late by various writers to denote

the first of these genera, and there is no necessity for

changing the term.

The genus under Miiller,* is subdivided into numerous

^' Miiller. Medic. Vl'^Qchenblatt, 1784. N. 51, plures species.
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species: but the three following include the whole *'i'^* JJfJJ;"^'

fairly belong to it

:

rhoea.

Gonor-
1. BLENGRRHCEA SIMPLEX. SIMPLE URETHRAL RUNNING, rhoea,

2. LUODES. CLAP.

3. CHRONICA. GLEET.

SPECIES I.

BLENORRHCEA SIMPLEX.

SCmjJle Siretftral i^unnius.

SIMPLE INCREASED SECEETIO?r FROM THE MUCOUS

GLANDS OF THE URETHRA.

This definition is given in the words of Dr. Fordyce, and *t;pEc"/

is sufficiently clear and expressive. In effect, the efflux Efflux from

proceeds from mere local irritation, unaccompanied bycaTuriia-

contagion, or virulence of any kind, and is chiefly found *'°"'

in persons in whom the affected organ is in a state of de-

bility ; the occasional causes of irritation being venereal Causes.

excess, too large an indulgence in spirituous liquors, cold,

topical inflammation, too frequent purging, violent exer-

cise on horse-back, to which various authors add trans-

ferred rheumatic action ;* and occasionally, according to

Mr. John Hunter, transferred irritation of tJie teeth.f

The matter discharged is whitish and mild, producing

no excoriation, pain in micturition, or other disquiet. It

is the mild gonorrhoea of many writers, the gonorrhoea

pura of Dr. Cullen ; and usually yields without difficulty

to rest, emollient injections, and very gentle and cooling

purgatives.

* De Plaigne, Journ. de Med. Tom. LXXIV.—RichterjL Chir. Bibl. B. iv,

p. 508.—Ponteau, CEuTres Posthumes. i.

Natural History of the Teetb.
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SPECIES II.

BLENORRHGEA LUODES.

MUCULENT DISCHARGE FROM THE URETHRA OR VAGINA,

INTERMIXED WITH SPECIFIC VIRUS: BURNING PAIN

IN MICTURITION : PRODUCED BY IMPURE COITION:

INFfciCTIOUS.

Gen. III. This is a disoinkr of far greater mischief and violence
Spec. II.

i]^^y^ t|jg precedinff, and in contradistinction to it hasCommonly '
•"'

called vi- been very generally denominated the virulent or malig-
lulent or ^ , , • • . n ^ n
malignant nant gonorrlioea. It is the gonorrhoea i??iptra oi Cullen.

o'n'ce'su'^-^
The disease was for m.iny years supposed to be a local

posed to be effect of that poison which, when communicated to the

syphilis, system, produces syjjhiiis. It is in truth received in the
How far It game manner, and by the same orarans—its medium of
coincides

> ^ o
\yithsyphi- conveyance being tliat of cohabitation with an infected

person. We are chirfly indebted to Mr. John Huntet

for having poirjted out the distinction ; and there is now
scarcely an individual in our own country who has any

doubt upon the subject, though there are several who
conjecture that it has been derived from the syphilitic

venom changed and softened in its virulence by an intro-

duction into different constitutions. These conjectures

ijistinciive are harmless, but they have little ground for support.
symptoms, rpj^j^^

j^ is a disease specifically different from syphilis, is

clear from the following facts. Its appearance did not

commence till more than a hundred years after that of

syphilis; it will continue for months without any syphi-

litic symptoms, wlych are rarely, indeed, found connect-

ed with it; and where such symptoms have shown them-

selves, there has been full evidence of a new and different
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infection or strong ground for suspicion : the matter of ^^''•^"•

chancre, the pathognomic symptom of syphilis, when in-Bienor-

troduced into the urethra has heen found not to producejjj^j^^^

clap, and the matter of clap inserted under the skin, has Clap.

been proved not to produce sypl»ilis : the common course

of mercury which is the only specific cure for the latter,

is a very inronvenient, and dilatory way of tieating the

former; while tlie local plan by which the former is con-

quered with great speed and ease, produces no effect on

the latter. It is singular, therefore, that the old and Such

erroneous doctritie of tlieir being one and the same dis- no^ge"™^

ease should still maintain its ground in France, as it 'ally ac-

appears to do noin M. bainte-Marie s late treatise, as well ed in

as various others, on this subject.* France.

M. Lagnean, indeed, although he acknowledges that Lagnean's

clap or gonorriioea may have a different origin from "^^^"^ ^^'^

syphilis, still endeavours to prove the identity of the

former and chancres in the greater number of cases, from

the fact that various females have been infected with

both complaints by the same man, and various men by

the same female.f But this will go no further than to examined

show that the individual communiratirjg both complaints fo.

'^"^

'

was infected with both at the same time. What is so

common as porrigo galeata or scalled-head co-existing

with itch ; or dysentery with bilious fever, measles, oi* any
other epidemic that may be prevalent together with itself?

It is very possible, indeed, that in a few habits or idiosyn- Simulated

crasies of great acritude, the matter of gonorrhoea may nfTyphUis

produce chancres oi- other local sores, or even be folloxAed "'^y pei-

by constitutional symptoms very closely mimicking those thTJgh

of syphilis: for. when ti*eatlrigof tliis last disease, we shall '^'T'y»
. spring

have to show that such mintickry of symptoms frequently f.om go-

takes place from other impure and local irritants,and w ith
"°"*^'^^*

so near a resemblance as to be distinguished with great fjomothe*

(difficulty from the disease it seems to copy. We have al-""'^"'
^"'

ready pointed out the distinctive characters of the malady

* Methode pour guerir !:s ^Maladies Veneriennes invetevees, &c. Paris,

J818.

'^ Expose des Symptomes de la Mjladie Venericnne, Paris, lfil5.

tantf
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s^Ec ?/' ^^^^^^ "^ ^"^ syphilis
: and it is sufficient to observe fur-

Bienor-
* thcF that the anomalous symptoms, if they ever follow

luJdes. "P°" genuine clap, occur not in the ordinary course of its

Clap. march, but as extreme exceptions to its established habits

:

and are not to be found once in ten thousand examples.

Some of Some of these facts indeed were known to physiologists

tincTions^'
and reasoned from even before the time of Mr. John

known and Hunter; and hence Baglivi contended that virulent

before "the° gonorrhoea, as it was then called, may be produced by
time of other acrimonies than the syphilitic,=^ while Zeller, to-

* wards the close of the seventeenth century affirmed that

it may originate in either sex without contact;! and

Stoll in the middle of the eighteenth, that it proceeds

from various causes of which syphilitic contagion is one.^.

It is due to the merits of Dr. Balfour to observe that he

made the distinction between syphilis and gonorrhcea, the

ground of his inaugural dissertation at Edinburgh in

1767, which was nineteen years before the publication of

Mr. Hunter's celebrated work.

Pathology. It is not easy to account for the primary appearance of

this or ofany other specific poison : but we see daily that

most, perhaps all, mucous membranes, under a state of

some peculiar morbid action, have a tendency to secrete

a virulent and even contagious material of some kind or

other ; the particles of which are in some instances highly

volatile, and capable of communicating their specific effect

to organs of a like kind ; and of propagating their power

by assimilation, after having been diffused to some dis-

tance through the atmosphere, which does not at all times

readily dissolve them ; though, agreeably to a general

Compared law we havo formerly pointed out, the more readily the

dhcU'^^e P"''^'^ the constitution of the atmosphere.§ We have a

from dy- manifest proof of this in the muculent discharge of dysen •

^" ^'y
' tery, in canine catarrh or the muculent affection in the

catardi • "^^trils of dogs, which is vulgarly called distemper, and

glanders • *" ^^^^ glanders, possibly also in the farcy, of horses,

farcy :

* De Fibra Moticc, &c.

'I Diss, de Gonoirlisea utroque sexu, Tubing, 1700.

t Prfelect. p. 10-1. ft Vol. ii. CovoK 9, p. S'>..
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And although that species of catarrh which we name in- Gen. in.

fluenza, is probably a miasm rather dependent on some eiei

rhcea iuo-

des.
intemperament of the atmosphere itself for its origin, than

on the temperament of the individual who suffers from itjciap.

yet this also becomes a contagion in its progress, and is

communicable in consequence of such new property, from

individual to individual, after a removal into fresh and

very remote atmospheres by travelling :* whilst nothing

can be more higlily contagious than the discharge from

the mucous glands of the tunica conjunctiva in purulent P"''"^^"'

ophthalmy, although possibly the matter of this contagion

dissolves rapidly in the atmosphere, or is not sufficiently

volatile to float in it; whence a direct contact is neces-

sary for the production of its effect.

In like manner, leucorrhoea, as we have already ob- Leucoi-

served, has sometimes seemed to be contagious ; for 1 have

occasionally found a kind of blenorrhoea produced in men,

accompanied with a slight pain in the urethra, and some

difficulty in making water, upon cohabitation with wo-

men who, upon inspection, had no marks whatever of

luodic blenorrhcea, or clap ; and, in some instances, in-

deed, were wives and matrons of unimpeachable cha-

racter.

The disease before us, however, has symptoms peculiar ciap has

to itself, and undoubtedly depends upon a specific virus. 'y^'^ptoms

The chief of these symptoms are described in the defini- ^."'' ^.''P^'
cific virus.

tion. Tliey are scenerally preceded by a troublesome „
.... . /, , .1 , /.

Symptoms
itching m the glans penis, and a general sense of soreness described.

up the whole course of the urethra : soon after which the

discharge appears, on pressing the glans, in the form of a

whitish pus oozing from its orifice. In a day or two it in-

creases in quantity, and becomes yellowish ; and, as the

inflammation augments, and the disorder grows more
virulent, the yello\!V is converted into a greenish hue, and
the matter loses its purulent appearance, and is thinner

and more irritant. The burning or scalding pain that

takes place on making water, is usually seated about half

* See Catairhus epkleniicus of this woik, Vol. ii, CI. Iil= Ord, u. Gen
IX. Spec. II.

vol. v, 11
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Sp^c"i'
^" ""^^^ within the orifice of the urethra, at which part

Bienor- the passagc feels peculiarly straitened or contracted,

deT^^"°
whence the urine flows in a small, interrupted streann :

Clap. the lips of the urethra are thickened and inflamed, and a

general tension is felt up the course of the penis. This

last symptom is sometimes extremely violent, and accom-

panied with involuntary erections; at which time, as the

fraenum, in consequence of the inflammation, has lost its

freedom of motion, the penis is incurvated with intolera-

ble pain. It is to this state of the penis, in wliich it bears

some resemblance to a hard, twisted cord, that the French

have given the name of cuordee. Under these circum-

stances we often meet with a troublesome phimosis, either

of the strangulating, or incarcerating kind; in conse-

quence of the increased spread of the inflammation. Some-

times it extends to one or botli groins, in which case the

glands swell and buboes are often formed ; sometimes it

reaches to the bladder, the surface of which pours forth

a cheesy or wheyey fluid instead of its proper lubricous

secretion, which is communicated to the urine; and some-

times the testes participate in the inflammation, become

swollen and painful, and excite a considerable degree of

fever.

Disease In Women, the chief seat of affection is the vagina ; but

in womerf ^^ *'^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^ sensible part than the urethra, the pain is

than ill scldom SO puugeut, except when the meatus urinarius and

why.^" the nymphse associate and participate in the inflammation.

Interval The disease appears at very different intervals alter in-

irom the fection,according to the irritability of the constitution. The
jnfsction. usual time is about the fourth or fifth day. But it has

sliown itself within the first twenty-four hours, and has

sometimes continued dormant for a fortnight. Domeier

lays down the time from the fourth to the fourteenth

day.* Plenciz fixes it after the tenth.f Sometimes by

the violence of the irritation the secretion is absorbed as

fast as it is eff'used : so that only a very small discharge

*Fjagmente iiber die Eikenntnis veneriscber Kraiikheiten. Hanov. 1790.

' Acta, et Observationes. Me(', r>, lf9.
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takes place, while the other symptoms are peculiarly ex- Ci^»^f- '*'•

asperated. To this state of the disease some practitioners Bienor-

have applied the very absurd name of gonorrhoea sicca,
{ll^^l^

It was at one time imagined that the puriform fluid ciap.

which is usually poured forth in considerable abundance/;o"0'':
' '

. . ilia'n sicca

proceeds from an ulcer in the urethra : but it is now well piriform

known, as we have already had occasion to observe fre- fl"'^'11.. t> 1 . t
thrown

quently, that it is not necessary tor an ulcer or an abscess ionh, does

to exist for the formation of pus, and the dissection of per- "°^ p*;"-
'

. ,. c.tca fidtn

sons who have died while labouring under tins disease, an uicei

:

have sufficiently shown that the secretion is thrown forth but is sc-

from the internal membrane of the urethra, chiefly at the ,|'e hite'r-"

lacunse, without the least appearance of ulceration, or"^^™^"'-
„ . . brane o(

even, in most instances, oi excoriation. theme-

The cure, in the present day, is simple j for the vene- ^'"^•

real clap, like the venereal pox, appears to have lost much
, /c,tss

'^

of that virulence and severity of character, bj pasoing '•'«>?'« '"

from one constitution to another, which it evinced on its ,iny, and"

first detection. Rest, diluent drinks, and an antiphlogis- ^''^>'-

tic regimen will often effect a cure alone. But it may be

expedited by cooling laxatives, and topical applications.

The remedies employed are of two kinds, and of very Two class-

opposite characters ; stimulant and sedative. Both, also,
riigj,.

are used generally and locally ; with a view of taking off stimulant

the irritation indirectly by exciting a new action ; or di-^j"g
.^^

rectly, by rendering the parts affected torpid to the exist- both use.;

ing action, and thus .allowing it to die away of its own 1^",*^';^).'^,

accord. Many of these medicines, indeed, as well the'y-

local as the general, were, at one time, supposed to be '^^"'''^ "'
'^ '11 action >.,

natural antidotes, and to cure by a sj)ecific power: an Loth

idea, however, which has been long banished from the

minds of most practitioners.

The general sedatives that have hitherto been prin- (lemna!

cipally employed are opium, conium, nitre, oily emul-'^'^''"''^''^'^'

sions, and mucilages. The first has often succeeded, but

with considerable and very unnecessary inconvenience to

the constitution : the others are not much to be depended

upon. Tiiey may have co-operated with a rigidly redii-

cent diet, but have seldom answered alone.
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c'.EN. III. Employed locally, some of them, and particularly opi-

Bienor- w"'* ^^VG provcd far more beneficial. The best form of
]!ioea ^hjg last is that of an injection rendered somewhat viscid
luodes. • .1 -i
Clap. by oil or mucilage, both which have a greater chance of

Action acting as demulcents, and sheathing, or inviscating the

piove/'"
acrimonious corpuscles in this case, than on the irritable

locally, surtace ot the lungs in catarrhs, and asthma, when given

by the mouth.

The stimulant process has, however, been found to

answer so much more rapidly and more effectually, that

it has almost superseded the use of sedatives in modern

practice.

em™io'Td^
Formerly this process, also, was employed generally,

generally, and it was supposed, and in many cases sufficiently ascer-

po^dTo tained, that by strongly irritating some other part the

operate, morbid excitement of the urethra would subside, and the

organ have time to recover its natural action. And hence

the intestines were daily stimulated by cathartics, as neu-

tral salts, mercury, and colocynth, which last was at one

time regarded as a specific ; or terebinthinates, as can>phor,

balsam of eopaiba, and turpentine itself. And sometimes

the bladder was treated in the same manner, with diure-

tics of all kinds, and especially with cantharides.

Still comi- This plan is still continued in many parts of the East,

KaTt/"
^ ^^^ particularly in Bengal and Java ; where, as we are in-

formed by Mr. Crawfurd, the common remedy, and one to

which the disease, in those hot regions, yields very easily,

Cubebs. is that of cubebs, the piper Cubeba of Linneus. This

pepper, well pounded, is exhibited in a little water, five

or six times a day, in the quantity of a dessert-spoonful,

or about three drachms, as well in the ensuing as in the

present species, during which time all heating aliments

are to be carefully abstained from. The cure, we are told,

is entirely completed in two or three days, the ardor urina)

first ceasing, and tlte discharge again becoming viscid. A
slight diarrhoea is sometimes produced, with a flushing in

the face, and a sense of heat in the palms of the hands, and

the soles of the feet. In a few instances, Mr. Crawfurd

tells us, inflamed testicles have supervened, an affection
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which yields easily to the common treatment.* This plan ^*=n. in.

has of late been extensively made use of at home. Mr. Bienor-

Broughton has given us a result of fifty trials under hisj^^^^^^

own eye : and <»f these he tells us that he cured forty-one Ciap.

in less than a month ; that five were relie\ed ; one was ^""^'!^^'^"'^

[jiacticeof

cured, but relapsed ; and three tailed. He affirms that it Bmughton.

does not disagree with the stomach, is more easily ad-

missilile than balsam of copaiba and is not attended v\ith

tlie evils of injections. He employed the medicine two

or three times a day ; giving, of the powder, from two

drachms to half an ounce, and of the wine or tincture

from a drachm to half an ounce for the dose.f

There is no nece sity, however, for subjecting the con- Stimulants

stitution to so severe a discipline; for the stimulant pro- [ocaujf

cess, and particularly that of astringent stimulants, when

employed locally, succeeds ordinarily in a few days with-

out any trouble, rhese consist chiefly of metallic salts in Metallic

solution, as the muriate, and sub-muriate of mercury, the
^

former in the proportion of three or four grains to eight

ounces of water:

—

siil|>liate of zinc, sulphate of copper,

ammoniacal copper, and the acetated solution of lead. The
astringent property of most of these, under due manage-

ment, instead of being found mischievous, gives a check to

the morbid secretion, at the same time that it acts as a di-

rect tonic and rapidly restores the irritated mouths of the

exhalants to theii- healthy and proper action ; and this, too,

without the inconvenience of a secondary inflammation.

A slight solution of alum alone, indeed, in the proportion Solution of

of one or two grains to an ounce of water, has, for this

purpose, been often employed with suflicient efficacy

;

thougii the present author has reason to prefer the sulphate Sulphate of

of zinc, which he has usually combined with bole armenic boiear-

in the pro ortion of one scruple of the former and two of '"^"'^

the latter to half a j|int of w ater. And he can venture to

say that, thn)ugh a pietty extensive course of practice for

upwards of thirty years, he has never known this composi-

* Account of the Piper Cubeba. &c. Edinb. Med. and Journ. No. l-iit. t:

32.
' Trans, of the RTcdico-Chir. Soc. Vol. xil. Part i. 1P22.
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Gen. TIL ^Jq„ ^q fg^jj . ^^^^ |^g^g neypj. perceived it produce any of

Bienor- the inconveniences of stricture or swelled testicle which

[uodes
were so much but so groundlesslv appreliended when the

Clap, stimulating and astringent practice was first introduced.

The addition of the bole may to some practitioners ap-

pear trifling, but it adds to the power of the zinc, proba-

bly by giving an increased body to the solution without

diminishing its stimulant effect, which \Aould certainly

Su'.phateof follow by using oil or mucilage in its stead. Thesul-
•^opper.

phate of copper is more irritating than that of zinc, and,

in a strong solution, is more likely to produce inflamma-

tion ; and it is on this account chiefl) that the author has

confined himself to the latter. It is in effect, by an ana-

logous practice, that several modifications of purulent

ophthalmy, and particularly that of infancy, is most suc-

cessfully subdued, as we observed when treating of this

disease.

cieanii- It is almost unnecessarj'^ to add that the utmost clean-

liness by frequent washing should be maintained from the

first appearance of the disease.

Where the complaint, however, is improperly treated

with stimulants, and particularly astringent stimulants,

or where it has continued too long before application for

medical assistance, the vv'hole range of the urethra, or some

particular parts of it, are apt to become so irritable as to

Spasmodic excite spasmodic contractions, which commonly pass un-

tSTis- <^erthe name of strictures, without being so in reality
j

tinctfiom, and, as we have already observed, this irritation in some

gad'y^ca^i" cases, exteuds to the interior surface of the bladder, and
edstric gycn thickcns it. We have often had occasion to remark

Their i
^^'^* *" fibro'js structures and canals the most sensible parts

gin ac- are their extremities ; and this remark is particularly ap-

for''"a,^j^ ,.g. plicable to blenorrhoea, for the portions of the urethra

mote ac- which suffer most from irritation are the interior mem-
brane of the glans ant! the prostate, particularly the lat-

ter, in consequence of its direct connexion with the blad-

der as well as the urethral canal. '

On this account, when a patient once labours under

spasmodic constrictions from the disease before us, what-

ever other parts these may exist in, the introduction of a

tion.
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bouffie will be almost sure to prove that there is also aCEtr. iii.

Spjec II
censtriction in the prostate. Generally speaking it willeienor-

be found to originate here, and to occur in other parts of j'j°^^^

the canal from sympathy. But the case will often be re-ciap.

versed, and while the irritation originates in some other
(^^^^gj^^.^

part, or in the bladder, it is by sympathy with these that in the pros-

the prostate itself is affected. Mr. Abernethy has pointed extend "to

out this double source of spasmodic constriction in the other parts

prostate, in the clearest manner possible ;* and the re- This ruio

marks he has offered upon the propriety of employing or "^j*^^^*"""

withholding the bougie as an instrument of cure cannot be versed.

too deeply imprinted on every student's mind : the general gp^jg
principle of w bich is to persevere in its use wherever it ap- how fai-

t I . I •! .I'j I i -^ 1 • I — available,
pears to blunt the sensibility ; and to pass it as high up and when

the urethra as can be accomplished with this effect, if pos- ^° he used.

sible indeed througli the prostate into the bladder ; but in

every instance to desist where a second or third trial of

the instrument gives more pain than the first, or to con-

tent ourselves w ith passing it as high as can be done with-

out any such symptoms of increased irritation, and there

stopping short : and only making an occasional trial when

we have reason to hope that the morbid sensibility has

still further subsided. M. Ducamp seems to think that
J*f„'°JJ"J,^y

little benefit is, in any case, to be derived from the use of Ducamp.

bougies on wounds; and that suffering them to remain in

the urethra is sure to increase the irritation.f But his at-

tention has been chiefly directed to callosities in the ca-

nal ; and will be belter entitled to notice when we come to

treat of constrictions of this kind as acauseof strangury.t

* Surgical Observations on diseases of the Urethra, p. 194, 8vo. 1810.

t Traite des Retentions d'Urine par le Retrecissement de TUrethre, &c.

Paris, 8vo. 1822.

X Vol. V. CI. VI. Ord. II. Gen. iii. Spec. iir.
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SPECIES III.

BLENORRHCEA CHRONICA

CKlert.

SLIMY DISCHARGE PROM THE MUCOUS GLANDS OF THE
URETHRA, WITHOU r SPECIFIC VENOM OR INFECTION '

SLIGHTLY IRRITATING : CHRONIC.

Gen. III. This species is a frequent sequel upon a clap that has

M^y be'a' been ill-managed, or has lasted long, and produced an
sequel of obstinate local debilit}. But it exists also independently

ceding or of clap, and is occasioned by stia ns, excess of venery,

a primary
^J^^\ other causes of weakness. The discharge is, for the

disease. "^
, ,

most part, a bland and slimy mucus not accompanied with

thedi'st" inflammation, apparently proceeding from a morbid re-

charge, taxation of the mucjjus glands of the urethra, and at times,

like other discharges from debilitated organs, accompani-

ed with and kept up by irritation, and especially irritation

produced by a stricture in the urethra properly so called,

or a diseased state of the prostate gland.

Generally !« common cases, the disease yields to the local tonics

yields to ^nd astringents recommended umler the preceding species,

means but it is Sometimes peculiarly irritable, and bids defiance
with ease:

^^ ^y^ ^|jg inarpnuitv of the medical art. A. Castro gives
but some- o .» o
times pe- an instance of its having continued for eighteen years.*
cuiiariy rj,j

stimulants ordinarilv employed have consisted of
jntracta- » i j

ble. copaiba or some terebinthinate or resinous balsam in the

Ordinary f"*'™ of injection ; tincture of ipecacuanha, as recommend-
stimuiants. ed by Schwediaur ; infusion of cantharides, a favourite

remedy with Bartholin; or a blister applied to the urethra,

as advised by Mr. John Hunter and several other writers.

* De Moib. Mu]. p. 6S
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The bougie may here be used, for the most part more ^^'^'"j-

fearlessly than in the preceding species. Its own simple Bienonhoea

stimulus, if employed regularly once or twice a-day, has^j'^"""^^-

often proved suflScient : and where this fails it may be11 ••.. i-ij x» Bougies of
rendered more active by being smeared with turpentine, advantage.

mercurial ointment, or camphorated liniment; or armed g^^^^jj^^g

with nitrate of silver, where there are strictures that re- armed witu

quire it. Even in this species, however, it is a valuable ^ut this

'

remark of Mr. John Hunter, that, before we have recourse demands

to any powerful acuants, we should well weigh the degree

of irritability of the patient's constitution; for we may
otherwise run a risk of exciting a violent local inflamma-

tion, or of extending the irritation to the testes or the

bladder. Should such an issue unfortunately occur, one

of the most salutary injections we can employ is a solu-

tion of the extract of hyoscyamus in w'ater. Even in ifgreat

chordees, which resisted the influence of oi)ium, Mr. Bell '"'^^^'^"
' * ' succeed

asserts that he has found this medicine advantageous in how to be

the quantity of from one to three grains at a time, and"^^^^^'^'

repeated three times a-d'ay or oftener. Or we may have

recourse to a warm hemlock poultice, applied every night,

and made sufiicicntly large to cover the whole of the pe-

rinsBum, testes, and penis. I have known this succeed in

taking off" an habitual irritation, and with it effectually

suppressing the discharge, on the third application, in

two instances of more than a twelvemonth's standing ;

and this after stimulants of all kinds, and narcotics of

many kinds, and particularly opium, had been tried in

succession. The leaves were here employed in a fresh

state. Nisbet gives an instance of cure, produced by a

fresh infection : but this is not a remedy to be recom-

mended either medically or morally.

In women this disease is often mistaken for leucorrhoea:^" women
1 -iiii-i-j. 1 gleet some-

vre have pointed out tlie distinctive character under the times mis-

last species. Yet the mistake is not of essential conse- *^'^'^" ^""^

* leucorrhosa.

quence, as the same treatment will often effect a cure in

both. As the vagina, however, is less irritable than tlie

urethra, gleet in females is a less frequent and a less

tj-oublesome complaint than in males.

YOi. v. 12
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GENUS IV.

SPERMORRH(EA.

Seminal iFlui:.

INVOLUNTARY EMISSION OF SEMINAL FLUID WITHOUT
COPULATION.

Gen. IV. The generic name is derived from «-jr£<p, *' sero," *' se-

tbe^geneiic Hiino j" wlienco aspermus, " void of seed,'* gymnosper-
name. m^g^ « having the seed naked,"—a term well known in

botany ; and hence also numerous other derivatives of

Why em- the same kind. Gonorrhoea, which is a direct synonym,

stead of
" - "would havo been retained as the name for this genus, as

norrhoea. it is retained by Linneus, Sagar, and Frank, but from

the confused signification in which it has been employed

by Sauvages and CuUen ; and from its being usually,

though most improperly, applied in the present day to

blenorrhoea luodes.

The genus offers two varieties as follow

:

1. SPERMORRHOEA ENTONICA. ENTONIC SEMINAL FLUX.

2. !
I t .1 .. ATONICA. ATONIC SEMINAL FLUX.
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SPECIES I.

SPERMORRHCEA ENTONICA.

TSntonic Seminal iFluir.

INVOLUNTARY EMISSION OF PROPER SEMEN WITH EREC-

TION ; MOSTLY PROM AN INDULGENCE OF LIBIDINOUS

IDEAS.

The usual cause is assigned (in the definition, and it very Gew.iv.

strikingly points out the influence which the mind bears Necessity

upon the body, and the necessity of subjecting the pas- ^^ ^" '^^?"'

sions to the discipline of a chaste and virtuous deport- gation of

ment ; since, as there is no passion more debasing than ^^^^^^^

that of gross lust, there is none more mischievous to the Effects of

general health of the body. It leads the besotted slave I'bidinous

straight forward to every other sensuality, and, by be- "

coming at length an established and chronic disease,

stupefies the mind, debilitates the body, and is apt to ter-

minate in hectic fever and tabes.

This affection sometimes originates in the body Itself :
Sometimes

in a local and urgent erethism, produced, as Forestus from a cor-

conjectures,* by a superabundant secretion of seminal 1^°^^^^

fluid in a constitution of entonic health and vigour. And, !„ gud,

as in the former case, the body is to be chastised through <=ase how
to hp tVPBt-*

the mind, in the present the mind is to be chastised ed.

through the body : particularly by purgatives and vene-

section, a low diet and severe exercise. If, however, the

patient be single, as is commonly the case, the pleasantest

as well as the most effectual remedy is to be sought for in

marriage.

^ Lib. xxvr. Obs. n. *
•
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from Sau-
vases.

SPECIES II.

SPERMORRHCEA ATONICA.

^tontc Seminal iFUtic.

INVOLUNTARY EMISSION OF A DIXUTE AND NEARLY

TELLUCID SEMINAL FLUID J WITH LIBIDINOUS PRO-

PENSITY BUT WITHOUT ERECTION.

Gen. IV. Of this Species Sauvages gives us two curious examples:

S^n^uiar ^^^ ^0111 Dcidiei', in which the patient was an exemplary
examples monk, who shrunk with horror at the idea of this involun-

tary self-pollution, as he regarded it : the other a case in his

own practice, in which the patient, a most religious young

female, was, as he affirms, driven almost to madness under

the same erroneous contemplation of the disease. From
his having included a female under this genus, it should

seem that Sauvages inclined to the theory of epigenesis, or

that which supposes the male and female to contribute

equally a seminal fluid in the act of procreation. It is pro-

bable that some local irritation is the usual cause. Profes-

sor Deidier himself suspected this in the first of the above

cases ; and referred it rather to a calculus in the bladder,

sympathetically affecting the prostate gland, than to any

idiopathic disease of the vesiculse seminales, or the testes.

The pious monk found himself most relieved by scourging

his legs : a blister applied to the perinseum would probably

have relieved ^im still more effectually. The fluid is a

Nature ef thin degenerate secretion, apparently from the vesiculaj se-

discharged. Mii'^^l^s, rather than semen itself. It is sometimes found

Ordinary intermixed with blood; and in this case wc have the

further irritation of a wound or ruptured vessel. The
most common cause of this miserable disorder is a pre-

vimis life of unrestrained concupiscence : and under thia-
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debility, hereby produced, the morbid discharge is pecu- Gen.iv.

liarly apt to flow upon the mere muscular excitement thatsperaor-*

takes place on evacuating the rectum j and hence follows ^^'^^ ^*°-

hard upon a stool.* Atonic

A cure should be attempted by the daily use of a bidet ^^™"^^

of cold sea-water, or of early bathing in the sea, and the Medical

internal use of metallic tonics. The bowels should be^'^^^^'^e'^'-

kept lax but the warm and irritating purgatives should be

cjjrefully abstained from. Blistering the perinseum, or

making a seton in it has occasionally been found service-

able : as has also a local use of electricity.

* Art. Med. Berol. Dec. i. Vol. iv. p. 70.—Weichman De PoUutione,

&c. Goett. 1712.
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GENUS V.

GALACTIA.

MtislactattoH.

MOKBID TXOW OR DEFICIENCY OF MILK.

Gen. V. This includes the greater part of those affections, treated

Synonyms, gf |,y Dioscorides, under the name of sparganosis, which,

however, in his arrangement embraced, as we observed

under phlegmone mamm^,* many complaints that have

little or no connexion with each other, and particularly

one of the species of bucnemia, or ttjmid-ieg : so that

it has been necessary to break up the division and allot to

its different members their proper positions.

Origin of Gaxactia is a Greek term, from ya/at, " lac," whence

jl^^^jjfg^"^"'^
y«A««T<xes, "lacteus." It occurs in Linneus and Vogel

for the genus now before us, which by Sauvages and Sagar

Gaiactii- is Written galactirrhcea, literally " milk-flux," in a mor-

th^^ °^h^v
^^^ sense of the term. The author has preferred galactia

as more comprehensive than galactirrhoBa, so as to allow

the idea of a depraved or defective, as well as of a super-

abundant secretion of milk : all which are equally entitled

to be comprised under one common head, as excess, defi-

ciency, or other irregularity of arterial action in fever.

Hitherto, however, from an opposite fault to that of Di-

oscorides, these affections have been separated from each

how far Other by many nosologists, and carried to different

differs heads, sometimes to different orders, and occasionally to
fromgalac- ' >/

tia. different classes ; whence the student has had to hunt for

them through every section of the nosological arrange-

Vol, II. CI. III. Old, II, Gen. ii. Spec. v.
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ment. It has already been necessary to make the same Gen. v.

remark respecting many of the species of paramenia ; Misiactal

and various other instances will occur to us in the ensuing ''°"*

orders of the class we are now explaining.

The flow of milk may become a source of disease as

being out of season, defective in quantity, vitiated in

quality, transferred to an improper organ, and as dis-

charged from the proper organ but in the male sex.

These differences will furnish the present genus with five

distinct species as follows

:

,

1 . GALACTIA PREMATURA.
, PREMATURE MILK-FLOW.

2, DEFECTIVA. DEFICIENT MILK-FLOW.

3. DEPRAVATA. DEPRAVED MILK-FLOW,

4. ERRATICA. ERRATIC MILK-PLOW.

5. VIRORUM. MILK-FLOW IN MALES.

SPECIES I.

GALACTIA PRiEMATURA.

iSremature J^ilfe=floto.

EFFLUX OF MILK DURING PREGNANCY.

The mammee which maintain the closest sympathy with ^^^ y
the ovaria,and uterus,and in most animals possessing them, Spec. i.

are placed in their direct vicinity, and which in truth are caUe-
°°

as much entitled to the character of a sexual organ as any ™arks.

organ of the entire frame, participate in the developement

ofthe generative function from the first stimulus of puber-

ty. It is then that the breasts assume a globose plump-

ness, and the catamenial flux commences: when pregnancy

takes place, and the uterus enlarges, the breasts exhibit a

correspondent increase of swell 5 and when, shortly after
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gew. V. child-birth, the lochial discharge ceases, and the uterus

Gaiactia takcs rcst, the lacteal discharge is secreted and poured
pramatu-

fQj.|^jj j^ immediate succession. The sympathy continues.

Premature howevcr, even after this rest has commenced, for one of the
nil - o\

.
jjjQg|. eifectual means of increasing the flow of milk from

with the the breasts is a slight excitement of the uterus as soon as
womb con- jj. |jg^g recovered its tone : and hence the mother of an in-
tinues after

chiid-bhth. fant living with her husband, and herself m good health,

Advantage makes a far better nurse and even requires a less stimulant

nurselfving regimen than a stranger brought from her own family and
with her secludcd from her husband's visits. Of this, indeed, many

of the rudest and most barbarous nations, but who arc

not always inattentive to the voice of nature, have the

Illustrated, fullest couviction : insomuch that the Scythians, accor-

ding to Herodotus, and the Hottentots in our own day,

irritate the vagina to increase the flow of milk in their

cows and mares.
How pro- ii sometimes happens, however, that this stimulus of
duced pre- , . • i i .

-
i

maturely, sympathy IS carried to excess even during pregnancy, and

that the lactiferous ducts of the mammse secrete milk from

the ultimate branches of the arteries sooner than it is want-

ed. If the quantity thus separated be small it is of no
Why pre- mQ^jjent : but if it be considerable some decree of debility
mature ' a j

milk an is usually produced with restlessness and pyrexy. And

o"/a weak- ^'^^^^^ Galen observes, that a premature flow of milk indi-

2y child, cates a weakly child ;*' and the collections of medical

curiosities contain various cases, in which it has appeared

to be injurious.! Sauvages gives an instance in which a

pint and a half was poured forth daily, as early as the fifth

mouth. Where the constitution is^eculiaily robust, even

this may for some time be borne with as little mischief

as menstruation during pregnancy : but in ordinary cases

the system must be weakened by so excessive and unpro-

fitable a discharge. There is another instance noticed in

the volume of Nosology in which a pint and a half was

poured forth daily at the fifth month.

The morbid irritation, however, may generally be taken

* Fragm. cs Aphor. Rab. Mois. p. 24.

;
A'~t. Nat- Cur, Vol. iv, Ob?. 66.
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off by venesection, and, if this should not succeed, by a ^^w. v.

few doses of aperient medicines, which have the double Gaiactia

advantage of lowering the action in the affected organ, ^l^'"^
""

and excitins a new and revulsive action in an organ tliatP'^'^n^ture
° ° milk-flow.

IS usually more manageable. Medical

It has sometimes happened that a like precocity has oc- featment.

curred in young virgins, and that these also have secreted ma'turitv

and discharged milk from the proper organ. In many sometimes
o r I o

, '" young
cases this has occurred as a substitute for the catamenial virgins.

flux whitli has been retained or suppressed at the time ;* Cause, and
'' means of

but more generally it has proceeded from entonic plethora, removal.

or a morbid erethism of the sexual organs at the period of

puberty ;f and is to be removed by a reducent regimen,

bleeding, and purgatives, as just pointed out.

On the other hand we have occasional instances of aj^iik-flow

supply of milk, in women considerably advanced in life, women

and who have long ceased to bear children, and even to
^pa^^.j^to

menstruate. Thus a woman of sixty-eight, is stated by bear chii-

Dr. Stack, in the Philosophical Transactions, to have menstru-

given suck to two of her grand-children ;:(; and another of
^'''''

eighty, in a Swedish Journal, is said to have performed the

same office.<S In most of these cases the antiquated ^'=*'°"*^"
•^ * counted

nurses have consisted of married women, who had many for.

years before reared families of their own, and whose lacti-

ferous organs were therefore more easily re-excited to the

renewed action, than ifthey had never suckled. The cause

has been some peculiar irritation originating in the radi-

cles of the lactiferous ducts, or excited by a transfer of

action from the uterus or ovaria in consequence of a

cessation of the menses.

* De la Corde, Ergo virgo, nienstruis deficientibus, lac in mamrais ha-

bere potest ? Paris, 1580.

+ Hippocr. Aph. Sect, v. i 39.—Vega, Comment, in Hippocr. Aph. v.

k 39.

t Vol. XLi. Year 1739. 141.

§ See also Phil. Trans. Vol. ix. year 1674.

VOL. T.
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SPECIES II.

GALACTIA DEFECTIVA.

3ic!trfent Ji?iIfe:=fioiu.

INABILITY TO SUCKLE UPON CHILD-BIRTH.

Gen. V. This is the agalaxis or agalactatio of preceding nosolo-

The aga- gists; and may proceed from two causes, accompanied

a^aTacta-
^ **'' symptoms producing the two following varieties:

writers?'^* Atonica. From want of secretioH.

Atonic inability to suckle,

/3 Organica. From imperfect nipple or

Organic inability to suckle, other organic defect.

Inability to To every feeling and considerate motlier, inability to

ten as suckle is a serious evil : and, generally speaking, it is an
serious an

g^jj ^^ ^^ great a magnitude to the mother herself as to
evil to the o O
mother as the cluld ; for a free secretion of milk prevents many pre-

chiid : sent and not a few eventual mischiefs. The health of

explained: ^omen during suckling is, in most instances, better than

affords
^^ ^"^ peHod of thcir lives. Their appetite is excellent,

health to their sleep soUnd and refreshing, their spirits free, their

an^d grafi- temper checrful. But to every conscientious mother there

fh^^'^^d'
*^* superadded to all this, a pleasurable feeling of a still

higher and nobler kind; it is a sense of conscientiously

discharging the maternal duty : it is the gratification of

beholding the lovely babe to whom she has given birth

saved from the cold caresses of a hireling to lie in the

warm embraces of her own bosom : to grow from the sweet

fountain which she furnishes from her own veins, rich,

ample, and untainted : to swell with the tender thrill that

shoots through the heart at every little draught which is

/ ckawn away from her: to see the cheeks dimple and the
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eyes brighten, and the limbs play, and the features open ;
Gen. v.

and to trace, in every fresh lineament, a softened image Oaiactia

of herself or one dearer to her than herself. This is the ''<^'eciiva.

Uencienr

luxury that awaits the mother, whose unseduced ear still miik-flow.

listens to the voice of Nature, and estimates the endear-

ments of domestic life at a higher value than the intoxi-

cating charm of fashionable amusements and midnight

revels. Though transported with the present, her com- ''^"^ p'.^'

forts do not end with the present : for she has yet to lookheaitii in

forward to a term of life in which, when those who have
j'.^J^"*^'^''

made a sacrifice of maternal duty at the altar of pleasure,

arc wasting with decline, trembling with palsy, or tor-

mented with the dread of cancer, she will still enjoy the

blessing of unbroken health, and sink as on a downy pil-

low into a tranquil old age.

But though these remarks apply to the greater nnmberTet many

of those who, in the career of fashion, abstain from theg^",^']"*

duty of a mother, it by no means applies to all. There however

are many excellent mothers who would undergo the se-

verest discipline of pain to accomplish this object, but

after all are not able. There are some who from the s.o"'ces of

want of a proper nipple, or perhaps the want or undeve- cation.'

lopement of lactiferous ducts are naturally disqualified

for the office: as there are others whose constitutional

debility renders them incapable of secreting their milk in

sufficient abundance, or with a sufficient elaboration for

healthy food. And in all such cases it is expedient, wher-

ever the means will allow, to seek carefully for the substi-

tute of a foster-mother.

But let not the natural office be abandoned to soon, Some of

and particularly where the child is strong and hearty. bJeoVb^?^^

If the nipple be at fault much may be done to remedy it. remedied.

If it be buried in the breast it may often be drawn out by
exciting a vacuum with the ordinary glass-tube invented

for the purpose, if dexterously applied; or, which will

often succeed better, by the suction of a woman who is

well skilled in the art : or an artificial nipple may be em-
ployed if these do not succeed.

And if the breasts be hard and lumpy, and a consider-
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Gen. V. able degree of symptomatic fever supervene, the same kind

Gaiactia of suctton must bc had recourse to twice a-day, while the

De^ficient*
''^''^^sts are kept in a constant state of relaxation by gentle

milk-flow, friction with warm-oil, large cataplasms of bread and

water, and a suspensory bandage of flannel passed under

the arms and drawn as tight as may be borne without in-

convenience.

Milk some- Even where the milk is not very promising, either in

nft« being i'<^spect to quantity or quality, let not the unhappy mother
despaired despair for the first week or two. As her own strength

mothers increases, the strength of the milk will often be found to
strength increase also : the milk-vessels will yield with more fa-
leturns. •'

cility, and the symptomatic pain in the back will subside.

Added to which the matrimonial excitement to which I

have alluded in the preceding species, will in due time, bc

called in to bear its beneficial part ; and the woman who
had a hopeless prospect before her may in due time reap

the full harvest of her labours.

SPECIES III.

«;alactia depravata,

jfll'FLTJX OF A DILUTE OR VITIATED MILK.

Gen. V. Here also we have two varieties

:

Spec. III.
^ Serosa. Weakened by too large a

Serous Milk-flow. proportion of serum.

/8 Contaminata. Deteriorated by intermix-

Contaminated Milk-flow. ture with some foreign

material.

M G. de- To the FIRST VARIETY wc have alluded under the pre-

Serous^' Ceding species : for it sometimes happens that milk;, when
milk-flow.
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deficient in quantity, is also of a more dilute quality than ^^-^'j^'j

it ought to be. But more frequently, as local irritation « g. depra-

is a result or concomitant of debility, there is in weakly ^osa/^"

habits a very large flow of a thin, slightly blue, and al- Serous

most pellucid milk, containing little sugar, and still less

cream. The properties of a sound woman's milk we have

already given under consumption, and to save an unne-

cessary repetition, tlie reader may turn to the passage,

at his leisure, and compare it with the defective character

before us.*

Tonics, and a generous diet, afford in this case the best

chance of success, and are often employed with full effect

Under the second variety the assimilation is imper-fa(a'|.o^,'^^"

feet, and the milk hns the taste or smell of beer, or wine, taminata.

or some other fluid that has been introduced into the sto- natcdmlik-

mach : proving that the digestive power is weak, and re-^"^^*

quires correction and invigoration. In other cases we
liave examples of black, green, or yellow milk : probably

discoloured by an union with effused blood.

All violent exertions, whether of body or mind, and
hence violent passions, as rage and terror, have a pecu-

liar influence in changing the natural character of milk

;

and the depressing passions frequently drive it away en-

tirely.! It is hence, of no small moment that a wet nurse

be of an easy and even temper, and not disposed to mental
disturbance.

' Marasmus Phthisis, Vol. iii, CI. iii. Old. iv. Gen. ill. Spec. v.

V 5:tarch, Aichiv. fnr GebiirtshcJfer. B. ill. 12. B. ii. p. 3,
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SPECIES IV.

GALACTIA ERRATICA.

22vratic fHClfe-floto.

MILK TRANSFERKED TO, AND DISCHARGED OR ACCUMU-

liATED AT SOME REMOTE ORGANS, OFTEN UNDER A

DIFFERENT FORM.

Gen. V. Like the menstnial flux, there is scarcely an organ to
Spec. IV.

y^|^ip|j the flow of milk has not been transferred underHas been
transferred dlffl'rent circumstances, or in different constitutions. And

eve^y"°^ lience the author has adverted in the volume of Nosology
organ. to examples of its translation to the fauces, where it has

Fauces: been discharged in the form of a ptyalism : to the general

surface of surfacc of the mammse, where it has been evacuated in

, the form of sweat: to the navel, where it has assumed an
navel :

kidneys • ichorous appearance : to the kidneys, which have thrown

it off" in an increased flow of urine ; to the eyes, whence

it has been discharged as a milky epiphora ; to the

veins, which it has overloaded so as to demand the use

of the lancet: and to the vagina, where it has excited a

copious leucorrhoea. It is also said to be frequently trans-

lated to the thighs, so as to produce the disease we have

already described under the name of bucnemia spar-

GANOSis, but which is clearly unconnected with the state

of the milk or of the breasts.

eyes;

Causes. The causes are chiefly a sudden exposure of the breasts

to cold; cold water drunk improvidently when in a state

of perspiration, spirituous potation, and sudden emotion

of mind.

Mode of The irregular action is best subdued by gentle laxa-

tives, diaphoretics, and perfect quiet in a warm bed.

Where ardent spirits have been the cause, the aperients

treatnient.
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should be more stimulant, and bleedins; will often be ne- Gen.v.
Spec. IV

Cessary. Galactia'

The blood itself, however, during the time of suckling
^"^^W'l.^'

is often loaded with milk from resorption, and evinces a miik-flow.

milky appearance, as are likewise several of the fluids se-ment.

creted from the blood : and hence, also one cause of many
fj°"^in^gs

of the above peculiarities. loaded
with a
milky ap-

pearance.

SPECIES V.

GALACTIA VIRORUM.

JiIiHt=flo^ in J^ldles.

MILK SECRETED IN MALES AND DISCHARGED TROM
THE PROPER EMUNCTORY.

A MILKY serum, and sometimes genuine milk has been ^^^- ^''

Spec. V.
found to distil from the nipples of new-born infants, of Hasfre-

*

both sexes, and sometimes (rom boys of a later age. But^^^^^^l^^jj

various authors, as Scholtz, P. Borelli, and Laurembergf''ffffe"t

have given cases of genuine milk discharged in like man- life!

ner by adult males ; occasionally continuing for a long

time; and, in some instances, enabling them to perform

the office of nurses. In the Commentaries of the St.

Petersburgh Academy,* a flow of milk from the breasts

of males, is said to be very common in Russia: and Blu-

menbach has noticed the same peculiarity in the males of

various other mammals.f Among men, indeed, the dis-

charge appears occasionally to have occurred even in ad-

vanced life; for Paullini gives the case of a man, who
was able to suckle at the age of sixty.|

* Tom. m. p. 278. t Hanoversich Magazin, 1787.

+ Cent. n. Obs. 93.—Shacker, Diss, de Lacte Viiorum et Virginura.
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Gen.v. Why man should, in every instance, possess the same

Gaiactia Organization as womcn for secreting and conveying milk,

M "irfl*"
'^^ among the many mysteries of physiology that yet remain

in males, to be Solved. But as there is little or no sympathy between

^h jt
the mammse in man and any of the proper organs of gene-

does not ration, as in women, we are at no loss to account for their
occur £G-

neraiiy; general sterility and want of action. Occasionally, how-

and ac-
®ver, the lacteal glands in man, or the minute tubes which

counted emerge from them are more than ordinarily irritable, and

it does^oc- throw forth some portion of their propei* fluid. And if this

cur. irritation be encouraged and supported there is no reason

why such persons may not become wet-nurses as well as

females. And hence, Dr. Parr inquires, with some degree

ofquaintness, whether this organization is allotted to both

sexes, in order that ** in cases of necessity men should be

able to supply the office of the woman ?" Under these cir-

cumstances, the discharge, though unquestionably a devi-

ation from the ordinary law of nature, can scarcely be re-

garded as a disease.

Interesting The following, from Captain Franklin's Narrative of

from his Journey to the shores of the Polar Sea, is a beautiful
Frunkiin. exemplification of what Dr. Parr refers to; and I cannot

consent to alter the forcible and seaman-like simplicity of

the style in which the story is told. " A young Chipe-

wyan had separated from the rest of his band for the pur-

pose of trenching beaver, when his wife, who was his sole

companion, and in her first pregnancy, was seized with the

pains of labour. She died on the third day after she had

given birth to a boy. The husband was inconsolable, and.

vowed, in his anguish,never to take another woman to wifej

but his grief was soon in some degree absorbed in anxiety

for the fate of his infant son. To preserve its life he de-

scended to the officeof a nurse, so degrading in the eyes of

a Chipewyan, as partaking of the duties of a woman. He
swaddled it in soft moss, fed it with broth made from the

flesh of the deer ; and, to still its cries, applied it to his

breast, praying earnestly to the Great IVIftster of Life to

assist his endeavours. The force of the powerful passion

by which he was actuated produced the same cflect in his
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case as it lias done in some others which are recorded : a Gen. v.
Spec V

flow of milk actually took place from his hreast. He sue- Gaiactia*

ceeded in rearing his child, taught him to be a hunter, j^"j°^'^g™'

and, when he attained the age of manhood, chose him a in males.

wife from the tribe. The old man kept his vow in never

taking a wife for himself, but he delighted intending his

son's children ; and when his daughter-in-law used to in-

terfere, saying, that it was not the occupation of a man,

he was wont to reply, that he had promised to the Great

Master of Life, if his child was spared, never to be proud

like the other Indians.—Our informant (Mr. Wenkel,

one of the association) added, that he had often seen this

Indian in his old age, and that his left breast, even then,

retained the unusual size it had acquired in his occupa-

tion of nurse."*

* p. 157. 4to. Lond. 1823.

veil. V. 14
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CLASS V.

GENETICA.

/

ORDER li.

ORGASTIC A.

Mmantn affecting tfic ^rsamu.

ORGANIC OR CONSTITUTIONAl INFIRMITY, DISORDER-

ING THE POWER, OR THE DESIRE OF PROCREATING.

Class V. The ordinal term orgastic A, is derived from oeyxa "ap-
OrderII. , . ... .. '

. ,U A' •/
Original of P^to impatieiiter; propria uc ammantibus dicitur, quae
ordinal turgent libidiiie." Scapvl. Orgasmus is, hence, used by

most writers for salac ity in general ; tlioiigh by Linneus

it is employed in a very different sense, being restrained

to suhsultvs nrteriarum.

The following are the genera which appertain to this

order :

1. CHLOROSIS. GREEN-SICKNESS.

II. PR.S:OTIA. GENITAL PRECOCITY.

III. LAGNESrS. LUST.

IV. AGENESIA. MALE STERILITY.

V. APHORIA. FEMALE STERILITY. BARRENNES?,

VI. ^DOPTOSIS. GENITAL PROLAPSE.
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GENUS I.

CHLOROSIS.

PALE, CUI.0R1D COMPlBXIOJf ; lANGUOR ', XISTLESSNESS
;

DEPRAVED APPETITE AND DIGESTION : THE SEXUAI.

SECRETIONS DEPRAVED OR INERT, ESPECIALLY AT

THEIR COMMENCEMENT.

Chlorosis is a derivative from ;i,;Ao«s or j£;a«)5, "lierba Gen. r.

vireiis ;" whence, among the Greeks, x^y^M^xa-j^x and oeneric

^xa^txffii <* viror," "pallor;" evidently applied to thc'^'""'

disease, like our own term green-sickness, from the pale,

lurid, and greenish cast of ihe skin.

The causes of this disorder are numerous; one of the General

most frequent is menostation, retained or suppressed cata-

meniaj another is excessive menstruation ; a third, in-

ability of obtaining tlie object of desire, in popular terms

love-sickness; a fourth is dyspepsy, or any other source

of general debility about the age of puberty, by which the

natural developementof the sexual system and the energy

of its secretions is at this time interfered with. Dr. Parr Whether

makes it a question whether love-sickness or an ungratifi- ness ever*

cd longing for an object of desire is ever a cause; but the ^ *^^"^*^

'

examples are too numerous to give countenance to any

doubts upon the subject ;* and pining, eager, ungratified

desire for any object w hatever, in a particular state of con-

stitution, whether for an individual or for a particular cir-

cle of society, for home or for country, is well know^n in

* Panarol. Jatrolog. Fcntcch. nr. Obs, 14,—Enhem. Nat. Cur. Dec. ir.

Ann. IX. Obs. ll'\.
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Gen. I. many cases to break down the general health, and to lay

Green- * » foundation for chlorosis, as well as many other com-
Kickncss. plaints even of a severer kind. We have already noticed

it as producing suppressed menstruation ; as we have

also tlie opposite state of disappointment overcome, re-

newed hope, and a prospect of connubial happiness, as

one of the best and speediest means of cure.

Retained Perhaps retained menses, and dyspepsy at the period of

l]v "pepsy^ puberty, are the most common causes ; and hence chloro-

duiiiigpu- sis makes so near an approach to both tliese complaints

most coin- that somc nosologists have merged it altogether in the

first, and others in the second. Dr. Cullen, so far as re-

,

,

lates to his opinion, is an example of the former. Dr.
and hence r ' j

all these Youug, SO far as it relates to his arrangement, of the

sometimes letter. It is ncccssary to attend to this limitation : for

blended or while Dr. Cullcn, in the later editions of his Synopsis,

by nosoio" ^sscrts *' nullam chlorosis spcciem veram, prsetor illam

S'-fs. qiije retentionem menstruorum comitatur, agnoscere vel-

lem"—he still continues chlorosis in all the editions of

this work as a distinct genus from amenorrhoea, or pa-

HAMENiA obstrudionis, of which upon this view of the

subject it should be only a species or variety. In the

same manner, Dr. Young, while he makes chlorosis a

mere species of dyspepsia in his classification, observes,

as though dissatisfied with its arrangement, " I have fol-

lowed a prevalent opinion, but there are various reasons

for thinking it is quite as naturally connected with ame-

norrhoea." Professor Frank has more lately directly

arranged it as a subdivision or variety of this last com-

plaint.*

According Chlorosis is oftcn, indeed, not only connected with ame-
to Sauva- norrhosa, but a consequence of it. Yet few writers have
ges occurs *

in infancy, felt thcmsclvcs able to adopt this view upon the subject,

and to believe it in every instance a modification of this

disease. Sauvages asserts that there are daily cases of

chlorosis occurring among children from their cradles ;

but the ^^^ ^*® ^^'^ hence, among his chloroses vER^,sct down one

cases are specics Under the name of chlorosis infantum. This,
those of * ^

dyspepsy
onlv. *DeCur. Horn. Morb. Epitom. Tom. vr. Lib. VI. Par, iiT. Svo. Vien-

n?e. 1821.
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however, is to generalize the term too widely, and to make Gen. i.

it include all cases marked by indigestion, and a chiondGreen-

countenancc. Yet I cannot but concur with those authors
^''^'^"ess.

who contend that chlorosis is by no means uncommon Yet in

among females who have no interruption of the menstrual ^t times

flux: thouffh a derangement of some kind or other in"<;<="'^^° •~ where no
quantity, quality, or constituent principles appears to beimerrup-

always connected with it ; and is for the most part the mensmlai

cause or leading symptom. There is even ajiound forfl"^,
° -^ *

° though ge-
carrying the term, with other authors, still further, andneiaiii'

applying it to green-sick boys as well as green-sick girls,
r'anJeme'nt

for reasons which will be offered in their proper place, initsquan-

For the present, it is sufficient to characterize chlorosis quality.

as a dysthesis or cachexy, produced by a diseased condi- chioioiic

tion of the sexual functions operating upon the system atQg,jJ^^]

large, and hence most common to the age of puberty, in character.

"which this function is first called forth by the complete

elaboration of organs that have hitheito been inert and

undeveloped. " A certain state of the genitals," says

Dr. Cullen, and the remark will apply to both sexes

equally, is " necessary to give tone and tension to the

whole system ; and, therefore, if the stimulus arising

from the genitals be wanting, the whole system may fall

into a torpid and flaccid state, and from thence chlorosis

may arise."

The genus chlorosis offers the two following species

:

1. CHLOROSIS ENTONICA. ENTONIC GREEN-SICKNESS.

3 ATONICA. ATONIC GREEN-SICKNESS.
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SPECIES I.

CHLOROSIS ENTOiNICA.

HABIT PLETHORTC ; PAIN IN THE HEAD, BACK, OR lOINS ;

TREqUENT PALPITATIONS AT THE HEART ^ FLUSHES

IN THE face; PULSE F¥LL, TENSE, AND FREQUENT.

gew. I. Chlorosis has been commonly confined to the second or
Spec. I.

jj^q^jj. spocies. But the symptoms and mode of trcat-

distinction meiit of tlic (lisease, as it appears in a vigorous, florid,

cies froiir and full-bosomed country-girl overflowing with health
theensu-

^^^^ hilarity j and in a delicate, pale-faced, emaciated

town-girl, debilitated by an indulgence in a course of

luxurious indolence from her infancy, seem to justify and

even demand a distinction.

Wherein i^ both cascs there is want of energy of mind, great

irregularity in the mental functions, and often a high de-

gree of irritability in the nervous system, clearly prov-

ing a very extensive disturbance of the general balance.

Wheiein But they differ in the symptoms enumerated in the defi-

they differ.
^.^.^^^^^ than which no two sets can well be more at va-

riance. They differ also in the remote and proximate

causes, and consequently in the mode of treatment.

Descrip- In the species before us, characterized by a rich and op-

pilated habit, with a full and tense pulse, and pressive

pains in the head or loins, the ordinary causes are catching

cold in the feet at tlie period of the catamenial discharge,

by which the constitutional plethora is considerably ag-

gravated,and the plethoric excess itself even where no cold

lias been received. The pains so common and often so severe

in the back and loins,and,from sympathy,not unfrequently

in other parts.evince local irritability with entastic spasm

tion
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in the organs wiiich form the scat of the disease. There Gew.i.

is here a morbid accumulation of living power; the fabric chlorosis

is satiated or overloaded ; and for the very reason thatl°*°"'5^'
' •' Entonic

in dyspermia enfonim or super-erection, as we shall have green-skk-

occasion to observe presently, there is no seminal emission,
"^^^"

, , , „ . 1 . ,, . .T. • . I
Pathologj-,

or as in double-liowering plants there is no ethcient deve-

lopement of the sexual distinctions, in tlic present case

there is no efficient secretion of the genital fluids. And as

we have shown in the Physiological Proem to the present

order, that the maturity of the system in females as vt^ell

as in males, ^depends upon a developement of the sexual

organization in all its powers, and a certain degree of

resorption of its secreted materials, the general frame,

how rich soever and even oppressed with juices of other

kinds, must remain incomplete and unripened, and sicken

at the time of maturity for want of this appropriate sti-

mulus. And if such aii effect may occur where there is

no concomitant source of excitement, we can easily con-

ceive how much more readily it may take place upon

catching cold in the feet, or on a sudden and violent men-

tal emotion, or any other cause that may accidentally add

to the pressive irritation of the organs immediately af-

fected, and increase their tendency to spasmodic action.

Yet there can be no doubt that the species before us. May term «

thouu;h the offspring of a redundancy of livina: power, if
"^^«.'» *f«

"^
1

atonic spe-

neglected, or obstinate, and of long continuance, may, cies.

and often docs, by debilitating the constitution, terminate

in the atonic species, we shall presently enter upon.

Before such a change, however, takes place, and par- Medical

ticularly in the commencement of the disease, we are
'^' "" "

°

loudly called upon for general depletion. Copious and
not unfrequently repeated venesections will be found ne-

cessary : cooling, rather tiian heating and irritant pur-

gatives should be interposed; and where pain about the

lumbar region, or any other local irritation, is very trou-

blesome, the hip-bath, or a general \'i arm-bath should bo

used steadily. And when, by this plan, the sanguiferous

entony is subdued, a plain diet, regular exercise, and
sober hours, will easily accomplish the rest.
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SPECIES II.

CHLOROSIS ATONICA.

atonic Civttn^mzhmus*

HABIT DEBILITATED ; GREAT INACTIVITY AND lOVE

OF indulgence; dtspn(ea on moving; lower limbs
COLD AND EDEMATOUS, ESPECIALLY AT NIGHT ; PULSE

q,UICK AND FEEBLE.

GE^. L In conjunction with the above specific symptoms, there

Sptcific
' ^s» *" ^'"^ division of the disease, the same want of energy

character, of mind, and fickleness of temper, and corporeal irrita-

bility which we have already noticed in the preceding,

and this too in a much greater degree; abundantly prov-

ing a very extensive disturbance of the general balance.
ciiieHy Yov examides of this species we are to look not into
found ' '

among the Ihc quiet and sober retreats of rural life, marked by sim-

'an!i''th"e* V^^ meals, healthful activity, and early hours ; but to tho

victims of gray and glitterinaj routine of town induls;ences, and mid-
fashiona- *'.'', °

,
*=•

, , ., j
bie life, night parties, and hot unventilated atmospheres ; the

havoc of all which is to be seen in the pale, but bloated

countenance, the withering form, emaciated muscles, and

departing symmetry of those who are the victims of a

life of pleasure; and who, inconsequence of their turning

night into day, are exhausted, and drowsy, and spiritless,

and perhaps confined to their beds all the morning ; thus

carrying on the inversion of nature, and turning in like

manner the day into night.

Under a life of this kind, it is impossible for a growing

girl to acquire a healthy maturity : and most happy is it

for her that the caprice qf fashion, which calls upon her

to make this heavy sacrifice of her person for one half the

year, drives her, in most cases, into the freshening shades

and soberer manners of the country for the other half.
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There are other ffirls, however, wlio, \vitliont these pe- /^^n. i.

nPJEC.II

culiar sources of exhaustion, have so much constitutional ciiioicsis*

debility and relaxation, as to be incapable of bearing the
^'°J^^'.<=J^-

double load of growth and sexual developcmcnt without greeji-sick-

manifesting a considerable degree of sickliness in all their
"^^^'

functions. produced

In both these cases the disease is probably produced by by a nam-

a chemical imperfection or want of elaboration in thCty.

blood itself, so as not to keep pace with the expansion pmbabiy a

and irritability of the sexual organs ; and consequently ci^emicai

so as not to afford them a pabulum sufficiently rich and tion in ti;e

ripe for secretion.

'

S^^;!.
Here, therefore, bleeding and purgatives would only cies.

add to the evil : and it behoves us even from the first to Medical

. , tieatment.
employ a strengthening and tonic plan, and to extend it

through all the departments of diet, exercise, and medi-

cine : the whole of which, however, may be collected from

what has already been observed on the genus pabamenia.

It is probable that the internal use of iodine eitlier in the

form of pills or tincture, amounting to about half agiain

to a dose, might in many cases of this modification of

the disease be found a very useful stimulant as well as

tonic, and prove even of more general service than in

simple emansion of the menses.

The same kind of debility which prevents the full de- How far

velopement of the sexual organization and a secretion of^ay exist

the sexual juices in growing girls prevails, not unfre-""^'^^'^--

quently, in growing boys; and especially when about

the age of puberty the growtli is rapid, and outruns the

general strength of the system. And it is to this state I

alluded when observing, a page or two back, that the

term chlorosis has occasionally been applied to males as

well as to females at this unsettled period of life. In the Generally

volume of Nosology I have remarked that it is frequent- ^[1"^^,'"^'^

ly so applied in the East, and especially among Persian Eastern

\rriters, who accordingly express one subdivision of the

disease by the name of bimariy hodek or morbus jMiCJ'orum.

Bonet has followed the oriental extension of the term, and

has given instances of its occurring not onlv in pubescent

TOI, V=. 15
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Gen. I. but even adult males: and, in like manner. Sir Gilbert
Spec II

Chlorosis Blane in his table of diseases under the article chlorosis,
atonica. observes that one of his patients affected with this com-
Atonic
green-sick- plaint " was a male of seventeen, who had all the charac-
"^^^*

ters of this malady except that which is peculiar to the fe-

and the male scx. He was treated like the others, and recovered

ecf by van- undcr the use of carbonated iron and aloes."* It is on
ousEuro- tiiig account that the definition of chlorosis will be found,

thors.
" in the present work, to vary in some degree from all

that have preceded it, so as to render its characters ca-

pable of embracing the male as well as the female form

of the disease, which unquestionably ought to be includ-

ed under it : and is to be attacked by the same remedial

plan.

* Medico-Chir. Trans. Vol, iv. p. 140.
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GENUS II.

PRCEOTIA.

CKenCtal ilrccocttg.

PREMATURE DEVELOPEMENT OF SEXUAL ORGANIZATION

OR POWER.

The generic term pr(eotia or prceotes is copied from ^^^- "•

Theophrastus, and derived from wg»<, " prsemature."

It is, however, peculiarly applied to premature semina-

tion.

The genus, as embracing both sexes, comprises the two

following species

:

1. PRCEOTIA MASCULINA. MALE PRECOCITY.

2. FEMININA. FEMALE PRECOCITY.

SPECIES I.

PRCEOTIA MASCULINA.

premature devexopement of sexuax organization

IN males.

Both the mind and body advance in tlieir ordinary career, Gek. ir.

by slow and almost imperceptible steps to maturity
; oenel^i

faculty after faculfy, and function after function puts forth, pathology.

acquires strength, and becomes perfected. But it occa-

sionally happens that this ordinary courseis departed from,

and that the whole system as well mental as corporeal, or, ^^^^^"1^^"^

which is still more frequent, that particular powers or mental and

organs, push forward with incredible rapidity. Thead-J,3Jr'
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Ge-y. II. niirable Crichton, as he is commonly called, ami others

Pia3otia pre-eminently gifted in the same exte;5sive way, afford

ivT^T"''"^
instances of the first of these remarks : and those who, in

cocity. early and even in infant life, have shown a peculiar apti-

tude for an acquisition of languages, or of music, or nume-

rical arithmetic, give examples of the last kind.

Precocity It is uot heucc mucli to be wondered at that a like ex-
of sexual traordinarv precocity should sometimes exhibit itself in
organiza- j i j

lion. the developement of sexual organization and power : and

that, from a peculiar degree of local irritation or erethism,

the pubes should be found covered with hair, the testes

be formed and capable of secreting a seminal fluid, and

the penis be susceptible of a concupiscent turgescence and

erection.

Exempiifi- It is not nccessary to dwell upon instances of exem-

plification, which may be traced in great numbers in the

writings of physiologists who have been curious upon this

subject. Those who are desirous of doing so, may turn to

the Journal des Seavans for 1688, and the Philosophical

Transactions for 1745. In the former, Boiset gives an in-

stance of this disgusting anticipation in a boy of three

years old ; in the latter, the subject in the case recorded

was two years and eleven months. A similar example at a

similar age is well known to have occurred, only a few

years since, in a boy v/ho was exhibited by his friends for

money to medical practitionersin this metropolis; and may

be found, together v.ith various others, minutely de-

scribed in the first volume of the Medico- Chirurgical

Transactions.

Mischief of With rcspect to moral, or even medical treatment, no-

Vosun5of*''"^S can be worse than this very common practice of

the person a public cxposurc vvhcncvcr the case occurs among tlie

ihcum-^'"^ poor, who are so strongly tempted to make a profit of it.

stances, rjijj^ orgasm is fed by a repetition of examinations, and

the polluting tide tliat exhausts and debases the body, is

at length accompanied, even though it should not be so at

first, with a polluting pleasure, that in a still greater de-

Rernediai grcc exhausts and debases the mind. An occasional appli-

treatment.
nation of Icechcs to thc scat of affection, cooling aperients,
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a cool, loose, and unirritating lower dress, with the daily Jen ii.

use of a bidet of cold water, or iced water, will form the proeotia

best plan that can be pursued on such occasions: and, by
JJ^^e^pie-'

producing a healthful repression, may enable the un-cocity.

happy infant to grow up with gradual vigour to the pos-

session of a hearty manhood, instead of sinking, as has

been sometimes the case, into a premature and tabid old

age at the early period of puberty.

SPECIES ir.

PRCEOTIA FEMININA.

jFemalr ilvecocttg.

PREMATURE DEYELOPEMENT OF SEXUAL ORGANIZATIOX

IX FEMALES.

Under the species of obstructed menstruation, we have Gew. ii.

observed that this secretion which commonly affords aQg^^g^^,' '

proof that the sexual organization is developed, and its physioiogi-

function completed, takes place at very different periods of mark?"

life under different circumstances, chiefly those of climate

and peculiarity of constitution : and that though its ordi-

nary epoch is that of thirteen or fourteen, it has some-

times, under the influence of a tropical sun, or a warm
and forward temperament, shown itself as early as eight

or nine years of age.*

There is hence no difficulty in conceiving that, under the The pie-

influence of the same kind of local erethism we have notic- ^ies readi-

ed in the preceding species, the sexual organization in fe-iy account-

males may acquire a similar precocity to that in males.
^

And so complete has been the developemcnt occasionally,

that we have numerous and well authenticated instances of

pregnancy itself occurring at the early ageofnineyears, on

*• Waldier, Tiies. Obs. 40,
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Gen. ir. which we shall have to remark more fully in the iiitro-
Spec II .

Pioeotia ductopy observations to the third Order of the present
ftminina. dass, when treating of morbid impregnation.

precocity. This foremarch of nature should be timely cbecked, for

The mor- it will otherwise assuredly lead to a very great debility

positiMt^o of the system in general, and is usually found to stint the

be timely stature, and induce a premature old age. And the means
CilGClcGCl

* it-'
of repression nifvy be the same as those already proposed

for male precocity.
^

not always The premature developement of organization before us

with^any ^^^^ "^t always Seem to be connected with any cupidinous

cupidinous orgasm, or at least it has occurred under circumstances

J,
.

" that render it extremely difficult to entertain any such

cd. idea. One of tbe most singular instances of this kind is

a case of extra-uterine fetation communicated by Dr.

Baillie to the Royal Society, and published in their

Transactions for 1789. It consisted of a suetty sub-

stance, hair, and the rudiments of four teeth, found in the

ovarium of a child of not more than twelve or thirteen

years of age, with an infantine uterus, and perfect hymen.*
Example i^ this case there can be little doubt that an ovulum
explained, , i-.-.iii -iby some peculiar irritation had been excited to the rudi-

mental process of an imperfect conception, and that it

had, in consequence, been separated from its niche, and

a corpus luteuni taken its place. In the Physiological

Proem to the present Class, we have observed that such

changes are occasionally met with in mature virgins

whose organs have afforded ample proof of freedom from

sexual commerce, the ordinary mode of accounting for

which, is by supposing that although they have never co-

habited with the male sex, they have at times felt a very

high degree of orgasm or inordinate desire, and that such

feeling has been a suthcient excitement to produce such

an effect. The author has already expressed himself not

satisfied with this explanation ; and the case before us

can hardly be resolved into any such cause.

* Phil. Trans. Vol. i.xstx. p. 71.
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GENUS III.

L A G N E S I S.

INORDINATE DESIRE OF SEXTTAI COMMERCE, WITH OR-

GANIC TURGESCENCE AND ERECTION.

Lagnesis is a derivative from A«y»t]j, *' libidinosus;"GEN. in.

"praceps in venerem;" and, as a genus, is intended to generic

include the satyriasis and nymphomania of Sauvages, ^^'^™-

and later authors; which, chiefly, if not entirely, differ yms.

from each other only as appertaining to the male or female

sex, and in their symptoms do not, like the preceding

genus, offer ground for two distinct species. The proper

species belonging to this genus are the following

:

1. LAGNESIS SALACITAS. SALACITY.

2. FUROR. LASCIVIOUS MADNES?.

SPECIES I.

LAGNESIS SALACITAS.

THE APPETENCf CAPABLE OF RESTRAINT; THE EX-

CITEMENT CHIEFLY CONFINED TO THE SEXUAL SYS-

TEM.

Geist. III.

In a state of health and civilized society there are two Spec i.

reasons why mankind are easily capable of restraining g/caUe°
marks.
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Gen. III. within due bounds tlie animal desire that exists in their

LagnesVs fr^me from tlie period of puberty till the infirmity of age :

Saiacitas. the one is of a physical, and the other of a moral kind.
Salacity • »'

-^

^ ,. The natural oreasm of men differs from that of brutes in
Ordinary '^. Tm- -tii li
causes of being permanent, instead ot being periodical or dependent

ancr'^^
upon the return of particular seasons ; and on this very

account is less violent, more uniform, and kept with com-

parative facility within proper limits. This is a cause

derived from the physical constitution of man. But the

power of habit and the early inculcation of a principle of

abstinence and chastity in civilized life, form a moral

cause of temperance that operates with a still stronger

influence than the preceding, and lays down a barrier,

which, though too often stealthily broken into, yet, in the

main, makes good its post and serves as a general check

upon society.

Hence less As man riscs in education and moral feeling, lie pro-

ITsava e
poi'tionally rises in the power of self-restraint ; and con-

life : sequently, as he becomes deprived of this wholesome law

of discipline, he sinks into self-indulgence and the bruta-

lity of savage life. And were it not that the very per-

manency of the desire, as we have already observed, tor-

pefies and wears out its goad, the savage, destitute of

moral discipline, would be^at all times as ferocious in his

libidinous career as brutes are in the season of returning
and none

ijeatl; when, stunff with the periodical ardour, and worked
amono' the t^ ^ o i

lower^cias- Up almost to fury, the whole frame of the animal is ac-

^®^. °^
, tuated with an unbridled force, his motions are quick and

animals. *

rapid, his eyes glisten, and his nerves seem to circulate

fire. Food is neglected ; fences are broken down ; he

darts wild through fields and forests, plunges into the

deepest rivers, or scales the loftiest rocks and mount.ains,

to meet the object that is ordained by nature to quell the

pungent impulse by which he is urged forward :*

Nonne vides ut tota tremor perteutet cquoriim

Corpora, si tantum notas odor attulit auras ?

* See Crichfon on Mental Dernngeinon!. ii. p. 3iU.
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Ac neque eos jam frcena viriim, neque verbera sseva, Gen. III.

Non scopuli, rupesque cavse, atque objecta retardant opec. 1.

Flumina, correptos unda torquentia montes.* Salacitas.

Salacity.

The power of restraint, however, does not operate alike
.^o^t^^'Jlj^^V.

on all persons even in the same state of society, and un- obtained in

dcr a common discipline. Period of life, constitntion, (,„jj'^^^j![]"*

and habit, produce a considerable difference in this re- penoris ot

spect, and lay a foundation for the four following varie-

ties of morbid salacity :

a Pabertatis. Salacity of youth.

& Senilis. r- of age.

y Entonica. of full habit.

J" Ass ueta. of a debauched life.

The FIRST VARIETY pi'oceeds not so much from or-*L. Saia-

ganic turgescence, as from local irritability: for it is l^er'lat^s."

chiefly found in relaxed and delicate frames, vieakened by Salacity of

overgrowth, or a life of indolence and iml.lgence. ThCp^j^^,^'

action is new, and where, from whatever cause, the irri- vvhy most

tability is more than ordinary, a degree ot excitement is '
•quent in

produced which shows itself constitutionally or topically, habits.

If in the former way, hysteria or chorea, or some other

nervous affection, is a very frequent effect : if in the latter,

a high-wrought and distressing degree of appetency. It

is under this state that females are said to be capable of

separating ovula from their ovaries, and of forming cor-

pora lutea without copulative perculsion, in the same man-

ner as the ovaries of quadrupeds that are only capable of

breeding in a certain season of the year, exhibit, during

their heat, manifest proofs of excitement and especially of

florid redness, when examined by dissection. I do not

think the assertion concerning women is altogether estab-

lished : but in the case of young men when entering upon^

or emerging from pubescence, and of the relaxed and deli-

cate frame just noticed, nothing is more common than in-

voluntary erection and seminal emission during sleep, of-

ten connected with a train of amorous ideas excited by the

'"- Virg. Georg. Lib. in. 2on.

VOL. V. J 6
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^'^^'/j^' local stimulus, as we have already observed under par-

*L. Sala- ONIRIA SALAX.*

berTatis
'* *^ possiblc that this affection may occasionally be a

Salacity of result of eutony or plethoric vigour as well as of atony
pu erty.

^^ delicacy of health : but the last is by far the most
bometinjes •' ^

a result of common cause.
entony.

j^^ ^j^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ h^ve nothinff more to do than to
Remedial "^

treatment, reduce the excess of living power by copious venesections

and purgatives, active labour or other exercise, and a

low diet. In the second, it will be expedient in a very

considerable degree to reverse the plan. We may, in-

deed, palliate the topical irritation by the use of leeches

and cooling laxatives ; but, in conjunction with these, we
should employ the unirritant tonics, as the salts of bis-

muth, zinc, and silver, or the sedative tonics, as the mi-

neral acids, most of the bitters, and the cold bath. By
taking off the debility we take off the irritation, and by

taking off the irritation we overpower the disease.

/gL. Saia- The SALACITY OF AGE IS a Very afflictive malady, and
otas seni-

^j-^^^^ wears away the hoary form to the last stage of a

Salacity of tabid decline by the frequency of the orgastic paroxysms,
°

*

and the drain of seminal emissions without enjoyment.
Causes, jt jg usually a result of some accidental cause of irrita-

tion in the ovaria, the uterus, the testes, or the prostate

gland ; and has sometimes followed upon a stone in the

kidneys or bladder; and is hence best relieved by remov-

ing or palliating the local irritation by a warm hipbath,

anodyne injections, or cataplasms of hemlock or the

other umbellate or lurid plants in common use. Where
these do not succeed, our only resource is opium, and the

warmer tonics.

Singular i^ tjig flpgt volume of the Transactions of the Medical

cation.' Society of London, Mr. Norris has given a very curious

and striking case of this variety, produced by a blow re-

ceived a few months before near the prostate gland, fol-

lowed by a small, but nearly indolent tumour on the part

affected. The patient was a married man of sixty-seven,

* Vol. ir. p. 179.
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and during the violence of the erethism occasioned by ^^/p-^"/-

this local irritation, which had now continued for two^L.Saiac-

months, was reduced to a state of the most wretched and ^"^.f
"''''•

.

squalid emaciation. He could not restrain the libidinous age.

propensity, though he confined himself to his wife, with

whom he copulated from fifteen to twenty times nightly,

receiving, nevertheless, pain rather than pleasure from

the indulgence. The wife, a matronly woman of great

modesty, was hereby rendered extremely ill from local

inflammation. By supporting the system with tonics, and

bringing the tumour to suppuration, the man completely

recovered.

Entomc salacity, or that of a robust and sanguine^ l. Saia-

temperament, is not always so easily remedied as might at<='.'as^ento-

first be supposed. Copious venesections, purgatives, and salacity of

a reducent diet, and this succeeded by a regular use of '^"" ''^^"•

neutral salts, and especially of nitre, will often, indeed,
^"^^^^JJ'®

be found highly beneficial. But the erethism occasion-

ally becomes chronic, and defies the effects of all medi-

cines whatever, and is excited by the slightest sensible

causes, or even by the power of imagination ;* and, where

there is an excess of irritability in the constitution, and

the patient, from a principle of chastity, has sedulously

I'cstrained himself from all immoral indulgences, the ner-

vous system, and even the mind itself, has sometimes suf- Mind

fered in a very distressing degree. One or two examples so"?^'""es

of this we have already noticed under ecphronia Manias from a

or madness;! and it is hardly worth while to dwell fur- J,'orbfd'

°^

ther upon the subject. The natural cure is a suitable action

:

marriage wherever this can be accomplished ; but unless

the union be of this character, it will often be attempted

in vain. Professor Frank of Vienna, in his System oforti)e en-

Medical Polity, relates the case of a lady of his acnuain-!^"^^ system

„ ,

.'1 liom gene-
tance,ot a warm and amorous constitution, who was un-iaiiniia-

fortunately ifiarried to a very debilitated and impotent*'""'

man ; and who, although she often betrayed unawares, by
her looks and gestures, the secret fire that consumed her,

* Swed. Nov, Nosol. Syst. T. o. 231. t Vol. iv. p. 98.
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GEjf.iii, yet from a strong moral principle resisted all criminal

>L. saia- gratification. After a long struggle her health at last
CI' ^ eiito-gj^yp

y^Q^y . ^ gjj,^ fever seized her, and released her from

s.i. city 01 her sufferings.

Tieatineiit
I'he SALACITY OF A DEBAUCHED LIFE, Or lochery pro-

j^j g,)^(.j. duced and confii med by l(,abit, can only be cured by a
tas assue- total change of habit : which is a discipline that the esta-

Sa'iacity oi blislied debauchee has rarely the courage t(> attempt.
adfbaurh- Exercisc, change of place and pursuits, cooling laxatives,

and a less stimulant diet than he will commonly be found
Remedial *^

,

treatment, accustomed to. may assist him in the attempt : but in

general the mind is as corrupt as the body, and the case

is hopeless. He perseveres, however, at his peril, for

with increasing weakness, he will at length sink into all

the miserable train of symptoms which characterize that

species of marasmus which is ususlly expressed by the

name of tabes dorsalis, and which we have described

already.*

SPECIES II.

LAGNESIS FUROR.

nnstMoMB ^atimuB,

APPETENCY UNBRIDLED, AND BREAKING THE BOUNDS

OF MODEST DEMEANOUR \ND CONVERSATION : MOR-

BID AGITATION OF BODY AND MIND.

Gen. III. Most of the causes of the preceding species are causes of

Spec. II.
^[^^ present, though it shows itself less frequently at the

Causes,
^^g^ ^^f puberty. It is in fact very nearly related to the

species salacitas, though the local irritation is more vio-

lent, and the mind participates more generally and in a

* Vol. III. C!. III. Ord. IV. GcTi. HI. Spec. iv.
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very different manner. Undpr the first, the patient has a Gen. iii.

sufficiency of self-command to conduct himself at all times Lugnesis'

with ilecorum, and not to offend the laws and usages o^ lascivious

public morals ; and, if, as is rarely the case however, the madness.

mind should at length become affected, it is rather by a
pathology.

transfer of the morbid irritation than an extension of it, so

that patients thus afflicted very generally lose the venereal

erethism, and show no relerence t<j it in the train of their

maniacal ideas. In lascivious madness, on the contrary, ivrind suf-

this lastsymptpm continues in its utmost urgency, all self- ^^ exten-

command is broken down, the judgment is overpowered, sion of the

1 • . . . II > 11. i 1 ii erethism,
the imagination enkindled and predominant, and the pa- rather than

tient is hurried forward by the concupiscent fury like the V^"f^"-' ' •' of morbid
brute creation in the season of heat, regardless equally of action.

all company and all moral feeling. As it occurs in males

it is the satyriasis ^wrens of Cullen : as it occurs in fe-

males it is the ny m\)homa,n\Hfuribund'i of Sauvages.

The pulse is quick, the breathing short, the patient isDescrip-

slcepless, thirsty, and loathes his food ; the urine is eva-

cuated with difficulty, and there is a continual fever. In

women the disease is often connected witli an hysterical

temperament, and even commences with a semblance of

melancholy ;* and I om e had an instance of it, from local

irritation, shortly after child-birth. The child having

suddenly died, and tliere being no more demand for a flow

of milk, the fluid was npelled from the breasts with too

little caution, and the uterine region, from the debiiity it

was yet labouring under, became the seat of a transfei-red

irritation. Among females the disease is strikingly mark-

ed by the movements of the body, and the salacious appear-

ance of the countenance, and even tlie language that pro-

ceeds from the lips. There is often, indi'ed, at first some

degree of melancholy, wiili fientr^nt sigiiings; but tiie eyes

roll in uant'>n glances, the chreks are fluH!»ed, the bosom

heaves, and^\erv gesture exhibits the lurking desire, and

is enkindled by the distressing flame that burns within.

* Delius, Advers Fascie, i.—Bc!o!, Furor Utsrinj?, Melancbolicus Ef-

fectiis, Paris, 1621.
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Gen. III. j„ some cases it has unquestionably proceeded from the

Lagnesis perpetual friction of an enormous clitoris, making an ap-
Furoi. proach, from its erection, to what Galen calls a female
Lacivious r ' '

madness, priapism. Buclmer, Schurig,* and Zacutus Lusitanusf
Sometimes ~j^,g immeroys examples of this: and Bartholin has the
produced "^ r '

by the fiic- casc of a Venetian woman of pleasure, whose clitoris w as

enormour rendered bony by frequint use, and consequently became
clitoris. a source of constant ii-ritation.

This en-
[j, jj^^^ climates this kind of enlargement and elongation

largement *-', •-'

frequentiii is by uo means uncommon, and, as it becomes a source of

n°atesl and uncleanliness, as well as of undue excitement, circumcision

at times re- or a reduction of the clitoris to its proper size, has been

circumci^ often performed with advantage. The same operation has
sion: which hgg,^ proposed for the case before us, and, in some in-
has been

. , i i i ,«
performed stauccs, it has Succeeded completely. " A > oting woman,"
with sue-

g jyj Rirherand, " was so violently affected with this
cess in the •'

'
•'

,

,

present disease, as to have recourse to masturbation, which was al-
varietj.

^^ays accompanied wit!i profuse emissions ; and which she

repeated so frequently as to reduce herself to the last stage

of marasmus. Though sensible of tlie danger of her situa-

tion, she was not possessed of self-command enough to re-

sist the orgastic urgency. Her parents took her to Pro-

fessor Dubois, who, upon the authority of Levret, propos-

ed an amputation of the clitoris, which was readily assent-

ed to. The organ was removed by a single stroke of the

bistoury, and all hemorrhage prevented by an application

of the cautery. The wound healed easily, and the patient

obtained a radical cure of her distressing affection.":f:

General Where the cause cannot be easily ascertained we must

employ a general plan of cure. If there be plethora or

constitutional fulness, venesection should never be omit-

ted ; and, in most cases, cooling laxatives, a spare diet,

with acid fruits and vegetables, cold bathing, local and

general, will be found useful. Nitre, by attenuating the

crasisofthe blood, and diminishing its impetus, has often

proved beneficial ; and to this may be added conium, aco-

* GynGEColog. p. 2. 17. + Prax. Admir. T;ib. ii.Obe. 91.

"^ Richerand, A^osotcraphip Chinirt^icaln, ^:r

treatment.
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nite and other narcotics. Camplior, which acts upon an- Gew.iii,
. Spec II

other principle, is a favourite medicine with many, and is Lagnesis

also well wortli a trial. f "'^°.'^-.

. Lascivious
rrom the iniiiriate state of the mind m most cases ofn.Hdness.

this malady Vogel has arranged both satyriasis and '''^®^*"*"*'

nymphomania as species of mania. But this is incor- ^^*^"^^'J'

rect; the fury of the mind is merely symptomatic. Parr, mania.

on the contrary, has ranked it under lagnesis, to which,

with great perversion, he applies the term hallucinatio

erotomania or love-sickness, more properly a variety of

EMPATHEMA desidevH, and which, in the present, and
most other systems, is, therefore, regarded as a mental

malady.

Love-sickness, however, may sometimes be an occa- Love-skk.

sional or exciting cause, and its symptoms may be united "^^? ^" °<^"

with the complaint, and even add to the general effect, of though

which the History o( the Academy of Sciences affords an ^^"^y"'®

instance:* but in itself, it is, as we have already shown,

altogether a disease of a different kind, and even nature;

and where it becomes blended with concupiscent fury it

must be from a concurrence of some of the special causes

of the latter, either general or local, which we have just

pointed out.

In males the disease has led to quite as much exhaustion
j„ ^^j^^ ^

as in females : Bartholin gives an example oi a hundred hundred

11 ,. J •! pollutions
pollutions daily. daily.

^ Ann. 1764. p. 26.
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GKNrs ly.

AGENESIA.

INABILITY TO BEGET OFFSPRING.

Gen. IV. The generic term is a compound from «, negative, and

the^geneiii '/""»/"'*'» " ^^ beget," and will be found to comprehend the
term. three following species, derived from impotepcy of power

or energy ; an imperfect emission where the pov\er is

adequate ; or an incongruity in the copulative influences

or fluids upon eac h other.

1. AGENESIA IMPOTENS. MALE IMPOTENCY.

2. DVSSPERMIA. SEMINAL MlS-EMlSSION.

3. INCO.NGRUA. COPULATIVE INCONGRUITV.

A like Among plants we sometimes meet with a like genera-

sometimes ^'^^ disability ; occasionally from imperfectly formed
among styles or stigmas, stamens or anthers; sometimes from a

suppression of farina, and sometimes from a total desti-

tution of seeds: which last defect is common to bromelia

Ananas; musa /jcradmaca, or Banyan ; artocarpus i/i-

cisa or bread-fruit tree; and berberis vulgaris or com-

mon berberry.
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SPECIES I.

AGENESIA IMPOTENS.

Wale MiuiJotcuciJ.

IMPERFECTION OR ABOLITION OF GENERATIVE POWER.

The species before us is, perhaps, more generally called Gsn.iv.

by the nosologists anaphrodisia, though this last term has Tife^ana-

been used in very different senses ; sometimes importing a pi^rodisia

want of desire, sometimes inability, sometimes both ; and author.

sometimes only a particular kind of inability resulting

from atony alone. The third species has never, hitherto,

so far as the author knows, been introduced into any

nosological arrangement, although the reader will pro-

bably find, as he proceeds, sufl&cient ground for its ad-

mission. And even the first and second, closely as they

are connected by nature, have rarely, if ever, been in-

troduced before under the same common division, but

been regarded as distinct genera belonging to distant

orders or even classes, and arranged with diseases that

have little or no relation to them, of which numerous

examples are given in the volume of Nosology.

Impotency in males may proceed from two very distinct

causes, showing themselves in very different ways, and

laying a foundation for the following varieties :

M, Atonica. Atonic impotency.

/3 Organica. Organic impotency.

In the FIRST of these there is a direct imbecility, or* a. im-

want of tone ; produced chiefly by excess of indulgence, atonica.

long-continued gleet, or a paralytic affection of the gene- Atonic im-

rative organs. It has also been occasioned by a violent common

contusion on the loins, or a fall on the nates.*
causes,

* Hildan. Cent. vi. Obs. 5&.

"^01. Y. ir
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gept. ly. Undei' the two last causes a cure is often effected by
Spec. I.

a. A. impo- time, and local tonics and stimulants, especially cold-bath-

atonica. ^"S ' ^^^ *''^ Same process will frequently succeed where
Atonic im-the weakucss lias foUowed upon a chronic gleet: in whi< h

Mode of we may also employ the course of remedies which have

whenTom ^'•'^^^'y ^ecn recommended for this complaint.*

debility oi- Where the impotenry results from a paresis or para-

jury/' lysis of the local nerves, or has been brought on by a

Pa- s' o
^^^^ ^^ debauchery, the case is nearly hopeless. We have

paralysis heard much of aphrodisiacs, but there is none on which

hopeless. ^^ *^ ^^^ depend in effects of tliis kind. Wine, which is the

Aphiodi-
ordinary stimulant in the case before us, will rarely suc-

siacs a cccd even in a single instance, and where it has done so,

out"a"^"^*it has increased the debility afterwards. It is, in truth,

tiling- one of the most common causes of the disease itself.

Cantha- Cantharidcs have often been employed, but in the pre-

sent day they are deservedly distrusted, and flourish rather

in proverbs than in practice. Their effect, as a local sti-

mulant, shows itself rather on the bladder and prostate

gland than on the testes, and as a general irritant in in-

creasing the heat and action of the whole system, in which

the testes may, perhaps, sometimes have participated.

** They are," says Dr. Cullen, " a stimulant and heating

substance, and I have had occasion to know them, taken

in large quantity as an aphrodisiac, to have excited vio-

lent pains in the stomach, and a feverish state over the

whole body."!

'v erticii-
Many of the verticillate plants, as mint and penny-

itte plants. royal,have been tried in a concentrated state for the same

purpose, but with different, and even opposite effects, in

the hands of different practitioners. To the present hour

they are supposed by many to stimulate the uterus spe-

cifically, while they take off the venereal appetency in

males. Upon sober and impartial trials, however, they

seem to be equally guiltless of both : and may as readily

j^ests of be relinquished for such purposes as the nests of the Java

swaiiolv, swallow, which are purchased at a high price as a power-

* MX, Nat. Cuv. Vol. v. Obs. r.9. , t Mat. Med, Vol. ii. p. 56^.
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ful incentive, and form an extensive article of commerce Gen^ iv.

in the East. «t a. impo-

The best aphrodisiacs are warm and general tonics, as
J^|,'^^^°-

the stimulant bittersj and the metallic salts, especially Atonic im-

the preparations of iron. Ginsena:, as an aromatic bitter, P"^^"*^^''

, . , . « . . . 1 .. 1 'ii i.
Bestaphro-

has a just claim to a further trial than it seems hitherto ^^jgig^s to-

to have received. In China it has for ages been in high "'cs of dif-

esteem, not only as a general restorative and roborant, kinds,

but particularly in scmiisal debilities. Dr. CuUen ap- Ginseng,

pears to have thrown it out of practice by telling us that^-^j^'^
^""

he knew * a gentleman a little advanced in life, who
chewed a quantity of this root every day for several

years, but who acknowledged that he never found his

venereal faculties in the least improved by it." This is

no doubt true, but the merits of a medicine are not to be

decided by a single experiment of so very loose a kind.

Local irritants, in many cases, have undoubtedly been Local

of use, as blisters, caustics, and setons. Electricity is
""^^"'^'

said to have been still more extensively serviceable ; and

friction with ammoniated oil or spirits, or any other ru-

befacient, is fairly entitled to a trial. Stinging with

nettle-leaves (urtlca urens) was, at one time, a popular

remedy, and flagellation of the loins* or nates,f or both,

still more so. The principle is the same, and we hence

account for the success which is said to have attended all

these in particular cases.

In ORGANIC iMPOTENCY, forming our second variety, /3 A. impo-

the chance of success is generally hopeless. This proceeds j^af

°'^^"'

from a misformation or misorganization ofthe parts,either Organic

natural or accidental : as an amputated, injured, orenor-'J

mous penis, or a defect or destitution of the testes. Plater

introduces brevity or exility of the penis:]: among the

causes, but these evils are generally overcome by habit.

An incurvated, retracted, or otherwise distorted form is

also menttoned by many writers, but these seem rather

to belong to the ensuing species. An unaccommodating

* Meibom. de Flagrorum usu in re Venerea.

+ Riedlin, Linn. Med. 1696. p. 6. % Observ. Libr. r. pp. 249. 250.
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Gkn. IV. bulk of the oi-gan seems to have been no unrommon

/3 A. impo- cause.* Schenck gives an instance of this kind in which
tensorgd- ^hc bulk was pi'Oiluced by the monstrosity of a double pe-

Orgaiiic nis,*f and Albinus relates a case of a divorce obtained
impotency.

against a husbaud, from inability to enter the vagina ob

penem inormem.j^ A similar litigation with divorce is

recorded by Plater.§
How far a j^ b^s been doubted whether a retention of the testes

ofthe testes in the abdomeu, or in the path of their descent, will ne-

dTc^u" cessarily produce impotency. Swediaur distinctly affirms

that impotency is not a consequence, and points out the

importance of rightly distinguishing between a real and

an apparent deficiency in respect to the one or the other

of these two cascs.il

SPECIES II.

AGENESIA DYSSPERMIA.

Seminal i^tscmissfou.

IMPERFECT EMISSION OF THE SEMINAL FLUID.

Gen. iv.rpgjg
jg ^|jg dysspermatismus, or, as it is usually but in-

Dyssper- corrcctly Spelt, dy-spermatismus of authors. The ter-
niatismus

^^ination is varied, not merely on account of ereater
oi many 7 j o
authors, brevity and simplicity, but in conformity with the paral-

lel Greek compounds, polyspermia, gymnospermia, a-

spermia, terms well known to every botanist, and the two

former of which are elegantly introduced into the Lin-

nean vocabulary.

* Schurig. Gynfficolog. p. 226.—Wadel, Pathol. Sect, in, p. 11.

t Observ. Lib. iv. N. 2. 8.

% Dissert, de Inspectione corporis, forensis, in caiisis matrimonialibus

fallacibus et dubiis. Hall. 1740.

i Observ. Lib. i. p. 250. || Nov. NosoL Svst. Vol, 11. p. 351.
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Imperfection or defect of emission proceeds from "u-g^^J^^j*

morons causes, accompanied with some change of symp- Agenesia

toms as appertaining to each, and hence lading a founda-
^Ja^^^'*

tion for the following varieties :
Seminal
misemis-

<e Entonica. The imperfect emission pro-sion.

Entonic misemission. ceeding from super-erection

or priapism.

Rendered inij)erfect by the in-

cursion of an epileptic spasm

produced by sexual excite-

ment during the intercourse.

The discharge ejected hastily,

prematurely, and without

due adjustment.

The discharge unduly retard-

ed from hebetude of the geni-

tal organs : and hence not

accomplished till the or-

gasm, on the part of the fe-

male, has subsided.

(S Epileptica.

Epileptic misemission.

y Anticipans.

Anticipating misemis

sion.

S Cnnctans.

Retarding misemis-

sion.

Reliucns.

Refluent misemission.

The discharge thrown back

into the vesiculse seminales

or the bladder, befoie it

reaches the extremity of the

penis.

Of the first, or entonic variety, examples are by no^ a. Dys-

ineans uncommon. Dr. Cockburn ffives an instance in a speimi* en-

young noble Vennian, who, though married to a fine and Emonic

healthy young lady, had no seminal emission in the act
J,?'^®'"'^"

of union, notwithstanding there was a vigorous erection, Stikingiy

whilst he could discharge very freely in his dreams.* HegJ^^""^'
'•

was greatly afflicted, as were also his family, by such a

misfortune ; and as no remedy could be devised at home,

the Venetian ambassadors resident at the different courts

of Europe, were requested to consult the most eminent

physicians in their various quarters. The case came

m this manner under the notice of Dr. Cockburn, \>ho,

See a similnr rass in Marcel. Donat. Lib. Tv. C'ap. If!.
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Gen IV.
Spkc. II.

/3 A. Dys-
spermia
entonica.

Entoiiic

misemis-
sion.

Additional

illustration

/3 A. Dys-
sperniia

epileptica.

Epileptic

misemis-
sion.

Cause ex-

plained.

Exempli-
fied.

hitting accurately upon the causeof the retention, and as-

cribing it to the violence of the erection, or rather to

the plethora of the vessels of tlie penis, whose distention

produced a temporary imperforation of the urethra, so

that the powers which threw out the semen could not

overcome the resistance, an effect which probably did not

occur in dreaming, advised purgative medicines and a

slender diet, wliich soon produced the desired issue.*

I remember, many years ago, a healthy young couple

who continued without offspring for seven or eight years

after marriage, at which period the lady, for the first time,

became pregnant, and continued to add to her family every

year till she liad six or seven children ; and in professional

conversation with the father, he has clearly made it appear

to me that the causeof sterility, during the above period,

was the morbid entony we are now discussing. Time, that,

by degrees, broke the vigour of the encounter, effected at

length a radical cure, and gave him an offsj)ring he had

almost despaired of. Mr. J. Hunter recommends opium

in this case, as the best allayer of the undue stimulus.

The SECOND VARIKTY, or misemission from the incur-

sion of an epileptic fit, it is not difficult to account for.

Persons who are predisposed to epilepsy, are, for the most

part, of a highly irritable habit ; and wherever the predis-

position exists, any accidental excitement, as v\e have al-

ready shown in discussing this affection,! is sufiicient to

produce a fresh paioxysm : and hence it is seldom more

likely to occur than from the perculsion of a sexual em-

brace. Even death itself has sometimes ensued in con-

sequence of the violence of the venereal paroxysm.

Examples of epilepsy from this cause, as collected in

the public medical records, are numerous. Among men,

one of the most famous instances is that of the celebrated

Hunnish chief Attila.^ Morgagni§ and Sinbalduis|| have

given examples among women.

* Edin. Med. Ep. i. p. 270. t Vol. iii. Syspasia Epilepsia, p. 563.

I Borelli, Amalth. Med. Hist. p. 161.

^ De Sed.et Cans. Morb. Ep. xxvi, Art. 13.

II
Geneanthrouia, p. 794.
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Hence a life of matriraonv had better be relinquished ^.^"- ^Y*^ Spkc. II.

by those wlio are thus afliirted, as well on their own ac-/3 a. Dys-

counts, as on that of their descendants. And w here mar-
g^-[e"^ttca

I'iage is actually effected, sexual commerce should be se- Epileptic

dulously abstained from at the periods in wliich the dis-gj"'',,

ease is accustomed to recur, or during the continuance of Celibacy

those sis;ns by which a paroxysm is usually preceded. ^
viseabie.

... \Vh eVG
Tije THIRD and fourth varieties, or anticipating carried,

and retarding misemissi<»n, are put together by Floucquet ''^stinence

, , n , . . • ^ 1 1 ^^ particu-
imder the name of ejaculatio mtempestivat'* and are equal- Ut periods.

]y entitled to this character: while the former is, by>A. Dys-

Schenck, denominated ejaculatio pr38matura.j[ amicipans.

The anticipatina: or premature variety evinces sjreat :'^"*'*^!P^'-
* "-' * "^ *-' ing mise-

nervous iriitability in a delicate or relaxed habit; the mission.

plethora of the first orentonic variety would produce the General

best and most effectual cure; but as this is rarely to be

accomplished in a constitution of this kind, tonics, a ^"<^ ™°''«

1 of treat-
plain but nutritious diet, especially light suppers, and, ment.

more especially still, a bidet of cold water before retiring

to bed, form the most effectual means of subduing this

precession of generative power. In some cases, the afHux

has been so quick as to take place even before the vagina

has been fairly entered.

The FOURTH or retarding variety forms a perfect' ^- 9>*"

contrast to the preceding. It imports a sluggishness cunrtans.

either of constitution or of local erethism, in consequence
Jn)^^se^,'fis°'^

of which the seminal flow does not take place till thesion.

orgasm of the female has subsided, and fatigue, perhaps y°^^'Pf°-

disgust, has succeeded to desire. Here too, general tonics
j^^^^ ^^

and local stimulants offer the fairest chance of success ; treatment.

and both sting-nettles:}: and flagellations,^ as in some

cases of organic impotcncy, are said to have worked

wonders. The variety is generally described under the

name of bradyspermatismus.

The Refluent varieti: is chiefly introduced upon the« A- ^y^-
" * spermia re-

Aliens.

/
* Init. Biblioth. Tom. iv. p. 61. 4to. Tubing, 179;. Refluent

-,• Observ, Lib. iv. Obs. 46. inisemis-

._.,„_, ,^ . . ,_ sion,
5: L-pi). J\at. Cur. Dec. H. Ann. v. App. p. oy.

• Meiboii:. and Ricdlin, loc. citat.
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Gen-. IV.

Spec. II.

« A. Dys-
spermia
refluens.

Refluent
niiseniis-

sion.

How pro-

duced.

Where
chiefly

found.

Singular

case from
Deidier.

Medical
treatment.

authority of M. Petit,* whose description has been copied

by Sauvages. " It consists," he tells us, " in a reflux of

the semen into the bladder or vesirulie seniinales, on ac-

count of the narrowness of the urethra, in consequence of

which there is no semination during the interunion, and

the semen is afterwards discharged with the urine."

This narrowness is common to those who have suffered

from frequent blenorrhoBas, and have hence contracted

strictures or scirrhous indurations in the course of the

urethral passage, or have the passage blocked up with

indurated mucus. Deidier gives a case not very unlike^

consisting of a patient who laboured under a Hstula open-

ing from the vesiculse seminalcs into the rectum ; in con-

sequence of which, tliough sound in every other respect,

whenever he embraced his wife scarcely any of the semen

escaped from the penis, nearly the whole passing into the

intestine, intermixed with a small quantity of urine; and

hence his marriage was sterile.f

In all these cases the cure of the impotency must de-

pend upon a cure of the local cause of constriction. The
dyspermatismus urethralis, nodosus^ and mucosns of Sau-

vages, and Cullen, who has co])ied from him, are all re-

solvable into this variety, as proceeding from like causes,

and producing a like effect.

Mfimoiies de TAcademie de Chirurgie, i. p, 434.

Tom. III. Cousult, I.
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SPECIES III.

AGENESIA INCONGRUA.

(Stopulatf^e Kncoufivuits.

THE SEMINAI FIUID INACCOEDANT IN ITS CONSTITU-

ENT PRINCIPLES, WITH THE CONSTITUTIONAX DE-

MAND OF THE RESPECTIVE FEMALE.

All the species of this genus are closely connected : yet it g^^*^ nj^

is only the first two that have hitherto been noticed by no- The spe-

sologists : nor is there any preceding system that I am to nosoio-

aware of, under which even these two have been introduced
fan^„ement

into the same subdivision. In almost every instance, in- which has

deed, they have been regarded as distinct genera belonging separated

to distant orders or even classes, and arranged with dis- ^^^ ^o-spe-
' «-' cies very

eases that have little or no relation to them. Thus, in remotely.

Sauvages, impotentia, by him called anaphrodisia, occurs

in the second order of his sixth class, united with such dis-

eases as " loss of thirst" and " desire of eating ;" while

dysspermia, or dysspermatismus is carried forward to the

third order of his ninth class. In Cullen these diseases

occur, indeed, in the same class, a very improper one,

that of LOCALES, but under different orders of this class;

impotentia being arranged under the second order, with

the morbid cravings of the alimentary canal, and some

of those of the mind, as nostalgia; and dysspermia being

placed under the fifth order entitled epischeses or sup-

pressions.

The present species is, for the first timd, so far as the This spe-

author knows, introduced into a nosological system ; and""yoin"
'

is derived from personal observation in full accordance actual ob-

with the scattered remarks of several other writers and and inci-

VOL. V. 18 ?"'^^
hints.
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s^^'^ni
P'f^.ctitioners. The principle upon which the species is

Agenesia foundcd belongs, strictly, to the general doctrine of con-

'^^""^^"j^/p ception, and has been already explained in the Physiolo-

jnrongiui- gical Procin to the present class. It will hence be suf-
^^'

iicient to throw out a few additional hints for the purpose

of bringing the principle more iwimediately home to the

disease before us, and sup])orting the propriety of its in-

troduction into the general register.

Uenerai Every one must have noticed occasional instances in

gy. which a husband and wife, apparently in sound health and

( vigour of life, liave no increase while together ; either of

whom, nevertheless, upon the death of the other, has be-

come the parent of a numerous family ; and both of whom,

in one or tw o curious instances of divorce, upon a second

marriage. In various instances, indeed, the latent cause

of sterility, whatever it consist in, seems gradually to

diminish, and the pair that for years was childless, is at

length endowed with a progeny. In all this there seems

to bean incongruity, inaccordancy, or want of adaptation

in the constituent principles of the seminal fluid of the

male to the sexual organization of the respective female;

or, upon the hypothesis of the epigenesis, which we have

already illustrated, to the seminal fluid of the female.

Writers, strictly medical, have not often adverted to this

subject, though it is appealed to and for the most part with

approbation, by physiologists of all ages and countries.

Sauvages, however, evidently alludes to and admits such

a cause in his definition of disspermatismus serosns, which

J. , ^
^_is as follows :

" Ejaculatio semi n is aquosioris, adeoque ad

atismus se- genesioi inepti, quse species est frequentissimum sterilitatis

sTuva^es. virilis principium." He illustrates his definition by a case

which occurred to Haguenot and Chaptal, who attributed

it to the cause in question, and refers for other examples

to Etmuller. Cullen exprcvsses himself doubtfully upon

this species,'* De dysspermatismo seroso Sauvagesii," says

Gononhoeahe^ t»
,„i[^i ,„)„ satis constat." Yet his own gonorrhoea

Jaxoium o' . i . • i

Cullen. laxorum, m the present system sj>ermorrhoea atonica, and

which he explains *' humor plerumque j)ellucidus, sine

penis erectione, sed cum libidine, in vigilante, ejs; urethra
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fluit," makes so near an approach toit,tliatthepliysiolo- Gen. i\\

gist who admits the one can find little difficulty in admit- Agenesia

ting the other. The resemblance is, indeed, close and ^^^^°y

striking; in the latter disease the individual labouring Copuiatho^

under it, emits involuntarily, and without coition, or even'
jf^,"

erection, but with a libidinous sensation, a pellucid fluid,

apparently of a seminal character, affirmed positively by

Sauvages, from whom Cullen derives his species, and to

whom he refers, to be an ** effluxus seminis ;'* while,

in the former, the same dilute and effete semen, with

difficult and imperfect erection, is poured forth during

coition.

In like manner, Forestus speaks of a proper gonorrhoea. Further u-

or involuntary emission of seminal fluid, produced ex
"^'^'^^^'' •

aquositate,* from too watery a condition of the secretion :

Timseus, of the same disease occasioned ex semine acri,f

by a secretion of an acrimonious semen : and Hornung, of

hysterics occasioned in married women who are sterile

from an * * immissio frigidi seminis :":|: an expression

adopted from, or at least employed by, Ballonius,§ and

supported by Schurig,|| and Ab Heer.^

The explanation, however, now offered, takes a more Pathoiogi-

comprehensive view of the subject, by supposing that thetf^jl^j"*"

seminal fluid may be secreted, not merely in a state of applied to

morbid diluteness, but, under various modifications, even.spedes*^"

in a state of health, of such a condition as to render it in- ^"'^ ''^ ^^'

• •nil sence

adequate to the purposes of generation in female idiosyn- pointed

crasies of certain kinds, while it may be perfectly adequate
°"'"

in those of other kinds. In agricultural language, it sup-

poses that the respective seed may not be adapted to the

respective soil, however sound in itself. So, Parr tells us,

on another occasion that, " in some instances the semen

itself seems defective in its essential qualities."**

* Kb. XXVI. Obs. 12. t Cas. p. 183.

% Cista. p. 437. } 0pp. i. p. 120.

Jl
Speimatologia, p. 21. ^ Observ. Ran N. 10,

** Diss. Art. Aiiaphrodisia.
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Gen. IV. Here, again, the mode of treatment must be regulated

Agenesia
* by a close attention to the nature of the cause. In most

Copufative
^^^^^* whatever will tend to invigorate the system gene-

incon- rally will best tend to cure the sterility : as a generous
^"" ^' diet, exercise, the cold-bath, and particularly the use of

tfe°atuient.
*^® ^^^®* ®^ locol cold-bath. With these may be com-

bined thewarm and stimulant resins and balsams, as guaia-

cum, turpentine, copaiba ; and the oxydes of iron, zinc,

and silver.

Abstinence by consent, for many months, has, however,
* proved a more frequent remedy than any other, and espe-

cially where the intercourse has been so incessantly re-

peated as to break down the staminal strength : and hence

the separation produced by a voyage to India has often

proved successful.
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GENUS V.

APHORIA.

iFmale StenlCtg. JIarrenncss.

INABILITY TO CONCEIVE OFFSPRING.

Aphoria {»<f)»^iu) "sterilitas," "inferunditas," from «, Gm.v.
negative, and pt^a " fero," " pario," is a term in common gjnlric'

use among the Greek writers. It is singular that the*"™*

morbid condition it imports has no distinct place in any
of our most esteemed nosolngists. It may possibly be in-

tended under the anaphrodisia of several of them, though

in none of them has the genus any one species that ex-

pressly applies to female barrenness.

The proper species belonging to it are the following :«—

1. APHORIA IMPOTENS.

2. PARAMENICA.

3.

4.

IMPERCITA.

INCONGRUA.

BARRENNESS OF IMPOTENCY.

BARRENNESS OP MISMENSTRUA-

TION.

BARRENNESS OP IRRESPONDENCE.

BARRENNESS OP INCONGRUITY.
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SPECIES I.

APHORIA IMPOTENS.

iJartenncjsis of Km^otcucj?.

IMPBRFECTION OR ABOLITION OF CONCEPTIVE POWER.

Gen. V. This species runs precisely parallel with the same disease
*
^^^'

' in males already described under agenesia impotens

and consequently offers us the two following varieties

:

« Atonica. Atonic barrenness.

/3 Organica. Organic barrenness.

u. A. Impo- In atonic barrenness there is a direct imbecility or

ca.
' want of tone, rather than a want of desire : and the ordi-

Atonic nary causes are a life of intemperance of any kind, and es-

ness. pecially of intemperate indulgence in sexual pleasures, a

Causes, chronic leucorrhoea, or paralytic affection of the genera-

tive organs. It has also been occasioned by violent contu-

sions in the loins, or the hypogastric region, and by over-

exertion in walking.

Treatment. The plan of treatment is to be the same as already laid

down under atonic sterility or impotency in males, yet it

IS seldom that any treatment has afforded success under

this variety.

/SA. Impo- Organic barrenness is produced by some structural

*a"1ca
hindrance or defect, whether natural or accidental. And

Organic this may be of various kinds : for the vagina may be im-

ness.
" perforate and prohibit not only all intermission of semen,

but an entrance of the penis itself. The ovaria may be
Causes, defective, or even altogether wanting, or not duly deve-

loped, or destitute of ovula; or the fimbria may be de-

fective, and incapable of grasping the uterus ; or the Fal-

lopian tube may be obstructed, or impervious, or wanting

:
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in all which cases barrenness must necessarily ensue. In
^f^' V

the case of an impervious vagina, however, unless there (8 a. im-

be a total occlusion, conception will sometimes follow: for P°^^j"^ °^"

it has occurred where the passage lias been so narrow asi»npotent

not to admit the penis ; and occasionally indeed, when, ,iess.

with the same impediment, a rigid and unbroken hymen conception

has offered an additional obstacle, of which the medical "^^y
°r<="^

III an ira-

records contain abundant examples. Ruyset, gi^es us a pervious

singular case of a Iiymen found unbroken at the time of
^i^e^'"cd'u-

labour. sion be not

In all these instances the hymen seems to have been

placed high up in the passage, so as to allow the penis to

obtain a curtailed entrance, and to produce its shock j

when the occlusion not being complete, a part of the se-

men has passed through the aperture, and effected its or-

dinary result.

These, however, are rare instances : for the impedi-B"ttheex-

ment before us is, in common cases, a sufficient bar not rare,

only to conception, but to copulation. The author wasmustiated.

lately consulted by a very amiable young couple in an

instance of this kind, to whom the want of a family was

felt as a very grievous affliction. The hymen had a

small aperture, but was tense and firm, and the ordinary

force of an embrace was not sufficient to break it. He
explained the nature of the operation to be performed,

and added that he had no doubt of a successful issue.

The lady was reluctant to submit herself to the hands of

a surgeon, and hence with equal courage and judgment

became her own operator. The imjjediment was com-

pletely removed, and she has since had several children.

In a few instances, however, this will not answer, for Vagina it-

there is a natural narrowness or stricture, sometimes found times na-

in the vagina, which cannot be overcome, atleast v. ithout^'"^^'^y ^°°
^ narrow, or

a severer operation than most women could be induced to narrowed

suUmit to ; that I mean of laying it open through the whole
['J^.^

^*"*^"

length of the contraction. A sponge tent, however, §•'«*
{Remedial

dually enlarged, or a bougie, lias sometimes succeeded, process.

Surig gives an account of a dissolution of marriage in

consequence of an impediment of this kind.*

* Gynsecolog. p. 223.
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SPECIES II.

APHORIA PAR AM E NIC A.

JJatrennesjs of JUismcnstrttatton*

CATAMENIAL DISCHARGE MORBIDLY RETAINED, SE-

CRETED WITH DIFFICULTY, OR IN PROFUSION.

Gen. V. It is not always necessary to impregnation that a female

Menstrua- should menstruate: for we have already observed* that

tion not a retention of menses, or rather a want of menstruation,
absolutely • . i i- . . .

necessary IS not always a oisease; but only where symptoms occur
to impreg- which indicate a disordered state of some part or other of
nation.

_ ,

^

Explained. *^^ hody, and which experience teaches us is apt to arise

in consequence of such retention. In some cases, there is

great torpitudeor sluggishness in the growth ordevelope-

ment, or proper erethism of the ovaries, and menstruation

is delayed on this account, and in a few rare instances we
have remarked that it has occurred for the first time after

sixty years of age. It may hence easily happen, and we
shall presently have occasion to show that it often has

done so, that a woman becomes married who has never

been subject to this periodical flux : and although it is lit-

tle to be expected that she should breed till the sexual

organs arc in a condition to elaborate this secretion, yet

, if such condition take place after marriage, impregnation

may instantly succeed and prohibit or postpone the efflux

which would otherwise take place.f

But a flow But where there is a manifest retention of the catamenial

nia*^neces-'
^"^ producing the general symptoms of disorder which we

sary. noticed when describing this disease, it is rarely that con-

* Vol. IV. Paramenia obstructionis, p. 44.

t Class V, Order in. Carpotica, introductory remarks.
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ception takes place, in consequence of the morbid condi- Gen. v.

tion of the organs that form its seat. Aphoria

For the same reason it seldom occurs where the peri- p^'^^'"^"'-

ca.

odical flow is accompanied with great and spasmodic Barrenness

Xiain, is small in quantity, and often deteriorated in qua-
sf^^J^ation"

lity. And if, during any intermediate term, conception
^^,^g^g pj^j,^

accidentally commence, the very next paroxysm of dis- estabiish-

tressing pain puts a total end to all hope by separating hence'me-

the germ from the uterus. nostation a

But tliere must be a healthy degree of tone and energy barrenness:

in the conceptive organs, as well as of ease and quiet, in Difficult

order that they should prove fruitful : and hence, where- ™^"'''''"^"
•' • '

tion a
ever the menstrual flux is more frequently repeated than cause, and

in its natural course, or is thrown forth, even at its pro-
"'''^*

per time, in great profusion, and, as is generally the case,
p^^nst^ua-

intermixed with genuine blood, there is as little chance tion a

of conception as in difficult menstruation. The organs ^vTy.^'

'^"

are too debilitated for the new process ; and not unfre-

quently there is as little desire as there is elasticity.

Having thus pointed out the general causes and pliysi- Mode of

ology of barrenness when a result of mismenstruation, jt^'^^^""^'''^

will be obvious that the cure must depend upon a cure of

the particular kind of morbid affection that operates at

the time and lays a foundation for the disease, of all

which we have already treated under the different species

of the genus paramenia, and need not repeat what is

there laid down.

SPECIES III.

APHORIA IMPERCITA.

3$arvennej5s of XrrrsiJontretttc.

STEl^^ILITY PRODUCED BY PERSONAL AVERSION OR
WANT OF APPETENCY.

It is not perhaps altogether impossible,that impregnation Gen. v.

should take place in the case of a rape, or where there is
^^^^' "^'

VOL, T. 19
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Spec" III
^ S^^^* repugnancy on the part of the femaIe,for theremay

Aphoria be SO high a tone of constitutional orgasm as to be beyond

Barrenness
*'^^ control of the individual who is thus forced, and not

ofirrespon. to be repressed even by a virtuous recoil, and a sense of
ence.

jjorror at the time. But this is a possible rather than an

tionmay actual case, and though the remark may be sufficient to
take place suspend a charge of criminality, the infamy can only be

rape. Completely wiped away by collateral circumstances.

The efifect In ordinary instances, rude, brutal force is never found

und^er a *^ succeed against the consent of the violated person.

particular And for the same reason, wherever there is a personal

constitu- aversion, a coldness, or reserve, instead of an appetency
tion

;
but ^^jj njeasure, an irrespondence in the feelines of the fe-

very rare
i

anri mostly male to those of the male, we have as little reason to hope

ected
"^ for a parturient issue. There must be an orgastic shock,

Aversion, or perculsion sufficient to shoot offan ovulum from its bed,
coidnessjor

j^,j(j ^q hyq-q the fine and irritable fimbriae of the Fallopian
reserve " *

prohibit tube to lay hold of the uterus and grasp it tight, by which

and'^w^hv""'
^^^^^ ^ communication can be opened between this last

organ and tlie ovarium, or the seed cannot reach home to

its proper soil, a!id produce a harvest. So observes the

first didactic poet of ancient Rome, addressing himself to

the Generative Power, in the language not of the volup-

tuary but of the physiologist

:

—per maria, ac monteis, fluviosque rapaceis

Frundiferasque domos avium, camposque virenteis,

Omnibus incotiens blandum per pectora amorem,
Ecficis, ut cupiDE generatim secia propagant*

So through the seas, the mountains, and the floods,

The verdant meads, and woodlands fiU'd with song,

Spurr'd by desire each palpitating tribe

Hastes, at thy shrine, to plant the future race.

Hence suf- The cause is clear, and the effect certain, but it is a dis-

ground for ^asc immedicable by the healing art, and can only be at-
the present tacked by a kind, assiduous, and winning attention,which,

however slighted at first, W'ill imperceptibly work into the

cold and stony heart, as the drops of rain work into the

•^ n» i;ei. Nan j. 17^
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pavement. It should teach us, however, the folly of Gf.n. v,
*

. 1 • I
Spho. iir.

forming family connexions and endeavouring to keep up Aphoria

a family name where the feelings of affection are not en-
ga^Jg^j'^g;,

gaged on both sides. ofirre-

spondence.

Important
lesson to be

learnt from
_________ the above"""""

farts.

SPECIES IV.

APHORIA INCONGRUA.

Barrcnnciss o£ Kncoitgnu'tB.
.

THE CONCEPTIVE POWER INACGORDANT WITH THE CON-

STITUENT PRINCIPLES OF THE SEMINAL FLUID RE-

CEIVED ON THE PART OF THE MALE.

This species runs precisely parallel with the third under Gen. ^

.

the preceding genus agenesia incongriia, and the physi- parallel

©logical and therapeutic remarks there offered will equal- ^''!^ ^se-

ly apply to the present place.
nesia in-

congrua in

cause, ef-

fect, and
mode of
frpatmer*.
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GENUS VI.

ZE D O P T O S I S.

dJrnttal prolapse.

PROTRUSION OF ONE OR MORE OF THE GENITAL ORGANS,

OR OF EXCRESCENCES ISSUING FROM THEM, INTO THE
GENITAI. PASSAGE, IMPAIRING OR OBSTRUCTING ITS

COURSE.

Gen. VI. jEdoptosIs is a compound term from eti^mv, ** inguen,"
Origin of

i i .. i « i «« j
generic pi. utSaix " pUUenua," wlience x$das " pudor," and wtwo-/?,

term. « lapsus." In like manner Sauvages and Sagar use ^Edop-

sophia, applying the term to the meatus urinarius, as well

as to the uterus. Sauvages, however, expresses the pre-

sent disease, but less correctly, by hysteroptosis, for this,

with strict propriety, can denote only one of the species

that fall within its range, namely displacement of the

uterus.

The genus embraces the five following species

:

1, vEDOPTOSIS UTERI. FALLING DOWN OF THE

WOMB.

2. VAGINA. PROLAPSE OF THE VA-

GINA.

3, VESICA. PROLAPSE OF THE BLAD-

DER.

4. COMPLICATA. COMPLICATED GENITAL

PROLAPSE.

POLYPOSA. GENITAL EXCRESCENCE.
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SPECIES I.

iEDOPTOSIS UTERI.

iFaUing tio'mn tt tJie 3S*omlJ.

PROTRUSION OF THE TTERUS INTO THE VAGINA.

This may take place in several ways, and hence offers Gen. vr.

the following varieties

:

« Simplex. Simple descent of the womb.

fl Retroversa. Retroverted womb.

y Inversa. Inverted womb.

In the riRST variety, or that consisting of a simple « M. uteri

descent of the uterus, the organ retains its proper posture g-^pj^g^'^jg.

and fiffure. Different names are frequently given to dif-s'"''"tofthe

, /. . . .n . . .
womb.

ferent degrees of this variety. It the descent be only to Reiaxatio

the middle of the agina, it is called relaxatio uteri; if uteri,what.

to the labise, procidentia; if lower than the labiae, pro-^-'^^^^^^^

lapsus. The distinction is of trifling inportance; the Pmiapsue,

causes are the same in all, which are those of debility or!!'^^*
•' Causes.

violence. The disease is hence most common to women occasion-

who have had numerous families; but is occasionally met?"y/°""^•'in virgins

with in virgins after straining, using violent exercise in and even

dancing, or running, and lience sometimes in girls of a very
E^lmDie

early age. Professor Monro gives an example of its occur-

ring in an infant of not more than three years old, pre-

ceded by a regular menstruation, or more probably a dis-

charge of blood, every three weeks or month, from the

vagiita, accompanied with considerable pain in the belly,

loins, and thighs. The case was too long neglected as be-

ing supposed of little importance; and the uterus, which

at first appeared to be a very small body just peeping

out of the vagina, descended lower and lower, continually
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Gkn. VI.

Spec. I.

« M. uteri

simplex.

Simple de-

scent ofthe

womb.

History
and des-

cription.

Curative
process.

Restora-

Pessaries.

Astringent

injections

and other

monies.

increasing in size, till at length it became as big as a

hand-ball, and entirely blocked up the passage of the pu-

dendum. At this time the sanguineous discharge had

ceased its returns ; but a considerable secretion of leuco-

rrhcea supervened. The uterus seems at last to have been

strangulated, gangrene ensued, and was soon succeeded

by death.*

The di.sease first shows itself by what is called a bear-

ing down of the womb, which is a slight descent produced

by a relaxed stateofits ligaments, and its own weight when

in an upright position. There is, at this time, an uneasy

sensation in the loins, as well as in the inguinal regions,

often extending to the labia, and particularly in walking

or standing. There is also an augmented flow of the na-

tural mucous secretion in consequence of the local irrita-

tion, which by degrees becomes acrimonious, and exco-

riates the surroundinr: parts, and is accompanied with an

obstinate leucorrhcea. The stomach sympathizes with the

morbid state of the womb, the appetite fails, tlie bowels

become irregular and flatulent, and the animal spirits are

dejected.

In attempting a cure we must first restore the prolapsed

organ to its proper position, and then retain it there, by a

support introduced into the vagina, which should be con-

tinued till the ligaments of the womb have recovered their

proper tone. Various pessaries have been invented for

this purpose, but that made of the caoutchouc or elastic

gum, with a ligature to withdraw it at option, appears to

be one of the most commodious. Astringent injections,

as a solution of alum or sulphate of zinc, of gall, oak-bark

or green-tea, or even of cold water, will generally be found

useful ; as will also spunging the body with cold-water, or

using a hip-bath of sea-water. Mr. Clarke prefers the

vegetable to the mineral injections, having found the latter

sometimes too irritating.f New and rough port-wine,

diluted with an equal quantity of cold water, has proved

* Edin. Med. Essays, Vol. xii. Ait. xvii. p. 282.

t On the Pi?easps of Femalps nttendpd bv Disrhar^cs. Pait t
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one of the most valuable iniections to which the author 9,^^. vr.
Spec. I

has ever had recourse. A sofa or hair raattrass should ^iE.uieri

also be used instead of the relaxing luxury of a down or gj'^^^^^*

feather-bed. • descent of

Dr. Berchelmann in a foreign journal, has recommend- '^^ womb.

ed a far bolder and more decisive cure, derived from thction or in-

rash, but successful practice of a woman upon herself. *='^'°"

This courageous sufferer having long laboured under a

prolapse of the womb, and tried every method in vain,

tired out with the continuance of her complaint, cut into

the depending substance of the womb with a common
kitchen-knife. A considerable hemorrhage ensued ; after

which, the vessels collapsing, the organ gradually con-

tracted, and ascended into its proper site; and she was
radically cured of the disease. Having boasted of her

success, tlie writer informs us that many other women in

the neighbourhood, afflicted with the same complaint,

applied for her assistance, and derived a like cure from

the same operation.*

In cases where the prolapse depends upon a loose and

relaxed condition of the uterus, it is liiglily probable that

this bold practice may often be found to succeed, but it

must be useless where the relaxation is seated in the liga-

ments : and the knife, if employed at all, should be applied Extirpa-

to an extirpation of the entire organ, which has lately
*'°"'

taken place with success in various cases.

In the RETROVERTED WOMB, the fundus falls down, and ^ ^- "ten

becomes the lower part, sometimes from a morbid weight "etroven-

and enlargement, but more usually from a neglected ^^^ womb.

distention of the bladder between the third and fourth cause and

month of pregnancy, at which period the fundus is just"®?""*^®
°^

heavy enough to fall forward, whenever the cervix is

pressed upon and elevated by such distention ; though

after this period the cervix itself is too heavy to be affected

by the bladder in this way, and the entire uterus too much
enlarged to fall down in any way. The bladder, in this

* Acta Philosophico-Medica See. Acad. Scient. Princ. Hassiacae 4to.

Giessfe C attorn m.
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Gen. VI. case, must be rarefnlly evaruated, and kept evacuated by

/8iE. uteri » f'^PP use of the catheter, which will give the uterus an
retroveisa. opportunity of rifijhfinsj it«^elf. But if this should not

ed womb, take place in two or three days, the obstetric practitioner
Treatment.

gj^^^y|jl pi^fjeavour to restore the organ to its proper posi-

tion by introducing the finajers of one hand into the vagina

and two fingers of the other hand into the rectum.

yK. Uteri The WOMB is INVERTED when at the same time that it

Inverted is displaced or has fallen down, it is turned inside out.

^vomb. This mischievous condition is most commonly produced

How pro- by unskilfully and violently pulling away the placenta
duced, and

^j.^pj, delivery ; and is only to be remedied by a restora-
remedied. .

tion of the uterus to its proper state before it contracts,

M'ithout which perpetual barrenness must necessarily

ensue, and the patient be subject for life to a diflBculty of

walking, leucorrhcea, ulceration, and the chance of a

scirrhus or cancer.

SPECIES II.

iEDOPTOSIS VAGINiE.

^rola|j;^e of tfit 2^aflinaf.

PROTRUSION OF THE UPPER PART OF THE VAGINA INTO

THE LOWER.

Gen. VI. This, like the descent of the uterus, may, according to

How modi- the degree of the disease, be a relaxation, procidence,
fied. prolapse, or complete inversion of the organ. Under all

tion!"^' which modifications it has a considerable resemblance to

a prolapse of the anus. It appears in the form of a fleshy

substance protruding at the back part of the vulva, with an

opening in the centre or on one side. At first it is soft,

but, by continued exposure and irritation, it becomes in-

flamed, indurated and ulcerated. The urethra is neces-
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sarilv turned out of its course : and if the catheter be re- Jj-^-
^i*
If,

quired it should be employed with its point directed back- .Edoptosis

wards and downwards. Its oi-dinary causes are those of a
p^flap^; ^^

prolapse of the womb, and it is to be treated by a like plan tiie vagina.

of astringent injections and general tonics. Pregnancy causes.

commonly performs the best cure : and where this fails, ^^.e^j jjy

Dr. Berchelmann, from the success which has accompa- Pregnancy

;

nied incision in the case of a prolapsed uterus, lias recom- " ^""^^

cases scan-

mended scarification, which appears well worthy of trial, fit^ation re-

., , ,, ,, , I ., , • J A- commend-
though the author has not known it put into practice. ed.

SPECIES III.

.^DOPTOSIS VESICA.

3$rolaiJj5e of tfic Mati^cr.

PROTRUSION OF THE BLADDER INTO THE URINARY
PASSAGE.

This species is introduced chiefly upon the authority ofGew, vi.

Sauvages, who gives us two modifications or varieties of^^fo ^,ocU.

it ; one in which there is a protrusion of the inner or ner- fipations

V0U3 membrane, in consequence of its separating from thesauvages:

general substance of the bladder, visible in the meatus
^ ^^o^^^.

urinarius, of the size of a hen's egg, subdiaphonous and f'o" of the

filled with urine ; and the other in which there is a protru- b"ane of

sion of the inner membrane of the neck of the bladder into ''^^^ ^^^'^'

the ^me passage. He gives a case oi the former variety

from Noel, who met with it in a virgin, who was from the ^^"'^ °^"'®
' O ' inner mem-

first peculiarly troubled with a retention of urine, accom-bvane of its

panied with frequent convulsive movements. She soon !|f
Z*

j.^^^

fell a sacrifice to it, and it was on dissection that the state modifica-

of the tunic was clearly proved. M. do Sauvages queries
J|.°'tVJ'"'"

vol. y. 20
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Ce.v.vi. wliether on a recurrence of this case it would be most
'^PT'C III

ifidoptosis adviseable to make an opening into the protruding sac,
yesicije. ^j. j-^ extirpate it altoi>-ether.
I'roiapse of

.

tiiebiad- The second variety lie tells us is chiefly found among
'®'* women who have borne many children, or have been in-

Thesecon.'i juref] \)y blovvs or othcT violence on the lower belly. The
illustratBcl."^ *'.

, , , - • c ,

protruding cyst produced by an inversion ot the mem-
brane drops down in the urinary passage to about the

length of the little finger, and is sufficiently conspicuous

between tiie labia. Solingen who met with a case of this

kind, returned it by a probe, armed attlie upper end with

a piece of sponge moistened witli an astringent lotion ;

and afterwards endeavoured to retain it in its proper po-

sition by a bandage.

SPECIES IV.

^DOPTOSIS COMPLICATA.

<rom;i!tcatrt)i <?Sfem'tal ^rolajjsr.

PROTRUSION OF DTFFEllENT ORGANS COMPLICATED

AVITH EACH OTHER.

(iEN. VI. From the connexion of the uterus and the vagina witli
hvEc. IV.

^j^^ ijiadder, a prolapse of either of the two former is of-

ten complicated with that of the latter, giving us the two

following varieties

:

« Utero-vesicalis. Prolapse of the uterus drag-

Utero-vesical Prolapse. ging the bladder along

with it.

/3 Vagino-vesicalis. Prolapse of the vagina drag-

Vagino-vesical Prolapse. ging the bladder along

witli if.
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Under either of these conditions the hladdcr, beina; de- ^en. vi.
Spkc IV

privedof the expulsory aid of the abdominal muscles, in iEdopiosis

consequence of its dropping below their action, is inca- *^°'"P''"

pable of contracting itself sufficiently to evacuate the Complicate

water it contains : and hence the patient is obliged to
p^J^"^^^^

squeeze it with her hands or between her tliighs. General

The causes and mode of treatment have been already f^piana

described under the two preceding species. The present

is the hysteroptosis composita of Sauvages,

SPECIES V.

.^DOPTOSIS POLYPOSA.

Cffenital Spcrrscencr.

POITPOUS OR OTHER CARUNCULAR EXCRESCENCE IN THE
COURSE OF THE GENITAL AVENUE.

This is the polypus utei-U and polypus vaginse of au- gen. vi.

tliors : but, strictly speaking, they are less polypi than Sy^n^nyms.

polypous concretions, since the proper polypus is the

fleshy excrescence of the nostrils, as already observed in

the first volume.*

The excrescences before us issue both from the uterus

and the vagina, and hence form two distinct modifications

as follow

:

« Uteri. Issuing with a slender root

Polypus of the womb. mostly from the fundus of

the uterus, and more or

•^ less elongating into the

vagina,

fi Vaginse. Issuing from the sides of the

Polypus of the vagina. vagina broad and bulbous.

* V0I.T. 489.
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*iE-v. VI. xhc latter excrescences in an incipient state, and parti-
v)FKC.V

;£iiopiosis culai'ly when loose and flabby, are sometimes dispersed

ireritdl?s ^^ stimulant and astringent applications, or a hard com-

cresceiice. press of sponge or any other elastic material : and, if this

The vagi- cannot be accomplished, they must be destroyed by ex-

"pJ^J^i^fgl^cision or caustics. It is rarely that they have a neck
dispersed narrow enoiigli for the application of a ligature.

lants anil Pnlypous excrescences of the womb, are, however, a
asiiin- disease of much greater severity ; since the stomach suf-
geiit? : ° •' '

sometimes fcFS, in most cases, from sympathy, and consequently the

excision^
general health, producing all the symptoms we have al-

Desciip- ready noticed under iEUoPTosis uteri: which last is not
tion of unfrequently a result, if the excrescence be of long con-
uterine i ./ ' o
polypous tinuance, and of considerable weight and magnitude.

scences
They are of all sizes, and of various degrees of hard-

oiaii sizes ness, from that of a soft and yielding sponge to that of
and vaii- gj.,^ j^^j Substantial leather. Though they commonly
oiis consis- "^ "1

.

iencies. grow from the fundus of the uterus, they have sometimes

been found to sprout from its sides, and even its cervix,

shooting down to different depths of the vagina, and oc-

cupying it more or less completely according to their ex-

Shape, tent. They are generally round in shape and compact

in structure, intersected by membranes running in diffe-

rent directions. Sometimes, however, they are oblong,

in which case they usually consist of a loose irregular tex-

ture with numerous interstitial cavities. Dr. Baillie, has

given various examples of this diseased production in his

tables of Morbid Anatomy.*
Mode of Thev have been attempted to be removed in different

ways, as by caustics, excision, laceration, and ligature.

The last, however, is the only method unaccompanied

with danger or uncertainty. Yet even this can rarely be

had recourse to while the excrescence continues in the

womb ; and hence, the usual method is to defer the opera-

tion till, from its increase of size and weight, it has de-

scended into the vagina, when the removal cannot be at-

tempted too soon. They have sometimes dropped off

* See esnpciallv Fascic, c. ix. Plate rv. 1

treatment.
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spontaneously, the peduncle having prohably decayed or Gen. vr.

shrivelled away. ^d'optosis

Tliere is also a variety of excrescence which should not P'^'J'Po^^-
« uenitai ex-

be passed without notice, and which from its peculiar form crescence.

and feel is called tlie caitliflower cxcrcsrence. It arises ment.

usually from the surface of the mouth of the uterus, and Cauiiflow-

spreads into the vagina, rarely or never into the cavity of clescencp.

the womb. To the finger it seems to be a portion of pla-

centa, and consists of a mass of distended blood-vessels

surrounded by a membrane through which oozes profusely

the senms part of the blood, and scarcely ever, except

when severely handled, the red globules. The tumour

is not tender nor very sensible. The quantity of dis-

charge is in proportion to the size of the tumour and the

action of the uterine vessels. As the disease advances

the system becomes weakened generally, dyspepsy tak-

ing the lead and dropsy closing the scene.

The cause is seldom ascertainable. While the excres- Cause,

cence is small it has often been successfully attacked by

local bleedings which empty the vessels, by astringent

injections, plugging up the vagina, and tightly bracing it

with bandages carried round the loins.*

* Observations on the Diseases of Females, &c. By Ch, Mansfield Clarke.

Svo. 1821.
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CLASS V.

GENETICA.

ORDER III.

CARPOTICA.

Wim^mu affecting tkt Imprrgnattou.

Class V. The oi'dinal term cappotica, is derived from xupxeif
Ord. III. /. ^ „ , /....
Ongin of " iructus," wlieiice ««gw-*«-«f, •' frujtio."

term
'*^ In the Physiological I'loem to the present Class, we

Genera ofhavc taken a brief survey of the laws and general process
diseases ^f gjeugration so far as we are acquainted with them. Im-
accompa- o t

nying im- prfgnation constitutes a part, and the roost important part,

ficm."^" of i^'is wonderful economy; and, from the changes that the

bodj undergoes during its action, it can never be surpris-

ing that it should often give rise to various diseases.

These diseases may be arranged under four genera, in-

cluding, those which occur during the progress of preg-

nancy : those which occur during t!ie progress of labour 5

conceptions misplaced: and spurious attempts at con-

ception ; the whole of which may be thus expressed :

I. PARACYESIS. MORBID PREGNANCV.

IT. PARODYNIA. MORBID LABOUR.

III. ECCYESIS. EXTRA-UTERINE FETATION.

IV. PSEUDOCYKSIS. SPURIOUS PREGNANCY.
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In the preceding Physiologiclil Proem, we have shown q^^^^^^j^*

that, in order for impregnation to take place, it is neces- Caipotica.

sary the semen of the male should pass from the vagina to
^iffectin^o^

the one or other of tlie ovaries by means of the Fallopian the im-

tubes which lay hold of the uterus by their very fine and'

sensible fimbrire, or fringed extremities, with a sort of '''\ysioloJi-

, , . , 111/. '^^^ piiiici-

spastic grasp during the high-vNrought shock of the ein-j)ies espia-

brace, and thus alone open a i)ath-way for the semen toP^'^'^y
°^

' 1 1 J impregna-

travel in. tion.

The two ovaries are not merely intended to supply thejjse of a

place of each other, in the event of one being wanting orp^"of
.

defective, but, like the testes in men, they seem to increase increasing

the extent of the productive power, and enable a female to '^e pro-

bear a larger offspring than she would do, if she were pos- power in

sesscd of one ovary alone. Mr. John Hunter has put this ^i"^^*^"
•' * peds.

to the test by comparing the number of young produced by

a perfect sow with those of a sow spayed of one ovary,
ffo",fj^''^'^

both of the same farrow, and impregnated by a boar of the Hunter.

same farrov*' also. The spayed sow continued to breed for

four years, during which period she had eight farrows pro-

ducing a total of seventy-six young. The perfect sow con-

tinued to breed for six years ; during the first four of which

she also had eight farrows producing a total of eighty-

seven young: and during the two ensuing years she had

jive more farrows producing a total of seventy-five young,

in addition to those of the first four years.* So that, if

we may judge from this single experiment, the use of

two ovaries, in equal health and activity, enables an

animal to breed both more numerously, and for a longer

period of time, than the possession of one alone.

Among women, however, the extent^offecundation does I'his case

not seem to he much interfered with by the defect of a seem

single ovarium, or its means of communica<^ion with the •^'^'"f.^'^,

,

<3 ' applicable

uteru9» according to a paper of Dr. Granville read before to women.

the Royal Society, April 16, 1813, containing the case of

a female whose uterus was found after death to have had

but one set of the lateral appendages, and, consequently, a

* .^nimal Economy, p. 157.
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Class y. connexion with but one ovarium, and who, nevertheless,
OrdsrIII
Carpotica.' had been the motljer of eleven children, several of each

affectfn^
sex, with twins on one occasion.

the im- After Impregnation hastaken place, the membranes pro-

tio^f."^"
duced in the uterus form a complete septum, and conse-

Afterim- quently, a bar to the ascent of any subsequent flow of se-

tio^n the
^^n, SO as to prohibit the possibility of twoor more succes-

womb sive impregnations co-existing in any part of the uterus

a septum: duHug the peHod of a determined gravidity. Children, in-

and hence deed, have been born within a few weeks, or even months,

biiity of of each other, and hence a colour has been given to the
superfeta- hypothesis that they may be conceived at diflferent periods

of a common parturition, and such births have, in conse-

tion^^
^'

quence, been distinguished by the name of superfeta-

TioNS ; but we shall have occasion hereafter, when treating

children of a plurality of children, to show that it is far more pro-
bom with-

jjable that fetuses thus born in succession, however they
in a few ^

'
_

•'

months of may vary in size or maturity, are real twins, conceived at

re^itwi'nY ""^ ^"^ the Same time, from the descent of a plurality of

conceived ovula iuto the utcrus, instead of a single one, and that the

time. difference of size or maturity depends upon some unknown
Difterence g^use in the dead or puny fetus, which has killed it or
of kind of I J ^

birth ac- prevented its keeping pace with the other. If, however,

for. a second connexion take place within a few hours of the

Superfeta- first, and before the occluding membrane produced on im-

occur in^ pregiiation be formed, a twin may be the result of this

certain additional coition : but the fetuses will in such case be
circum- '

stances, parallel in their progress to perfection. M. Bouillon has

given a curious example of this in a negress who at the

usual time of pregnancy was delivered of two male children

full grown, and of like proportions, but the one a negro and

the other a mulatto. I'he mother, after long resistance,

confessed that she had had connexion the same evening

Women with a white and with a negro.*
capable of Women are in general capable of breeding as soon as
breeding as o t o
soon as^ they begin to menstruate, which is the ordinary proof that

strYateT tli^ OFgans of conception are fully developed and per-
and hence
i^ometimes e- )3al]efin de la FacuUe, et de la Societe de Medicine. &c. IVo. ill. 182!

.
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1

fected : and since this discharge, as we have remarked in class v.

the Proem just referred to, commences sometimes in very carpotica.

early life, and particularly in hot climates, wliere it has ^^^^^.^^^^

occurred in girls of not more than nine years of age, sotheimpreg-

we have instances of conception and pregnancy hav- "^ '°"*

ing commenced as early. Baron Haller* and Professor of breeding

Schmidt,! concur in examples of pregnancy at nine years yp^rs of

old: and the medical recoi-ds confirm these singular his-''g'''.•I ., ci-ii*ix Illustrated.
tones by numerous instances ot a like kind4

Yet, though menstruation is the ordinary proof that the Menstma-

conceptive powers have acquired a sufficient finish and absolutely

viscour for their proper function, menstruation itself is not necessary

, , t, . . i ,
. 'or impveg-

absolutely necessary for impregnation. As there are cir- nation,

cumstances that hurry on this secretion before its ordinary '''"^ "^^'•

term of appearance, there are others that delay it, inso-

much that some women pass through a long life without

menstruating at all, while others only begin after reaching

an adult age, and others again not till the period in which

it usually ceases. Now, it may happen thata woman whose

peculiar habit produces a peculiar retardation ofmenstrua-

tion, may marry before this secretion takes place for the

first time ; and, as we have just observed that she is able

to breed as soon as ever she is able to menstruate, the

former process may anticipate the latter, and postpone it

till the term of pregnancy has been completed. " AyoungExempiifi-

\voman,*'says SirEverard Home," was married before she ^'^*

was seventeen, and, althou^^h she had never menstruated,

became pregnant: four months after her delivery she be-

came pregnant a second time, and four months after the

second delivery she was a third time pregnant, but mis-

carried : after this she menstruated for the first time, and

continued to do so for several periods, and again became

pregnant."^

There is much difference of opinion as to the period of Difference

pregnancy in the human female^ for while other animals °^i^"^P'"JP'\

seem to observe great punctuality upon this subject, we the exact
term of fe-

* Vide Blumenbach, Bibl. r. p. 55G. t Act. Hflvet. iv. 162. rnalepreg-

4. T. »T ^ ^ , ^1 ,_. nancy in
I Lph. Nat. Cur. Dec. ill. Ann. il.Obs, 172.

tj^e judee-
^ Phil. Trans. 1017, p. 258. ment

VOL. V. 91
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Ci,Ass V. nicct with so many and such considerable varieties in wo-
OrderIII.

I I • 1

Caipotica. ineji,that iegislators,as well as physiciansjiave not agreed

SuSS in assigning a common term. Hippocrates rules it that we
tiieimpieg- should admit the possibility of a child being born at ten

months, but not latci', which is the common term assigned
both ofie- in thcbookoftheApocryphaentitled Wisdom ofSolomon;*
gislators

i -i tt ii • n • i

andphysi- Willie Haller gives reierences to women who are said to
cians. have gone not only ten, but eleven, twelve, thirteen, and

even fourteen months; most of which, however, are of a

May suspicious kind. Twelve months, nevertheless, is a term

tvveive
° allowed by many physicians,as what may take place under

months ac- peculiar weakness or delicacy ofhealth :f and yet it is most
cording to

, , , , . ., , , . .

some : and probable that in all these the mother is mistaken as to the
imdei whatppQpgp^jj^jg of her Conception,and imagines herself to have

stances Commenced pregnancy for some weeks or even months be-

This view fore it actually takes place. The state of mensti'uation
oT tllG C3.sC

probably a afFords no full proof; for as conception may occur without
mistaken

jj^g appearance,so it may continue for many months or even

Explained ^"'''"S the whole term of pregnancy, though most com-

in what monly in a smaller quantity than usual. There is a sin-

"f.'ff ^.
,
gular case in the Histoire de I'Academie des Sciences, of

child said '-' '

10 be born a living child born after what is said to have been three

years cir*^
years of pregnancy.^ Few reports of this kind are worth

pregnancy, attending to, or entitled to any kind of explanation : but it

has sometimes happened, and probably did so in this last

case, that a woman conceits herself to be in a state of preg-

nancy, and has various symptoms that simulate it, for a

twelvemonth or considerably more than a twelvemonth,

and particularly towards the cessation of the catamenia,

instances of which we have had occasion to notice under

the fourth genus of the present order, entitled psetjdo-

CTEsis or spurious pregnancy : and if, after such a simu-

lation continued for a year or two, the woman should fall

* Chap. vii. 2.

i Biichner, Miscell. 1727, p. 170.—Enguin, Journ. de Med. Tom. LXI.

—

Brauibilla, Abhandl. der Joseph. Acad. Brand, i. p. 102.—Telniont de St,

.lourn. de Med. Tom. xxvij.—Ploucquet, Von. den physischen Erfordernis-

sen der Erbfahigkeit der Kinder, p. 69. Treb. 8vo. 1778.

^ Hist, de I'Acadgmie des Sciences, 1753, p. 206.
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into a state of real pregnancy, she may persuade ^'crselfg^^s^y^-^

at the close of the ])rocess that she has been pregnant forcaipotku.

the whole of this time. '
affecting

By the Code Napoleon, the legitimacy of a child born the impveg-

three hundred days after a dissolution of marriage may

be questioned. In our own country, the law is tothis^^t'ie

hour in an unsettled state ; and much nicety of argument poieon soo

has frequently taken place; of which an example was ''^y*-

afforded in the famous question of the Banbury peerage, Question

upon a new raised distinction of access and generative ^^1^^^^^"'

access. There can be no doubt, however, that a consi- ^gp.

derable difference in duration may ensue from the state

of the mother's health : for, as the fetus receives its nou-

rishment from the mother, there is a probability that va-

rious deviations from health may retard the maturity of

the fetus. And it is, probably, on this account that dif-Howdii-

ferent legislators have assigned different periods of legi-rii^ses-

timacy : one of the shortest of which is that determined '^^'ill"^^
by (lifteient

upon by the faculty of Leipsic, who have been complai- legislators.

sant enough to decide that a child born five months and Child may
be Ici-

ejght days after the return of the husband, may be con-ii,nate at

sidered as legitimate; and that a fetus at five months is^^'*^
,

„
'-' months,

otten a perfect and healthy child. as deter-

In the ordinary calculation of our own country, <-'>e
J',yp"^^J^^(^.

allowed term does not essentially differ from that in theoi Leipsic^

Code Napoleon, for it extends to nine calendar months or OifHnaiy

forty weeks ; but as there is often much difficulty in deter- tion of

mining the exact day between any two periods of 'ii^"-
Bi'-I^a'i',)

struation in which semination has taken effect, it is usual ninecaien-

to count the forty weeks from the middle of the interval moiuiis oi

before it ceases ; or, in other words, to give a date of '^""y

forty-two wxeks from the last appearance of the menses :

and at the expiration of this term, within a few days before

or after, the labour may confidently be expected.

In tlie progress of pregnancy the size and figure of the Figiue an i

uterus, as well as its position, change consideiably. In uI'.mI.T"

"'

an adult and unimpregnated female, its length is about ''"""S
.

I o 7 o pst'gnancy
two inches and a half; its thickness one inch ; its breath at diifereut

at the fundus something less than its length : and at the P'-'f'"^^
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Class v. cervix about two lines. Before the^nd of the third month
OrderIII. .

Caipotica, it has a tendency to dip towards the pelvis, at which pe-

affectii"
*''"^ •* '"^y ^'^ ^^^^ ^^ ascend

:
during the seventh mnnth

rheimpreg-it forms a line with the navel; in the eiglith month it as-

cends still higher, reaching midway between this organ

and the sternum ; and in the ninth it almost touches the

ensiform cartilage ; at the close of wliich, as though over-

whelmed by its own bulk, it begins again to descend, and

shortly afterwards, fiom the irritation produced by the

weiglit of the child, or, more probably, from the simple

law of instinct, it becomes attacked with a series of spas-

modic contractions extending to the surrounding organs,

Closing which constitute the pains of labour, gradually increase

bour-pains. in Strength, enlarge the mouth of the organ, and pro-

trude the child into the world.

Size and I'j^e gize of the child at tliis time varies considerably

iTe^afthy°
^
in diffei'cnt individuals ; and seems indeed to exhibit some

chiifi at diversity in different countries. Dr. Hunter, from ob-
ihis time. *'

servations madeon some thousands of new-born and per-

fect cliildren in the British Lying-in Hospital, found that

the weight of the smallest was about four pounds, and of

the largest eleven pounds two ounces, ordinarily how-

ever varying from five to eight pounds: whence, as also

from his own observations, Dr. Clarke has calculated

the average weight at seven pounds five ounces and seven

drachms for male children, and six pounds eleven ounces

and six drachms for female.* Dr. Merriman, however,

gives one instance in which the weight reached fourteen

Has reach- pounds : and Sir R. Croft another in which it reached

lidTtieei, fifteen pounds. On the continent, the standard weight

pounris. seems to be considerably less, for M. Camus reckons it at

^vei'ghrap not more than from five to seven pounds for France, and
pareiitiy ]y|^ Rocdcrer at from five pounds to six pounds and a half
less on the ' .,,. i.->ij
Continent for Germany. And consistently with this diminished
than in

gcale M. Camus tells us that out of fifteen hundred and
Great
Britain, foi'ty-one children examined by himself, the greatest

weight was not more than nine pounds, of which there

* Phil. Tian?. Vol. t.xxiv.
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were only sixteen instances : while the Hospice de la Ma- Class v.
OrderIII.

ternitt' at Paris, out of twenty thousand perfect births, acavpotica.

few only hnve reached ten pounds anil a half, and none^'*^^^^®

exceeded it.* At this time the standard length of the the impreg-

skeleton, according to M. Bedard, is eighteen inches, that
"*''°"*

of the spine seven inches and a quarter; the former, at

three months from conception, being only six inches, and

the latter two inches and two-thirds.

. If the fetus be born before the completion of the seventh ^' ^'l^*
^Qfi of prC"

month, it has but a slender chance of surviving; but there mature la-

are afew well-authenticated instances of its livinsj when''""','*o may live.

born earlier. Thus Dr. Norhian gives a very satisfac-

tory narration of a child born in 1815 at Paisley, between

the fourth and fifth month ;f and Fortunis Liceti, who
died at the age of twenty-four, is affirmed by Capuron to

have been born at as early a period of pregnancy.

In natural pregnancy, a strong hearty woman suffers in natural

little considering the great change which many of theanjfstmng

most important organs of both the thorax and abdomen health lit-

are sustaining; and in natural labour, though the return- i„g^:"ind'in

ing pains are vi(dent for several hours, there is little or"^""^J!' |^-
'^ ' hour Imle

no danger. But numerous unforeseen circumstances-Hanger.

may arise from the constitution of the mother, the shape
^''* '^^""

• • ncr may
of the pelvis, the figure or position of the child, to pro- arise from

duce difficulty, danger, and even death. chcifm'-"*

In describing the diseases which appertain to the whole "^"5^^-

of this period, it is not the author's design to do more scope in-

than to take a general i)athological survey, so as to com- *f'
"'^'^

l^^
,

the authoc
municate that kind of knowledge upon the subject which in describ-

every practitioner of the healing art should be acquainted
^""ses^

*''^'

with, even though he may not engage in the obsteti-ic hence en-

branch of his profession. The minuter and more prac-^"'"^'

tical parts, and esjjecially those which relate to the ap-

plication of instruments and the mechanical means of as-

sistance, must be sought for in books and lectures ex-

pressly appropriated to this purpose, with which it is not

his intention to interfere.

* Medical Jurisprudence by J. Paris, M.D. and J. S. M. Fnnblanque,

Esq., Barrister at Law, Vol. ii. p. 101.

t Edin. Med. and Suri?. Journ, Vol. xt.
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GKNFS I.

PARACYESIS.

THE PROGRESS OF PREGNANCY DISTURBED OR ENDAN-

GERKD BY THE SUPERVENTION OF GENERAL OR LO-

CAL DISORDER.

Gen. I. The generic term is derived from ?r«g<», " male," and
Origin of • 1-^ •» fni .11 -1 1

generic «t;»i(r/f, "graviditas." 1 he genus will conveniently embrace
term. ||,p three following species, according as the general s}'S-

tcm, or organs distinct from those immediately concern-

ed, are disturbed ; as the sexual organs themselves are

disturbed ; or as the fruit itself is disturbed and extruded

prematurely

:

1. PARACYESIS IRRITATIVA. CONSTITUTIONAL DERANGE-

MENT OF PREGNANCY.

2. —— UTERINA. LOCAL DERANGEMENT OF

PREGNANCY.

3. ABORTUS. MISCARRIAGE. ABORTION,
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SPECIES I.

PARACYESIS IRRITATIVA.

CfTonstittttConal Brrangtmcnt of l^rffiuaucy.

PREGNANCY EXCITING DISTRESS OR DISTURBANCE IN

OTHER ORGANS OR FUNCTIONS THAN THOSE PRIMA-
RILY CONCERNED.

The new condition of the womb operates upon the whole Gen. i.

or different parts of the system in various ways. We have ^p^^^' ^•

•
_

•'
' Various

frequently had occasion to observe that there is no organ organs af-

whatever which exercises a more extensive control over
^

g^^L q|."

the entire fabric than the uterus, with the exception of ^directly

the stomach; and hence many parts are affected by sym- gt^te o"uie

pathy during its new action, and particularly the brain ^^°"^^ =

and the whole of the nervous function. But its change

of shape, bulk, and position, operates mechanically on

other organs and frequently produces serious mischief by

pressure or irritation; these organs are chiefly the sto-

mach itself, the lungs, the intestinal canal, and the veins

of the legs. And hence the evils resulting from these

causes, may be contemplated under tlie following varie- following

ties :
varieties

:

tt Systatica. Accompanied with faintings, pal-

pitations, convulsions, or other

direct affections of the nervous

system.

/S Dyspeptica. Accompanied with indigestion,

sickness, and head-ache.

y D}«pnoica. Accompanied with diflicult breath-

ing and occasionally a cough.

? Alvina.' Accompanied with derangementof

the alvine canal, as costiveness,

diarrhoea, or hemorrhoids.
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Spec I
* Varicosa. Accompanied with venous tlilatt*

Paracyesis tion of the lower extremities.
initativa,

Constitu- Tliat the nervous system should often suffer severely,

raii'o^irimit
^"*^ '" ^''^•'ious ways during pregnancy, will not appear sin-

of pieg- gular to those who have attended to the remarks w have
p*^^*

. already made concerning the close chain of synipath}* that

tiva systa prevails between the brain and the sexual organs, fi«»m the

Nervous
*'™^ ^^ ^''^ ^^'^^ developement of the latter to their be-

aiiments ofcoming torpid and superannuated on the cessation of the

il^l'^^"^"'^^" catamenia. But in delicate.habits, in which these nervous
IVervous
systpm affections chiefly occur, there is another cause, which is

thiTes^'at
®^®" more powei'ful than the preceding ; and that is the

all times demand of an additional supply of sensorial power in sup-

je'xuai or- P'^''^ of the new process, and, consequently, an additional

gaiis
;
bui excitement and exhaustion of thesensorium, persevered in

paiticular- . ., • n t i

ly in deli- witliout interiuission, and increasing irom day to day.
cate habits Xhis cxcitcment and exhaustion necessarily produce weak-
ana on

1

what ac- ncss ; and of course an irregularity in the flow, and par-

dL^posing^ ticularly in the alternating pauses, of the sensorial cur-

to paipita- rent ; hereby predisposing alike to palpitation of the

c'ope,Tnd heartjclonic spasms,and convulsions, according to the law
convui-

,)f physiology laid down under the genus clonus,* to

which the reader may return at his leisure. Fainting, as

has also been previously shown under the genus syncope,!

is dependent upon the same deficiency of action, rendered

more complete, or more protracted in duration.

Palpitation PALPITATION, in the case before us, is rarely attended
olten an _
effect. with danger, but is often a most distressing symptom. It

returns irregularly in the course of the day or night, but

particularly afler a meal, and very frequently on first lying

down in bed. In the capricious state ot the nervous system

at this time, its return after meals does not seem to be so

much dependent upon the nature of the food as upon the

state of the stomach at the moment : it has recurred after a

light and plain dinner, and been quiet after a more stimu-

lant dinner j and then for a few days has been most severe

after the latter, and least so after the former j for a short

* Vol. tv. p. 428. -i- Id. p. 536.
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•tiine the digestion has gone on tranquilly uuilcr both, and g^sit. i.

then again excited palijitation, and perhaps in an equal «, p. iniu',

degree under both : nor has a total abstinence from solid Jl^^^y^^^-

animalfood afforded any relief. The pulsatory action is Kcvous

sometimes confined to the heart, sometimes alternates with
pJegnan^j.^^

the cceliac or some other arterial trunk in the abdomen, Descrip-

and sometimes with the temporal arteries. Not long ago
]!^^^^^^^

'^^

the author was occasionally consulted by a lady then in uiiidi is

her sixth month, who had been most grievously afflicted ['^g'gjj?^';'^

with this affection from the time of her beginning topuisatoiy

breed, and who then continued subject to it till her con- ^p^'°|.,^p

finement. None of the antispasmodics afforded much, confined to

if any, relief; camphor, in large doses, was found the best
^Jj^g^^^ J^^^-

palliative; the narcotics were all tried in vain ; opium yitemates

maddened the head, and threw out a most distressing l^lge J a^rte.

lichenous rash. The paroxysms usually continued from ijfs.

, Vv 1 . • • 1 1 -^ Illustrated.

two to six or eight hours. Other irritations produced it,

as well as those of the stomach, and especially any sud-

den emotion of the mind.

Syncope or fainting occurs during any period of preg- Syncope or

nancy, but chiefly in the stage of the first three months, of'ten'an

and especially about the time of quickening. After tliis effect.

period the general frame acquires a habit of accoinmoda- Course and

tion to the change that has taken place, and is less easily fj^^^'P'

affected. It is ordinarily produced by more than usual

exertion, exposure to heat, or any sudden excitement of ^.^|^'""°

the mind. It is sometimes of short duration, and the

patient does not lose her recollection ; but in other in-

stances it continues for an hour or upwards. A recum- Remedial

bent position, pungent volatiles, sprinkling the face with^'^^"^"^*^"^"

cold water, and a free exposure to air with a moderate

use of cordials, offer the speediest means of recovery.

The extremities, however, should be kept warm, and the

friction of a warm hand be applied to the feet.

On^of tiie worst ailments that ever accompanies the Convui-

process of gestation is that of convulsions. They may tnlsclu'
occur at any period of this process, and their exciting

causes are not always manifest. The predisposing causes Causes,

are general weakness or irritability of the nervous system,

TOL. V. -32
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Gen. I.
'j a constitutional tendency to epilepsy, or any other clonic

*p. iiiita- spasm, and entosiic plethora. In all these cases there is
i|vd systa-.^

t^o'ili'e danger; for we have to dread apoplexy from a
Nervous ruptiirc of hlood-vessels in the head : and ahortion or

pifgnai.cy, preumture labour trom an extension of the spasmodic ac-
Treatment ti^,, (^ the utenis. No time, theiefore, is to be lost, and

all times^ ^'^^^ remedial process must be as active as it is instant.
double: Eieeding must be had recourse to immediately* as well
tliiitofapo . , ? . , . ^ « . ,

piexy : and •" the atonic as in the entonic lorm of the disease. In the
that of

fjj.g^^ indeed, it is of itself an evil, for it will add to the
aDOi tiOll,

Medical general weakness; but as there is already, or, by arepe-
tieatmcnt. tion of the fit, will unquestionably be, a considerable de-

^ii^^ggp^'"
termination to the head, and more especially as the ves-

entnnic or sels in an atonic and relaxed frame yield easily as well

why
;

'

"^
to anastomosis as to rupture, it v» ill be a far greater evil

but the to omit it. The quantity of blood, however, that it may
blood ab- he adviseable to abstract, must be determined by the con-
stracted t comitaut svmntoms so far as they relate to the head.
vary ac- • '

•'

cording to Generally speaking, in weakly habits, the head is only

s^tances'
aifected secondarily, or by synjpathy with the irritation

of the uterus, Mhere convulsions make their appearance;

and hence bleeding, in such cases, is to be employed rather

111 weakly as a piopli} lactic than as an antidote: and it may be

so'metlmes Sufficient to confine ourselves to the operation of cupj)ing
;

cupping at the same time opening the bowels by an adequate repe-

o/ium af-
tition of some laxative. After this opium must he chiefly

terwards. trusted to, if the spasms stiil continue : and, on their sub-

sidence, or in their interval, the metallic tonics should be

introduced with the warmer bitters.

Iti strong Where, however, the constitution is rohust, and the

bleeding convulsions have been preceded, as is often the fact in this

msued'to ^»se, by a tensive or even heavy pain in the head, vertigo,

fainting : ilhisory cori'uscations before the eyes, or illusory sounds in

and some-
t|,g ^^y^ the eucenhalou is itself the immediate seat of the

times re«
*

peated, disease, and the bleeding even in the first instance should

he followed up to fainting, or at least till twenty ounces

are drawn away, which it vvill fiequently be necessary

to repeat within twenty-four hours afterwards ; and, if the

practitioner be a skilful operator, it w ill be better to ab-
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stract the blood from the jugular vein, as the good effect ^''^^^^^•

will be sooner felt. The iiair should be shaved from the jt p. irrita-

head, and ice-water or other frigid lotions be applied,
Jj^'^^y^^-^-

and very frequently renewed. The bowels must at theNenons

same time be purged vigorously, and dilute farinaceous
^'^'"^!|,i^j.°

food constitute the whole of the diet. Ojjium should be Treatment.

abstained from at least till the general strength is redu- jugular

ced to an atonic state, when if the paroxysms should still ^^/^"
^^°

return, it may be had recourse to in conjunction with an- p,.) ji ,,„.

timonial powder or some other relaxant. plications.

When, in despite of all this treatment, apoplexy hasAp^iJents.

taken place, and is followed by a palsy of a particular ^P'"'" *9

organ, or of an entire side, it will often be found t!iat tlie eci from" at

Daralvtic affection will continue thiouffh the whole course '?^^'^'^'

•» •'

^

^ the S3'stpm

of the pregnancy, and entirely disappear afterwards. is reduced.

Sickness, heart-burn, and other symptoms of indi- if paisy

GESTION are still more common affections than those of'"'^"^^'
"*"

ten conti

the nervous system we have first noticed. These arenues

chiefly troublesome in the commencement of pregnancy,
J,Jg""=''

and evidently prove that they proceed not from any me- , „ . .

, . ,
'

. , ,. . , /3 P. inita-
chanical pressure, either director indirect, against the liva dys-

coats of the stomach, but from mere sympathy with the ^ P^'p^Jj^.

Hew and irritable state of the uterus : for, as the novelty ailments of

of this state wears away and the stomach becomes accus-'"'^^"^"'^^*
Their

tomed to it, the sickness and otiier dyspeptic symptoms cause, pro-

subside gradually, and are rarely troublesome even w hen s,"^^^' '^"'^

the cessci-

in the latter months of pregnancy the uterus has swollen tion of

to its utmost extent, from a length of three inches to that [|'^^|7

°^

of twelve, and has risen nearly as high as the sternum.

The head-ache which occurs as a dyspeptic symptom, Moderate

is of a very different kind from that we have just noticed, ^rTecher
and is rarely relieved by very copious bleedings ; though '» ^^^ ^P'-

the whole of these symptoms are occasionally mitigated by
^^^ ''""^

a loss of eight or nine ounces of blood from the arm, or the

appli('ation of leeches to tlie epigastric region as recom-
mended by Dr. Sims, and M. Lorentz. Cloths wetted
•with laudanum and a|»plied to the pit of tlie stomach have
also been found serviceable in various cases : but the most
efficacious means consist in the employment of gentle lax- ^,^"*^® ^^^^
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Spifc
\*

^^'^^^•''' ^"*^ ^ ^'^^'y
^'a^^* <^^^^t» to which may be added the

p. irrita- usc of the aerated alkaline waters or saline draughts^ in
tiva dys-

j^ gtj^^g of effervescence.
peptica.

Dyspeptic Thc fluid discharged from the stomach on these occa-

pregnancy!
^i""^ ^^ usually limpid, thin, and watery ; but where there

Tieatment. is niuch Straining a little bile is thrown uj) at the same
cooling time. It is rarely that this kind of vomiting produces
icgimen.

^^^^ sei'ious evil ,• though when it has become very obsti-

Vomiting nate, as well as very severe, it has sometimes endanger-
seldom

.

J y o
produces cd a miscarriage. The other symptoms of dyspepsy
cv)i,tiiough

^jgjj.^lj j^pj^gg ^i^j, j_i,jg r^Ytd are rather disquieting than
sometimes » ' i o
endangers sourccs of any degree of alarm. They may often be pal-

iia^'^'e'.'
Hated by some of the means already recommended under

„ . ., LIMOSIS, CARDIAIiGIA,* and DTSPEPSIA.f

tiva dys- The chief symptoms of dyspn(EA that become trouble-

DvTpnctic some during pregnancy are occasional fits of spasmodic

ailments of anhelation. These are mostly common to those whose
pregnancy. . . j. n i i

Symptoms I'cspiratory organs are naturally weak, or who are pre-

described. clisposed to hysteria. The paroxysms are of short dura-

Mode of tion and usually yield witii ease to the warmer sedatives
ueatment.

^^^ antispasmodics. A dry and troublesome cough, how-

ever, is sometimes combined with this state of the chest,

that, if violent, endangers abortion, and has occasionally

produced it. Bleeding will here also be adviseable as the

first step in the cniative process. Eight ounces of blood

will suffice, but the depletion must be repeated at distinct

intervals if the cough sjiould continue unabated. Gentle

laxatives should succeed to the bleeding and be persevered

in as the bowels may require. And to these may be added

the mucilaginous demulcents:]: already recommended in

idiopathic cough, united with such doses of hyoscyamus,

conium, or opium, as are found best to agree with the state

If there be of the constitution. There is little danger, nevertheless, of

va"c1y'ter- this cough terminating in consumption however trouble-

ininates in gome and obstinate it may be in itself, for it is rarely that
consump- ''

,

tion, and twQ superadded actions go forward in the constitution at
x^'hy.

* Vol. T. p. 1S7. t Id, Do 171.

t Id, p. 549.
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the same time : and hence, as we already have had occa- c^fjv. i.

sion to observe, whenever pregnancy takes place in a pa- p.^nita-

tient labouring under phthisis, the wroajress of the latter ^'va dys-

disease is arrested till the new process has run its course.^ Dyspnetic

Derangements of the alvine canal, under some'*''"^*^"'^"^
'

^
pregnancy.

modification or other, accompany most cases of preg- Xraat-

nancy, are often very distressing, and by their irritation "^p"
!

sometimes hasten on labour-pains before their time. thaaivina.

.
These affections are of two very opposite kinds. In^HenTs^Jf'

some instances the intestines participate in the irritability pregnancy

of the uterus, the peristaltic action is morbidly increased,

and there is a troublesome diarrhoea. In others the diarrhoea.

larger intestines appear to be rendered torpid partly,by nesl.'^^

the share of sensorial power which is taken from them in

support of the new action, and partly by the pressure of

the expanding uterus on their coats. In both cases piles

are a frequent attendant, but particularly in the last.

The diarrhoea varies in different individuals from a^i'^^^'^ent

looser flow of proper feces to a muculent secretion, or ahoea.

dejection of dark-coloured offensive stools, accompanied

with a foul tongue and loss of appetite. The first modi-

fication requires no remedy, and may be safely left to it-

self. The second and third import a morbid action of

the excretories of the intestines, and are best relieved by
small and repeated doses of rhubarb with two grains of

ipecacuan to each,f and afterwards by infusions of casca-

rilla, orange-peel, or any other light aromatic bitter.

The costiveness must be carefully guarded against by Treatment

such aperients as are found upon trial to agree best with °* '^°^^'^'<^"

the bowels. Where acidity in the stomach is suspected,

magnesia may be employed, and will often prove suffi-

cient : but where this does not exist, the senna electuary,

Epsom salts, or castor oil, will be found to answer much
better. The piles will usually disappear as soon as the

boweft are restored to a current state : and, if not, they
should be treated according to the plan already laid down
imder proctica marisca.:}:

* Vol. m. CI. in. Ord. iv. Gen. ni. Spec, v.

;• Burns, principles of Midwifery, p. 154. t Vol. i. p. 3C.7.

ness.
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Oeit. I. Varicose dilatations of the veins of tlie lower ex-

6 p. iriita-tremities are a frequent, tlinngh not often a very trouble-
tiva van- g^r^^^ accompaniment of pregnancy. They are chiefly

Varicose found in wonien whose occupation obliges them to be

p|.gg,j",\^ " much on their feet. Where the affected veins are first

perceived to enlarge, the varicose knots may generally be

palliated, prevented by exchanging the accustomed erect position

for a recumbent one, and using tlie legs but little. Where
the varices are actually formed, the legs may be support-

ed with a bandage drawn only v\ith such moderate pres-

sure as to afford sustcntation ; for if carried beyond this

we shall only endanger a worse congestion in some other

pai|t not equally guarded against. For the rest the rea-

der may turn to exangia vauix, in a preceding part of

this work.*
May be Pregnancy may also take place during the existence of
complica- . , ° , y -^ *.

. - ?x , ..

ted with abdominal dropsy, or even give rise to it, and the gene-

d'^oT
"^^ ral pressure and enlargement may be so considerable as

to threaten suffocation. The ascites will be hereby con-

siderably complicated, but its mode of treatment will be

best considered under the latter disease.f

SPECIES II.

PARACYESIS UTERINA.

Socal BerauB^wtnt of J? ejuajug.

PREGNANCY DISTURBED OR ENDANGERED BY SOME DIS-

EASED ATFECTION OF THE UTERUS.

^ J
In the progress of this work, we have seen that on the

Spec. II. commencement and through the course of impregnation

dfan^es ^^^^ periodical secretion of the uterus is suspended; that the

produced
in the ute- * Vol. ill. CI. iir. Ord. IV. Gen. xi. Spec. ii.

lus during j. t r ^ /-n «-> j n o
gestation, ^ ^"f''^'^' ^^' '''• ^'^•^^' ^'«'"- '• ^-'''^- '''
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organ gradually enlarges from its ordinary size till, in Gen.i.

the ninth month, it measures ten or twelve inches from Paracyesi's

top to bottom, and that, in the course of this enlarge-
^j^^J^^J^'^'^'

ment, it changes its position according to a law that is derange-

never dr-partcd fiotn in a state (.f health. pieguaucy.

In a state of morbid action, however, or from some ac- ^^^ ^^^^_

cidental injury, the uterus does not always maintain its sionai aii-

.,. , ... ,, . /• ^i i 1 mentsto
proper position, nor abstain irom throwing tortli not only ^vhich ihej

its ordinary and natural secretions, but other fluids of a''^^'^-

moi'bid character; and hence becomes subject to several

varieties of affection of which it may be sufficient to notice

the following

:

>

a Retroversa. Rctro.version of the uterup.

)3 Leucorrhoica. The uterus secFeting, or exciting in

the vagina a secretion of, leucor-

rhoea, so as to produce debilify.

y Catemenica. The catamenia continuing to recur]

5 Hsemorrhagica. Accompanied with hemorrhage. •

A RETROVERSION OF THE TTERUS may be produced « p, uteii-

in various ways, though it is seldom found except in preg- "^ '^''^°'

nancy, and between the third and fourth month of this Retrovei-

state. This organ, notwithstanding its appendages of
^'j'g"

J'^'^ ^'^'^

broad and round ligaments, is still left pendulous in the Described.

hypogastrium : and hence, if the fundus or broad and

upper part happen, by a scirrhous induration, or preg-

nancy, or any other means, to acquire a certain bulk and
weight, and if at the same time the cervix, or lower and

narrow part, be pushed on one side by any accidental

force, as that of the bladder when distended, the broad

and upper part w ill tumble downward, while the narrower

part ascends and takes its place. It is this w hich consti-

tutes a retroverted uterus ; but as it occasionally occurs

under other states than that of pregnancy we have treated

of it already, under the genus .35doptosis uteri, where

we have stated the mode of treatment to be adopted in

the case before us.

Leucorrhcea is a result of the increased action ex- fJ'w '!"

flted in every part of the uterus, or of the upper part of ihoica.

Leucor-
vhrpa.
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Gkn.I.
Spec. II.

jS P. uteri-

naleucor-
rhoica.

Leucor-
ihoea.

Descrip-

tion.

Rocui-
lence of

iiieiistnia-

tion a fre-

(uient evil.

In vigo-

rous habits

continues

sometimes
without

mischief.

Some have
never men-
struated

but

the vagina which is inflamed hy continuous sympathy.

We Ijave already observed that the mucous discharge de-

nominated leucorrhoea, or whites, appears to be secreted

from the lower part of the uterus, and the upper part of

the latter organ :* and hence any excitement operating oh

the fundus of the womb may be easily conceived under a

particular condition of the cervix of the uterus and the

vagina, or of the system generally, capable of producing

this secretion in considerable abundance.

"When treating of leucorrhoea as an idiopathic affection

we remarked that where the discharge is excessive it pro-

duces con.siderable debility of the system generally, and of

the sexual and lumbar region more particularly ; and that

when it becomes chronic, it often degenerates into an

acrimonious condition and occasions great disquiet by

excoivating the cuticle to a considerable extent.

Both these evils are consequent upon its occurrence in

pregnancy, and the first has, occasionally, threatened

abortion. They are to be relieved by the remedial pro-

cess already pointed out under the genus ieucokrhcea

in the first order of the present class.f

A continuance of the catameniai dischakge at the

regular periods, is also, in many cases of delicate habits,

a source of great weakness and discomfort, and sometimes

endangers miscarriage or premature labour: in all which

instances it ought to be checked by a recumbent position,

aiid particularly a little before the time in which it may be

expected, and by the other means already enumerated

under paramenia superelua in the present class.:): It

has sometimes continued, however, in strong and vigor-

ous habits through the whole period of pregnancy without

any serious mischief ;§ though, even here, it has usually

been found to produce general debility, and many trouble-

some dyspeptic symptoms.

Hemman
II
and several other writers give cases of wo-

* Supra, p. 66. t Supra, p. 70.

% Supra, p. 60. i Hagedorn, Cent. Ii. Obs. 94.

il
Mediciiiisch-Chirurgischc Aufaaze. Berl. 1778.~Hopfergartner, (ibev

menfchliche Entwiklungen. p. 71. Sturc;. 1792.
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men who have never menstruated except when in a state
g^^^^^j

of pregnancy : such is the degree of irritation which theotp.uterina

secretories of the uterus, in some instances, demand, in
[^^J°^-

order to be roused into a due performance of their func- Leucoi-

tion. So, some persons can only see on a full exposure
^^'^^j'jjjgj^j

to a meridian light,* and others can only hear when the ;„ preg.

tympanum is irritated by the noise of a drum or of a car- nancy.

riage, suilicient to deafen all the world around them.f ^^
^'"^

Hemorrhage from the uterus is sometimes connected ^^^""^ ''^"

» .
. .

morrhage
with this irregular return of tlfe periodical discharge, as an occa-

we have alieady observed it is not unfrequently in an un-g'^"^,*

impregnated state of the organ. In both cases this is often a

usually a consequence of great general debility, and it is querTce of

hence the more alarming in any period of parturition, as gf*:^*
de-

risking the loss of the uterine fruit. In the delicacy ofha-

bit we are now contemplating, bleeding would only add to

the debility or predisponent cause : and we must content

ourselves with the plan already recommended under atonic

hemorrhage of the uterus in a prior class and volume.:{:

Where the discharge has been induced by external vio-

lence, or a sudden emotion of the mind, venesection will

be the best remedy we can have recourse to, and after-

wards thirty or five and thirty drops of laudanum in a

saline draught with two or three grains of ipecacuan.

SPECIES III.

PARACYESIS ABORTUS.

^^U'jscavrtagc. atjoitiow.

PREMATURE EXCLUSION OF A BEAD FETUS FROM THE
UTERUS.

We have stated in the introductory remarks to the present Gew. i.

SP£G III.
order that the usual term of pregnancy is forty weeks, or

* Vol. IV. Paropsis noctifoga, p. 204.

t Voh IV. Paracusis perversa, p. 250.

t Vol. HI. Class 111. Ortl. iv. Gen. ii. Spec. ii.

vox. V. ' 23
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s^ ""^'iii
"'"^ calendar montlis. Within this period, however, the

Paracyesis fctus may be inovbidly expelled at any time. If the ex-

Miscar'-
clusion take place within six weeks after conception it is

liage. usually called miscarriage; if between six weeks and six
or ion.

jyionths, ABORTION ; if duHug any part of the last three

riage, how months before the completion of the natural term, pre-

^'fV'"^"'^'^'-^i^TURE LABOUR. Amonff some Writers, however, abor-
ed ironi c ' '

abortion, tion and miscarriage are used synonymously, and both are

matme ^ade to express an exclusion of the fetus at any time be-

labour, fore the commencement of the seventh month. At seven
Fetus may months the fetus will often live. It has been born alive,
live at

_

'

seven in a few rare instances, at four months;* and has as rarely
mont s.

continued alive when born between live and six months.f

born alive The process of gestation may be checked, however,
at four

:

from its earliest period : for many of the causes of abor-
andconti- ^ •'

nued alive tion, which can operate afterwards, may operate through-

five^nd six
**"^ *'*^ entire term, and hence a miscarriage occurs not

months, uufrequently within three weeks after impregnation, or
Miscar- before the ovum has descended into the uterus. In this
iiage may
occur at case the pains very much resemble those of difficult men-

G^^^f'i°o'i' struation ; and with a considerable discharffe of clottedbometimes
" o

at three or coagulated blood the tunica decidua passes away alone,

r^'' " havinsj also some resemblance to that imperfect form of
Symptoms *-' '

at that pe- it, which we have already noticed as being produced in

"° ' some cases of difficult menstruation, but exhibiting a more
Abortion in , , , ^ , a i i i i

subsequent Completely membranous structure. And here theovulum
periods escanes unperceivcd at some subsequent period, and is
consists of ' *^ ' •

two stnges, probably decomposed and incapable of being traced.

aTd^'exc'iu"
^" later periods of pregnancy, abortion consists of

sion. two parts or stages ; the separation of the ovum from
These may

^j^^ fundus of the womb, and its expulsion from the mouth.
be simulta- '

neousor Sometimes these take place very nearly simultaneously,
remote.

^^^^ sometimes several days or even weeks intervene ; so

that the process of abortion may considerably vary in its

duration, and become exceedingly tedious. In several

cases I have known the ovum remain undischarged for

* A. Reyes, Campus Elys. Quest. 90. p, 1164.

t Brouzet. sur I'Education Medicinale des Enfans. i. p. 37.
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upwards of six weeks, and, in one case, for three months
g^^^f /jj

after its separation, and consequently after the death of Pavacyesis

the fetus, comparing its size and appearance with the ^j'^gj^'^^^r

ascertained term of gestation. a^e.

rr,, . . . , r^ 1 .1,1 • • AbOltiOl).
Throu2:h tlie whole of this period there is an occasion-,,,,

•-> *
^ U hen re-

al discharge from the vagina, and often temporary dis- mote a dii^-

quietudes, and even contractile pains in the uterus. But|:^.|j^)j^j^^j,

both are of a very different kind from those which occur yagUia dm.

antecedently to the separation of the ovum. The first igf^^ai

.

pains are usually sharp and cxpulsory, with a free dis- a"*^ o'^ca-

1 f> 1 . 1 1 . • 1 1 • sioiiai dis-

charge of clotting arterial blood ; sometimes, indeed, inquietude

an alarming, though rarely ti dangerous profusion ; the|'"J^P.'^'"^

'

last are dull and heavy, and the discharge is smaller in em from

quantity, dark and fetid. We may also judge of the de-
l^ecede^*

tachment of the ovum, and consequently tiie death of the separation.

fetus, by the cessation of those sympathetic symptoms
^l^*^^?^^^'^'

which have hitherto connected tiie stomach and the mam- symptoms.

mse with the action of the uterus ; as the morning sick-

ness, and the increasing plumpness of the breasts, which,

not unfrcquently, are so stimulated as to secrete already

a small quantity of milk. On the separation of the ovum
from the fundus of the uterus all these disappear ', the

stomach maybe dyspeptic, but without the usual sickness,

and the breasts become more than ordinarily flaccid.

The ovum, when at length discharged, comes away very Descent or

differerrtly in different cases. Sometimes the whole ovum
is expelled at once ; but more generally it is discharg-

ed in detached parts, the fetus first escaping with the li-

quor amnii, or desccndisig with its own proportion of the

placenta, the maternal proportion following some hours,

or even days, afterwards. And, where there arc twins, one in case of

of the fetuses, naked or surrounded with its membranes,*"'"^-

is usually expelled alone, and the other not till an interval

of several hours, or even a day or two ; the discharge of

blooJ ceasing, and the patient appearing to be in a state

of recovery : so that it is difficult to determine whether

or not there are twins in cases of early abortion.

The causes of abortion are very numerous ; and some Causes of

of them are rather to be conjectured than fully ascertained, various

Isind^.
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Geni.^ They may depend upon the ovum itself, upon the uterus

Paracyesis itself, or upon the uterus as affected hy the nature of the
Abortus, matenral constitution, or accidental lesions.
Miscarri-

age. " Tlie imperfections observable in ova," remarks Dr.
Abortion.

Dgjjjjjaj,^ " are ofilifferent kinds, and found occasionally
Causes <ie

jj^ every part : a?id there is usually a consent between
pendent ^ i 7 j

upon the the fetus and the shell of the ovum, as the placental part
ovum.

j^j^^i ipembranes may be called, but not always. For

examples have occurred in which the fetus has died before

the termination of the third month, yet the shell, being

healthy, has increased to a certain size, has remained till

the expiration of the ninth month, and then been expelled,

according to the genius and constitution of the uterus,

though frequently it has been found to have undergone

greatchanges,as,forinstance,in many cases of hydatids."*

Causes de- « It is remarkable," says the same author, " that wo-

upon^the 'M^n who are in the habit of miscarrying, go on in a very

nature of pvomisinff Way to a certain time, and then miscarry, not
the uterus* mt <y •*

once, but for a number of times, in spite of all the me-

thods that can be contrived, and all the methods that

can be given : so that, besides the force of habit, there

is sometimes reason to suspect that the uterus is incapa-

ble of distending beyond such size, before it assumes its

disposition to act, and that it cannot be quieted till it has

excluded the ovum. What I am about to say, will not,

I hope, be construed as giving a license to irregularity

of conduct, which may often be justly assigned as the im-

mediafte cause of abortion, or lead to the negligent use of

those means that are likely to prevent it. But from the

examination of many ova after their expulsion, it has ap-

peared that their longer retention could not have produced

any advantage, the fetus being decayed, or having ceased

to grow^ long before it was expelled. Or the ovum has

been in such a state as to become wholly unfit for the

purpose it was assigned to answer: so that if we could be-

lieve there was a distinct intelligence existing in every

part of the body, we should say it was concluded in

* Practice of Midwifery, Edit. 5. p. 508. Rvo,
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council that this ovum can never come to perfection and
g^J^j^jj

«ball be expelled.'** Paiacyesis

The causes of abortion of a constitutional or accidental
jyngcar!'

kind are more obvious. Thev may be internal and de-r'age..
" Abortion.

pend upon a relaxed or debilitated state of the system ge-
Cy3.IISGS

tierally, and consequently of the uterus as a part of it ; or cunstitu-

external, and depend on adventitious circumstances. ^J"*
,'n""dentai.

ent pressure, as that of tight stays, by preventing the

uterus from duly enlarging, is an obvious cause, as is also

that of a sudden s!iock by a fall, or a blow on the abdomen

:

violent exertion of every kind is a cause not less obvious,

as that of immoderate exercise in dancing, riding, oreven

walking ; lifting heavy weights
;
great straining to evacu-

ate the feces, or too frequent evacuations from a powerful

purgative. Violent excitement of the passions, as terror,

anxiety, sorrow, or joy. Violent excitement of the exter-

nal senses by objects of disgust—whether of sight, sound,

taste, or even smell; or whatever else tends to disturb or

check the circulation suddenly, and hereby to produce

fainting, will often prove a cause of abortion. And when

once this affection has been produced, the organs with dif-

ficulty recover their elasticity, and it is extremely aptto^^^'^^^^'-

recur upon the slightest causes. Plater gives us an ac-to recur.

count of fourteen miscarriages in succession ;f Werlhoff, ^^^upt*^"^"

of five within two years ',\ and Werloschnig, of not less wards of

than eight in a single year.§ WoJfius relates the history t[mes.^

of a woman, who, in the whole course of her life, suffered

twenty-two distinct abortions :|| and Schultz, that of an-

other, who, in spite of every remedy, miscarried twenty-

three times, and uniformly in the third month, probably

from an indisposition in the uterus to become distended

further, as suggested in similar cases by Dr. Dennian in

the passage just quoted from him.

Ansther, and a very frequent cause, is plethora, and Cause

this, whether it be from entony or atony. *' The uterus,"
pig'^^^j^

whether
* Denman, ubi supra, p. 503. + Observationes, Lib. ii. p. 467. entonic or

^: 0pp. iir. p. 713. 4 De Curationibus Verno-aututnn. p. 496. atonic.

J!
Lection. Memorab. p. 418.
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^^^'J' observes Mf. Burns, *' being a large vascular organ, is

Paracyesis obedient to the laws of vascular action, whilst the ovum is

IVUscar-
niorc influenced by those regulating new formed parts;

liage. with this difference, however, that new formed parts or

How en-
tumours are united firnjiy to the part from which they

tonic fifrow by all kinds of vessels, and generally by fibrous or
plethora ° „ , , . ., .

^
. ....

acts. cellular substance, whilst tlic ovum is connected to the

uterus only by very tender and fragile arteries and veins.

If, therefore, more blood be sent to the maternal part of

the ovum than it can easily receive, and circulate, and act

under, a rupture of the vessels will take place, and an ex-

travasation and consequent separation be produced : or

even where no rupture is occasioned, the action of the

ovum may be so oppressed and disordered as to unfit it

for continuing the process of gestation."*
How Now in atonic plethora, or that commonh' existinsj in
atonic pie- * _

•' "^

thoia acts, high and fashionable life, among those who use little exer-

cise, live luxuriously, and sleep in soft warm beds, al-

though the action that accompanies the pressure is feeble

compared with what occurs in tlie opposite state, the ves-

sels themselves arc feeble also, and their mouths and

tunics are exceedingly apt to give way to even a slight

impetus : and hence plethora becomes a frequent cause of

abortion in women of a delicate habit and unrestrained in-

dulgence.

Mode of Among the robust and the vigorous, liowever, its mode
action ofOperation is still more obvious and direct. An increased
most ob- ^

viousin flow of blood is here forced urgently on the uterus, which

^"'m"'^ participates irresistibly in the vehemence of the action ; so

that if the vessels do not suddenly give way, and hemo-

rrhage instantly occur, the patient feels a tensive weight in

the region of the uterus, and shooting pains about the

pelvis. "This cause," observes M. Burns, " is especially-

apt to operate in tiiose wi»o a^'e newly married, and wlio

are of a salacious disposition, as the action of the uterus is

thus much increased, and the existence of plethora render-

ed doubly dangerous. In these cases, whenever the meu-

* Principles of Midwifery, 3d. Edit. 8vo. p. 191.
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ses have become obstructed, all causes tending to in- Gen. r,

crease the circulation must be avoided, and often a tem- Paracyesis

porary separation from the husband is indispensable."*
m*^"*^'"^"

The general treatment of abortion consists of two in- riage.

tentions, that of preventing it when it threatens; and^*^""'""'

that of safely leading the patient through it when there
J/^JJJ^j^J^

is little doubt that it has taken place. embraces

The chief symptoms menacing abortion are transitory tio„s" uiat

pains in the back or hypogastric region, or a sudden he-*'/P'^^^^""

morrhage from the vagina. In all these cases the first step subsequent

to be taken is a recumbent position, and when the patient '"^"^§^"

is once placed in this state we should deliberately examine Preventive

into tlie nature of the cause. If there be symptoms of ple-P'^cess.

thora, or oppression, if an accident, or a sudden emotion of

the mind, or severe exercise, as of dancing, riding, or even

walking, have produced them by disturbing the equilibri-

um of the circulating system, blood should be immediately

taken from tl»e arm, and all irritation removed from the

bowels by a gentle laxative or injection. In plethora, in-

deed, we may go beyond this, and empty the bowels more
freely ; yet even here our object should be to reduce with-

out weakening. In every instance, except where plethora

prevails, after abstracting blood, the next best remedy is

a full dose of opium consisting of thirty or forty drops of

laudanum, or more if the symptoms be urgent, and repeat-

ed every three or four months till the object is obtained.f

And where the system is so feeble or emaciated that bleed-

ing is counter-indicated, we must content ourselves with

giving sulphuric acid with small doses of digitalis, unless,

indeed, there be much tendency to sinking at the stomach,

and, in this case, we must limit our practice to the mineral

acids and opium, and gently relieving the bowels.

By this pliin the pains originating from incidental causes Same pro-

are often checked, and the partial separation of the ovum
be^^jong^"^

that Iws commenced is put a stop to. But the remedial continued

process is thus far merely begun : the patient, for some^tg^success.

weeks, must be peculiarly attentive to her diet, which

* Burns, ut supra, p. 192. t Aaskow, Act. Soc. Mid. Hafn. Tom. t.
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Gen. I. should be light and sparing, and if exercise of any kind

Paracyesis he allowed, it should be that of swinging, or of any easy
Abortus, carriage. Cold bathing, and especially cold sea-bathing,

riage. is of great importance ; and where these cannot conve-

Treatment
"^®"*'y be had, a cold hip or shower bath may be eia-

Coid appii- ployed in their stead ; and if there shonld still be the

cations lo- slightest issuc of blood from the vagina, injections of cold

astringent water, or of a solution of alum, or sulphate of zinc,
injections, ghould be thrown up the passage two or three times ar

day : or an icicle or a snow-ball be employed as a pessary.

ding to be" If the habit be peculiarly vigorous and robust, stimu-
exchanged lants and softness of bed-clothes must be carefully avoid-

mattrass. ed, and the downy couch be exchanged for a hard mat-
A little trass. But ifthe constitution be delicate and emaciated,

lowed to two or three glasses of wine may be allowed daily, and
the weak- ^ course of augustura, columbo, or some other bitter tonic

Sexual should be entered upon. In either case, however, it is

tobTab"" absolutely necessary that sexual connexion should be

stained abstained from for ten days or a fortnight.

Un™t r
^* ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ heen very much the custom to confine

rupted use womeu of a Very delicate frame, and especially after they

bentpos."" ^^^® ^^^^ miscarried, to a lecumbent position from the

ture re- first symptom of conception through the whole term of

ed'by^some. gestation. In a few cases this may be a right and advan-
The (lues- tagcous practice, but in the present day it is employed far

mined. too indiscriminately. Among the causes of abortion we
Useful in have just enumerated there are many it can never touch,

buT inap- ' ^s whcro the ovum itself is at fault, or there is a natural
piicabie to indisposition in the uterus to expand beyond a certain

in which a diameter. In this last case, if we could be sure of it, a

bath i'^s'^
tepid hip-bath employed every evening, about the time the

more likely abortion is expectcd, would be a far more likely means of
to^be use-

ppgyenting it : for we should act here as in all other afiec-

iilustrated. tions where our object is to relax and take ofi" tension, in

which states we uniformly employ warmth and moisture

;

commonly, indeed, a bread and water poultice. And
hence, in the instance before us, one of the best applica-

tions we could have recourse to would be a broad swathe

of flannel moistened with warm water and applied round
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the loins and lower belly every night on going to bed, sur- J^^^
i-

rounded externally with a dry swathe of folded linen. Paracyecia

This should be worn tlirouffh the whole niffht* and con- ^3?®'^-"l-o o 7 Miscani-
tinued for a fortnight about the time we have reason to ex- age.

pect a periodical return of abortion from the cause now Treat-°"*

alluded to. 'nent.

I was lately requested to join in consultation with an Further ii-

obstetric physician upon the state of a young married lady f"omVcase

of a highly nervous and irritable frame united with great'" ^^'''<='» *'

energy and activity both of mind and body, who had hi- to hasten

therto miscarried about the third month of gestation, by ""s<^^"'-

braving all risks, taking walks of many miles at a stretch,

or riding on horseback for half the day at a time. She was
now once more in the family-way, and had just commenced
the discipline of only quitting her bed for the sofa to which

she was carried, and on which she was ordered to repose

with her head quite flat and in a line with her body, and
without moving her arms otherwise than to feed herself:

and to continue in this motionless state for the ensuing

eight months. Without entering into the immediate

cause of her former miscarriages, I ventered to express

my doubts whether so sudden and extreme a change would

not rather hurry on than prevent abortion, by accumu-

lating such a degree of sensorial power as should produce

an insupportable dysphoria or restlessness, which would

peculiarly vent itself on the organ of greatest irritation.

But I recommended that all exertion of body and mind

should be moderated, that the diet should be plain, the

hours regular, that the position should be generally recum-

bent, and strictly so for a fortnight about the time in

which abortion might be expected. It was over-ruled,

however, to persevere in the plan already adopted from the

moment, and every sedentary relief and amusement that

could be devised was put in requisition to support the pa-

tient's Spirits. She went on well for a week, but at the end

of this period became irritable, fatigued, and dispirited f
and miscarried at about six weeks from conception, instead

of advancing to three months as she had hitherto donCc

vol. V. 24
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Gkn I Even in the case of a delicate and relaxed frame, and of
Spkc. III. .1,1

•Paiacyesis a miiiu tluvt lias no objection to confinement, it is well
Abortus, ^vopth consideration whether the ordinary means of auff-

age. mentiiig the general strength and elasticity by such tonics

Tre^n-""' ^^ ^'"^ found bcst to agree with the system, and such ex-

nient. crcises as may be taken without fatigue ; particularly any

"ll'mcms' °^ those kinds of motion which the Greeks denominated
\yorth con- seora, as swinging or sailing, riding in a palanquin, or in a
*>' euiig.

carriage with a sofa-bed or hammock,—which, as we ob-

served on a former occasion,* instead of exhausting, tran-

quillize and prove sedative, retard the pulse, produce

sleep, and calm the irregularities of every irritable organ,

—may not be far more likely to carry the patient forward

than a lifeof unchanging indolence, and undisturbed rest,

which cannot fail to add to the general weakness, how
much soever the posture it inculcates may favour the quiet

of the uterus itself.

Riaiiage- We have thus far supposed that there is a mere danger

."honimi o^ abortion, and that the symptoms are capable of being
where it suppressed. But if the pains, instead of being local and

irregular, should have become regular and contractile be-

fore medical assistance is sought for, or should have ex-

tended round the body, and been accompanied with strong

cxpulsory efforts, and particularly if, in conjunction with

those, there should have been a considerable degree of he-

morrhage, our preventive plan will be in vain, a separation

has unquestionably taken place, and to check the descent

of the detached ovum would be useless if not mischievous.

Even though the pains should have ceased we can give no

encouragement, for such a cessation only affords a strong-

er proof that the effect is concluded.

When the If the discharge continue but in small quantity, it is

smaiMr best to let it take its course ; to confine the patient to a
should be |jpj lightly covcrcd with clothing, and give her five and

self.
' twenty or thirty drops of laudanum. Bleeding is often

had recourse to with a view of effecting a revulsion : it is

* Marasmus Phthisis, Vol. iii. Ci. iii. Orel. iv. Gen. ill. Sp. v,,^
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uncalled foj', however, and may do mischief by augment- o^'^^-[-

ing the weakness. Pancycsis

But the practitionej- often arrives when the discharge ^/:""^"^-
' "-' Miscal-

ls in great abundance and amounts to a flooding; and thcriage.

patient is faint and sinking, and seems ready to expire.' ^1 °atment.

To the inexpeiienced these symptoms are truly alarm- j|,.„t,„ef,f

ing, and, in a few instances, sudden death appears to '"flooding.

Lave ensued from the exhaustion that accompanies them. %'^P'.""^'^

But these are very uncommon cases, fpr it rarely happens but not of-

that the patient does not recover in an hour or two from'®"
'^'^''

the deliouium : and even the syncope itself is one of the ^y"*"°P^ '*'

«. . !> • 1 I 1 !• 1
self of use.

most effectual means of putting a check to the discharge

by the sudden interruption it gives to all vascular action.

Cold, both external and internal, is here of the utmost ^°'^f^- ,
teinal and

importance; the bcd-curtains should be undrawn, the internal.

"windows thrown open, and a sheet alone flung over the

patient; while linen wrung out in cold water, or ice-water,

.should be applied to the lower parts of the body and re-

newed as its temperature becomes warm : witliholding the

application, however, as soon as the hemorrhage ceases.

Injections should, in this case, be desisted from ; for the injections

formation of clots of blood around the bleeding vessels ffps^stef"

should be encouiagcd as much as possible, instead of be-f'""i> »"'

ing washed away. And for this reason it is now a com-

mon practice to plug the vagina as tight as possible with Tiic vagi-

sponge or olds of linen, or, what Is better, a silk hand- J|'^,g^cd'!

kerchief, smeared over with oil that they may be intro-

duced the more easily, and afterwards to confine the plug

with a T bandage. This plan has been long recommend-
ed by Dr. Hamilton, and has been extensively followed

"with considei-able success. Here, also, Dr. Hamilton

prescribes large doses of opium as an auxiliary, begin- Opium in

ning with five grains, and continuing it in doses of three
'^"^^c doses.

grains every three hours, till the hemorrhage has entirely

ceased. OjSium, however, is given with most advantage ^hen given

where the flooding takes place after the expulsion of the vantage-

ovum ; for if this have not occurred its advantage njay be °"^'^ "

questioned, since it has a direct tendency to interrupt thai.

iTiuscular contraction without which the ovum cannot be
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Gen. I.

Spkc. in.
Paracyesis
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Miscar-
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expelled. And it should be farther observed that where

opium is had recourse to in such large doses as are above

proposed, it must not be dropped suddenly, for the most

mischievous consequences would ensue; but must be con-

tinued in doses gradually diminishing till it can at length

be omitted with prudence.

If the flooding occur after the sixth or seventh month,

and the debility be extreme, the hand should be introduc-

ed into the uterus as soon as its mouth is sufficiently di-

lated, and the child turned and brought away. And if,

before this time, a considerable degree of irritation be kept

up in the womb from a retention of the fetus or any con-

siderable part of the ovum after its separation, one or

two fingers should also be introduced for the purpose of

hooking hold of what remains, and bringing it away at

once. Such a retention is often exceedingly distressing,

the dead parts continuing to drop away in membranous or

filmy patches for several weeks intermixed with a bloody

and offensive mucus. And not unfrequently some danger

of a typhous fever is incurred from the corrupt state of the

unexpelled mass. In this case the strength must be sup-

ported with a nutritious diet, a liberal allowance of wine,

and the use of the warm bitters, with ntineral acids. It is

also of great importance that the uterus itself be well and

frequently washed with stimulant and antiseptic injec-

tions, as a solution of alum or sulphate of zinc, a decoc-

tion of cinchona or pomegranate bark, a solution of myrrh

or benzoin, or, what is better than any of them, negus

made with rough port wine. The injection must not be

wasted in the vagina, but pass directly into the uterus;

and, on this account, the syringe must be armed with a

pipe made for the purpose and of sufficient length.

The application of cold then, plugging the vagina, opi-

um, and perfect quiet, and, where the pulse is full, vene-

section, are the chief remedies to be employed in abortions,

or threatenings of abortion, accompanied with profuse

hemorrhage : and wiiere these do not succeed, and es-

pecially after the sixth month, immediate delivery should

be resorted to. The process, howeverj of applying cohl
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should not be continued longer than the hemorrhage de- Gen. i.

Spfc III

mands ; for cold itself, when in extreme, is one ot the most paiacyesis*

powerful sources of sensorial exhaustion we are acquaint- ^}!°^^"^:
*

. . ^ IVJiscarri-

ed w ith. And hence, where the system is constitutional- nge.

ly weak, and particulaily where it has been weakened by '^'^'"*'0"'

a recurrence of the same discharge, it may be a question

"well worth weighing whether any thing beh)w a mode-

rately cool temperature be allow able even on the first at-

tack? as also whether the application of v\arm clotlis to

the stomach and extremities might not be of more advan-

tage ? for unless the extremities of the ruptuied vessels

possess some degree of power they cannot possibly con-

tract, and the flow of blood must continue. And it is in

these cases that benefit has sometimes been found by a still

wider departure from the ordinary rules of practice, and

the allowance of a little cold negus. So that the utmost

degree of judgement is necessary on this occasion, not

only how far to carry the established plan, but on peculiar

emergencies how far to deviate from, and even <»ppose it.

We have said that the hemorrhage which takes place Heioa^

in abortions, however profuse, is raielv accomijanied with '.'^Hges
• • ' Irom abor-

serious effects. Tliis, however, must be limitod to the tion in-

first time of their taking place : for if they occur fiequent-
7''''^® '"

o « J » clanger as

ly in the course of a single gestation, or form a habit of they in-

recurrence in subsequent pregnancies, the blood, from recurrence.

such frequent discharges, loses its proper crasis; the

strength of the constitution is broken down ; the sensorial o/fre^quent

fluid is secreted in less abundance, perhaps in less ener- '^^'ortions.

gy ; and all the functions of the system are of consequence

performed with a considerable degree of languor. The
increasing sensorial weakness produces increasing irrita-

bility: and hence slighter external impressions orrasion

severer mischief, and the patient becomes subj»'ct to fre-

quent fits of hysteria, and other spasmodic affections.

Nor js this all : for the stomach cannot digest its food,

the intestines are sluggish, the bile is irregularly secre-

ted, the heart acts feebly ; and the whole of this misera-

ble train of symptoms is apt to terminate in dropsy.
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GENUS II.

PAROD YNIA.

THE PROGRESS OF LABOUR DISTURBED OR ENDANGERED
BY IRREGULARITY OF SYMPTOMS, PRESENTATION OR

STRUCTURE.

Gen. II. The generic term is a Greek compound from «-«|iaj, male,
Regularity

^j^ j ^^^^ q,. ^^ a jolor parturientis." All the differ-
with which 7 3j t-

uteio-ges-.ent species of vi\iparous animals have a term of utero-

p^e'te's'itsI^fS^station peculiar to themselves, and to which they ad-
and tei- here with a wonderful precision. Among women we have

already said that this term is forty weeks, being nine

calendar or ten lunar months. Occasionally the expul-

sory process commences a little within this period, and

occasionally extends a little beyond it : but, upon the

whole, it is so true to this exact time as clearly to show it

to be under tho influence of some particular agenry, though

the nature of such agency has ne\er been satisfactorily

pointed out. Sometimes the weight of the child has been
Supposed *

, r. .1 II- • • J- 1

causes of supposcd to force it downwards at this precise period, and
labour sometimes the uterus lias been supposed to contract, from
pains on i i '

ihecompie-its inability of expanding any farther, and hence fiom an

pregnancy irritable excitement produced by the pressure of the grow-

ing fetus. By other physiologists it has been ascribed to

the increasing activity of the child, and the uneasiness oc-

casioned by its movements. But it is a sufficient answer

to all these hypotheses to remark that a like punctuality

is observed whethe^the child be smdll or large, alive or

dead; unless, indeed, the death took place at a premature

period of the pregnancy ; for "No fact," says Dr. Den-

man, " is more incontestably proved than that a dead
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child, even though it may have become putrid, is com- ^^^- li«

monly born after a labour as regular and natural in eve- Morbid la-

ry part of the process as a living one :"* and hence we can '^°"^"

only resolve it into the ordinaj'y lavv of instinct or of na- ^^''"^ppii'

lure, like that vvhiclt regulates the term of menstruation," unsatisfac-

or assert still more intelligibly with Avicenna that," at *°'y =
'?;"''

'-' •' hence best

the appointed time labour comes on by the command of jesoived

fl 1 „ into the or-"""• dinary law

. In natural labour, which consists in a gradual enlarge- of instinct,

ment of the mouth of the womb, and the diameter of the pointment

vagina, so as to suffer the child to pass away when urged "f Provi-

irom above by a repetition ot expulsatory contractions ot general

the uterus and all the surrounding muscles, there is little l*.^'*,
*-•

.
Little or no

or no danger, however painful or distressing to the mother, danger in

These contractions, or labour-pains, continue with a^oy""^^*'^'

greater or less regularity of inter\ al and recurrence from „

two hours to twelve, the process rarely terminating soon- term of la-

cr than the former period, or later than the latter: the
['°"'j,o°"g

ordinary term l)eing ahout six hours. to twelve.

. But unhappily labours do not always proceed in a na-^^'?^f °^
^' ''

,
•' * morbid la-

tural course ; for sometimes there is a feebleness or irre-bour.

gularity in the muscular action that greatly retards their

progress ; or a derangement of some remote organ that

sympathizes with the actual state of the uterus, and pro-

duces the same effect ; or the mouth of the uterus itselfTs

peculiarly rigid and unyielding; or the natural presenta-

tion of the child's head may be exchanged for some other

position ; or the maternal pelvis may be misshapen, and
not afford convenient room for the descent of the child ; or

there may be a plurality of children ; or, even after the

birth of the child, the placenta may not follow with its or-

dinary regularity ; or an alarming hemorrhage may super-

vene; each of which conditions becomes a distinct species

of disease in the progress of morbid labour, and the whole
of which may be arranged as follow :

1, PARODYNIA ATONICA. ATONIC LABOUR.

IMPLASTICA. UNPLIANT LABOUR.

Praci. of Midwifery, Svo. Edit. 5, p. 265.
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Gen. II. 3, PARODYNIA SYMPATHE-
Parodynia,
Morbid TICA.
labour. .

4. PERVERSA.

GENETICA. [ORD. lu.

COMPLICATED LABOUR.

5.

6.

7.

PRETERNATURAL PRESENTA-

TION. CROSS-BIRTH.

AMORPHICA. IMPRACTICABLE LABOUR.

PLURALIS. MULTIPAROUS LABOUR.

SECUNDARIA. SEQUENTIAL LABOUR.

SPECIES I.

PARODYNIA ATONICA,

Sltontc Hatour.

Gkn. II.

Spkc. I.

Pathologi-

cal re-

marks.

LABOUR PROTRACTED BY GENERAL OR LOCAL DEBTLI-

TT, OR HEBETUDE OF ACTION.

It often happens in various affections of the system that

a general law is incapable of being carried into eflFectwith

promptness and punctuality from weakness or indolence

of the organs that are chiefly concerned in its execution.

Thus, when vaccine or vai'iolous fluid is properly insert-

ed under the cuticle, it remains there in many cases for

several days beyond its proper period, in a dormant state

from inirritability or indolence in the cutaneous absor-

bents : and, in the case of small-pox, even where the

fluid has been received into the system, whether natural-

ly or by inoculation, and has excited febrile {action this

action is, in many instances, very considerably augtment-

ed from a like indolence or inirritability of the secern-

ents of the skin, which do not throw off" the morbid mat-

ter sufficiently on the surface.

A like want of harmonious action very frequently oc-

curs in parturition. The full time has expired—the uterus
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feels uneasy, and the uneasiness is communicated to the
Jj^^'^-^j'-

adjoining organs, and there are occasional pains in thepaiodynia

back or in the lower belly, but either from a weakness, or ^^°';^'.'|,^-

hebetude, or both, in the uterus itself, or in the muscles labour.

that are to co-operate with it in expelling the child, the Applied to

pains are not effective and the labour makes little progress. 50^,,,

It often happens, also, in debilitated habits that while in Labour

some parts of its progress the labour advances kindly and
[f,"J^p^^J^'J

&ven rapidly, the little strength the patient possesses isfrominci-

worn out, and her pains suddenly cease ; or, what is p'!|^j^g

'

worse, still continue, but without their expulsory or effec-Fiom a

tive power, and, consequently, do nothing more than tease
|^^"^*'°J^

her, and add to the weakness. This exhaustion will produced

sometimes occur soon after the commencement of the la-
^ J,ion^(ff

bour, or in its first stage, before the os uteri has dilated strength,

and while the water is slowly accumulating over it; but in p"*^^ ^^'
•' ^ haustion

this stage it is more likely to occur if the membranes shows it-

should have prematurely given way, and the water liave ^^'g^^j^^^j^^^

been already evacuated. Yet it occurs also, occasionally, ges of the

towards the close even of the last stage, and when the ^ °^^'

head of the child has completely cleared itself of the ute-

rus, and is so broadly resting on the perinseum, that a

single effective pain or two would be sufficient to send it

without any assistance into the world.

In the greater number of these cases, to wait with a Treatment

quiet command of mind, and soothe the patient's despond- sued!
^'""^

ing spirits by a thousand little insinuating attentions, and Soothing

a confident assurance that she will do well at last, is thef",-'
""""

best if not the only duty to be performed. A stimulant surances.

injection, however, of dissolved soap or muriate of soda^^'"""'^""^
", „ ., ,1 / . 1 . n injections.

Will oiten re-excite the contractions where they flag, or

change the nature of the pains where they are ineffective.

After tliisit is often useful to give thirty or five and thirty Lauda-

drops of laudanum, and to let the patient remain perfectly""""'

quiet. It is not certain in what way the laudanum may
act, for it sometimes proves a local stimulant, and some-

times a general sedative, but in either way it will be ser-

viceable and nearly equally so ; for it will either shorten

the labour by re-exciting and invigorating the pains, or

VOL. V- 25
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Gen. II. increase the general strength by producing sleep and

Parodynia <JUiet.

Atonic"'
^" America it has of late been a common practice to

labour. employ spurred rye in cases of this kind, as we have al-

Spurred ready observed under Paramenia diffidlis,* for which also
^^^'

it is very generally had recourse to : it being supposed

to have a specific power in stimulating the uterus : and

the cases adverted to are so numerous and authentic in

which it seems to have been serviceable in exciting la-

bour-pains under the present affection that it ought to bo

tried in our own country.
Cordials to '

jf t^g pulse should be quick and feeble with langour

in raodera- and a seuse of faintness at the stomach, a little mulled
tion. wine or some other cordial may be allowed. If the mouth

of the womb be lax and dilatable, and the water have ac-

cumulated largely and protrude upon it as in a bag, ad-

^'d"it
vantage is often gained by breaking the membranes and

to break evacuating the fluid, for a new action is hereby given to
the waters,

^j^^ uterus, and while it contracts with more force it meets

with less resistance, and its mouth is more rapidly expend-

ed. But unless the labour should have advanced to this

stage, the membranes should never be interfered with

;

for their plasticity, and the gradual increase and pressure

of their protruding sac against the edges of the os uteri,

form the easiest and surest means of enlarging it, whilst

the retention of the fluid in this early stage of parturition

lubricates the inner surface of the womb, and tends to

keep off heat and irritation.

Injurious For the same reason, if the mouth of the womb be nar-

to diiate^^
^'^^ ^"'' ^^^^ hitherto scarcely given way, the application

nioutii of of the finger can be of no advantage. Every attempt to

unk"s^
"^

dilate it must be in vain, and only produce irritation, and
when nar- an increased thickening in its edges : but if it have opened

rigid. to a diameter of two inches, and be at the same time soft

When the and expansile, advantage should be taken of the pains to

m"y"be dilate it by the introduction of one or two fingers still

applied further, which should only, however, co-operate with the
with ad-
vantagp,

* Ut supra, p. 54.
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painS) and be employed while they are acting ; and by Gen. it.

these conjoint means the head of the child sometimes Paio-
'

passes rapidly and completely out of the uterus into the^'y"'?

vagina, or outer mouth as it is called on these occasions. Atonic

We have said that it is sometimes ant to lodffe here in'^''"'"^-
„,. ,. ., , ^. ,

°, When the
consequence oi the patient s exhaustion, and an utter cessa- head has

tion of all pains, or of all that are of any avail. The passed in-

patient should again therefore be suffered to rest, and, if lodges in

faint,beagain recruited with some cordial support. Gene- ||?jjj^g^^^"^^

rally speaking, time alone is wanting, and the practitioner rease, no

must consent to wait : and it will be better for him to retire
sillfuTd at

from his patient, and to wait at a little distance. But if first be

several hours should pass away without any return of ex- re-excite

pulsory efforts, if there should be frequent or continual ''^*^'"'

pains without any benefit, if the patient's strength should
s^l'a^nce Is

sink, her pulse become weak and frequent, if the mind necessary

should show unsteadiness, and there be a tendency to syn- orfo^ceps

cope, and if, at the same time, the head be lying clear on ^o ^^ em-

the perinseum, the vcctis or forceps should be had recourse ''
°^*

to, and the woman be delivered by artificial means. This

situation forms a general v\ arrant: but for the peculiar cir-

cumstances in which such or any other instruments should

be employed, the manner of employing them and the

nature of the instruments themselves, the reader must con-

sult such books as arc expressly written upon the subject,

and should sedulously attend the lectures and the intro-

ductory practice which are so usefully offered to him in

this metropolis.

SPECIES H.

PARODYJNIA IMPLASTICA.

^npXiant labour,

^ .
Gkn. U.

XABOVR DELAYED OR INJURED FROM IMPLASTICITY OR Spec. II.

UNKINDLY DILATATION OF THE SOFT PARTS. """^
,.

chiefly dis-

tinguisherl

The tediousness and difficulty of the preceding species of ffo'^ »iis=

labour proceed chiefly from atony or hebetude of thegJedeJ'^
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Gen. II. system generally, or of the local organs particularly.

Faioctyiiia But it often happens that the parts dilate and the

'J||''[|g'^j^*
labour proceeds as slowly from an implastirity, or rigid

labour. resistance to the expansion and expulsory efforts which

should take place, according to the law of nature, at the

fulness of time which we are now supposing to be accom-

plished, and which is sometimes j)i'oductive of other evils

than that of protracted suffering, offering us indeed the

four following varieties :

—

« Rigiditatis, The delay confined to a simple

rigidity of the uterus or outer

mouth.

/S Prolapsa. Accompanied with prolapse.

y Haemorrhagica. Accompanied with hemorrhage.

5 Lacerans. Accompanied with laceration of

the uterus or perinseum.

at p. im- Rigidity or the uterus may extend to the entire

riAdimis. organ, or be limited to the cervix, or os uteri as it is called

Parturient after the cervix has lost its natup.il form, and partakes of

Syraptoms the sphseroidal shape of the fundus. Where the former
when the Qccurs the practitioner meets with severe pains in the

pr^ocee'^is loius, shootiug round to the lo\\er belly and producing
from the

gj-gat contractile eflforts of the muscles surrounding the
general "

^

o
organ of uterus, SO as to throw the patient from the violi nee of her
the uterus,

g^ei'tions into a profuse perspiration, and induce the at-

tendants to believe that the labour is a<lvancing with great

speed, while the practitioner himself finds,onexaminatioD,

that there is no progress whatever ; that the uterus itself

does not unite in the expulsory force, the fluid of the am-

nios does not accumulate over the os uteri, nor the head

of the cliild bear down upon it.

Symptoms In other cases, he finds that the general organ of the
when the uterus does participate in the common action, and force
rigidity IS II 1 #.

chiefly the head of the child downward, but that the mouth of
seated in

^j^ womb docs uot dilate or become thinner in conse-
tne OS

"teri. quence hereof; appearing on the contrary, in some cases,

from a peculiar tenderness and irritation, to grow
thicker and tenser, and more intractable.
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And he not unfrequently finds even where both the body ^en. Ii.

and mouth of the womb are sufficiently pliable and co-jtp. im-
*

operative with the rommon intention, and the head of the P'^^.^.V*^*
*

, rigidjtatis.

child has become easily cleared of this organ, that a like Parturient

rigidity and implasticity exist in theos externum,and that
g^J^^pj^'^g

the child having readily worked its way thus far, is fast 'I'fn seat-

locked from this circumstance,and cannot get any further, externum.

In all cases of this kind the same mtans of relaxation 'treatment,

should be resorted to as in an irritable or inflammatory

tenseness and rigidity of other organs. Blood should be

freely abstracted, active purejativrs be given l)\ the mouth,

and copious emollient injections be administered without

much aperient virtue, so that they may for some time re-

main in the rectum and act as a fomentation. And here

also it may be advantageous to apply round the loins and
lower belly, a broad swathe of flannel wrung nut in hot

water, and to encircle it with an equally broad band of

folded linen, in the manner already recommended in pa-

ramenia DIFFICILIS.

In several cases of rigidity, if no means be adopted tO/S P. im-

subdue the tensicm, the protrusive force of the surrounding polap^.
muscles is sometimes so considerable that, as it cannot ex- Parturient

pel the child by itself, it goes far to expel the child and ^'° ^^^^'

the uterus conjointly, th; latter being thrust downward
into the outward passage and its mouth projecting out of

the vulva, thus constituting a parturient prolapse.

While the uterus is thus forcibly descending, the at- Treatment,

tendant should support it, or the head of the child, with

two fingers : if the pndapse be complete, the uterus should

be returned into its proper place as quickly as possible;

and if this cannot be done, tlie child must be turned, and
delivery take place as speedily as may be.

In the violence of tliis struggle, it sometimes happens ^ p. im-

moreover, and particularly N\liere the water has escaped, {'^^^^''^^

,, „ haeiiior-

that siTkneof tlie vessels give way, or the placenta is partly rhagica.

detached, and there is the additional e\il of a profuse ^e^o,'!®"'

HEMORRHAGE to contend with. ihage.

If this occur in the commencement of labour, venesec-

tion should generally be had recourse to, the patient be
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Gen. II. i^ept cool and quiet, and take thirty drops of laudanum.

j-p. im-
' Ifthelabour have advanced and is advancing rapidly, and

piastica
jjjg hemorrhage be not very considerable, we may safely

rhagica. trust to nature to complete the process before any serious

he^mo""^"^
mischief ensues. But if the patient be debilitated, or much

rhage. exhausted,or the labour advance slowly,the woman should

be delivered by turning the child, or having recourse to

the forceps according to the progress of the labour, and the

position of the child at tlie time.

i p. im- But there is a far worse evil than any of these, which

Tacer'ans. results from the implasticity we are now considering : and
Parturient that is a rupture or laceration either of the vagina
laceration.

or or THE UTERUS.

Causes of The causes of laceration are said to be numerous, and
aceration

. j^ ^^^^^ occurs suddenly and without any known cause: but

if we examine into their general nature, we shall find that

except in the case of brutal force or want of skill, they are

mostly almost always dependent on a certain degree of implasti-

on^impias- ^^^7 ^" *''® lacerated part of the organ which prevents it

yicity: from yielding with the unifurmity of the other parts, or,

from a peculiar degree of irritability that renders it more

liable to irregular action or spasm : though there can be no

question that in a very few instances the laceration has

sometimes Commenced from a cut produced by an occasional sharp-

sharn*ed«re
"^^^ ''^ ^^^ ®^§® ofthe iliuHi. " Those women," observes

of tiie^ Mr. BursTi 's
" are most liable to rupture of the uterus who

are very irritable, and subject to cramp ; or who have the

pelvis contracted, or its brim very sharp, or who have the

OS uteri very rigid, or any part of the womb indurated.

Schulzius relates a case where it was produced by scir-

rhus of the fundus ; and Friedius one where it was owing

to a carneo-cartilaginous state of the os uteri."*

Laceration Laceration of the fundus of the womb may take place

dus of the during any part of the labour when the pains are violent,

uterus may and the walls of the orffan do not act in unison in every
take place .,,.,./. , . ^i
during any part ; but the mischici more commonly commences in the

hour under
^^'^^'^^^ when the head, or the shoulders, or any other part,

particular

circum- "* Principles of Midwifery, 8vo. 3fl. Edit. p. 361,

stances.
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is passing through, and the whole of its circumference 9^^' "•

does not yield equally. Where the accident occurs in the /p. impias-

vagina or perinseum, it must necessarily take place after "''^ ^^'^^'

rans.

the head has descended from tlie womb, and is pressing Paiturient

upon the substance of these organs that, like the lacerat-
''^'^^''*^'°"'

. L>aceration

ing OS uteri, does not yield equally in every point. of the cer-

In most cases of an implastic rigidity, whether in the ^''"'"°'^®
»^

. .
common.

body of the uterus itself, or in its cervix, or in the os ex- Laceration

ternum, there is a considerable degree of local irritation, "^'^^p^Sj-

and in very many of them of firm and vigorous action. n»um.

The parts are not only rigid, but dry, and hot, and ten-

der, and the pulse is generally full with restlessness, and

a heated skin. And hence venesection is imperatively Mode of

called for from an early period of the labour; and there
*"^''"^°''

are few cases in which the uterus has not acted after-

wards with more freedom, and its mouth been rendered

laxer, softer, and more compliable. In all such cases

also an emollient injection several times repeated, will

considerably co-operate in taking off the tension, ami

increasing the expansibility. Here opium should be

avoided, but general relaxants, as antimony and ipeca-

cuan, given in the neutral effervescing draught, may add

to the general benefit. The operator must be abstinent

till the parts have yielded and the tension and irritation

subsided, for before this, every application of the fingers

will only increase the morbid tendency.

The only case in wliich the use of opium is here to be Opium

justified, is where, from the violence of the contractile i^lj^^abk'

pains, a considerable and an alarming hemorrhage das en-

sued, and the state of the os uteri will not allow of the in-

troduction of the hand for the purpose of turning and de-

livering immediately. In this instance, after venesection

and a due administration of emollient and aperient injec-

tions, our last dependence must be upon a powerful opiate

for th* purpose of allaying the irritation and taking off

the pains.
A 1 -c 1 p t> t

^^ prolapse
Ana it tlie force of the expulsory power thrust down the be threat-

uterus so as to give danger of producing a prolapse", the^terV?o
practitioner must support the organ during the recurrence be support-

of the pains, by introducing two fingers into the vagina painsT"^
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^^^ *^'^ purpose, and the patient must be kept in a rerura-

/p.inipias. bent position without moving from it; and must be in-

Vans.'^*^^
strurted to avoid as much as possible every expulsory or

Parturient beaHng-down exertion while the pain is upon her. If

and the
^'*^ uterus have actually protruded into the vagina, a

patient rcduction must be instantly attempted ; and if this cannot

fnTdovvn. ''^ done, no time should be lost in passing the hand

through tlie cervix, as soon as, without force, it can be

sufficiently dilated for this purpose, and delivering the

child by turning.

If a pro- Laceration generally takes place suddenly, though, m
cUicUon to irritable habits, cramps or other spasmodic affections are
be instant- often previously complained of in different parts of the
Jy attempt- » ./ i i

ed. or the body. Mr. Burns has well described the symptoms that
child be succeed: " When this accident does happen the woman
turned and f^'

brought feels something give way within her, and usually suffers
^^"'^y- at that time an iiicrease of pain. The presentation dis-
Laceration • '

often oc- appears more wr less speedily unless the head have lully
curs sud- entered tsie pelvis, or tlie uterus contract spasmodically

though on part of tiie child, as happened in Bet liling's patient.*

preceded^^
The pains go off" as soon as tiie child passes through the

by cramps, rent into the abdomen : or if the presentation be fixed in

General the pehis, they become irregular and gradually decline.

o?symp-° '
'^'^^ passage of i lie child into the abdominal cavity is at-

torns on . tended with a sensation of strong motion of the belly, and
rupture of . ^. i .• *> • ,,,

the womb. ^^ Sometimes productive ot convulsions."!

Effects of It is not necessary to make a distinction between the
laceration

p^pts in whicli the laceration takes place: for whether it
the same, »

"^

whether in be In the fundus or cervix of the womb, or in the vagina,

iledi oHhe ®^c*'Pt where, as just observed, the position is fixed in the

womb or pelvis, the part piesented instantly disappears, and the
" ^'"^*

child slips iinperce|)tibly through the chasm into the

hollow of the abdomen, sometimes with a hemorrhage

that threatens lile instantly, but sometimes with little or

even no hemorrhage whatever.

Sometimes This accident will not unfrequently occur towards the
occurs to- , /• , . 1 . /. . «. . ,

wards the closc of a labour that promises fair, it is not many years
close of a

Aod"pro. * Waller, Disput, Tom. iii. p. 477. + Burns, ut supra, p. 362.

misr.
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ago, when the present author, at that time engaged in this ^p-^- "•

branch of the profession, was requested with all speed to j p. i„,pia£.

attend, in consultation, upon a lady in Wigmore Street, [4^^;-^^""

who was then under the hands of a practitioner of consi- partuiiem

deiable skill and eminence. She had for about eight |^'^'^'"*'°"

hours been in labour of her first child, herself about fied.

thirty -eight years of age, had had natural pains, and been

cheered throughout with the prospect of doing well, and

even more rapidly than usual under the circumstances of

the case. In fact the head had completely cleared theos

uteri and was resting on the perinseum, and the obstetric

practitioner was flattering himself that in a quarter of an

hour at the farthest, he should be released from his con-

finement, when he was surprised by a sudden retreat of

the child during a pain which he expected would have

afforded her great relief, accompanied with an alarming

flooding: and it was in this emergency the author of this

work was requested to attend. On examination, it was
ascertained that a large laceration had taken place in the

uterus, commencing at the cervix and apparently on the

passing of the shoulders, but why any part of it should

have torn at this time rather than antecedently there were

no means of determining. It is usual, under these cir- Child in

cumstances, to follow up the child with the hand through usvaUy^

the rupture into the abdomen, and to endeavour to lay *'^'?^^ed

hold of the feet, and withdraw it by turning. The mother's

hemorrhage had alarmed t!ie practitioner, and this had ^°'^y ^"^° * (nought
not been attempted ; and at the time of the authors arri-away

val, which was about an hour and a half afterwards, the '^^' ^^^ '^'^^

attempt was too late, for the pulse was rapidly sinking, the

breathing interrupted, and the countenance ghastly, yet

the patient had not totally lost her self possession, and,

being informed of her situation, begged earnestly to be let

alone, and to be suflfered to die in quiet.

Where there is little or no hemorrhage, the life usually Life comi-

continues much longer, whether the child be extracted or
!|i7^abo"ut

not ; mostly about twenty-four hours ; though in some twenty-

cases considerably longer still. Dr. Garthshore attend- after the'^

ed a patient who lived till the twenty-sixth day, and the
accident.

vol. v. 26
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Gen.ii. Copenhagen Transactions* contain the case of a woman,

ip. impias- who, after being delivered, lingered for three months : and
tica lace- ^ fg^y marvcllous histories are given in the public collec-

Parturient tlons of a natural healing of the uterus while the child
laceration,

coi^tjjjued as a foreiffn and extra-fetal substance in the
Sometimes •/>,,,
longer. cavity of the abdomen for many years. Haller has re-

Twenty- ported a case in which it continued in this state for nine

Three
jcars ;f and others relate examples of its remaining for

months, sixteen,^ and even twenty-six years,§ or through the en-

A few rare fjj,g |gp^ of the mother's natural life.
accounts 01

ji natural The Only rational hope of saving both the mother and
cure of the

ii^g cliild is by followinsj up the latter through the rup-
wterus, and J O i o i

a continu- turc, and delivering it by tlie feet : but where this cannot

cx-*fetus in*^
^^ t^ano from the smallness of the dilatation of the os uteri,

the abdo- or from the violent contraction of the uterus between the

many OS utcri and the rent, we have nothing to propose but to

A ears or jeave the event to nature, or to extract the child by the
through •'

life. Cesarean operation. AVe have just seen that in a few
Where the j,r^j.g instances the vis medicatrix Naturae, or instinctive
child can-
not be foi- tendency to health, has succeeded in healing the wound

the case^' ^"^ restoring the patient with the fetus still inhabiting

must be tiie belly. But this result is so little to be expected that
left, or the

, ,'' n , , ,

Cesarean an mcision into the cavity of tlie abdomen has not unfre-

be pe^r^-°"
qucutly been tried, and in some instances unquestionably

formed. "vs'ith SUCCeSS.|j

* Tom. II. p. 326. t Mem. de Paris, l'?."

^ Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. r. Ann. iii. Obs. 12.

i Id. Dec. II. Ann. VIII. Obs. 134.

{]
Progres de la Medicine, 1698, 12mo.—Abhandlung der Konigl. Schwed.

Acad. 1744,—Hist, de I'Acad. Royale des Sciences, 1714. p. 29. 1716. p. 3^
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SPECIES III.

PARODYNIA SYMPATHETICA.

^omjilCcatctr SLatour.

LABOUR RETARDED OR HARASSED BY SYMPATHETIC
DERANGEMENT OF SOME REMOTE ORGAN OR FUNC-

TION.

We have often had occasion to observe that, with the^Ew. ir.

Spec III
exception of the stomach, there is no organ that holds Extensive

such numerous ramifications of sympathy with other or-'^^"=®°f
•I r J sympathy

gans as the womb : and we hence find the progress of par- between

turition disturbed, and what would otherwise be a natural, and other

converted into a morbid labour by the interference of va- o's^^ns

:

rious other parts of the body, or the faculties which ap- ^^^!^g"^^
^^®

pertain to them. The whole family of varieties which species cf

issue from this source are extremely numerous : but the

three following are the chief:

» Pathematica. Accompanied with terror or other

mental emotion.

/3 Syncopalis. Accompanied with fainting.

y Convulsiva. Accompanied with convulsions.

In the PATHEMATic VARIETY, the joint emotions which a P. sym-

are usually operative upon a patient's mind, and espe- palhemat-

cially on the first labour, are bashfulnesson the presence ica.

of her medical attendant, and apprehension for her ownted"whh
'

safety. There is not a practitioner in the world but must mentaiemo-

1 1 J /. » • p • t'on, and
nave had numerous instances oi a total suspension of pains hence le-

on his first making his appearance in the chamber. And
pa[|fs'ijej.c.

in some cases the pains have been completely driven away by some-

for four and twenty hours, or even a longer term. t|"ely

^"

There is nothing extraordinary in this, for two power- d»>^en

ful morbid actions arc seldom found to proceed in the!3^7- a
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Gkiv, it. animal frame simultaneously ; and hence pregnancy is

a p. sym- ^^cll kuown to put by phthisis, and the severest pain of
pathptica a depaved tooth to yield to the dread of having it ex-
patliemat- . ^ o
ica. tracted, while the patient is on his way to the operator's
Complica-

^^
ten with
n^entai It is hence of great importance that the bespoken at-
omoiion.

^p„f]j^^j^ should familliu'ise himself to his patient before his
Duty of .

'
.

the atteii- assistance is required, and endeavour to obtain her entire
(lain lii re confidence : and it is better, when he is first ushered into
iatioti to

the above her presence, in his professional capacity, that he should

deky!
° say little upon the subject of his visit, direct the conver-

sation to some other topic of general interest, and then

withdraw till he is wanted. And if the idea alone of his

approach be peculiarly harassing, it is best for him to be

in a remote part of the house in readiness, and not to see

his patient, till her pains have taken so strong a hold as

to be beyond the control of the fancy.

If her apprehensions for herself be very active, and if

there be any particular ground for them, it is most reason-

able to enter candidly on the question, and to afford her

all the consolation that can be administered.

/3 P. sym- Syncope in labour proceeds commonly from a peenliai*

syncopaiis. participation of the stomach in the irritation of the womb,
Comphca-

g^j^j |g ]^qj^qq often connected with a sense of nausea, or
ted with

and reard- with vomiting. Occasionally it occurs also from the ex-

s'^nco ° haustion produced by the violence of the pains ; and par-

ticularly in relaxed and debilitated habits, in which case

the fainting fits sometimes follow up each other in very

rapid succession, and require very close attention on the

part of the practitioner and the patient's friends.

Kemediai The usual remedies should here be had recourse to in

the first instance: pungent volatiles should be applied to

the nostrils, the patient be in a recumbent position, with

the curtains undrawn, and,unless the season ofthe year pro-

hibit, with the windows open ; the face, and especially the

forehead and temples, should be sprinkled with cold water

or ether J and the usual volatile fctids, aromatics, and te-

rebinth i nates, as camphor, should be given by the mouth :

and to these, if necessary, and particularly where the pulse

process.
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is feeble and flutterina:, should be added a sjlass or two of Gen. ii.

Spkc III
Madeira, or any other cordial wine, with twenty dropsy p. sym-*

of laudanum. pathetka
syncopalis.

If this plan should not answer, and especially if the Complicate

fainting fits should increase in duration and approxima- ^^^^^^'^^^

tion to each other, the patient must be delivered by thetarded by

process of turning as soon as ever the os uteri is suffi- jg^J^^Jnt^

ciently dilated to let the hand pass vvitliout force. it this do

One of the worst and most alarming of the associated "o^ sue-

ceed the
symptoms in labour is that of convulsions, and tliese are patient to

often connected with fainting fits, and the two alternate "^^ ''®,''"

VGr6Ct»

with each other. We have already glanced at them se- „
'' " ^ yP. sym-

nerally under syspasia convulsio,* but must dwell apathetica

little more at large upon the present modification.
Pa"tu!ient*

Convulsions may occur during any period of gesta- convui-

tion, but we are now to consider them as an accompani- proximate

ment of labour and as interrupting its progress. Theipf^^^seape-
_ . , . 1- • -"l X- p ii

culiarirri-
proximate cause is a peculiar irritation of the nervous tation of

system as participating in the irritation of the womb :
^^^® ""?''

'

•' "^
I o hence the

and hence it is obvious that the radical and specific cure only ladi-

is a termination of the lal^our. Smina-'''

AVe cannot always trace the link of this peculiar influ- tio" oi the

ence of the womb upon the nervous system : thouglj, where
there is a predisposition to clonic spasm of any kind, wenentcau-
can readily account for its excitement, and ma^ be under ^^^•

less apprehension than wheie it occurs without any such

tendency. The occasional causes of fainting are the occa- Occasional

sional causes of convulsions; and hence they are apt to*^^"^^^'

follow, and particularly in delicate or debilitated consti-

tutions, on the fatigue and exliaustion of violent and pro-

tracted pains, great depression of the animal spirits, and

profuse hemorrhage. Sometimes, however, "they occur Sometimes

where none of these are present, and where the patient isP'^°^"*=^^'.
' ' » oy entonic

of a strong plethoric liabit of body, and especially if it be plethora.

herTirst time of pregnancy : and are accompanied with or

even preceded by a sense of dizziness and oppression in the

* Vo), IV, p, 547.
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Gen. II. head, ringing in the ears, or imperfect vision: theple-

yP.s'ym- tliora itself tluis forming the occasional cause.

convuVs^va
'^^^ attendant symptoms are peculiarly violent, some-

Parturient timfs resembling those of hysteria, sometimes those of

sioni"
epilepsy, but more vehement than in either of these. No-

Descrip- thing can restrain the spastic force of a v/oman when iu

parturient convulsions, whatever be her natural weak-

ness. The distortion of the countenance is more hideous

than the most extravagant imagination can conceive : and

the rapidity with which the eyes open and shut, the sud-

den twirlings of the mouth, the foam that collects about

the lips, the peculiar hiss that issues from them, the ster-

tor, the insensibility, and the jactitating struggle of the

limbs, form a picture of agony that cannot be beheld with-

out horror.

Danger of The exciting cause is the irritable state of the womb

;

thrvessds ^"''» whatever be the predisponent or occasional cause,

in the head whether a debilitated and mobile condition of the nervous

violence of^y^tem, or a robust and entonic fulness of the blood-ves-

the action gels, it is obvious that such violence of action cannot take
whatever , , . i ^ i •

the occa- place Under any circumstances without endangering a

causae'
rupture of the vessels in tlie head, and consequently all

Hence this^'*^ mischiefs of apoplexy. It is against this, indeed, that

chiefly to ^11 practitioners, how much soever they may disagree
be guarded "^

, . ,. „ ,
*^ "^^ ^ ,

against, upon olher points, most cordially endeavour to guard,

though it rarely happens that eflfusion in the brain, and

some of its results, do not take place in spite of all their

exertions.

Aiedicai The first step is to open a vein and bleed copiously, from
treatment.

^ j-^pge orifice, till the patient faints: and if the operator

bleeding, ^^ expert, the best vein to make choice of is the jugular

:

and from the hair should be immediately removed from the head,

vein.
"^ and lotions of cold water, pounded ice, or the freezing mix-

Thehead ture, produced by dissolving three or four different sorts

chilled?^'
of neutral salts in water at the same time, be applied all

over it by wetted napkins changed for others as soon as

they acquire the least degree of warmth. At the same

Purgatives, time a purgative injection should be thrown up the rec-
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turn, and five or six grains of calomel he given by the Gen. ir.

mouth with a draught of sulphate of magnesia in infusion y p sym-'

of senna. The paroxysms must, if possible, be nut a stop pathetica
*^ •' ' '

I
convulsiva.

to, the fatal effects they threaten must be anticipated, and Paituiient

not a moment is to be lost.
sron^s!^

This is the general plan ; and it is to be pursued under Treatment.

all circumstances, th«)ugh its extent, and paiticulai ly in This plan

regard to blood-letting, must be regulated by the strength sued undei

and energy of the patient. The local mode of treatment '•^5'^"'°"
*^- ' dification.

seems to be somewhat less decided.

It may happen that at the attack of the fits, the os uteri Local

is merely beginning to open, or that it is of the diameter '"^''"^^^

•' ^ ° "^
, treatment.

of a crown piece, but peculiarly rigid and undilatable. state of

There are practitioners who. in tliis case, confine them-J^yg'^^^yt

selves to the depleting plan, and only wait for the ad- tiousiy

\ance of the labour : but, in the state of the uterus we are ...
if the OS

now contemplating, they mav have to wait for some hours uteri pecu-

bcfore the labour is so far advanced as to render them ca-
llf/'p/actf-'

pable of affording any manual assistance whatever, while ^'oner's

the fits are, perhaps, recurring every quarter of an hour, be quiet

:

and threatening fatal mischief to the brain. And in thisi)ut after

case I cannot but warmly approve of the bolder, or rather
,y^)^ dos°e o^'

the more judicious advice of Dr. Bland, who, after a due laudanum

degree ot depletion, recomuiends a fullilose of opium, forgiven,

the purpose of allaying the nervous irritation generally,

and particularly that of the uterus, which is the |)unctum

saliens of the whole. A few hours' rest may set all to

rights, if no vessel have thus far given way in the head :

for when the next tide of pains returns, it uill commence
under very different circumstances in consequence of the

reducent course of medicine that has been pursued : and it

will rarely be found that the whole body of the uterus is

not rendered more lax and plastic, and consequently its

cervix, and even the os externum, more yielding and
dilaJtable.

But this is not the common course which the uterus Common-

takes under these circumstances; for, in by far the greater
e*;/ the'"^^'*

number of cases, the whole of this organ, the cervix as well '^^°'^ "^^'

as the fundus, is so exhausted in the general contest, as to LnYth?^
mouth
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Gen. II.
|jg more than ordinarily relaxed and flaccid, and dilatable

Spec. III. .
, , ,

y P. syni- With considci'able ease : insomuch that if the muscular

convui'sWa
powcr of the system were now concentrated in a common

Parturient expulsory effort, as in natural labours, the whole process

sio'tis"
would terminate in a few minutes. But unfortunately this

Treatment, muscular excrtion, instead of being concentrated, is dis-

tab'ie!°'^
tracted and erratic, and wandering over all the muscles

and organs of the system, produrijig general mischief

instead of local benefit : so that whatever pains there

may be, they are of far less use than in a state of harmo-
This state nious action. This may be easily ascertained by intro-

pab'eo/^ t^i'cing the hand on a return of the paroxysm, when the

being as- uterus will be found to contract, indeed, but with a

tremulous undetermined sort of force, perfectly different

from what it docs at any other time.

The obvi- The ncccssary practice in this case should appear to be

dy^irihfs obvious and without doubt : the medical attendant seems

case to imperatively called upon to introduce his hand into the

iTiem- OS uteri, as soon as it is sufficiently open for him to do so

bianes,and without force, to break the membranes if not broken
turn and
bring away already, lay hold of the child's feet, deliver by turning,
the child,

^i^^j ji^^jg pij^ j^jj gj^jj ^^ the convulsions at once, and, con-

sequently, to the fatal effects which seemed to await the

mother as well as the child.

Such the Such was the practice recommended by Mauriceau up-

MamT-^
^ wards of a century since :

" La convulsion," says he,

ceau, « fait souvent perir la mere et I'etifant, si la femme n^est

w. Hun- pcLS proviptement secounie par Vaccouchement, qui est

ter, and jg meilleur remede qu'on puisse apporter a I'une et a

I'autre."* This recommendation was adopted generally,

and in our own country successively by Smellie, W.
Hunter, and Lowder. And althougli, in circumstances

of so much danger, it was not and could not be always

successful, yet it was supposed, and with reason, to be

the means of saving tlie life as well of the mother as of the

child, in very numerous instances in which that of one or

of both would otherwise have unquestionably perished.

' * Traite des Malrrdies des Ferames grosses. Tom. i. 23. 4to. Paris. 1721.
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Some forty years after the publication of M. Mauriceau's a^^'jJx'

work, Professor Roederer of Goettingen called this prac-Paiodynia

ticc in question, and recommended that the patient be left ^y^"^?^***^-

to the natural course of the labour:* and we are told byCompiicat-

Dr. Denman that in our own country Dr. Ross, toward Treatment.

the close of last century, " was the first person of late Mauriceau

years, who had courage to declare his doubt of the pro- opposed by

priety of speedy delivery in all cases of puerperal con- and after-

vulsions. The observation," continues Dr. Denman, " on ^^"^'^^ ^^
Koss.

which these doubts were founded, was merely practical,

and the event of very many cases has since confirmed the

justice of his observation, both w ith respect to mothers

and children."!

The sweeping extent of this censure seems to show thati" our own

the practice had often been had recourse to indiscrimi-yeJy ^ery

nately, and without a correct limitation. And the apparent often post-

concurrence of Dr. Denman in Dr. Rose's opinion, to-and^he

ffether with the undecided manner in which he treats ofthe *^^^® '^^* '°... . , nature.
question m his subsequent pages, has raised up amongst

the most celebrated obstetric physicians of our own day,

various advocates for leaving, in general, to nature the

case of labour accompanied with couTulsions, or at least

till the natural efforts of the mother are found completely

to fail; and in this last case, as the child's head may be

supposed to have cleared the uterus, to have recourse to

the perforator or the forceps, according to the nature of

the position.

The chief grounds for this proposed delay, as far as I Arguments

have been able to collect them, are, that the introduction
°'' ^ ^^'

of the hand into the os internum, in the irritable state of

the organ we are now contemplating, is more calculated to

renew the convulsions than to put an end to them: that a
repetition of them, after due depletion has been employed,

is not so dangerous as is general!}' apprehended, anti con-

seqiiently that immediate delivery is by no means essential

to the patient's safety : and lastly, that we are not sure of

* Elementa Artis Obstetricae. Aph. 679. Goet. 1769. 8vc.

t Practice of Midwifery, p. 568. 8vo. 3d Edit. 1816.

vol. Y. 9.7
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Gen. Ti. putting an end to the convulsions, even after delivery is

Parodynia effected J sincc It is well known that they have occasion-
sympathe- rj||y continued, and sometimes have not commenced till
tica. '' '

Conipiicat- the process of labour has been long completed.
ed abouf.

j^^ reply to this, it may be observed that if a repetition

Arguments ^^ *^® convulsive fits be not so dangerous as is commonly
exarained apprehended, a practitioner should feel less reluctance in
<tn rep le

jjj^j^oducing the hand even though he were sure of excit-

ing a single fit by so doing : and the more so as this sin-

gle fit might perhaps be the means of terminating the

whole, and, consequently, would be a risk bought at a

cheap rate. At the same time it should be observed that

general experience does not seem to justify the remark

that a cautious and scientific use of the hand, where the

mouth of the womb is sufficiently dilated, becomes a neces-

sary or even a frequent excitement of fresh paroxysms;

and the prediction of such an effect is therefore without

sufficient foundation. And if there be a considerable

chance, as seems to be admitted, that instrumental assist-

ance will be requisite at last, and that the forceps, or what,

^ in the probability of the child's being still alive, is ten

times worse, the perforator, must be called into action,how

much more humane is it, as well as scientific, to employ

instrumental aid at first, and thus save the pain and the

peril of perhaps many hours of suffering—and particular-

ly when the soft, and supple, and plastic instrument of

the hand, may supersede the use of the ruder, and

rougher, and less manageable tools of art.

Question But the most important part of the question is as to the
further ex- actual deficrce of danger wliich is induced by convulsions

;

and to determine this, nothing more seems necessary than

to put the whole upon the footing of an impending apo-

plexy. It is possible that no effusion in the brain may have

taken place at the time when the depleting plan has been

carried into execution,but if the paroxysms should still re-

cur, surely few men can look at the violence of the strug-

gle which they induce, at the bloated and distended state

of the vessels of the face and of the temples, at the force

^ith which the current of blood is determined to the head,
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at the stertor and comatose state of the patient during the ^'^^-^^i
_ OP KC« ilia

continuance of the fit, without feeling the greatest alarm pamdynia

at every return. And that he does not feel in vain iStfcTr""^

clear, because in various instances the insensibility con- Compiicat-

tinues after the paroxysm is over, accompanies her^.^g3j.°"'*

through the remainder of her labour, and is the harbinger ment.

of her death.

Regarding puerperal convulsions, then, as a case of im- (General

,. , I J 1 •-• I.' u ..conclusion,
pending apoplexy produced by an exciting cause which it

is often in our power to remove, it should seem to follow as

a necessary and incontestable result, that in this, as in

every other case in which the same disease is threatened,

our first and unwearied attempt should be to remove such

cause as far as it may be in our power, and whenever it is so.

It is not long since that the present author's opinion Striking

was requested upon a case of this very kind ; but it was by
JJolf^^'

the connexions of the patient who had already fallen a

victim to her suflFerings. She had been attacked with na-

tural labour-pains and was attended by a female, who,

alarmed by the sudden incursion of a convulsion-fit, sent

immediately for male assistance. The practitioner ar-

rived, and a consultation was soon held with several

others : the os uteri is admitted to have been at this time

open to the size of a crown-piece, soft, lubricous, and di-

latable. The depleting and refrigerant plan was, however,

confided in alone, and the labour was suffered to take its

course. Expulsory pains followed at intervals, but the

convulsions followed also, and became more frequent and

more aggravated : in about six hours from the time of ve-

nesection, the patient became permanently insensible, and

as the child's head, completely cleared of the nterus, had

now descended into the pelvis, it was determined^o deliver

her by the forceps, which was applied accordingly ; and in

about an hour afterwards a dead child was brought into

the world, whose appearance sufficiently proved that it

had not been long dead.

The source of irritation had now ceased, and with it the

convulsions, but the patient continued comatose still : yet

even this effect went off in seven hours afterwards, and shie
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^®^*^®^» ^^^ S^^® Considerable hopes of recovery. On
Parodynia the second day, however, in consequence of the accession

tfca^^"'^
of milk-fever, the convulsions returned, immediately fol-

Compiicat- lowed with stertor and insensibility, and on the ensuing
^d labour,

jj^^y ghe died apoplectic.

ment. To reason from a single instance, whether successful or

^nlrlr^
unsuccessful, is often to reason wrong. Yet it is difficult

issue may to avoid conjecturing that if immediate delivery had here

from a sin-
^^^^^ place as soon as the sanguiferous system had been

giecasc. duly emptied, and when the state of the uterus was so fa-

vourable for a trial, two lives might have been spared, both

of which were lost under the course pursued. It is true

the fits returned with the milk-fever, but had the brain been

less injured, there would have been far less danger of such

Ihor's^ view
return. The cases of Dr. Smellie and of Dr. Perfect con-

supported cur in justifying such a conjecture : and the following pas-

autho^iti^s s^§<^ o^ ^*'' Burns should be committed to memory by
as Smellie, everv student and every practitioner. " But this is not
Perfect

Burns.' ^W adverting to the necessity of a free depletion, "for

the patient is suffering from a disease connected with the

stateof the uterus, and the state is gotrid of by terminating

the labour. Even when convulsions take place very early

in labour, the os uteri is generally opened to a certain de-

gree, and the detraction of blood which has been resorted

to on the first attack of the disease, renders the os uteri

usually lax and dilatable. In this case, although we have

no distinct labour-pains, we must introduce the hand, and

slowly dilate it, and deliver the child. I entirely agree

with those who are against forcibly opening the os uteri

:

but I also agree with those who advise the woman to bs

delivered as soon as w^e can possibly do it without violence.

There is, I am convinced, no rule of practice more plain

or beneficial. Delivery does not, indeed, always save the

patient, or even prevent the recurrence of the fits, but it

does not thence follow that it ought not to be adopted."*

* Principles of Midwifery, p. 359. 3d Edit. 8vo. ISll.
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SPECIES IV.

PARODYNIA PERVERSA.

(tvom=Uivtfi,

XABOVR IMPEDED BY PRETEKNATURAL PRESENTATION

OF THE FETUS OB ITS MEMBRANES.

In the ordinary course of gestation the fetus is rolled up gen. ir.

into as small a compass as possible with the breast upper- rf^^^'}^'

most, and the liead dependent, the legs inctirvated and the position of

arms folded : the placenta rises from some part of the^jj^
^^"jl^^"

fundus, and the umbilical cord hangs at perfect ease in

loose folds, oris sometimes turned loosely round the body,

thus forming an ellipse whose longer axis corresponds to

the longer axis of the uterus. Why the head rather than This posi-

the breast, or indeed any other part of the fetus should so*'"" ™°f5' •' commocii-

unifornily constitute tlie point of presentation, we know ous for de-

not, excep ing that it is by far the most commodious point gj^j'^jg.

for delivery ; and we can hence only resolve it into one ofpendent

those striking laws of nature which are ever aiming at instinctive

accomplishing the best ends by the best means, and afford ^^'^ of na-

an unvarying and unequivocal proof of design united with

benevolence and power.

Here, however, as in every other part of the animal Morbid de-

economy, we meet with occasional deviations from the or- J^'^^°^®j

dinary course of nature, and deviations which are always position.

productive of evil. For it sometimes happens, from inci-

dentaLcauses that are totally concealed from us, that some
other part of the child is lowermost or presents itself in-

stead of the head ; or that the placenta rises in an unfavour-

able part of the womb, or ^hat the navel-string hangs

down below the head and is constantly in danger of being
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Gew. II. strangled as the child passes through the sharp hones pf

Parodynia the pelvis : and hence we have the following varieties of

morbid condition offering themselves to us under the pre-

sent species

:

Presentation of the face.

of the breech.

perversa.

Cross-

birth.

cc Faciei.

/3 Natium.

y Pedis.

? Brachialis.

s Transversalis.

^ Funis prolapsi.

sj Placentse.

of one or both feet.

of one or both arms.

of the shoulder.

Prolapsed navel-string.

Presentation of the placenta.

As it is by no means the object of the present work to

instruct in the manual or artificial operations of the oh-

Present

work not

designed

in the^ma- stetHc art, the author must limit himself to pointing out

nuaiorar-the different morbid conditions in which such operations

vLtions of will be found necessary. Their nature, mode of accom-
the obste- pHshment, and effective instruments are only to be learnt
trie art : * ''

but merely ^y works Written professedly on this subject, or, which is

to take a infinitely better, by an attendance on lectures, and such

conditions^ Initiatory practice as the obstetric schools afford. A few
in which general or incidental remarks are all that the author can

be found Undertake to add to the above table of morbid presenta-
necessary : i jgns.

and to affer There is no mode of determining what may be the pre-

sentation of a child before the commencement of labour.
general

remarks.
Presenta-

tion of the

child un-

known be-

fore the

time of

labour

:

and not

and even at that time it is most prudent for a practitioner

to speak with some hesitation on the subject till the mem-
branes have actually broken, and the position is fully de-

cided. For though the real presentation is often suffi-

ciently ascertainable through the membranes themselves,

positively and particularly on the natural descent of the head, yet

kenof^° it has occasionally happened that, on the breaking of the

till the membranes, the head has receded and the shoulder or

have bro-^^
^^^^ other part taken its place; and there arc cases in

ken. which the opposite and more fortunate change ha? occur-
Expiained. j,gj of ^ recession of a presenting shoulder and a descent

of the head in its stead.*

* Toerg, Hist. Part. p. 90.—Burns, nt supra, p. 292,
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There is hence no foundation for those apprehensions gen. ir.

, Spec. IV.
which are often entertained by pregnant women respect- parodynia

- ing the misposition of the child, drawn from some pecu-
p^J^^'^^^*

liar symptom or feeling which she has never been consci- bhth.

ous of on former times, as a sinsjularity in the shape of Hence ap-
"

. Ill prehensi-

the abdomen, a sense of the child's rising suddenly to- ons ofpreg-

wards the stomach, or a numb or painful uneasiness in one
IJfgQ*^^"^^,^

leg more than in another. These, and hundreds of other from ima-

anomalous sensations have occurred in cases where the lln^un-"

presentation has at last been found natural, and thef°"n'^ed:

labour has proved highly favourable ; while on the con- such tokens

trary it is very rarely, when a cross birth is detected, pre"fiu in**

that it has been particularly apprehended by any precur- '^^^ "^'ural

sive tokens whatever. And the mind of the timid maytionand

hence be comforted in the midst of all the peculiarities on ^^^^'^^ ^^
' preteina-

which they are accustomed to hang with daily alarm. turai.

It will rarely be found necessary to have recourse to Mechani-

any mechanical instrument in any of the varieties we have raiehr^ ne-

enumerated above ; and in some of them, as the breech cessary in

and foot-presentations, the expulsory powers of nature varieties of

generally are sufficient alone, at least till the head de- ["p^^^^"g_^"

scends into the pelvis : at which time it will be found ne- longing to

cessary, whenever the arms lie over the head, to introduce cjeg/^^"

a finger or two and gently draw them down.

Where the face presents, or any other part of the head Face pre-

than the vertex, it was formerly the custom to deliver by
"^

turning, but a skilful practitioner of the present day is

commonly able, by a dexterous pressure of one or two
fingers against particular parts of the head, and especial-

ly if attempted in an early stage of labout', to give the

organ a right direction without introducing the hand.

On the presentation, however, of a shoulder or of one shoulder oi

or both arms, it will be expedient to turn as soon as pos-^™ pre-

sible ; or, in other words, as soon as the mouth of the womb
is sufficiently dilated for this purpose. It is singular that,

while under the old practice, delivery by the feet was of-

ten endeavoured in face-cases, attempts were made in

arm and shoulder-cases to bring down the head and re-

duce the labour to a natural course. This it seems has
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Gen II.

Spec. IV.
Parodynia
perversa.

Cross-

birth.

Spontane-
ous evolu-

tion in

shoulder

cases.

JNatuve of

such evo-

lution ex-

plained.

been done and may be done, but with so much fatigue

and exhaustion to the patient as to run the risli of inca-

pacitating her for any subsequent eftorts, if she do not

even fall a sacrifice to a flooding as in a case related by

Dr. Smellie. It is to the successful exertions of Pare

and Mauriceau that the better practice of the present day

has obtained a triumph over all Europe. Yet, in justice

to the obstetric practitioners of ancient Greece, it should

be observed that the modern method is little more than

a revival of their own which unaccountably sunk into

disfavour : for we are told by ^tius, that Philomeles dis-

covered the method, at that time in common use, of turn-

ing and delivering children by the feet in all unnatural

presentations. Where, however, the child is small, or of

premature birth, it may sometimes be taken away with-

out changing the presentation : for the obstetric writers

abound in examples of delivery effected under such cir-

cumstances by pulling down the arm and drawing the

head into the vagina.*

It sometimes happens that the shoulder is so far ad-

vanced into the pelvis before the arrival of the practition-

er, or from the vehement force of the uterus, that it is im-

possible to raise or move the child by the utmost power

of the operator : and the state of the case seems to leave

the woman without any hope of relief. At this very mo-

ment, however, and by these very means the wise and

benevolent law of instinct or of nature is interposing to

the relief that is despaired of. This wonderful process,

though occasionally noticed by earlier writers, and fore-

most of all perhaps by Schoenheider, in the Copenhagen

Transactions,! was first fully illustrated and explained

by Dr. Denman, who distinguished it by the name of a

SPONTANEOUS EVOLUTION. His explanation is best given

in his own words: " As to the manner in which this evo-

lution takes place, I presume that after the long continued

*= Gardner, Med. Comment. Vol. v. 307.—Bamlelocque, Sect. 1530

—

Burns, ut supra, 303.

t Act. Havn. Tom. ii. Art. xxiir.
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action of the uterus, the body of the child is brought into ^-en. ir,

such a compacted state, as to receive the full force ofpa,odynia

every returning action. The body in its doubled state Pf'^^^'"'--

being too large to pass through the pelvis, and the uterus birth,

pressing upon its inferior extremities, which are the only

parts capable of being moved, the latter are forced gra-

dually lower, making room, as they are pressed down, for

the reception of some other part into the cavity of the

uterus which they have evacuated, till, the body turning

as it were upon its own axis, the breecli of the child is

expelled, as in an original presentation of that part : and

consequently is delivered by nature at the time she least

expected it." Dr. J. Hamilton, however, has justly ob- To what

served that this evolution can only take place where the
^,'an"Ts

action of the uterus can produce no exertion on the pre- limited.

senting part, or where that part is so shaped that it can-

not be wedged in the pelvis ; and he might have added

where the woman is in full strength and the uterus is ca-

pable of exercising a strong expulsory power. And
hence, it is a chance that should never be trusted to or

suffered to interfere with the common practice of deliver-

ing by the feet wherever this can be accomplished.

In all the above cases it is a general rule and one of^" aii these

«. , o • cases the
great importance, to suffer the water of the amnios to waters to

accumulate twards the neck of the womb as largely asf''''"'""^o J late, and
possible, and to leave the membranes unbroken as long as the mem-

mav hp bianestomay ne. ^^ 1^^^

A presentation of the funis is another difficulty often unbroken

of considerable moment in the progress of labour: for itmaybe.^^

is obvious that by a check to the pulsation, either actually

taking place or being greatly endangered in every pain

by the violent pressure of the head or of any other part

against the mouth of the uterus, or afterwards against the

sides of the pelvis, and consequently against the funis it-

self, the life of the child is in imminent hazard, and with-

out the exercise of considerable skill, may inevitably be

lost. If it be possible to return the prolapsed part of the

funis round the head as it is descending, or to hook it

against the hand or some other part so as to keep it clear

»'0L. r. 28
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«P*^'^'/v
*^^ pressure, this ought to be done by all means. But if

Parodynia this be impossible the child must be turned, as soon as

cTrtTss-^**
turning is practicable from the dilated state of the os in-

biith. ternum : or if the head should have reached the pelvis be-

sentatkm. ^^^^ *^^ accident takes place, the labour must be accele-

rated by the patient's using her utmost efforts during

every pain ; and, if she be too much exhausted for con-

centrating her strength, it must be quickened by the use

of the forceps. But if the pulsation in the chord have

already ceased, and we have hereby a proof that the child

is deal already, the labour is to be suffered to take its

natural course.

Head does n sometimes happens, hovvever, that after the child is
not always
rapidly foi. turned and the head does not follow the body so speedily
low tiie de-

j^g could be wishcd from the patient's being greatly ex-

body in hausted,—and the same frequently occurs in breech cases,

nuence of
*" conscqueuce of the protracted length of the labour in

exhaustion this presentation,—there is still a considerable danger

nerai."'
^^ to the navel-string, from its pressure between the child's

Hence the head and the pelvis. This should be remedied as much
funis in

j^g possible by giving the funis full play between the pains.

and the But it frequently occurs, in spite of the utmost cadtion,
child often

tlij^t the pulsatiou is suspended, and the child is born in
born in a

7. , . i i./.
state of a state ot asphyxy, and apparently liteless.

asphyxy. rjij^g commou practice in this case is to tie the navel-

mon piac^ String as quickly as possible, remove the child from the
tice to di- mother to the warmth of the fire-place, and endeavour to
vide thefu-

i . i • i» -i i •

nisimme- stimulate thelungs into action by breathing torcibly into
Hiateiy,

^j^ jj^q^^i, v\ jjile the nostrils are closed. Friction with a
and use sti-

muiant warm hand, and with the conjoint aid of some pungent

Ihrfi" e.^^ volatile, is at the same time applied actively to the chest

;

and if this do not succeed the nostrils are attempted to be

roused with ammonia, or the fauces with a tea-spoonful

of brandy and hot water, to excite sneezing or coughing.

Serfo-'^" All this is well ; but there is a great and, 1 am afraid, not

neousso unfrcquently a fatal error in thus separating the navel

lates to di- String and removing the child from the mother. While

fiinis Ve''^ it continues united it has two chances of recovery, that of

fore respi- the Rction of the lungs and that of the re-action of the
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umbilical artery. By remo\ing it from the mother we Gen. ii.

allow it but one chance, and that, in my opinion, the Paiodyj.ia

feeblest. The expansion of the lungs is altogether a new
g;!^^^^^^^,,^

process, and, like other new processes, does not always

take place with great promptness, even where the child
,,io„^g^'"

is in full life and vigour, and the umbilical artery in re- piajneci

. „ . . . 1 IP ' 1. and illus-

gular pulsation ; tor it is sometimes halt a minute or tinted.

double this time before the child begins to cry, which is

the first proof of its respiring. But the flow of the blood

through the umbilical artery is an established habit, and,

like all other habits, has a powerful tendenojy to recur if

we give it time and favour ; and must derive an addition-

al tendency from the stimulus of the posterior placental

vessels which are still pulsating, and operating with a

vis a tergo. Of the various cases of asphyxy on birth

which I have witnessed, by far the greater number have

proved fatal when treated in the former way, and suc-

cessful when treated in the latter : and the explanation

here given will readily account for the difference.

The PLACENTA itself may, also, form a preternatural Piesenta-

presentation, and add much to the difficulty and the placenta.

danger of labour. We have said that this rises ordina-

rily from some part of the fundus of the uterus, though

it may originate from its sides,or from some other quarter,

for there is no quarter of the womb which may not be-

come it source. Hence it occasionally takes its rise more

or less over the mouth of the womb ; and while this part

of the womb continues quiescent, it produces no more in-

convenience there than any where else. But the moment
labour commences, or even, in the latter months of partu-

rition, when any cause whatever irritates the mouth of the

womb, and in any degree puts it upon the stretch, some of

the placental vessels must necessarily become ruptured

and a hemorrhage ensue. So long as this is small in quau-

tityrand does not frequently return, it will be sufficient to

enjoin quiet, a recumbent position, and tliat the bed be not

heated with a profusion of blankets. But if the hemo-

rrhage be considerable, whether before the full time of la-

bour, or on its accession or in any part of it, there is no
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Sp^' Yv P®*'^'^^* safety but in delivery, and hereby giving the rup-

Parodynia tured vessels an opportunity of closing their mouths.

Cross-bhth
'^''^ difficulty is less than a young practitioner might at

first expect : for he may be sure, from the hemorrhage
itself, that the os uteri is both dilated and dilatable, since

if this did not give way neither would the vessels which
produce the hemorrhage.

Unnatural Upon the whole, the proportion of unnatural deliveries

proportion-
*° natural is but few; and of these it is pleasing also to

ably, but reflect that the more they are connected with difficulty

or danger tlje more rare is their occurrence : insomuch

that comparing the statements of Professor Magele, of

averages. Heidelberg,* with those of several of the most eminent

accoucheurs of our own country, as Dr. Bland and Dr.

Merriman, we may calculate that a breech case may be

expected about once in fifty times ; a foot case once in

eighty; and the more dangerous presentations of the arm,

breast, or funis scarcely twice in five hundred births.

Their re

spective

SPECIES V.

PARODYNIA AMORPHICA.

JJm|)rJictfcaiilc aaiiour.

LABOUR IMPEDED BY MIS-CONFIGUKATION OF THE
FETUS OR OF THE MATERNAL PELVIS.

Gen. II. Iif natural labour the size of the head is adapted to the

in^naturli diameter of the pelvis it ha^ to pass through : in some
labour mu- children, indeed, the head is rather larger than in others,

lltiol of or has a difference of shape; and we meet with a likedif-

the head ferencc in the area of the pelvis : and these circumstances
and the *•

pelvic

passage. * Uebersicht der Vorfalle in der G. H. Entbirdungsanstalt zu Heidelberg,

Src, 1819.
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may prolong the labour, though the expulsory powers of
gp^c/y.

the mother will ultimately triumph over the resistance. Parodynia

-n ^ •. n .. .11 !• amorphicR.
But it unfortunately happens that the head is some- in,pract,-

times so enlarged by monstrosity of structure, hydrops ^^^|el*-

capitis, or some other disease, or that the maternal pelvis
p^jg ^^^

is so deformed in its make, that the child cannot pass'uai
, , adaptation

through the passage, and delivery becomes altogether sometimes

imprartirahle. ' ^^^^^
There is, however, an intermediate state between the na- figure of

tural size of the pelvis with a head of a natural size ap-
[^'^^^J^^'^f

^

plied to it, and that of absolute impracticability from the the

utter inaccordance of the head to the opening^ in which,
pe^^,is so

though the most violent and best directed ^'ains of the ""fh so as

mother may not be sufficient to produce expulsion, this ob- passage

ject may be effected by the assistance of instruments co-
i,"'fjg^'^'''

operating with the natural efforts. The pro-

What space of neh is is abscdutely necessary to enable P°"'°"s
" '

. sometimes
a living child, at its full time, to pass through it, has not so near as

been very accurately settled by obstetric writers, some
[f^^g^y^^"

maintaining t!iat this cannot take place where the con- though

jugate diameter is less than two inches and a half, though "jpaPfg"^'

it may till we reach tliis deeree of narrowness: and others ^y natural
efforts

that it cannot take effect under three inches. The differ- may be ob-

ence in the size of the head in different children on their
J^J."^^^''^.

birth, and of the thickness of the soft parts within the mechani-

, . . , -V, o t • • '^'^^ instru-

pel vis indifferent women, say easily account tor this varia- ments.

tion in the rule laid down. It is clear, however, from the Necessary

„ , ,. . ^diameter
acknow ledgcment of both parties, that if the dimension ot of the pel-

the pelvis be much under three inches, delivery cannot be ^'^•

accomplished without the loss of the child : and it is also

clear that if the head be much enlarged beyond the na-

tural size from any cause whatever, it cannot pass even

through the ordinary dimensions, thus giving us the two

following sources or varieties of difficult labour from an

amorphous cause.

t A fetu. The fetus deformed by a preternatural mag-

nitude of head, or some other morbid

protuberance.
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Gen. II. ^ Pelvica. The pelvis contracted in its diameter by

Parodynia natural deformity, or subsequent dis-

amorphica.
gj^gg qj. iijiypy.

Impracti- *' *'

cable la- j^ jg |)y ^q means easy to determine what is the actual

The judge- measurement of the hollow of the pelvis in a living woman,
mentof and particularly during the time of labour: and hence,

portance how useful soever it may be to be acquainted with what
than a di- ought to be its precise capacity as taken under other cir-

sure of the cumstances, thejudgement must chiefly determine as to the

^^g^ygg" practicability or impracticability of the passage from a

rate case, calm attention to the individual case at the time, and par-

Patient to ticularly where the difficulty proceeds from the form of the

be allowed child rather than from that of the mother. If, in well
to proceed .i-.i. • ,. -iii
naturally Weighing the cii'cumstances, the question remain doubt-
in doubtful fy] ^jjg patient should be allowed to proceed with her na-
cases till

^
1 I ••

the powers tural exertions alone, or such only in addition as the hands

and^mind ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^® afford, till the strength is considerably ex-

begin to hausted, and the mind participates in the depression of

thena"use *^*® body. And if, at this time, as will probably be the

of the vec- case, the head has descended so low as to be in contact

forceps, with the perinseum, and an ear can be felt, it would be im-

prudent to delay any longer assisting her with the vectis

or the forceps.

But the But the case may not be doubtful, and the passage may
case may .

"^ in
not admit be SO much contracted as to render all attempts to accom-
ofapas-

piigij delivery by the hands or the ordinary instruments
sage for the* J J •/

^

child, even totally ineffectual from the first. In this situation other

struments
^^ans must be resorted to, or the mother and the child

must both perish, worn out by fatigue, and perhaps ren-

the means dcrcd gangrcuous in the points of contact from irritation

to be re-
j^,^j inflammation.

sorted to

are three- The mcaus that present themselves to the practitioner

a°reduc- ^" ^^"^ occasion are the three following: He may reduce
tion of the ^j^g j^g^d of the child by the crotchet or perforator. He
head : a

*' '

division of may, in a small degree, enlarge the diameter of the pelvis

physisT or ^J dividing the symphysis pubis. Or, he may make a
the Cesa- section tlu'ough the abdomen into the uterus.
vean sec-

Jon. The first of these methods is designed to save the mo-
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ther by a voluntary sacrifice of the child. The two last
^^^^ ^^•

give a chance to the child, but at an imminent hazard of parodynfa

t^ mother. --Pj;--

Where the difficulty proceeds from a morbid enlarge- cable la-

ment of the child's head, the question as to which of these °^^'
.

three methods of treatment should be adopted, ought not of the head

to admit of a moment's delay. The child is, perhaps, dead
f„^.

*
j^^.

p^"^'

already, or, if not, it is not likely that it would long sur- This to be

vive the deformity it labours under, or live so as to render employed
•' Without

life a blessing : and the life of a sound woman must not be hesitation

risked, and still less sacrificed, for the chance of saving
l^j^^^Jj^'*^^

an unsound child. The head, therefore, ought to be di- morbidly

minished, and consequently the perforator to be had re-^nd'^ou

course to. ^i'^'

But there are instances of a deformity of the pelvis so '
,

'

•^ *^ But the

considerahle as that the perforator cannot be employed to pelvis may

any advantage : for how much soever the cranium may
^o^f^gd^g

have been broken down, there may not be breadth enough to render

to extract the child in any way. And this will always be even hf

the case where the range of the pelvis is under an inch and this way

a half from the pubis to the sacrum, or on either side, cable.

Dr. Osborn asserts that he once succeeded in removing a

child by means of the crotchet in a case where the widest

side of the pelvis was only an inch and three quarters

broad, and not more than two inches long ;* which is a

capacity so narrow as to throw some doubt upon the accu-

racy of the measurement in the minds of many practi-

tioners,! and certainly so narrow as to form an unparal-

leled case in the annals of the obstetric art.

In situations, therefore, of this kind, vsome other plan Hence

must be pursued even to save the life of the mother ; and plan must^

the only plans that can even be thought of are that of di- ^^ P"'-

viding the symphysis of the pubes, and that of the Cesa-

rean section.

Towards the latter months of pregnancy there seems to

be a disposition in the bones of the pelvis to separate at

their symphysis, insomuch that some pregnant women are

* Osbom's Essays, p. 203. t Burn's Princ. of Midwifery, p. 351
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Gen. II. sensible of amotion at the ijinrtion of the bones, especially
SP£C V * v

Parody lia at that of the ossa pubis.* This has been known to ana-
amorphica.

tQuji^jt^ f,,}. some rentui'ies, and about seventy years asro,
Impracti- .' j o '

cable la- for the first time, gave rise to a question whether a<lvan-
°".'^" tage might not be taken of this tendency in cases of pelvic

the sj'm- contractions, to enlarge the space by dividing the ossa pu-
physis of

jjjj, jj^ their symphysis, and thus obtain the same end as is
the ossa •'

• / . , , j.
pubis, how answered by the Cesarean section, with a considerable di-

^abie^''^'
minution of risk. The operation seems first of all to have

Thisope- heen proposed by M. Louis of the French Academy of

ration, Surgery to Professor Camper of Groningen, who tried it

proposed, first on a dead female body, and found it would afford

and by space, and next on a living pig, which, for some days after-

whom. wards, was incapable either of walking or standing, but in

fiM t^°d^
a few weeks perfectly recovered. H'* was then desirous of

trying it upon a young woman condemned to death at

Groningen, but did not succeed in his request. Not long

afterwards, however, it was pe formed with completesuc-

Successof cess by M. Sigaultof Paris upon the wife of a soldier who

^'jj
^" had hitherto borne four cliildren, each of which, from the

motlier's misformation, was obliged to be extracted piece-

History of meal. The section of the cartilage connecting the ossa

case!* pubis enabled the bones to be separated, according to his

account, by a chasm of two inches and a half; and yielded

a free passage to the child in four minutes and a half.

The wife, with her husband and child, a few weeks after-

wards, presented themselves to the members of the faculty

assembled in their hall. The patient walked steadily and

was found to be perfectly recovered.! Mr. Le Roy, who

was requested to attend on the occasion, tells us that the

same operation was afterwards pertormed by two other

practitiotiers on two other women, an<l in both cases with

an equally happy termination. He also observes that al-

though, in an unimpregnated slate, the bones of the pelvis

cannot be made to separate upon a division of the symphy-

sis to a space of more than an inch, which would be insuf-

* Denman, Pract. of Midwifery, p. 46. 446.

t Med. Comm. Edin. Vol. v. p. 214.
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ficient for the purpose proposed, the additional soltness
^^^jj^;

^^'•

and flaccidity vshich take place during pregnancy, as well
i a.odynia

in the hones and cartilages as in the muscles, »« so consi- ™^^^^^^^^^^^

derahlc, that a separation of two inches and a half may he rabie la-

easily effected in labour, and was effected in the above "'"'•

cases, while the same bistouiy that divided the soft parts,
,^.|.,|,,, ti,g

easily also divided the cartilaj;e.* In various other parts "oms will

. SPDclVfltO- ill

of the Continent, and especially at Mojjs and in Holland it pngnancy

lias been repeated with complete emancii>ation both to the ^^/^P^'''.'^
» • '

vvi'.ii tlieir

child and mother. Dr. J. H. Myers, who witnessed it at power at

Paris, speaks of it in the highest terms of commendation,
[.'i^^^^^

He says that the length of the incision does not exceed operation

three inches, and that the whole ai)eration is over in lesss"!<-« per-

than five minutes: while m the Cesarean operation the various

wound is necessarily more than nine inches long, the ute-"^'^^'P^'*®"

rus is divided, and the surrounding viscera are uncovered,
nig'^opera-

*' I have seen," says Dr. Myers, " the operation twicetion given

performed in this capital with every possible success. ^ ^'^'^*

The last patient, while I am writing, is in the room, co-

ming to show herself in justice to her operator. It is only

eighteen days since the operation w-as performed, and she

is in^ierfect health, and by no means injured by it."f

The operation, however, has been decried, and, in some Operation

instances, has certainly failed; but there appears to be f^^^„'
'^^cca-

some doubt wiiether, in several of these cases at least, ifsionai fail-

not in all, it was conducted with a sufficient degree ol sometimes

dexterity and skill : for when we are told by one operator P^^'g^"','^^^^

that, after the division of the symphysis he could not ef-

fect an opening of much more than a finger's breadth,

and by another that the utmost extent of the hiatus was

not more than an inch and a half, and compare these re-

marks with the following assertion of Dr. Myers upon

this very point, it is difficult to come to any other con-

clusion. " The moment," says he, " the division is made,

there is an enlargement of the pelvis, I venture to say, to

* Recherches Historiques et Pratiques sur la Sectipp. de !a Svmpliyse ilu

Pubes, &:c. Paris. 8vo. 177f!.

t Edin. Mtd. Comment. Vol. vii, p. 453.

VOL. V. 29
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Gen. II. any extent desii-ed: the last I saw was three inches, ac-

Parodynia curatcly mcasureil by an instrument called pelvimelre,

j^^pJP^;.'.^- contrived by M. Trainel." To which we may add that

cable !a- M. de Lambon performed tlie operation twice on the same
«° ?'

,
pj^tient ; in the first instance without iniury to the mother,

Pevfoimecl , . ^ o J

by Lam- and m the second with success to both mother and child.*
boil twice After tliesc decisive facts in its favour, to which the
on the '

same reader may add others from the volume of Nosology, I
patient,

cannot bnt conceive that the nreiudice against it, in our
Undue

, , . , „ ^ . , ,

prejudice own country, lias been carried too far. One trial alone
against the jj^s been made amonsfst ourselves, and that with an iin-
operatioi)

_

<^ '

incur own succcssful issue. But the chief opposition to it seems to
country,

jjg^^,^ proceeded from the discountenance of Dr. Denman,

its oTi'g^n.
added to certain exj)eriments made in relation to it by

Dr. William Hunter, which do not seem to have been con-

ducted under circumstances that can fairly call in ques-

tion the truth of the preceding statements.

Character " Immediately," says Dr. Denman, "after the accounts

ration Ts^ of the Operation were brought into this country, wishing,
given bj jvs a matter of duty, to understand the ground of the sub-

ject, J liad a conference with the late Mr. John Hunter,

in which we considered its first principle, its safety; and

after the most serious consideration it was agreed that, if

and expo- the utility conld be proved, there aj)peared from the struc-

pr"ve us° ture of the parts, or from the injury they were likely to

range and sustain by the mere section of the symjihysis, no sufficient

objection against performing it. Of its real utility it was,

however, imposible to decide before many experiments

had been made on the dead body, to ascertain the degree

of enlargement of the capacity of the pelvis, well-formed

or distorted, which would be thereby obtained. Such ex-

periments were soon made: and their resnlt published

by the late Dr. Hunter, and these proved on the whole

that, in extreme or great degrees of distortion of the pel-

vis, the advantage to be gained was wholly insufficient

to allow the head of a child to pass without lessening its

•* Leake's Practical Obseivations on the Acute Difeases ofWomen. Svo.
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bulk: and in small dcajrees of distortion that the opera- Gen. ii.

. Spec V
tion was unnecessary, such cases admitting of relief by Paiodynia

less desperate methods. They proved, moreover, that i*"io'P'''ca.
' J 1

' '
Impractical

irreparable injury would be done by attempts to increase bie labour.

the common advantages gained by the section of the

symphysis by straining or tearing asundei- the liga-

ments which connect the ossa innominata to the sacrum,

and to the soft parts contained in the pelvis, particular-

ly to the bladder."*

Now it did not require these experiments to prove that Examina-

this operation, or almost any other, would become mis- a|)o\.p cx-

chievous if unskilfully performed, but surely it was some- periments.

thing too much to endeavour to set aside the facts and^" "^"^^^

results known to have taken place in very numerous in- inconciu-

stances in the living body, and to call in question the ve-
^'^^*

racity of those who made them and those who witnessed

them, by facts and results made merely on the dead body,

without one single experiment on the body while alive

and in the peculiar circumstances under which alone it

is admitted that the facts and results contended for could

possibly take place.

Upon the whole it is allowed in the passage just quoted, Genera!

as the concurrent opinion of Dr. Denman himself, Mr.'^'"
'*

John Hunter, and apparently Dr. William Hunter, and
tliis too after " the most serious consideration,"—that
" there appears from the structure of the parts or from the

injury they are likely to sustain, by the mere sejction of

the symphysis, no sufficient objection against performing
the operation." That it will answer in every degree of a
contracted pelvis was never asserted by its most sanguine
advocates, but only in cases wliere the constriction was
somewhat too considerable to allow of the extraction of

the child by the forceps. And lastly, it is after all ad-

mitted by Dr. Denman himself, that where the life of a
child is of more than ordinary importance from public or
other considerations, and tlie mother who is in labour with
it possesses a pelvis so deformed and contracted, that it

• Denman's Practice, &c. 447.
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gpYj. v'.
^^""°* P^^^ through the passage in its present state,

Pfirociyniii " there the section of the symphisis of the ossa puhis

?nw!c'lica™'S''* ^^ proposed and performed,—being less horrid to

bie labour, the woman than the Cesarean operation, and instead of

ad(iing to the danger, giving some chance of preserving

the life of the child."*

Division of It is pcrfectlj clear, liowever, that, he the advantages

physfs'iHi-
of <l'viding the symphysis what tliey may vhen tlie pel-

availing vis is under certain states of deformity, it is an operation

passage is
^'^^t Can never be of any avail where the passage is so

exr me!y narrow that the child cannot be brought away piece-meal
narrow.

, , . ,
e.ven by the use of the ijcrforator. And in such circuni-

In which '' *

case the stances the only alternative is to leave the j)aticnt to na-

musTbe *"**^» '" ^^^ slender and desperate hope that the pains

left, may gradually wear away as the parts become habitua-

ted to the irritation, and the child, as in many cases of

extra-uterine fetation, be thrown out in detached frag-

01 lecoii-.senients by an abscess ; or to have recourse to what has
had to the

|jpj.j^ called the' CESARKAN oPERATioiv, and deliver bv
operation, making a section into the uterus tiirough the abdomen.

Maternal The love of oflsjjriiig, or a sense of duty, has been so
love, or a prevalent in some women as to induce them to submit to
sense of *

duty has this scvcre trial in cases where the pelvis has by no means

vaneV''ii
'^^^" ^^ straitened as we are now contemplating. And these

women to motivcs not being confined to any particular age, the ope-

this' opera- i'^tiou is of Considerable anticjuity and is particularly no-

tion : anri ticed by the elder Pliny, v. ho tells us that the elder Scipio

mote p?'iiori Africa!! us, and the first of the Cesars were brought into

"^'l"; the world in this manner, and adds, that the name of
world

^
'

.

o.. ,r- Cesar was hence derived '* u c^so matris utero."f In
bcipio Ani-
canus and reccut titues, onc of the earliest cases in which it was sub-

Jhe Sa'rs fitted to was that of the wife <(f a cattic-gelder at Siegen-

thus born, hauscn ill Germany in the beginning of the sixteenth cen-

Revivedby tury. The child it seems was, from its size, supposed to

in recent^ he incapable of being expelled in the natural w ay, and the

tines. operation was performed by the cattle-gelder himself.

ExaPipiRs Barehin, in his Apj)endix to Rousset, who was a warm
in Germa- ' '

p • •

ny. suppoi'ter of the practice, and wrote m favour ol it m 1 581,

* Denman, ut supr. 44?^. + Hist. Nat. Lib. vil. cap. is.
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tells us that this woman ilid well and bore several diildren Gen. ir,

• . 1 mil <• il SPtC. V.
aUcrwaids ni t!ie natural way. 1 here are a lew other in- Pamdynia

stances related of its havina: been executed bv lay hands, ''"'°'^''^'5^'

'^ "
. Impiacti-

and witli equal success; particularly one performed inrabieia-

Ireland by an uuinstructed midwite whose instrument was'^°'""
mt, . 1 J . 1/. T-v c.^ ^ • ill liclancl.

a razor. The case is related by Mr. Duncan btewart m
the Edinburgh Medical Essays,* who saw the woman a

few days after the operation. She was well in about a

month. Amonej regular practitioners, however, it has been Result up-
on the

generally opposed on account of its very doubtful result, wiioie very

from the time of Pare and Guillcmeau, who warmly re-
''""'^^^"'•

sisted its employment. Di'. Hull not long since made a

collection of all tlie cases in which thi or-eration had been

performed both at Isotne and abroad, und calculated them

at 231, of whicli 139, being considerably more than half, Propoition-

had proved successfsil.f The German collections, indeed, j^.^jlj^^I^f'

gi\e various examples of its having been repealed several pt-fonned

times on the same j)crson : and M. Trestan narrates the times on

extraordinary !»istorv of one woman who had submitted to^'"^
^^™®

" ' person.

it not fewer than seven times.:}: One of the latest ex- Case of

amples is, I believe, the case furnished by Dr. Locker of'^g'J'J*^'^"'^'

Zurich, and published in a late xoiunse of the Transac-

tions of the Medico-Chirurgical Society ; in which the

mother and child were both happily preserved.^

Under this view of the subject it is singularto observe ^^^1"°^^^

the general fatality, at least to the mother, with which theiatai inoui

Cesarean section lias been lbllo\\ed in our own country, f""*^"""'•' try,

"There are, I think," says Mr. Burns, " '"-''tories of^^^^
,j

twenty cases where this operation has been performed infied.

Biitain : out of these only one woman has been saved,

but ten children have been preserved."|i

At Edinburgh, Mr. Hamilton remarks,^ that it had Want of
success

beet» performed five times at the date of his publication : how ex-

aud that in no instance had the patient the good fo»'tunej^^i"^j^^^y

VcU V. p. 3{JU.

t Tiani.lation of M. Bamleloque's Memoir, p. 233.

X Joii'-n. de Medicine, Ton', xxxvi. p. 69.-

i Vol. IX. p. 11.
11
Priiicip. utsupr. p. 348.

^ Elements of the Prnctice of Midwifery, 8vo.
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Gen. 11. to survive it maiiv days. Of the last case he was an eye-
Spec. v. . , • '

Paiodynia witncss, aiiu it was Only resorted to alter every other

f'""'"P'V'^^' means bad proved ineffectual : the child vias saved but
Impracti- *

cable la- the mother survived only six and twenty hours. This in-
°"'' genious writer enters with great pertinence into theques-

tion to what cause so general a failure is to be ascribed.

And while he admits that nervous or uterine irritation

from cutting, internal hemorrhage, or an extravasation

into the cavity of the abdomen may eacli have an in-

fluence; he is disposed to think that its unsuccess is prin-

cipally to be imputed to the effect which access of air is

well known to have on viscera exposed and in a state of

irritation. Dr. Monro repeatedly found that, in making
even a large aperture by incision into the abdomen of

animals, if the wound be quickly closed tiie animal readi-

ly recovers : but that if the viscera be exposed for only a

few minutes to the air, severe pains and fatal convulsions

ensue. And hence Mr. Hamilton most warmly exhorts

that, in performing the Cesarean operation, the bowels

be denuded as little as possible, and the wound be closed

with the utmost expedition.

The cxpia- This auswcr, however, is hardly satisfactory : and I
nation t.i-i i-ii i . j.i>
hardly sa- am rather inclined to think that the comparative want or

jisfactory
; gjjccess at home, is owina: to the ercater reluctance in

and the ' o o
want of performing the operation than seems to be manifested in

cribed to^
France and Germany; in consequence of which itisrare-

another ]y determined upon till the woman is too far exhausted,

and has an insufficiency of vigour to enable the wounded

parts to assume a healing condition. In most of the cases

recorded, there does not seem to jiave been any deficiency

of skill ; and particularly in tliat which occurred about

five and thirty years since, and was attended by Mr. John

Hunter and Dr. Ford,* and hence the unfavourable is-

sue must be resolved into some other cause.

Prematuie jj- j^ |,appy for the woi'ld, and peculiarly so for those

Us great who are possessed of a contracted pelvis, and in many

these cas"es. cases without knowing it till they are in labour, that afar

* Denman, ut supr. p. 463.
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safer, and less painful operation may be had recourse to, Gen. ir.

Spec, V
Avheretlie deformity is known in due time, I mean tliat ofpaiodynia

a PREMATURE DELIVERY. *'A SlVQ&t numhcr of instances "'norphku.
Inipiacti-

liave occurred," says Dr. Den:nan, " of women so formed cable la-

that it was not possible for tliem to bring forth a living
'^°"'-

child at the termination of nine months who have, in my ^^'"^^'^'^''*

own practice, been blessed with living children by the

accidental coming on of labour, when they were only

seven months advanced in their pregnancy, or several

weeks before;their due time. But the first account of any

artificial method of bringing on premature labour was

given to me by Dr. C. Kelly. He informed me that Origin of

about the year 1756, there was a consultation of the most
Jj^^g'^'j^^'^"

eminent men at that time in London to consider of the London.

moral rectitude of, and advantages which might be ex-

pected from, this practice ; which met with their general

approbation. The first case in w hich it was deemed ne- Success in

cessary and pro])er fell under the care of the late Dr.
^'^^^.J''^'^

Macauley, and it terminated successfully. The patient

was the wife of a linen-draper in the Strand. Dr. Kelly

informed me that he himself had practised it; and,

among other instances, mentioned that he had performed

this operation three times upon the same woman, and

twice the children had been born living. '

"A lady of rank," continues the same writer, "who More

liad been married many years, was soon after her mar- success on

riage delivered of a living child in the bc2;innin2: of the^^subse-
• w. ., n, o- , - ^ T ,.

queiit trial.

eighth month oi her pregnancy, she had atterwarus lour

chihiren at the full time, all of wiiicli were, after \evy

difficult labours, born dead. She applied in her next

pregnancy to Dr. Savage, whom I met in consultation.

By some accounts she had received, she was prepared for

this operation, to which she submitted with great reso-

lution. The membranes were accordingly ruptured, and

the waters discharged, early in the eighth month of her

pregnancy. On tlie following day she had a rigor, suc-

ceeded by heat and other symptoms of fever which very

much alarmed us for the event. On the third day, how-

ever, the pains of labour came on, and she was, after a
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Gen. it. slioit time, delivered, to the ereat comfort and satisfac-
Spec. V. °
PaiofiyniP tioii of herself and friends of a small but perfectly healthy
amorph' a.j.jjjjj which U at this time nearly of the same size it
Impracti- ' •'

cable would have been, had it been born at the full j)criod of

utero-gestation ; and it has lived to the state of manhood.

hetwlen ^^ * Subsequent preg'nancy tlte same method was pursued,

niptiuing |)ut whether the child was of larger size, or the pelvis was

braiies and become smaller, whether there was any mistake in the
the acces-^

reckoning, or whether the child fell into any untoward
labour- position, I could not discover, but it was still-born though

ries in the labour did not continue longer than six hours. Yet
different

jjj ^ third trial the child was born living and healthy, and

ais. she recovered without any unusual inconvenience or

trouble."*

It is only necessary to add that the time in which la-

bour-pains will come on after thus rupturing the mem-
branes and discharging the waters, is uncertain, and ap-

pears to depend much on the irritability of the uterus. It

is sometimes delayed, as in the first trial in the case just

noticed, for three days, but the labour has sometimes,

also, been found to commence within a few hours.

SPECIES VI.

PARODYNIA PLURALIS.

LABOUR COMPLICATED BY A PLURALITY OF CHILHREN.

Ge.v. 11. TuE fertility of women seems to de])end upon various

vlnu'a^ circumstances, partly, perhaps, the extent or resources of

dependent the ovaria, partly constitutional warmth of orgasm, and
on various

circum-
stances. * Epist. App. ad Strauss de fontu. Mussipont. p. 298.
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partly the adaptation of the male semen to the organiza-
g^|^-^[*

tion of the respective female. Eisenmenger gives us the parodynia

history of a woman who produced fifty-one children
:*p^'^'jJ.^'^^

and sometimes the fertility seems to pass from generation rous la-

to generation, in hoth sexes, though it must he always

liable to some variation from the constitution of the family I'ifty-one

1 . • 1 • » • • /• M i J.I
children

that IS married into. I have in my own lamily at the produced

time of writing, a young female servant whose mother ''y°"°
•-' •' "^ woman.

bore twenty-three cliildren, and brought them up with so ^onstitu-

much success, that at the time of her mother's death, shet'onai fer-

was the youngest ot nineteen then living : and her eldest jitar}'.

brother has fourteen children at present, all of whom I

believe are in health.

But while some women produce thus rapidlv in single '^f"'''?^'-
•^ r . o

j,j^jg ferti-

succession, there are others that are multiparient, and lity

,Thi

birth.
bring forth occasionally two or even three at a time, more j^'^'^^® ^^ ^

than one ovum being detached by the orgastic shock.

Three at a time is not .common: I have met with but

one instance of it in which the children were all alive

and likely to live ; and one instance only occurred to Dr.

Denman in the course of upwards of thirty years' practice.

Four have occasionally but very rarely been brought Sometimes

forth together, and there are a few wonderful stories of Five re-

five, but which rest on no well-authenticated testimony. Pof'««^' ^^^
'

•' upon
Twins are mostly produced at a common birth, but doubtful

owing to the incidental death of one of them while the
^"'^""«y-

'

other continues alive, there is sometimes a material dif- mostly pre-

ference in the time of tiieir expulsion, and consequently, ^"'^^'^ ^^ ^
• ~i J ' common

therefore, in their bulk or degree of maturity, giving us birth: but

the two following varieties :
ai]y^a°"d'if-

« Congruens. Of equal or nearly equal growth, [?^^"* P®"

Congruous twin- and produced at a common
ning. birth.

fi Incongruens. Of unequal growth, and produced
Incongruous twin- at diflferent births,

ning.

In CONGRUOUS TWINNING 01' Ordinary twin cases, in * p- pJ"''a-

liscongrua.
Congruous

* Epist. App. ad Strauss fle fcEtu. Mussipont. p. 22S. tsvianlng.

VOL. V. 30
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Gen. II. which there is no great disparity of size between the two,

a p. piuia- on the birth of the one, it can be pretty easily ascertained
iiscongiua.

|.|jj^^ another is still in the womb by applying the hand to
Congruous ^ rt ^ o
twinning, the abdomcn ; for the limbs, and, if the child be alive, its

movements, may generally be felt very distinctly, except,

indeed, where an ascites is present, and the practitioner

must then have recourse to other tokens.

No precise There are no precise signs by which a woman or her

vvhich attendant can determine whether she be pregnant of twins
pregnancy ^y. „qj-^ Inequalities in the prominence of the abdomen,
with twins ^ *

, .

can be as- peculiarities of internal sensation or motion, slowness in
ceitauicd.

^j^^ progress of a labour, have been advanced as signs;

but they belong as frequently to the uniparient as to the

raultiparient, and hence are unentitled to attention.

Priority of The claim to priority of birth in a twin case is de-

twins de- pendent, not on superiority of strength, or any other cn-
pendent on tJowmcnt, but OH a closer proximity to the mouth of the
conve-

1

nience of utcrus alone, and, consequently, on a greater convenience

bhth^"
^°'^ of position. Though when, on the birth of twins, one is

found small and emaciated, and the other plump and

strong, we have some ground for apprehending that the

vigorous child has absorbed the greater part of the nutri-

ment afforded by the mother, as we find not unfrequently

in plants shooting from the same spot of earth.

General The general rules that govern in morbid labour of in-

morbid la- dividual children, govern equally in morbid labour of
bour of sin- t^vins. The second child is usually delivered with cora-
'']& cliil-

dien go- paratively few pains and little inconvenience, as the parts
vern in

j,ave been sufficiently dilated by the passage of the first;
twin cases

:

j j i o 7

< ommoniy and, although there is commonly some interval between

va'i be-"*^'^^^ termination of the one and the commencement of the

tween the other struggle, it is not often that this interval exceeds

ofdie 'o°ne half an hour or an hour. It has, indeed, in a few instances
and the extended to whole days ; in one instance to ten,* and iu
other.

T -r. I

Has ex-
another to seventeen days.f But these arc very uncom-

tended to a mon cascs : and as mischief may pos&ibly happen to the
day or two:
ti) tenday^.'

10 seven- * Hist de I'Acaci. des Si'.icnces, 1751, p. lOT.

!f^"V .

-'' De Boset in Vorl)enclclino;ea van Harlem, xil. Anp. Xo. 6.
lint tins

"^ .1

should not

bea'J]o\Ved.
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womb, and to the system at large from a long protrac- g*^';^^;

tion of uterine irritation, it is now the practice to deliver « p. pium-

the second child by art, after liaving waited four or five ^^^^^"s^'|^

hours in vain for a return of expulsory exertions. twinning.

In INCONGRUOUS TWINNING we meet, in different cases, ^ P- pima-
... .,,,... p . f, , 1 lis incon-

with every possible diversity m perrection oi torm, and gma.

term of expulsion between the co-ofFspriiig. Nor is this'"*^°"§'"*

to be wondered at in either respect. We have already ning.

seen that a single fetus may die during any period of ^^^'^g°*°j?^^^

parturition from a variety of causes; and hence we may nation:

readily conjecture that one of the twins may die at any "hrh'"
^^

jieriod, while the other still thrives and remains unaffect- ^^'"^'^ .t^'°

ed. This twin may remain in tlie womb, and Ijoth be ex- dead •. and

pelled together at the full time. But it may happen, also, *'^^
^|^^

^^

from the peculiar irritation of the uterus generally, orwiiiietbe

the peculiar position of the dead fetus near the cervix, ^^^^^^^^^^
j'j^j^"

that this organ may be so far stimulated by the death, and fuii time.

corrupt state of the fetal corse and its membranes, as to

expel it from the body, while the living child receives no

injury, and continues to thrive, and is maturely delivered

at its proper time.

In the latter case, where the dead fetus has been dis- Hence the

charged in the second or third month of pregnancy, the the binh of

mother, not knowing herself to have been pregnant with ^'^^ second

twins, has been erroneously conceived, on the arrival ofgine she

the second birth, to have produced a perfect child within
been"raoie

the short term of six or seven months. than six or

SG VG IX

In the former case, or that in which the dead fetus re- ,nonths

mains quiet in the womb through the remaining term of P'^'^s"^*"*-

pregnancy and both are discharged at a common birth, an
foim^riy^'^

opinion equally erroneous was formerly entertained in accounted

order to account for the apparent difference of the two in cTo'ctnne ot

growth and size : for it was supposed that the dead and s"perfeta-

puny, and apparently premature fetus, was conceived

some months subsequently to the perfect and vigorous

child, and hence had not time to reach it in size and per-

fection : and to this supposed subsequent conception was
given the name of superfetation.
We have reason to believe that such a process does f"P^^Jf,^'

?inn«lly
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lustrated.

occasionally take place in some quadrupeds whose wombs
are so formed as to allow of it: but we have already ob-

served in the preliminary Proem to the present Class, as

also in the introductory observations to the present Order,

that, in women, from the moment of conception, an efflo-

rescent membrane is formed which lines the whole cavity

of the uterus, and acts as a septum to the ascent of any

subsequent tide of male semen ; not to say further that

the OS uteri itself is so plugged up by the secretion of a

viscid mucus at the time, as to prevent any communieatioii

between this organ and the vagina till the period of preg-

nancy is completed. And hence the doctrine of super-

fetation in women, excepting under very particular cir-

cumstances, has deservedly sunk into general disrepute.*

For it is possible, however, as we have already observed,

for a second fetation to take place by an additional con-

nexion, within a few hours after the first, and before the

formation of the occluding membrane. But in this case,

the progress of the twins are parallel, and their birth in

immediate succession.

The cases of this kind, and formerly ascribed to the

exploded cause, are by no means uncommon. Dr. Maton

lias given a very decided one in the Medical Transactions,

containing the history of a lady delivered at Palermo of a

male child in November 1807, and again, scarcely three

months afterwards, in February 1808, of another male in-

fant, " completely formed."! The proportion or powers

of the first child are not sufficiently noticed : but we arc

told that both were born alive; that the elder died when

nine days old ** without any apparent cause ;" and that

the younger died also, but after a longer term.

In Henchel we have an account of a minute:]: and a

mature fetus born at the same time : and in the Transac-

tions of the Medino-Chirurgical Society, a similar account

by Mr. Chapman, with the exception of the time, which

* Waldschmied, Dissert, de Superfpstatione falso prajtensa. Hanb. 1727.

t Vol. IV. Art. XII.

1: Neiie Mcdicinische vind Chiruvstsche Anmevkungen. !>= n.
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varied considerably : the dead and minute fetus, apparent- ^^^-
^J-

]y not more than three or four months old, having in this/8 . piu-

case been born in October 1816, and the twin, a full-grown ^ongrua.

child, not till December, iust two months afterwards.* incongiu-
•* ous twiii-

' In this last instance, however, there can be no doubt ning.

that the aboi-ted fetus had remained quiet in the uterus for Examined

some months after its death before it was expelled ; which
p"jfing''J^

in truth is the only way of reconciling its apparent age and

size of not more than three or four months at the time of

its expulsion, with the full time or nine months of the

mother, completed only two months afterwards.

Nor is a quiet and undisturbing continuance in the ^ndisturb-

, I
'Ug conti-

iiterus after the death of the fetus by any means uncom- nuance of

mon, whether the offspring be single or double. Wehave^,^g^'"y^|[,

already given examples of an interval often, and even ^f'^i^•'*-'• death, not

seventeen days, in the case of twins born equally of full uncom-

size. But where the growtli has been discrepant, and the
"'°"*

dead fetus has remained behind unsuspected, it has some-

times been several mctnths before expulsion has taken

place. Ruyset gives a case in which it was delayed a Has con-

twelvemonth after the apparent term of its death, and even *'""®^ *
'

'

twelve-

then discharged without corruption :f and some of the month:

foreign collections liave instances that more than double ^^Ts time/

this time.:]:

The present author vsas once engaged in consultation illustrative

upon the case of a lady in Bedford Row, who had miscar-
^'*'^'"

ried of a fetus under three months old, which there was

every reason to believe died fourinonths antecedently ; as

at that time the mother had been attacked with a flooding

and rigors, had had various subsequent uterine hemo-

rrhages, and had never been able to quit a recumbent posi-

tion without producing some return of the bleeding.

•* Vol. IX. Alt. p. 195. t Thesaur. Omnium Max,

t Neue Samml. Wahrnchtmingen. Band. iv. ^ 241.
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SPECIES VII.

PARODYNIA SECUNDARIA.

Sctiurntial %nhn\iv,

DISEASED ACTION, OR DISTURBANCE SUCCEEDING
DELIVERY.

Gen. ti. In ordinary child-birth the pains of labour may be said to

fn oi^di^ ^
' cease with the expulsion of the fetus : since though se-

nary quential, or after-pains as they are ordinarily called, are
child-birth * n i . , o , •

no diffi- not uncommon tor a day or two, and are usetul ui expelling

th^'^^'^'u
the placenta and its membranes, and a few large coagula

Bion of the of blood tliat have formed In theuttrug, these last are nei-

from par- ther violent nor by any means frequent. It sometimes
ticuiar happens, however, that there is almost as much trouble,
cncum- * *

stances and as much pain, and as much danger after the birth of

diffi^iity the child as antecedently, so that the labour itself may be
and dis- fairly said to be protracted into this secondary stage,

which offers the following varieties of morbid affection:

« Retentiva. Retention of the secundines.

,3 Dolorosa. Violent after-pains,

y Hgemorrhagica. Violent hemorrhage or flooding.

5 Lochialis. Inadequate lochia! discharge.

a P. se- In about ten minutes or a quarter of an hour after the
cundada

^jij.^jj gf ^j^g child the utcrus recovers its action, and as'ain
retentiva. "
Retention excrts itself, though witli less force, and consequently

secun- slighter pain, to expel what is commonly railed the after-

dines. birth,consistingof the placenta and its membranes ; which,

expe^iied in Common cases, are easily separated and thrown off from

efforts'""^^'
the sides of the organ. The instinctive or remedial power

of nature is just as competent of itself to do this as to ex-

but may pel the child ' but, as unquestionable benefit is found from
generally
be as-
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assistinff in the expulsion in the latter case, a like degree ^^*^^-JJ;*^ ' ... Spec. VII.

of benefit is also found in the former; and -the practitioner* p, secun-

by taking hold of the funis, and gently pulling it tiuring^'^^^jV^'

the action of a pain, vvill, in most cases, be sure of expe- Retention

diting the passage of the placenta, without running the°y^j^„gg'

least risk of rudely tearing it from the sides of the uterus, sisted by

and excitina; a hemhrrhaaje. removing
" °

1 n • • *"® funis.

It will sometimes however be found that the funis m-p^^^jg

stead of being fully inserted at its upper extremity into the sometimes

body of the placenta, originates alone from a few of itsl'^^y^y^s

vessels, and that from an incautious tug it gives way, and the pia-

is drawn down by itself, leaving the placenta behind ; and hind.

consequently putting it entirely out of the practitioner's

power to render any collateral assistance.

It also happens, not unfrequently, from the general ex- And some-

haustion of the system, or the local exhaustion and torpi- pains to

tude of the uterus, that no expulsory pains of any kind ^^P5"^*^

follow at the ordinary time, or even for a long period af-the piacen-

terwards, and consequently that the placenta is still lying
*^*

unseparated in the uterus.

On a trial instituted by Dr. W. Hunter, and Dr. Sandys, Experi-

in the Middlesex Hospital, it was found in one case, that t7ie"eiftct"

the placenta left to the action of the uterus alone, was noto^'^^^^'^s

rejected till twenty-four hours after delivery : and as no ill centa to

consequences followed on this experiment, it became soon "^'"'^^*

afterwards a practice with many in this metropolis, as it s"atjgg^o"

had long before been with still more on the Continent, to mischief:

pay no attention to the placenta, and to leave it to take its f"^
^^^^

, ^ hence a
course. Great mischief however, has been, in many cases piactice

found to ensue, from this kind of quietism: for, where ^^j'^j^^^'^^^y

there is great exhaustion, a sufficiency of natural exertion as it had

does not in numerous instances return for three or foura°b"oacr"

days afterwards, and sometimes even longer; while the But great

placenta, by remaining in the uterus, keeps up a febrile ^^^'^^^^

irritation and, what is infinitely worse, by being in many pened, and

instances partly though not wholly detached, and rendered kfn'Js!"'"^

a dead as well as a foreign substance, the detached part

putrefies, and produces a fetor through tlie whole atrno^
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Gen. If. sphere of the chamber sufficient of itself to render the
Spec VII
« P. se- patient si^^k, and faint, and feverish, if it do not occasion
cundRria ^ ffenuine typhus.
letentiva. ^ •' '

.

Retfintion I was lately requested to attend in consultation upon a
°f*!^?'^- case of this kind. The patient had had a very difficult

Striking labour, and after tvi^o or three days of severe suffering was
case in ii- delivei-i'd by the use of the crotchet. She was afterwards

for a long time in a state of syncope, and the placenta was

suffered to remain without any attempt to remove it. She

had no expulsory pains for three days, but very great

soreness and sone degree of laceration in the soft parts,

with such a torpitude of the bladder that the water was

obliged to be dra\\n off" daily. In about eight and forty

hours, she had a hot dry skin, brown furred tongue, with

a quick, small pulse, slight delirium, and occasional shiv-

erings. It was in tliis state I was requested to see her.

Patient in The room uhich was small, was insupportable from its

-e*?''^^" stench, notwitlistanding all the pains taken to maintain

cleanliness, and to cover the fetor by pungent odours. I

strenuously advised that the placenta should be instantly

removed, but was answered that gangrene bad already

begun, the patient would certainly die, and as certainly

sink under the very attempt to bring it away, so that the

operator would fall under the charge of having killed her.

My reply was, that she would assuredly die if it were not

removed, but I was not so certain that she would if it were;

that in my judgement the fetor rather proceeded from the

placenta itself than from the ichorous discharge about the

vagina, and gave a token of a very extensive separation,

though the patient wanted power to expel it from her body.

And I could not avoid adding that if none of the gentle-

men present (we made four in all) would venture upon the

task I would take the risk upon myself, though I had

long declined the j)ractice, and give the patient this only

chance of a recovery. This declaration inspirited the

rest : the operation was determined upon, the placenta, as

I suspected, was found nearly separated throughout, and

half advanced into the vagina, and was removed without;
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difRculty. By the use of cinchona and the mineral acids, Gkn. n.
'' bvvx. VII.

with a nutritive regimen, the patient gradually recover- <» p. serun-

ed, and is now in a state of perfect health.
triurva*!"

The modern practice, therefore, of not trusting the pla- Retention

,
of the SR-

centa to the mere powers of nature, when those powers arc cundines.

exhausted or inoperative, is founded upon a principle of the The pla-

soundest observation. Four or five hours is the utmost „oved, ami

time now usually allowed, and if it be retained beyond *''^ patient
•' "^ recovered.

this period, the operator interferes, brings it away by the Hence the

funis, if the uterus will hereby become sufficiently stimu- removal of

/ ,• 1 the placen-
lateu, and 11 not, or the lunis be broken, by cautiously ta not to be

introdiicins: his hand into the uterus, and peeling the pla- ^^^^ *°
*^f.°

/,
powers ot

centa gradually from its walls by the action of his fingers, nature

If the uterus, instead of contracting at all at its fundus,
"ie^ex.'^^^®

should contract irregularly and transversely so as to formhansted.

what has been called an hour-glass contraction, the re- "^''"^ *" ^^
anowed

moval of the placenta should take place before this time, before its

In some irritable habits it is sometimes found on the
'^'"°^'^^'

contrary that after-pains, instead of ceasing gradually, comrade-

continue almost without ceasinsr, and with nearly as ''"" "^ '^''^

«J •' uterus.

great violence as the pains of labour itself; and this for^p secun-

many hours after the extraction of the placenta. dariadoio-

If such after-pains follow close upon the labour, they violent

proceed from a morbid irritation and spasmodic tendency ^^*.®'"

f,
. , , pains.

ot the uterus alone ; and the best remedy is an anodyne jj^^,, {„

liniment applied to the abdomen, with an active dose of i^e distin-

laudanum, whicli last must be repeated as soon as the"

first dose has lost its effect, the bowels in the mean while

being kept regularly open. If such violent pains do not

take place till some hours after the evacuation of tlje

placenta, or even the next day, it is highly probable that

some large cake of coagulated blood has formed in the

uterus, and become a source of irritation. This may often

be hoiked out by a finger or two introduced for such pur-

pose, and the organ be render*ed easy : if not, an opiate

will here be as necessary as in the preceding case.

Hsemorrhage or flooding after delivery is another

evil which the practitioner in the obstetric art is not

VOL. V. ,qi
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Gen. If. iinfrcquently calleil upon to combat. This is sometimes

y P. secuii- produced by pulling too forcibly at the umbilical chord,

mor'dha^ia
^^^^ Separating the placenta from the walls of the uterus

Flooding, before its vessels have sufficiently contracted : but the

most common cause is an exhausted state of the uterine

vessels themselves, and a consequent inability to contract

their mouths, so that the blood flows through them without

resistance.

Profuse The uterus is, at this time, so stored with blood of its

orbicfollt ®^"» ^'^^^ ^ prodigious rush will often flow from it without

first with- producing syncope or any serious evil upon the general

ening,^^ systcm : for it is only till it has lost its own proper sup-

explained.
p]y^ and begins to draw upon the corporeal vessels for a

Yet great recruit, that any alarming impression is perceived. Yet

gerous ex- from the first moment the attendant should be on his guard,
haustion

^j gi^Qijid i^^ve rccourse to the means already laid down
afteivvards. •'

under flooding occurring in the latter months of pregnan-

cy.* From the very open state in the present case of the

mouths of all the uterine vessels that have anastomosed

with the vagina, the flooding is here, however, upon some

occasions, far more profuse and dangerous than at any

Patient other period, so that a woman has sometimes been carried

crTna^^ ofl* in the course of ten minutes, with a sudden faintness,

few mi- sinking of the pulse, and wildness of the eyes that is most

heart-rending. And, in such a situation, as the living

In extreme powcrs are failing apace, and must be supported at all

exhaustion ^dventures, while cold and astringent applications arc

ving power still applied to the affected region, we must have recourse
cordials of

^ ^j^^ vvarmcst, the most active, and most diffusible cor-
tlie most

1 i« .

stimulant dials, as Madeira wine or brandy itself in an undiluted

sary."'^"^ state : and if wc succeed in rousing the frame from its

deadly apathy, we must drop them by degrees, or ex-

change them for food of a rich and nutritive, but less sti-

mulant description.

When the discharge of "blood from the uterus ceases,

* Vol. IV. p. 176. Gen. I. Spec. Ii. Parac-3'esis uierina hajmorrhagica
;

and compare with Vol. iii. CI. ill. Ord. iv. Goi. ii. Spec. ii. Ilremorrhagia

atonica uteri.
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it is succeeded by a fluid of a different appearance which Gen, h.
Spec VIl

is commonly called xochia (ao;^;*^,) a term employed by j- p. sccm;-

Dioscorides in the sense of secundse, or the materials cva- ^IV'^.
'°'

cniahs.

cuated by a lying-in woman after the birth of the child, inade-

The nature of this discharge does not seem to have been
chia^dt^-

very fully explained by pathologists. The numerous charge.

and expanded blood-vessels of the uterus contract 2;ra- ^'^'S'" °^
f- ^ the tern.

dually, and particularly in their mouths or outlets ; by Nature of

which means the fluid they contain, and which is not en- '^^ dis-

chnr^o ex-
tirely evacuated by the vagina, is thrown back on the piaitieci.

system with so raucli moderation as to produce no serious

evil, and its stimulus is chiefly directed to the breasts. i,s ^lii^ie

As the mouths of these vessels progressively collapse, tlie s<«ite and

finer part of the blood only, or at least with not more coioifr''ac-

than a small proportion of the red particles, issues from ^"""ted

them, and in smaller abundance, and hence the discharge

appears less in quantity and of a more diluted redness.

By intermixing with the oxygene of the air which has a

free admission to the sexual organs, this red, as in the

case of venous blood, assumes a purple or Modena hue

:

and as this hue becomes blended with the yellowish

tinge of the serum, it necessarily changes to greenish,

which is the colour of the lochial discharge before its

cessation.

"While this discharge issues in a due proportion to" the ^'^'?^''^-

demand of the idiosyncrasy, for the quantity differs con- while this

siderably in different women, there is little fever or irri-
,\^o"/g^j,!,"e

tation, and we have no ill consequences to apprehend :
'!"a"tity

:

but the mouths of these vessels may be irritated by vari- crotion
"^

ous causes, as catching cold, violent emotions of the mind, "^^'y, ''^

,

the use of too stimulant a diet, or the want of a syrnpa- morbid ba-

thetic action in the breasts ; and the result, under diffe-
^'"^"^^

"'

rent circumstances, is of a directly opposice kind. If

there be no spasm hereby induced on the mouths of the

closing vessels, they will throw forth a morbid supera-

bundance of serous fluid, without running perhaps into

a hemorrhage, or opening sufficiently to discharge red
blood, and the patient will become greatly exhausted and
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Gen-, ii. weakened, have a sense of a prolapse of the uterus, and
^PEC VII •-

} p. secun- ^6 peculiarily dispirited in her mind. If, on the contrary,
daria lo- which is more frequently tlie case, the mouths of the

inade- uterine vessels become suddenly and spasmodically closed

T"*?J°' "^ consequence of the superinduced irritation, there will

charge. be a total and abrupt suppression of the lochia, a sense

or sup- of great weight and pain will be perceived in the uterus

\iression. ^nd the whole region of the pubes, a considerable degree

of fever will ensue, and the patient will be in danger of

a puerperal typhus.

RcmcJhii These are the evils wliich result from a disturbance of
menus.

^j^^ balance of the lochial discharge. In attempting to

remedy them the exciting cause should, in the first place,

be removed as far as this is capable of being accomplish-

ed. After which, in the former case, the strength is to

be sustained by unirritant tonics, astringents, and a plain

nutritive diet : and in the latter, the spasmodic pain, and

heat, and other febrile symptoms are to be subdued by

antispasmodics and relaxants, particularly camphor,with

small doses of ipecacuan or antimony. The neutral salts

have also in this case proved serviceable, which have the

farther advantage of opening and cooling the bowels. It

will likewise be found highly useful to foment the abdo-

men with flannels wrung out in hot water, or, which is

far 'better, to bind a flannel 'Swathe wrung out in hot

water, in the same manner, round the whole of the abdo-

men and the back, and to encircle it with a band of fold-

ed linen to prevent it from wetting the sheets, and to let

it remain on like a cataplasm, till it becomes dry by

evaporation.
Occasion-

j^^ should not be forgotten, however, that in some wo-
ally no lo- a '

chiai dis- men who have healthy labours, there is no lochial dis-

heaUhyTa- charge whatever, the blood-vessels of the uterus con-
boms, tracting suddenly and closely as soon as the red blood

ceases to flow\ I have already pointed out one example

of this kind that occurred to Professor Frank, even after

a third natural delivery ; the patient, moreover, having

been from a girl as destitute of menstruation as after-
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wards of lochia : yet her health was in no respect inter- Gen. ii.

Spec. VIl,
fered with.* Parodyuia*

In all the diseases here referred to, cleanliness and secunda-
' na.

purity of air are of the utmost importance ; without these, Sequential

no plan whatever can succeed : and with them, no other f^^g°^j'_'

plan is often wanted. They are, moreover, of as much ment.

moment to the infant as to the mother. It is a striking ^"^^^^ ^"'

.

"-' portanceol
fact that in the space of four years, ending in 1784, there cleanliness

died in the Lying-in Hospital of Duhlin, at that time a^|{.^P"'®

badly ventilated house, 2944 children out of 7650: ^^^^.^^^

though after the ventilation was improved, the deaths exempiifi-

within a like period, and from a like number, amounted ^ *

to not more than 279.

* De Cur. Horn. Morb. Epit. Tom. vi. Lib, vi. Pars iii. 8vo. Viennte,

1824,
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GENUS III.

ECCYESIS.

3Ej:tra=uterinr iFetattou.

IMPERFECT TETATION IN SOME OBGAX EXTERIOR TO

THE UTERUS.

GEiir. III. \V"e have shown in the Physiological Proem to the pre-

gicai'ex° Sent class that the sexual fluid of the male passes, at the
pianation. time of the embrace or soon afterwards, into the uterus,

and from the uterus into the Fallopian tube, or even the

ovarium, where it impregnates an ovulum detached from

its proper niche^ by the force of the orgastic perculsion.

It sometimes happens, however, that the Fallopian tubes,

or the openings from the uterus leading into them, are so

impacted with fat or some other material, or so straitened

in their diameter, that the detached and impregnated

ovum is incapable of obtaining a passage into the cavity

of the uterus, and is arrested in its course : in which case

it must either remain in the tube itself, into wliich it has

thus far proceeded, or drop, at the origin of the fimbria,

into the hollow of the abdomen. And it has also some-

times occurred that the ovulum or vesicle that has been

detached in the ovarium has been incapable of making its

way out of the ovarium itself, and has become impreg-

nated in its original seat without a possibility of stirring

farther.

In all these cases the progress of impregnation still

goes forward though in an imperfect manner, and with

an imperfect dcvelopement of organs, and we are hence
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furnished with the three following distinct species of gen. iii.

... Eccyesis.
extra-uterine gestation

:

Extra-
uterine

1. ECCYESIS OVARIA. OVARIAN EXFETATION. fetation.

^. TUBALIS. TUBAL EXFETATION.

3. ABDOMINALIS. ABDOMINAL EXFETATION.

It is a very remarkable fact that the uterus still sym- uterus

pathizes in every one of these species with the imprisoned ^erwUh'

and impregnated ovum, in whatever part of the body it the growth

may happen to be lodged, produces ordinarily the same ovum

efflorescent membrane or decidua, which we have already wherever
*' lodged

:

observed it secretes in the commencement of utero-gesta- decidua is

tion for the reception of the ovum upon its arrival in theP'^°d"'^^«^'

uterus, enlarges its capacity and thickens its walls as 1^*""^
^"'

though the fetus were really present in its interior ; ex- excites tiie

hibits the same symptoms and excites the same caprices capricious
^ * ^ symptoms

of the stomach as those by which utero-gestation is usually of genuine

distinguished : and at the expiration of the regular period
and^at"the'

of nine months, and sometimes, as in ordinary pregnancy, c|ose of

even before this, is attacked with spasmodic or expulsory months is

pains, which often continue for some hours and seldom '^"acked
* with ex-
altogether subside till the organized and extra-uterine puisory

substance loses its living power, and becomes of the nature
fJJii"ysuij„

of a foreign material to the organs by which it is surround- side when

ed. After which menstruation again returns regularly, tus doses'

as it has hitherto been suspended. 'ts living

*D0WC1*»

The extra-uterine ovum, in the mean while, endowed Growth of

in consequence of its impregnation with a principle of life, the ex-

continues to grow, whatever be the place of its aberration,

in some instances becomes surrounded with an imperfect

kind of placenta, developes the general structure of its

kind, and exiiibits an organized compages of bones, mem-
branes, vessels, viscera, and limbs ; the whole figure being

more or less perfect according to circumstances that lie

beyopd our power of penetration.

After the death of the extra-uterine fetus, the uterus State of

and consequently the general frame, frequently becomes
^J^g

^^^g^.'

quiet
J and the bulky substance, enveloped in a covering death.

of coagulable lymph, remains for years, or perhaps through
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Gen. III. the whole of life, with no other inconvenience than that
Eccyesis.

Extra- of a heavy weight and tumour in the part in which the

fetaticm.
^®^^ ^"^^"^ ^^ lodged. But, In many instances, like any

Sometimes othor Intfusive or foreign material, it produces great ir-

j^"t'^'"['j^ritation, which is succeeded hy the ordinary process of

the whole ulcerative inflammation, and an opening is herehy made

But some- ^^^^ ^he intestines, or the vagina, or externally through
times pro- i\^q intcguments of the abdomen, and the indissoluble
ductive of '-'

great mis- parts of the fctus are discharged piece-meal; sometimes

vious waTs' *'^^ patient sinking during the tedious process under the

exhaustion of a hectic, but more generally evincing

strength enough to sustain the progressive expulsion, and

at length restored to the enjoyment of former health.

SPECIES I.

ECCYESIS OVARIA.

IMPERFECT FETATION OCCURRING IN THE RIGHT OR

I-EFT OVARIUM.

Gen. III. The physiology and general pathology have been already

The *pe-' given so much at large in the paragraphs immediately
cies com- precedinff, that it is only necessary to observe further that
mon and * O' / \
often very this form of extra-uteHnc fetation is very common, as well

IS lessmg,
^^ distressing. Vatcr relates a singular case of this

Illustrated. "^ °
p , ,

kind producing a general intumescence of the abdomen

on the right side, the right ovarium being the seat of the

disease, that continued with little variation through a

period of three years and a half with an e«jual degv^ee of

. distress and danger to the patient :* and other instances

are adverted to in tlie author's Volume of Nosology.

Dissert, de Graviditate aptiaiente ex tumore ovarii dcxtri cnornii, &c.
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It is in this organ more especially that rudimental at- gp^^^"'

tempts at fetal organization, the mere sports of nature, Eyesis

are frequently found produced without impregnation, oi'ova"iaii

any contact with the male sex, and sometimes in very exfetation.

young subjects. Rudimen-

One of the most singular cases of this kind is that tempts at

communicated by Dr. Baillie to the Royal Society inthc".'''/"^S"»-

year 1788.* The young subject of the case was not more w.mptimcs

than twelve or thirteen years old, with an infantine "te-
,'i^,""p,.'j^^

rus and perfect hymen: and the fetation consisted of a^viihout

suetty substance, hair, and the rudiments of four teeth. |",n''^a^"d

The same kind of formative ludibria are found, also, '" ^'^"t

m mature life m women of tne most correct lives, and subjects.

whose chastity has never been impeached, of which we Singular

liave an instance in a late volume of the Transactions of an^j^fant'."

the Medico-Chirurgical Society. The subject, an un- Example in

married female, was about thirty years of age, at the time^" ^^"'"^

of her death, which took place after a long series of suf-

fering, accompanied with great pain in the region of the

bladder, and a considerable swelling of the abdomen.

On examining the body, a large tuft of hair of about the

size of a hen's egg was found inclosed in a tumour of the

left ovai'ium, surrounded with a fluid of the thickness of

cream. In the bladder was traced a similar tuft of hair

surrounded with a like fluid which distended and plugged

up the organ.f

Such rudiments of organized form have been resolved How ex-

by the disciples of Bufibn into the peculiar activity of his|'v,'g'"^jio^;.

molecules orsraniques. concerninaj which we have already s's of

spoken in the Physiological Proem to the present class,

thronging with a more than ordinary proportion in tlic

region or organ in which the preternatural productions

have been found to exist : and by still later physiologists by i^tei

- . .,.,..,. 1 f physiolo-
into a salacious temperament in the individuals who havcgists.

been tfie subjects of them, and who are still further said,

as we have also remarked in the same Proem, to have a

power when this orgastic erethism is at its utmost heat, as

* Phil. Trans. 1739. t Vol, jx. p. 4".^^
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Gen. III. about the period of menstruation, of irritating and even

Eccyesis inflaming the ovaria, and occasionally even of detaching
ovaria. q^q qj, j^Qi-e ovula and putting them into a like state of
Ovarian

. » , . . . «
cxfetation. irregular action. And where cases occur m infants they

are ascribed to the same cause operating on a constitu-

tion diseased by a morbid precocity.*

Neither of l^'^ first of thesc explanations it is hardly worth while

these ex- ^0 combat In the present day, and particularly in the pre-

adequatc seut place, after having already illustrated, in the Proem
or satisfac- j^lj^jyg j.pppj,j,gj| ^^ ^jjg fecblencss of its first principles.
tory. * '

And with respect to the second it is suflScient to observe

that the very same attempts at fetation are sometimes

made and carried quite as far towards completion, in or-

gans that cannot be suspected of any salacious sensation,

and even in males as well as in females. Thus, Dr.

Huxham gives a case in wliich the rudiments of an em-

bryo were found in a tumour seated near the anus of a

child ;f and Mr. Young a still more extraordinary one,

yet a case well known, I suppose, to nearly all the med-

ical practitioners of this metropolis from personal in-

spection, of a large protuberant cyst, containing a nucleus

of fetal rudiments found in the abdomen of a male infant

about fifteen months old. The child died after a tedious

and painful illness. The body was opened, and the cyst

examined : " Tiie substance it contained," says Mr.

Young, " had unequivocally the shape and characters of

a human fetus :" for a particular description of whicii

the reader must turn to the account itself.:}:

Illustration Upon this subject we can only say that all such abor-

from gene- ^jyg attempts are monstrosities; and that monstrosities are

pks^of
*^'

not confined to any particular age as that of fetal life, or
physiology.

^^ ^^^ particular organ. They run occasionally through

every part of the frame, and every part of the life, and ap-

pear in the form of cysts, and excrescences, and polypi,

and ossifications, and a thousand other morbid deviations

^ Vol. IV. Piocotia femiiiiua, Old. I. Gen. ii. Spec, il, of the present class.

^: Phil. Trans. Vol. XLV. 1743. p. 325.

t Medico-Chir. Trans. Vol. i. p. 241.
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from the ordinary march of nature, though they are mo.st Gej?. iu.

frequently found in the first months of impregnation, un- Ecc3'eds

questionably because the excited organs are, at that pe- "\^".**

riod, more capable than at any other, of being moulded, exfetation.

by accidental circumstances, into anomalous shapes, and

of preserving life under almost every kind of misconstruc-

tion and deformity.

In extra-uterine fetation of whatever kind, or wherever Medicine

situated, the art of medicine can do but little. If the tu* avail.

mour be free from pain, and the general system notessen- no means

tially disturbed by it, nothing should be attempted what- !" *?® "^^'^

ever. And if, in a case of irritation and ulcerative in- mour be

tlammation, nature herself seems to point out one particu-
^^'^^'

lar part for the opening of the abscess rather than an-'"'"^^'"-,..,,,, 1 « 1 1
malion tlic

other, it will almost always be far better merely to watch course pro-

ber foot-steps, and assist her intention, than to attempt a
j^^^J^^^^

^^'

cure or removal of the cyst in any other way : for we had dial power

long ago an opportunity of observing, when treating of°(, be'"'°

INFLAMMATION generally, that, " it is a wise and bene- watched,

volent law of Providence, and affords an incontroverti- vantage

ble proof of an instinctive remedial power, that inflam-*^''enont.

mation, wherever seated, is always more violent on the

side of the inflamed point nearest the surface, and shows

a constant tendency to work its way externally r.ither

than internally ;"* or, in other words, in that direction in

which the most salutary end can be obtained with the

least essential mischief. And, hence though it may often

be found adviseable to enlarge an opening made external-

ly by the effort of nature alone, it will generally be in-

jurious to deviate from the spot thus instinctively mark"

ed out, and make an opening elsewhere.

The cyst has sometimes lain dormant, or without pro- Jl»e cyst

ducing much disturbance, for many years, and then, Ironi dormant

some accidental cause, has become irritated, inflamed, and ^^'^ "^'^"^
' years:

prodiited a large abscess : the ovarium, in the progress of and then

the inflammation, forming an adhesion to the integuments sc.incr oi

of the abdomen, and thus at length breaking externally ;'"'^^*'°'^
' '-' o .7 ^^.^^^ some

accidental

: Vol. IT. v.2?l,
cause: has

' produced

an abscess.
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Gen. III. mostly in the course of the linea alba, often near the na-

Eccyesis vel, but somctimes towards the groin. In a few instan-
ovaria. ^gg however, the inflaiDinatorv action has travelled in
Ovarhn '

exfetation. some other direction, and sought some otiier outlet : so

Tn this case ^^'^^ tlicovarium has formed an adhesion with tlie vagina,

opens ill or the larger intestines, and ultimately opened into them,

directions: ^"^ ^'^^ boues and otlicr indissoluble parts of the fetus

as neai the have been thrown forth in fragments from the vagina or

the vagina the auus. Zacutus Lusitanus gives a case in which the
oi larger Jjoues of an impregnated ovarium were discharged piece-
tntestines. i o or
T, ,. meal by the anus after the impregnation had continued
Exempli- ''

_ .

lied. for twelve years :* and Bartholin another of much longer

duration, in which an exit was formed in the hypochon-

drium after the fetus had been imprisoned for not less than

eighteen years.

lias some- In a few instances, however, the extra-uterine sub-

su'cces'sfui"
stance has been removed by art without waiting for the

ly removed formation of an abscess. A successful operation of this

without ki"d *^ related in the Histoire de I'Academie Royale, af-

waiting for ter a gestation of twenty-seven months, the child being
any natu- ^ .... ,, .njiii.
raiindica- extracted by an incision into tfie abdomen. f M. 1 risen
tion. gives a similar example, attended with a like favourable
Illustrated,

jggyp.^ and in the Edinburgh Medical Commentaries we
have an account of the vagina being laid open for the

same purpose.§

Often ac- The fetus has occasionally been found to acquire a very

conslde^a- Considerable developement and advance towards perfec-

biedeve- Wqh, Biauchi gives the history of one that on dissection,
iopemcnt*

after the death of the mother, who carried it fourteen

years after its apparent death, weighed eight pounds
;||

and Mr. Painter has lately given the case of a lady who

seems to have died in labour of a fetus of the same kind,

that on being taken from the body immediately after

death, was found dead indeed, but complete in its parts,

* Do Praxi admiranda. Lib. ir. Obs. 157,

t Hist, de I'Acad. des Sciences, 1714. p. 29. 1716. p. S2.

|Observ.Chirurg. Leid. 1743. 4to.

{' Smith, Vol. V. p. 337.

jlLienkand. Hist. Anat, Med. i, Obs. ir,3f?.
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and nearly of the size which is usual at the fifth month of gen. iii.

uterine gestation. The FaUopian tubes, apparently tooEccyesis*

much obstructed at the time of impregnation for a descent q^^'^^^.'^j^

of the ovum, were now altogetlier impervious.* The '^xfetation.

uterus itself was not much enlarged, but there was not

the ordinary appearance of a deciduous tunic.

SPECIES II.

ECCYESIS TUBALIS.

^Ttttjal IBvUtation.

IMPEEFECT FETATION OCCURRING IN THE FALLOPIAN"

TUBE.

DiEMERBROECK has observed that this is the most com- Gen. iii.

mon cause under v\hich extra-uterine gestation shows The most

itself,t and it is at the sa^.e time the most dangerous. ^"'"'"°"
''

_
<3 fonn of ex-

There is in truth less room for distention here than in any fetation,

of the other cavities in which the exiled ovum may hap-'^ost dan-

pen to lodge: and hence the overstretched tube has oc-f^*^"^""^-

casionaily bur' ted, and the patient has soon fallen a sa- ^P^'"'''*

crifice to the irritation and fever produced by so large a

rent: while, if this have not taken place from the mis-

chief done to the tube, it has followed nearly as soon

from the morbid excitement and inflammation produced

in the abchimen in consequence of the sudden entrance of

so large a foreign body into its cavity. Ur. Middleton,
gjn^uj^i.

how<?\'er, has described a singular case of a woman who example.

carried a fetus for sixteen ^-ears in one of the Fallopian

tubes with so little disturbance to the general health of

* T.ond. Mefl. Repn<;. June 1823. r Opern omnia Anatoniica. p. 1"5.
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^PEc "i'
*^^ system, that at this period she became pregnant in the

Eccyesis regular way, and appears to have passed tlirough her

Abdominal pregnancy with a favourable issue.* The general pa-
exfetatiou. thology and mode of treatment run parallel with those of

ueatment. ^^^ preceding species.

SPECIES III.

ECCYESIS ABDOMINALIS.

IMPERFECT FETATION OCCURRING IN THE CAVITY OV

THE ABDOMEN.

^PKc' III'
^^ extra-uterine fetus 'may be deposited in the cavity of

Ex-fetus the abdomen by bursting through the walls of the ova-

ilvestnthe rium or Fallopian tube after it has been produced there,

cavity of {^„ j^j^ accidental drop of the impresnated ovum from
the abdo- •' i » o
men : the extremity or fringe of the tube in its way to the ute-

d
^^"

d b
^"®* ^^ *'^® ^^^ former instances there is danger of great

abscess and fatal inflammation, not less from the rent produced

ler^of in" i" the organ just quitted by the fetus, than from the irri-

iiammatioinj^j^JQj, which SO larffe a foreiffn body cannot fail to pro-
fromthe °

. . • w^ t o^i i ^
first. duce on the organs on which it presses. In the last

When pic
ii^stance, on the contrary, the substance on its first en-

dured heif ,.
from an traucc, is SO minute, ana its growth so gradual, that the

fittk 0^1.0 contiguous organs suffer little or no irritation except
irritation. fj.Q^ some accidental excitement, till at length, indeed,

the magnitude of the fetus may alone be a sufficient cause

of morbid action, and lay a foundation for the most se-

rious consequences.

this species I" the introductory remarks to the present genus,f we

* Phil. Trans. Vol. m.tti. 1744-5. • Supiri. r. 2-17.
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observed, that, in almost all cases of extra-uterine feta- Gen. hi.
Spec. HI.

tion, the moment the ovum becomes impregnated thcEccyesis.

womb regularly sympathizes in the action, produces a ^^j.°"""

tunica decidua, enlarges, ceases to menstruate, mimics Abdominal

the entire process of utero-gestation, and, at the expira-^^*^^^^*"*"'

tion of nine months, is attacked with regular laboui -pains, sympa-

After these have continued for some hours they gradually ^'^'^^^ ^^^

cease : and, what is still more remarkable, the ex-fetus, through the

which, till this moment, is endowed with life, and con-
^f^p^^y^'gi,"

tinues to grow, how imperfect soever its form, dies as symptoms.

though strangled in itsiiuprisonment; and by becoming

a dead substance, becomes, at the sa'.iie time, a substance

obnoxious to the living organs around it, which have

hitherto suffered little inconvenience from its proximity;

often excites irritation and an abscess, and from such

abscess, as we have already observed, is tlirown forth

piece-meal.

The following history which is hig]ily curious in itself, ^'"S'l'^l

forms a striking illustration of the whole ofthese remarks, lustration

It is published by Dr. Bell of Dublin, from a full know-
^v^biir

ledge of the entire facts. A young woman, aged twenty-

one, after being married fifteen months had the usual

signs of pregnancy, and at the expiration of her reckoning

was attacked with regular labour-pains which were very

violent for some days, when they gradually left her. But
the abdomen still continued to enlarge, while the strength

of the patient as gradually failed, and she was reduced to

the utmost state of emaciation. Eight or nine months

from the cessation of her labour-pains she discharged a

considerable quantity of fluid from a small aperture at

the navel, along with which were perceived some fleshy

fibres and pieces of bone. It was proposed to follow up

this indication of nature, and make an opening into the

abdomen at this very point, large enough to remove the

fetus^upposed to be lodged there. This was accomplish-

ed by an incision running two inches above and the same
length below the navel, when the bones of two full grown
fetuses were extracted, for little beside bones at that time

remained. No hemorrhage ensued, and the patient re-
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Gen. III. covered her health so speedily as to be able to menstruate

Eccyesis in aboiit three months. After three months more she

nan"""
^^^ prevailed upon again to coliabit with her husband,

Abdominal became pregnant, had u natural labour, and bore several

children in succession.*

Case ex- In this case it is clear that the sensations of the uterus
plained. •..,,, „ ., • ,^ ^

during the developement of the twin ex-tetuses, were

those of mere sympathy ; as it is also that they ceased to

grow, and became dead and irritating substances after

the common term of utero-gestation, or on the cessation of

the labour-pains.

inflamma- This is the usual course, but in some cases the irrita-

duced not tion the dead substance excites, is less violent, and, in-

aiways stead of an ulccrati^ e, an adhesive inflammation is pro-
Tnus vio*

lent: but duccd, and coagulable lymph is thrown forth, which, by
only suffi-

^i^p j,j^^^ ^^ nature, is gradually transformed into a soft and
ciei)t to ' o J

form a membrauous material that becomes a sheath or nidus for

and^ayer ^he dead fetus, and prevents it from exciting any further

of coagu- irritation. And in this manner an abdominal ex-fetus

lymph bas sometimes been borne lor a considerable number of
which years, or even to the end of life, without any serious mis-
becomes a •' ' *'

nidus to chief. In the volume of Mosology 1 have referred to va-

and^pro-'
*''^"^ proofs of its having, in this way lain quiet for

tects the twenty-two, twenty-six, and even forty-six years.

parts'from Even in the uterus itself the whole of this process has

irritation, ijj ^ few rare instances happened where a morbid car-

The same
tilaginous membrane has taken the place of die ordinary

sometimes tissuc, or there iiave been any other means of obstructing

uteru^s the descent of the fetus, of which the following cited by
Itself.

jyj^ Fouraier, is a striking example. A woman of Soigny,

thirty years of age, after four years of marriage, and one

miscarriage, became pregnant, quickened, and had a flow

of milk in the bieasts. At nine months regular symptoms

of labour came on, but shortly ceased. |n the course of

a month she became greatly debilitated, and continued so

for a year and a half, during which time her life w as often

* History of a case in which two Fetuses that liad been carried near twen-

fv-one months.were S'.'cccssOillv extracted from the abdomen bv incision,&'
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despaired of j afterwards she recovered strength, but the^Ew. m.

milk continued in her breasts for thirty years, yet she had Eccyesis.

never any return of the catamenia. At the age of sixty- li.^'ioni'na-

one she died of peripneumony, and the body was opened. Abdominal

A tumour, eight pounds in weight, was found attached to^''

the fundus of the uterus, inclosing a male child perfectly

formed, and of full size for nine months. It did not ex-

hibit any signs of putrefaction, nor exhale any disagree-

able smell. It was enveloped in a chorion and amnios,

which membranes were ossified, as was also the placenta.

The dissection was performed in the presence of two
physicians and another surgeon.*

Putrefaction, under these circumstances, does not takeHc"ce pu-

place, for the imbedded substance is shut out from the does not"

chief auxiliary to putrefaction, which is air : but a change ^^^° p'^<^^

of some other kind is generally found to prevail^ though change ot

with some diversity, according to the accidental circum-
^i°^fll^

stances that accompany it. And hence the fetus, on open- often

iiig the cyst, after the death of the mother, or on its
r"ed by*

own extraction antecedently, has been found sometimes

converted into adipocire, or a suetty or cetaceous mate-

rial,! making a near approach to it; sometimes into ay"^'^s'°'|.

leathery or cartilaginous structure ',\ and sometimes into poche oc

an osseous or almost stony mass, which has been distin-
'^"*^'"

guished by the name of osteopedion or iithopedion.^ Osteop»-

Under these circumstances, also, the bulk and weight l-°i"o-

of the fetus have considerably varied ; for, the JftuidS hav- p^diou

ing evaporated, it has often been found light and shrivel-
gyu^'anji

led, yet, when loaded with osseous matter, it has been weight of

peculiarly heavy. In a structure of somewhat more LJeatTy ^ai-

than ordinary completion, Krohn found the weight amount te«ed by

to four pounds and a half.|l changes.

For medical treatment there is little scope, and this

little has been already touched upon under the first species.

* Diet, dcs Sciences Medicales, Ait. Cas. Raves.

t Wagner, Nov. Act. Liter. Maris. Ba]th. 1699.

X Phil. Trans. Various examples, passim.

& Abhaudl, der Josephin. Acad. Band, r.-—Eyson, Diss, de FcEtii lapide-
icente. Groning. 1661.

II
Foetus extra uterum historia. Lond. 1791. Gott. Ann. 1791.

TOL. Y. 33

circum-
stances,

as a coil-
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GENUS IV.

PSEUDOCYESIS.

SYMPTOMS or PREGNANCY WITHOUT IMPREGNATION:
CHIEFLY OCCURRING ON THE CESSATION OF THE
CATAMENA.

Gex. [V
Conipaii

In the preceding genus we beheld the uterus excited to

son of the actioH, and mimicking the progress of pregnancy, though

wUh^he^ without any pretensions to it,in consequence of its associa-

present ^Jq,^ ^yj^f^ gome cxtra-uterinc imj)re^nation. In the pre-
species.

. .

sent genus there is no proper impregnation any where, but

Train of a mere irritation derived from tlie lodgement of some mor

and'alnion ^'^ and Unorganized substance, which excites a train of

excited in feelings, and not unfiequently a change of action, easily

fiom the recalled from the force of habit. It is on this last account

liabi^tin
t**^* virgins are rarely, if ever, liable to this affection.

ijoth Such at least is the general opinion, which appears to be
species,

^^jj founded ;
" And no case," says Mr. Burns, " that I

But in the have met witii contradicts the supposition."
present This train of feelins; and change of action seem also,
species la cj o
conse- at times, excited by a peculiar kind of irritability of the

me^r^ne °ir- uterus itself, even where there is no substance whatever
litabiiity

j,^ j^g Q^yjj Qj. j^^y other cavity that can become a stimu-

without lus : and we are hence put into possession of the two fol-

anv fetal , • i» j> .

formation lowing distinct specics :

^to^-'^^'L.. !• PSEUDOCYESIS MOLARIS. MOLE,
uterine or

extra-ute- 2. — INANIS. FALSE CONCEPTION.
rin«.
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SPECIES I.

PSEUDOCYESIS MOLARIS.

Molt,

THE UTERUS IRRITATED BY A COAGULUM OF BLOOD OR

OTHER SECRETION LODGED IN ITS CAYITT, OFTEN
ASSUMING A FIBROUS APPEARANCE.

A COAGULUM of blood throwii into the womb by a rclaxa- ^^n. iv

.

•^

.
Spec. I.

tion of the mouth of themenstrual excernents, or remaining Most com-

there as a sequel of miscarriage or labour, is perhaps the '^'^'^3*^^^.

most common cause of this morbid action and sensation. •"'" "f

It was long ago thus explained by Mr. Hevvson—" from
.^^ assefted

the blood's being without motion in the cavity of the i^y i^^^^-
"-" son.

uterus;" and consequently coagulating: "and hence,"

continues he, " the origin of those large clots which some- This somc-

n . . . 1 . 1 I
times

times come irom the cavity : and which, wlien more con- greatly ai-

densed by the oozing out of the serum, and of the I'^d
J^J^^^^'j^'JI^"^

globules, assume a flesh-!ik«; appearance, and have been ordinary

called moles."* The concretion, indeed, has l>ecomeQ^^^g;^ii
'

sometimes so close and indurated as to resemble the con- ally I'^ii^i

solidation of a stone; and hence Mr. Bromfield describes

a mole expelled from the uterus as consisting of a stony

mass of the size of a child's head.f And Bancroft has

related a similar case.:j:

Living blood, however, has a strong tendency at all Sometime;;

times, and especially wlien aided by rest and the warmth of fibrous or

the body, to fabricate vessels and assume a membranous °''":' *"^"

structure. * I have reason to believe," says Mr. J. structure.

Hunter, " that the coagulum has the power, under neces-

* Inquiries, &c. Part i. p. 27. 1 Observ. ii. p. 156.

t Diss, de Mola. occasione mola? ossea? in vctula inventfe. Goet, 1746.
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r,&y. IV. jj^j.y circumstances, to form vessels in and of itself : for al-
Spec. I.

*

PseudoVe-tl'uugli not Organic, it is still of a peculiar form, structure,

Moi"°'
"' *"' •'i''i'^*^§6™cnt. I think I have been able to inject what I

Explained, suspcctcd to be the beginning of a vascular formation in a

coagulum when it could not derive any vessels from the

surrounding parts."* It is probably on this account that

we sometimes find the discharged mass or mole evincing

something of a fibrous or membranous appearance, and

mimicking the structure of an organized substance.

Fragments Fragments of a placenta, or of its membranes have also

some^ti^^'er sometimes remained unexpelled from the uterus, and have
a cause

: become blended with coagula of blood,t and probably of

the mole ofblood aiming, as above, at a vascular developement, and
a still more

jjgj^^g |jjg ijioic has bcen of a still more complicated cha-
complicat-

_

•

ed make, ractcr, and has often puzzled practitioners of great judge-

ment and experience.

Hydatids And occasionally hydatids have found the means of form-

qulntiy i»g ^ nidus in some one of the sulci of the womb, and, by
lodged in swelling into a considerable vesicular tumour or various

and swoi- clustcrs of such tumours, have very considerably added to

ien the
|.|^p enlargemcnt.t

mass to an •-' ^

enormous Thc distinguishing character in this case is the per-

petual oozing of a colourless watery fluid from the vagina,

yhe hydatid is usually dispelled by a process resembling

labour, which is followed by a profuse and alarming he-

morrhage, that however seldom proves fatal under proper

management.^

Where Many wi'iters have described, by the name of moles, thc

fragments f,.ao;ments of a fetus, which have long remained in the

line fetus utcrus after its death, and have sometimes been surrounded

ilo^t pm'"ei'- ^y ^" adscititious involucrum, or some part of its placenta

ly called a or membranes, but so changed by some subsequent chemi-

such bein- cal or animal operation, as to have little resemblance to

rather mis- t\]Qiy orisjinal structurc. These, however, are rather mis-
carnages, °

> On Blood, &e. p. 92. Jto. Edit. 1794.

t Rnysch. Thesaurus, in. vr.

X Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. ii. Ann. ii. 157. Ann. viir. 50. et alibi.—RIorgag-

ni, De Sed. et Cans. Morb. Ep. xlvih. 12, ifec.

^ Clarke, Observations on the Diseases of Females, &c. 8vo. 1821.
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carriages, or remnants of miscarriages, than moles. ^^^^'^ ^^'

They manifestly bespeak an impregnation and organic Pseudocye-
".,.,, .,'^« ± J. •! I sis molaris.

growth in the proper organ, but, owing to torpituae or
jyi^^g

some other diseased condition of the womb, were not ex-
^^ ^^^^^_

pelled at the period of the death of the fetus. We have nants of

1 1 • /. • • miscar-
already observed, in treating of miscarriage, paractesis nages ly-

ABORTcs, and more particularly still under tarauyesis j^^'sj""}'^^

TLURALis, that such retention, and almost to an unlimit- unexpei-

ed period, is by no means uncommon, and have illustrated ^p^'dy ex-

the remark by numerous examples. piamed.

Simulating pregnancy, from molar concretions, as- ^|^J"^J^^^^'"S

sumes in many cases so much of the character of genuine f'om mo-

impregnation as to be distinguished with considerable tions often

difficulty. In general, however, the abdominal swelling jl^'^'^^""^^^'^

increases in the spurious kind far more rapidly than in gestation.

the real for the first three months ; after which it keeps
J^^'^*;^^^^^^^^^^^^^

nearly at a stand : the tumour, moreover, is considerably

raore equable, the breasts are flat and do not participate

in the action, and there is no sense of quickening. There

is almost always a retention of the menses.

If we suspect the disease, the state of the uterus should The state

be examined, and it will often be in the examiner's power ^us to be

to ascertain the fact, and by a skilful introduction of the f'^^'J"^'^
-'J by which

finger to hook down a part of the mass through the cervix, the concre-

and hence, by a little dexterity, to remove the whole ; ofteu"bY

hut he should be careful not to break the mole into frag- 'amoved.

ments.

Moles, wholly or in fractions, are thrown out by the Moles

action of the uterus at different periods: often at three jy^jP^Jj;"!,^

months; more frequently by something like a regular ciischarged

accession of labour-pains, at nine: but they occasionally periods:

remain much longer : in a case of Riedlin's, for three
J^^j^^S^

years;* and in one described by Zuingen for not less for many

than Seventeen.!
'

r Lin. Med. 1695, p. 297. t Theatrum Vit<e hiinmnfe, pp. 331. 357.
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SPECIES II.

PSEUDOCYESIS INANIS,

Geit IV.

Spjjc* II.
THE UTERUS VOID OF INTERNA!. SUBSTANCE; AND

Womb IRRITATED BY SOME UNKNOWN MORBID ACTION.
most irri-

table in its

ami'Tn ks
There are two periods during the active power of the

latest pow- womb in which it is peculiarly irritable ; and these are at

tioii: and the Commencement, and at the final termination of the
hence to- catamenial flux. And hence it sometimes happens at the
warns the

_
• '

close of last period, from some unknown excitement, though gene-

tion soine- i'^J'y> perhaps, the increased erethism, which, in ronse-

times re- qHpncc of sucli irritatio!!, accompanies t!ie conjugal em-
assumes '

^ _

' O tZI

the feelings brace, that it becomes sensible of feo-lifigs and communi-

nancy^it catcs them to the stomach, not unlike what it has for-

has former- merly Sustained in an early stage of impregnation ; and,
ly sustain *'. «. ,, ,

ed, and a Catenation oi actions having thus commenced, every

thr^o^ush
^'"'^ '" *^^ chain that accompanied the whole range of

the entire former pregnancies, is passed througli and as accurately

symptoms, imitated as if tliere were a real foundation for them.
This iiiu- This illusory feeling, however, sometimes dies away
ing flies gradually at the end of three months, but more usually

duTuy,^^^ i'U'is on to the end of the ninth, when there is occasion-
sometimes ally a feeble attempt at labour-pains, but they come to
3.t tiircc

^

mouths, nothing : and the farce is gradually, and, in a few in-

Umes°noV stanccs Suddenly, concluded by a rapid diminution of the

till nine, abdominal swelling, and a return of the uterus to its
when there

is a feeble proper Slze.

attempt at

laboiir-

pairss.
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The most extraordinary case of this kind that has ever
gJ^j^JJ-

occurred to me, is given under the unmeaning name of pseudo-

nervous pregnancy^ by M. Rusel of Var, in the depart- ^y^"'^ '"^"

ment of the Charante, in the first number of the Ga»ef?e False con-

de Santc for 1824 ; which is peculiarly characterized hy |-Pg°,^*^

the perpetuity of its annual recurrence for twenty years, exempiifi-

or rather through tiie whole of the patient's life. Mary
Gibaud l>ad unifdrmly enjoyed good health previous to

her marriage. This took place when she was about thirty;

shortly after which, menstruation ceased ; nausea or sick-

ness was complained of in the morning ; the abdomen

enlarged ; quickening and subsequent motions of the fetus

were supposed to be felt : and at length what were con-

ceived to be labour pains supervened. These continued

while a female midwife was present, for thirty-six hours;

but without any enlargement of the os uteri. A surgeon

of reputation w as applied to, at the moment of whose ar-

rival a considerable uterine hemorrhage took place, ac-

companied with syncope. The surgeon proceeded in-

stantly, to deliver, but to the astonishment of all present,

he found the vn omb entirely unimpregnated. The hemor-

rhage took oflF the pains for two or three hours, at which

time they returned again. The surgeon now bled her

copiously, and every symptom vanished. At the end of

a month, the menstrual excitement not producing any

discharge, the same train of feelings were produced in

their stead, ran the same round, and terminated in the

same way ; the same precise order being repeated for

twenty times in succession. The patient was from time

to time visited by different professors of eminence ; and

on one occasion was taken to the hospital of Angouleme,

where she was tapped, as being supposed to be ascetic;

but no fluid was evacuated. Her breasts through every

period were gorged with milk, and she at length died in

her fifty-first year, of an inflanimation of the ear, that

spread to the brain.*

* See CI. Ill, Ord. ii. Gen. vir. Spec, ii, Empiesma otitis inteina.
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Gen. IV. xhe ordinary distinctive signs which indicate real

PseuHo- from spurious pregnancy under the last species, and
cyesis ina-

ij^iijcij ^ye have already noticed, are equally applicable to

False con- the present, and the practitioner should avail himself of
ception. .,

iinguished

from genu-
ine preg-

nancy.
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CLASS VI.

ECCRITICA.
DISEASES OF THE EXCERNENT FUNCTION.

ORDER I.

MESOTICA.

AFFECTING THE PARENCHYMA.

II.

CATOTICA.

AFFECTING INTERNAL SURFACES.

III.

ACROTICA.

EFFECTING THE EXTERNAL SURFACE.



CLASS VI.

PHYSIOLOGICAL PROEM.

The structure of the solid parts of the body consists of class vi..
* Solid parts

three distinct substances—a filamentous, a parenchyma- composed

tous, and a cellular or web-like, as it was denominated by
substances.

Haller, the tissu muqueux of Bordeu,* and the tela mu- FUamen-

cosa of Blumenbach.f The filamentous is chiefly to he
J.°JJJj{^^j^^

traced in the bony, muscular, and membranous parts : tous, celiu-

the parenchyma, a term first employed by Erasistratus, mucous

and, as we shall show hereafter, in a very different sense ^'ss"^^'

from that in which it is used at present, in what are com-

monly called visceral organs: and the cellular in both.

This last, while it serves the purpose of giving support to

the vessels and nerves of the fibrous parts, of separating

them from each other where necessary, and where neces-

sary of connecting tliem, is the repository or receptacle

of the gelatinous or albuminous material, which consti-Useof the

tutes the general substance of the parenchymatous parts,
^^^'

and has peculiar qualities superadded to it according to

the nature of the organ which it embodies, and the pecu-

liarity of the texture which runs through it :—whence the

structure of the liver differs from that of the pancreas,

the structure of the pancreas from that of the kidneys,

and the structure of the lungs, or of the placenta, from all

the rest. It is usually supposed to be a condensation of

this that forms the proper membranes which line the ex- j

* Recherches sur Ic Tissu Muqueux ou Organe Cellulaire. Paris, 1767«

+ Physiol. 6 21.
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Class VI. terior of the viscera, as well as the interior of those that

are hollow, and which, as we have already ohserved,*

are divided into serous, mucous, and fibrous by Bichat

and his followers.

All these All these parts are perpetually wearing out by their

P^fjy^'^'^'^own action—the most firm and solid as well as the most
their own spongy and attenuate. They are supplied with new ma-

are ^up- terials from the general current of the blood, and have
plied from their wastc and recrement carried off by a correspondent
the blood.

""

process.

Hence two It is obvious that, for this purpose, there must be two

set"of ves- i^istinct sets or systems of vessels : one by which the due

seis: as se- recruit is provided, and the other by which the refuse or

and absor- rejected part is removed.f These vessels are, in common
bents. language, denominated secretories and absorbents.
Related to They bear the same relation to each other as the arteries

as arteries a^d vcins : the action which commences with the former
10 veins: is carried forward into the latter: and we may further

observe that while the secretories originate from the

and fulfil arteries, the absorbents terminate in the veins. The

ca! o"ex-" general function sustained by these two sets or systems

cement of vessels is, in the present work, denominated eccri-

TicAi or EXCERNENT : the health of this function con-

sists in the balance of power maintained between their

respective vessels : and its diseases in the disturbance of

such balance. There may be undue secretion with

healthy absorption ; undue absorption with healthy se-

cretion : or there may be undue or morbid absorption

and secretion at the same time.

Refuse The refuse matter, however, or that which is no longer

matter not
flj for usc, Is not all wastcd : nor in reality any of that

Eliminated which falls within the province'of the absorbents. Nature
matter of

-^^ ^ indicious economist, and divides the eliminated ma-
two sorts- '. J ../..ri'Jl-t
one capa- terials into twoparts—one consisting ot those Uuids which,

Msto^red' to '^y an intimate union with the newly formed chyle, and a

use : the fresh subaction in the lungs, may once inore be adapted
other alto-

gether in-

capable of * Vol. II. Physiol. Proem.

revival.
^. gosfo^k, Elementary System of Physiology, p. 70, 8vo. 1824.
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for the purposes of general circulation ; and the other of Class VI.

those which no elaboration can revive, and whose longer

retention in the body would be mischievous. It is the ^y^^^^°jj^°^

province of the absorbent system to take the charge of the takes the

whole of the first office ; to collect the effete matter frora^f^J^f

every quarter, and to pour it, by means of innumerable first : the

channels that are perpetually uniting, into the thoracic thrown out

duct, wliich forwards it progressively to tlie heart. The^'^^'"^^^

really waste and intractable matter, instead of disturbing

the action of the absorbents, is at once throw n out of the

general system by the mouths of the secernents them-

selves, as in the case of insensible perspiration ; or, where

such a perpetual efflux v/ould be inconvenient, is depo-

sited in separate reservoirs, and suffered to accumulate,

till the individual has a commodious opportunity of eva-

cuating them, as in the case of the urine and the feces.

Tlius far we see into the general economy : but when

we come to examine minutely into the nature of either of

these sets of vessels, we find that there is much yet to be

learned both as to their structure, and the means by which

they operate. The subject is of great importance, and

may, perhaps, be best considered under the three follow-

ing divisions

:

I. THE GENERAL NATURE OF THE SECERNENT SYSTEM.

11. THE GENERAL NATURE OF THE ABSORBENT SYSTEM.

III.. THE GENERAL EFFECTS PRODUCED BY THE ACTION

OF THESE TWO SYSTEMS ON EACH OTHER.

I. It was at one time the common doctrine among phy-i- Secer-

iiGnt svs*

Biologists, as well chemical as mechanical, that all the vast tem.

variety of animal productions which are traced in the dif-^j'^^^*^^J^^^

ferent secretory organs, whether wax, or tears, or milk, or formerly

bile, or saliva, were formerly contained in the circulating
to^ife°con-

mass ; and that the only office of tliese organs was to sepa- tained in

rate them respectively from the other materials that enter lating

into the very complex crasis of the blood ; whence, indeed,
'"^^"

"

the name of secernents or secretories, which mean
nothing more tlian separating powers. This action was

by the chemists supposed to depend on peculiar attrac-
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Class VI. tions, or the play of affinities, which was the explanation

nent sys- advanced by some ; or on peculiar ferments, conveyed by
*®'"'

the blood to the secernent organ, or pre-existing in it,

rate^by whicli was the opinion of others. The mechanical phy-
pecuiiai at- sioiogists, on the Contrary, ascribed the separation to the

orferment's: peculiar figure or diameter of the secretory vessels, which,
or the pe-

jjy their make, were only fitted to receive particles of a

figure of given form, as prisms where the vessels were triangular,

tive ves-^*^
and cubes where they were square. Such was the expla-

seis. nation of Des Cartes : while Boerhaave, not essentially

wandering from the same view, supposed the more atte-

nuate secretions to depend upon vessels of a finer bore,

and the more viscid upon those of a larger diameter.
These hy- Modern chemistry, however, has completely exploded
potheses » v i

disproved all thcsc and many other hypotheses founded upon the

chemL'tr
"• ^^^^ common principle, by proving that most of the se-

and the cerned materials are not formally existent in the blood, and,

fluTdV^^ consequently, that it is not, strictly speaking, by an act of

shown to separation, but of new arrangement or recomposition that

ed by re- they are produced out of its elements. And hence, phy-
composi- siologists have been led to a critical inquiry into the fabric

Fabric of of the Secerning organ, but hitherto without much satisfac-

inc oTeans : ^^®"* '" ^*'^ Simplest State it secms, as far as it can be

traced, to consist of nothing more than single vessels pos-

simpie ca- sessing a capillary orifice, as in the Schneiderian mem-

ves^eis^ brane. In a somewhat more compound form we find this

with the orifice opening into a follicle, or minute cavity of an ellip-

of a foi-
^ tic shape ; and, in a still more complicated make, we meet

iicie;and with a glandular apparatus more or less glomerate, con-

sisting of a congeries of secernent vessels, with or without

follicles, and occasionally accompanied with a basin or re-

servoir for a safe deposit of the secreted or elaborated mat-

ter against the time of its being wanted, of which the gall-

bladder furnishes us with a well-known example. But in

none of these instances arc we able to discover any peculiar

device produced by this complication of machinery beyond

Glands thatof affording the means of accumulation : for large as

forcTnoth- isthe organ of the liver, it is in the penicilli, or the pori

ing more jjHiarii alouc that the bile is formed and completely ela-
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borated : the liver is a vast bundle or combination of these, class vr.

and hence affords an opportunity for a free formation ofnentsys"

bile in a collective state, but it has not been ascertained*^'"-

that it affords any thing more. And although in the the means

gall-bladder we find this fluid a little varied after its de- lation" evi-

posite, and rendered thicker, vellower, and bitterer, the fenced in

, ... , -1 r t ^^^ liver,

change is nothing more than what must necessarily loi- and in the

low from absorption, or the removal of a part of the finer ^'^^^^'^"

particles of the bile. The conglomerate glands of the

mammse offer us the same results, for the milk here se-

creted is as perfect milk in every separate lactiferous

tube, as when it flows in an accumulated form from the

nipple. And hence, follicles themselves may be nothing

more than minute reservoirs for the convenient accumu-

lation of such fluids as are deposited in them till they

are required for use. Mucus and sebum are inspissated

by retention, but they rarely undergo any other change.

We are obliged, therefore, to conclude, with Sir Everard
Home, that " the organs of secretion are principally

made up of arteries and veins ; but there is nothing in the

different modes in which these vessels ramify that can in

any way account for the changes in the blood, out of

which secretions arise."*

These organs, however, are largely supplied with twigs Secretion

of small nerves, and it has been an idea long entertained produced

by physiologists, that secretion is chiefly effected through ^^
\^^

their instrumentality. Sir Everard Home, in his paper power,

inserted in the volume of the Philosophical Transactions

just referred to, has " observed that in fishes which are

capable of secreting the electrical fluid the nerves con- Electrical

nected with the electrical organs exceed those that go tOgy^„^"otus

all the other parts of the fish, in the proportion of twenty eiectricus,

to one:"f and, in confirmation of this view of the sub- th^ In-

ject, it may be remarked that there are no parts of the'^""^'*

body 'more manifestly affected j and few so much so, as

the secretory organs, by mental emotion. The whole Secretions

surface of the skin is sometimes bedewed with drops of Sy mr^ntai

emotions,

'*
I'hll. Trans. 1809, p. 387. i Id. p. 3 f)C,
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Class VL sweat and even of blood, by a sudden paroxysm of agony

n'ent sys'- of mind J grief fills the eyes with tears : fear is well known
*^'"' to be a powerful stimulant to the kidneys, and very gene-

rally to the alvine canal j anger gives an additional flow,

perhaps an additional acrimony, to the bile ; and, if urged

to violence, renders the saliva poisonous, as we have al-

ready observed under the genus lyssa :* and disappoint-

ed hope destroys the digestion, and turns the secreted

fluids of the stomach acid.

Objections All this should Seem to prove that the secretory organs

jectu're!°" ^*'^ chiefly influenced by the sensorial system ; yet Haller

has long ago observed that the larger branches of the

nerves seldom enter into them, and seem purposely to

avoid them :f the secernent glands have little sensibility;

and the secretions of plants, which have no nervous sys-

tem, are as abundant, and diversified, and as wonderful

in every respect, as those of animals.

The means, therefore, by which the very extensive and

important economy of secretion is efiected, seem hitherto,

in a very considerable degree, to have eluded all investi-

gation. We behold, nevertheless, the important work
proceeding before us, and are in some degree acquainted

with its machinery.

The Sim- The most simple, and at the same time, perhaps, the

most copi- most copious of the fluids, which are in this manner sepa-

ous secie- rated from the blood, is that discharged by very minute
tion, the k3 J J

haiitus of secernent vessels, supposed to be terminal or exhalant ar-

'uSes. teries, which open into all the cavities of the body, and

pour forth a fine,breathing vapour, or haiitus, as it is called,

which keeps their surfaces moist, and makes motion easy

—an eflluviuni which must have been noticed by every one

who has ever attended the cutting up of a bullock in a

slaughter-house. We have formerly had occasion to ob-

serve that arteries terminate in two ways—in minute veins

The -—and in exhalant vessels. The former termination can of-

ihe"vessefs
^^^ ^^ followed up by injections, and occasionally traced by

producing the microscope ; but no microscopic experiment has hither-
this, never

vet disco-

vprerl. * Vol, IV, p. 344. t Physiolog. Tom. ix, pu5-::i
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to enabled the anatomist to discover t!ie orifices of the ,^J;^^*
^J"'

1. oecern-
exhalant branches of arteries. Their existence, bow-entsys-

ever, is proved, as Mr. Cruikshank has observed, by their J"'^'
• -11 1 • !• Their exis.

sometimes, and especially when enlarged in diameter ortenceaud

acted upon by a more than ordinary visa tergo, pouring ^"j"|!^^j^g""

forth blood instead of vapour, of which we have a striking aiteriai

instance in bloody sweat; as also in the menstrual flux, how prov-

which thougli not blood itself, proceeds, as Dr. Hunter^''"

has sufficiently shown, from the mouths of the exhalant

arteries of the uterus, periodically altered in their diame-

ter and secernent power.

IL The fluid thus thrown forth to lubricate internal n. Absorb-

surfaces, would necessarily accumulate and become incon-
^"'^y^'^™*

%'enient, if there were not a correspondent set of vessels

perpetually at work to carry off" the surplus. But such a
set of vessels is every where distributed over the entire

range of the body, as well within as without, to answer
this express purpose : and they are hence called absorb-

ents ; and, from the limpidity of their contained fluid,

LYMPHATICS.

Their course has been progressively followed up and The course

developed from the time of Asellius,* who,' in the yoar"^^'^!^®

1622, *' reaped the first laurels in this field by his dis- ascer'tlL-^

covery of those vessels on the mesentery which, from their ^^ ^""^ ^^'
*' J f monstra-

carrying a milk-white fluid, he denominated lacteals,"! ted.

and whose researches were confirmed and extended by ^hatt^'^

the valuable labours of Pecquet, Rudbec, Jolly fe, Bar-
tholine, Glisson, Nuck, and Ruysch, till by the concur-

rent and finishing demonstrations of Hoff'man and Mekel,
and more especially of our own illustrious countrymen
Hewson, the elder Monro, both the Hunters, and Cruik-

shank, the whole of this curious and elaborate economy
was completely explained and illustrated towards the close

of the preceding century, and the opposition of Baron
Halldr was abandoned.

The vessels of the absorbent system anastomose more j^i^gorbents

frequently than either the veins or the arteries: for it isanasto-
mose more

* r - frequeiitlT-
tpistola ad Hallcr. f Hewson, Of the Lymphatic System, p. 2.

VOL. V. 35
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ti^tf ^T ^ general law of nature that the smaller the vessels ol
11. Absorb'
eiit system, every kind, tlie more freely they communicate and unit©

than any ^ith each other. We can no more trace their orifices,

vc'sseis
excepting, indeed, those of the lacteals, than we can the

and why. orificcs of the exhalants; but we can trace their united

branches from an early function, and can follow them up

singly, or in the confederated form of conglobate glands,

till, with the exception of a few that enter the right sub-

clavian vein, they all terminate in the common trunk of

the thoracic duct; which, as we have formerly observed,

AJi terrai- rcccives also the tributary stream of the anastomosing lac-
iiate in the . iii i.ii.i i 1/.1
thoracic teals, or the absorbents which drink up the subacted tooa

whe'ce f''o™ f'C alvine canal, whose orifices are capable of being

their con- traced—and pours the whole of this complicated fluid,

conveyed Steadily and slowly by means of a valve placed for this

iiea^t^
purpose at its opening, into the subclavian vein of the

left side. And as these all perform a common office, are

and ap- of a like structure, pass through similar glands, and ter-

ibnn a° minatc in a common channel, there is strong reason to

common supi)ose them to constitute a common system ; and hence,

as we are capable of tracing up the mouths of the lacteals,

we are led to conclude analogically, that the lymphatics

have mouths of like kind, and for like purposes, although

from their minuteness they have hitherto eluded all de-

tection.

Hereby n By this contrivaticc there is a prodigious saving of

iadn^'or animalized fluids, which, however they may differ from
aiiimaiized each othcr in several properties, are far more easily re-

ducible to genuine blood than new and unassimilated mat-

ter obtained from without.

Many of Yet, this is not all : for many of the secretions, whose

tions thns surplus is thus thrown back upon the system, essentially

intoth"
coJitribute to its greater vigour and perfection. We

circulation have a Striking example of this in absorbed semen, which,

Tofns^got ^^ observed on a late occasion,* gives force and firmness

iite the to the voice, and changes the downy hair of the cheeks

T'H.mrat?d
^"^** ^ bristly beard : insomuch that those who are cas-

'^' Vo.'. V. n. 13. Plivs. Proem, siiniii.
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U'ated in early life are uniformly deprived of these pecu- Cf^ss vi,

liar features of manliood. The absorption of the surplus em system.

matter secreted by theovaria at the same age of puberty

produces an equal influence upon the mammary glands,

and finishes the character of the female sex, as the pre-

ceding absorption completes that of the male. So, ab-

sorption of fat from the colon, where, in the opinion of

Sir Everard Home, it is formed in great abundance, car-

ries on the growth of the body in youth.*

Absorbents accompany every part of the general frame Absorbents

so closely, and with so much minuteness of structure, thatfjy'^°^|!y'

Mr. Cruikshank has proved them to exist very nume-part of the

rously in the coats of small arteries and veins, and sus-entTr^iift"'

jiects them to be attendants on the vasa vasorum, and "le coats

equally to enter into their fabric. Wherever they exist nutest ves-

tliey arc more richly endowed, as we have just re-^^'^'

marked, by very numerous valves, than any other sets

of vessels whatever. " A lymphatic valve is a semi-

circular membrane, or rather of a parabolic shape, at-P°s«^ss

tached to the inside of the lymphatic vessels by its cir-,oiis""""^

cular edge, having its straight edge, corresponding to the ^'^^^es.

diameter, loose or floating in the cavity : in consequence

of this contrivance fluids passing in one direction make the

valve lie close to the side of the vessel, and leave the

passage free ,• but attempting to pass in the opposite di-

rection, raise the valve from the side of the vessel, and

push its loose edge towards the centre of the cavity. But,

as this w^ould shut up little more than one half of the

cavity, the valves are disposed in pairs exactly opposite

to each other, by which means the whole cavity is accu-

rately closed."!

The distance at wliich the pairs of valves lie varies VaUes va-

exceedingly. The intervals are often equal and measure Kr "mi""'

an eighth or a sixteenth part of an inch. Yet the in- f'istance

terval is at times much greater. " I have seen a lym- trunks'awi

phatic vessel," says Mr. Cruikshank, " run six inches piinutfst

..1 . • , , . . r^
branches.

Without a single valve appearing in its cavity. Some-

* Vol. I. p. 21, of the present work, as also Phil. Trans. 1813, p. 157

• Cruikshank, A^at. of Absorb. Vessels^ p. 66. 2d. Edit.
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Class VI. times the trunks are more crowded with valves than the
II. Absorb-

,

, , . _
em system, branches, and sometimes I have seen the reverse of this."*
Glands of In the absorbents, also, we meet with glands ; their

benfsys- ^0^''" •« niostlj oval, onc end being turned to the thoracic
tem Avhat. duct and the other from it : but we are in the same kind

of uncertainty concerning their use, and, in some mea-
sure, concerning their organization, as in respect to those

of the secernent system. The vessel that conveys a
Vasinfe- fluid to oue of these glands is called a vas infevens, and

Vaseffe- that which conveys it away a vas efferens. The vasa
renswhat. inferentia, or those that enter a gland, are sometimes nu-

merous; they have been detected as amounting to fifteen

or twenty ; and are sometimes thrice or oftener as many.
They are always, however, more numerous than the vasa

efferentia, or those which carry on the fluid towards the

thoracic duct. The last arc consequently, for the most

part, of a larger diameter, and sometimes consist of a
Glands single vcsscl alone. It is conceived by many physiolo-

convoiu- gists that the conglobate mass whicli forms the gland con-

vasa fnfe- ^^^^^ ^^ nothing more than convolutions of the vasa infe-

lentia or a rentia : whilst others as strenuously contend that they arc
congeries . /> » . . n i. • n
of distinct a congeries of cells or acini totally distinct irom the ab-
'^^"^*

sorbent vessels that enter into them. Whatever their

Probably structure may be, they seem to the present author to be

to the powerfully auxiliary to the valves, by abating the back

abat^n
"^

foFce they are unquestionably called at times to encounter

the back fi'om somc morbld action, and there is reason to believe

th'e'^flu°ids, that in this way, like the conglomerate glands of the
and an- geccrnents, they become basins or receptacles.
swer the ^ j *

purpose of As in the case of the sccernents, we are also unac-

^c\llT^' quainted with tlie means by which the absorbents act.

Propulsive This, in both instances, is said to be a -vis a tergo,—

a

power uu-
. i.i-p .....

tnpwn. term which gives us little iniorination m either instance,

and is peculiarly difficult of comprehension in the latter.

Their sen- In their most composite state they possess a very lowdc-

"^'^ait^and S'*^^ ^^ Sensibility, and are but little supplied with bran-

rareiy ches from tlie larger trunks of nerves,
supplied
"'"'^'^

* Lon. citnt
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Abstruse, however, as the process of absorption is to Class vi.

us at present, we have sufficient proofs of the fact. Of em system"

six pints of warm water injected into the abdomen of a branches

livins: doff not more than four ounces remained at the ex-f'°"'
*'^®

«3 «3 larger

piration of six hours. Tlie water accumulated in dropsy neives.

of the brain, and deposited in the ventricles, we have ^^°°^g|]j.jj_

every reason to believe is often absorbed from the cavi- em power,

ties; for the symptoms of the disease have been some-

times marked, and after having made their appearance,

and been skilfully followed up by remedies, have entirely

vanished : and the water in dropsy of the chest, and even,

at times, in ascites, has been ^s effectually removed.

It has been doubted by some physiologists whether Whether

there be any absorbent vessels that open on the surface sorbelits on

of the body ; yet a multitude of facts seem sufficiently to '^° surface

establish the positive side of this question,though it is not body

:

fluids of every kind that can be carried from the skin into

the circulating system, and hence their power is by uOgxi^t'^but''

means universal. Sailors who, when in great thirst, putnotcapabie

on shirts wetted with salt water, find considerable relief
flu||f5''ofafi

to this distressing sensation. Dr. Simpson, of St. An- '^'"^s.

drews, relates the case of a rapid decrease of the water in their exist-

which the lees of a piirenitic patient were bathed: and*"*^^^"^^
'-'

1 .
power.

De Haen finding that his dropsical patients filled equally

fast whether they were permitted to drink liquids or not,

did not hesitate to assert that they must absorb from the

atmosphere. Spirits and many volatile irritants seem to

be absorbed more rapidly than water, and there can be no

doubt that warmth and friction are two of the means by

which the power of absorption is augmented. " A patient

of mine," says Mr. Cruikshank, " with a stricture in the

esophagus, received nothing, either solid or liquid, into

the stomach for two months: he was exceedingly thirsty,

and complained of making no water. I ordered him the

warm-bath for an hour, morning and evening, for a month

:

his thirst vanished, and he made water in the same man-

mer as when he used to drink by the mouth, and when the

fluid descended readily into the stomach."* The aliment

* Anat, of the Absoih. Vessels, p. 108.
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Class VI. of nutritive clysters seems, in like manner, to be often

ent system. I'Gceived into the system, and it is said, though upon more

questionable grounds,that cinchona, in decoction, has also

been absorbed both from the intestines and the skin.

Narcotic Narcotic fluids rarely enter to any considerable extent

lingiy or and never so as to do mischief, rpsi»ectsng which, tliere-

raieiy ab- f^™ ^|^^^ power of tlic cutaueous absorbents is very limi-
sorbed :

' r
.. • i • i i

as also few ted : aiid there are few poisonous liquids, with the ex-

fiquid"!"^ ception of the venereal, that may not be applied with

safety to a sound skin.

Absorption This double process of secretion and absorption was

byThTali supposed by the ancients to be performed, not by two dis-

cients to be Wnct sets of vcssels cxpressly formed for the purpose, but

byth'ear- by the peculiar construction of the arteries, or of the
levies, the

ygj^jg qj. q( both. These are sometimes represented as
veins, or by '

• i u • i

both, which being porous, and hence, as letting loose contained fluids

celved to ^y transudation, and imbibing extraneous fluids by capil-

be porous lary attraction. There is, in fact, something extremely

ude?
'^^"^"

plausible in this view of the subject, whicli, in respect to

Transuda- ^Gud animal matter, is allowed to be true, even in our
tion well own day. For it is well know n that a bladder filled with
known m "

, , . , • p ? ii
the present blood and suspended in the air, irom a cause we shall

•^j^^j,*".^^''*' presently advert to, is readily permeated with oxygene

dead ani- gass, SO as to transform the deep Modena hue of the sur-

ler!

™^*"
^«ce of the blood that touches the bladder into a bright

Illustrated, scarlct : and thin fluids injected into the blood-vessels of

a dead body transude very generally ; insomucli that glue

dissolved in water and thrown into the coronary veins,

will permeate into the cavity of the pericardium, and by

Additional jellying even assume its figure. And hence it is that bile

is often found, after death, to pass through the tunics of

the gall-bladder and tiiige the transverse aorta of the

colon, the duodenum or the pylorus with a brown, yellow,

or green hue, according to its colour at the time.

Doctrine of The doctrine of porosity or transudation, was hence

maTntafned very generally supported till thetime of Mr. Hewson, by
till the time physiologists of the first reputation. Boyle, hence,speaks,
of Hewson. * \^ Jt .. . . . . ,. i i <• ^i -^

as Mr. Cruikshank has justly observed, of the jmrositas

animaliumf and wonders that this property should have

illustra-

tions.
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escaped the attention of Lord Bacon. Even Dr. Hunter Class vr.

and Professor Mekel believed it in respect to certain em system!

fluids or certain parts of the body. The experiments of

Hewson, J. Hunter, and Cruikshank, have, however, suf-

ficiently shown that, wiiile vessels, in losing life, lose the

property of confining their fluids, they possess this pro-

perty most accuratei), so loDg as the principle of life con-

tinues to actuate tiiem.

There is, juoreover, another method by which the an-^"^'^"®.^
•' and veins

cicnts sometimes accounted for the inhalation and exha- conceived

latioji of fluids, making a much nearer approach to the
^'„7ients'uj

modern doctrine, and that is by the mouths of vessels ; at by ab-

still, however, regarding these vessels as arteries or mouth!

:

veins, and particularly the latter. "Ihe soft parts of the

body," observes Hippocrates, " attract matter to them-
selves both from within and from witliout; a proof that

the whole body exhales and inhales." Upon which pas-^ view en-

sage Galen has the following comment : *' For as the by^ H'i"p'o.

veins, by mouths placed in tiie skin, throw out whatever ""^^"^^ '^'"^

is redundant of vapour or smoke, so they receive by the

same mouths no small quantity from the surrounding air

:

and this is what Hippocrates means when he says that

the whole body exhales and inhales."

This hypothesis of the absorption of veins, without the This doc-

interference of lymphatics, has been revived within the ld"byMT-*

last eight or ten years by M. Magendie, and M. Flandrin, ?^"^''^ .^"''

of Paris, w ho have made an appeal to experiments which with some

appear highly plausible, and are entitled to a critical ex-'*'"^'^^''°"^'

amination.

The doctrines hereby attempted to be established are. Hypothesis

indeed, varied in some degree from those of the Greek die epi^to-'

schools ; and are more complex. In few words, they may ™'^^'^'

be thus expressed : that the only general absorbents are

the veins ;—that the lacteals merely absorb the food
;
—

that tl^e lymphatics have no absorbent power whatever
;
—

and that the villi in the different portions of the intestinal

canal arc formed in part by venous twigs which absorb all

the fluids in the intestines, with the exception of the chyle,

which last is absorbed by the lacteals, and finds' its way
into the blood through the thoracic duct ,• and that these
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Class vi.fluijg aj.g carried to the heart and lunsjs directly through
II. Absorb- ..., ij-'j
ent system, the vensB portsB whose function it is minutely to subuivide

and mix with the blood the iiuids thus absorbed, which

subdivision and intermixture is necessary to prevent their

proving detrimental.
Cuticle has yi^ Maffendie further supposes that the cuticle has no
no Dowerof '^ • *

abs'oiption power of abs()i"|)tion in a sound state, either by veins or

state^°""^
lymphatics ; but that, if abraded or strongly urged by the

pressure of minute substances that enter into its perspira-

ble pores, the mouths of its minute veins are thus render-

ed absorbent.

hypolhesis^ He supposcs the functiou of the lymphatics to consist

of the use in couvcying the finer lymph of the blood directly to the

lics!"'^
^ heart, as the veins convey the grosser and purple part

:

and that they rise, as the veins, from terminal arteries.

Proper Proper lymph, in the system of M. Magendie, is that

what. opaline, rose-coloured, sometimes madder-red, fluid which

is obtained by puncturing the lymphatics or the thoracic

duct after a long fast. It is every where similar to it-

self; and hence differs from the fluid of cavities which is

perpetually varying. He supposes the mistake of con-

founding the two to proceed from a want of attention to

this fact.

One of the chief reasons urged for regarding veins as

absorbents, is, that membranes which absorb actively

have, in his opinion, no demonstrable lymphatics, as the

arachnoid. But according to Bichat, such membranes

have no more demonstrable veins than lymphatics ; veins

are seen to creep on them, but never to enter.

Review of The two principal experiments on which M. Magendie
Magendie'sgppjyjg ^q rgjy ji, proof that the veins, and not the lym-
chiefexpe-

. i <» n • tt -h/t

rinients. phatics, are absorbents, are the lollowing :—rirst, M.
Delille and himself separated the thigh from the body of

a dog that had been previously rendered insensible by

opium. They left the limb attached by nothing but the

crural artery and ^ ein. These vessels were isolated by

the most cautious dissection to an extent of nearly three

inches, and their cellular coat was removed lest it might

conceal some lyrapathic vessels. Two grains of the upas
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tieiite were then forcibly thrust into the dog's paw. Thepi-Ass vi.

effectof this poison was quite as immediate and intense as em system.

if the thigh had not been separated from the body : it

operated before the fourth minute, and the animal was

dead before the tenth. In the second experimetit a small

barrel of a quill was introduced into the crural artery and

the vessel fixed upon it by two ligatures. The artery

was immediately cut all round between the two ligatures.

The same process took place with respect to the crural

vein. Yet the poison introduced into the paw produced

its effect in the same manner and as speedily. By com-

pressing the crural vein between the fingers at the mo-

ment the action of the poison began to be developed, this

action speedily ceased : it re-appeared when therein was

left free, and once more ceased if the vein were again

compressed.

These experiments are very striking, and, on a cursory Remarks

view may be supposed to carry conviction witli them : but a^ove^ex-

the confidence «f those wlio have studiously followed the pediments:

concurrent experiments, and the clear and cautious deduc-

tions of our distinguished countrymen, Hewson, both the

Hunters, and Cruikshank, supported as they have been

by those of Mascagni,and various otlier able physiologists

on the continent, will not so easily be shaken. Reifseigen R'ifsei-

,,..,,. r J 1 1 1
geii's expe-

Iias limited his researches to the lungs, but seems to have mtnts on

established the doctrine of a distinct s} stem of absorbents ^'^'^ '""°^*

in this organ, by showing that the veins of tlie lungs do

not absorb, and pointing out the occasional cause of error

upon this subject.*

We have already observed that lymphatic absorbents, and recon-

in the opinion of Mr. Cruikshank, probably in that of all
[^,'|jf/',he

these writers, enter as fully into the tunics of veins and ar- common
and esia-

teries,^nd even into those of the vasa vasorura, as into any biished

other part of the animal frame : and hence there can be no
^^°'^^""^-

difiiculty in conceiving that the poison employed in these

experiments might accompanij the veins by means of their

lymphatics. We also observed that while the ly mphatics

* Uber den Ban der ungen, &c. Beilin 1822.

VOL. V. .16
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Jj^'^^^^^JJ-
anastomose, or run into each otiier more frequently than

ent systoin, any other set of vessels, their valves, which alone prevent

a retrograde course, and direct the contained fluid towards
the thoracic duct, are occasionally placed at aconsiderablc

distance from each other, iu some instances not less tliaii

six inches, and that this length of interval occurs in the

minute tNvigs as well as in the trunks. And hence, admit-

ting tliat, in the veins that were cut or isolated in M. Ma-
gprH!ie'sex])eriments, such a vacuity of valves incidentally

existed, there is also no difficulty in conceiving by \\hat

course the poisons that hav<; already entered into their

lymphatics from withoutshould, in lonsequence of this fre-

quency of anastomosis au(! destitution of valves, be stiuiu-

lated to a retrograde course by ihe violence made use of,

and be thrown into the eurrent of the blood from within,

by the mouths of those lymphatics that enter into the

tunics of the veins ; and particularly as the separated

vessels were only isolated to a distance of less than three

inches, while the lymphatics are occasionally void of

valves to double this distance.

In some cases we have reason to believe that the lym-

phatics that enter into the tunics of the lacteals, which

M. Magendie admits to be a system of absorbents alto-

gether distinct from the veins, are equally destitute of

Reconciii- valves iu ccrtaiu parts or directions, and communicate by
atioii v\itli .

'
. Pill 1

the com-- anastouiosis sonic portion or the chyle and any substance
mon (lot:-

(.Qj^tained in it to the interior of the adjoining veins, and
tnne con- j o '

tinned. consequently to the blood itself: for the experiments of

Sir Everard Home upon rhubarb introduced into the

stomach of an animal, alter the thoracic duct has been se-

cured by a double ligatui-e, show that this substance, and

consequently otliers as well, is capable of ti-avelling from

the stomach into the urinary bladder, notwithstanding this

iniM* (iinient ; and there are certain experiments of M.

Fohmann,^ who has paid gieat attention tothesubject,that

sec 1 to prove that such anastomosis is not unfrequent.

In the singular experiments made with prussiate of potash

* Anatomische Uutersuchungen iiber deu Anastomosis dev Lympbatiken

niit der Veiien. Hcidelbeig. 1821.
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by Dr. Wallaston and Dr. Marret, the binod which \m\s Class yi.

drawn from the arm during the interval ol the liitrotSuc-entsysiem.

tion of this substance into tho stomach, and its detection

in the urine, did not, indeed, on being tested, di«co\er the

smallest trace of the prussiate, though it was so obvious in

the fluid of the urinary bladder. The difficulty of account-

ing for this is considerable, but may perhaps be explained

by the very diffused state of the prussiate in the entire

mass of the blood, and its greater concentration when se-

creted by the kidneys : by which the same test which was

applied in vain in the former instance, completely suc-

ceeded in the latter.

There is, however, another mode of accounting for Effects pro

the result of M. Maaendie's experiments without abitn-'''';,^'' °".
*-' tilljlilaib III

doning the well-established doctrine of absorption by tlie a state of

lymphatic system. It is a remark wiiiclj ought never t0i"|ty or

belost si2;htof, that experiments made upon animals in aP'*'"' '"'^P-^ '
„ 1 , .,• . plicablc to

state either of great pam or of great debility can give us, cnsrs in -

by their result, no full proof of the line of conduct pur- 'y''""''.

sued by nature in a stale of health. In the dead animal health,

body the valves of the lymphatic vessels very generally
^',^fi"vee'-

lose all elasticity and power of resistance, and transmit ^i"|i^ from

fluids in every direction ; whence, in all probability, that

porosity or transudation, which we have already observed

as manifest, occasionally, in the stomach and intestines,

and in various other organs, on the use of anatomical in- ,

jcctions. And hence there can be little doubt, that as an Exfimpii-

organ makes an approach to the same state of ii:sensil)ility

and iTiirritability, b} the severe if not fatal wounds inflicted

oil it in the course of such ex[)erinients as are here allu.fed

to, the valves of its lymphatic vessels make an approach

also to the same state of flaccidity, and allow the fluids,

whose coui'se they should resist, to pass in any direction.

The ex[»erime«ts, of a like kind, which have since M.
Magftidie's communications, been pursued in France by

M. Foderc,* and in America by Dr. Lawrence and Dr.

Contes,f are open to the same objection. They have been

* Journ. de Ph3'sioIogie, Janv. 1823.

t Experiments to determine the absorbine newer of the Veins and Lvm^
phatics, Philadelphia Journ. No. 10.
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Class VI. made under circumstances of ebbing vitality or excruciat

ent system, ing pain, and a few of tbem on pieces of animal membrane
removed from the parent body. It is admitted candidly,

however, by the last two physiologists that the quill expe-

riment of M. Magendie in most instances, though not in

all, failed in their hands. Even this, however, is in every

successful result referred by M. Fohmann to the anasto-

mosing connexion which he has taken much pains to

establish as existing between various veins and lymplia-

tics, and which we have just adverted to.

Additional This altered condition of many parts of the lymphatics

tionsfiom 11 the dead bodj, was sufficiently shown by Mr. Cruik-

9^"'|^" shank, in a course of numerous experiments made at Dr.

Hunter's Museum, in the spring of 1773. The organs

chiefly injected were the kidney, liver, and luwgs of adult

human subjects. In one case, he pushed his injection

from the artery to the pelvis and ureter without any rup-

ture of the vessels. In another he injected the pelvis and

ureter from the vein, which he thought succeeded better

than from the artery. In three different kidneys he in-

jected from the uterus the tubuli uriniferi for a considera-

ble length along the mamillse; and in one case a num-

ber of the veins on the external surface of the kidney were

evidently filled with the injection. In all these experi-

ments, the colouring matter of the injection was Vermil-

lion. In numerous instances he filled the lymphatics of

the lungs and liver with quicksilver; and from the lym-

phatics of the liver, he was able, twice in the adult, and

once in the fetus, to fill the thoracic duct itself.*

anciMekci: Dr. Mekelf had already shown the same facts by a

similar train of experiments, instituted only a year or two

before, and the conclusion he drew from them is in per-

fect coincidence with the explanation now offered. Dr.

Mekel's experiments consisted in injecting mercury with

great, care, but considerable force, into various lymphatics,

and minute secreting cavities; and he found that a direct

* Ediiib. Med. Com. i. p. 430.

t Nova Experimenta ct Obscrvationes dc fibiibus venaium et vasonim

lymphaticonnn in ductus, visceraque corporis humaiii, ejufdemque stvuctursp

utihla.e. 8vo.
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communication took place between such cavities and lym- class vi.

, ,, ... ,. , . •<! i.1
11. Absorb-

pliatics, and the veins in immediate connexion with them : ent sys-

and lience, lie contended, that the lymphatics and the '^'"•

veins are both of them absorbents under particular cir-

cumstances; the lymphatics acting ordinarily, and form-

ing the usual channel for carrying off secreted fluids ; and

the veins acting extraordinarily, and supplying the place

of the lymphatics where these are in a state of morbid

torpihide or debility, or the cavity is overloaded. He
traced this communication particularly in the breasts, in

the liver, and in the bladder : and he thus accounts for

the ready passage which bile finds into the blood, when

the ductus choledochus is obstructed, as in jaundice ; and

the urinous fluid which is often thrown forth from the

axillee and other organs upon a supression of the natural

secretion.

It follows, therefore, that the experiments of SM. Ma- General

gendie, allowing them to be precisely narrated, are capa-
^^®"'^'

ble of explanation without abruptly overthrowing the

established doctrines of preceding physiologists in the

same line of pursuit : and we have still ample reason for

believing that the economy of secretion and absorption

is effected by two systems of vessels distinct from veins

and arteries, and in a stale of health continually holding

a balance with each other.

This doctrine is proof against" impeachment, whether -po the

M. Magendie's experiments be believed or doubted; for fame effect

still, to adopt the language of Mr. Herbert Mayo upon

this subject, "the broad analogical argument advanced

by the Hunters to establish the position that the lympha-

tics and lacteals form exclusively the absorbent system,

remains unshaken. It must not be lost sight of that the

entrance of any substance, raw and unassimilated, into

the veins and arteries, is a very different occurrence from

the conversion of the elements of the human body into

lymph, and their subsequent re-admixture with the blood
;

and, again, that the refusal of the lacteals to take up milk

or starch, does not ])rove that these vessels habitually ab-

sorb unchanged, and in addition to the chyle, such simple
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Class VI. fluids as may be carried without detriment into the cir-

culation."*
III. Gene-
ral effects III* In different periods of life, many of the secretions
produced varv Considerably in tlieir sensible properties, or relative

action of quantity. Thus the bile of the fetus is sweet, and only

systems^ on acquires a bitter taste after birth. In infancy perspiration

each other, flows more profusely than during manhood : and the testes

which secrete nothing before the age of puberty, at this

time acquire activity, and again lose their power in old age.

Some se- Tlicrc are also many of the secernent organs that, in

^^'^^^'')^g°'' case of necessity, become a substitute for each other.

cornea Thus the perspirable matter of the skin when supprest

for others -.^Y ^ sudden chill or any other cause, is often discharged

Exempli- by the kidneys ; the catamenia by the lungs ; and the se-
fied.

j.yjj, accumulated in dropsies by the intestines.

The secretions are moreover very much affected and in-

creased by any violent commotion of the system generally.

In hysteria the flow ofurine is greatly augniented,whilethe

absor])tion of bile seems diminished ; and hence the dis-

charge is nearly colourless. In violent agitation of the

mind, we have already observed that the juices of the

stomach become acid ; and sometimes the secernents

of the skin, and sometimes those of the larger intestines,

are stimulated into increased action; whence colliqua-

tive perspiration, looseness, or both. The heat and com-

motion of a fever will sometimes produce the same effect

and sometimes a contrary ; the skin being dry, parched,

and pricking. And occasionally the dryness has been

so considerahle as to produce a sudden separation of the

cuticle from the cutis; of which Mr. Gooch relates a

singular instance in a patient who for several years,

had once or twice a year an attack of fever accompanied

with a peculiar itching of the skin, and particularly of

the hands and wrists, that ended in a total separation of

the cuticle from these parts : insomuch that it could easily

be turned off from t!ie wrist down to the fingers' er.ds so

as to form a kind of cuticular glovc.f Tiie same dis-

* Anatomical iiud Physiological Coannentaries, No. ii. p. 44. 8vo.
Lond. 1822.

T Mediciii and Chirurgical Observations, 8vo.
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tinguished writer gives as singular an instance of the ef-
i^jj''*^^^^^J;

ferts of solar heat up»»n the skin of another patient whor i effects

had no sooner exposed himself to the direct rays ot the
[]y''|j^'J'^,'^.

sun, than his skin hegan to he affected with a sense of tion oi the

..,. . .,., .rr.ij.1 1 secernents
tickling, became violently hot, as stiff as leather, ana as,,,,^ ^^^^^_

red as vermillion.* In this case we have an instance of h^-nts «ii

each other.

highly excited action in the cutaneous excernents ot both

kinds, and of the formation of new blood-vessels under

the cuticle; the more attenuate part of the fluid secreted

being rapidly carried off, and hence the cutaneous inte-

gument converted into a coriaceous substance.

There are some parts of the body that waste and be- ^°[j'^^
P^^'*

come renewed far moie rapidly than others; thefat than waste and

the muscles; the muscles than the bones ; and P^'obably "^^;'^°g"^
"^^"

the bones than the skin ; for the dye of the madder-root f-stei than

with which the bones become coloured when this root has"

for some time formed a part of the daily food of an ani-

mal, is carried off far sooner tiian the coloured lines of

charcoal powder, ashes, soot, and the juices of various

plants, when introduced into the substance of the skin

by puncturing or tattooing it, a practice common among

our sailors, and still more so, and carried to afar greater

degree of perfection, among the inhabitants of the South-

sea Islands.

It has been said, indeed,f that the disappearance of

maddeV-colour from the bones, affords no proof that the

phosphate of lime in which it was seated has itself been

carried off at the same time; because the serum of the

blood is found to have a stronger affinity for madder than

the phosphate coloured by it ; and hence will gradually

attract and remove it, wlien the animal is no longer fed

with the coloured food. The experiment, however, upon

which this latter opinion is grounded, has not been hi-

therto conducted in such a manner as to be directly ap-

plicable to the question ; and if it had been, it would

afford no proof that a perpetual, though, in that case, a

slower change than tlio madder would exhibit, is not

taking place in the bones: nor are we driven to the

* Op. Chat. t Bcnioiiilli, Diss, de Niitritione. Groning. 1669. 4to.
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Class VI. effects of madder dye upon their solid substance as the

lai effects ou]y foundation for this opinion ; for there is scarcely a
produced jjo^e in the animal system which does not assume a dif-
hy the ac- •'

tioii of the fercnt shape at one period of life compared with that at

^nd'absor-
^"^^^^r period : a remark that peculiarly applies to the

bents oil flat bones of the skeleton, and forms the chief cause of
each other,

^j^j^^ vvondorful change which the lower jaw experiences

as the individual advances from middle life to old age,

and which often gives a different character to the entire

face.*

Hence loss It is from this mysterious power of reproduction ap-

cons"'^
" pertaining to every part of the system, that we are so

quence of often able to renew the substance and function of parts

a^cddrms that have been wasted by fevers or atrophy, or abruptly

reproduc- destroyed or lopped off by accident.

In the progress of this general economy, every organ

gan se- and part of the body secretes for itself the nutriment it

itself n^om
I'^quircs, from the common pabulum of the blood wliicli

the coin- IS couvcyed to it, or from secretions which have already

Uimonhe "^^^^ obtained from the blood, and deposited in surround-

biood. ing cavities, as fal, gelatin, and lymph. And it is pro-

Many or- bable tliat the several organs of secretion, like the eye,
gans pecu- ^, ,^, ,, ,.., „

liariy af- the ear, and the other distinct organs ot sense, are pecu-
fected by \[^j>\y affected by peculiar stimulants and excited to some
peculiar * •' '

stimulants, diversity of sensation.

haps'excit-
^" Germany, this idea has been pursued so far as in

ed to dif- some hypotheses, and particularly that of M. Hubner,t

saUons?" ^^^ '^J ^ foundation for the doctrine of a sixth sense, to

Gemeinge- which, as we obscrvcd on a former occasion,:}: has been
^hiofthe given the name of sc lbstgefiihl or gemeingeJuhU "self-

writers feeling," or " general-feeling." The sensations, however,
^^ ^'' we are at present alluding to, are not so much general or

those of the whole self, as particular or limited to the or-

gans in which they originate; and seem rather to be a re-

sult of different modifications of the fluid that causes the

• * Gibson, Mancliester Memoirs, Vol. i. £33.

t Comment, de. Csenesthesi, 4794.

% Vol. V. Phyfiol, Proem.
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common sense of touch, than produced by distinct sen- p^^^ss vi.

.

'
,

III. Gene-
sorial secretions. In most parts of the system these rai effects

modifications are so inconsiderable as to elude our notice,
by°fij"e*^ a^.

but in others we have the fullest proof of such an effect; tion of the

for we see the stomach evincing a sense of hunger, the an^d'absor-

fauces of thirst, the genital organs of venereal orgasm, bents on

And in like manner we find the bladder stimulated by proofs ^f

cantharides, and the intestinal canal by purgatives; and peculiar

we may hence conjecture that every other part of the sensations

system, where any kind of secretion is going forwards, is andirrita-

endowed with a like peculiarity of irritability and sensibi-

lity, though not sufficiently keen to attract our attention.

It is hence we meet with that surprising variety of Variety of

secretions which are furnished not only by different, but furnished

even by the same animal in different parts of the body, ^y ^^^

Hence sugar is secreted by the stomach, and sometimes mai in

by the kidneys ; sulphur by the brain ; wax by the ears ;
^'^j"^^"'

lime by the salivary glands, the secretories of the bones, sugar, sui-

and, in a state of disease, by the lungs, the kidneys, the
p'^""^' '""^'

arteries, and the exhalants of the skin ; milk by the milk,

breasts ; semen by the testes ; the menstrual fluid by the urine,

uterus: urine by the kidneys: bile by the liver; muriate ^*'^'.
, ,•' J 7 ,1 7 muriate ol

ofsoda by the secernents of almost every organ ; and sweat soda

:

from every part of the surface.

Hence some animals, as the bee, secrete honey ; others, honey,

as the coccus ilicis, a large store of wax ; others, as the wax,

viper and scorpion, gum which is the vehicle of their

poison : others thread, as the spider and some species of

slug ; and many silk, as the silk worm and the pinna, or

nacre, whence Reamur denominates the pinna the sea-

silk-worm : it is common to some of the Italian coasts,

and its silky beard or byssus is worked at Palermo into

very beautiful silk stuffs. There are great numbers of silk,

worms, insects, and fishes that secrete a very pure, and

some of them a very strong phosphorescent light, so as, in phospho-

sonje regions, to enkindle the sea, and in others the sky,
\l^^^'^^

into a bright blaze at night. Many animals secrete air;

man himself seems to do so under certain circumstances,

VOL. V. sr
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Class VI. but fishes of various kinds more largely, as those furnished

rai effects With air-bladdcrs, which they fill or exhaust at pleasure,

produced
jjj,j ^]^Q sepia OF cuttle-fish, with numerous other sea-

by the ac- j , i . . • • i

tion of the worms J and by this power they raise or sink themselves
secernents

^j^ j^^^^^ occasion. The cuttle-fish secretes also a
and absoi- •'

bents on natural ink, which it evacuates when pursued by an enemy,
eac ot er.

^^^| ^^^^ converts it into an instrument of defence : for,
air,

ink ^y blackening the water all around, it obtains a sufficient

concealment and easily effects its escape. Other animals,

and these also chiefly fishes, secrete a very large portion of

electricity, electric matter, so as to convert their bodies into a powerful

battery. The torpedo-ray was well-known by the Romans

to possess this extraordinary power : and the gymnotus elec-

tricus (electric-eel) has since been discovered to possess it

in a much larger proportion. The genus tetradon in one

species secretes an electric fluid, in another an irritating

fluid that stings the hand that touches it, and in a third a

poisonous matter diffused through the whole of its flesh.

Secretions From the same cause we meet with as great and innu-

piams^ merable a variety of secretions among plants, as camphors,

equally di- gums, balsams, resins : and, as in animals, we often meet

with very different secretions, in very different parts of

the same plant. Thus the mimosa nilotica secerns from

its roots a fluid as offensive as that of assafoetida; in the

sap of its stem an astringent acid ; its glands give forth

gum arabic ; and its flower an odour of a very grateful

Singular fragrance : while the milk-tref. or cow-tree, the arbol

^o!:"!!?';'^" de lache, or palo de vaca of South America, overflows with
ccHion in *

the milk- nutritious milk from every part. This is one of the many
*'^^^'

singular plants noticed by M. Humboldt in his voyage to

the equinoctial regions. It is a native of Venezuela, and

belongs to the natural family of the sapotje ; and its juice,

in strict correspondence with itsname,issaid to possess al-

most all the properties of cow's milk. M.Humboldt visited

the district where it was reported to grow, and found the

account true ; but tells us that it is rather more viscous

than cow's milk, and has asliglit balsamic taste. He drank

it plentifully in the evening and early in the morning

without any unpleasant effects ; and was told that, when
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in season, the workins: people use it with their cassava Class vr.

,. J II f ^: .. * !"• Gene-
bread, and always ratten upon it.* rai effects

This subject is highly interesting and might be ex- Fo^uced

tended to volumes, but we are already digressing too far. tion of the

There is no part of the body in which the process of
^^j]j^^^^"jj^JJ'^^_

secretion is not going forward : we trace it, and conse- bents on

quently the fabric which gives rise to it, in the paren- I^^^t.

chyraa or intermediate substance of organs, in their No part of

internal surfaces and outlets, and on the external surface gj "yb-"'^

of the entire frame : thus forming three divisions of pro- stance in

minent distinction, both in respect to locality and to the cretion

'^"

diseases which relate to them. It is on these divisons, '^"esnot

take place.

that the orders ot the present class are founded.

* Annalesde Chimieet de Physique, Jiiin 1823. Tom. xxiil, 19.



CLASS VI.

ECCRITICA

ORDER I.

MESOTICA.

Mntusts affecting the ilairencftema.

P&AVITT IN THE QUANTITY OR (lUAlITT OF THE IN-

TERMEDIATE OR CONNECTING SUBSTANCE OF OR-

GANS ; WITHOUT INFLAMMATION, FEVER, OR OTHER
DERANGEMENT OF THE GENERAX HEALTH.

Class VI. The classic term eccritica is a derivative from «jt*g«*r,

Origiifof '"secerno," "exhaurio," "to secern or strain off," " to

ordinal drain or exhaust,'* and is preferred by the author to any

other derivative which K^tva, its primitive, affords, as

equally applicable to the two systems of vessels that enter

into the general and important economy illustrated in

the preceding Proem. The ordinal term mesotica is

derived from jwecos, " medius ;" for which parenchtma-

TicA might have been substituted, but that there are two

objections to the use of the latter : the first is that xu^» is

here employed in a different sense from its general signi-

fication in the system before us, which is that of " male,"

or " perperam,"—instead of per or penitus, its real mean-

ing in parenchyma; and, consequently, the double signi-

fication would trench upon that simplicity and uniformity
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which it is the direct object of the present nomenclature to Class vi.

maintain. The second objection is, that the term paren- Mesotica.*

chyma {vcc^iy^/^vfcu) is formed upon a false hypothesis in- i^'seases

vented by Erasistratus, who first employed the term and the paren-

held that the common mass or interior substance of a vis- ^^y^^*

cus is produced by concreted blood, strained off through ma7n what
the pores of the blood-vessels which enter into its general sense used

structure or membranes.
tratus!^'^"

The order embraces the five following genera

:

I. POLYSARCIA. CORPULENCY.

II. EMPHYMA. TUMOUR.

III. PAROSTIA. MfS-OSSlFICATlON. -

IV. CYRTOSIS. CONTORTION OP THE BONES.

V. OSTHEXIA. OSTHEXY,
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GENUS I.

POLYSARCIA.

FIRM A.&T} TJNWIBLDY BUtKINESS OF THE BODY OR ITS

MEMBERS, FROM AN ENLARGEMENT OF NATURAL
PARTS.

Gen. I. PoLTSARCiA from ^re^vr^gxaj, "camosus" *^carneabun-
Origin of dans," imports bulkiness from any morbid increase of

term. natural parts, whether fleshy or adipose ; and the present

genus is co-extensive with this latitude of interpretation.

In medical history, however, we know of no morbid in-

crease of this kind, otherwise than local, except from an

accumulatinn of fat; and on this account Dr. Swediaur

has somewhat unnecessarily substituted the name of po-

lypiotes* for that of polysarcia. For the present, the ge-

nus is limited to a single species, as follows

:

1. POLYSARCIA ADIPOSA. OBESITY.

* Nov. Nosol. Meth. Syst. Vol, n. 121.
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SPECIES I.

POLYSARCIA ADIPOSA.

BULKINESS FROM A SUPERABUNDANT ACCUMULATION
OE FAT.

This species admits of two varieties. For it may be Gen. i.

Spec. L
» Generalis. Extending over the body and

General obesity. limbs.

(3 Splanchnica. Confined to the organs or in-

Splanchnic obesity. teguments of the trunk.

In man and other animals fat is collected in ths folli-«P- adipo-

S3. ffonC"

cles of the cellular membrane, accumulated in the groins,
, alls.

axillse, orbits, cheeks, and chin ; the breasts, loins, nates ^.^"^'^^
obesity.

and limbs of women ; in the belly, omentum, around Fat where

the kidneys, and the blood-vessels. It is likewise secreted f^^^I^-H'•' latea m
on the surface of the skin, which it protects from acrid man.

substances, and where it sometimes concretes, often from

want of cleanliness, or being intermixed with hardened

mucus, in the shape of minute worms, forming the varus

pundatuSi or maggot-pimple, of the third Order of the

present Class. When the perspiration becomes profuse dissolved

f fu I II -ii • byperspi-m consequence ot hard walking or other exercise, a cer- ration.

tain portion of animal oil is dissolved in this fluid which

makes the chief, perhaps the only difference between the

matter of perspiration and that of sweat. Fat is, hence,

accumulated by diminished perspiration ; as it is also by
the nature of the aliments fed on, and from idiosyncrasy.

It is the basis of steatomatous tumours, and contains the

sebacic acid which acts readily on many metals as lead,

copper, and iron.
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Gen.i. h jg rarely to be found in the skin, in the brain, the
Spec. I.

•'

fcP.adipo. ball of the eye, the larynx, the trachea, the cellular tissue
sa gene-

talis.

General
obesity.

Adipose
cells of

Hunter.
Reticulat-

ed cells.

In some
fishes dif-

fused over

of the eye-lids, the ears, lungs, liver, spleen, kidneys,

stomach or uterus. Its grand repository is the cellular

texture 5 but it is not lodged in the cells of this texture

indiscriminately, but in those of a particular kind, and

which do not, according to Dr. W. Hunter, communicate

with each other, as those which contain air in emphysema

or water in anasarca : in consequence of which, this cele-

brated physiologist has distinguished the former by the

name of adipose, and the latter by that of reticulated, cells.

In many fishes, as the salmon and herring, it is dif-

fused over the whole body, as though the body were
the whole steeped in it. In otlier genera of fishes, as the ray, it is

° ^* found in the liver alone. In some few, as the whale, it

appears in the form of flakes, and is called blubber, which

sometimes amounts to the enormous quantity of three

tons in an individual.

In others Y&t is a bad conductor of heat ; and hence, one of its
collected m ../,.. i • 1 1 • 1 ^

the liver iises IS that of keeping the body warm ,• on which ac(;ount

Blubber of
''^^^^ who are incumbered with fat perspire with but a

whales, small quantity of exercise, and are almost always too hot.

Fafa bad ^^ ^^J heuce also see why the warmth of the body is

conductor retained by oiling the surface, or wearing oiled skin over

warmth," it. Fat is also of considerable use in lubricating the solids,

and facilitating tljeir movements ; in preventing excessive

sensibility: while by equally distending the skin, it con-

tributes, when not in excess, to the beauty of tiie person.

In cases of extreme hunger, or abstinence from food,

fat is re-absorbed and carried to the blood-vessels ; and

hence fat

persons
often too

hot, pro-

duced by
oiling the

body.
Other uses
of fat in

hunger re-

absorbed
for food.

from an experiment of Dr. Stark,* it appears to be more

capable of supplying the waste of the body than any sort

of ordinary food. And hence, there is much probability

in the conjecture of Lyonet that insects, destitute of

blood, derive their chief nourishment from the fat in

which they abound.f

* Hewson, 11. p. 151.

t Tr. Anat. de la Chenille qui rouge le Bois de Saulc, pp. 428. 483, Ct seq.
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With the exception, however, of the earth of the bones, Gkx. i.

Spjsc I

it is the least animalized of all the substances that enter ^ p. adipo-

into the composition of the animal frame. Chemically sa gene-

exarained pure fat contains no azote, which is the pecu- General

liar characteristic of animalization : it has also little "'f^'^?'* ,Chemical
oxygene, consisting chiefly, indeed, of hydrogene and properties.

carbone. " I do not consider," says Mr. John Hunter,
*' either the fat or the earth of bones, as a part of the

animal : they are not animal matter : they have no action

within themselves : they have not the principle of life."*

It is of late formation in the fetus : scarcely any trace off
°'™®'^.,

•' late m tlje

its existence is discoverable before the fifth month from fetus.

conception.

The mode of its production is still a matter of contro- Mode of

versy. By some it has been supposed to be secreted by uncertain,^

peculiar glands, by others merely to traiisude from ex-^"PP°^^'^

halant arteries of a peculiar kind. Sir Everard Homecietedby

has lately started another hypothesis, which is at least
^j^J^j^^g^/^^

higly ingenious and plausibly supported. He has at- ftiansude

tempted to prove that the fat of animals is produced injant arte-

the larger intestines (especially the colon) out of the'^'^s*

recrement of the food and the bile, and afterwards con- ^°"Jectuie
' of Home.

veyed into the system generally by channels yet undis-

covered to contribute towards the common growth of the

system, especially in early life.f And some arguments

in favour of this opinion may be drawn from the nature

of that species of entjerolithus, to which in the present

system is given the name of scybalum, and from the ob-

servations with which it has been illustrated.:!:

Sauvages was desirous of establishing a standard Average of

weight of healthy pinguescence, but the attempt is idle, heaUhy"

since it varies in almost every individual. The fat of *"'^J^<=*s-

the human frame usually averages about a twentieth part

of the whole, but has sometimes amounted to half or even

to four-fifths.§

lu general obesity, or the variety of adipose polysarcia in general

obesity,

* On Blood, p. 440. t Phil. Trans, for 1813. p. 158, and 1816. p. 301.

X Vol. I. p. 302.

i J. P. Frank, De Cur. Morb. Horn. Epit. Tom. vi. 8vo. 1821,

VOL. V. 38
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Gk.y. I. immediately before us, the bulk of the body has some-

« p, atiipo- times been enormous. It has amounted to five hundred,
sa gene- ^nd nearly six hundred pounds in many instances. Bright

General of Maldon, Weighed seven hundred and twenty-eight
obesity. pounds J Lambert of Leicester, seven hundred and thirty-

body some- nine pounds a little before his death, which was in the
times eiioi- fortieth year of his age. The German journals give us

Examples, examples of men who weighed eight hundred pounds.

Yet the Philosophical Transactions furnish perhaps a

still more extraordinary exampleof this disease in a girl

that weighed two hundred and fifty-six pounds though

only four years old.*

In some Where a powerful adipose diathesis prevails, fat is

p"duced often produced, whatever be the food fed upon. Ale
from foods ^nd porter drank to excess, are, perhaps, the most ordi-
of every
kind : and nary means ; Akermann gives proofs of the same effect

raoie large- fj.Qj^ Spirits :+ and in the Ephemera of Natural Curiosi-
Jy from a * ' '

bread than ties is the casc of an individual who generated fat faster,

di^.^^' and in larger quantities, upon bread than upon a meat
Sometimes diet.:}: ludolcnce and an indulgence in sleep seem neces-
de posited , . . ,

with pccu-sary, however, m every instance.

liar rapidi- jj^ theso cascs the animal oil is sometimes secreted and
ty.

Ease of deposited in the cellular membrane almost as rapidly as
body and

^^Ltev in anasarca : on which account obesity has by some
pensabie wHtcrs been called, and correctly enough, a dropsy of fat.

mation°'^ It IS in fact Under particular circumstances the soonest

with a formed and deposited, and the soonest absorbed of all the

crease of animal secretions. For its formation, however, ease of
sensorial jjody and mind are indispensable, and perhaps a slight

Exempli- increase in the flow of sensorial power beyond the common
^^^'

standard, or what has hitherto been the standard of the

individual. It is on this account those are apt to become

fat who suddenly relinquish a habit of hard exercise, either

of body or mind, for a life of quiet enjoyment, provided

the change be not suflicient to interfere with the general

health. And for the same reason, as we have already

* N. 185. t Baldinger N. Mag. B. % i. p. 489.

t Dec, III. Ann. vij. s'jii. p. 138.
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observed, animals which are castrated,an(l females that do ^'V-^- i.

not breed, or who have just ceased to breed, grow fat and ^ p. adipo-

corpulent with equal ease ,• the sensorial power intended j^.^

genera-

for the use of the sexual organs, and to be expended at a General

particular outlet, being hereby thrown back upon the"*^®^''^'

system generally, and transferred to the, adipose secer-

nents. And hence, also, the cause of that increase of

bulk which most persons experience about the middle of

life, when the muscles having attained their utmost firm-

ness, the stature its full height, and the sexual economy

its perfection, there is a less demand for the ordinary

supply of sensorial power than has hitherto been made,

and the surplus is expended in broadening and rounding

the general frame by filling up tlie cells of tlie adipose

membrane with animal oil, instead of elongating it.

For all this, however, there must be an ease of body Plumpness

and mind approaching to cheerfulness; on which account fulness why

plumpness and cheerfulness, or good humour, are com- associated

monly associated in our ideas : tor pain and anxiety, that ideas.

wear away the corporeal substance generally, make their

first inroad on the animal oil, and empty the cells of the

adipose membrane before they produce any manifest ef-

fect on the muscular fibres, or, as these are collectively

termed, the flesh ; upon which subject we have already

touched in discussing several of the species of the genus

MARASMUS.*

Hence the fat becomes absorbed or carried off, as it is Fat easiij'

secerned and deposited more readily than any other ani- and by
°^'

mal substance. By sweating, horse-riding, and a spare ^hat

diet, a Newmarket jockey has not unfrcquently reduced iSuated,
himself a stone and a half in a week or ten days :f and
a plump widow has, by weeping, become a skeleton in a

month or two.

A moderate increase in the secretion of animal oil rather Evils re-

adds to the facility of motion, and improves the beauty of '"'^'"s

T» • o • from a
the person. But if it much exceed this, the play of these large in-

^lifferent organs upon each other is impeded, the calibre |^^'^^'^
"'

* V'ol. III. CI. III. Ord. IV. Gen. ill. opening remaiks.
-'• Code of Health, by Sir .Tohn Sinclair. A"-.
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Sp'^c*/*
<^^ the blood-vessels is constricted, the pulse oppressed,

« p. adipo-the breathing laborious, there is an accumulation of blood

fis.^^"*^^^
in the head or heart, a general tendency to palpitation or

General drowsiness, and a perpetual danger of apoplexy.
o esity.

j^ SPLANCHNIC OBESITY, the encumbered viscera are

saspian- more or less buried in beds of fat, and usually accompa-
chnica.

jjj^^j ^^j^jj gciprhous afFcctions : making an approach to
Splanchnic ' «-' ^'^

obesity, some specics or other of parabysma, as described in the

Fat like
^''^^ Class and second Order of the present system.* We

tiropsT, iiave observed that general obesity may be regarded as a
may be « . i -i • j ^ c ^ n i i

confined to dropsy ot animal oil instead or a dropSy or water. And,
particular ^g ^^^ latter discase is sometimes universal and runs
urgans.

through the whole of the cellular substance, and atothers

local, and confined to particular cavities, the former also

exhibits both these modifications ; and in the variety be-

fore us, is confined to individual organs.

It most generally overloads the omentum, and gives

Omentum ^^^^^ projecting rotundity to the abdomen which is vul-

mostiy garly distinguished by the name of pot-beeiy, and is
ovei od -

^^^j described by Prince Henry in his address to Fal-
Pot-beiiy. staff, as " a huge hill of flesh,"|—" a globe of sinful con-

tinents.":}:

Animal oil is more apt to accumulate in the abdominal

viscera than on the surface, and hence while these organs

always participate in a general obesity, it is not to be

"wondered at that they should sometimes be loaded alone.

As it has been stated that freedom from pain is necessary

Scirrhosi- to its accumulation, it may, perhaps, be a matter of sur-

comiun"" P"S6 that sciri'hosities should be a concomitant. But this

with fat, morbid condition takes place so slowly as to produce little

coiTnted or no local disquiet ; while the small degree of increased

^°'^'
irritability that accompanies their formation, for a rea-

son alreafiy assigned, tends rather to promote the morbid

deposit than to prevent it.

Mode of In attempting a cure of the general disease, the first

treatment g^pp j<, j-q avoid all the commou and more obvious causes
in general

'^

i n o t -i i

obesity, as much as possible. Hence, as a life of indolence and

* Vol, I. p. '12'1. t Henry iv. Part i."Act ir. % Id. Fait ii. Act ii.
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indulgence in eating and drinking is highly contributory
^f^-'^-

to obesity, the remedial treatment should consist in the poijsa.cia

use of severe, regular, and habitual exercise, a hard bed,
J'J^'p^^J);

little sleep, and dry and scanty food, 'derived from vegc- Treat-

tables alone, except where, from a singularity of consti-
™''"**

tution, farinaceous food is found to be a chief source of

obesity. And where these are insufficient, we may have

recourse to frequent venesection and such medicines as

freely evacuate the fluids whether by the bowels or the

akin. And, for the same reason, sialagogues, as chewed

tobacco,* and mercury, have occasionally been used with

success.!

Generally speaking, however, the diet and regimen just Success of

recommended with a spare allowance of water will be suffi- diet aifd

cient to bring down the highest degree of adipose corpu- dlminisiied

lency. Of this we have a striking example in the history empiified

of Mr. Wood, the noted miller of Billericay in Essex. '",
J^'?"'' "^

Born of intemperate parents, he was accustomed to indulge

himself in excessive eating, drinking, and indolence, till,

in the forty-fourth year of his age, he became unwieldy

from his bulk, was almost suffocated, laboured under very

ill health from indigestion, and was subject to fits of gout

and epilepsy. Fortunately a friend pointed out to him

the Life of Cornaro : and he instantly determined to take

Cornaro for his model, and if necessary to surpass his

abridgements. With great prudence, however, he made
his change from a highly superfluous to a very spare diet

gradually : first diminishing his ale to a pint a day, and us-

ing a much smaller portion of animal food ; till, at length,

finding the plan work Vkonders as well in his renewed vi-

gour of mind as of body, he limited himself to a diet of

simple pudding made of sea-biscuit, flour, and skimmed
milk, of which he allowed himself a pound and a half about

four or five o'clock in the morning for his breakfast, and ^

the same quantity at noon for his dinner. Besides this

he took nothing either of solids or fluids, for he had at

length brought lumself to abstain, even from water; and

* Borelli, Cent. ii. Obs. ii.

t Bavtholin, Act. Hafn. i. Obs. 74. Bonet, Sepulclir. Lib. li. Sect. ii.

Obs. 36. App^.
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Gen. I. found himself easier without it. He went to bed about

Poiysarcia eight or nine o'clock, rarely slept for more than five or six

Ob'esh^*'
hours, and hence rose usually at one or two in the morn-

ing, and employed himself in laborious exercise of some

kind or other, till the time of his breakfast. And by this

regimen he reduced himself to the condition of a middle-

sized man of firm flesh, well coloured complexion, and

sound health.* A like plan, or rather something ap-

proaching it, the present author once recommended to Mr.
lambeit ofLambert of Leicester on being consulted concerning the
Leicester.

state of his health. But either lie had not courage enough

to enter upon it, or did not chuse to relinquish the profit

obtained by making a show of himself in this metropolis.

He made his choice, but it was a fatal one, for he fell a

sacrifice to it in less than three years afterwards.
Bui the When the reduced treatment thus recommended has
same regi-

men per- been unnecessarily and injudiciously entered upon and

wherrem- ^ol^owed up With pertinacity, as in cases where young fe-

pioyed in- malcs are desirous of becoming celebrated for an elegant
ju jcious-

gig^jgpupgg Qf forni, it has often been productive of a se-

rious, and occasionally of a fatal result. Professor Frank
gives a striking example of this in a young lady, who, for

the above purpose, had for nearly a twelvemonth greatly

diminished her daily food, used severe horse-exercise,

and drank every day a large quantity of vinegar. She

at this time was labouring under dyspepsy, hysteria, and

a dry cough, with a pungent pain in her side, hectic

sweats, and occasionally purulent expectoration : she

was pronounced in the last stage of consumption, and her

life was entirely despaired of. Frank, however, suc-

ceeded in averting this event by the gradual renewal of

a more nutritious diet, and the use of tonics.f

In local '£i^Q jocal disease is for the most part far less manage-
obesilv, t 1 , . , • -111. ji

able: but it has sometimes yielded to a steady persever-

ance in tlie above plan, in connexion with active purga-

tives, and the ap])lication of mercurial ointment to the

vicinity of the organ affected; or a free use of calomel in

the form of pills.

* Med. Tran?, Vol. ii. Art. xvii.

-: Hp Ciiv, Horn. Mo;'.i. Epit. Tom. vi. Lib. vi. 8vo. VieiiMiP 1820.
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GENUS II.

EMPHYMA.

^Tumour.

GI.OMERATION im THE SUBSTANCE OF ORGANS FROM
THE PRODUCTION OFNEW AND ADSCITITIOUS MATTER :

SENSATION DUll, GROWTH SLUGGISH.

Phyma, in the present system, is limited to cutaneous tu- Gen. il

moursjor tubers,accompaniedwith inflammation,as already ^^""ex.

explained in Class iii. Order 11.* Emphyma imports, in piaiued.

contradistinction to phyma, a tumour originating below

the integuments, and unaccompanied with inflammation,

at least in its commencement : while ecphyma in Order

III. of the present Class, imports, in contradistinction to

both, mere superficial extuberances, confined to the in-

teguments alone. The term glomeration, or " heaping

into a ball," in the generic definition, is preferred to the

more common terms protuberance or extuberance, because

some tumours or eraphymata lie so deeply seated below

the integuments as to produce no prominence whatever,

and are only discoverable by the touch.

The species of this order, and much of their general

character and arrangement, are taken with a few varia-

tions from Mr. Abernethy's valuable Tract on Tumours.

The subject, indeed, though of a mixed description, is Subject

commonly regarded as appertaining rather to the province
^^j^^^^^J,"^

of surgery than of medicine, from the tendency which the depart-

most tumours seated on or near the surface have to open ^^gery

externally, or to call for some manual operation. In a eje- *'i^".
°S

neral system of the healing art, however, it is necessary

* Vol. ir. p. 334.
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Gen. II. to notice them, though it is not the author's intention to

Tumon^.^ dwcH upon them at length ; but rather to refer the reader,

yet neces- ft'o™ thc few hints he is about to pursue, to Dr. Baron's
saiy 10 be and Mr. Abcrnethy's works, =>^ as the best comments upon
noticed in, i^i. i .iiito- -ii. i.
a general them which he can consult : widely differing indeed m their
system of yiQ^f^ of the orificiu of such extraneous growths, but each
practice. o

idrawn up with great candour, and appealing to a host of

indisputable facts, as we have already had occasion to ob-

serve when treating of hepatic parabysma,! and tubercu-

lar phthisis,:}: to which pages the reader is referred for

an account of the general origin and progress of morbid

growths, and other physiological illustrations appertain-

ing to them.

The species embraced by the genus emphyma are the

following

:

1. EMPHYMA SARCOMA. SARCOMATOUS TUMOUR.

2. ENCYSTIS. ENCYSTED TUMOUR. WEN.

3. EXSOSTOSIS. nONY TUMOUR.

SPECrES I.

EMPHYMA SARCOMA.

^ Snrcomatoas STutnour.

TUMOUR IMMOVEABLE j PLESHT AND FIRM TO THE
TOUCH.

Gen. II. The varieties of this species, modified in respect to struc-

Spec.i, ture and situation, are very numerous. The following,

distinguished by the former quality, are chiefly worthy of

notice

:

« Carnosum. Vascular throughout : texture

Fleshy tumour. simple : when bulky map-

- * Observations on Tumours. t Class i. Ord. ii. Gen. iv. Spec !•

t Class III. Orel. iv. Gen. lU.Spec. v.
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fi Adiposuni.

Adipose tumour.

y Pancreaticum.

Pancreatic tumour.

S Cellulosum.

Cystose tumour.

Derbyshire-neck.

Scirrliosum.

Scirrhous tumour.

C Mammarium.
Mammary tumour.

•F0£» V.

lied on the surface with ar- Gen. ii.

-— SpF c T

borescent veins. Found over Empi.ym'a

the body and limbs gene-fa'<=°'^^-
•' *-' Sarcoma-

rally, tous tu-

Suetty throughout : inclosed "^o"'-

in a thin capsule of con-

densed cellular substance:

connected by minute ves-

sels. Found chiefly in the

fore and back part of the

trunk.

Tumour in irregular masses:

connected by a loose fibrous

substance, like the irregu-

lar masses of the pancre-

as. Found occasionally in

the cellular substance, but

more usually in convoluted

glands : chiefly in tlie female

breast.

Tumour cellulose or cystose

:

cells oval, currant-sized or

grape-sized, containing a

serous fluid ; sometimes ca-

seous. Found generally, but

mostly in the thyroid gland,

testis, and ovarium.

Hard, rigid, vascular, infarc-

tion of glandular follicles

:

indolent, insentient, gla-

brous ; sometimes shrinking

and becoming more indu-

rated. Found in glandular

structures, chiefly those of

the secernent system.

Tumour of the colour, and

assuming the texture of the

mammary gland : dense and

xvhitish : sometimes soft^

39
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Gen. II.

Spkc. 1.

Emphyma
Sarcoina.

Sarcoma-
tous tu-

mour.

(lisneral

remarks.

yi TubeiTulosuni.

Tuberculous tumour.

t) Meduilare.

Medullary tumoiir.

and brownish : often pro-

ducing, on extirpation, a

malignant ulcer with indu-

rated edges. Found in va-

rious parts of the body and

limbs.

Formed of firm, round, and
clustering tubercles

; pea-

sized or bean-sized ; yellow-

ish or brownish-red ; when
large, disposed to ulcerate,

and produce a painful, ma-

lignant, and often fatal sore.

Found chiefly in the lym-

phatic glands of the neck:

often simultaneously in other

glands and organs.

Of a pulpy consistence and

brain-like appearance; whit-

isl» ; sometimes reddish-

brown ; when large, apt to

ulcerate, and produce a

sloughing, bleeding, and

highly dangerous, sore.

* Found in different parts

:

chiefly in the testes : at times

propagating itself along the

absorbent vessels to adjoin-

ing organs.

All these grow occasionally to an enormous size, parti-

cularly the sarcomatous, the adipose, and the scirrhous.

They are all produced by some increased action or irrita-

tion in the part in which they occur, the cause of which

it is rarely in our power to ascertain. In general, they

commence slowly and imperceptibly, and are seldom ac-

companied with much pain whatever be the extent of

their growth. They are all more or less organized through

the whole of their structure, by which they are particu-

liM'ly distinguished from those of the next species : and
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it is Iii2;lily probable that most of tlie irritating causes <^r"N- U-
. Fl'EC. I.

which produce any one, produce all the rest, the modifi- Einphyma

cation depending on the diiference of .site, habit, idiosyn-^^'<^°"'^"
' ^ ' ' ^ Sarcoma-

crasy, or local misafFection. In their formation, how- tous tu-

ever, there seems to be a greater tendency to inflamma-^°"''

tion, and especially adhesive inflammation in the fleshy causes of-

tumour, or proper sarcoma, than in any of the rest ; and, '^" '^""^',
^ tr I . 7 ' inon to all :

from the more perfect elaboration of its fabric, there is the differ-

no other form that maintains itself so firmly, or is re-f"?l?
*^"

•I ' lect pro-

moved, excepting by excision, with so much difficulty, f'liccci by

The origin of the adipose may, in some degree, be under- Jypcr'a'sy,

stood from the remark we have offered under the last°' '"<^"i "-

genus, and particularly under its second variety. Pecuiiav

The scirrhous tumour, when irritated, has a general ^^'ja'^cter
" ofsarco-

tendency to run into a cancerous ulcer : for which it is ma.

not always easy to account, excepting where there hap- Peculiar

pens to be an hereditary taint in the blood : for neither of sciirhuF,

the tumour nor its ordinary result, as we observed when
treating of carcinus, is by any means confined to a glan-

dular or to any particular structure, though the secernent

glands constitute its most common seat. In Mr. Aber-

nethy's Treatise, the place oftlie scirrhous tumour, how-

ever, is occupied by another to which he gives the name
of carcinoma, which, in the present system, is regarded as

a modification of the scirriuis, degenerated, and ulcerated

mostly by a cancerous diathesis ; and in such case apper-

taining to CARCINUS, already described in the fourth Order

of the third Class ; or, where no such diathesis is present,

belonging to the same Class and Order under the genus

and species ulcus vitiosum. *

The scirrhous tumour is, in fact, tlie most important

of the whole tribe, not only as leading, under peculiar cir-

cumstances, and in particular habits, to the most fatal re-

sult, but as being more common to every organ than any
other variety whatever : and, in a iew instances, common
to almost every organ collectively or at the same time.*

* Henggen, Mufeum der Heilkunde, Band. ii. p. Ill,
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bSc' ^i
^^ ^^® other varieties are loosei' and more spongy, and

Emphyma Contain far less of living power : inconsequence of whicli

Sarcoma", ^^^y ^^^ ^^^^ casily (lisposetl to ulcerate, and, when in

tonstu- this condition, often spread and become sordid and ma-
"'°"''

lignant from debility alone.
Other va- ^

_

•'

rieties We havc Said that the tumours of this species will

moiTspSit sometimes grow to a vast and preposterous bulk. This

gy, and is particularly the case with the first variety or fleshy

less iTv'incr
sarcoma, and more especially when it seats itself in the

power. scrotum forming the sarcocele, or hernia carnosa of
Most of the ., TVT . , , , . . • «>
varieties authors. JNegroes are particularly subject to this aftec-

occasion- jJq^ j^^jQ ^^ ^^jg instance the tumour weighed fifty
ally grow o •>

to alienor- pounds.* Swcdiaur indeed aflirms that they have occa-

ExempTi-'
sionally weighed a hundred pounds.f The skin is here

fied in sar- tliick, rugose, of a dirty yellow, often covered with ex-ul-

SaTc^oceie ccrations that ooze a fetid ichor. It is said that among
or hernia negroes the disease is more common to the right testicle

wiiat. ' than to the left. Stoll, however, has asserted directly the

contrary so far as relates to Europeans, and his remarks

are supported by the observations of Pfeffinger and Frie-

dius. He has moreover generalised his assertion by con-

tending that the left ovary of women as well as the left

testicle of men is more subject to diseases of all kinds

than the right.:}: Baron Larrey describes a sarcoma of

sa^rcoceie ^^^^ labia among tropical women of the same nature as the

what. scrotal sarcoma among men.§

Exempli- The adipose tumour is also frequently of a very large

pose'liT- 'magnitude. Mr. Abernetby gives an instance of one on

mour
: the thigh that weighed fifteen pounds after extirpation,jj

and M. Leske of another of the weight of nineteen

pounds dissected from the face.lj In the Journal de

* Schotte, Phil. Trans. Vol. Lxxiii. 1783.

t Nov. Nosol. Meth. Syst. ii. 529.

X Nov. Act. Physico-Med. Acad. Nat. Cur. Tom. iv. Norim.

{ Relat. Hist, et Chirurg. de I'Expedition de I'Armee en Egypte, &c. 8vn.

Paris, 1863.

II
On Tumours, p. 31. 8vo. 1814.

f Aiiserlesene AbhandlunKen^ &c. I;eipzig. 1774. 8vr.:

•
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Medicine, is an account of a third, that weighed not less Gen. ii.

than forty-two pounds.* Emphyma

The bulk of the scirrhous tumour, however, and espe- Sarcoma.
' * barcoma-

cially when seated on the breast, has often equalled and tous tu-

sometimes exceeded the largest of these. M. Leske, in-
"'°"|^'

deed, gives a case, in which a tumour of this kind was scirrhous

amputated from the breast, of the enormous weight of ''^™°"'-

sixty-four pounds, that had been increasing for years,

and was at last so oppressive as to endanger the patient's

life.!

The most unsightly, however, of the whole, is theBioncho-

SARCOMA cellulosunii when it fixes in the thyroid gland
; um^'co?-'

in which situation it is often called Botium, Bronchocele, ^j;^'
,0^

Derby-
or Goitre ; and, in our own vernacular language, deubt- shire-neck.

sHiRE-NECK, from an idea, of considerable antiquity, j^y^,^^"^^''^

that the inhabitants of that county are more subject to it Derby-

than those of ut'ier districts, an idea that does not seem

to be without foundation ; for in a visit which the author its ordina-

lately made to Matlock he found a much larger number ^^p^^V^g^,

of the poor affected with this disease than he had ever

seen before, while the rich escaped ; and he found also

that by far the greater part of those who were labouring

under it, were not only exposed to all the ordinary evils

of poverty, hut derived their chief diet from that indi-

gestible and innutritive substance, the Derbyshire oaten

cake, which is probably the chief cause of all the glandu-

lar and parabysmic enlargements which are so common
to that quarter. We shall see when treating of creti-

nism that a like innutritive diet is one of the most ob-

vious causes of the same appearance as a concomitant in

those countries in which cretinism is most frequent. The
cells in this protuberance are very numerous, tlie fluid

often viscid, and sometimes gelatinous; so that, when
the tumourbursts, as it occasionally does, spontaneously,

the contained fluid is apt to drain away very slowly, and
has ulcerated with a large sloughy surface without hav

ing half evacuated its contents.

* Tnm, XX. p. .Wl. +0n, citat,
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Gen. il Most of these may be frequently repressed or resolved

Emphyma ^^ discovered and attended to in their origin. The fleshy,

Sarcoma, which always commences with some decree of inflamma-

toustu- tory action, should be vigorously attacked with leeches,
moui. repeated as often as may he necessary, and afterwards

mode of 'whh astringents or alterants, as the dilute solution of
treatment, the acetatc of lead, for the former purpose, and the

solved Ve-™^*'^"'"'^^
emplaster for the latter. An issue or seton in

quentiy in the vicinity will also frequently assist by producing a
t eu on-

transfer of action. If this plan do not succeed the tu-

mour should be extirpated by the knife without loss of

time, or allowing it to acquire any considerable bulk.

Baron Larry affirms that he has often removed by the

knife the largest scrotal sarcomas or sarcoceles, and this

with very little pain, while the wound has readily heal-

ed afterwards.*

Treatment The scirrhous tumour is usually indicative of weak,

hous""^ instead of entonic, action in the organ in which it makes
tumour, its appearance; in consequence of which the lymphatics

absorb only the more attenuate part of the secerned fluids,

and leave tiie grosser whicii thicken and harden in the

parenchyma. There is little irritation at first, but as the

distention and obduration increase, the part becomes sti-

mulated, and, as we have already observed, in a scrofu-

lous cancerous diathesis is apt to call the latent seminium

into action; when the hardened tumour degenerates into

a foul ulcer. In an early stage they have yielded to

local irritants, which have a tendency to excite an in-

creased action, and of a new kind, and hence the ad-

vantage of mercurial applications, or emplasters of the

gum-resins: and particularly the emplasteiof ammoniac

with quicksilver which unites the two, and is an admira-

ble preparation. Where, indeed, the irritation is already

considerable the more direct of these stimulants must be

abstained from, and the inirritants and narcotics may be

had recourse to with more advantage, as the preparations

* Relat. Hist, et Chiring. de I'Expedition de i'Armee en Egypte et en Syr-

ih. 8vo. Paris, 1803.
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of lead, acids of almost every kind, and cataplasms of Gen. ir.

hemlock, henbane, bella-donna, or potatoe-leaves. ButEmphyma
bere also the best and most effectual relief is to be had in Sarcoma.

Sarcoma-
extirpation ; and the actual cautery as employed by M. tous tu-

Maunoir* will often be found more effectual and even ^"g^^jj^g^^^

produce less pain than the knife.

Many of these varieties of tumours, on their first ap- Little ten-

pearance, may be repelled by stimulant applications ininflan^^g.

conjunction with a steady pressure wherever this can be^ioninany

applied; for, with the exception of the first, there is little varieties

:

tendency to inflammation in any of them, and, in theandhenco

greater number, a decided weakness of the living power. ^^""jV!^"'

They are often, indeed, connected with constitutional de-tions with

bility, and hence appear simultaneously in different parts a^g^often

of the body. Extirpation in this case is useless : at least ^^f^'^ea-

till the general frame is invigorated by a tonic regimen

and course of medicines. And even then from the pecu-

liar seat or size of the tumour it will not always be found

ad viseable.

This is particularly true in that variety of the cystous Treatment
,.,.,' . ,

ofbroncho-
sarcoma winch is denominated bronchocele, goitre, ceie, or

or DERBYSHIRE-NECK : and v\ hich usually proceeds from Derby-
' *

1 P J shire-neck.

an enlargement of the thyroid gland. It is mostly found its pro-

in females, and in its commencement the patient and her^"^^^^

'

friends always turn a deaf ear to the use of the knife,un-

der a hope that it may yield to a course of external and

internal medicine: nor is the tumour, indeed, at all times

sufficiently defined from tlie first for any effective use of

chirurgical means.f It originates without pain or any

discoloration of the skin, and presents a general promi-

nence on the fore part of the neck, that rises so gradually rai charac-

as to be at first almost without an outline. As the pro-^^"^'

minence increases it becomes harder and somev\hat irre-

gular, commonly with a partial feeling of fluctuation,

though, in some instances, the tumour appears to be firm

throughout. Tiie skin grows yellowish, and the op-

* See Vol. HI. CI. iii. Orel. iv. Gen. xiii. Spec. ii. Ulcus vitiosum.

F. E. Fodere. Traite dii Goitre et du Cretinismc, Paris. 8vo. 1800,
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Gen, II. pressed veins of the neck become varicose ; the respira-

Emphyma ^^o" is soiiietimes rendered difiicnlt, and from the same
Sarcoma, cause the patient is troubled witb head-aches. The ex-
barcoma-

1 I. • 1 • 1 1

toustu. pediency of removing the tumour is, at this time, highly

Treatment
Questionable, and every day increases the difficulty from

the growing diameter of its arteries and their proximity

JMischief to the carotlds. If, from inattention or mistaking it for

opening it.
^" abscess, it be opened, a hemorrhage often follows

which it is difficult to repress, or which is apt to return

from time to time, and has occasionally proved fatal. A
soft reddish fungus protrudes through the opening, which

yields to the fingers, bleeds when it is touched, and can-

not be completely destroyed either hij cautery or the

Operation knife.'* In that form of the tumour, however, which is

mmai"' called the aneurysmal, accompanied with a considerable

broacho- pulsation and enlargement of the superior thyroidal ar-

tery, a cure has easily been obtained by an operation ;

which consists in tyeing this artery, and thus cutting off

the means of supply. M. Walther some years ago pur-

sued this plan with success abroad ;f and Mr. Coates re-

lates a similar case that has since been attended with a

like result in our own country.:]; Yet even in the more
complicated and cellular goitre, even where the tumour

has encreased to an enormous extent and become mapped

,p with innumerable blood-vessels of large diameter, it has
Tumour o '

has been in 3 few instances been attacked and successfully extir-

i^'iemoveli Pated. One of the boldest operators in this way ap-

when of pears to be M. Hedenus of Dresden, who has lately

ext'em""^ published a history of not fewer than six cases of this

lUustiated,
j^jjjJ ^yhich terminated favourably under his care. In

one of these the bronchocele bad increased to the size of

a skittle-ball, covered the whole of the fore-part of the

neck, was fourteen inches in circumference at the base,

and seven inches in its transverse diameter: it felt

firm, tense and heavy, gave to the hand a sense of

* Traite des Maladies Chiiuigicales et des Operations qui leur conTien-

nent. Par M. le Baron Boyer, &c. Torn. vii. Paris 1821.

t Neue Heilart des Kroffes, &c. Sulsback. 1817.

t Tvans. of the Medical and Cbirurg. Society, Vol. x.
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pulsation through its whole extent, and considerably af- Gen.ii.

lected tlie breathing from its pressure on the trachea. Emphyma

The difficulties, however, to be surmounted in the per-
g^[^°[)J^l

formance of this operation were chiefly appalling from tous tu-

tbe vascularity and complexity of the parasitic growth,
"J°"'^'

and the impossibility of taking up many of the bleeding ment.

vessels. The operation lasted an hour and a half, and

though tlje patient ultimately recovered he was several

times considered in a state of extreme danger after the

operation was over.*

The internal substance and structure of this tumour Vaiies in

differ exceedingly in different cases. It has sometimes structure.

been found steatomatous throvighout, but more generally,

as we have already observed, consists of a fluid varying

in viscidity, and in the number of cells, or capsules in

which it is locked up. It commonly first shows itself in Appears

girls who have reached the age of puberty, though it fre- gj/js about

quently commences at a later period ; and is an ordinary the age of

symptom of cretinism, as we shall notice when treating of

that disease in tlje course of the present order. In a

few cases the contained substance is solid, and gives no Sometimes

discharge ; and in a few instances the morbid growth has insoiuWe.

evinced a complication of almost every diversity of struc-

ture, and especially in those who are constitutionally pre-

disposed to a production of tubers and tubercles. De ExempUfi-

Haen has given us a striking example of this in a patient DeH°aen.

who after having suffered much from visceral tumours, at

length died in a state of dropsy. *» In cadavere," says

he, " horrendam mole thyroidoeam glandulam nactus,

publice dissecui. Mecuni auditores mirabantur nullum

fere genus tumorum dari, quin in hac sola thyroidoea in-

veniretur. Hie enim steatoma, ibi atheroma, alio in loco

purulentus tumor, in alio hydatrius, in alio erat coagu-

latuPi sanguis, fluidus fere in alio, imo hinc glutine locu-

tus pienus erat, alibi calce cum sebo niista, &c. Hsec au-

tern omnia in una, eademque thyroidoea glandula."f

* G.afe and W^alther's Journal du Chirurgie und Augenheilkunde.
Berlin, 1822. For an account of which see Quarterly Journal of Foreign

Medicine. No. xix. p. 317.

-i Rat. Medendi. Pers vii. p. 285.

VOL. V. 40
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Gen. ir. Here also we have deficient living power in the organ

Emphyma affected, and very generally in the entire constitution

:

83^0"'-- ^^^' '^ "s^^^Jy appears in girls of relaxed and flaccid fibres,

tous tu- in many cases partly debilitated by growth, and especially

Treat- vvhere this effect is produced by innutritive food, and
ment. partly by a larger flow of catamenia than the general tone

of the system can sustain without yielding. On this ac-

count we may see why cretinism should be a cause.

and to'n"'^-
Stimiilants and tonics have hence been found generally

useful, as have also repeated and long continued friction

with the hand over the area of the tumour, alone or in

conjunction with ammoniacal or terebinthinate irritants,

chiefly solutions of camphor in spirits. For a reason that

does not seem hitherto to have been sufficiently explained,

in this kind of tumour, as in those of scrofula, the most

successful stimulants are the allcalies : and of these the

ammoniacal were formerly believed to be far more so

than any of the rest; and hence the patient was limited

altogether to a course of burnt sponge or burnt hartshorn,

and at one time to burnt toads. There does not seem,

however, to be any particular reason for this predilection,

especially and hence in a later day, the subcarbonate, or the carbo-

*timuiant£. nate of soda, were pretty generally allowed to supply the

place of all the other preparations of this kind, as the

most convenient form in which the alkali could be given.

It was also recommended to be applied externally, in the

guise of sea-water, or the bibulous sea-plants, as already
These em- described in the treatment of scrofula :* both diseases

both extei- having many points of resemblance, and especially as

im^n^n^ being chiefly seated in the glandular parts of the animal

frame, and accompanied with great indolence in the lym-

phatic system.
Prepara- j^ ^j^^, present day, however, every other kind of pre-

lodiae. paratiou, as well for the one as the other complaint, has

fallen prostrate before the newly-discovered alkali, now

su°cMssfui well known by the name of iodine, so denominated by
employ- M. Courtois from its violet hue. For the purpose before

the'm.° us it has been used both internally and externally. M.

* Vol. III. CI. III. Ord. ir. Spec. I. Struma vulgaris.
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Coindet employed it in the form of an ointment, which Gen. ii.

he made by mixing pure iodine or the hydriodate of pot- Empiiyma

ash with lard, under an idea that the ill effect it produces ^'^''^°"^^-
* Sarcoma-

when given injudiciously, may be hereby avoided; andtoustu-

Coster affirms that by the use of Coindet's ointment, of'"°"'^'

nearly a hundred individuals affected, more than two-

thirds were completely cured under his hands.* M. Brera's

Breraf thinks it quite as void of mischief, and in most'"*^

cases more efficacious employed internally : and uses it

in the form of pills, or tincture made with pure iodine

;

or a solution of the hydriodate ofpotash in distilled water.

The dose, in either case, is from a quarter to half a grain

three times a day, for an adult.

"Where it agrees with the system the appetite is in- Effects.

creased, and the pulse acquires more elasticity and beats ^'^^g"''

stronger ; but it has a tendency at the same time to

stimulate the salivary glands in the manner of mercury.

Where it does not agree it produces a sense of heat and When it

irritation in the fauces, pain in the orbits and halls of'
'sagrees.

the eye, and obscure vision ; with tremours or convul-

sions of the extremities. Dr. Brera, as already ob-

served, has employed i^, on account of its absorbent

powers in various cases of parabysma, or visceral tur-

gescence, and especially in tubercular formations ; and,

as is well known, with considerable success: a success

which the present author has extensively confirmed by^'^^*^
1 • i« • 11 .1 /» n 1 . , -T judgement
his own practice m all the forms of this remedy. Yet necessary.

from the great and general excitement it produces, more ^^^ "^^'

judgement is called for in prescribing iodine, whetherex-
ternally or internally, than is often manifested : and in no
case whatever is a bold or daring practice more to be re-

probated than in the present. The danger indeed is the

greater, because the irritation or inflammatory effects are

often not visible for a fortnight or three weeks ; though,

when they have once commenced, they are in many
persons very intractable, notwithstanding an utter disuse

* Archives Generales de Medicine, &c. in re.

1 Saggio Clinico suU'Iodio e solle differenti sui combinazioai e rrepa.
lazioni, &c. Padua, 1822.
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Gen. II. of the medicine. " I saw two cases, with Dr. Peschier of
Spkc I.

Emphyma Geneva," says Dr. Gairdner, "in which the patients had

Sarcoma-
^^^'^^'^'^ more than twelve months, and yet their sufferings

tous tu- had undergone little mitigation."* There are some

"J°"'^' idiosyncrasies, however, that are little alfectcd by its use.

Sometimes Bronchocele has sometimes been cured spontaneously,

cured spon- an instance of which occurred not long ago to the present

Exempli-
^^uthor, in a young lady who had for six or seven years

lied. been successively under the care of all the most skilful

physicians and surgeons of this metropolis, and who had

nevertheless the mortification of finding the protuberance

grow much larger, and more unsightly in spite of frictions,

and blisters, and setons, and mercury in every form, and

the alkalies, and hemlock and hyoscyamus, employed joint-

ly or alternately, and in almost every proportion through

the whole of this period. The distended skin at length

gave way in various places and a thin fluid issued from

the foramina. This natural discharge was encouraged,

and the sac by degrees exhausting itself, the tumour as

gradually diminished, and at length completely disap-

peared.

SPECIES II.

EMPHYMA ENCYSTIS.

Entgste^ JETumour. S^en.

TUMOTJTR MOVEABLE J
PULPY J OFTEN ELASTIC TO THE

TOUCH.

Gen. II. A VERY small change in the power or mode of action of

PathoToYi"- * secernent vessel will often produce a very considerable

cai re- change in the nature of the fluid which it secretes. Of

this we have a clear proof in the thin and acrid lymph

* Essay on the Effects of Iodine on the Human Constitution, &c, Svo.

London, 1824

marks.
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poured forth from the mucous membrane of the nostrils Gen. ii.

inacatarrh, compared with the bland and viscid discharge Emphyma

which lubricates this cavity in a state of health ; limpid
gjj^jj^

and mucilaginous at first, but gradually hardening into a tumour,

horny substance. So the lungs, which, when sound ^®"*

secrete a mild, when in a moibid condition throw out a

tenacious phlegm, a watery, or whey-like sanies, or a mu-

culent pus. And we may hence easily account for the

great diversity of materials found in tlie species of tu-

mour before us, which is peculiarly distinguished by be-

ing surrounded with a proper cyst, and hence rendered

moveable to the touch.

To follow up the subdivision through the whole of the

varieties it offers would be almost endless. The following

are chiefly worthy of notice

:

a Steatoma.

Steatome.

Adipose Wen.

/3 Atheroma.

Atherome.

Mealy Wen.

V Melliceris.

Honeyed Wen.

d Ganglion.

Ganglion.

€ Testudo.

Horny Wen.

Encysted extuberance, containing a

fatty or suetty substance, apparently

secreted from the internal surface

of the cyst. Found over most parts

of the body, and varying in size

from that of a kidney bean to that

of a pumpkin.

Encysted extuberance containing a

mealy or curd-like substance, some-

times intermixed with harder cor-

puscles : apparently secreted as the

last. Found of different sizes over

most parts of the body.

Encysted extuberance containing a

honey-like fluid. Found of diffe-

rent sizes over most parts of the

body.

Encysted extuberance containing a

colourless fluid ,• the extuberation

fixed upon a tendon.

Encysted extuberance containing a

fluid readily hardening into horn
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Gen. II.

Spec. II.

Emphyma
Encystis.

Encysted
tumour.
Wen.
General
origin of

encysted
tumours.

But varie-

ties of

structure

and con-

tents from
adventi-

tious or

other cir-

cumstan-
ces.

Steatome.

Often ap-
proaches
adipocire.

Ganglion,

or nail : and especially when pro-

truded externally upon an ulcera-

tion of the surrounding integu-

ments.

Most of these are supposed by Sir Astley Cooper to be

nothing more at first than obstructed and enlarged cuta-

neous follicles: the sebaceous matter accumulating in the

hollow ofthe follicle, which is lined with cuticle, and ex-

panding it often to a considerable extent by pressure, in

consequence of the mouth of the follicle becoming plugged

up or entirely closed. Where it is plugged up the ob-

structed mouth is generally visible by a black dot, which

is carbonized sebaceous matter. This being picked off or

otherwise removed, a probe may often be easily forced

down into the cavity and the whole of the confined ma-

terial be squeezed out by pressing the sides of the tu-

mour, even when ofsome inches in diameter, and this with

little pain and no inflammation.'^ Such Sir Astley re-

gards as the general history of common encysted tumours

seated on the surface. But they will necessarily vary in

their structure and contents from a multiplicity of adven-

titious circumstances, and perhaps also from idiosyncrasy.

The steatome grows to a larger size than any of the

rest. Rhodius gives a case in which it weighed sixty

pounds :| and it has been dissected of the weight of

twenty-six pounds from the scapula.:}: In its substance

it often makes a near approach to adipocire : and as it is

well known that every organ is convertible into this ma-

terial by certain laws of chemistry after death, we can

the more easily conceive the formation of such a mate-

rial even during life where the action of the living power is

locally weak or morbid in some other respect.

The ganglion is introduced into the present list from

the parity of its nature ; and in so doing the author has

only followed the example of Mr. Sharp. " The ganglion,

* Surgical Essays, by A. Cooper and B. Travers, Part ii. 1819.

t Observ. Med. Cent. in. Patav. 1657. 8vo.

t Fabr. Hildan. Cent. iii. Obs. 6^!.
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of th« tendon," says he, "is an encysted tumour of the Gen. ii.

melliceris kind j but its fluid is generally like the white of Emphyma

an egg. When it is small, it sometimes disperses of it-
lll^^^J^^^^

sell. Pressure and sudden blows i\o also remove it, but tumour.
Wen.

for the most part it continues unless it be extirpated."*

It is mostly produced by hard labour, or straining a ten-

don; and hence is peculiarly common to the wrists of

washing-women. In many instances, however, its excit-

ing cause is unknown : and in some cases it appears to be

connected with the constitution. It is singular that it

should sometimes disappear, as it seems to do, during

pregnancy, and return afterwards. Plater records a case

of this kind in the ham, and Bartholine, in the Copen-

hagen Transactions, another on the wrist.

The horny cyst is described by Vogel, under the nameTestudo or

of testudo, here adopted. Mr. Abernethy has glanced ^°n"^"

at it in his treatise, and Sir Everard Home has more
fully described and illustrated it in his cases of horny ex-

crescences on the human body, inserted in the Philoso-

phical Transactions : a subject, however, which we shall

have occasion to return to when treating of lepidosis

iCTHTiAsis, in the third order of the present class.

I have stated that the ganglion is sometimes connected
f^Jg"^'

°^

with the habit or constitution, and the remark may be sometimes

applied to several of the other varieties. They havewUhThe*^
hence been found scattered over the w hole body ;| and h^^it or

in one instance appear to have been connate and here- tio'n:' and

ditary.i In these cases they will sometimes yield to aV'^^^'^^oa.
" ^ , ,

"^ general
general treatment or a change of regimen. Richter treatment,

gives examples of the cure of a steatome, one of the °f ^g^JJ^n^

most difficult to be operated upon by internal means, by Have been

emetics. ;§ and Kaltschmid, by a diet of great absti- byTmetlS,
nence

;||
by which plan we have already observed that

* Surgery, chap. xxv. p. 128.

t O'Donnel, Lond. Med. Journ. vi. p. 33.

% Vogel, Briefen an Haller. i. Hundest. ^ Chir. Bibl. Band. v.

II
Pr. de steatomate fame curate. Corap. Girard, Lupiologie : on Traitu

des Twmeurs connues sur le nom des Loupes. Paris 1775.
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Gen. II. adipose corpulency is commonly capable of being re-

Emphyma moved, and hence not unreasonably advised where there

Encysted ^"^ ^ tendency to the formation of adipose tumours.

tumour. Electricity, and particularly that of the voltaic trough,

seems to have been serviceable in dispelling many tumours

lilrbeen^ belonging to this and the last species ; and having omitted

useful. it in its proper place, we may here observe that Dr. Eason

of Dublin has given an instance, in which a hard scir-

rhous tumour was removed from the breast of a woman
who was struck to the floor, and for some time deprived of

the use of her limbs by a stroke of lightning. It was

observed to be much softer almost immediately after the

accident, and in a short time totally disappeared, though

it had for a long time resisted the power ofevery applica-

tion that could be thought of.^

For the rest the writers on practical surgery must be

consulted, and especially Mr. Sharp's excellent Treatise,

^ and Mr. Abernethy's work already referred to.

SPECIES III.

EMPHYMA EXOSTOSIS.

3Jon2) humour.

TUMOUR INELASTIC, OFTEN IMMOVEABLE; HARD AND
BONY TO THE TOUCH.

Gew.ii. These consist of calculous or bony matter; and afe
Spec. III. ^. ^ , .

, , / . .

sometimes seated immoveably on a bone, sometimes im-

moveably on the periosteum, sometimes pendulously in

a joint, sometimes either moveably or immoveably in some

fleshy part of the body, thus constituting the four follow-

ing varieties :

tc. Ostea. Immoveable
;
protuberant

;

Osteous Tumour. seated on the substance of

a bone.

* Edin. Med. Comm. iv. p. 84 =
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/S Periostea. Immoveable: protuberant; Gen, ii.

Node. from a bony enlargement E.irhj.nu

of ti.e periosteum. Exostosis.
» Bony lu-

V Pcndula. , Bony tiijnour hanging pen-moui.

Pendulous Exostosi.s. dulous into a joint.

9 Exotica. Bony tumour moveable or im-

Exotic Exostosis. moveable, seated in some

fleshy part of the body.

Lime is one of the substances most easily secreted in Faihoiogi-

the body of all animals. How far it may he formed in the marks.

body we shall ha^e occasion to notice under the genus

osTHKXiA, forming the fifth of the present order. We
behold it at an early period of fetal life, and, in old age

when every other secretion has diminished or failed alto-

gether, we are perpetually meeting Mith examples of a

morbid augmentation of tiiis in the coats of the blood-

vessels, the bladder, the brain, and various other organs,

aiBicting the closing years of life with a variety of trou-

blesome, and not unfrequently highly painful disorders.

Tlie FIRST VARIETY is found in most of the bones of* E. Exos-

tbe body, but chiefly perhaps in the bones of the cranium : oJteous'^'*

where they are soaietimes excrescent, and composed of tumour.

bony spicula resembling crystallizations : sometimes ex-

quisitely hard and glabrous, analogous to ivory;* no

doubt from their being composed of phosphate in a great-

er measure than carbonate of lime.

According to their structure. Sir Astley Cooper has

subdivided these tumours into cartilaginous and fungous

;

and, according to their seat, into periosteal, when they

commence between the external surface of the bone, and

the internal surface of the periosteum; and medullary,

when they commence in the medullary membrane and

cancellated fabric of the bone.f

This periosteal subdivision includes the second va-^e. Exos-

KiETY of the present species : which is chiefly found as*°f ** P*^^'"
» » '' ostea.

a symptom in lues, and is commonly described under the Noje.

* Baillie, Mcrb. Aiiat. Fascic. X. PI. i. Fjgg, 1, 2.

t Surgical Essays, Treatise on Exostosis. •'

VOL. v. 41
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s^rEc.'iVi.
"^™® ^^ ^*^^^' '" isonie instances it lias ornirred as a

E. Exos- sequel of acute rheumatism. And in both cases its treat-
j)sis pen-

j^pj^^ j^^^jgj depend upon the nature of the disease to which
J^"de. it appertains, and must form a part of the general plan, as

we have already observed when discussing these maladies.
yf_ Exos- The THIRD and fourth variety are chiefly derived

duia. from Mr. Abernethy's classification. The difference of

^xost'os°s"^
their form and mode of ur<ion with the adjoining parts,

lu^gjjj^jg^
depends chiefly upon the difference of their seat. "A
woman," says Mr. Abernethy, <* was admitted in St.

Bartholomew's Hospital with a hard tumour in the ham.

It was about four inches in length and three iji breadth.

She had also a tumour in the front of the thigh a little

above the patella, of lesser size and hardness. The tu-

mour on the ham by its pressure on the nerves and ves-

sels had greatly benumbed the sensibility and obstructed

the circulation of the leg so that it was Aery edematous.

As it appeared impossible to remove this tumour, and as

its origin and connexions were unknown, amputation was

resolved on. On examining the amputated limb, the

tumour in tlie ham could only be divided by a saw: se-

veral slices were taiven out of it by this means and ap-

peared to consist of coagulable and vascular substance,

in the interstices of which a great deal of bony matter

was deposited. The remainder of the tumour was ma-

cerated and dried, and it appeared to be formed of an ir-

regular and compact deposition of the earth of bone. The
tumour on the front of the tliigh was of the same nature

with that in the ham : but containing so little lime that

it could be cut with a knife. The thigh-bone was not at

j>E. Ex- all diseased."*
otica : Qj- i^Ijp jrgnei.al nature of the exotic variety we shall
Exotic o *'

exostosis, have to treat under osthexia infakciens, of which

^asos'for
pei'haps it is only a modification.

surgical Thi'se in all instances are cases for surgical rather than

niecikai'^" medical treatment, and are seldom to be cured except by
treatment

; pxtirpation, and, when this cannot be done, and the tu-
and rarely '

. i- i i j. *•

to be cured mour IS Seated on a lunb, by amj)Utation.
but by ex- *

tirjuition. # Surgical Observations, Classification of Tumours, p. 10^.
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GE NUS 111.

PAROSTIA.

BONES UNTEMPERED IN THEIR SUBSTANCE, AND INCA-

PABLE OF AFFORDING THEIR PROPER SUPPORT.

Pabostia is a compound from 5r«g«, " perperam," and Gen. hi,

offTjey, " OS, ossis." The genus is new, but sufficiently th ^genoric

called for. It includes two species connected by tlie*^™*

common character of an inaccordant secretion of some

one of the constituent principles of the bony material, in

consequence of wliich the substance is rendered too brit-

tle, and apt to break on slight concussions, or other

movements, or too soft, and equally apt to bend. These

species are as follow :

1. PAROSTIA FRAGILIS. FRAGILITY OF THE BONES.

2. FLEXILIS. FLEXIBILITY OP THE BONES.

SPECIES I.

PAROSTIA FRAGILIS.

iFrafiiU'tg of tlie Montu.

substance of THE BONES BRITTLE AND APT TO BREAK
ON SLIGHT EXERTIONS, WITH LITTLE OR NO FAIN.

Bone, shell, cartilage, and membrane, in their nascent Gen. iil

state are all the same substance, and originate from the p^y^ofog';.

coagulable lymph of the blood, which gives forth gela-^a' re-
•^ " marks.
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Geiv. III. tjnp and produces, by serretion, though as already ob-

Paiostia served it does not contain, albumen. Membrane is gela-
fri^iiis ^j^p ^^ j^l^ ^ small proportion of albumen to give it a

oi t K^ certain degree of firmness: cartilage is membrane with a
""''^'

largei' pioportion of albumen to give it a still gi eater de-

gree of firmness ; and shell and bone are cartilage, hard-

ened and rendered solid by the insertion of lime into their

interior : in the case of shell, the lime being intermixed with

a small proportion of phosphoric, and a much larger pro-

portion of carbonic acid ; and in the case of bone, with a

small proportion of carbonic, and a much larger of phos-

phoric acid. It is hence obvious that if the earthy and

the animal parts do not bear a proper relation to each

othei", the bone must be improperly tempere<l, and nn-

adapted to its office: that if the earthy or calcareous part

be deficient, its substance must be soft and yielding; and

thai if the animal part be deficient, or tiie calcareous part

in excess, it must lose its cohesive power, become brittle,

and apt to break.
Pathology. n jg ^jjf. second of these morbid states that forms the

proxi.!?ate cause of tlie species before us, as the first forms

the cause (d' the ensuing species.

Fragiiitas Parostia FRAGfLis is the fragilitas ossinm, or fragile
OSS um, 01- ., f ii I • / /. ,, f t

fragile vi- '^itreuiu of authors, and is most frequently tound as an
trum, attendant upon advanced a^e. It is, also, occasionally to
what. ^ ^ . . .

Oc, tirs
"** "i^t With as a symptom in lues, struma, porphyra, can-

chefiyin cci',* and general intemperance; and has been known as

years and ^ scfjuel of small-pox. In most of these diseases the blood
^^'•ly- becomes attenuate, and the coagulable lymph loses much

of its viscidity. In old age the diameter of the blood

vessels becomes contracted, all the secretions are separated

less freely, and particularly that of animal oil; and the

grossest of them, and hence, particularly the earthy cor-

puscles, are less freely absorbed, and consequently accu-

mulate. We are, therefore, at no loss to account for the

increa:^ed hardness and fragility of the bones under these

circumstances ; nor for their tendency to break upon slight

• * Neuveau Jouvn. de Medicine, Tom. i. p. 138.
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and siuklen movernents. The author was once present Gen. in.

at a church in which a lady nearly seventy years old, in paiostia'

good general health, broke both the thigh bones in merely p^^^Vj^;

kneeling down ; and on bting taken hold of to be carried of the

away, had an os humeri also broken without any ^'i'^lfuce, g^'^^^*,j_

and with little pain. It was in the winter season, andfied.

the cold might liave added to the constitutional rigidity.

From the general inirritability of the system no fever of

importance ensued, and, under the influence of a warm
bed, and a diluent but somewhat cordial regimen, the

bones united in a few weeks. Mr. Goocli relates a similar

case of fracture occasioned by a violent fit of coughing.*

The common cause seems to consist in a general inir- Common

ritability of the system, and a toipitude of the absorbent

powers, which, by carrying off only the finer and more

attenuate particles, and suffering the grosser, and parti-

cularly the earthy, to accumulate, overcharge the Bones

with this material.

Hence the best remedy is to be found in a plan of warm Remedial

tonics that may supply the system with something of the P™""'

stimulus it stands in need of, and in a free use of acids

wliether mineral or vegetable, that, by their tendency to

dissolve calcareous earth, may at least diminish its intro-

duction into the chyliferous vessels in the process of

digestion, if they do not reach the assimilating vessels of

the bones and lessen the separation or elaboration at the

extremity of the nutritive chain.

Of the mineral acids the sulpliuric will generally be

found preferable; it seldom gripes or nauseates, and

almost always promotes the action of the stomach when
weak or indylent. It is hence, also, an excellent tonic,

and may be persevered in longer than any of tlie rest.

The muriatic agrees in most cases with the stomach, but

not with the bowels, which always become more relaxed

during its use than where the other acids are employed.

It is on this account, however, peculiarly adapted to cases

of habitual constipation. The nitric acid, in a few idio-

'"^ Observations, &c. Appendix.
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Gen. III.

Spec. I.

Paiostia

fragiiis.

Fragility

of the

bones.

syncrasies, has proved a very powerful tonic, as weJJ as

solvent of animal earth ; but in many rases it disagiees

with the stomach, and produces flatulency, eructatiim,

and other symptoms of indigestion. Where these caiuiot

he employed, we must have recourse to the vegetable

acids, and especially the citric, or tartaric, the last either

in its pure form or in that of creme of tartar. Lemons
and oranges may also be taken copiously, and the carbonic

acid, combined with water by means of Nooth's apparatus.

SPECIES II.

PAROSTIA FLEXILiS.

jFlcvCtitlitg of the Montn,

SUBSTANCE OF THE BONES SOFT AND APT TO BEND AND

BECOME CROOKED ON SLIGHT EXERTION.S WITH LIT-

TIE OR NO PAIN.

Gen. III.

Spec. II.

Mollities

ossium,

Spina
venlosa.

Proceeds
from a
deficiency

of the ele-

iTitnts of

ralcareous

earth :

This is the mollities ossium of authors, formerly deno-

minated spina ventosa, from its being first noticed on the

spine, and accompanied with protuberances which were

supposed to proceed from inflation.

Its physiology has been given under the preceding

species, with which it is connected in the relation of con-

trast. As fragility of the bones proceeds from an excess

of osseous enrihfjiexibility proceeds from a deficiency of

one or more of the elements which constitute it. This

deficiency may proceed from two causes, each producing

some peculiarity of symptoms, which we shall presently

illustrate by examples. For first, there may be too small

a secretion or elaboration of calcareous phosphate to

allow a sufficient compactness to the bones : and secondly,

there may be an adequate separation of the calcareous
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earth but a deficiency of the phosphoric acid which, we
g^^^ ^l'

have already observed, is necessary to give it fixation ; Paiostia

in consequence of which it is often carried back in a loose
p^exibiiity

state into the circulation, and discharged as a recrement "f 'he

1 I I • 1
bones.

by the kidneys or some other emunctory.
^.^^^^^ j^

The disease is sometimes idiopathic, and occurs some- the earth

times as a symptom of porphyra, diabetes, and some fiJ>'™s
p,^^ 'j^^^'^l^f

of colic. In direct opposition to the preceding species, acid.

moreover, it is commonly found in the earlier rather than
fh°"ea»i'^r

in the later periods of life, and has been observed in in- rather than

fancy. It has occasionally been detected in quadrupeds, periods of

'

and of the stoutest kinds, as the ox and the lion. It isi''e.

sometimes general, and sometimes confined to particular traced in

bones. '^^ stoutest

mi • » • ft luadru-
The cause is commonly obscure : it appears frequently peds.

to consist in a morbid state of the digestive organs, but^^^^^g^
°^'

is seated, perhaps, as often at the other extremity of the May exist

great chain of the nutritive powers, in the assimilating gestlveor-

or secernent vessels, where it must necessarily elude alls^ns .- butJ. n T% f T»ii „as often in
detection. In the museum of Professor Froskaska oithe assimi-

Vienna, is a preparation of an adult who died of this dis- ^g^^^'"^
p°*'"

ease, in which all the vertebrse are glued into one mass, ah the ver-

the sacrum being scarcely distinguishable, and the ribs [,y®^Jy,^j

bent inward, and marked by the impression of the arms, g'^ed toge-

which the patient was in the habit of pressing forcibly Great loss

against his sides. The whole skeleton is extremely light, o^ weight

riTi • I /. ? "1 ^''e ani-
Ihis last fact is always the case from the absence of somai frame

large a portion of animal earth. An analysis, by D»'-edhyBis-
Bostock, of the vertebrae of an adult female who died of tock.

the species before us, indicated that the earthy matter g^empiifi-

was only one-eighth part of the weight of the bone, in- cation,

stead of amounting to more than half, which Dr. Bostock

estimates to be its proper proportion in a state of health.*

A singular case of this disease is given by Dr. Hosty,

of Paris, in the Philosophical Transactions.} The pa-

tient, a married woman, between thirty and forty years

* Transactions of the Medico-Cliirur5. Soc. Vol. iv. p. 42.

^ V-ol, xi.yiii. year 175-3,
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Spec, iu ^^ ^S^" ^'^^ attackcc^ by it gradually, after several lyings-

Pa.o&tia in and two falls on the side, wiiich gave her great pain

Flexibility ovor all her body but fractured no bone. The first de-
of the cided syfnptom was an incurvation of one of the fingers,

accompanied with a very considerable discharge of bony

or calcareous earth by the urine, wl»ich was loaded with

it, and gave a copious deposite. The incurvation by de-

grees extended to all the limbs, so that the feet were at

length bent upwards nearly to the head, but without
Calcareous niuscular Contraction or fracture. The calcareous matter

diliged by at length ceased to flow towards the bladder, and seems
the bia.ider

|-(j |j^yg jjggj, transferred to the salivary glands, from
and sail- - *' ^^

vaiy which was discharged a llux of dark discoloured spittle.
glands.

^jj ^jjp fui^ptions of the body were in a state of great

disorder ; she had at times a very considerable degree of

fever, which was at one period accompanied with head-

aciie, delirium, and subsultus tendinum. She died in

about a twelvemonth from the commencement of the dis-

ease, and all the bones on being examined were found soft

and supple, though many of them, as the ribs, were still

in some degree friable; the scalpel, with very little force,

ran through t!ie hardest of them. Nothing extraordlnary

was found in the thoracic or abdominal viscera, but the

right hemispiiere of the brain appeared to be one third

larger than tiie left.

Case ex- j^ ^|,jg ^j^j^p, ^he disease evidently commenced in the
plained. "

bones themselves, and seems to have proceeded from a

want of i)hosphoric acid to give compactness to the cal-

careous earth ; for that there was a sufficiency of this

earth, is clear from its being found loose in the fluids and

thrown out as a recrement by the urine and saliva till the

whole was removed, and nothing of the bones remained

but their cartilaginous or membranous fabric. In a simi-
Dischaige

j^i^ case, related in a work of considerable value by Mr.

reous mat- Thompson, this tendency to the discharge of the absorbed
ter bv the

g^j^j loosc eartij of the softened bones at the emunctories
emuncto-
ties of the of tlic body was still more considerable. The urine, we

timeVstTii ^^^ ^"^'^' ^"^' *''^ ^^^^ t^'^^ years of the patient's illness,

iai£;er. deposited generally a whitish sediment, .vhich upon eva-

fied.
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poration became like mortar, and on one or two occasions Gen hi.
Spec II

he voided a few jagged calculi. After this period the cal- Parostia
*

careous discharge ceased, the bones having no more e^rth p^^^^ u-j

in their composition, as was sufficiently ascertained on of the

the patient's death, which, however, did not occur till
°"^^*

nine years from the commencement of the malady.*

It is probably to this species we are to refer the singu- Singular

Jar case, translated by Reiske from the Arabic of Ghutzi, potion f/om

of an individual, contemporary with Mahomet, who had^^^i"'^^-

no proper bones but those of the cranium, neck, and hands;

every other part of the body being pliable as a piece of

cloth to the touch of other persons, though the individual

could not of his own accord bend a single limb. He was
a man, we are told, of the highest dignity, and had ac-

quired celebrity for his wisdom. He was usually carried

from place to place in a wicker basket of palm twigs.f

In some cases there seems to be but little deficiency of Sometimes

phosphoric acid, while there is an evident want of earthy [j^^gj^^"!*

matter: for we meet with no calcarous discharge by any ciemiy se-

of the emunctories, while the union which takes place ,"^such^"'^

between whatever portion of the earth is conveyed to the "^^^es no

bones and the phosphoric acid which is secreted at the charge.

same time, renders them in some degree friable, though

weak, and hence as liable to fracture on slight exertions^

as in the preceding species.

A case of this kind was, not long ago, under the joint iiinstrateii,

care of the author and Mr.Howship. The patient was a

lady, heretofore in good health, of about eight and twenty:

both the thigh-bones had been broken without any vio-

lence about a twelvemonth antecedently, and all the other

bones showed a strong tendency to softness and compres-

sibility. There was great general debility in all the func-

tions, with a feeble and quickened pulse. By perfect quiet,

a recumbent posture on a hard and level couch, and the

steady use of a tonic regimen and diet, she was put into a

* Medical Observations and Inquiries by a Society of Physicians in

London. Vol. v. 8vo.

t Opuscula Medica ex Monumentis Arabum. 8vo. Hallse 1776.

VOX. V. 40
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Gen. III. way of recovering. Her general health improved, theex"

Parostia tremitles of both bones appeared to be united and buried

Fiexibi'iit
^^ *" irregular mass of callus that clustered around them,

of the and in a few months it was recommended to her to be re-
bones, moved by an easy conveyance to the sea coast.
Additional \ somewhat similar case, but of greater severity, com-
illustra- .

' o J y

tion. municated by Sir John Pringie to the Royal Society, is

contained in its forty-eighth volume.* The patient was

an unmarried female servant of good character. A par-

ostic diathesis seems from some cause or other to have

existed, and have been brought into action by a tedious

and troublesome chlorosis. One of the legs first gave way,

and snapped as she was walking from the bed to her chair,

and soon afterwards both the thigh bones, from a little

exertion. From this time her general health suffered,

her habit became|cachectic, and there being an increasing

inability to a supply of compact calcareous earth, all the

bones became soft and pliable, and bent in every direc-

tion without breaking, while those which were broken

never united. Her head, however, was throughout scarce-

ly affected, and her mental faculties continued clear to

the last. She died in less than nine months from the

commencement of the disease, and on examining her body,

all the hones wer capable of being cut through without

turning the edge of the knife.

Medical In one of the two preceding cases mercury was employ-

Me^rcury, ^^» ^^^ Carried to the extent of producing salivation, yet

has rarely witliout any benefit whatever. It is not easy indeed, to

useful. conceive what benefit could be expected from such a plan.

Deficiency rjij^g
deficiency of one or all of the constituents of perfect

of the con-
, r. i • • i i i i

stituentsofand healthy earth of bones, is evidently dependent upon

o^bones* local or general debility, though we cannot always dis-

dependent cover the causc of this debility, nor the peculiar circum-

mgencrai stances Connected with it which give rise to this rather

debility. ^jj^,j g^^iy other effect of diminished energy. And hence,

/ec"qure7 the oiily line oftreatment we can engage in with any hope of
necessary

: gnQcesg jg that ofperfect quiet, and a recumbent posture on

* Phi!, Trans, year 175?.
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a hard matrass, or slightly inclined plane, to prevent dis- Gen. iir.

tortion and fracture, a plain but nutritive and somewhat parostia
*

generous diet, and a course of tonic medicines. In the
p^g^^'^Ju^

case of the lady just adverted to, and who was put into a of the

train of recovery, the medicines chiefly employed were

various preparations of cinchona and iron, chiefly the bent posi-

pilulee ferri compositse, with an allowance of ale instead 1'^?^"^^"^^^

of wine with her dinner. generous

Since the first edition of this work, I have learnt that and tonic

this patient, when in the full hope of resuming her former '"^^'

health, w as suddenly carried off by jtn attack of pleu-

risy.

cines.
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GENUS l\\

CYRTOSIS.

(ffontortfou of tlie Hones.

HEAD BUIKY, ESPECIALLY ANTEKIOELT : STATURE

SHOUT, AND INCURVATED ; ELESH ILABBY, PALE

AND WRINKLED.

Gen. IV. The term cyrtosis is derived from the Greek *v^Tog,

Origin of

generic

term.

Lordosis

what.

Cyrtono-
sos.

** CHrvus, incurvus, gibbosus." and, among the ancients,

particularly imported recurvation of the spine, or pos-

terior crookedness, as lordosis {xo^^uirii), imported pro-

curvation of the head and shoulders or anterior crooked-

ness. It has, in recent times, more generally been written

OYRTONOsos, literally " morbus incurvus :" but the term

poffoif or morbus, is pleonastic in a system of nosology,

and hence, cyrtosis is preferable.

The genus is intended to include two specific diseases

which have a close connexion in many of their most

prominent symptoms, and especially in the sponginess

and incurvation of the bones, and in the withered ap-

pearance of the flesh, insomuch that the second is, by

some, regarded as only a modification of the first ; but

which, however, are peculiarly distinguished from each

other by the different state of the mental powers.—These

are:

1. CYRTOSIS RHACHIA. RICKETS.

2.. ' "^. CBSTINISMUS. CRETINISM,
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SPECIES I.

CYRTOSIS RHACHIA.

Htcttetis.

CHIEF£Y AFFECTING THE LIMBS AND BODY: SPINE

CROOKED ; RIBS DEPRESSED ? ARTICULAR EPIPHYSES

ENLARGED AND SPONGY; BELLY TUMID J MENTAL
FACULTIES CLEAR, OFTEN PREMATURE.

There is some doubt about the origin of both the ver- Grn.iv,

nacular names. Cretinism on its first discovery was, by Origin of
*

many writers, supposed to be produced by an habitual ^.y^jjj.^"^"^'

use of watc'r impregnated with chalk or creta, in the low names of

-Swiss valleys where it was earliest traced : and it is com- c"es
:^^^'

monly supposed that the specific name is derived from this cretinism.

opinion.

The English word rickets is usually written in technical Ri kets or

language, rhachitis; a name first given to it by Glisson,
''^^*^^'"^'

and said to be derived from |«jj<j {I'hachis), the spine, in

consequence of the distortion and curvature of this or-

gan, occasioned by its being no longer able to bear the

weight of the head and upper extremities. As this mala-

dy, however, was first observed in England, and particu-

larly in the western counties, and was provineially deno-

minated ricketSf before it attracted *he attention of medi-

cal writers ; it is more probable that rickets is derived from

the Saxon {ricg or rick) " a heap or hump," and particular-

ly as applied to the back, which also it denotes in a second

sense; so that ricked or ricket is literally, in its full im-

port, " hump-backed." It is from this root we derive

hay-rickt " a heap of hay," and not, as Dr. Johnson has Rhachitis

given it, from " reek," to smoke. Rhachitis might, how- ^''y ""»

^

** jrt» o? employed
ever, be a word sujmciently good for the present purpose, as the spe-

ivcre it not for its termination ; itis, in the medical tech-
*^'^^ **'^'"
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Gen. IV. nology of modern times, implying visceral inflammation,

Cyitosis
' and being limited, by a sort of common consent, to the

Rhachia. numerous species ofdisease arranged in the present method

under the genus empresma, which we have considered

already ;* and on this account it is that, in the species

before us, rhachitis is exchanged for rliachia.

Rhachia jf this disease were known to the Greeks, we should

known to cxpect to find it, not indeed under the specific term rha-
the Greeks.

(,}^jg^^ but the generic term cyrtosis; for while neither

rhachia or rhachitis is to be traced among the Greek

writers in the sense of diseased action, the latter is com-

mon to them in the signification already ascribed to it.

Both spe- There is much reason for bclievina;, liowever, that both
cips proba- ... • i <» j j j

biy ofmo- rickets and cretinism are comparatively ot modern date:
darn date:

^^^j j^ j,, ^ singular circumstaucc that both these species

should have been first noticed, and apparently have made
their first appearance, coetaneously. The earliest account

we have of rickets is that published by Glisson as it oc-

curred in England in the middle of the seventeenth cen-

tury ; the first account of cretinism is that of Plater, who
met with it about the same time in Carinthia and the

but have Valais. The disease is also common in Navarre, and in

late traced many of the valleys of the Pyrennees, particularly that of
jn regions Luchen : and it has been observed by Sir Georsje Staunton
very re- ' •/ o
mote from as far off as Chinese Tartary, in a part of the country
eac °t er.

j^y^jj resembling Switzerland and Savoy in its Alpine

Failure of appearance. I'here are some writers, however, who have

caipTiffio- endeavoured to trace both species of this genus up to the

legists, Greeks and Romans. Thus Zeviani contends that rickets,

endea- if not crctinism, is to be discovered in the Roman names
voured to gf VaH, and Volgi, as also in several passages ridiculing

to a re- deformity, in Thersites, the supposed ^sop of Greece,

dod!
^^' ^^ ^®'^ *^ '" other authors ;f but all such remarks arc

too general ; he cannot produce a single passage from the

medical writers ofantiquity clearly characterising the pe-

culiar deformities before us. De Haen has attempted to

* Vol. II. CI. HI. Ord. II. Gen. vir. p. 282.

i Delia cura di Bambini, attacati dellaRbachilide. Cap. ii, p, 1't.
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trace the same disease in the works of Hippocrates, but Gen. iv.

has failed ; and hence it is generally admitted in the pre- Cyrtosis
*

sent day, and has been so from the time of Glisson him-
i^jckets?

self, supported by the concurrent opinions of Bate, Rege-

morter. Van Swieten", and Trinka, that botli rickets and

cretinism are of the recent date we have just assigned to

them.

The enlargement of the thyroid gland, called goitre or Goitre or

bronchocele, is the most striking feature in the unsightly ^eie com-

aspect of a cretin: but this, as Dr. Reeve has observed, "i°n *»
, ^

^.
^ ' cietins, but

is not a constant attendant, nor is there any necessary not a ne-

connexion between goitre and cretinism, notwithstanding
fg^^^^^^^J^f

the assertions and ingenious i-^asoning of Fodere. Creti- the dis-

iiism is frequently observed without any affection of the

thyroid gland, and this gland, on the contrary, is often

very much enlarged without the slightest degree of that

affection of the intellectual faculties by which cretinism is

particularly marked.*

Cretinism, in many of its symptoms, though not in all. Cretinism

may be regarded as a most severe and complicated modi- symptoms

fication of rickets ; and the pathology of both is closely ^ c^°"ipi»-

connected with that of atrophy, as we endeavoured to ex- Hification

_i . ., . ., , ,
of lickpts:

plain it in its proper place.f and both

In order that the various parts of the body should ^"'^^^'°

.
atrophy.

thrive and enlarge in the infancy of life, it is necessary Physioiogi-

not only that there be a due supply of nutritions food, ^ariTs"

but that the entire chain of the nutritive organs, from the

digestive to the assimilating powers, should be in a state

of sound health, and capable of fulfilling their respective

functions. In several of the varieties of atrophy this is

not the case. In one or two of them we have reason to

believe that the digestive process is imperfect, and that

the disease is chiefly seated in the chylific viscera. In

others that proper nutriment, though duly introduced into

the blood, is not duly elaborated from it, and converted

into the structure of the different parts whose waste it is

* Storr, Alpenreise Vorbereitung, p. 55.

* Vol. III. CI. III. Ord. IV, Gen. III. Spec. i. Marasmus atrophica.
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Sp'^'
^7" *® supply ; and consequently that the disease is chiefly

Cyrtosis Seated in the assimilating powers. And in treating of

RickSs!'
^t^op*')'' ^^ observed that the one extremity of the nutri-

tive chain so closely harmonizes with the other, that, let

the disease commence at which end soever it may, the

opposite is affected by sympathy. We also observed that

the different divisions of secernents are not all equally

under the influence of a morbid torpitude; since occa-

sionally those that secrete the animal oil cease to act long

before any of the rest ; whence emaciation occurs, and in

many instances continues, for some time as a solitary

symptom: and the individual falls away in plumpness

without being sensible of any other failing.

In tickets !« rickets the nutriti\e organs are disturbed generally
the nutri- through the whole length of the chain, but the chief
tive organs '-' ^
disturbed failure is in a due supply of bony eartli, or the phosphoric

bu"c'iriefly
^^'^ ^^^^ should (ombiue with it. The evident intention

those that of this kind of supply is to enable the bones to expand

bonyearth. ^"^ acquire maturity while growing, and to uphold their

strength and firmness afterwards. And so long as they

obtain a sufficient suppl)', and the waste earth of the

bones is proportionably carried off by the absorbents, so

long this part of the animal economy continues perfect;

but with the exception of the fat or animal oil, there is

perhaps no secretion that is so liable to have its proper

balance disturbed, w hether by excess or deficiency, by a

morbid condition of the digestive or of the assimilating

powers, as that of bony or calcareous earth.

Proximate A deficient formation then, or elaboration of bony

riTke^ts°and
^arth, Constitutes the proximate cause of both rickets and

cretinism, cretinism. The remote or exciting cause it is not always

Remote in our power to ascertain ; yet in numerous, perhaps in

i*n"g^cau's*es.
™**^* instances, we are capable of tracing them to a

want of pure air and a warm and dry atmosphere, nu-

tritious food, regular exercise, cleanliness, and the conco-

mitant evils attendant upon a state of poverty ; and hence

it is chiefly in the hovels of the poor, the destitute, and

the profligate, that both diseases are met with; while the

severity of the symptoms is very generally in proportion

to the extent or multiplication ofthese concurrent causes.
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But there are other diseases that result from the evils ^''^''- \^'
Spec. I.

we are now contemplating as well as rickets or cretinism, Cyitosis

such as atrophy, scrophula, scurvy, and typhous fevers :
Rfjl^^e'ls^*

and hence, there must be some predisponent cause ope- These

ratine: in the present instance, and calling rickets into'i^^'^^^P
°'

_
i' ' ' '-> ductive of

action rather than any one of the rest. Such cause we other dis-

do not seem always able to trace, but there is reason to ^^^^^jj^. ^!^^^

believe that it is sometimes dependent upon an hereditary honce

taint of an idiopathic nature, sometimes upon a scrofu- fi^j^on^Jnt"

lous or venereal depravation in the constitution of the f^^use

father or the mother. Such, also, is the opinion of Dr. rickets

Cullen. "Tiiis disease," says he, " may be justly con- !|'|^^'^''^jjj'^^'^

sidered as proceeding from parents : for it often appears disease into

in a great number of the same fanuly ; and my observa- Th|s"ome-
tion leads me to judge that it originates more frequently times an

from mothers than from fathers. So far as 1 can refer tai,itV

^^^

the disease of the children to the state of the parents, it

has appeared to me most commonly to arise from some

weakness, and pretty frequently from ascrophuloushabit

in tiie mother."—" I must remark, however," continues

Dr. Cullen, *' that in many cases I have not been able

to discern the condition of the parents to which I could

refer it."*

Rickets seldom appears earlier thali the ninth month Appears

of infancy, and not often later than the second year, being l^n'fanpy

"^

preceded, according to Dr. Strack, by a paleness and and child-

swelling of the countenance, and a yellow, sulphur-hue piecursive

in that part of the cheeks which should naturally be red.f^'S"^-

In some instances it seems to have originated later; in Sometimes

every stage, indeed, of a child's growth, till the bones j^^j^^^"

have acquired their full size and firmness ::}: and it is said

to have occurred even after this. But in these late ap-

pearances we are generally capable of tracing the disease

to some local injury, which acts as an exciting cause,

and, for the most part, unites it with pahostia Jiexilis.

* Piact, of Phys. Vol. iv. Book ii. Ch. iv. i mdccxxii.

+ Act. Philosophico-Medico Soc, Acad. Princ. Hassiae, Sic, 4to. GiesgK

Cathorum,

t Thomashi, Journ. de Med. Tom. Xliii. p. 222.

YOi. y. 43
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LiEN. IV. Rhachia, in its ordinary course, coinm?nres imper-

Cyito'sis' ccptiblyand advances slowly; the body becomes gradually

Ridcttr*
t^'H'^ciated, the flesh flaccid, and the cheeks wan or

Coin. salk)\v, with a slight degree of tumefaction. As the flesh

mencemcnt diminishes in bulk, the head is found to increase, the
and pro- '

giessof the sutures gape, aiid the forehead grows prominent. The
disease.

gpi,jg [jg,,^^ j^j,j jg incapable of supporting the weight it

has to carry ; the ribs and sternum partake of the dis-

tortion, the former lose their convexity, and the latter

projects into a ridge.

]Joficiencv
^^'^^ Same deficiency of bony earth runs througli the

oi bony entire skeleton, and affects not only those parts that arc

runs
' composed chiefly of lime and phosphoric acid, as the flat

tiuough bones and the middle of the lona: bones, but the extreme
tn6 ciitirG

skeleton, knobs or epiphyses, in wiiich lime is combined as largely

with carbonic as with phosphoi'ic acid. And hence, the

joints are loose and spongy, and in swelling keep pace

with the head. In many instances the lime appears to

be elaborated but without its correspondent acids, and

consequently, without compactness, and to no purpose:
Jioiiy eaith for we Can occasionally trace it loose in the urine, in which
tra.CG(l

loose in it foi'ms a calcarcous depositc, as though carried off" from
tiiR urine,

^j^g j^i^qJ ^s a rccrcmcnt.
and why.

All the as- ^^' the assimilating powers participate in the debility

simiiating in a greater or Icss degree: the process of dentition is

partake of slow and imperfect, and while the cellular membrane is

thedebiii- without animal oil, the muscular fibres are tabid, without
tj : but the

sensorial energy, and almost inirritable. It does not seem, how-

le^^r ever, that the secretion of sensorial power is so much in-

of all : terfered with as the other serretions of the system. Some

till'^mind^ part, indeed, of what should be sent over the frame at

adrances Jarffc, appears to be concentrated in the sensorium : so
while the ,

*^
. . . - i- . i • . .1 1

body that its equipoise is disturbed, but tiie general average is

tr'J^' , not nerhans much diminished. And we are hence able
The uuth ft
of this re. to accouut for the curious and interesting fact that while

c^tliy con-^'^^ body is generally failing, the mind in many instances

liimed by a advanccs in its faculties, insomuch that a very slight re-

•^ Wiston'. capitulation of the names of those who have beeifpre-

eminently gifted with mental talents in every age and
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nation, and have immortalized tliemselves as poets, phi- Gen. iv.

losopliers, and even leaders in the field, will put before Cyrtosis

the eye of nprsons who have not much attended to this [jl'^*^*^"''J ^ Rickets.

subject, a far greater proportion of the hump-backed, and

the ricketty, than they may hitherto have had any con-

ception of. We had occasion to make a like remark when

treating of scrophula, and the same fact occurs almost as

strikingly in hectic fever. The progress of the mind does

not necessarily depend upon the general progress of the

body : in the ordinary course of things the one runs pa-

rallel witli the other ; but, in the great field of pathology,

where this course is departed from, we are perpetually

called to behold proofs that these powers are by no means

one and indivisible ; and that, even before the hour of

death, the spirit gives token of an advance towards per-

fection, while the body, in its general crasis, is imbecile,

or, perhaps, sinking gradually into ruins.

At the commencement of rickets there is rarely any ^'"'eorno

degree of fever, but, as the disease advances, irritability, commence-

as in scrophula, succeeds to inirritability, and a hectic is "1®"^"'^,*'^^

produced. Or it may happen that the sensorium at last gendered

participates in a greater degree with the disease of tlie ^^g'^gP.*^""

rest of the frame, and the mind itself becomes enfeebled, h^|^ the

d, •J n 1 nunfl at
torpid, or latuOUS. length af-

In the treatment of rickets, the eye should be directed f^cted.

to the two following intentions: that of strengthening the Medical
treatnieiit

:

system generally : and that of facilitating a supply ofembraces

phosphate of lime to the organs that form the chief seatJ"^"J"'^""

of disease.

For the former purpose, a pure, dry, and temperate First inten-

atmosphere, a wholesome and somewhat generous diet,
siren Jthen!

regular exercise, of such kind as can be indulged in with '"S *he

the least inconvenience, cleanliness, and cold-bathing are generally,

of essential importance, and have often worked a cure

alone. And it is possibly owing to a more general con-

viction of the advantage of such a regimen in the present

enlightened age, that rickets is a complaint far less com-

mon now than it was a century or even half a century ago,

A tonic plan of medicines, however, ought to be inter-
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Gen.
spec^i' P°^^^^' ^"*^ ^^"'l^ effectually co-operate with a tonic regi-

Cyrtosis men. As in infancy we can employ those remedies only

rSs^* ^'I'^'i ^''e neither very bulky nor very di|gustful, we
Treatment, should, for the purposc immediately before us, make

tion.
'" ^"' choice of the metallic salts. Mr. Boyle is said to haveem-

Metaiiic ployed, long ago, with very great success, some kind of
^"^ *^' ens veneris ; and various pi-eparations of copper have since

been made use of, and been highly extolled for their vir-

tues in the present disease, especially by Benevoli, and
Biichner. Dr. Cullcn, however, is persuaded that the ens

veneris of Boyle was a preparation not of copper, but of

iron, in fact the^ores martiales of the old dispensatories,

and there is no doubt that this conjecture is right. From
the general irritability of the system, iron, indeed, seems

to be more adviseable on the present occasion than any

other metal. And its stimulant property is a recommend-

ation to its use, rather than a dissuasive.

Emetics. If the appetite fail, which is not common, and the sto-

mach evince acidity and other dyspeptic symjjtoms, an

occasional emetic will be highly serviceable. The bowels

must be kept open with rhubarb, or neutral salts ; and, if

the abdomen be tumid, or there be any other symptoms of

Apeiiei|i|»n affection of the mesenteric glands, mercury in small

doses may be advantageously had recourse to, and com-

bined with the tonic plan.

Second in- The mcans of carrying into execution the second in-

that'of pro- Mention, or that of producing a direct supply of osseous

ducing a matter, is accompanied with more difficulty, nor is it cer-
direct sup-

, . ., ., • l- i l x
ply of OS- tain that we are in possession ot any remedy whatever
seoug mat-

j,y which this cau be accomplished, though it has often

How far
been attempted.

this may Bonc may be regarded as a cancellated fabric of glu-

piished. ten whose cells are filled up with the earth of lime and a

combination of carbonic and especially phosphoric acid.

In all cases of rhachia there seems to be a deficiency of

these acids, but particularly of the phos]>horic, and, in

many cases, a deficiency of the earth as well as of the

acids.

in^exress. Acidsj liowevcr, of every kind, when in excess, have a
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tendency to dissolve calcareous earth instead of conrret- Gen. rv.

ing it into a solid mass: and hence one of the most ef-Cy,tosis
*

fectiial means of preventing thnt tendency to the separa-
j^f^^jl^^*

tion or production of a morbid superabundance of cal- Treatment.

careous earth in osthexia and lithia, is a free use oftJ„\°o„/""

acids as a solvent.

A hint has been taken from this effect, and, as the^'ssoive
, bony

disease before US is of an opposite kind, and evinces a,arth, and

deficiency of lime, and especially of phosphate of ''"f'*'»[^'^""g3''j

instead of an excess, it has been ingeniously proposed iikaiesnent

to pursue an opposite practice, and to have recourse to fth^ve been
free use of alkalies and alkalescent earths, especially lime employed

united with phosphoric acid, with a view of obtaining tlieg"„\^jP_^®"

deficient materials. Baron Haller and De Haen em- ease, and

ployed, for this purpose, prepared oyster-shells ; but these ^h'^fsphate

consist of lime with carbonic acid, and do not, therefore, o* i""«-

offer a proper supply for the basis of bones. M. Bon-

liomme has of late improved upon this practice by sub-

stituting the phosphate of lime, or the powder of bones

for its carbonate, and uniting it in equal parts with phos-

phate of soda: of which compound the dose is a scruple

for an infant given twice a day. And he recommends

that the body should also be bathed morning and night

with an alkaline solution, consisting of half an ounce of

common potass in a pound of spring water. Abilgaard

has carried the alkaline plan still farther, and has em-

ployed the fixed alkali internallv.* And, as acidity of

the stomach in infants seems to be one cause of the dis-

ease, and a principal cause, as conjectured by Cappelf

and Zeviani,:|: where the digestion is evidently at fault,

"we may, in such circumstances, reasonably expect bene-

jBt from alkaline preparations or magnesia.

How far any preparation of lime introduced into thef^owfar

stomach may be able to find its way without Jiecompo-paiations

sition through the sanguiferous system to the assimilating "^^^^^
without

* Collect. Soc. Med. Havn. i. Art. r. decomposi-

t Versuch einen vollerstandigen Abhandlung iiber die Englische krank-
assimilat-

iieit, &c. ing vessels.

t Delia rura di Bambini attacati della Rachitide. Cap. rr. n. 80.
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Geit. IV.
Spec. I.
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Second in-
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Illustrated
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lel facts.
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useful.

Exnnpli-
/ied.

vessels, and be secerned in the parts affected, has not

been exactly determined. Vauquelin made various ex-

periments upon fowls, to decide the question, and M.
Bonhomme has since attempted others. To themselves

these experiments appeared satisfactory ; but they are

open to some objections which have not been entirely

removed. Yet we see every day, in a thousand instances,

with what facility substances, of almost every kind, in-

troduced into the stomach, are diffused with little other

change than that of minute division over every part of

the system. Emetics do not act till they reach the cir-

culating system : the colouring matter of the madder-root

is conveyed to and tinges the most solid bones : prussiate

of potash, turpentine, and various other balsams enter

Avithout change into the bladder. It is hence that rape-

seed communicates an intolerable taste to hares that feed

upon it, and that tlie flesh of sheep feeding upon worm-

wood acquires the bitter flavour of tliis plant. So, the

buckthorn gives a cathartic property to the flesh of

thrushes that have swallowed it, and scammony to goat's

milk. Partridges that have feasted harmlessly on helle-

bore, often occasion sickness when employed as food ; and

when oxen have grazed in a pasture abounding with al-

liaceous plants, tiie beef they produce possesses the same

taste and smell. And hence, ])hosphate of lime may, in

like manner, be conveyed from the stomach to the secer-

nents of the bones, and reach them without chemical de-

composition.

As rhachia is peculiarly distinguished by a great inir-

ritability and w ant of action, rubefacients and other cuta-

neous stimulants have often been employed, and proved

serviceable, as well from the friction that accompanies

their use as their own actuating power. These have some-

times been so far heightened as purposely to excite some

degree of fever, w ith a view of ( arrying off the disease by

this means ; as dyspepsy, cepbalsea, and chronic rheuma-

tism have often been carried off by a smart attack of a

tertian intermittent. We are told that a practice of this

kind prevails very generally in the Western Isles, and is
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productive of great success. The heating oil of the gp'^'^j'

skatc-fisli i^ rubbed every evening first upon tlie wrists Cynosis

and ancles of the patient, which raises a fever of several p^jj.^g'jg^*

hours' duration : atid when the inunction upon these parts Treatmeut.

has lost its eifect, it is then applied, in like manner, to jjqj°"

ihe knees and elbows ; and afterwards, in like manner, to

the spine; so tliat a certain degree of pyrex}^ may he

daily maintained. And when friction, on all these or-

gans, is found to fail, as fail it will by degrees, a flannel

shirt dipped in the oil is finally had recourse to, and worn

on the body, which produces a higher degree of fever than

has yet existed ; and continues to be worn, after fresh illi-

nations, till a cure is obtained, which is said to be pretty

certain, and usually in a short time.

Many ingenious devices have been executed by surgi- Mechani-

cal instrument makers for giving support to the limbs that Jow^far

seem mostly to suffer, and for remo\ing tiie weight of the ^'^^'sable.

body from one part to another. In infancy, however, all

these are of little avail, and where the disease pervades

the entire skeleton, they will alv^aysdo as much mischief

as good, by aiding one part at the expense of another.

The best mechanical instrununts are a hard incompressi-

ble coudi, and a le\el floor on which the infant may lie

at full length, and stretch his limbs as he ph-ases. The
couch or rather mattress should be made light and move-

able and especially un}ielding,so that he may be carried

upon it in the open air for exercise. Moderate warmth
is of great service, but a dow ny bed that gives way to the

pressure of the body and sinks into unequal hollows can-

not fail to increase the incurvati(»n,*

* On the Nature and Treatment of the Distortions to which the Spine and

Bones of the Chest are subject, &c. By John Shaw, Svo. 1823.
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SPECIES II.

CYRTOSIS CREXmiSMUS.

dtrettnism.

CHIEFLY AFFECTING THE HEAD AND NECK
J COUNTE-

NANCE VACANT AND STUPID; MENTAL FACULTIES

FEEBLE OR IDIOTIC : SENSIBILITY OBTUSE : MOSTLY
"WITH ENLARGEMENT OF THE THYROID GLAND.

Gew. IV. Cretinism makes a very close approach to rickets in its

How dis- ' general symptoms. It differs principally in the tendency
linguished ^q tjje peculiar enlargement of the thyroid gland, which,

rickets. in France, is denominated goitre, and with us, Derby-

shire-neck, and in the mental imbecility which accompa-

nies it from the first.

Occasional In treating of rhachitis we observed that, while all the

of mr'^^i
fu'i^tions of the general frame are here in a state ofgreat

powers in debility, with the exception of the mental, these last ex-
!ic ets:

|iii,i(^e(]^ in many instances, a precocity and a vigour rare-

ly found in firm health. And we endeavoured to account

for it by supposing that the flow of sensorial fluid instead

of being in deficiency, like all the other secretions, is only

disturbed in its balance ; and that much of the proportion

of this, which should be distributed among tlie motory

fibres of the frame, and prevent t'liat inirritability and

muscular inertness by which rickets is so pecularly dis-

tinguished, is transferred, under a different modification.

In cretin- to the sensoHum, and gives to the mental faculties a more

galionhe t*^^" ordinary degree of quickness,

brain foi- j^j cretinism the orajan of the brain seems to follow the
lows the

^
fate of the fate of the rest of the body, and, in many cases, even to

^Int'^lnd ^^^^ *'»® ^*^^*^» ^** *^^* *^*® ^^"^^ imbecility is to be found

hence men- jn this region. For the peculiar symptom of goitre it is

lies?, Jiot so easy to account. We know so little of the por-
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pose, and even of the fabric of this gland, as t6 be incapa- Gen- iv.

ble of assigning its usein the animal economy, and hence, cyitosis

it is not much to be wondered at that its peculiar ten-
J^'^f^'"""

dency to associate, in the present disease, with the mor- Cretinism.

bid condition of the bones and of the intellect, should not Appear-

hitherto have been ascertained. It does not always, '»".';^ °^^.

.
goitre not

however, accompany the other symptoms, though it is, easily ac-

for the most part, an associate. for" yet

We have already observed that cretinism was first dis- not always

tinctly noticed and described by Plater about the middle p",fj,"e"^t.'

of the seventeenth century, as occurring among the poor
ci^^ro^ra-

in Carinthia and the Valais; and that it was afterwards phy of cre-

found in a still severer degree in other valleys of Swit-
'""^'""

zerland and the Alps generally ; as it has since been de-

tected in very distant regions where the country exhibits

a similarity of features, as among a miserable race called

Caggets, inhabiting the hollows of the Pyrennees, whose

district and history have been given us by M. Ra^'mond,

and as far off as Chinese Tartary, where it is represent-

ed as existing by Sir George Staunton.

On the first discovery of cretinism it was ascribed by Whether

some to the use of snow-water, and by others to the use te°be I^"

of water impregnated with calcareous earth : both which cause : or

opinions are entirely without foundation. The first is ^regnVted

sufficiently disproved by observing that persons born in ^^'^^ '^^''^^*

places contiguous to the glaciers, and who drink no other earth.

water than what flows from the melting of ice and snow, Tjiese opu

are not subject to the disorder, and that Sir John Pringle outfoun-

"

and Captain Cook have found melted snow or ice- water '^^^'°"'

afford to seamen a peculiarly wliolesome beverage : while
J^g fi°s°^

°*

on the contrary the disorder is observed in places where
snow is unknown, as at Sumatra. The second is contra- Disproof of

dieted by the fact that the common waters of Switzerland,^"^® second.

instead of being impregnated with calcareous matter, ex-

cel those of most other countries in Europe in purity and
flavour. " There is not," observes Dr. Reeve, ** a vil-

lage, nor a valley, but what is enlivened by rivulets, or

streams gushing from the rocks. The water usually drunk
at La Batia and Martigny is from the river Dranse;,

vox. V. 44
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Gen. IV. which flows fi'oin the sjlacier of St. Bernard, and falls
Sffc II .

Cyitosis '"to the Rhone; it is remarkably free from earthy mat-
Cetinis- ter, and well tasted. At Berne the water is extremely

Cietinism. purc, yet, as Haller remarks, swellings of tlie throat are

not uncommon in both sexes, though cretinism is rare,"
Snovv-wa- ^g Comfortable and eenial warmth form one of the best
ter from its

, ^ _ _

~
chilliness auxiliaries in attempting the cui'e of both cretinism and

g^.g^.p^Q^g rickets, there can be no doubt that the chill of snow-
an auxiii- water, if taken as such, must considerably add to the ge-
^^^'

neral debility of the systesn when labouring under either

careous of thcsc diseascs. thoilgli there seems no reason for sup-
vyater posing that it would orisiinate either. It is not difficult
should be a * •=* *^

.Mipposed to explain why water impregnated with calcareous earth
cHiise ex-

gj^Qiiij have been regarded as a cause : for in cretinism,
plained. f '

as in rhacliia, the calcareous earth designed by nature for

building up the bones, is often separated and floats loose

in various fluids of the body for want of a sufficiency of

phosphoric acid to convert it into a phospate of lime, and

give it solidity. And as it is, in consequence hereof,

pretty freely discharged by the urine, it seems to have

given rise to the opinion that such calcareous earth was
introduced into tlie system with the common beverage of

the lakes or rivers, and produced the morbid symptoms.

Real re- M. dc Saussurc has assigned a far more probable, and
mote cause unquestionably the jeal cause of the disease in referring us
assigned by * •'

_ ^ "
Siiussure. to a few other physical features of the Alpine districts in

which it makes its appearance chiefly. The valleys, ha

tells us, are surrounded by very high mountains, sheltered

from currents of fresh air, and exposed to the direct, and,

what is worse, the reflected rays of the sun. They are

marshy, and the atmosphere is hence humid, close, and

oppressive. And when to these chorographical causes we
add the domestic ones, which are also well known to pre-

vail very generally among the poor of these regions, such

as meagre, innutritions food, concerning which we have

already spoken under bronchocele, indolence, and unclean-

liness, with a predisposition to the disease from an here-

ditary taint of many generations, we can sufficiently ac-

coimt for the prevalence of cretinism in such places, and.
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for the most humiliatins: characters it is ever found to Gen. iv,° Spec. II.
assume. Cyrtosis.

The general symptoms of cretinism are those of j'lja-^'^^""'^-

chia; but the disease shows itself earlier, often at birth, Cretinism.

and not unfreqnently Ijefore this period, apparently com- Com-

mencing with the procreation of the fetus, and affording
^^^j'Ij^^^^^"^

the most evident proofs of ancestral contamination. Thegipsf of

child, if not deformed and cachectic at birth, soon ijg.
*^'^e '"'^'^

comes so; the body is stinted in its growth, and the or-

gans in their developement ; the abdomen swells, the skin

is wrinkled, the muscles are loose and flabby, the tliroat

is covered with a monstrous prominence, the complexion

wan, and the countenance vacant and stupid. The cra-

nium bulges out to an enormous size, and particularly to-

wards the occiput, for it is sometimes depiessed on the

crown, and at the temples; insomuch that to a front view

the head, in some cases, appears even diminutive. Thewiy a

blunted sensibility of these wretched beins:s renders them ^'°"* \'^^''

•^ " of the lieaci

indifferent to the action of cold and heat, and even to blows appears

or wounds. "They are, generally," observes M. Pinel,
fj'™'""'

"both deaf and dumb. The strongest and most pungent Miserable

odours scarcely affect them. I know a Cretin who devours ^^'""^ ^^

1 1 1 . T » sensation,
raw onions and even charcoal with great avidity. A strik-

ing proof of the coarseness and imperfrct developement of

the organ of taste. Their organs of sight and feeling are and of

equally limited in their operation. Of moral affections ^oraf
^""^

they seem wholly destitute; discovering no signs of grati-P°^^e's.

tude for kindness shown to them, nor any attachment to

their nearest relations."

The medical treatment, if medicine can ever be of any Medical

avail, should be conducted upon the principles and con- *'^^^*'"^"*'

sist of the process laid down under the preceding

species.
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GENUS V.

OSTHEXIA.

SOFT PARTS MORE OR LESS INDURATED BY A SUPERFLU-

OUS SECRETION AND DEPOSITE OF OSSIFIC MATTER.

Gen. V. OsTHEXiA is derived from atT-raiSus, "osseous or bony,"

the^generic ^"^ 6|/j, " habitus or liabit,"—" ossific diathesis or idio-

name. syncrasy." This morbid affection, though repeatedly

alluded to and described by miscellaneous writers, has

seldom been attended to in nosological arrangements.

It does not occur in Dr. Cullen's Classification ; but he

alludes to it in his " Catalogue of omitted Diseases," as

one of those which he thinks ought not to have been

omitted.
Physioiogi- \Yg i^2iyQ |,a(l various occasions for remarkina: that as
cal re- "
maijis. the calcareous earth, which gives compactness and soli-

dity to the skeleton of the animal frame, becomes waste,

and is consequently absorbed and carried off, it is neces-

sary that there should be an equal and regular supply of

the same material. This is partly obtained from the lime

which enters, in some proportion or other, into almost

every kind of nutriment on which we feed : but it seems

to be obtained also, and perhaps in a larger proportion,

by some chemical elaboration out of the constituent prin-

ciples of the blood itself: for a healthy animal of any kind

appears to supply itself with the requisite quantity of

bony earth whatever be the nature of its food, and though

the soil on which it is grown contain) no lime whatever,

as is the case in several of the Polynesian islands, and
throughout the whole of New South Wales, on the hither

side of the Blue Mountains.
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III several of the preceding genera we have seen that
'^^J^-

7-

this material is produced or secreted in deficiency : in theosthexy.

species appertaining to the present genus, it is, on the ^J'^^^'j^^l^^^"®

contrary, produced or secreted in excess : and deposited, thexy pro-

sometimes in single organs for which it is not naturally in- excess and

tended, and sometimes throughout the system at large, oc- deposited in

11 • ji I 11 -single or-
casionally m the parenchyma or general substance otgans, or

organs, and occasionally in the membranes or tunics by "^"^^^

which they are covered and protected, or in the vessels ivame.

by which they are furnished with their proper stores.

We see much of this irregularity in old age the cause Ossifica-

of which we have already endeavoured to explain. The^'g",*"f°
'

cxcernent vessels of both sets, absorbents and secreto- from excess

ries, partake of the common debility and torpitude of this tenai but

advanced period. There is hence, in all probability, a*^'""!^^^ * •' torpitud*

smaller quantity of lime, as of every other secerned ma- of the se

terial, formed at this period than in the earlier and more
^^,^J'

g*^*,^

vigorous stages : but, however small the quantity, it is car- sorbents.

ried off, on account of the grossness of its corpuscles, less

freely by the debilitated absorbents than the finer and more

attenuate fluids, and is hence apt to stagnate first in the

bones themselves, which, as we have already observed,

are hereby rendered unduly impacted and brittle, and next

in the lymphatics of every part of the system, and espe-

cially those that enter into the tunics of the sanguiferous

vessels, which are hereby often rendered rigid or even

OSS i fie.

This is a natural consequence of the debility of ad- When os-

thexv oc*
vancing years. But we not unfrequently meet with a like curs in

effect in the earlier stages of life, and in persons of the^^^'^:'^'^''^'*

fullest and most vigorous health : in which case there can vigorous

be no question that the lime thus profusely and erratically
ces^s'of^^

deposited, is produced and secreted in excess, and conse- secretion

quently by a state of action the very reverse of that we uonabie.

have thus far contemplated.

The mischief thus originating, lays a foundation,

as it appears in the parenchyma, or in the membranes
or vessels of organs, for two very distinct trains of
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^Ew. V. symptoms, and may be contemplated under the two fol-

Osthexy.* lowing species

:

1. OSTHEXIA INFARCIENS.

IMPLEXA.

PARENCHYMATOUS OS-

THEXy.

VASCULAR OSTHEXy.

SPECIES I.

OSTHEXIA INFARCIENS.

Gen. V,
Spec. I.

Found
most com-
monly in

the kidneys
and blad-

der : but
here de-

tached and
with pecu-
culiar

symptoms.

Found in-

teriorly,

mostly in

the pineal

gland.

Often
found in

other or-

gans.

OSSIFIC MATTER DEPOSITED IN NODULES OR AMOR-

PHOUS MASSES, IN THE PARENCHYMA OF ORGANS.

The most common organs in which calculous concretions

are found, are the kidneys and the bladder ; but, as in

these they form detached and unconnected balls, and are

intimately united with local symptoms or a morbid state

of these organs, and constitute only one of various kinds

of concretions, it will be most convenient to consider them

when treating of the particular diseases to whicii tliey

give rise, or of which they are prominent symptoms.

The organ in whose interior fabric the present concre-

tions are most usually found, seems to be the pineal gland;

of which almost all the medical and physiological journals,

as well domestic as foreign, give nuuierous examples, as

do likewise Diemerbroeck, De Graaf, Schrader, and other

monographists. In this gland they have also been found

in other animals than man, chiefly those of the deer kind.

Such deposits are also frequently found in various

other parts of the substance of the brain ; in the lungs :*

* Rftillie. Morh. Anat. Fnsr. II. PI. P
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in the substance of the heart, in one instance weighing ^kn. v.

two ounces;* in the thymus gland ;f in the thyroid ;:]: Osthexia

in the parotid ;§ the sublingual, and most other glands:|)
p^^^J^|,^"^;

in the deltoid and most other muscles : nor is there anmatous

organ in which it has not been traced on different occa-*'^^
^^^'

sions. Paullini records one instance of an ossified penis :

in the Ei>hemera of N tural Curiosities, we meet with

another:^ and M. Forlenze has lately met with an ex-
^^^"^jJ^J^'J

tensive ossification in the globe of rhe eye. The sclerotic of the eye.

was natural, but not only the crystalline lens, which is

often found in this state, but the iris and the vitreous hu-

mour were completely ossified.**

The general pathology we have already given: the General

symptoms and effects vary to infinity. Most of the above aheady^^

cases seem to have occurred after the meridian of lifejS'^^'^'

and, in many instances,to have been connected with atonic

gout, which, by adding to the debility of advancing age,

adds to its tendency to form such deposites.

SPECIES II.

OSTHEXIA IMPLEXIA.

SFascttlar ©sthcjrg.

OSSIFIC MATTER DEPOSITED IN CONCENTRIC lATERS IN

THE TUNICS OF VESSELS OR MEMBRANES, RENDERING
THEM RIGID AND UNIMPRESSIBIE.

Ail the vessels and membranes, as well as the more Gen. v.
Spec II.

massy or complicated organs of the body, are subject to ah the ves-

sels and

* r. -ni i./r -I r. a-A membranes
*= Burnet, Thesauv. Med. Pract. in. 2o4.

subject to

t Act. Med. Berol. Tom. i. Dec. in. 28. earthy de-

uositcs

I Contuli, De Lapid. &c. } Plater, Observ. Lib. in. 707. from cau-

II
Haller, Pr. de induratis corp. hum. partibus Gbett. 1753.—Pranser. ses already

Diss, de induratione corp. in specie ossium. Leips. 1705.

^ Dec. II. Ann. v.

** Diet, des Sciences Medicales, Art, Cas. Rarr? ..
.
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gew. V. depnsitcs of pliospliate or carbonate of lime, from the

Osthexia causes already pointed out : some of which are those of

Vascular ^^^^ ^"*^ Others of entonic action : the former operating

osthexy. Upon the debilitated and the aged, the latter upon the

young and vigorous, who labour under a peculiar dia-

thesis or predisposition to the formation of bony earth.

The chief modifications appertaining to this species may
be contemplated under the following varieties:

ct Arterialis. Ossification of the aorta or other

Arterial osthexy. large arteries.

/3 Membranacea. Ossification of membranous or

Membranous osthexy. connecting parts,

y Complicata. Ossification of different parts

Complicated osthexy. simultaneously.

«iO. im- Where the deposite tares place in the aorta, it

^•'aiT

^'^^^'
*® ''^irely confined to this artery alone, but spreads to some

Arterial parts of the heart, and, perhaps, of tbe pulnjoiiary, or some

iToru*^^
other large artery as well. Dr. Baillie gives an instance

When in *" which a Considerable portion of the right ventricle and
the aorta right auricle of the heart were affected at the same time;*

corffined a^d Morgagui another in which the ossification extended
^° *• to the valves, and this too without having produced in
^jcempiifi-

^jjg patient either palpitation ordyspnoea.f So wonder-

fully is the instinctive or remedial power of nature capa-

ble, in various instances, of accommodating the general

system to morbid changes.

We have other examples of the trunk of the aorta

being wholly ossified,:}; and in one case so rigidly, both

in its ascending and descending branches, as to compel

the sufferer to maintain an erect position.^

o. im- The most troublesome of the membranous ossifications

piexa j^pp those of the pleura, of which an example is siven by
membra- ^ r o j

nacea. Dr. Baillie in his Morbid Anatomy :1| though the trachea

il^uTos^rfi-
'^fl'^'^''^^ ^t times severe and even fatal examples of this af-

cation. fection,^ in consequence of the stricture which is hereby

* Movb. Anat. Fasc. v. PI. 2. + Do Sed, et Caus. Ep. xxiir, 11.

:}; Buchiier, Miscel. 1727, p. 305. i Guattani, De Aneurism, &c.

I! Fascic. ii. PI. i. T Kirkring, Specileg. Anat,Obs.27.
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occasionally produced. Mr. Chester gives a singular Gen. v.

case of a spread of this disease over the thoracic duct, the ^ o. im-

ileum, and other abdominal viscera. p^^''^
membra-

Yet, in the structure of the arteries, ossification is found nacea.

more frequently than in any other organ, with the excep- ^u°'os^*.

tion of the pineal gland : the cause of which seems to have fication.

been first elanced at by Dr. Hunter, and was afterwards ^^"j?^ '''?•

^ *' ease found
followed up with much patient investigation and accuracy more fie-

of research by Mr. Cruikshank. The former used to send
^^e aneries

round at his lectures a preparation of the patella, in than in any

which he demonstrated that the ossification of that bonecept'the

began in the arteries running through the centre of the pineal

.., 1 • I . 1 • i I. ,. % -gland: why
cartilage which, in young subjects, supplies the place of found thus

a bony patella. Mr. Cruikshank on prosecuting thef'^^^'^' '^"

subject, discovered that all other bones ossify in the same
manner, and made preparations in proof of this fact;

distinctly showing that the ossification of bones is not

only begun, but carried on and completed by the ossifi-

cation of their arteries : and, consequently, that arteries

have a natural tendency to become ossific above that of

all other parts of the system whatever.

One of the most extensive appearances of this habits o. im-

acting morbidly on the tunics of vessels, is related by Dr. pika^ta.°""*

Heberden in the Medical Transactions,* in the case of Co'upi'Cfit-

a very old man who at last died suddenly, as well indeed singuiaT^^

he might, since almost the only viscus that was found, on ^''^'"P^'^"

examination, to be in a healthy state was the liver. The
internal carotid and basilary arteries with many of their

primary branches w ere ossified. Through the substance

of the lungs, which firmly adhered to their walls, were
scattered small calculous tumours. In the heart the

valves of the left auriculo-ventricular opening were par-

tially ossified, those of the aorta completely so, and small
depositions of bony matter were found in the tendinous

portions of the carnese columnse. The coronary artery

was ossified through its whole extent. The descending
thoracic and abdominal aorta, with all their primary
branches, were converted into cylinders of bone, as w ere

* Vol. V. Art. xiii.

vol. v. 45
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Spec' iT'
*^'^ external and internal iliacs. It is not necessary to

>o. im- pursue the description into the morbid appearances of

JifclTta"'""
^l"^'^'^t every other organ : and I shall only observe far-

Compiicat-ther that though the siihstance of the brain was healthy,
lexy.

^j^g ventricles contained about eight ounces of Mater.

And yet with all this extent of diseased structure, the

patient appeared almost to the last to be of a sound con-

stitution and free from the usual infirmities of advanced

age, with the exception of an habitual deafness ; and at-

tained upwards of fourscore years of age before he died.
The pa- Where this diathesis prevails verv' decidedly, it somc-
tient some- ^

j j , '

times so timcs converts not merely the vessels but the whole of t!ic

^g^ggg*^ 3,^^ tendons and the muscles into rigid bones, and renders the

po er of entire frame as stiff and immoveable as the trunk of a tree.

^ '. There is a striking illustration of this remaik in a case
Exempli- <-•

iied. communicated to the Royal Society by Dr. Henry of

Enniskillen.* The patient was a day labourer who had

enjoyed good health till the time of his being attacked

vith this disease. It commenced with a pain and swell-

ing in the right wrist, which giadually assumed a bony

hardness, and extended up the course of the muscles as

iiigh as the elbov> , the w lioic of which w ere converted into

a like hardiiess, and were of double their natural size.

The left wrist and ;irm followed the fate of the right : and

the line of ossification next shot down to the extremities

of the fingers on both sides, and afterwards up to the

shoulders, so that the joints were completely ancylosed,

and the man was pinioned. At the time of communicat-

ing this history, the same ossific mischief had attacked

the right ancle with a like degree of pain, swelling, and

bony induration up tlie course of the muscles : in which

state the man was discharged from the hospital as incu-
Medical

. , , , . • , .

treatment, rablc, after salivation had been tried to no purpose.

Salivation Salivation has, indeed, often been tried, probably from

where the Its success in removing venereal nodes, but it does not

j*"?,^ '^ seem to have been of much more avail in anv instance

than in tlje present.

* Phil, Trnns. Vol. Li. year 1759.
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AVe Iiave pointed out two opposite causes, or rather Gen. v.

states of body, in whirli a tendency to ossification chiefly 5,0. im-

shows itself. One is that of general debility, and the Pj:;''^^J'""-

other of an entonic action in the assimilating organs CompUcat-

Avhich are chiefly concerned in the tabrication or separa- Medical
'

tion of lime: and in laying down any plan for relief, it
treatment.

seems necessary to attend to this distinction. Where

debility becomes a predisponent of morbid ossification, it

is mostly a result or concomitant of old age, a scrophu-

lous diathesis or atonic gout : ami in all these cases

warmth, a e:cnerous diet, and tonic course of medicines ^^^'^'""''

^

' <J ' ghiievous

will form the most reasonable curative plan that can be diet, and

pursued; and tliat which will tend most effectually to
^"^",'j'^g^if

"

stimulate the absorbents, and prevent that retardation of <= "sf »e-
' quisite.

bony earth in the lymphatics and vasa vasorum, on which

we have already shown the disease to depend in this mo-

dification of it.

On the contrary, where it occurs in the middle and ^^'''^le the
*' disease oc-

vigour of life, and we have reason to believe from the curs in the

.. p. li'- "ii'i J. middle ami
existence 01 too much action in vessels which we cannot v,o„ui of

very accurately follow up, a reducent plan will be far '''^'^F^"^"-
•^ ' " cent piaa

more likely to prove successful. We should bleed and necessary,

move the bowels freely, and re train the patient to a low piou/°i.

diet with a copious allowance of diluent drinks. inwance tjf..., . r-ii n diluent
And in botn cases with a view of dissolving, as far as drinks, a

we are able, the calcareous matter that may morbidly 3^7^"-^^'*^

exist in the system already, or be on the point of entering both,

into it, we should prescribe a free use of the mineral or

vegetable acids, as already recommended under paros-

TiA jragilis.



CLASS VI.

ECCRITICA.

ORDER II.

CATOTICA.

Mistumn alfectins internal Surfaceisj.

PJRAVITT OF THE FLUIDS, OR EMUNCTORIES THAT OPEN

INTO THE INTERNAll SURFACES OF ORGANS.

Class VI. Catotica is derived from *«t«», ** infra," whence Kxrenms
Ordsr II

Origin of ' and *aT«T«T8j, " inferior," and " infimus." The order

"emiT' includes four genera as follows, some of which will^be

found of extensive range

:

I. HYDROPS. DROPSY.

II. EMPHYSEMA. INFLATION. WIND-DROPSY.

III. PARURIA. MISMICTURITION.

IV. LITHIA. URINARY CALCULUS.
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GENUS I.

HYDROPS.

PALE, INDOLENT, AND INELASTIC DISTENTION OF THE
SOOT> OR ITS MEMBERS, fROM ACCUMULATION OF A
WATERY FLUID IN NATURAL CAVITIES.

Hydrops is a Greek term (iS^^) importing an accumu-o^^'of
lation of water : and in nosology there is no genus of dis- "^^ generic

eases that has been more awkwardly handled. The term
*""*

hydrops does not occur in Sauvages, Linneus, or Sagar,

and only once in Vogel in the compound hydrops scroti.

Linneus connects anasarca and ascites, its chief species, Synonyms

:

with tympanites, polysarcia, or corpulency, and eravi- ^"^ ^'^^"'>"

.,.. . , ,. , ,. . .
.** nations of

ditas or pregnancy, into one ordinal division, which he former ar-

names tumidosi, and of which these constitute distinct
'^^"^^"

ments.

genera. Sagar arranges all the same under the ordinal

division cachexia. Vogel pursues the same plan with

the omission of graviditas or pregnancy, which he does

not choose to regard as a cachexy. Sauvages employs

the term hydropes, but only in connexion with partiales,

in order to restrain it to local dropsies : so that with him
ascites is a hydrops, but anasarca is not a hydrops, and
does not even belong to the same order; it is an intumes-

centia, under which, as in the arrangement of Linneus,

it is united with corpulency, and pregnancy ; while hy-

drops thoracis is an anhelatio, and occurs in a distinct

place and volume.

Dr. Cullen has certainly and very considerably, im-

proved upon his predecessors in this range of diseases.

After Sauvages he takes intumesgenti-s? for the name
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Gen. I.

Hydrops.
Dropsy.

Hydrops
first em-
ployed by
Boerhaave
in its pre-

sent scope.

of his order ; but divides it into the four sections of adi-

posse, flatuosse, aquosee vel hydropes, and solidse ; while

under the third section (the aquosse vel liydropes) he in-

troduces all the family of dropsies, whether general or

local, instead of sending them, with those who preceded

him, to different quarters. It would, however, have been

a much greater improvement, and have added to the sim-

plicity he aimed at, to have employed hydrops as a gene-

ric, instead of hydropes as a tribual or family term. It

is to Boerhaave we are indebted for the first use of Jiy-

drops as employed in the present method ; and he has

been followed by Dr. Macbride and Dr. Young with a

.just appreciation of his correctness.

The species of this genus, which extend over the body

generally, or almost all the different parts of it, are the

following

:

1. HYDROPS CELLULARIS.

2.

3.

4.

6.

6.

7.

8.

9.

CAPITIS.

SPIN-E.

THORACIS.

ABDOMiNIS.

OViiRII.

TUBALIS.

UTERf.

SCROTI.

CELLULAR DROPSY.

DROPSY OF THE HEAD.

SPINE.

CHEST.

BELLY.

OVARY.

FALL0PIA^f

TUBE.

WOMB.

SCROTUM.

Before we enter upon a distinct view of the history

and treatment of these several species, it may be conve-

nient to give a glance at the general pathological prin-

ciples which apply to the whole.

All dropsies All dropsies proceed from similar causes, which, as

irom like they are general or local, produce a general or local dis-

ease. The common predisponent cause is .iebility. The
Predispo- ^^^0^^ causes are very numerous, and most of them apply
nent cause: •' ' ^^ •'

remoie to every form under which the disease makes its appear-

numeTous. ^^^^ J
^^^' ^'^^ accumulation of watery fluid which consti-

tutes the most prominent symptom of the malady, may
be produced by a profuse halitus from the terminal arteries
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occasioning too large a supply of that fine lubricating ^^^^^i-

fluid which, as we have observed in the Physiological Dropsy.
*

Proem to the present Class, flows from the surface of all

internal organs and enables them to play with ease and

without attrition upon each other ; it may be produced by

a torpid or inactive condition of the correspondent ab-

sorbents occasioning too small a removal of this fluid,

when it has answered its j)urpose and is become waste

matter ; or it may be produced by each of these diseased

conditions of both sets of vessels, operating at the same

time ; and it is to this double deviation from healthy

action that Dr. Cullen applies the name of an hydropic

diathesis.

Want of action on the part of the absorbents is, in every Further ii-

instance, the result of debility. Profuse exhalation on the

part of the secern^nts or terminal arteries, in most cases,

proceeds from a like cause, for it takes place from a re-

laxed state of tliese vessels, which open their mouths too

widely, and suffer the scrum or other aqueous fluid to

escape with too much freedom.

Dropsy is, in most instances, therefore, a disease of de- i^'opsy

,
mostly a

bility : and, if we minutely attend to the histories ot those disease of

who are suffering from this disease, we shall generally find ^^^'[j^^

'

that they have for some time antecedently been labouring nature of

under debility either general or local : that they are weaken- of^ei^obvi-

ed by protracted fevers ; or languishing under the eff^ects of ous.

an unkindly lying-in; tliat they have unstrung their frames ^^°".^j?^®^°^

by a long exposure to a cold and moist atmosphere; or have enumerai-

worn themselves out by hard labour; or, which is still

^

worse, by hard eating anti drinking: or that they are suffer-

ing from habitual dyspepsy or some other malady of the

stomach or chyiopoetic organs, especially the liver, which

destroys or deranges the digestive process, and hence lays

a foundation for atrophy. And, for the same reason, innu-

tritions or indigestible food is a frequent cause of some

species of this disease :* as is also great loss of blood from

* Oherevzj'ebiir2,isrhcs Joiirn. iv. St,
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Gejt. I. any organ, and especially when such discharge becomes
Hydi-ops. ... ,

Dropsy, periodical.

Local de- Where the digestive organs are in a very morbid state

producer" dj'opsy ™^y ^^^^ place as a result of general debility ; but
the same it more commoiily occurs from that peculiar sympathy

general which prevails so strikingly between the two ends of the
^^'''•'^y

• extensive chain of the nutritive, or, in other words, the
wncrG inG

weakened digestive and assimilating powers, which we had occasion

stron'liy *^ explain when treating of marasmus :* the inertness and
sympathi- relaxation of the exceinent vessels being, in this case,

the affected produced by the torpitude of the chylopoetic viscera; and
exhaiants.

^jjg ygual forms of dropsy being those of the cellular mem-

pitudeor ''"'^"p or of the abdomen. Hence a single indulgence in

the chyii- large draughts of cold drinks, and especially of cold water,

cera a wben the system is generally heated and exhausted has
cause from occasionally proved sufficient to induce dropsy in one of
sympathy.

.. . • i • i

these forms ; of w hich we have a striking example in the

army of Charles V. during its expedition against Tunis,

the greater part of it, as we are told by De Haen, having

fallen into this disease in consequence of having freely

quenched their thirst with cold water in the midst of great

fatigue and. perspiration.f

Torpitude A like sympathy not unfrequently takes place between

neous ex- Several other organs and the mouths of the excernents : as

haiants act the skin and the uterus : the former as loaded with an ex-
in the same . « . . » i j i t . ^

manner, tension 01 the same terminal vessels, and the latter as

maintaining an influence over almost every part of the

frame. It was partly perhaps from sympathy with the

skin, and as participating in the chill and consequent

collapse of its capillaries produced by the coldness of the

beverage, that the excernent system bf came affected in the

extensive dropsy just alluded to in the army of Charles V.

And we frequently perceive a similar effect on a sudden

suppression or repulsion of cutaneous eruptions, the mouths

of the excernent vessels opening into internal cavities par-

taking of the torpitude of the cutaneous capillaries. The

* Vol. II. Cl. III. Ord. IV. Gen. HI. opening remarks.

t Rat. Med. Part v. 38. 90.
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sympathetic influence exercised over the same vessels by a Gen. i.

. Hyrliops,

morbid state of the uterus is not less manifest: lor in D,opsy.

chlorosis the abdomen becomes tumid, and the lower ^^ ^'^^° ^
. morbid

limbs edematous ; and, on the cessation of the catamenia, state of

cellular or abdominal dropsy areby no means uncommon/''^ uterus.

Such are the general causes of cellular dropsy as well p,,g'^"
^"P"

proximate as predisponent. But there are a few other casionai
* * *

. causes :

causes which it is necessary to enumerate as acting occa-

sionally, though the effects, produced by some of them

can hardly be called dropsy in the proper and idiopathic

sense of the term.

In the first place, the absorbents are supposed by some Retrograde

pathologists, as M. Mezler^ and Dr. Darwin, to be at
;",°'^°"^;J.

times affected with a retrograde action, and hence to pour ents.

forth into various cavities of the body a considerable mass
of fluid instead of imbibing and carrying it off. Next, the

exhalants of an organ, though themselves in a state of

health, may throw fortli an undue proportion of fluid in

consequence of some stimulus applied to them. The stimulus of

most common stimulus to which they are exposed is dig.
'''^^^ention

•' ' by a retar-

tention, and that by a retardation of the blood in the veins, daiion of

and a consequent accumulation in the arteries. This re-
[*h°°v'^ei"g

tardation or interruption of the flow of venous blood may illustrated.

arise from diseases of the right ventricle of the heart or

its valves ; from various affections of the lungs or their

surrounding muscles ; from an upright posture continued

without intermission for many days and nights, as is often

the case in monthly nurses ; from a gravid uterus, whence
the edematous ancles of pregnant women ; from scirrhous

or other obstructions in the liver or sjjleen ; from polypous

concretions in the veins, aneurisms in the arteries, or

steatomatous or other hard tumours in the vicinity of the

larger arterial trunks.

In some cases inflammation succeeds to distention, and Hence

the quantity of fluid poured forth is still more consider- Se'^vinui-

able. It is from this double source of stimulus, distention ^'^s, ^^ ^^^

and inflammatory action, that the ventricles of the brain ninni'i.gic

cepha.ilis.

* Von der Wassersucht.

VOL. v. 46
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^Ew. 1. become filled in meningic cephalitis, and the cavity of the

D. -M
.

pei'irardiuin occasionall.v in carditis, and hence Dr. Stoker

with a view of exemplifying and supporting the humoral

and ndyna- P^^'^"^"Sy» h^s divided diopsies into two kinds, dynamic
mir-riiop&y. and adynamic, these evincing too much action, and those

evincing too little.*

tiie^:'o?a- Thirdly, the aqueous fluid of a cavity may be unduly
cicHurt, o. augmented, and consequently dropsy ensue, from a rup-

seis. ture of the thoracic duct, or of a large branch of the lac-

teal vessels. These, however, are not common causes;

the lymphatics of the kidneys may, perhaps, most fre-

quently have occasioned the disease when ruptured by ac-

cident or idiopathic affection in the case of renal ischury

;

Ruptnrfi ofduring wliich the watery parts of the blood that should

atfcs M the P****^ off by the kidneys have been thrown back into the

kidneys: system, and lodged in some cavity. And it is probable

that when dropsy follows upon long exposure to a cold

damp atmosphere, it is produced, in some instances, in

the same manner ; the fluid that should pass off by the

exhalantsof the skin, but <\hich cannot in consequeisce of

having lost their power ; being, in like manner thrown

back into the blood and transferred to and accumulated

in improper channels.

Absorption Fourthly, the skin is said, at times, to be in a condi-
ofmoistuie .

from the tiou to absorb moisture too freely from the atmosphere jf

phere •
*^"^ stomacli is said, as in the case of dipsosis avens, to

insatiable demand too large a quantity of liquids to quench its insa-
'^"'^^'

tiable thirst ;i and the blood is said to be in a state of
Morbid te- , j • r- >• • x- i i />

nunity oi preternatural tenuity trom saline acrimony ;^ and each oi

tiie blood, these conditions it is affirmed has occasionally proved a

source of dropsy. The first of these unquestionably oc-

curs at times during dropsy, and all of tliem may have

operated as causes : but preternatural tenuity of blood,

adequate to and producing such an effect is very uncom-

inon from any cause ; and the remedial j)0wer of nature

* Patliologiral Observations, &c. Part. i. p. IG. Dubl. Svo. 1823.

t El nstiis, Disp. IV. p 206.—De Hami, Rat. Med. P. iv. p. V25. seq.

+ Bii.h!;.>-, Misceil, ('30. p. BS8.
—

"vTondscliien. p. 12.

Galen, De Lymph. Cans. Lib. in. cap. 8.—Van Swieten ad Sect. 1229.
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is at no loss for means to carry off a superabundance of Gkn. i.

fluidity introduced by any means into the system, provi- DJop'^y^

ded the excernent function itself be not diseased.

From this diversity of causes we may reasonably ex-H>;ncethe
•'

. fluid of

pert that the dropsical fluid discharged up<m tapping i,r,psy

should exhibit different properties, not only in difterent
J'-^'J^J^^^^-

organs, but in different cases in the same organ. And ftiffeient

hence, it is sometimes found nearly as thin as water, •"- vi'"c^<iTty,"^

capable of coaajulating when exposed to heat, which onlyoigui^-
j -J., i-i t,-i -. .1 ^- -4. a "^blify, and

renders it turbid ; while, at other times, it flows in a ropy colour.

state, and accords, upon exposure to heat, with the natu-

ral serum of the blood. A similar discrepancy is disco-

verable in its colour or some other condition ; for it has

sometimes been found black and fetid,* bloody, sanious,

milky,f green,:}: yellow ish, or peculiarly acrid.§ In some

instances it has resembled the glairy ichor of sores in a

languid constitution or degenerated habit; and according

to Guathani and Steidele it has at times appeared oily.||

It has been occasionally so urinous or ammoniacal as to

turn syrup of red poppies green :% and, according to Dr.

M*Lacklan, has sometimes contained so much soda as

by the addition of sulphuric acid to produce Glauber's

salt*-* with little or no trouble.

From the nature of the fluid itself, therefore, we have Tiie sub-

a clear proof that the causes of dropsy must be different in usu'ated!

in different cases. In augmented secretion, impeded ab-

sorption, or the rupture of a lymphatic vessel, tlie accu-

mulated fluid should contain nothing more than the or-

dinary constituents of the halitus that naturally moistens

the cavity into which it is discharged. A relaxed state

of the exhalants may admit particles of greater bulk, and
even red blood : in which case the fluid may differ both

* Galeazzi, in Com. Boiion. Tom. vi.

t Willis, Pharmaceutice Rationalis.—Med. Com. of Edinb. Vol. V.

I Riicker, Comm. Lib. Nor. 1736.

Du Verney, Mgtnoiies de Paris, 1701. p. 193.

tj
Guat De Aneurisniatibus.—Steid. Chirurg, Beobacht. B. I,

II De Haen, Rat. Med, P. xi. p. 214.

** Med. Comm. Edinb. ix. ii.
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Gen. I. in viscidity and colour, While, on the other hand, mor-
Hyarops.
Dropsy, bid Collections of water must proceed from a cause of a

very different nature
; probably from the exhalant arte-

ries being themselves so altered by disease as to change

the properties of the fluid which passes through them : or

the general mass of blood being so attenuate or other-

wise vitiated as to affect the secretion. In the last case,

dropsy is not a primary disease, but the consequence of

some other, generally perhaps of a morbid liver, spleen,

or morbid lungs.*

SPECIES I.

HYDROPS CELLULAKIS.

Cellular iBropsg.

COLD AND DIFFUSIVE INTUMESCENCE OF THE SKIN, PIT-

TING BENEATH THE PRESSURE OF THE FINGERS.

Gen. I. This species includes three varieties, as it is general to

Spec. I.
^j^^ cellular membrane, limited to the limbs, or accompa-

nied with a combination of very peculiar symptoms, and

especially severe, and in most cases fatal, dyspnoea

:

« Generalis. Extending through the cellular

General Dropsy. membrane of the whole body.

s Artuum. Limited to the cellular mem-

Edema, brane of the limbs, chiefly of

the feet and ancles ; and most-

ly appearing in the evening.

V Dyspnoica. Edematous swelling of the feet,

Djspnetic Dropsy. stiffness and numbness of the

joints ; the swelling rapidly

* Hewson Descilpt. of the Lymph. Syst, Ch.xii.
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ascendins; to the belly, with Gen. i.

Spec I

severe and mostly fatal dys- Hydrops'

pnoea. cellulans.

It is under the first of these varieties that cellular drop- Dopsy.

sy usually appears as an idiopathic affection. Where the* h. ceiiu-

intumescence is confined to the limbs, it is usually a symp-
i-^ils.^^"^"

torn or result of some other afr*^ction, as chlorosis sup- General

pressed catamenia or any other habitual discharge ; a dis-
'^"^^^'

ordered state of the habit produced by a cessation of the ca-
^^J?j ^^JJ^"*

tamenial flux; repelled eruptions; or the weakness incident um Edema,

upon protracted fevers, or any other exhausting malady.

The third variety is introduced upon the authority of^^f"^^""
•' 1 ^ laris dys-

Mr. W. Hunter, and taken from his Essay, published atpnoica.

Bengal in 1804. The disease appeared with great frc-
^J^'J"y

f

^

quency among the Lascars in the Company's service in as descnb-

1801. Its attack was sudden and its progress so rapid ^'^ '^y
'S"""* *^ *^ ter in Ben-

that it frequently destroyed the patient in two days. From gal.

the description it does not seem to have been connected

with a scorbutic diathesis : and Mr. Hunter ascribed it to

the concurrent causes of breathing an impure atmosphere,

suppressed perspiration, want of exercise, and a previous

life of intemperance. All or any of these may have been

auxiliaries, but the exciting cause does not seem to have

been detected. It is a frequent symptom in beribery.

The second and third varieties, however, may be re-

garded as the opening and concluding stages of cellular

dropsy : for before the disease becomes general it ordina-

rily shows itself in the lower limbs, and in its closing

scene the respiration is peculiarly difficult and forms one

of its most distressing symptoms.

General or local debility is the predisposing cause, or- General

dinarily brought on by hard labour, intemperance, innu-P'^'l'^P"'
•' "^ •' ' i ' nent cause.

tritious food, fevers of various kinds, exhausting dis- occasion-

charges, or some morbid enlargement of the visceral or**'
causes.

thoracic organs that impedes the circulation of the blood,

and produces congestion and distention.

The disease is hence common to ail ages thougli most Disease

frequently founf! in advanced life; the edema of the feetaH™aTes"

and ancles, with which symptoms it opens, appears at first though

the old.
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Gen. I. only in the evening, and yields to the recumbent position

Hydiops of the night. By degrees it becomes more permanent and

CoUuiaT" ascends higher, till not only the thighs and hips, but the

dropsy. body at large is affected, the face and eye-lids are sur-

Com- charged and bloated, and the complexion instead of the
encemen

j^yjjjy |,yp ^^f health, is sallow and waxy. A general in-

^0^"^ activity pervades all the organs, and consequently all their

respective functions. The pulse is slow, often oppressed,

and always inelastic : the bowels are costive, the urine for

the most part small in quantity, and consequently of a

deeper liue than usual : the respiration is troublesome and

W'lieezy, and accompanied with a cough that brings up a

little dilute mucus which affords no relief to the sense of

weight and oj)pression. The appetite fails, the muscles

become weak and flaccid, and the general frame emaciated.

Exertion of every kind is a fatigue, and the mind, par-

taking of the hebetude of the body, engages in study with

reluctance, and is overpowered with drowsiness and stupor.

Progress. An unquenchable thirst is a common symptom ; and

where this is the case the general irritation that is con-

nected with it sometimes excites a perpetual feverishness

that adds greatly to the general debility. In some parts

the skin gives way more readily than in others, and the

confined fluid accumulates in bags. At other times the

cuticle cracks, or its pores become an outlet for the escape

of the fluid, which trickles down in a perpetual ooze. The
difficulty of breathing increases partly from the overload-

ed state of the lungs, and partly from the gi'owing weak-

ness of the muscles of respiration : the pulse becomes

feebler and more irregular, slight clonic spasms occa-

Termina- sioually cusue, and death puts a termination to the series
^'°"*

of suffering. Yet the progress is slow, and the disease

sometimes continues for many years.

Mcdirai I" attempting a cure of cellular dropsy, and indeed of

dropsy in general, for it will be convenient to concentrate

the treatment, we siiould first direct our attention to the

nature of its cause with a view of palliating or removing it.

We arc next to unload the system of the weight that op-

treatDient.
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presses it. And lastly to re-establish the frame in health ^fn. i.

and vigour. H.vi.<ps
'

Simple edema, or swelling of the extremities is <^fteTj,
^f^'|"|i*J^^-

as we have already observed, a symptom or result of some dropsy.

other complaint, as chlorosis or pregnancy, or some other "^'^ "'^" "

cause of distention. In the two last cases it may be pal- General

Tliiii. •• 11 COUISfc to

hated by bleeding, a recumbent position, and othei- means be pursued,

adapted to take off the pressui-e. In chlorosis it can only
^^ ^

be relieved by a cure of the primary affection. In like to be re-

manner, general dropsy may be dependent upon a •»aljit™°)'fated

of intemperance, or a sedentary life, or innutritions food, wherever

or an obstinate fit of jaundice ; and till these are correct-
^°^^'

ed no medicinal plan for evacuating the accumulated

water can be of any avail. For, if we could even suc-

ceed in carrying it off, it would again collect, so long as

the occasional cause continues to operate.

The occasional cause, however, may no longer exist, The mis-

as where it has been produced by a fever or an exanthem efflTctstobe

that has at length ceased though it has left the constitu- removed

:

tion an entire wreck. Or it may exist and be itself in-

curable, as where it proceeds from a scirrhous induration

or some other obstruction of one of the larger viscera of

the thorax or abdomen : and in this case our object should

be to remove with all speed the mischievous effects, and

palliate the organic cause, as far as we are able, accord-

ing to its peculiar nature, so that it may be less operative

hereafter.

A removal of the accumulated fluid from the cellular ^y,'"*^'"*^
and exter-

membrane generally has been attempted by internal and nai means.

external means, as hydragogues of various kinds, and internal

scarifiration or other cutaneous drains.
means.

The HYDRAGOGUES or expellents of water, embrace Hyd>a-

medicines of all kinds that act powerfully on any of the t\'h'irh\ay

excretories, tliouejh the term has sometimes been limited >"'^'"^e

. . puri;ativeSy
to tiiosetliat operate on the excretories of the intestines emetics,

alone. And it becomes us tiierefore to contemplate them
[^'s^'^and

**

under the character of purgatives, emetics, diaphoretics, dimetics.

and diuretics.

The purgatives that have been had recourse to are of P"'s*i''vps
•" general aiid
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Gen. I. two kinds, those of general use, and those that have been
&PEO. I. . ^ 1 • .

Hydrops supjiosed to act with some specific or pecuJiitr virtue m
ceiiuiaris.

^j,g i-emoval of the dropsical fluid.

dropsy. Among the first we may rank calomel, rolocynth, gam-
reatmeiit.

ij^ge, scaiumony, jalap, and several other species of con-

suppose*! to volvulus, as tiie greater white bind-weed (convolvulus
spe I c.

iggpj^^^JJ^^ Linn.) : the turbeth plant (c. Turpef/mm, Linn.):

General ^iwi the brassica marina, as it is called in the dispensato-
purgatives. .

rifts (c. Soldanella, Linn.). These may be employed as

drastic purgatives almost indiscriminately, and their com-

parative merit will depend upon their comparative effect,

for one will often be found to agree best with one consti-

tution and another with another. We need not here ex-

cept calomel, unless indeed, where given for the purpose

of resolving visceral infarctions ; since in any other case

it can only be employed in reference to its influence upon

the excretories generally, and particularly those of the

intestinal canal.
Purgatives Tj^^ purffatives that have been supposed to operate
supposed to •« «. • 1 • II
act specifi- With a Specific effect in dropsies are almost innumerable.
caiiy. ^g must content ourselves with taking a glance at the

following, grana Tiglia, or bastard ricinus ; elaterium :

elder, and dwarf elder; black hellebore; senega; and

crystals of tartar.

Cioton xiie CROTON TigUuin, or bastard ricinus, affording

Bastard the grana Tiglia of the pharmacopoeias, is an acrid and
ncmus. powerful drastic in all its parts, root, seeds, and expressed

oil. The oil is of the same character as the oil of castor,

but a severer and more acrimonious purge; insomuch, in-

deed, that a single drop prepared from the dry seeds is

often a sufficient dose ; while a larger quantity proves

cathartic when rubbed on the navel. In India the seeds

themselves have long been given as a hydragogue ; two

being sufiicient for a rohuster constitution, one for a

weaklier; and four proving sometimes fatal. By far

In ail aiko- the safest mode of giving it is in alkoholic solution, as

practised by Dr. Nimnio,* since by such a diffusion, it
holic solu-

tion.

has less chance of griping or producing inflammation.

* Jonrn. of Science, XIII. 62.
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From the uncertainty and violence of the action of this Gen. i.

Spec I

plant, the elaterium or inspissated juice of the wild Hydrops

cucumber, is a far preferable medicine for the present ^'^l'"'^"^-' ir I Cellular

purpose. Elaterium itself, however, has been objected dropsy.

to as unduly stimulant ; and both Hoifman and Lister, ^etu!

who as well as Sydenham strongly recommend it, observe Elaterium

that its effect in increasinaj the pulse is perceivable even °'^.J"'<^^ °^
o t 1 wild cu-

in the extremities of the fingers. It is on this account cumber.

that it seems chiefly to have been neglected by Dr. Cul-

len, who admits that he never tried it by itself, or other-

wise than in the proportion of a grain or tviro in composi-

tion with other purgatives. And it is hence, also, that

attempts have been made to obtain a milder cathartic

from the roots of the plant by infusion in wine or water,*

than from the dried fecula of the juice, which is the part

ordinarily employed. Admitting the stimulant power

here objected to, it would only become still more ser-

viceable in cold and indolent cases from local or general

atony; but even in irritable habits in cellular dropsy, I

have found it highly serviceable in a simple and uncom-

bined state, produced, as it ultimately appeared, and es-

pecially in one instance, from a thickening of the walls of

the heart, in a young lady of only thirteen years of age.

It is best administered in doses of from half a grain or a

grain to two grains, repeated every two or three hours for

five or six times in succession according to the extent of

its action. Evacuation by the alvine canal is the most

effectual of any ; nor can we depend upon any other eva-

cuation unless this is combined with it.

The elder tree, and dwarf elder (Sambucus nigra, andSambucus

s. Ebulns) have been in high estimation as hydragogues s!^Ebuius.

by many practitioners. Every part of both the plants has ?'''j|"r^?^^

been used ; but the liber or inner bark of the first, and der.

the rob or inspissated juice of the berries of the last, have

been chiefly confided in. Dr. Boerhaave asserts that the

expressed juice of the former given from a drachm to half

an ounce at a dose, is the most valuable of all the medi-

* Boulduc, Hist, de I'Acad. Royal de Sciences de Paris.

VOTi. V. 47
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Sk-v. I. cines of this class, where the viscera arc souinl : and that

Hydrops it SO powerfully dissolves the crasis of the different fluids,

Siklrar'
^"'^ excites such abundant discharges that the patient is

dropsy. ready to faint from sudden inanition. Dr. Sydenham

ment." confirms this statement, asserts that it operates both up-

wards and downwards, and in no less degree by urine,

and adds that, in his hands it has proved successful in a

multitude of iiydropic cases.* Dr. Brockleshy preferred

the interior bark of tlie dwarf elder,! «»s Sydenham and

B- eriuiave did that of the black, or common elder. Dr.

Cullen seems to have been prejudiced against both, though

he admits that he never tried either, notwithstanding that

lie had often thought of doing so :-\. and it is chiefly, per-

haps, fi'om his unfavourable opinion of their virtues, that

they seem in our own day to have sunk into an almost

total disuse. Chesneau employed indifferently the seeds,

and their expressed oil, the root and the inspissated juice

of the root ', though he preferred the s. Ebnlus to the s.

nigra.§
Meiampo- rpj^^ melampodium or black hellebore, was at one time
dium or '

. , .

Black hei- a favourite cathartic in dropsies, and has the testimony

of high authorities for having very generally proved effi-

cacious and salutary. The ancients found the plant which

they employed under this name so severe in its purgative

qualities, that they were obliged to use it with great cau-

tion ; but we have reason to believe that the black helle-

bore of the present day is a different production, as it is

milder in its effects than the hellebore of Dioscorides,

and different in some of its external characters. Its root

was the part selected, and the fibres of the roots, or their

cortical part, rather than the internal. These were em-

ployed either in a watery infusion or extract. Mond-

scheinll preferred on all occasions, the latter; Quarin

used either indifferently.^ Bacher invented a pill which

was once in very high reputation, and sold under his own

* Opp. p. 627. 768. t (Econoni. ami i\Ied. Observ. p. 278,

% Mat. Med. Vol. i. p. 534. A Lib. in. Cap. Hi, Obs. 8.

jl
Von der Wassersucht; &c. ^ Aiiimadvevsionef:. frc.

iebore.
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name all over Europe, for the cure of dropsy, in which an ^^^w. r,

extract of this root, obtained, in the first instance, by Hydrops

spirit, formed the chief ingredient; the others being pre- Qg}"j,^^^.^'

parations of myrrh and carduus benedictus. These pills ^^opsy.

were said to produce a copious evacuation both by stool ment.

and urine; and by this combined effect to carry off the
gj^j.^g^,g

disease. They have however had their day, and are gonepiiis what-

by, apparently with too little consideration upon the sub-

ject; for the experiments of Daignau and De Home, and

especially the successful trials in the French Military

Hespitals, as related by M. Richard,* to say nothing of

Dr. Bacher himself, do not seem to have excited sufficient

attention. In our own country, since the days of Dr.

Mead, the black hellebore has been limited to the list of

emmenagogues, and even in this view is rarely employed

at present. Whether this plant prove purgative, as has

been asserted, when applied to the body externally in the

form of fomentations or cataplasms like the croton, I have

never tried. Ferrara, employed as hydragogues, the

black and white hellebore indiscriminately.

The scneka or senega (polygala Senega, Linn.) was Senega.

another medicine much in use about a century ago, and

reputed to be of very great importance in dropsy, from its

combined action upon the kidneys and intestines, and, in-

deed, all the excrctories. It reached Europe from Ame-
rica, where it liad been immemorially employed by the

Senegal Indians, from whom it derives its specific name,
as an antidote against the bite of the rattle-snake. The
root of the plant is the part chiefly, if not entirely, trusted

to, and this is given in powder, decoction, or infusion. M.
Bouvart found it highly serviceable as a hydragogue, but

observes that, notwithstanding this effect, it does not of it-

self carry off the induration or enlargement of infarcted

viscera, and ought to be combined with other means. It

was very generally employed by Dr., afterw^ards Sir

Francis Milman, in tijc Middlesex Hospital, and has again

* Recuell cles Observation? de IVTevlicine des Hopitaux Mililaiies. &j,

Tom.ii. 4to. PaviF.
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Gen. I.

Spec. I.

Hydrops
cellulai'is.

Cellular

dropsy.

Treat-

meat.

Super-tar-

trate of

potass or

creme of
tartar.

found a place in the Materia Medica of the London

College. There are unquestionable instances of its effi-

cacy in the removal of dropsy when it has been carried so

far as to operate both by the bowels and the kidnejs. It

has, however, often failed ; and, as Dr. Cullen observes,

is a nauseous medicine which the stomach does not easily

bear in a quantity requisite for success.

A far more agreeable, if not a more effectual medicine

in the case of dropsy, is the super tartrate of potass, in

vernacular language the creme or crystals of tartar. In

small quantities and very largely diluted with water, or

some farinaceous fluid, it quenches the thirst most plea-

santly, and, at the same time, in most cases, proA^es power-

fully diuretic. But it is as a purgative we are to contem-

plate it at present : and to give it this effect it must be

taken in a much larger quantity, never less than an

ounce at a dose, and often considerably above this weight.

Thus administered it proves powerfully cathartic, and ex-

cites the action of the absorbents in every part of the sys-

tem far more effectually than is done by the influence of

any entirely neutral salts. " I need hardly say," ob-

serves Dr. Cullen, " that upon this operation of exciting

the absorbents, is chiefly founded the late frequent use of

the crystals of tartar in the cure of dropsy."* Dr. Cullen,

in this passage, apparently alludes to the practice of his

friend Dr. Home, who was peculiarly friendly to its use,

and in his Clinical Experiments relates twenty cases in

"which he tried it, and completed a radical cure in four-

teen of them, no relapse occurring notwithstanding the

frequency of such regressions. The practice, however, is

of much earlier date than Dr. Cullen seems to imagine

;

for Hildanus represents the pliysicians of his day as at

length flying to it as their sheet-anchor, and deriving

from it no common benefit.f On the Continent it has

generally, but very unnecessarily, been united with other

and more active materials, as jalap, gamboge, or some of

the neutral salts, chiefly vitriolated tartar, or common

Mat. Med. II. 5l3.4to, Edit. t Cent. IV. Obs. 42.
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sea-salt ; the latter in the proportion of from three to eight ^^en. r.

drachms of each daily, largely diluted with some com- Hydrops
*

mon drink.* ceiiuiaris.

Cellular
Another powerful source of evacuation that has often aropsy.

been had recourse to for the cure of dropsy, is emetics :
'r"^'™^"*'

and, though little in use in the present day, they have

weighty testimonies in their favour among earlier phy-

sicians. Their mode of action has a resemblance to that

of the drastic purgatives ; for, by exciting the stomach to

a greater degree of secretion, they excite the system

generally ; and, in fact, far more extensively and more
powerfully than can be accomplished by mere purgatives,

in some degree from the greater labour exerted in the act

of vomiting, but chiefly from the closer sympathy which

the stomach exercises over every other part of the system

than the alvine canal, or, perhaps, any other organ, can
pretend to. In cases of great debility, hov/ever, it must*[?^y ^^'

be obvious that such exertion would be too considerable,

and would only add to the general weakness ; and it is

on this account chietly that the practice has been of late

years very much discontinued in our own country. It is

in consequence of this extensive sympathy of the stomach

with every part of the system that emetics have often

proved peculiarly serviceable in various local dropsies,

especially that of the scrotum when limited to the vagi-

nal sheath, and that of the ovarium, when discovered in

an early stage. And from this cause, in combination with

powerful muscular pressure, they have often acted with,

prompt and peculiar efficacy on ascites or dropsy of th©

abdomen : while Withering, Percival, and many of thei

foreign journals! abound with cases of the cure of ascites

by a spontaneous vomiting.

Diaphoretics have also been resorted to as very ac-Diapi

tively promoting the evacuation of morbid fluids; and

* Medicinisches Wochenblatt, 1781. N. 40.

+ Sammluiig Medicinlschen Wahrnemungen. B. viii. p. 220.—N. Samml-

lung, «fec. B. VIII. p. 114.—Schulz. Schwed. Abhandlungen, B. xxi.p. 102.

iore=

tics have
occasion-

ally suc-

ceeded.
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Gen. I. many instances are nlated by Bartholet,* Quarinf and

Hydrops
* otlicrs, of the complete success of ])erspiration when spon-

cTenu'ia'r^'
^^"^ously excited. Tissot tells us that it was by this

dropsy. means Count Ostermann was cured, a very copious sweat
Treatment,

[javing suddenly burst forth from his feet, which continued

for a long time without intermission.
Interesting j,^ (he Medical Transactions there is a very interestins;
case relat-

•' o
ed by casc of an equal cure effected by tlie same means, in a
^^^^'- letter from Mr. Mudge to Sir George Baker. The form

of the disease was, indeed, an ascites, hnt it will be more
convenient to notice it here, while discussing the treat-

ment of drop.sy generally than to reserve it for the place

to wiiich it more immediately belongs. The patient, a

female of about forty years old, had laboured under the

disease for twenty years : the abdomen was so extremely

hard as well as enlarged, that it was doubtful whether the

complaint were not a parabysma cornplicatum, or phys-

cony of various abdominal organs, and taj)ping was not

thought adviseable. She was extremely emaciated : had

a quick, small pulse, and insatiable thirst ; voided little

urine, breathed with difficulty, and could not lie down in

her bed for fear of suffocation. For an accidental rheu-

matism in her limbs she had four doses of Dos'cr's pow-
der prescribed for her, of two scruples in each dose, one

dose of which she was to take every night. The first

dose relieved the pain in her limbs, but did nothing more.

An hour or two after taking the second dose on t!ie ensu-

ing night she began to void urine in large quantities,

"which she continued to do through the whole niglit, and

as fast as she discharged tlie water her belly softened and

sunk. The tliird dose completed the evacuation ; and

"thus," observes Mr. Mudge, "was this formidable as-

cites, which had subsisted neai* twenty ycaivs, by a fortu-

nate accident carried off in eight and forty hours." The
cure, too, was radical : for the constitution fully recover-

ed itself, and the patient was restored to permanent health,

* Apud Bonct. Polyiltli, IV. 47, 1 Aiiimadversiones, &c.
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We may observe from this case that the viscera are f^Ew.i.

not necessarily injured by being surrounded or even Hydrops"

pressed upon by a very large accumulation of water for ^®'!"^"'/'

almost any lengtli of time. It should be noticed, also, dropsy.

in connexion with this remark, that the patient before us
^'*"^*'*'^"*''

was not much more than in the middle of life, even at the^„*"^g'p^.g.

date of her cure: at which prsiod we have more reason to ceding

hoj)e for a retenticm of constitutional health in the midst

of a chronic and severe local disease, than at a later age.

And there can be no question that sudorifics will be found

more generally successful in establishing a harmony of

action between the surface and the kidneys, and produce

less relaxation of the system at this than at a more ad-

vanced term of life.

But except where there is such a concurrence of fa- Sudorifics

vourable points, sudorifics can be but little relied upon be reded

in the'treatment of dropsy, and are rather of use as aux-"P°" ^^'
' * cept where

iliariesthan as radical remedies. They are also open to various

the same objection as emetics: they are apt, as Buchner^Ja*j,"'"3"

has well observed, to do mischief by relaxing and de-<=°"C"rin

bilitating;* and instances are not wanting in which theyvour.
^"

have very seriously augmented tlie evil.f Generally

Diuretics are a far more valuable class of medicines, duuT and
and there are few of them that operate by the kidneys ^"gn^ent

alone ; the intestines, the lungs, and oftentimes the whole' ^ ^^'\'

surface of t!je body, internal as well as external, usually a far more

participating in their action. valuable
Ci3.ss Or

Of diuretics, the most powerful, if not the most useful, is medicines.

fox-glove. It was in high estimation with Dr. Withering, Digitalis or

and Dr. Darw in regards it almost as a specific in dropsies in^iX^^
of every kind; though he admits that it does not succeed estimation

so certainly in evacuating the fluid from the abdopien, aswitherin<r

from the thorax and limbs. The preparation usually em- =*'?f' ^^^-^

ployed by the latter was a decoction of the fresh green ""^^^^^^^ ^^

leaves, which, as the plant is a biennial, may be procured the form ot

at all seasons of the year. Of these he boiled four ounces''"""'""'

* Diss, de diversa Hydropi Medendi Methodo. Hal. 1766.

t Piso, do IVTorb. ex serosa Coll. Obs. i.
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Spec' i'
'** *^** pints of watei' till only one pint remained ; and

Hydrops added two ounces of vinous spirit after the decoction was

Cdhlfar' strained off. Half an ounce of this decoction constituted

dropsy. an Ordinary dose, which was given early in the morning
' and repeated every hour from three to eight or nine doses,

or till sickness or some other disagreeable sensation was
In the induced. In the hands of Sir George Baker, even when

Shr" George used in the form recommended by Dr. Darwin, its success
Baker of ^as, Occasionally, very doubtful ; while in some cases It

efficacy was highly injurious without the slightest benefit what-
and soine-

eYej..# Evcu whcre it acts very powerfully as a diuretic,
times mis- •' * •' '

chievous. and carries off five or six quarts of water a day, it often

Generally cxcites such iuccssant nausea,sinking, giddiness, and dim-

raorrby its
**6ss of sight, and such a retardation and intermission of

depressive the pulse, that the increased evacuation by no means com-

assisTsby' pcnsates for the increased debility. And by a repetition

its diuretic,
jt is often found to lose even its diuretic effects.

and oftea
i . , .,i ., j x .^i

loses its In the powder made into pills it seems to operate with
diuretic ^^ equal uncertainty. It has sometimes produced a ra-

repetition. dical cure without any superinduced mischief: but in

In the form other cases it has been almost or altogether inert. Sir

^ ^ George Baker gives an instance of this inertness hoth

in the decoction and in pills. In a trial with the former

the dose was six drachms every hour for five successive

hours (\./ing two days, through the whole of which it

had not the least efficacy, not even exciting nausea. In

a trial with the latter, three pills, containing a grain of

the powder in each, were given twice a day for several

days in succession. They gave no relief whatever; nor

produced any other effect than giddiness and dimness of

sight.

It is not wonderful, tlierefore, that the fortune of fox-

s:love should have been various : that at one time it should

have been esteemed a powerful remedy, and at another

time been rejected as a plant totd substantia venenosa.

Effect of Its roots have been tried as well as its leaves ; and appa-
its roots,

j^eutly with effects as variable but less active. It seems

* Medical Transaction?, Vol. iii. Art. xvir.
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to have been first introduced into the London Pharma- Geit. i.

copceia in 1721—folia, flores, semen ; was discarded in Hydrops
'

the ensuing edition of 1746, and has since been restored
ce'ilufar'^*

in its folia alone: having encountered a like alteration of Hmpsy,

favour and proscription in the Edinburgh College. It is

greatly to be wished that some mode or management
J^g"jYofjtg

could be contrived, by which its power of promoting ab- supposed

. powers.
sorption might be exerted without the usual accompani-

ment of its depressive effects. When recommended so

strenuously by such characters as Dr. Darwin, and more

particularly Dr. Withering, from a large number of suc-

cessful cases, it is a medicine which ought not lightly to

be rejected from practice, and should rather stimulate

our industry to a separation of its medicinal from its

mischievous qualities. Upon the whole, the singular fact

first noticed by Dr. Withering seems to be sufficiently es-

tablished that in all its forms it is less injurious to weakly Less inju.

and delicate habits than to those of firmer and tenser delicate

fibres.*
habits than
tGnsGr

The most useful of the diuretic class of medicines is fibres.

the siliquose and alliaceous tribes; particularly the latter, Siiiquose

comprising leeks, onions, garlic, and especially the squill. ^"^ p^/ants.

The last is always a valuable and important article, and gq^iu^

Sydenham asserts that he has cured dropsies by this

alone. It has the great advantage of acting generally

on the secernent system, and consequently of stimulating

the excretories of the alvine canal as well as those of the

kidneys. It sometimes, indeed, proves a powerful pur-

gative by itself; but is always an able associate with

any of the cathartics just enumerated. It may be given

in any form, though its disgusting taste points out that

of pills as the least incommodious.

When intended to act by the kidneys alone. Dr. Cul-

len advises that it should be combined with a neutral salt;

or, if a mercurial adjunct be preferred, with a solution of

corrosive sublimate, which seems to urge its course to the

kidneys quicker and more completely than any other pre-

* Essay on Digitalis, p. 189.

YOi. V. 48
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snfc V P^^'^^^0" ^^ mercury.* It may, also, be observed tbat

Hydrops thc dried squill answers better as a diuretic tban the

Cdiuiai
' ^^'6sb ,• the latter, as being more acrimonious, usually

(hopsy. stimulating the stomach into an increased excitement,
Treatment. °

which throws it off by stool or vomiting, too soon for it

to enter into the circulating system.

Coiciiicum The colchicum auhimnale, or meadow-saffron, ranks
autumnale, , • • • x i? i- x- i •

oi meadov' "cxt, perhaps, in point ot power as a diuretic, and is

siiffiou. much entitled to attention. It is to the enterprising spi-

rit of Dr. Stoerck that we are chiefly indebted for a know-

ledge of the virtues of this plant, whose experiments were

made principally on his own person. The fresh roots,

wiiich is the part he preferred, are highly acrid and sti-

mulating ; a single grain wrapped in a crumb of bread

and taken into the stomach, excites a burning heat and

pain both in the stomach and bowels, strangury, tenes-

mus, thirst, and total loss of appetite. And even while

cutting the roots, the acrid vapour that escapes, irritates

the nostrils and fauces ; and the substance held in the

fingers, or applied to the tip of the tongue, so completely

exiiausts the sensorial power, that a numbness or torpi-

tude is produced in either organ, and continues for a long

time afterwards. According to Stoerck's experimeivts

this acrimony is best corrected by infusion in vinegar j

to which he afterwards added twice the quantity of ho-

ney.f In the form of an acetum, and of the strength he

proposed, it is given as a preparation in the extant Lon-

don Pharmacopoeia, while most of the other colleges

iiave preferred his oxymel. Stoerck used it under both

forms, but, perhaps, the best preparation is the wine, as

recommended by Sir Everard Home in cases of gout,

depurated from all sediment, as already noticed under the

latter disease. Stoerck began with a drachm of this

twice a-day and gradually increased it to an ounce or

upwards. Hautesierk asserts that it is less efficacious

than the oxymel of squills.:):

* Mat. Med. Vol. II. Part. ii. Ch. xxi.

t Libellus de Radice Cokhico autunmali. Vindob. 1*6?. 5''. o

1: Recueil. Ji.
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The other diuretics in common use, are of less import- gj^^^^j

ance ; though many of them may be found serviceable Hydrops

auxiliaries as they may easily enter into the dietetic re-
ccirufar^'

ffimen. These are the sal diureticus, or acetate of potash, dropsy.
o

, . . rreaimem,
which very sliglitly answers to its name, unless given in

a quantity suflicient to act at the same time as an ape-

rient ; nitrous ether
;

juniper-berries, broom-leaves,

and, which is far better, broom-ashes; or either of the

fixed alkalies; and the green lettuce, lactuca virosa,

strongly recommended by Dr. Collin of Vienna, but as

far as it has been tried in this country far beyond its

merits. Dr. Collin, however, asserts that out of twenty-

four dropsical patients he cured by this medicine all but

one.

To this class of remedies we have yet to add dandelion

(Leontodon Taraa:aram, Linn.) and tobacco. The former

of these was at one time supposed to act so powerfully and

specifically on the kidneys as to obtain the name of lecti-

minga; and is said by some writers to have effected a cure

in ascites after every other medicine had failed. It is truly

wonderful to see how very littleof this virtue it retains in

the present day, so as to be scarcely worthy of attention :

while with respect to tobacco, notwithstanding the stre-

nuous recommendation of Dr. Fowler, it is liable to ma-

ny of the objections already started against fox-glove.

The graiiola officinalis or hedge-hyssop, was once ex- Giatioin

tensively employed, both in a recent state of its leaves "r he" ge-'

and in their extract, and, like many other simples, it ap-^y^^"P'

pears to have been injudiciously banished from the Mate-

ria Medica. In both forms it is a powerful diuretic, and

often a sudorific ; and in the quantity of half a drachm of

the dry herb, or a drachm of infusion, whether in wine or

water, it becomes an active emetic and purgative. It is

said to have beejj peculiarly useful in dropsies consequent

upon parabysma, or infarction of the abdominal viscera;

and in such cases seems still entitled to our attention. As
a strong bitter, it may, like the lactuca virosa^ which is

also a strong bitter, possess some degree of tonic power,
in connexion with its diuretic tendency. The bitter,
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Gf.n. I. however, is of a disagreeable anil nauseating kind, which
Spec. T. . .

^ *^

Hydrops it IS not easy to correct.

ctlSr* '^^^^ EXTERNAL MEANS of evacuating the fluid of eel-

dropsy, lular dropsy are blisters, setous, or issues, iiunctures, and

scarification. The last is as much less troublesome as it
External . ,,

means of IS usually most eflTectual. It is, however, coramonly post-

ihe fhiw'of
poned to too late a period, under an idea that sloughing

cellular wounds may be produced by the operation, difficult of
ropsy.

g^,,.p^ aj,(| tending to gangrene. In blistering this has

setoiis, and oftcu happened, but in scarifying the fear is unfounded,
scannca-

yi'hile auv desjrec of vital enersjx'^ remains : and it should
tion. ^ o OJ

^

The last
"^^cr be forgotteu that the longer this simple operation

most effect- is delayed, the more the danger, whatever it may be, is

commonly incicased. I liave never experienced the slightest incon-

deferred to vcnlcnce fi'om the practice ; and have rarely tried it

a'peri'o'd. witliout souiC advantage; seldom indeed without very

Mode of great benefit. The wound should be limited to a small

operating, crucial Incision, resembling the letter T on the outside of

each knee, as the most dependent organ, a little below

the joint. The cut thus shaped, and very slightly pene-

trating into tlie cellular membrane will not easily close,

and consequently the discharge will continue without in-

iiiustraiion terruption. In a young lady about twelve years of age,

of the be- ^hom the author lately attended, apparently labouring
nefitofsca-

/. >
' rr ^

, ,,
rification. Under an aiiection of the liver, but whose enormous bulk

of body as well as of limbs prevented all accuracy of ex-

amination, a common jack-towel applied to each leg after

the incision was made, was completely wetted through

and obliged to be changed every three or four hours, for

as many dajs. She was also purged with small and fre-

quently repeated doses of elaterium : and the quantity of

fluid hereby drawn off at the same time by the intestines

is scarcely credible. T!ie whole system was evacuated in

about a week ; and the entire figure re-acquired as much

elegance of shape and elasticity, as before the attack.

She was of a lively disposition and fond of dancing ; in

which exercise she engaged with as much energy and

vivacity as ever. Nearly a twelvemonth afterwards the

disease returned : but the same means were not successful.
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The breathing was now affected, and there was great Gen.i.

palpitation of tl>c heart ; so frequent and distressing in- Hydrops

deed as to render her incapable of sleeping for a moment
^^^'jlllj^*®*

unless in an upright position. The patient in a fewHropsy.

weeks fell a victim to the disorder ; aid on examining ,„g^^'

the body, the liver and lungs were found perfectly sound

:

but the heart was enlarged to nearly double its natural

size, and particularly on the right side.

During the piogress of hydropic accumulation there is Whether

great dryness of the tongue, and, as already observed, an J||^*^^P"

almost intolerable thirst. And the question has often g'^at thirst

been agitated, wliether under these circumstances, the pa- i,'Jdujge((^

tient's strong desire to drink should be gratified. In a

state of health it is well known, that whatever be the

quantity of fluid thrown into the blood it remains there

but a short time, and passes off by tlie kidneys, so that

the balance is easily restored : and hence it is obvious

that one of the most powerful, as well as one of the simp-

lest diuretics in such a state, is a large portion of diluent

drink. But dropsy is a state very far removed from

that of health ; and in many cases a state in which there

is a peculiar irritability in the secernents of a particular

cavity, or of the cellular membrane generally, which de-

tracts the aqueous fluid of the blood from its other con-

stituents and pours it forth into the cavity of the morbid

organ. And hence it has been \ery generally concluded On what

that the greater the quantity of fluid taken into the system, f,'ich"n.

the greater will be the dropsical accumulation : and con-f)"'gence

sequently that a rigid abstinence from drinking is of im- refused.

perative necessity.

Sir Francis Milman, however, has very satisfactorily But the le-

Bhowu that if this discipline be rigidly enforced a o^uch 1^'^,^'^^^,
^^^^

greater mischief will follow than by perhaps the utmost false prin-

latitude of indulgence. For, in the first place, whatever '^'^.^^*

solid food is given, unless a due proportion of diluent may be ai-

drink be allowed, it will remain in an hydropic patient, {_°^^j^.^ ^^.^^

a hard, dry, and indigested mass in the stomach, andHesire;

only add a second disease to a first. And next, without*"^ ^^ ^'

diluting fluids, the power of the most active diuretics will
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Gen. I. remain dormant; or rather they will irritate and excite

Hydrops pyrcxy instead of taking their proper course to the kid-

Cenuia'r ^^y^' And, once more, as the thirst and general irrita-

dropsy. tion and pyrectic symptoms increase, tiie surface of the

mem. b^^dy, harsh, heated, and arid, will imbibe a much larger

The sur- Quantity of fluid from the atmosphere than the patient is

face of the asking for his stomach; for it has been sufficientlv prov-

thelrrita- ed, that, Under the most resolute determination not to

tion of drink, a hundred pounds of fluid have in this manner
thirst ab-

*^

sorbs more been absorbed by the inJialants of the skin, and introduc-

from\"he
^^ ^"*^* ^''^ System in a few days, and the patient has

atmo- become bulkier to such an extent in spite of bis absti-
sphere than
would nence.

serve to Even in a state of health or where no dropsy exists we

thirst in are in all probability perpetually absorbing moisture by
dropsy.

^|,g lymphatics of the skin. Professor Home found him-
Moisture ggjf heavier in the morning than he was iust before be
absorbed *•

from the wciit to bed in the pieceding evening, though he bad

rymphatics b^en perspiHng all night, an'd had received nothing either

of the skin by the mouth or in any other sensible way. "That the

of health! surface of the skin," says Mr. Cruikshank, "absorbs

fluids that come in contact with it, I have not the least

doubt. A patient of mine, with a stricture in the eso-

phagus, received nothing either solid or liquid into the

stomach for two months : he was exceedingly thirsty,

and complained of making no water. I ordered him the

warm-bath for an hour, morning and evening, for a

month : his thirst vanished, and he made water in the

same manner as when he used to drink by the mouth, and

when the fluid descended readily into the stomach,"*

Advanta- Under these circumstances, therefore, our first object
geousto

sijouid i,e to determine by measurement whether the
know wne- "1

therthe quantity of fluid discharged by the bladder holds a fair

Sharged balance with that whiclj is received by the mouth : and
by the kid- jf ^e find this to be a fact, and so long as it continues

"ances to be a fact, we may fearlessly indulge the patient in

what is ta-
(jj-inkinff whatever diluents be may please, and to wbatf

'ken by the " .- * ^

mouth.

«^ Anat, of Absorb. Vessels, p. 108, 4to. 1790
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ever extent. In some cases, indeed, water alone, when Gen. t.

drunk in large abundance, has proved a most powerful Hydrops
*

diuretic, and has carried off the disease without any other "'^'y^af's.

.
Cellular

assistance, of which a stiiking instance occurs in rana- dropsy.

rolus;* and lience Poutcauj occasionally advised it in
treatment,

tijc place of all other aliment whatever: as does also Sir ^'^^f^^•^ ... has been
George Baker, in a valuable article upon this subject m cured by

the Medical Transactions,:!: in which he forcibly JHus-
^J^"^^"^

trates the advantage of a free use of diluent drinks, by alone,

various cases transmitted to him, in which it operated a

radical cure, not only without the assistance of any other

remedy, but, in one or two instances, after every medi-

cine that could be thought of had been tried to no

purpose.

But the fluid discharged from the kidneys may not be Hence

equal, nor indeed bear any proportion to what is Intro- ^"'g^^™^^

duced by the mouth, and we may thus have a manifest 'ovved

proof that a considerable quantity of the latter is drained the kiy"
off into the morbid cavity. Still we must not entirely ^'onotdis-

interdict the use of ordinary diluents, nor suffer the much as is

patient to be tormented with a continued and feverish '^"'"^'

thirst. If simple diluent drinks will not pass to theinthis

kidneys of themselves, it will then be our duty to combine
p^J^^Jf^

them with some of the saline or acidulous diuretics we "^•^'-f^'rink

have already noticed, which have a peculiar tendency to combined

this organ; and we shall generally find, that in this state ^^acfdil"^

of union they will accompany the diuretic ingredients, 'ousdiu-

and take the desired course. Of these, one of the most^ * .' Creme ot

effectual, as well as the most pleasant, is creme of tartar ; tartar,

and hence this ought to form a part of the ordinary

beverage in all extensive dropsies, and especially the cel-

lular and abdominal. Any of the vegetable acids how-

ever may be employed for the same purpose: as may
also rennet-whey, and butter-milk, and the more acid

their taste the better will they answer their end. A Decoction

decoction of sorrel-leaves makes also a pleasant diet"caTeT

* Pentec. 11. Obs. 24. t Oeuvres Posthuines i.

t Vol. IT. Art. xvii.
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Gest. I. drink for an hydropic patient; as does likewise an aqueous

Hydrops inftjsion of sage leaves with lemon-juire: both sweetened

Ceihlra?'
^" ^'^^ ^^^*^* ^'^^'-'^^^ stale table-beer, and weak cyder, or

dropsy. Cyder intermixed with water, may in like manner be
Treatment.

aHo^g,]^ ^i^), jjj||g regard to measure. And it was by the
Sage-tea one or other ^ f these that most of the cures just referred
With lemon ''

juice. to, as related by Sir George Baker, were effected. In

Small stale one instance t! e cyder was new, yet it proved equally
table-beer.

gj^jjjjj^i,y Under t ip heaviest prognostics. The patient

^ ^'' was in liis fiftieth year ; his legs and thighs had increased

to such a magnitude that the cuticle cracked in various

places ; he was extremely emaciated, and so enfeebled as

not to be able to quit his bed, or return to it witliout as-

sistance. His thirst v\ as extreme, his desire for new cyder

inextinguishable, and his fase being regarded as despe-

rate it was allowed him mixed with water. He drank it

most greedily, seldom in a less quantity than five or six

quarts a-day ; and by this indulgence discharged sixteen

or eighteen quarts of urine every twenty-fours till the

water was totally drained off": and he obtained a radical

cure without any other means whatever. Even ardent
Ardent spirits, if largely diluted, and joined with a portion of

diluted vegetable acid, iiave been found to stimulate the kidneys;
and with and in the ouiniou of Dr. Cullen may make a part of the
vegetable '^

. i

acids. ordinary drink.* And it is chiefly owing to the tendency

which the neutral salts have to the kidneys, as their pro-

per emunctory, and the sympathy which the secernents

of these organs maintain with those of all others, thatthe

cure of dropsy has sometimes been effei ted by large

Sea-water. draughts of 8ea- Water alone; though sometimes this has

also acted upon the bowels, and produced the same salu-

tary result, by exciting a very copious diarrhoea, of which

a striking example is given by Zacutus Lusitanus.f

Tonic plan It should never, however, be forgotten, that dropsy is

to com-*''"^ a disease of debility, and that the plan of evacuating will

bine: rarely of itself effect a cure; and never, perhaps, except

in recent cases, and where little inroad has been made

- Mat. Med. ii. 549. - t Prax. Hist. Lib. vrir. Obs. SI-
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upon the constitution. In all other cases it should be Gen. i.

regarded as a preparatory step alone j a mere palliative jHydmps'

and an evil in itself; thoueh an evil of a less kind toSf''"'f''*•' *-' Cellular

surmount an evil of a greater. And it is for want of due dropsy.

attention to this fact, that the plan of evacuating, and ^g^"*^"

particularly by drastic purgatives, has by many prac- since that

titioners been carried to a dangerous and even a fatal "'^Y^*^"^'"
•3 iiig IS only

extreme. Every purgative that does not diminish the palliative

general bulk, adds to tlie general disease by increasing thep"^^.^^^'

debility : and if upon a very few trials the plan be not

found to answer this salutary purpose it cannot too soon

be desisted from.

The radical cure must, after all, depend upon invi-

gorating the constitution, or the organs particularly af-

fected : for even a total removal of the water affords

nothing more than a palliative and present relief.

Such an intention may often, indeed, be combined with ^"ch a

that of evacuating the fluid ; and hence Mondschein withuon may

great reason advises us to employ bitters with diuretics,* \^^^ P'»«^e
° _ _ . , . , } -^ ' from the

as Martius does with purgatives.f fast.

Bitters, indeed, where the debility does not depend Bitters,

upon visceral obstructions, form one of the most effi- jiaTadap-"

cacious tonics we can employ. They are peculiarly '^^'"" ^°

adapted to the general loss of elasticity in the whole dropsy,

system and that laxity of the exhalants which constitutes

the hydropic diathesis. " It has been alleged," says Dr.

Cullen, " that hitters sometimes act as diuretics. And
as the matter of them appears to be often carried to the

kidneys, and to change Ihe state of the urine, so it is

possible that in some cases they may increase the secre-

tion : but in many trials we have never found their

operation in this way to be manifest, or at least to be any

ways considerable. In one situation, however, it may
have appeared to be so. When in dropsy bitters moderate

that exhalation into the cavities which forms the disease,

there must necessarily be a greater proportion of serum

carried to the kidneys : and thereby bitters may, without

* Mondschein, p, 82. * Marliy?, Ob?. 54

roi« T. 49
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Gen. 1. increasing the action of the kidneys, seem to increase the

Hydrops sccretion of urine."*

CelrufaT'
'^^ bitters have been added the warmer balsamics and

diopsy. aromatics, and by many physicians the metallic oxydes;

ment." chiefly the different preparations ofcopper ; though Willis,

Balsamics Boerhaave, Bonet, and Digby, have occasionally pre-

matics"
ferred those of silver. Iron has generally been abstained

Metallic from as too healing, though recommended by Grieve,

j

oxydes. Richard,:]: and Rhumelius.§

visYera?
'" Where the disease is evidently dependent upon some

obstruc- visceral obstruction, mercury offers a fairer chance of

success than any other metal ; and in this case has often

been pushed to salivation with the most salutary result.

Du Verney employed it to this extent in an ascitic pa-

tient, whom at the same time he tapped ; and by this dou-

ble plan effected a cure ; allowing a regimen of wine and
How far stimulant meals during theprocess.|| And Rahn assures

may be ai- US that in One case the disease, though it several times
lowed. recurred, was in every instance put to flight by a ptyalism

excited by mercurial inunction.^ But where the system

is in a state of great general debility, such a solution of

the fluids will only add to the weakness and increase the

disease. Small doses of calomel steadily persisted in will

be here our safest course, with a nutritious and generous

diet of flesh-meat two or even three times a day; shell-

fish ; eggs ; spice, and the acrid vegetables, as celery, water-

cresses, raw red cabbage shred fine and eaten as sallad,

Venesec- ^^Q have however observed that dropsy occasionally

what cases ensucs from an undue excitement of the absorbents, and
useful. jg even accompanied with inflammatory action. And in

this case a free use of the lancet should precede every

other remedial method ; and will sometimes, as when the

stimulus is a retardation of blood in the veins and a con-

sequent accumulation in the arteries, effect a cure of its

own accord. It should be, nevertheless, remarked that

* Mat. Med. ii. p. 58. t Med. Com. Edinb. ix. ii. 75.

X Journ. de Med. xxix. 140. k Medic. Spagyr. tripart. p. 16S.

il Mevn, fie Pdiis. 1705. p. 1T4. 1 Medic. Fiirfwechsel, K. I. 3ti;'
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dropsies of this form are rather a symptom of some other gf.n i.

misaffection than an original or idiopathic disease. Hydrops

We have thus far contemplated dropsy as an idiopathic
g|}||J*J^^-

disease, dependent chiefly on constitutional debility ; hut dropsy.

there are cases in which it occurs as a transfer of morbid

action in some other organ of the system than the cellular Ceiiuiar

membrane, or whatever other part may be the seat of the found use-

liydropic affection : and in such cases it is often salutary, f"' ^°^^'
•' ^ '

,
times as a

and answers the purpose of a counter-irritation, and es- transfer of

pecially in fevers and inflammatory attacks. " I have,"
t^°n^'^

^^'

says Dr. Parry, *' so often known constitutional maladies

suspended, and life evidently lengthened and rendered

more comfortable, by the coming on of various dropsical

effusions; and, on the contrary, so many persons suffer

aggravations of disease or even death, very shortly after

the spontaneous disappearance of dropsy, that I cannot

avoid considering that effusion as a salutary process ra-

ther than as an actual disease."*

I have dwelt the longer on this species because the ge- These re-

neral observations which it suggests, as well in respect to j^fcabie^to

its causes and history as to its mode of treatment, apply most of the

in a very considerable degree to all the rest ; concerning spede"fand

which we shall now have little more to do than to enu-*°''^ ''?"^°

, . ,.,..., 1" mind,
nierate them and point out their distinctive characters.

SPECIES II.

HYDROPS CAPITIS,

iSroiJjSB of tlie fj^ratr. ffiWatfv in the l^ca^.

EDEMATOUS INTUMESCENCE OF THE HEAD : THE SU-

TURES OF THE SKULl GAPING.

This disease has been strangely confounded by nosolo- ^*^'^'^'

gists and practical writers with that inflammation of the Disease :of.

ten con-

«• Rlpmonts. of Pathologv. &c. Vol-, u. Rvo. 1815.
founderi

" w !t h
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Gen. I. brain which apparently commences in its substance or
Spec. II. 1

1

^

Hydrops lowep part, and, producing effusion into the ventricles.

Dropsy of
^'"^tends them, and thus unites the symptoms of fever and

the head, great irritability with those of heaviness, and at length

the head, of stupor. The accumulation of fluid is here only an ef-

. . feet, and follows upon inflammation of the brain as in any
meningic '

jt j

inflamma- Other part, and is only to be removed by removing the

^'°a"„°.or^
inflammation. It is ordinarily denominated, however,

that called acute or internal hydrocephalus ; but Dr. Cullen has cor-

teinai hy- TBctly distiuguislicd it from proper hydrocephalus or
diocepha- dropsy of head by placing it in a different part of his clas-

„, sification, and assigning it a different name. In his view
The two .^ .

'
,

^
, f , , ,, , . , .

diseases it IS an apoplexy, and he has hence called it apoplexia
duly discn- fiydrocephalica. In the present work it occurs under the
ininated by •' -^ '

Cullen : name of cephalitis profunda, and in treating of it as

te"/imp?o-^ cephalitis the author has submitted his reasons for not

periycaii- regarding it as an apoplectic affection.

an apo-
" The diseasc before us is common to children. A few

piesy. singular cases are, indeed, recorded of its commencing in

H T'^d°^
adult age,* and producing an enlargement of the scull by

chiefly a morbid separation of the sutures, but these are very

chiidTe°n
:*° rare. That it does, however, occur without such separa-

but some- tion and enlargement, and that too occasionally in every

jnTduit"" period of life, has been proved by a multitude of examina-

^s*"' tions after death, that have shown the ventricles of the

brain distended with fluid, and producing a considerable

pressure upon the brain. Yet where no such enlarge-

ment of the skull takes place, we may sometimes strongly

suspect the disease from the symptoms, but cannot during

the life of a patient speak with certainty upon the subject.

Dropsy of the head, like that of every other organ, is

dropsies, a a diScase of debility, and, as we have already observed in

d b^inT
"'

t'"^ introductory remarks to the present genus, may pro-

butthe ceed from a relaxed condition of the seccrnents of the

the'ioca? brain, a torpitude of its absorbents, or from both. The
weakness causes of this morbid state w-e are rarely able to ascertain :

pabie oT yet in some families there seems to be a peculiar predis-

being

* Hildan. Cent, III. Obs. 17. 19
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position to it, since it occurs in many of the children born Gen. i.

iij succession : and it may sometimes be connected with Hydiops
*

a scrophulous diathesis. capitis.
• Dropsy of

The immediate seat of the dropsy varies considerably : the head.

for sometimes the fluid accumulates between the bones of
j^J'^gyj^

the cranium and the dura matei*; sometimes between the seat of the

dura mater or the other membranes and the brain, and dropsy
vanes con-

sometimes in the ventricles or convolutions of the organ, siderabiy

:

With the deficiency of tone there is also notunfrequently njustrated.

some deficiency of structure or substance : and it is in con-

sequence of this that the fluid, when morbidly secreted or

collected in one part, spreads without resistance to another.

A deficiency of structure or, substance is sometimes found ^^^^"*=°'^*

in the brain itself and sometimes in the cranium. If it with a de-

occur in the former a path may be immediately "pe^ed ^^*j'^"j^^y
°^

for the morbid fluid, accumulated in the ventricles or in or sub-

any other interior part, to reach the membranes and dis- the"biVin

tend the skull: and if in the latter, it may even pass be-o'^'^e

yond the skull, and separate and distend the integuments, the

I have seen instances of large perforations produced in

different parts of tiie bones by a morbid absorption of the

bony earth, as though the trephine had been repeatedly

applied, and this too in adult age : and in some instances

there has been a total absence of the calvaria.* Gene-

rally speaking, there is some deficiency of bony earth, as

though it were impossible for this secretion to keep pace

w ith tlie enlargement of the cranium : and hence the bones

of the cranium have occasionally been so thin as to be

pellucid and transmit tlie light of a candle, of which Van
Swietej! gives an instance,! fi-om Betbeder;:j: or have had

their place supplied by a membrane covering the entire

range of the sinciput, an example of which will be found

in Vcsalius.§

Tlie droi)sical fluid is also said by many writers of high Dropsical

,, .^ * . . . , , . X fluid said
authority to originate in some cases betsveen the integu- to origi-

nate some-
times be-

* Art. Helvct. i. 1. t (Jom;iient. in Hydrop. Sec. 1217. tween the

1 Histoire de 1' Hydrocephale lie Beg!e, p. 3o.
mtegu-

^ J K b > f • merits and
i De Corp. human, fabrica. Lib. i. cap. 5, tiie bone,

cra»

mum.
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Gen. I. meuts and the bone, and to be confined to this quarter

;

Hydrops and hence, the disease has been divided into external and

iho'
T*

of
internal dropsy of the head. It is possible, indeed, as

the head. Van Swietcn has justly observed, that since water may be

the^head!
Collected in the cellular membrane of the whole body,

and to be such an accumulation may take place in the integuments
confined to ^f ^jjg head.* But the pretended cases are so rare that
ill IS QU3,r"

ter: Van Swieten himself, Petit,! and many other writers of

lernaTlnd '"©'* Credit, have doubted whether such a form of the

internal discaso has evcr actually occurred. Yet, should it occa-

ihe'head. sionally take place, there can, I think, be no question

Such accu- that it ought rather to be regarded as a variety of ana-

malTtak" ^arca or cellular dropsy, than hydrocephalus or dropsy

place but of the head properly so called. Celsus has been quoted

ia7e^;and wpou the occasion as confirming the existence of this ex-
eventhen temal modification, and applying; to it the name of hv-
uecomes ,.., ,,. .'
rather a drocephalus : but tins is to misunderstand him egregious-

tio°n'of^^"
^y* ^" ^'^® passage referred to he is speaking of in-

ceiiuiar temal diseases of the head alone, of cephalsea, and other

than pro- ^^'ics produced by wine, or indigestion, by cold, or heat,

per dropsy or the rays of the sun, sometimes accompanied with fever,

head. and somctimes without ; sometimes affecting the whole

Whether of its interior, and sometimes only a part:—"modo in

ludes'to^
' TOTo CAPiTE, modo IN PARTE." And he then adds,

such a <'prseter hssc etiamnum in venitur genus, quod potest lon-

,i„n. gum esse: ubi humor cutem inflat, eaque intumescit, et,

prementi digito, cedit : v^^axipecXtv Grseci apellant."! It

is manifest, therefore, that the hydrocephalus here notic-

ed, like the other diseases with which it is associated, is

an internal affection of the head : and this idea is still

farther confirmed by the treatment which he shortly af-

terwards proceeds to prescribe for it.

Hence ii jg hence highly probable that the cases which have

been called been Called external dropsies of the head, have consisted
external of iutcmal accumulatious spreading to and distendins: the
dropsies, r o O
most pro-

bably ac-
, * Comment. loc. citat. 1718.

cuniula-

tioDS coni- t Academ. dos Sciences, Mem. p. 121.

,^.-
I

• " t De Medicin. Lib. jv. cap. n.
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integuments through channels that were not ascertained, J^en. i,

and on this account not supposed, to exist. Hydrops

Were the distinctions of external and internal dropsy ^^P''^^-
^^

of the head necessary to be preserved, it would be far the head.

more accurate to limit the former to those modes of the jj^g^j,"^^"

complaint in which the water is confined between the cal- ,
,

A proper

varia and the membranes, and the latter to those in which distinction

it originates in the cavities of the brain : but as we can ™^'|^^*^ ''^^

rarely, if ever, determine the limits of the collection by necessary,

the symptoms, it is a distinction which cannot be support- vanta-^e

:

ed, and would often lead us into error. "^"^ <=^"

, The form of the disease, however, which occurs between definite or

the calvaria and the dura mater is by no means common, ""^ '^'^^^ "-'^•

and hence seldom likely to lead us astray. So little com- cms^)e-°^

mon, indeed is it, that Dr. Golius, who probably had t^een the

more practice in this complaint than any other physician and the

of ancient or modern times, expressly declares that «he'^°"'^^-

never met with an example of it, and that he knows there

are many physicians of extensive practice who have seen

as little of it as himself."*

Hydrops capitis frequently commences in the fetus, and Dropsy ot

f^ometimes renders the head so large as to retard the la-
often found

bour, and greatly harass the delivery. Blanchard gives a '" the fe-

case in which four pounds of water were evacuated from ,,,
' . , ,^ Illustrated,

the head of a fetus after its birth. At other times it does

not show itself till some months, or even two or three

years, after birth. In most cases the whole head enlarges

gradually by a gradual separation of the sutures ; but in

a few cases the first symptom has been a small, elastic

tumour on the upper part of the head, produced by an

inequality of the dura mater, and its yielding more rea-

dily at the part that presents, than in any other quarter.

This tumour sometimes grows to a size as large as the

head itself. It is seldom, however, that the walls of the

tumour burst ; for the uniform pressure to whicli they are

* t>is. L. A. Golif, ausiibender Arztes und Directors des Institutes fiir

Kranke Kinder der Armen in Wien Praktische. Abhandlungen iiber vorzii-

•!;licheren Kraiikheiten. &:c. Band. r. Wien, 1815.
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Gen. I. exposed, has a tendency to thicken and harden them.

Hydrops And hence, as the resistance increases, the sutures give

Dropsy of
^'^)' generally, and the tumour frequently disappears and

the head, is lost in the general swell.

the head. The brain often exhibits, as we have already observed,
If the local gome misformation or defect, which of itself may consti-
debility be •

i ». •

confined to tutc a remote cause : but the proximate cause is a ucdi-
the excer- jj(.„ of t|,g loc^l seceruents, absorbents, or both. If the
uent ves- •'

_ _

' '

seisofthe debility be confined to these, or the defect in structure

iiie'secre" ' ^^ ^^^ interfere with the proper de\ elopement of the

tion be mental or corporeal powers of the sensorium, the infant

disease M^^y ^ive and even thrive in every other part, while the

may pro- water contsiiues to accumulate and the head to become
need with-

. . n •

out much more monstrous, and even insupportable irom its own

v'elfce^^with
^^^gl^'^ : for, provided the pressure applied be very gra-

the mental dual, and unaccompauied with inflammation, the brain,

vea^i°pow- ^^^® *^® stomach and intestines in dropsy of the belly,

ers
:
and may be drowned in water for even twenty or thirty years

lusted up- without serious mischief.* Michaelis relates the case of a
wards of patient twenty-nine years old, whose appetite and memory
years. wcrc good> and the pupils of the eyes natural, though
txempii- t|,e disease had continued from birth.f And in treating
fied. .

of vascular osthexy 1 had occasion to notice, from Dr.

Heberden, the history of a patient who, with about eight

ounces of water in tlie ventricles of the brain, as appeared

on opening him,—and which there was good reason for

believing had existed there for many years,—and with

scarcely an organ free from disease in his whole body,

with the exception of the brain itself, which was found

healthy in its substance, was enabled to attain the good

old age of upwards of fourscore years with an apparently

sound constitution, and free from all the usual infirmities

of advancing years, saving the inconvenience of an habit-

ual deafness.

If the im- But the torpitude or imbecility of the excerncnt vessels

tend'to

^''' ™^y extend to the other parts of the brain, and to parts

other parts,

or be com- # Coiiidct, Memoire sur I'Hydrencephale, fcc. Geneva, 1818.
bined with
defect of

*' Medical Communications, Vol, i. Art. xxv.

ttnicture
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that are immediately connected with the mental faculties ; g^^'*^.
i^,

or the defects of structure that are so often combined with Hydrops

dropsy of the head may extend to the same: and in such^^^pgy^f

eases the hearing, sight, or speech maybe affected : there ^^ ^^^ad.

may be loss of memory or stupidity, vertigo, epilepsy, or the head.

convulsion-fits. The brain has sometimes been found in or sub-

„ w. 1 . !• • J I

Stance, the
a spongy or fungous state;* or otherwise disorganized if mental

and sometimes tense and slender with nerves like mucus.! p°^^^'^%
' may suf-

The fluid, moreover, may accumulate with rapidity, in-fei;orif

stead of slowly, as soon as the exciting cause, whatever it collect

may be, is in operation, and the suddenness of the press- 'apiaiy,
•^ * * ^ symptoms

ure may impede the action of the sanguiferous vessels ; of com-

and we shall then perceive symptoms of compression, asj^'"*!""

a heavy pain in the head, stupor, occasional vomiting, '^^^ •' ^^^^

• 11 iiii>i-i .i 1 consequent*
quick pulse, and other tebrile concomitants, a perpetually, inHam-

flow of tears from the eyes, or of mucus from the nostrils.
'"^'"^"•

And hence it is that dropsy of tiie head is so frequently

a symptom or a sequel of inflammation of the brain, and

particularly of parenchymatic inflammation.

In this disease as in apoplexy we not unfrequently also Moiiifac-

raeet with that peculiar mollescencc of the substance ofpuipi,[gss

the brain to which the French patlioiogists have given of some

1 1 , • . 1
part of the

the name of ramollissementdecerveau : and which, when brain oc-

treating of apoplexy, we observed is far more frequently
foun^jj"*""^^

a result of debilitated than of inflammatory or entonic

action. Sometimes the entire substance of the organ, as

well of the white as of the grey portion, is found in this

softened state : and in a few instances a very considerable

portion of it is absorbed and carried off, the remaining

part being nothing more than a pulpy mass or pouch.

" When the cranium," says Dr. Baillie, " is very much en-

larged in hydrocephalus, the brain is thinned by absorp-

tion into a pulpy bag, and the corpus callosum is burst,

so that the water deposited in the ventricles comes in

contact with the dura mater at the upper part of the cra-

* Conrad, Diss.^^de Hydrocephalo. Argent. 1778.

t Bonet, Sepulchr. Lib. i. Sect. xvi. Obs. 9.

± Biittner Beschreil-ning des innern Wasserkopfs, &c. Konigs. 1773.

vol.. V. 50
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s
'''^*

Vr
"^"'^* '" t'"^ ^'^y ^" hydrocephalus originally internal

Hydrops* bccosncs In part external."*

dIoosv of ^^* eytn licre we have, sometimes, striking and most
*heiiead. singular proofs that the remedial power of nature is in-

the head, terfering either to obtain a cure, or to render the disease

Singular compatible with life, and with the general faculties of

sometimes t'^® sensorium. There is an interesting illustration of

made by this remark in a case, related by Dr. Donald Monro, in

obtain a the Mcdical Transactions. It is that of a child which at
cure, or

j|,p agcof a year and a half, was brought into St. George's

disease Hospital with a head much enlarged from the disease

witlfS'^ before us. She was feverish and 'had a slight stupor.

Exempli- The Complaint was peculiarly obstinate, and resisted the
^^^- use of purges, blisters, issues, bandages, and other reme-

dies. The enlargement proceeded and became chronic,

though the fever and stupor gradually diminished and at

length ceased ; yet the head continued to enlarge and

kept an equal proportion with the child's growth : so that

•when in her eighth year, it measured two feet four inches

' round, which is nearly a foot more than it ought to have

done, and the foreiiead alone was half tlie entire length

of the face, or four inches out of eight, which is double

the proportion it ought to have held,—yet the child was
at this time as lively and sensible as most children of her

age, and had a strong and peculiarly retentive memory.

It was long before she could walk, on account of the vast

weight of head she had to carry, and the difficulty of

preserving a balance ; but at length she learned to walk

also with tolerable ease.f

Additional In the following case the efforts of the remedial power

tio'n.

"^"
were less successful : but it is peculiarly worthy of notice,

as much from the lateness of the age in which tlie disease

commenced, and the sutures were separated, as from the

natural struggle there seems to have been to obtain a

triumph over it. It is related by Dr. Baillie, in another

Yolurae of the same valuable work. The patient was a

* Morb. Anat. Fascic. x. PL ill. p. 213.

.
•

_
+ Medical Transactions. Vol. ii. p. 359.
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boy, not less than seven years of age when he first be- g '"^*
Ij

came affected. The pupils, from an early stage, were Hydrops

considerably dilated and the pulse was somewhat irre- jJP''^^-^

gular; he complained of pain towards the hack of his the head.

head, and was often in a state of stupor. His under-
ii,e^i|ead,

standing, however, was clear, and his sight very little

impaired almost to the last. He had twice intervals of

great promise, for a few weeks, with considerable abate-

ment of all the symjjtoms, and an appearance of doing

well. But in hoth instances he relapsed, and at the dis-

tance of ten months from the commencement, fell under

daily attacks of convulsion-fits. It is remarkable that,,

though his intellect continued unimpaired, the frontal

and parietal bones, from the force of the accumulated

fluid in every direction, were separated from each other,

to a distance of from half to three quarters of an inch,

notwithstanding tlsat tliey had heen firmly united at their

respective sutures before the commencement of the dis-

ease. Nearly a pint of water was found in the ventricles

upon examination.

We have ohserved, that in many cases the bones of the Bones

skull become peculiarly thin and pellucid, or are alto-
J°[^J^'™^^^

gether deprived of their calcareous earth, and re^^luced to instead of

cartilages. But where the instinctive or remedial power ^g"g^ Jh,„".

of nature, which is always labouring to restore morbid "en ac-

1. 1 111 . 1 • 1 counted
parts to a state of health, or to enable them in their al-fo,, and

tered condition to fulfil their proi)er functions, has sue- ^'^^ ^^"
.,

» i ' vantage oi

ceeded in rendering the diseased brain still capable of ihis pro-

exercising some of its faculties, a supply of phosphate of
*^^''^*

lime, is also, in various instances, provided for the bony

membrane; which not only re-assumes its ordinary firm-

ness, but has sometimes exhihited a density far beyond

the usual proportion and commensurate with the magni-

tude of the skull: while the cervical vertebrje have been Cervical
'

.
vertebrae

equally strengthened for the purpose of bearing so enor- invigorated

mous a load. Hildanus gives a case of this kind i»pj4°po"-

a youth eighteen years old, who had laboured under atinn.

dropsy of the head from his third year. The skull was of

an immense magnitude (immense'^ magnitudinis) as well
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Sc'ii
^s peculiarly hard and solid. The patient spoke dis-

Hyciiops tinctly, but his mind was not equal to his articulation,

Dropsy of ^"^ ^^^ Suffered greatly from violent epileptic attacks.*
the head. « If gkulls of this kind," says the Baron Van Swieten,
Water in u ^ J

the head. " should be disinhumcd in their burial-ground by pos-

Remarkof terity, there would certainly not be wanting persons who

Svv,"t8n
'^'^^^^ ascribe them to some gigantic family. If, indeed,

upon this the calvaria should be dug up entire the error may be

corrected, by observing the size of the upper jaw-bones,

which would be found of the ordinary proportion : but if

the bones should be separated and single, there could be

no appeal to this distinctive mark."f
Trognos- rpj^^

disease is always dangerous from the difficulty of

determining its extent and what degree of cerebral dis-

organization may accompany it. Where, however, it is

limited to a weak condition of the excernents of the brain

it is often remediable and admits of a radical cure. But
where, on the contrary, no favourable impression can be

made on the organ, the general frame partakes by degrees

of the debility, the vital powers flag, the limbs become

emaciated, and death ensues at an uncertain period : or

the patient survives, a miserable spectacle to the world

and burden to himself; rarely reaching old age, but

sometimes enduring life for twenty or even thirty years:t^

before he is released from his sufferings. In a few in-

stances it is observed by Dr. Coindet that coma, a dilated

pupil,and othersymptoms resembling acute hydrocephalus,

as it has been called, or profound cephalitis, accompany

the disease from its commencement :§ but I believe the

pulse will, in such instances, rarely be found to betray

that irritable irregularity in the beat which has already

Prodigious been noticed in the cephalitic disease. On opening the

fluid" some- head twelve or fifteen pints of fluid have often been eva-
timesfoundcyg^^gj. and Occasionally not less than twenty-four or
in the head. 7 j j

* Observ. Cliiruig. Cent. iii. Obs. xix. p. 109.

t Comment. Tom. iv. Sect. 1217. p. 123.

J Van. Swieten, Comment, loc. citat.

i M€moire sur I'Hydrencephale, <fec. Geneva, 1818.
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twenty-five pints,* which have the singular property of ^Gen. i.

not jellying even on exposure to heat.f Hydrops
*

The water has sometimes been found lodged in a cyst, "^^^^'^^
^^

and in a few instances the cerebrum itself has formed a the head.

sack for containing it. Morgagni asserts that the dis-
S^e^heVd"

ease is more common to girls than to boys4 I do not whether

know that the remark has been confirmed by any coUat- most com-
mon to

eral authority. boys or

The cure, as in the preceding species, must be attempt- S''^'^*

ed by evacuating the water by internal or external means, ^^^^®'|.^^^

and by giving tone to the debilitated organs.

Drastic purges can rarely, in this form of the disease. Drastic

be carried to such an extent as to be of essential service, tie to be

on account of the early period of life in which it common- depended
'' ^

^
. upon in

ly shows itself. For the same reason diaphoretics have this species,

not been generally recommended, or often found service-

able when ventured upon. Diuretics have been more

frequently had recourse to; and particularly the digita-

lis. Dr. Withering was favourable to its use, but it hasDiaphore-

commonly, as in other forms of dropsy, proved more in-ofuge."^^^

jurious than beneficial.

The best internal medicine is calomel, in small doses. Diuretics

m union with some carminative tor the purpose 01 keep- more gene-

ing up the action of the stomach, a healthy state of which ^^^^y '?"""

is of great importance. The calomel, however, should be Best inter-

employed rather as a stimulant or tonic, so as to excite "^'^ '^^g||g"

the mouths of the torpid vessels to a return of healthy mei in

action, than as a purgative or with a view of producing
^'"^

salivation ; except indeed, where symptoms of inflamma-

tion are present, in which case it cannot be given too

freely, as already observed under parencliymatic cepha-

litis.§ Where the disease has been unaccompanied with

inflammatory symptoms, but nevertheless has been at-

tended with a feverish irritation, and great lieaviness, as

* Bonet, Sepulchr. Lib. i. Sect. xvi. Obs. 1.—Eph, Nat, Cur. Dec. m.
Ann. I. Obs. 10.

tHevvson on the Lymph. Syst. Part. 11. p. 193.

% De Sed. et Caus. Morb. Ep. Xll. Art. 6.

{ Vol. II. p. 403.
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Gen. I. well as considerable enlargement of the liead, the author
Spec 11

Hydrops lias found half a grain of calomel, given three times a-

Dropr'of ^^^' *" ^''^ manner above proposed, and continued three

the head, times a-f^ay for a month, of essential service: and parti-

the head!
t^uliU'lv iii a case tliat orcurred fo him, many years ago,

Treatment, of a little boy who Wivs foiii' years (»hl whoi the i?iscase

Exempiifi-
flj.^t appeared

J which, however, had made its attack so

insidiously as to escape the observation of the parents

till the increased bulk of the head attracted their notice,

which was soon aftpr\\ ard'< succeeded by the symptoms

just adverted to. The complaint had increased, the sym-

ptoms were more aggravated, and the skull, within six

months, had become as large as that of an adult, when the

mercurial process was ( ommenced, accompanied with a

free fomentation of the head with the solution of the ace-

tate of ammonia, and an occasional use of purgatives.

In ten days there was an evident improvement : the child

was less languid, and feverish, and showed less desire to

rest his head perpetually on a chaii*. The skull no longer

augmented ; the mental faculties which had begun to dis-

cover hebetude regained vigour, and the patient, now in

Successful his twentieth year, is an under-graduate in one of our

t^oiT'"^
universities, exhibiting a developenient of talents that has

already obtained for him various prizes, and gives a pro-

mise of considerable success hereafter. The bulk of his

Head but a head is at this moment very little larger than it was at

a"twe^nfy
"^ si^ years of age : a curious fact in pathology, though by

years old no mcans uucommon : since where the disease forms space

enough for a perfect growth of the brain, ll»e calvaria

ceases to expand, and the head becomes once more pro-

portioned to the rest of the body.

External The external means employed for diminishing the con-
mcans for tained fluid have consisted in local stimulants, as different
diminishing

. •
i i. i

the con- preparations of ammonia, blisters, and cauteries, and

fkiTd^'^
puncturing ihe integuments.

r , ,• All local stimulants have a chance of being useful
Jjocal sti- "
muianis w'hcrc the disease is seated near the surface, or between

viccaWer ^''^ membranes and the cranium, for they tend to excite

the ubBorbents to an increased degree of tone and action,
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and consequently to a diminution of the general mass. P^^'-^-

But they do not seem to have much effect when the fluid Hydrops'

issues from the convolutions or ventricles of the brain. ^^Pp^^-^

Blistering the whole of the sinciput has unquestionably the head.

been found serviceable, and is perhaps the most effectual
j,^p^i"a|"

external stimulant we can employ. Treatment.

The water has also been evacuated in many instances, Evacua-

with full success by a lancet : and, where the sutures gape
^^a'te" by

^

very wide, and the integunjents are considerably dis- the lancet:

tended, this remedy ought always to be tried. Thetned:

brain, however. like everv other ora:an, when it has been ^^'^*^' '" ^®.,*.,/> evacuated
long accustomed to the stimulus of pressure, cannot sud- gradually,

denly lose such a stimulus without a total loss ofenergy ;^"^ ^^'^^''

and hence, as it is necessary in many cases of dropsy of

the belly to stop as soon as we have drawn off" a certain

portion of water in order to avoid faintness, it is found

equally necessary to evacuate the water from the brain

with caution and by separate stages; for where the whole

has been discharged at once, the sensorial exhaustion has

been so complete as to produce deliquium and sudden

death. Hence six or eight ounces are as much as it may
be prudent to let loose at a time in an infant of three or

four years of age ; when the orifice should be covered with

a piece of adhesive plaster, and an interval ofa day or

two be allowed. The operation, indeed, is very far from Operation

succeeding in every instance: for in some cases there is''f^^"°'^
"-" •'

^ always
so much internal disease or even disorganization, that succeed:

success is not to be obtained by any means. And next, ^" ^^ •'

a fresh tide of water will not unfrequently accumulate,

and the head become as much distended as before. Still Perforation

however, the attempt should be made, and even repeated repeated^ if

and repeated again if a fresh flow of fluid sjjould demand necessary

, scvevn,!
it: for the disease has occasionally been found to yield times in

to a second or third evacuation, where it has triumphed *"^'^^^^'^"*

over the first.

Dr. Vose of Liverpool, has publislied an instructive Advanta-

case of this kind in the ninth volume of the Medico-Chi-^^^n exe'm-

rurgical Transactions. The patient was seven months pii^ed from

old, and the head between two and three times its natural
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Gen. I. size when the operation was first performed. On this oc-

Hydrops
* casion a couching needle was made use of, and the orifice

Diopiy «>f
^^^ closed when three ounces and five drachms of fluid

the head, were evacuated : about an equal quantity was conjectured

the head, to dribble from the orifice after the operation : at which
Treatment, ^j^g ^j^g infant became extremely faint, and the integu-

ments of the head had shrivelled into the shape of a pen-

dulous bag. He revived, however, with the aid of a little

cordial medicine ; and, the water accumulating afresh, a

second operation was performed by a bistoury about six

weeks after, when eight ounces of fluid were drawn off"

with little constitutional disturbance; which was suc-

ceeded only nine days later by a third operation, that

yielded, by the introduction of a groved director, twelve

ounces, without any interference with the general health

whatever. A copious and vicarious discharge of serum

from the rectum took place shortly after this third punc-

ture of the integuments, which was succeeded by some

degree of deliquium ; but from this, also, the patient soon

recovered ; the head gradually diminished in size, and a

complete cure was at length effected.

Compres- Formey,* Pitschel,f and several other writers, have

cmiimend-
rccommended compression, with a view ofstimulating the

ed through torpid mouths of the absorbents to a resumption of their
the whole .

.

—, ^ . ,
_

course of proper action. But no compression can be made on these,

case^'^but
whatever they may consist in (for absorbents have not hi-

generaiiy thcrto been detected in the brain), without compressing at

voul'^' the same time parts that are injured by pressure already.

Yet may Advantage, however, may be taken of tbe recommenda-

^gg°^j.^g^^Hion after the brain has been evacuated; and a proper

evacuating compress about the shrivelled head may be of as much

use in preventing deliquium, and perhaps, by its excite-

ment, in stimulating the torpid vessels to a return of their

proper function, as it is well known to be of when applied

around the abdomen after the use of the tiocar.

* Ad. Rivierii, Observ. RIcdic. Cent. v.

t Anat. and Chiv, Anmeak- Dresd. 1781.
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SPECIES III.

HYDROPS SPIN^.

ISrojpsB of the ^jjfut.

SOFT FLUCTUATING BXTUBERANCE ON THE SPINE J GAi'-

ING VBRTEBll^.

This is the spina bifida of authors, so called from the dou- Gen. i.

ble channel which is often produced by it through a con-
<f^^^ J'^

siderable length of the vertebral column : a natural chan-fida of au-

iiel for the spinal marrow, and a morbid channel running gQ°^^'jjg^^

in a parallel line, and equally descending from the brain,

and filled with the fluid which constitutes the disease.

It is sometimes local, but in most instances is connect- Nature of

ed with a morbid state of the brain, and directly commu-^''*,'^?''^''®' •' explained,

nicates with it. In this last form it may be regarded as a

compound dropsy of this organ, the accumulating water

working its way down towards the foramen ovale in con-

sequence of its dependent position, or a deficiency in the

substance of the brain in this quarter, instead of up to-

wards the fontanel. In both cases the surrounding dura

mater gives way, and, in the last, forms a sinus, which,

as it descends, winds itself through any accidental open-

ing that may exist in or between the bones of the verte-

brse, and distends the superincumbent integuments into

the same kind of tumour we have already noticed as

sometimes existing on the crown of the head when the

fliuid is pressed in an upper direction.

Dropsy of the spine is mostly congenital, and conse- Mostjy

quently a disease of fetal life ; in many instances, howe- b°tX' ui''

ver, the tumour does not show itself till some weeks, ormoui often

even months, after the birth of the child. The degree of
J^^^'; ""eif

danger, as justly observed by Dr. Ollivier,* must depend tin several

* De la Moelle Espinierc, ct de ses Maladies, &c, 8vo. Paris, 1824.

TOI. V. 51
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Gkn I ^,po,^ ^|,p structural defcrt, or otlser mischief t!iat exists in
Spec. 111.

'

HyHiops the brain or the substance of the spinal marrow. It has

Dropyof S'^rnptinips appeared as a local affection in adult age, and
the spine, has admitted of a cure; but, from its usually occurring in

months af- the earliest and feeblest staa;e of life, and often before the
tPr bivtli. . . p ,, ,

Sometiiii f sensoruun is fully developed, so as, indeed, to prevent its

a local af- developenient in a perfect form, it is rarely remediable.
lection aim ' I

' ./

admits of We obser\ed in the last s})ecies tliat tlie bones of the cra-

"eneraiiy wiiHH ai'e often found imperfect; and it is hence not to be
connectud vvoiidered at that the bones (i# the vcrtrbrse should exhibit
with some
serious a like imperfection in the present, and allow a protrusion

ji','e\^i.'^i„'"
externally. Fieliz gives a case in which the whole of the

and hence gpinous j)rocesses were deficient, and the dropsy extended

inedi.ibie. tiirough tlic entire length of the spine.*

^f'lh

^ '"'^ '^''® integuments are here thinner and more disposed

nous pro- to burst than in the head, and hence, if the tumour be left

f*^^*^^/^^'*! to its natural course, it couuuonlv continues to enlarge
been found * '^

deficient, till it bursts ; while, if it be opened, the child, in most

terinhm- c^^^es, dies from exhaustion and deliquium, as in dropsy
tion when of the hcad, provided the water be evacuated entirely

;

is luft' uT^^ and if it be discharged gradually, an inflammation of the
itself. s|)inal marrow is apt to ensue, which proves as fatal.

Hence there is much reason in the advice of Mr. Warner
merely to support the tumour, but not to touch it other-

,, f wise, and,' in the mean while, to see how far we can giveHow far ' ' ' ^ O
conjpres- the remedial power of nature an opportunity of exerting

beusefuL itsclf by invigorating the frame generally. Somctiiing,

however, beyond suj)port may be safely ventured upon, for

a gentle compression, answering the purpose of a truss,

and giving the support of artificial vertebrse, may be

tried with projiriety, antl, if found to do no mischief, it

should be gradually increased. Sir Astley Cooper has

also recommended a much bolder practice ; that of en-

deavouring to procure an adhesion of the sides of the

\nificiai sac, SO as to close the opening from the spine and to

adhpsionofpyj. a radical stop to the disease. There is here, how-
the /ides ol *

the sac.

* In Richter, Chir. Bil)l. Band. ix. p. IS;'.
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ever, miiclj daiiajer from constitutional irritation, yet this <^'^^- i-

, . , . . . ,,

,

. ,
spkc. iir.

eminent and jiuSicious surgeon is well known to liave sue- Hydrops

ceeded in one instance. If the disease extend to the ven- '^'^'"^g'
^^

tricles it will probably be of little use, but if it be local, the sijine.

it may ultimately prove successful.

This form of dropsy is mostly fatal: but there are a^^^^°'"^-
' •' '' ' times ter-

few cases on record (tf a successful termination upon the miiuueri

employment of different methorjs. /I'ltus, H'.'istcr, who
.I^J^p"."*^,.!-^

in his day also recommended compression, s;i\es an ex-*^'*""*
' "-^

.
methods.

ample of its lia\ing radically yielded to this plan, in

union with spiriiuous liniments;* and Fantnnif, and

Heilmann4 describe, each of them, an instance of a

perfect cure upon oj)ening and evacuating the cavity. I?i

all which insl-ances, however, it seems probable that tlterc

was no such communication with the brain, or that the

brain, or spinal marrow, was less affected than they or-

dinarily appear to be.

A few' singular cases have occurred of young persons Life has

protracting a' miserable existence under this disease to ua^c'tJ(i°

the age of adolescence. Martini mentions a youth who '!"''"- *'"^

lived till eleven years old ; and Acrel notices others whoadoios-

survived till seventeen,^ but with paralytic sphincters of
'^^"'^'''

the anus and bladder : and Cowper speaks of one who

attained the age of thirty.

* Wahrnelimung. B. ir.

t In Pacchioni Animadvers. cit. Morgagni De Sed. ct Cans.

X Prodiom. Act Havn. p. 136.

k Schwed. Abhandl. B. x. p. 291. ?eq.
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SPECIES IV.

HYDROPS THORACIS.

ISropsg fit tUc ^U0st.

SENSE OF OPPRESSION IN THE CHEST; DYSPNtEA ON

EXEECISE, OR DECUMBITURE ; LIVID COUNTENANCE ;

URINE RED AND SPARE J
PULSE IRREGULAR ; EDE-

MATOUS extremities; palpitation, and start-

INGS DURING SLEEP.

Gen.l This is the bydrotliorax of authors; and the secreted
Spec. IV.

Hydiotho- fluid, ill dircct opposition to that of hydrocephalus, com-

thois^^"" 'iioniy, perhaps always, jellies upon exposure to heat.

Subdivi- Sauvages, who has made this disease a genus, gives a

Sauvages. Considerable number of species under it, derived from the
Hydrops particular part or cavity of the thorax which is occupied,

H. pleurae, or the pecuHar nature of the effusion ; as hydrops medi-

dii,'^H.'pu'i-^stini,pleur?e, pericardii, hydatidosus ; to which he might
nionaiis, jj^ye added pulinonalis, as the water is, perhaps, some-
JNo critical ,

'
,

* *

signs to ciis- times effused into the cellular texture of the lungs. But

th'em'"mm ^^ theso cau uevcr, with any degree of certainty, be distin-

cach other, guisiied from each other till after death, and as such dis-

tinction could make no essential difference in the mode of

treatment, it is unnecessary to notice tliem, and is scarcely-

consistent with an arrangement founded upon symptoms

alone. Those who are desirous of examining into the cu-

rious, and often contradictory signs by which these se-

Supposed ^eral forms of pectoral dropsy have been attempted to be

distinctive discriminated by various writers, may turn with advan-
svniptoms ^.^m*! • • n i-j i i

well no- tage to Sir L. Maclean s work upon the subject, where he

Macie^a^n
^^*^' ^"^^ them selected with much patient study, and ac-

companied with many judicious remarks.* In the present

* Inquiry into the Nature, Causes, and Cure of Hydrothorax, p. 52.

—

70. 8vo. 1810.
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place it may be sufficient to observe that tlie disease is, in Ge3""- I-

SPKC IV
fact, sometimes lidiited to any one of those parts, and Hydrops

sometimes extends to several of them : and that when it
'''""^acis.

... Dropsy of

occurs as a consequence of cellular dro|)sy, it is in a greater the chest.

or less degree common to the whole. Even the tlistinc-
J^^*^""f

"

tion of Avenbriigger into dropsy of one side, and dropsy Avenbrug.

of both sides of the chest, is of little practical impor-counte-^"

tance. " It is," observes M. Corvisart in his comment on "anced by
, _ ,.~, o • ..Corvisart.
the Inventiim novnm^ "a mere difference ot quantity;"

and would, in his opinion, be better expressed by the

terms partial and comph'te.

The complaint originates with little or no observation Com-

and continaes its course imperceptibly ; there is at length ^n""ciis"'

found to be some difficulty of breathing, particularly on^^se.

exertion or motion of any kind, or when the body is in a

recumbent position, usually accompanied with a dry and

troublesome cough, and an edema of the ancles towards

the evening. Then follow, in quick succession, the symp- Progress.

toms enumerated in the definition, several of which 1 have

drawn directly from my friend Sir L. Maclean's very ac-

curate arrangement of them. The difficulty of breathing

becomes, at length, peculiarly distressing, and the patient

cari obtain no rest but in an erect posture; while e\ en in

this condition he often starts suddenly in his sleep, calls

vehemently for the windows to be opened, and feels in

danger of suffocation. His eyes stare about in great

anxiety, the livid hue of his cheeks is intermixed with a

deadly paleness, his pulse is weak and irregular, and as

soon as the constrictive spasm of the chest is over, he re-

lapses into a state of drowsiness and insensibility. The often con-

disease is often connected w ith some organic derangement "f'cted

with or-

of the heart; and M. Corvisart conceives that several of gar.ic de-

the above symptoms only belong to it vvhen such a con- "^^"p*"^"*

nexion exists, and the dropsy is merely symptomatic. He heart.

objects even to the signs of starting in sleep, anxiety ofHow far

the prsecordia, inability to lie down and irregular pulse:—-^"'"^"^
/ • n I the above

which he affirms indicate alone an anterior organic disease symptoms

of the heart or large vessels. They are, nevertheless,
fllfg^^J'gY^"

symptoms which have so strikingly occurred to myself in this fact.
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Gen. I. cases of idiopathic dropsy of the chest, as well as to great

Hydrops iiumhers of the first autliorities in pathology, that 1 can-
thoracis. notcoiicur witli M. Corvisart in expunging them from the
Dropsy of j o o

^

the chest, list of Ordinary signs. I agree with him, however, in the

tive'sians
'"^'"'^''k that if the, effusion be confined to one side, the

of the iimi- side thus surcharged becomes more rounded, and the inter-

the'disease costal spaccs augujcnt in size as the water accumulates;
to one side. v\'ijile the edema of the extremities is confined to the same

side.

ru^^sion^^"^
Percussion, and the use of the stethoscope are here of

and medi- considerable importance in the earlier stages of the dis-

cultation. ^ase, though of little «)r none afterwards. A slight de-

gree of percussion, with the hand applied to one or both

sides, as the case may be, will develope a slight fluctua-

tion as well as a sound more obscure ihan belongs to a

state of heaitii ; and tiie stethoscope will manifest the lat-

ter sign still more distinctly. But when the cavity of the

In what pleura is filled, or nearly so, whether on one side or on

dmfbtfui. both, no sound whatever will be returned, nor fluctuation

felt; and hence, though it will be obvious that the pa-

tient is labouring under some severe disease of the chest,

we must have recourse to other diagnosti( s than these to

ascertain its precise nature. For a brief description of

the comparative value and mode of employing the two

methods of percussion and mediate auscultation, the rea-

der is referred to the treatment of phthisis in the third

volume of this work.*
Termina- The disease, contrary to the preceding species is mostly

to be found in advanced life, and its duration chiefly de-

pends upon the strength and habit of the patient at the

time of its incursion, it is hence, in some cases, of long

continuance, while in others the patient is suddenly cut

off", during one of the violent spasms, wiiirh at length at-

tack liim as well awake as in the midst of sleep.

Causes ge- The causes are those of dropsy in general, upon which

particular.
^'^ hsLVG already enlarged, acting more immediately upon

the organs of the chest, and inducing some organic af-

fection of the heart, lungs, or the larger arteries. 'We

also frequently find, upon dissection, that the disease has

* r,l, in. Old. IV. Gen. m. Spec, v
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been produced, or considerably augmented by a number ^en. i.

of hydatids (tjenia hydatis, Linn.) some of which app«'ar Hydrops

to be floatina; loosely in the effused fluid, and others to*''"'
*'<='^-

^ •' Uiopsy of

adhere to particular parts of tlie internal surface of the the chest.

pleura, constituting the hydrothorax htjdatidosus «f hy^iatido-

Sauvaffes. Tijey consist of spherical vesicles containing \^'^ of

a watery fluid, whose circular membrane is possessed ot

a li^ing powerand a peculiar organization that enables

them to attach themselves to the internal surface of a

x;avity, and to suck up the more attenuate and limpid

humours from the ncighhouring parts.

The only decisive symptom in this disease is the flue- The only

tuation of water in the chest, wliencver it can be ascer ;<ign,'a^

tained : for several of the other sisrns are often wanting, '^"'^'^'^''""
' " *^ of water.

or, in a separate state, are to be found in other com-

plaints of the chest as well as in dropsy, more particularly

in asthma and empyema. And hence, in determining

the presence of this disorder, we are to look for them

conjointly, and not to depend upon any one when alone.

Even when associated, we are sometimes in obscurity

:

and the difliculty of indicating the disease by any set of

symptoms has been sufiiciently pointed out by De Haen ;*

while Lentin,| Stoeick,:|: and Rufus<§ have given instances

of its existence without any symptoms whatever: and

Morgagni with a few or none.|| Bonet observes that dys-

pnoca^j is not an indication common to all cases,** and

Morgagni, that startings during sleep, or on waking, do

not always accompany the disease, and may certainly

exist without it. Hoff'man and Baglivi have given, as

an additional symptom, intumescence and torpitude of

the left hand and arm ; but even this affection, or the

more ordinary one of laborious respiration, has existed

without water in the chest. De Rueff relates a singular

case in a man who was attacked with most of the symp-

* Rat. Med. P. v. p. 97. + In Blumenbach Biblioth. ill.

X Ann. Med. ir. p. 266. i Ad River. Observ. Med.

II
De Sed. etCaus. Morb.Ep. xvr. Art. 2. 4. 6.8. 11.

': Ep. cit. Art. 28. 30, ** Sepulchr. Lib. li. Sect. i. Obs. 72, 04.
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2^^'
iV

*o™^ j^^'^'j' ^t t'l^ age of about sixty, and was supposed

Hydrops
" to be ill tbe last stage of this disease. He recovered by

D°opsTof ^" ordinary course of medicine, and died at the age of

the chest, eighty with his chest perfectly sound to the last.*

treatment. ^ '^^ general principles to be attended to in the mode of
General treatment, are the same as have already been laid down
already Under HV DROPS cei/i{/«m ; ff»r, as already observed, the
laid down, causes are similar, and only varied by an accidental de-
Elateruim.

,

• •'

Squill pe- position of the ukm bid fluid in the chest, in consequence

%^aiua'bfe
^^ ^ peculiar debility in the thoracic viscera, or of some

Foxglove organic misaffection ; and hence, Dr. Ferriar employed

efficacy, claterium, equally in both affections, and in the present

disease with a degree of success that chiefly brought it

once more into popular use. The squill is here a more

valuable medicine than in most other species; as, inde-

pently of its diuretic virtue, it affords great relief to the

dry and teasing cough, and in some degree, perhaps, to

the pressure of tiie fluid itself, by exciting the excretories

of the lungs to an increased discharge of mucus. Digi-

tali.s, as in other species of the same genus, is a doubtful

remedy; its diuretic effects are consiilerable, but, how-

ever cautiously administered, it too often sinks the pulse,

and diminishes the vital energy generally; and is par-

ticularly distressing from its producing nausea, and en-

dangering deliquium ; results which ought more especially

to be guarded against in dropsy of tlie chest, as it is, in

most cases, not merely a disease of debility but of en-

feebled age. Sir L. Maclean is a firm friend to its use

in almost every case: but even he is obliged to admit

that the state of the pulse, the stomach, the box^els, and

tlie sensorial function, should be attentively observed by

every one who prescribes it. And under the following

provision, which he immediately lays down, there can be

Cautiona- "o difficulty in consenting to employ it. *' If these be
ry advice carefully watclicd, and the medicine withdrawn as soon
ofMaclean ''

during its US any of them are maferialltj affected^ I hesitate not to
"^*'

affirm that no serious inconvenience will ever ensue from

* Nov. Act. Acad. Nat. Cur. Tom. iv. 4to. Norimb.
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it, and that it may be adininistered with as iniicli safety
^;

7^- 1«

as any of the more active medicines in daily use."* Hyd oj.s

Blisters are, in many cases, of considerable avail ; they thoi«cis.
•^ ' '' Uiojisy of

act more directly, and therefore more rapidly and effVctu-the chest.

ally tl>an in most other mod( s of dropsy, and should be

amons; the first remctlies we have recourse to.

The strong symptoms of congestion under which thevenesec-

heart seems, in some instances, to labour, have occasion- ||°^'^'j'"

ally induced practitioners to try the eflect of venesection : cases sev-

and there are cases in which it has unquestionably been^'"'^

found serviceable : as that more especially related by Dr.

Homo, in which he employed it seven times in the course

of eighteen days, and hereby produced a cure.f I am in-

duced to think, however, that in this instance the dropsy

was an effect of the obstruction under which the heart la-

boured, rather than that the obstruction was an effect of

the dropsy. And in all instances of this kind no practice

can be more prudent. But where the dropsy is primary Rarely to

and idiopathic, all such obstructions will be more safely
^^^ ^.'"I'j"^"

and even more effectually relieved by a quick and drasticpathic af-

J.I 1 ,.
'

fections.
purge than by venesection.

Opium is a medicine that seems peculiarly adapted to Opium

many of the symptoms; but by itself it succeeds very "'"?*'^ '""

rarely, heating the skin and exciting stupor rather than alone: but

refreshing sleep. When mixed, however, with the squill Ji"h
'^'^

pill, or with small doses of ipecacuan, and, if the bowels 'q"'"s of

I P \ • ,t A ,1 . /., ..« ipecacuan.
be conhned, with two or tliree grams of calomel, it often

succeeds in charming the spasmodic struggle of the night,

and obtaining for the patient a few hours of pleasant

oblivion.

Besides blisters as external revellents, setons and caus- External

tics have sometimes been made use of, and especially in
''=^''''«'"'^-

theai-ms or legs. Baglivi preferred the cautery and ap-

plied it to the latter ;:}: Zacutus Lusitanus to both, and
employed it in connexion with diuretics and tonics.*^

* Inquiiy into the Nature, &:c. of Ilydiolhoiax, p. 171.

t Clinical Experiments,' p. 346. :j: 0pp. p. IQ.'?.

k Prax. Admic. Lib. i. Obs. 112.

VOL. V. 59.-
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SpEc^'iV
'Tapping is another external mean of evacuating the

Hyciiops water. The practice is of ancient date, and is described

Droprfof ^y "^"^^ o^ ^''*^ ^*'^^^ v\ riters. To avoid the effect of a

th,- chest, dangerous deliqiiiuni from a sudden removal of the pres-

tesisrof ^"'''^' Flippocrates allowed, in many instances, thirteen

eaiyoii- days before the fluid was entirely drawn off. And to

How em- prevent tiie inconvenience resulting from a collapse of the
ployed by intcguments, and the necessity of a fresh opening or the

ciates. retintioii of a canula in the orifice through the whole of

this period, ho advised that a small perforation should bo

made in one of the ribs, and that the trocar should enter

through this foramen.*

Objeciions There are two very powerful objections, however, to the

mosth"a^ use of the trocar. The first is common to most dropsies,

mere pal- and cousists in its offering;, in most instances, nothins:
liative •

, ,

uncertain more than a palliative. I'he second is peculiar to the
oi obtain- nj-esent soecics, and consists in the uncertainty of drawing

ation fiom olf any water whatever, from the obscurity or complicat-
varioiis

g^i patm^e of the complaint, upon wiiich we have touched
causes, i ' r ,

already. If the fluid be lodged in the pericardium, the

duplicature of the mediastinum, or the cellular texture

of the lungs, it is obvious that the operation must be to

no purpose. And yet, with tlie rare exception of a pal-

pable fluctualioii in the chest, we have no set of symp-

toms that will certainly discriminate these different forms

of the disease. It must be also equally in vain if the fliiid

be confined in a cyst, as has occasionally proved a fact,

unless the operator should have the good fortune to pierce

the cyst by accident. And, in a few instances, again, t^je

fluid, which lias at ail times a striking tendency to be-

come inspissated, has been found so viscid as not to flow

:

of which Saviard has given us a striliing example.f

Hence to ^ considerable pause is necessary, tlicrcfore, before

ell with "^tapping is decided upon: nor ought it ever to be em-
caution. pjoyeil till the ordinary internal means have been tried to

no purpose. But whcie these have been tried and with-

* ITeg/Fivoc notflwv. Lib. nil. p. 544.

t Recdoil d'Observations Chiiurgiqucs, &c. ravis, 1784.
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out avail ; ami more especially where we have reason to Oen.i.

Spec IV
ascribe the disease to local debility or some local obstriic- Hydrops

tion rather than to a 2;eneral decline of the constitution ;''^'"^^'^v^ ' Diopfy of
and more especially still, where we have tiie satislaction tiiecinst.

of ascertainina; a fluctuation or of noticins:, as has some- ^nf' o^iiy

after inter*

times occurred, that the rihs bulge out on the affected nai reme-

side, the operation may be ventured upon, and will often
j!'!'^

Jj^^'^

be found serviceable. The ordinary place of introducing Tr( char

the instrument is between the fourth and fifth of the false "'^^'^ !° ^^

applied.

.ribs, about four fingers' breadth from the spine. Du
Verney, however, recommends between the second and

third a the false ribs: and, in different cases, there may
be reason for even a greater latitude than this.

In a case in which all the precautijjuary steps just men-
tioned had preceded, and where a fluctuation was clear.

Dr. Archer of Dublin drew off eleven pints at once by

tapping, and the pjitient found instant relief, and was
tolerably well for at least tliree years afterwards; but

whether the complaint then returned wc are not in-

formed.*

On the Continent the operation of tapping is far more More fre-

frequently tried than in our own country : and the Ger- 'i''**'"'^;
"-'

* . •' •' ed on the

man Miscellanies are full of cases of a successful event. Continent :

In the volume of Nosoloajy I have ffiven an account of
^"'' "^'"^^

o** o more iiu-

many of these; in several of which the quantity of water |"R"'us

evacuated appears to have been vci-y consideiable. Thus, "copssfu^i

in one instance, a hundred and fifty pounds wei'edischarg- '^^"^-
.

ed at a single time: in otiiers, between foui* and five hundied ol fiuid

pounds by different tappings within the year: and in a'*)!'"^'"^^®^

single example nearly seven thousand pints, in eighty cnonnous.

operations, during a period of twenty-fiN e years through

which the patient laboured under this complaint ; ha\ing

hereby prolonged a misei-able existence, which doubtless

would have terminated without it much earlier, hut which,

perhaps, was hardly worth prolonging at such an expense.

In the Berlin Medical Transactions there is a case of a

' Transact, of the King and Queen's College, Dublin, Vol. ii. p. 1.
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Gen. 1. cjpe effected by an accidental wound made into the tlio-
Spec. IV.

"^

Hy.iKps rax by wiiich tlie whole of the water escaped at once*
thoiacis. Yn a few rare instances we have reason to believe that
Dropsy of

the chest, the (Hseasc has ceased spontaneously, judging from the
Cure effect- trifling i» mcdies that were employed at the time: as, for
ed by acci- i ^ '

dent. example, the sj)ecific of eighteen ounces of dandelion
Disease

\yx\c^ taken daily, which, according to Oautesierk, suc-
lias sonifi- ''

.

times ceil'.- ceeded radically in one patient, or the use of snu^il doses

neousiy^^
ofsquill-. alone, which, in the hands of Tisset, was equal-

ly fortunate in another.

SPECIES V.

HYDROPS ABDOMINIS.

TENSE, HEAVY, AND EQUABLE INTUMESCENCE OF THE
IVUOLE belly; distinctly FLUCTUATING TO THE
HAND UPON A SLIGHT STROKE BEING GIVEN TO THE
OPPOSITE SIDE.

Gen. I. This is the ascites of nosologists. It is sometimes a
Spec. V.

Ascites oi result of general debility operating chiefly on the exha-
authois. lants that open on the internal surface of the sac of the
Cat.ses and

. i , . i • ,

variable pcritonseum and the abdominal muscles: sometimes occa-
seat 01 the gjoned by local debility or some other disease of one or

more of the abdominal organs considerably infarcted and

enlarged, and sometimes a metastasis or secondary dis-

ease produced by re])elled gout, exanthems or other cuta-

neous eruptions: examples of all which are to be found in

Morgagni,! and offer the three following varieties, which

* Act. 'I'ed. Berol. Vol. x. Dec. I. p. 44.

V De Sed. et Cans. Morb. Ep. xxxviii. Art. 49.
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may not unfrequently be applied to the preceding spe- g^^^-
i-

Cies : Hydrops

1 . -nil! Ill -I'l.
ah.iom.ius.

« Atonica. Preceded by general debility Dropsy of

Atonic dropsy of the belly, of the constitution. *^^ ''^"i-

jS Parabysniica. Preceded by or accompanied

Parabysinic dropsy of with oppilation or indu-

the belly. rated enlargement of one

or moi*c of the abdominal

viscera.

7 Metastatica. From repelled gout, exan-

Metastatic dropi;y of thems or other cutaneous

the belly. eruptions.

In the FIRST VARIETY, the fluid is found in the cavity * ^- ^bdo-

of tiie abdomen, or between the peritoneum and the ab- atonica.

dominal muscles. It is produced by any of the causes of ^^°"'*^
.

• J J firopsy of
general debility, operating on an hydropic diathesis; and the beiiy,

is frequently a result of scurvy, or various fevers.

In the SECOND variety, the organ most commonly ^ ^^- ^^^°-

rr- X 1 • I I- 1 • I • • 11 1 1 1 • 1
min.ihs pa-

anected is the Jiver, which is occasionally loaded with ,abysniica,

hydatids, and has sometimes weiaiied twelve pounds, ^^"^l'^^'

The gall-bladder is often proportionally enlarged and of the

turgid, and has occasionally been found with an oblite- ^ ^'

rated meatus, full of a cofFee-like fluid, and together

with its contents has weighed upwards of ten pounds.

The accumulation has also sometimes been discovered in

the omentum,* or sides of the intestines.f In this second

variety the disease is often denominated an encysted

dropsy ; a term, however, which will quite as well apply

to dropsies of the ovaria, tlio Fallopian tube, and even

the uterus and scrotum, as to that of the liver.

In the THIRD variety the fluid is commonly deposit- >H. abdo-

ed in the cavity of the abdomen ; and is far more easily "p'^J^dc™^*

removed than in either of the others; often yielding, 'Metastatic

. 1 1 . n 1 . , , dropsy of
indeed, to a lew drastic purges alone; except where, as the belly.

sometimes happens in metastatic dropsy from repelled

* De Haen. Rat. Med. P. iv. p. 95. Senherlich, Pr. de Hydiope Omenti

Saccate. Fr. 1752.

t Frank, in Commentation. Goetting. vii. 74.
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G EN. I. gout, the constitution has been broken down by a long

> H. abdo- succession of previous paroxysms.

tasutic™^
Under the veil of dropsy, pregnancy has often been

Metastatic purposcly disguiscd ; and, sonjetimes, on the contrary,

the Miv. ^here pregnancy has been ardently wished for and has

Pregnancy actually taken place, it has been mistaken for a case of
concealed ., i .i . n - , i ii i • a i

undei drop- ascites : while, m a lew instances, both have co-existed ;

sy, or mis- Maiirlccau, indeed, mentions a case of pregnancy recur-

Both have riugasccond time along with dropsy:* and in an hy-
co-existed

: jpfjp^j. diathesis there is a general tendency to the latter

whenever the former makes its appearance ; for the ex-

halants of the abflomen are easily thiown into a morbid

condition, and the jiressure of tiie uti'rus, as it enlarges,

weakens and torpefies their action. If dropsy occur at

a period of life wlien the catamenia are on the point of

naturally taking thiir leave, and wiiere tlie patient has

been married for many years without ever having been

impregnated, it is not always easy, from the collater.il

not always ^'S"*^' to distinguish between tlie two. A lady umier

easy to dis- these circumstances was a few years ago attended for

between Several montlis by three or fotir of the most celebrated
the two. physicians of this metropolis, one of whom was a practi-
Exerapli- *. . . , . , = i •

i
• u

fied. tioner in midwilery, and concurred v\ ith toe rest in atlirm-.

ing that her disease was an encysted dropsy of tiie abdo-

men. She was in consequence put under a very active se-

ries of different evacuants ; a fresh plan being had recourse

, to as soon as a preceding liad failed; and was succes-

sively purged, blistered, salivated, treated with powerful

diuretics, and the warm-bath, but equally to no puipose:

for the swelling still increased and became firmer; the

face and general form were emaciated, tlie breathing was

laborious, the discharge of urine small, and the a]){)etite

intractable; till at length these threatening symptoms

were follow ed by a succession of sudden and excruciating

pains, that by the domestics, who were not prepared for

their appearance, were suj)posed to be the forerunners of

a speedy dissolution, but which fortunately terminated be-

* Traite d'es Maladies des Femmes Grosses, ii. p. 59—204.
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fore tlic arrival of a single medical attendant, in giving Gen. i-

birth to an infant tliat, like its mother, had wonderfully^
H^^abdo"-

W'ithstood tlie whole of tlie preceding medical warfare 'ninaiis

without injury. tica.

In all common cases, the best means we can take to^etastatic

guard against deceptioi., are to inquire into the state of the belly.

menses, of the mamm%, and of the swelling itself. If the
^iJaractJis

menses continue regular, if the mammse appear flat or distinctive

shrivelled with a contracted and light-coloured areola;" '°^^^'

and if the intumescence fluctuate to a tap of the fingers,

there can be no doubt of its being a case of dropsy : buto,.(,i„j,,.y

if, on the contrary, the mammae appear plump and glo- character?

bular with a broad and deep-coloured areola; if we canofpreg-

learn, wliich, in cases where pregnancy is wished to be"^"^y-

concealed, we often cannot do, that the catameiiia have

for some time been obstructed ; and if tlie swelling appear

uniformly haru and solid, and more especially if it be

seated chiefly just above the symphysis of the pubes, or,

provided it be higher, if it be round, and circumscribed,

—

though we may occasionally err, there can belittle or no

doubt, in most instances, of the existence of pregnancy.

The most difficult of all cases is that in whicli dropsy and case tmiy

pregnancy take place simultaneously. It is a most <l's-
^J|^g^^,^"^

tressing conibination for the patient ; and is usually treat- two unite,

ed with palliatives alone till the time of child-birth.

Chambon advises that in urgent cases the legs and fectt,^,,,^

should be scarified.* But sometimes there is danger of

instantaneous suffocation from the rapidity with which

the droj)sy advances, and the disproportionate dilatation

of the peritonjcum, the abdominal muscles, and the i.'ite-

guments. M. Scaipa has noticed sucli cases, and re-

commends immediate tapping, and that the troci)ar be Tapping,

introduced between the edge of the rectus muscle in the

left hypochondrium, and the margin of the false ribs ;

in which situation it will ru)i the least risk of injuririg

the uterus.f The re-action, however, which takes place

in the abdominal muscles and organs thus suddenly set

* Maladies des Femmes. Tom. r. p. 23,

t Suila Gravidanza susseguita de Ascite, &c. Fieviso. IIJI".
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Gkiv. I. at liberty, is apt to bring on labour-pains and consc'

^H. abdo-iuently to produce a miscarriage: and on this account
tninaiis (he prcHont author would recommend that the fluid should
metasta-
tica. be drawnoii atintervals,and not wholly at a single sitting.
Metastatic rjij^^

ordinary causes of dropsy ol'the abdomen are those
dropsy ol •' 1 *'

the beii}. of ccllular dropsy,of which we have treated at considerable

vvay to be
It^'^'gth already, and to which the reader may therefore

peiiormcd. refer himself. The only difference being, as in dropsy of

causes of the chest, thai the excernents of these cavities, are, from

*1
""^abd"'

P!*''ticular circumstances, more open at the time to the in-

inen, those fluencc of whatever may happen to be the cause than the

dropiv"'
"^^ excernents of the cellular membrane, or of any other part

Why "the of the System. From the extent, however, of the abdomi-

sj'edes pro. "^1 rcgion, aud the connexion of its cavity with so many
ducpd by large and important viscera, and especially with the liver,

causes We Can be at no loss in accounting for a more frequent ap-
rather than pg^rance ofdropsy under this species t ban under any other.

diopsjr. The general symptoms, moreover, are those of cellular

frequJiir*^
dropsy. The appetite flags, there is the same aversion

General to uiotiou and sluggisluicss whon engaged in it, the same

Peculiar
* intolerable thirst, dryness of the skin, and diminution of

Eymptonis. ^]\ ^he natural dischai-ges. The peculiar symptoms, as

distinct from ccllular dropsy, are the gradual swelling of

t!ie belly, and, as a consequence of this, a dry, irritable

cough and difficulty of respiration.

Signs of It js often as difficult to determine whether the water
encj'sted i-i i- t , t -it
dropsy, be Seated in the cavity oi the abdomen or in the liver,

omentum, or any other cyst, as in making a like distinc-

tion in dropsy of the chest. But, generally speaking, if

we have previously had reason to suspect a diseased condi-

tion of any of these organs, if the abdominal swelling be

local or unequal, and the constitution do not seem to enter

readily into the morbid action, and the remaining functions

as distin- retain a healthy vigour, we may suspect the dropsy to be

from ^drop-
^^ ^''<^ cncystcd foim. While, on the contrary, if the ani-

sy in the mal frame evince geueral weakness, if the limbs be edema-

the'aLk). tous, the appetite fail, and the secretions be concurrently

"'<"• small and restricted, there is good reason for believing

that the fluid is elTused iutothecavity of the peritona3um.
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The treatment of ascites, as to its seneral principles ^en, i.

, Spec. V
and plan, must be the same as that already laid down for Hydrops

'

anasarca or cellular dropsy : but here, instead of evacu-
Jj'jJ°™"j'

ating the water by scarification, we can often very ad- the beiiy.

vantageously, and more easily than iu any of the preced- tre^^^em.

ing species, draw it off at once by tapping. Where, in- Tapping

deed, the dropsy is of the encysted kind, our efforts will scarifica-

often prove in vain ; for we may either miss the proper ^^"'

viscus, or the fluid lodged in the separate vesicles of a water is en-

vast aggregation of hydatids, amounting sometimes to
o^g'!^'!^'^^^

seven, eight, or nine thousand at a time,* cannot be set often un-

free. But wliere it lies in the periton^eal sac alone, or on But when

the outside of this sac alone, we can often afford very great '" ^^^ pen-

relief by this simple process, and sometimes an effectual peculiarly

cure. It ought, therefore, by no means to be delayed, as
"^^^J^"^

'

^"^

it often is, till the debility from being local has become formed eai-

general, nor can the operation be too soon performed after cLease^af-

a fluctuation is distinctly felt, and the swelling from its tf '
fiyctua-

bulk has become troublesome to the breathing, and inter- operation

feres with the night's rest. Nor should we be deterred if
wiii often

*-' require to

the first evacuation do not fully succeed. On the contrary, be repeated

if the general strength seem to augment for some time

after the operation, the appetite to improve, and the usual

symptoms of the disease to diminish, we may take courage

from our first success, and augur still more favourably

from a second or even a third attempt if it should be ne-

cessary. Various cases have fallen to the lot of the author

in which a radical cure has only been completed in this

manner: nor are instances wanting in which the patient*"'''''^''
'-' ^ many

has only recovered after the twelfth time of operating, times.

Hautesierk gives an instance of cure after sixty tappings
p|,^g^'^^i^i".

within two years and a half, in conjunction with a steady in two

use of aperients and tonics :f and Martin, in the Swedish a^hau;"'

Transactions, relates another instance of an infant of four

years old restored after a second use of the trocar, in con-

junction with a like course of medicines. The support of

"a broad belt or bandage should always be had recourse to

* Commerc, Nor, 1731, p. 271. * Pecueii, it.

*0X. T. 53
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Gen. I. afterwards, which should be drawn as tight as the patient

Hydrops Can bear it with comfort, for the pressure will tend to
abdomitiis. prevent a re-accumulation. In a few instances indeed.
Dropsy of *

the belly, it has proved stimulant enough to excite the absorbents

BroadTeit ^"^^ rapid action, and carry off the water without the

or bandage operation of tapping.*

tl^tu! Internal evacuants therefore, as far as the strength will

Internal allow, and tonic restoratives generally, should be called

tions. to our aid through the entire process of cure, as already
The thirst recommended under hydrops cellularis. The thirst,
may be
quenched which is oftcn uncouquerablc, and the most distressing of

!iui"ence ^"^ *'^^ symptoms, may be allayed, as we have already

in subacid pointed out, by a free use of subacid drinks, the desire for

which is by no means to be repressed, as the absorbents

of the skin are always stimulated by the irritation of an

ungratified desire to imbibe far more fluid from the at-

mosphere than any indulgence in drinking can amount

Aiiiaceafor^^ : as ordinary food, the alliaceous plants which give an
ordinary agreeable excitement to the stomach, and at the same time

asparagus, quickcu the actiou of the kidneys, will be found highly

useful : and asparagus, which in an inferior degree an-

swers the last of these purposes, may make a pleasant

change in its season.

Tapping After all it must be confessed that tapping is often em.-

ways radi- ployed without radical success, for the disease, under all

(ally sue-
ij-g modifications, is too often incurable. Yet even in the

ceed : and
why. worst of cases it has its advantage as a palliative; and

Jsefui'asa ^* ^^ "^ Small consolatiou to be able to procure tempora-

paiiiative. ry ease and comfort in the long progress of a chronic but

fattil disease.

evacuated The quantity evacuated by the operation of tapping has,
sometimes

i,^ some instances, been enormous. It has often amounted
enormous.

i t-v o
Exempli- to eight gallons at a time, and Dr. Stoerck gives an in-
^^^'

stance of twelve gallons and a half.f Guattani relates a

case in which thirty pints of an oily fluid were, in like

manner, evacuated by a single paracentesis. This disease

was produced by an aneurismal affection,:|: and it shows

* Hasson, Annuaire Medico-Chiiurgical.

t Ann. Mpd. i. p. 149. X De Aneurismatibus.
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great irregularity of action in the absorbent system : for
gp^^\^/

while the absorbents of the peritonseal sac were in the ut- Hydrops

most degree dull and torpid, those of the surface were »«
D^ro^rv'tf

"

a like degree irritable, and drunk up all the animal oil the belly.

from the cellular membrane, as well as all the moisture ,^g^^"

they came in contact with from the atmosphere. The Operation

, often re-

operation has frequently been repeated forty or fifty times peated on

upon the same patient ; and sometimes much oftener. In ^^^ ^^"^^
^ * '

. • 1
person.

the Edinburgh Medical Communications is a case in which Exempii-

it occurred ninety-eight times within three years.* And ^'^^'•

in a foreign Journal of repute is another case in which the

operation was repeated a hundred and forty-three times,

though the total quantity evacuated is not given.f Dr.

Scott of Harwich performed the operation twenty-four

times in only fifteen months, and drew off a hundred and

sixteen gallons in the whole.:}:

Occasionally, both abdominal and cellular dropsy have Has been

been carried off by a spontaneous flow of water from somegp^^j^."

organ or other. In the latter species most frequently by neousij-.

a natural fontanel in some one of the extremities, as the

hand, foot, or scrotum.^ In the former by a sponta-

neous rupture of the protuberant umbilicus, of which the

instances in the medical records are very numerous
:![

And hence many operators, taking a hint from this spon-

taneous mode of cure, have preferred making an incision

into the umbilicus with a lancet to the use of the trocar.

Paullini relates a singular mode of operation, and which, Has been

tliough it completely succeeded, is not likely to behadanacd^
recourse to very often. The patient, not submitting to<*ent,

the use of the trocar, had the good fortune to be gored in

the belly by a bull ; the opening proved effectual and lie

j'ecovered.^

*= \'ol. IV. p, 37B, t N. Samml, Med. Wahrneniungpn, B. ni. p. 94.

I Edinb. Med. Comment. Vol. vi. p. 441.

5 Riedlin, Lin. Med. 1696. p. 258.—Schenck, Lib. in. Sect. ii.Obs. 136,

ex Hollerio. Obs. 140. 141.

Ij
Desporte."', Hist, de Malad. de St. Dominiqiies ii. 122.—Schenrk. Lib.

III. Sect. II. Obs. 147.—Forestus, Lib. xix, Ob?, 33".

'^ Cent. II. Obs. lf>.
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Gen. l There are also a few instances of a subsidence of the
Spec. V.

Hydrops accumulation upon a spontaneous efflux of some other

Dropsy "of '^'"^ ' especially of blood, and chiefly from the hemorrhoi-
the belly, dal vessels.* Whcre, indeed, as has sometimes happen-

mcnt. ed, abdominal or cellular dropsy, or both, have been pro-

ca"rTed"!)ff
^"^ed from inflammatory oppilation, on suddenly catching

by a vica- cold, free venesection has proved the most effectual, and

charge. sometimes the only means of carrying it off", which in a
Venesec- fg^ jnstanccs it has, with a general freedom of action to

the kidneys, as well as to other organs almost instan-

taneously.!

SPECIES VI.

HYDROPS OVARII.

iSroiiJSg oi the #tiar3).

heavy intumescence of the ileac region on one

or both sides : gradually spreading over the
belly; with obscure fluctuation.

Gen. I. There is the same difiiculty in distinguishing this dis-
Spec VI
May be CRse from pregnancy as in dropsy of the belly : and, con-
mistaken gequently, the Same mistakes have occasionally been made.
tor preg- i ./ ...
nancy : or There is also quite as much difficulty in distinguishing

of^Momi-it from the parabysmic variety of abdominal dropsy, es-

nai dropsy, pecjally when the liver is the organ enlarged and filled

case, the with hydatids. Yet in this last case, the confusion is of

nofmu^ch^ less conscqueucc as the general mode of treatment will

importance not essentially vary. Pregnancy, when it first alters the

shape, produces an enlargement immediately over the

Distin- pubes, which progressively ascends, and when it reaches

signs of the umbilicus assumes an indefinite boundary. In the atonic
pregnancy.

* Saviard, Observ. Chir. Eugalenus, p. 150.

+ Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journ, No, LXXi. Dr. Graham,
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or common variety of abdominal dropsy, the swelling of ^kn. i.

the belly is general and undefined from the first. And in Hydrops

dropsy of the ovary or ovaries, it commences laterally, on ^^^^p"*
^^

one or both sides, according as one or both ovaries are the ovary.

affected. And it is hence of the utmost importance to '^gj^^jjg

attend to the patient's ov^'n statement of the origin of the signs of

disease and the progressive increase of the swelling. It the ovary.

is generally moveable when the patient is laid on. her

back ; and as the orifice of the uterus moves also with the

motion of the tumour, by passing the finger up the va-

gina, we may thus obtain another distinctive symptom.

Where there are several cysts in the ovary, we may per-

ceive irregularities in the external tumour resembling, to

the touch, those of scirrhus.

This disease is sometimes found in pregnant women. Sometimes

but far more commonly in the unimpregnated and thep°egnant

barren. It is also met with in the young and those who women :

11 • 1 1
«but more

regularly menstruate, as well as in those whose term ot frequently

menstruation has iust ceased. The accumulation of fluid '" barren.
J Found aho

is often here also very considerable. Morand drew off in the

four hundred and twenty-seven pints, within ten months ;*
fven"°as^ln

and Martineau four hundred and ninety-five within a the old.

year; and from the same patient six thousand six hun-of'fl"id^

dred and thirty-one pints by eighty punctures within j^^"^'*^^"^^"

twenty-five years.f

The disease commences, and indeed often continues Disease lit

for years, without much affection of the general health •,^^ ^t first,

yet it is insidious, and the constitution at lensctji suffers ^ut preys

and fails a prey to it. at last un-

Internal medicines have been rarely found efficacious, ^°'™'"^^

, .
t"6 gene-

and when tried must consist of those already noticed inraiheaith.

the treatment of cellular dropsy. Tapping afTords the
j^,g^g^j,^g,,(^

same ease as in abdominal di'opsy, and the operation is to internal

be performed in the same manner. I had lately a lady tapping:

under my care for six or seven years, who required the

operation to be performed at first every six months, after-

wards every three months, and at length evei'y month or

* Mem. de I'Acad. de Chiv. ir. 448. t Phil'. Trans. ITSI. v. 171.,
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Gen. 1. six weeks. She rose from it extremely refreshed, and in
Sp£C VI.

Hydrops good Spirits
J
andoftenontlie same evening joined a party

oyaru. ^f friends, and was sometimes present at a musical enter-
Dropsj' of *

the ovary, tainment. In about six years, however, her health com-

'^IL^''*'^^"^' pletely gave way, and she sunk under the disease.

pid ease. So little, however, is the general health interfered with
Pregnancy ^.q^. ^^^ gj,g^ P ^j. j^.^ ^jj^^^ ^j^g patient Occasionally
occurring •'

_
'

*^
.

J

during the becomcs pregnant, while tlie accumulation continues to

of dise"ase.
increase, and often produces a living offspring. Sir L.

Exempli- Maclcan has given an interesting case of this kind, in

Maclean, which there was not only an extensive dropsy, but an

abscess of the ovary, and a discharge of pus as well as

of water on tapping which was performed five times dur-

ing a single pregnancy. The patient passed easily througli

her labour, but died within five montiis afterwards upon

a bursting of the abscess into the peritonseal sac. On
examining the body, two pints of *« a thick, brow n, well

digested pus were found to have escaped into the cavity

of the abdomen, and three pints more in the ovarian sac.

The opening was large enough to admit of three fingers
;

and the external surface of both the large and small in-

testines was found inflamed, and verging in some places

on gangrene." Tliis my learned friend ascribes to the

influence of the pus that had escaped and was in contact

with them :=* but as the fluid is said to iiave been " well

digested pus,'' the inflammation is, I think, more pro-

bably to be attributed to sympathy with the lacerated

ovarium in its actual state of irritation from so large a

rent, and so much larger an inflamed surface in its interior.

Fluid often The fluid is in this species also, sometimes lodged in a

iyJs or'hy- <^yst, occasionally in many cysts, or perhaps hydatids,

datids. j^nd there is great difficulty in ascertaining its exact situ-
Hence

. , ^i .

"
- • -. i • tt

great diffi- ation, and consequently in puncturing it, and especially
cuity in

jj^ evacuating the water where there is more than one

successful- cyst. A distinguished and skilful friend of the author's
^-' not long since made an attempt on a lady, who had been

affected w itii the disease for some years
;

yet unfor-

* Enquiry into the Nature, S!c of Hydrothovax. Appx. p. 1 f'vn, IP.io.
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J

tunately not a drop of serum ensued, but instead of it a
^^^f-^,-^^

pint of blood. The swelling of the abdomen has since in- iiyd.o'ps

creased to an enormous size; internal medicines have prov- ^^^p^^ ^^

ed of little avail, and she has not consented to another trial the ovary.

of the trocar. It was probably from an equal want of sue-
n|urtrate"d.'

cess tliat Tozzetti long since declared the operation to be of Hence the

no avail;* and that Morgagni denounced it not only as use-
J^^^rid"

less but mischievous.f La Dran endeavoured to effect a by Tozzet-

permanent cure afterwards by incision and suppuration as nVuse!"

in the radical cure for scrotal hernia. Other iiractitioners Radical

-

.

, , . . „ , . 1 ii • I
cure by in-

have used injections of port wme; and others again haveflamma-

forced a tent into the wound made by the trocar, or some^i°"-

other incision. These hav^ sometimes succeeded; but a

dangerous inflammation is too apt to follow, and occa-

sionally death itself.:): Dr. Percival relates a case ofcure Cure by

produced by vomiting ; in which a salutary transfer of^^"^'*'"^"

action seems to have taken place.§

Extirpation of the diseased ovarium was rather propos- Exthpa-

ed than practised by the surgeons of the preceding century, posed but

De Haen regarded the operation as doubtful ;|| and Morgag- objected

ni asserted it to be impossible.^ L'Aumonier, however,

chief surgeon of the Rouen hospital, successfully extracted

the organ upwards of fifty years ago; and a few other prac-

titioners have operated with a like favourable issue since

:

and especially in several parts of America. Thus Dr.

Smith, of Yale College, Connecticut, has completely suc-

ceeded in removing the organ, notwithstanding the opera- Performed

tion was impeded by numerous adhesions:** while d^. j^uccessfui-

M'Dowal of Kentucky has not only, in several cases,

extirpated with a full restoration to health, a dropsical,

or otherwise diseased ovary, but laid open the peritonae-

um to a great extent for extirpating other morbid hu-

mours in the abdomen.ff

* Osservazioni, &c. t De Sed. et Caus, Morb. Ep. xxxviii. Art. 68, 69.

:{: DeDtnan, Introduction to the Practice of Midwifery. Ch. iii. Sect, xir,

9 Ep. II. p. 156.
II
Rat. Med. P. iv. c. iii. ^ 3.

If De Sed. et Caus. Morb. Ep. xxxviii. Art. 69, 70.

** American Med. Rec. 1822.

+t Edinb. Med, Journ. No. Lxxxi. p. 250.
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SPECIES Vll.

HYDROPS TUBALIS.

BvopsQ of the jFaUojiiau STuiJC.

HEAVY ELONGATED INTUMESCENCE OP THE ILEAC RE-

GION, SPREADING TRANSVERSELY J WITH OBSCURE

TLUCTUATION.

Gen. 1.3 This species is not common. Dr. Baillie, however,

Species among others, has particularly noticed and described it

rarely met in his morbid anatomy, in a case referred to in the

Tapping volume of Nosology. Its mode of treatment is that of

™?y "^^
. dropsy of the ovary. Tapping may be attempted, but

success as the water lies frequently in the hydatid-vesicles or dis-
doubtfui.

^||^j,j. gjj^g^ success is doubtful.

Quantity The quantity collected is for the most part larger than
of fluid in the ovarium. Munnik mentions a case in which the

that of the distended tube contained a hundred and ten pints of

i?^^' ,. fluid:* Harder one in which the fluid measured a hun-
Exempli- '

fied. dred and forty pints ;f and Cypriani another that af-

forded a hundred and fifty pints at a single tapping.^

Weiss describes a case of complicated dropsy distending

both the ovarium and the Fallopian tube.§

Causes, The causes, and progress as well as general mode of
progress treatment are those of dropsy of the ovary. Its chief
and inter- * -^ •'

nai treat- distinctive Symptom is the elongated line which the

under^he Swelling assumes and the direction it takes towards the

last. illeac region on the one side or on the other.

* Apud Mangel. i Apiar. Obs.87, 03.

X Epistola historiam eshibeiis footus humani ex Tuba e.xcisi. Leid, 1700.

{ Abhandl. ciner ungcwohnlichen Krankheit, &c. Rastadt, 1785.
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SPECIES YIII.

HYDROPS UTERI.

IBvopnr^ oC the SSTomft.

UEIVY, CIRCUMSCRIBED PROTUBERANCE IN THE HYPO-

GASTRIUM, WITH OBSCURE FLUCTUATION; PROGRES-

SIVELY ENLARGING, WITHOUT ISCHURY, OR PREG-

NANCY; MOUTH OE THE WOMB THIN AND YIELDING

TO THE TOUCH.

Sauvages makes not less than seven species of this (lis- Gejv. l

ease, which he calls hydrometra, and which with him
jjy^^ojj,"

'

occurs as a genus. The distinctions, however, are of tootraof Sau-

little account to call for such a subdivision ; and one or makes the

two of the species have been by many writers regarded as species nu-

.T, , ,, , ., meious but
doubtful: particularly the hydrometra gravidarum, or not called

dropsy of the womb during pregnancy.* Dr. Cullencon-^°'^^"

ceives it to be altogether unfounded, and hence makes the

symptom of citra graviditatem a pathognomic character

of the complaint. But to this subject we shall have to

return presently.

The disease is rarely however to be met with in the often

cavity of the uterus, and when this is the case the orifice cy""s

:

"

is perfectly closed. It is much more frequently to be

found in a particular cyst, or the walls of an hydatid, or

a cluster of hydatids, or between the tunics of the organ.

Carron ascribes it in various cases to a debility of the Supposed

uterus produced by a chronic leucorrhcea.f Other writers
'^^"^^^'

to the stimulus of pent-up coagulated blood, sometimes

assuming an encysted structure.if: It is for the most part

the result of a scirrhous or some other morbid change in

the organ, producing debility and occasionally fever. A
membranous or cellular dropsy is the variety most com-
monly assumed, in which the uterus is sometimes dis-

* Clarke, Observations on the Diseases of Females, &,c, 8vo. 1821.

7 In Blegny, Zodiac. 1781. % Act. Nat. Cur. Vol. vii. Obs, 83,

VOL, V. 54
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r.^'^\\hr tended to an enormous size, and the abdomen seems to be

Hydrops labouring under an anasarca.

Dropsy of
"^'^^ water when in the cavity of the uterus, may often

the womb, be cvacuatcd by a canula introduced into the mouth of
Medical
tieatnient. the Organ ; and if this should be prevented by a scirrhus,

cicatrix, or tubercle lying over its mouth, a rupture of

the sac in which the fluid is lodged may sometimes be

produced by a violent shock of electricity passed through

the hypogastric region, hard exercise, or emetics.

A sudden fall has often had tlie same effect. Tozzetti

relates a case of cellular dropsy of the womb which ex-

tended down the thigh and leg on one side; and disap-

peared by a spontaneous discharge of the water from the

cuticle of the leg affected.*

The uterus has also been said to be sometimes affected

with dropsy in consequence of a conveyance of the water

accumulated in the cavity of the abdomen in dropsy of

the belly, into the uterine cavity by means of the fringy

termination of the Fallopian tubes. Of this cause, how-

ever, there does not appear to be any satisfactory proof.

** Yet I must confess,'* says Dr. Denman, " I have seen

some cases of water collected, and repeatedly discharged

from the uterus in the state of child-bed, which I was un-

able to explain on any other principle."! Possibly, in

this last case, a better explanation might have been

sought for in an irritable state of the vessels that throw

forth the liquor amnii during pregnancy itself, and

which, under this kind of stimulus, may have secreted it

to excess.

Dropsy of This, in effect, is the commonly supposed cause of

whiie^na » dropsy of the uterus while in a state of pregnancy;

state of which, however denied by some writers, appears to be

accounted ^^ry Sufficiently established, and to be even capable of

(o*^' removal by the operation of paracentesis. Langio:}: and

Lamper§ recommend this mode of treatment, and Scarpa

* Ofiseivazioni Mediche, Fircnz. 1752.

t latrodiiciion to the Practice of Midwifery. Ch. iii. Sect. is.

t Lib. I. Enist. xxix. i Dissert, de Hydrope.
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ffives an instance of its curative effect. "In October J^en.i.
S" Spec.VIII.
1808," says he, " my colleague Nessi successtully punc- Hydrops

tured the dropsical uterus of a country woman, aged
p^^^p^^ ^j.

thirty- five years, who, in the fifth month of her preg- the womb.

nancy, was threatened with suffocation. The perforation cure ex-

was made in the linea alba, between the pubes and the^'^P''^®'^-

imibilicus. The woman gave birtii to two children who

died soon after. The patient rose on the fourteentii

day from that of tiie operation, but was seized with

menorrhagia, v.hich, however, was productive of no ulti-

mate evil." This result is to be expected ; for we have

already observed that even tapping in ascites during

pregnancy is apt to lead to a like issue. Scarpa himself

Avaa once consulted in a case of dropsy of the abdomen Compiica-

in conjunction with a probable dropsy of the womb. On
J,^^^^J"j^,),J^J

performing the -operation for the former, as we havef^'opsy.

already described it, from twenty-five to thirty pounds of

fluid were evacuated, and the patient immediately felt

great relief. But on the ensuing night labour-pains were

induced, and two fetuses of six months old were ex-

pelled which died in a few seconds ; antecedently to the

birth of which, upon a rupture of the membranes not

less than fifteen pounds of liquor amnii, as calculated by

the attendants, were thrown forth as by a flood. The
patient had a rapid recovery, and in a few years became

twice pregnant, and was delivered with facility.*

The internal treatment of this species of dropsy is that

of the preceding.

* Sulla Gravidanza sussiguita da Ascite. Trevisis 1818.
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SPECIES IX.

HYDROPS SCROTI.

Srops^ of tlic ^cvotum.

SOFT TRANSPARENT, PTRIFORM INTUMESCENCE OF THE
SCROTUM; PROGRESSIVELY ENLARGING, WITHOUT
PAIN.

Gew. I. This is the hydrocele of Heistcr, and other writers : and
Spec. IX.
Hydrocele offcrs tlic two following Varieties :

and'others ^ Vaginalis. The fluid contained in the tu-

Vaginal dropsy of the nica vaginalis or surroiind-

scrotum. ing sheath of the testis.

/3 Celliilaris. The fluid contained in the

Cellular dropsy of the cellular membrane of the

scrotum. scrotum.

a H. scroti fhe ordinary causes of the first variety are organic

Vaginal ' afony, and organic violence as a contusion, and perhaps
dropsy of repelled buboes. Van der Harr asserts that it occurs
the scro- *

turn. more frequently on the left than on the right side ;* and

Johnston that it is never found on the latter.f Delattre

describes a case of congenital affection.:]:

ceUniaris
' '^'"^ SECOND VARIETY takes easily the pressure of the

Cellular finger, and is mostly an accompaniment of general cellular

tiie^s«o°/
tiropsy, or a prelude to it. If it be an idippathic affection

turn. it may be removed by scarification.

The vagi- The vaginal dropsy of the scrotum is the proper disease;,

variet
^'^^ ^"^ ^^ elastic to the touch. It sometimes takes place with

the proper great rapidity, and sometimes very slowly. The tunic is,

Vaiie^in i" somc cascs, extremely distended, and the whole scrotum
the speed rendered transparent, SO that a Candlemay be Seen through

vance. ItS COntcntS.
Tunic
sometimes
distended. * Waarneeminge. t Worksj iv. 72. ± Journ. de Med. Tom. xxxir=
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On tlie Malabar coast, Koempfer asserts that the dis- ^Gejt.i.

ease is endemic ;* and the scrotum has been sometimes Hydrops

found to weigh sixty pounds.f And Mr. D. Johnson of ^^°"j ^^

the Bengal establishment tells us that the native surgeons the scro-

cure it sometimes by a cataplasm of tobacco leaves, and.^™^^.

sometimes by one of pounded indigo leaves, and crude sal ment.

ammoniac. He adds that they perform occasionally thceri sixty^

operation for a radical cure by incision.:j: pounds.

In recent cases, emetics have appeared peculiarly ser- Medical

yiceable : and astringents and stimulants may be tried Emetks!
*

in the form of cataplasms or fomentations ; as vinegar. Astringent

-. - . „ . and other
With or without a solution of muriate ot ammonia, or injections.

neutralized with volatile alkali. Though where there is V}}^^,^^"
, fail the sac

much pain leeches should be previously applied. If this to be open-

do not succeed the sac must be opened, and the fluid he^^^'^^'j^^

evacuated by a lancet or the trocar. But the water soon soon re-

re-accumulates, and the same palliative must usually be fate""

"'

had recourse to three or four times a year. Van Swieten

mentions the case of a dignified ecclesiastic who was
obliged to have the operation performed every three

months for twenty years in succession.^ And I had

lately a patient who submitted to it as often, for many
years of the latter part of his life, though he did not live

so long as Van Swieten's patient.

The only radical cure we are acquainted with is that The only

of obliterating the cavity, by exciting an inflammation in
ll^^'^l\

the vaginal and albugineous tunics, or in the latter alone, obiitera-

By the first of these operations the two tunics adhere to- cavity by^

gether, and, the cavity being destroyed, there can be no exciting

, , - ,. ^, . „ . , inflamma-
subsequent accumulation. Thus inflammation may beuon.

excited by a seton, a caustic, the introduction of an irri-
Various

•^ ' modes of
tating fluid by means of a syringe, as brandy, diluted accom-

spirits of wine, or a solution of corrosive sublimate; orf^iJ'"^

by incision. This was the ordinary plan pursued till of

late years, and the particular modes of carrying it into

* ATOoenitat. Exotic. t Mcmoires dc Paris. 1711. p. 30.

X Miscellaneous Observations on certain indigenous Customs. Diseases,

S&c= in India.

? Cornmcnt. nd 6 252.
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Gejt. L effect were equally countenanced by surgeons of reputa-
OPEC. lA «

Hydrops tiOn.

Dro *s* of
^°'' ^'^^ Jater and simpler process, or that which con-

the scro- sists in Confining the iiiHammation to the tunica albngi-

Treat- ^^^> ^^ h'd\e been chiefly indebted of late }'ears to Mr.
njent. Ranisden, and Mr. Kinder Wood. The last, after eva-

tion con- cuating the fluid, draws forward with a small hook "that
fined to the portion of the tunica vaginalis presenting at the external

buginea: Opening, an i cuts it away with a pair of scissors, imme-

nfenTed™b
^'^^ely closing tiie external opening with adhesive plas-

Ramsden ter. By which means a moderate inflammation of the
°° 'membrane wili he insured, and I am led to hope," says

the ingenious writer, " that the success will be fre-

quent."* In effect Mr. Woo(! gives various instances of

complete success. The piece snipped off is very small,

and very little inconvenience is suffered. The inflamma-

tion under this mode of operating is so inconsiderable as

to be confined to the tunica vaginalis alone, and conse-

quently the cavity between the two tunics is not oblite-

rated as is obvious by the testis being still able to roll to

a considerable extent .witiiin tlie scioluns. 1 his plan,

therefore, is best adapted for dropsies of recent stand-

ing, and where the sac is not much thickened and indu-

rated. In old and obdurate cases it will mostly be found

necessary to carry the inflammation so far as to oblite-

rate the cavity.

Similar Mr. Wood (loes not seem to be aware that Mr. John

raerivpro-
I^^^ug'^^ employed a similar remedy as a radical cure in

posed by the ccllular dropsy of the scrotum, and recommended it
ougas.

jj^>|jjg Treatise on Hydrocele, published in tins metropo-

perhaps by lis in 1755. Cclsus appears also to have glanced at the
®'^"^* same in both kinds of dropsy.f

Compiicat- In a case on which the author was consulted some few

which ' years ago, the patient, a gentleman far advanced in life,

both tunics and who had been reffularly tapped about once in three
were laid

, n n • 11/.1
open. months tor five or six years antecedently, found a consi-

derable hemorrhage ensue shortly after the last operation,

* Trans, of the Medico-Chir. Soc. Vol. ix. 49.

t De Medicin. I-ib. vii. cap. 21,
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but wliicli yielded on immersing the scrotum into water Gen.i.

chilled to the freezing p(>int. The liemorrhage, however, Hydrops
*

returned within two days, and the scrotum was again as^Jopg ^f

much distended, though manifestly with blood, as before tiie scro-

tum.
the trocar Iiad been applied. It was clear that a pretty Treatment.

large artery had been accidentally wounded, or that the

internal parts were in a very moibid condition. To as-

certain the real fart, and put a stop to the discharge, the

scrotal and vaginal tunics w ere immediately laid open from

the top to tlie bottom, and a pretty strong pressure made

between the testicle and the sides of the latter tunic with

folds of lint which effectually restrained the hemorrhage,

without the necessity of pausing to take up any vessel.
,

On examining the organ more closely on the ensuing day,

a foul and spongy ulcer was detected on the tunica albu-

ginea, from which the hemorrhage had proceeded : by a

course of warm digesti\e dressing, however, both the

wound and the ulcer healed, and a radical cure of the

dropsy was completely accomplished.*

The clitoris has sometimes been found affected with Clitoris,

the second or cellular variety, and acquired a considerable affectecT^^

size. The earliest writer w ho seems to have noticed this Y'^" * ^''^

flropsy.

sort of dropsy is Aetius
-jf
and it has since been described

or adverted to by Van Svvieten,:}: Saviard,§ Manoury,]]

and various others under the name of hydrocele muliebris

or focminina.

* See, for a case somewhat similar, Edin. Med. Ess. ii. Art. xiv. by Mr.

Jamieson.

+ Tetrab. iv. Serm. ii. c. 22. Serm. iv, c. 100.

± Comment, ad i 1227. s Nouveau Recueil, &c.

11
Journ. de Med. 1790.
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GENUS IT

EMPHYSEMA.

ELASTIC AND SONOROUS DISTENTION OF THE BODY OR

ITS MEMBERS, FROM AIR ACCUMULATED IN NATURAL
CAVITIES, IN WHICH IT IS NOT COMMONLY PRESENT.

Gen. II. The term emphysema is derived from iu.- or sv- and Ovaau
Ongin of

.

generic " mflo" " flatu distcndo." It has often been made a

\if" found question by what means the air is obtained in various ca-

in various vitics, in which it is found in great abundance; for we
cavities . . -i • /• -^
v.hose en- Cannot always trace its introduction from without, nor

^ixlihli^a^c.
ascribe it to a putrefactive process. Fantoni found air

ed from seated between the tunics of the gall-bladder, and Hilda-

Supposed nus in the muscles. " In one instance," observes Mr.
ty J. Hun- J jjyj^^gj, "I have discovered air in an abscess which
ter to be '

tscreted could not have been received from the external air ; nor

jui™s o^f could it have arisen from putrefaction."* The case is

ihe blood, singular and well entitled to attention, but too long to be

copied. From this and various other circumstances, Mr;

caYfa.ct°Tn
Huntcr conceived the opinion that air is often secreted by

confirma- animal organs, o^ separated from the juices conveyed to

opinion, them : and he appeals, in confirmation of this opinion, to

the experiments of Dr. Ingenhouz upon vegetables. I

have not had an opportunity of reading these experiments,

but that such a sort of secretion exists in plants must be

obvious to every one who carefully examines the inflated

legume of the different species of blad«^er-senna (colutea,)

and the capsules of several other shrubs quite as common
in our gardens, and which can only become inflated by a

* Anim, Econ. p. 207.
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separation or secretion of air from the surrounding vessels. J^^^' H-

Yet an appeal to a variety of curious facts in the economy ma.

of numerous animals will perhaps answer tlic purpose ^^^^^'°"-

much better, as leading us more directly to the point. The drops)-.

sepia qfficinaliSf or cuttle-fish, and the argonauta JVauti-^^^ support^

lus, the ordinary parasitic inhabitant of which—for we do of the same
d6riv3,bl6

not know the animal that rears the shell,—has a very near from ani-

resemblance to the cuttle-fish, and as suspected by Rafi-
^^Ij'^^'

nesque, and since determined by Cranch, is a species of Cuttie-fish.

ocythoe,* introduce air at option into the numerous cells '*'
"^'

of the back-bone, and thus render themselves specifically

lighter whenever they wish to ascend from the depths of

the sea to the surface; and, in like manner, exhaust the

back-bone of its air, and thus render themselves specific-

ally heavier whenever they wish to descend. All fishes Sound or

possessing a sound or air-bladder are equally capable of of fishes

supplying this organ with air, first for the purpose of ba-''°^,^"P*

lancing themselves, and next apparently for that of rais-

ing themselves towards the surface. In all these cases

the air thtjs introduced and accumulated, appears to be a

direct secretion : at least we cannot otherwise account

for its presence, as we can easily do in the bones of birds s^^i^^ed
ill S01TI6

whose cells are filled with air ; for we can here trace an emphyse-

immediate communication with the air-cells of the lun2s,J?^^5°"^^^'
"^ 'fections.

and as a secretion, Dr. Baillie w as induced to regard the

air accumulated in one or more emphysematous affec-

tions that occurred in his practice.f

Mr. Bauer has lately shown that a ^ass is constantly Microsco-
Die CXUCl'l"

shooting forth in small bubbles from the roots of plants ments of

into the slimy papulse by w hich they are surrounded ; and
^^^^fy^j.

°^.

that it is by this mean that the slimy matter becomes tion of vc-

elongated, is rendered vascular, and converted into hair ^^^^,^q^.

or down. Mr.Brande has also shown that gass, meaning hair-

hereby carbonic acid gass, exists in a considerable quan-nients of

tity in the blood while circulating in the arteries and veins, ^^^'"^^ °"

*Phil. Trans. 1817. p. 293.

i Transact, of a Society for the Improvement of Medical and Chirurgical

Knowledge.

VOL. y. 55
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Gew. ii. and is very largely poured forth from blood placed, while

ma. warm, under the receiver of an air-pump, so as to give an

wind-""'
appearance of effervescence. He calculates that two cubic

dropsy, inches are extricated from every ounce of blood thus ex-
biood, perimented upon, the venous and arterial blood contain-

the exis- ing an equal proportion. And Sir Everard Home, has

aTrIn this
^^^nce ingeniously conjectured t!iat it is by the escape of

fluid. bubbles of this gass through the serum, in cases of coagu-

Home from lated blood, that new vessels are formed, as also that

these facts, granulations are produced in pus; from which it appears

that the same gass escapes with equal freedom.
Preceding These results of Mr. Brande, are in perfect accordance

ments of with the Well known experiments of Dr. Hales and Baron

Ha'iier^"'^
Haller, upon the same su!)ject, which of late years ap-

confirmed pear to havc been too much neglected, if not discredited.

D^ty!^^ °*^The former asserts that in distilling blood,a thirty-third

part of the whole proved to be air : and the latter con-

firms the assertion ; " utique," says he, " fere trigesima

tertia pars totius sanguinis verus est aer." The inqui-

ry has since been followed up by Dr. Davy, who has not

only confirmed many of the same results but given an ac-

curate analysis of the air thus, in various cases, accumu-

lated.* From all which we may reasonably conjecture

that the body of air found in many cases of, perhaps all,

the species emphysema, is produced, like other fluids

found in the different cavities of the animal frame, by a

process of secretion. These species are three, and are

as follows

:

1. EMPHYSEMA CELLULARE. CELLULAR INFLATION.

2. ABDOMINIS. TYMPANY.

3. UTERI. INFLATION OF THE WOMB.

There are probably many others—but these are the

only ones which have been hitherto distinctly pointed out.

* Observations on Air found in the Pleura, Szc. Phil. Trans. 1823.
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SPECIES I.

EMPHYSEMA CELLULARE.

(ZTrllttlar Xuflatfon.

TENSE, GLABROUS, DIFFUSIVE INTUMESCENCE OF THE
SKIN, CRACKLING BENEATH THE PRESSURE OF THK
FINGER.

This is the pneumatosis of Sauvages and Cullen, and ^^^' "•

consists in a distention of the cellular membrane by airThepneu-

instead of by water, as in hydrops ceWw/aris or anasarca. ^„,e ^^.j.

The distention is sometimes limited to particular parts '^"^s-

of the body, and sometimes extends over the entire frame.

From the remarks we have just offered on the probable

separation or secretion of air from the blood, this disease

may originate from various causes, and exhibit itself

under various modifications : but the two following are

the only extensive forms under which it has hitherto been

traced

:

« A vulnere thoracis. From a wound in the chest.

Traumatic Emphysema. with sense of suffocation,

/3 A veneno. From fish-poison or other

Empoisoned Emphysema. venom ; with extensive

signs of gangrene and

putrescency.

For the first of these varieties there is no great*- E.ceiiu-

difficulty in accounting. If a wound so far penetrate the ngie tho-

chest as to enter any part of the Iuns:s, and divide somej^*^'®*

of the larger branches of the bronchise, the inspired air, tic emphy-

instead of being confined to its proper channels, will rush p^Thoiog^,,

immediately into the chest and fill up its whole cavity

;

as it will also frequently into the cellular membrane of

the lungs, from which it will find a passage into the cel-

lular membrane of the entire body, and produce an uni-

versal inflation.
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sS "* '^^''^ ^^^* ^^^^^ *^ ^"g'lly troublesome and distressing

:

« E, ceiiu- but tbe first is productive of the utmost alarm. The

Ire^e^th^"-'
'""Ss compressed on every side by the extravasated air,

racis. are incapable of expansion : and there is consequently an

emphyse-"^ instantaneous danger of suffocation. The patient labours
ma. for breath with all his might, and labours to but little
DcscriO"
tion. purpose; his cheeks are livid, his senses soon become

stupefied, the heart palpitates violently, the pulse is rapid

but small; and, without speedy relief, death must inevi-

tably ensue. The distress is moreover sometimes ag-

gravated by the excitement of a cough, in the fits of which,

if any considerable blood-vessel have been burst, blood

Pneuma- is expectorated along with the rejected mucus. It is

itard and ^^"^ '''^*''^ ^^ emphysema which constitutes the pneuma-
Laennec. thorax of Itard and Laennec, or the pneumato-thorax, as

thorax of it is more correctly called, of Dr. John Davy, who has
i>avy. described two cases in which the communication seems

to have been produced by a suppurated tubercle that form-

ed an opening from some branch of the bronchise into the

sac of the pleura.*

Exempli- Mr. Kelly, in the Edinburgh Medical Commentaries,

singular bas given a very singular case of this affection from a like

^^^^' cause in which the inflation extended widely over the

body. The patient, almost fifty-seven years of age, had

long laboured under a chronic cough and difficulty of

breathing. The emphysema began to appear on the

second day after a most violent fit of coughing, laborious

respiration, and pain in the side. It soon covered the

whole right side to the scrotum which was also much in-

flated, producing a crackling sound upon pressure; and,

gradually widening its course, by the fourth day it ex-

tended over the whole body. It was at first conceived

that air had entered from without into the cellular mem-
brane by means of some wound in the side ; but no such

injury or any other channel of communication could be

discovered. The symptoms, however, were so pressing

that it was at length determined, under the advice of Dr.

* Phil. Trans. T823, ut supra.
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Mnnro, to afford an escape for the air, by an opening into ^en. ii.

Spec. I

the cavity of the chest. The pleura was in consequence* e. ceiiu-

tapped ,* when upon withdrawing the perforator, such anergth^"^'

blast of wind issued through the canula, as to blow out aracis.

lighted candle three or four times successively. The pa-
JmphJ^se-^*^

tient immediately became easy and free from oppression, '"a-

and his pulse fell from above a hundred strokes in a mem.

minute to ninety. Punctures were at the same time made
into the cellular membrane in different parts of the body,

and from these also the imprisoned air puffed out upon
pressure but not otherwise. The patient recovered gra-

dually, and in about three weeks ate and slept as well as

he had done at any time for thirty years before. For
nearly a twelvemonth he continued to enjoy a good state

of health ; but about the close of this period was again at-

tacked with a cough, a pain in the chest, and a difficulty

of breathing ; a hectic fever followed, and he died in about

six weeks. On opening the thorax, Mr. Kelly tells us

that he found the lungs "in a very putrid diseased state,

with some tubercles on the external surface of the right

lobe ; there was extensive adhesion to the pleura, par-

ticularly at the place where the pain had been felt most
keenly before the perforation ; and, on making an incision

into the right lobe, an abscess was discovered which con-

tained about four ounces of fetid purulent matter."* We Expiana-

are hence, I think, led to conjecture that the emphysema above

was in this case produced by the bursting of a former "^^^^^

abscess in the right lobe of the lungs, accompanied with

a rupture of one or more of the bronchial vessels, in con-

sequence of which the same effect followed as if a wound
had been inflicted from without.

Where it is necessary to evacuate the air from the Paracente-

cavity of the chest, by an artificial opening, the op^''^^®*' be per^

*°

cannot do better than follow the example of Mr- Hewson formed as

who employed a scalpel, and introduced it into the fore- tended by

part of the thorax, either on the right or left side; but^ewEon.

between the fifth and sixth ribs in the former case, be-

* Edin. Med. Comment. Vol. 11, p. 427.
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Gen. II. cause here the integuments are thin ; and between the

seventh and eighth, or the eighth and tenth in the latter^

(8 E. ceiiu- for the purpose of avoiding the pericardium.
lare kve- rpj^g

inflation svhich follows so suddenly and so exten-
neno. "^

Cellular slvcly in the SECOND VARIETY, or upon the introduction

nSftom of fish-poison, or that of several species of the mushroom
poison. or numerous other edible venoms into the stomach, it is

£cn> not so easy to account for. In most of the cases there is

tion. gQ violent and general a disturbance of every function, as

to produce extreme and instantaneous debility ; all the

precursors of putrescency are present, and speedy disso-

lution is threatened. Every part of the body is swollen

and inflated, particularly the stomach and intestines, the

vapour of which, when examined after death, is found to

consist of a fetid and putrid gass : a blackish and greenish

froth is discharged from the mouth ; clonic or tetanic

spasms play wildly over all the muscles ; the chest la-

bours with suffocation, the brain is stupefied, and broad,

livid or gangrenous spots spread over the body; and on

dissection are found still more freely, and of larger dia-

meter on the surface of most of the thoracic and visceral

organs.

Pioduc- If then, in a state of undisturbed organization, many

explained V^^^^ ^^ ^^^ body have a power of secreting or separating

and ac- air from the blood, as we have endeavoured to show in the

for. introductory remarks to the present genus, how much more

readily may we suppose such a separation to take place in

proportion as the organs approach that precise state in

which the gassesof the blood extricate themselves spon-

taneously from its other constituents. And it may be

added that this explanation is confirmed by our perceiv-

ing that the most effectual remedies against all such in-

flations are the most pov* erful antiseptics we can em-

ploy : as acids, alcohol, and the aromatics.

Hence gan- In few words, we never cease to find a free extrication of

€^056 of ai** whenever the body or any part of it is running rapidly

cellular
J|,^q a state of putrefaction : and hence another cause of

enipny- *
.

Bema. cellular emphysema, and a cause that is perpetually oc-

curring to us in gangrene.
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SPECIES II.

EMPHYSEMA ABDOMINIS.

TENSE, LIGHT, AND EQ,UABtE INTUMESCENCE OF THE
BEILT j DISTlACTIiY RESONANT TO A STROKE OF THE
HAND.

This disease is the tympanites of authors, so called from Gen. ii,

the drum-like sound which is given on striking the belly
Th^g'^tym-*

"with the hand. panites of

There have been many occasions of observing that the

Greek termination itis or iteSf is, for the sake of simpli-

city and perspicuity, confined, in the present system, to

the different species of a single genus of diseases, that of

EMPRESMA, of which wc have treated already;* and
hence, as well as for other reasons sufficiently obvious,

the specific term before us has been selected in its stead.

Tympanites, however, is by most writers applied prin- Tympa-

cipally to an enormous collection or evolution of air in
""^s 'ntes-

* •' tinalis of

some part or other of the alvine canal, constituting the Sauvages

tympanites intestinalis of Sauvages : and it is to this dis- Z^^panuJg
ease alone that Dr. CuUen confines his attention, when o^ Mullen;

treating of the subject in his First Lines. This flatulent

distention he ascribes to an atony of the muscular fibres

of the intestines, accompanied w ith a spasmodic constric-

tion in parts of the canal ; by which means the passage of

the air, is, in some places, interrupted. In this view of in which

the case, however, tympany, instead of beins: entitled to"^^^^^.
./ I ./ O disease IS a

the rank ot a distinct genus, is nothing more than a symp- mere sym-

tom or sequel ofsome other enteric affection, as dyspepsy, H^^ °theT

colic, w orms, or hysteria : and hence the remedies ap- affection.

plicable to these are what Dr. Cullen recommends for

tympanites—namely, avoiding flatulent food, laxatives,

and tonics.

* Vol. II. CI. III. Otd. II, Gen. vii, p. 382.
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Gen. II. ^^' Jolin Hunter seems to have conceived that a tym-
Spec. II. pany of the stomach or intestines may exist as an idiopa-
Emphyse- , .

^
ma abdo- thic Complaint. " I am inclined," says he, " to believe

Tympany. ^^^^ *^® stomach has a power of forming air and letting it

The dis- loose from the blood by a kind of secretion. We cannot,
ease may

,

exist, as however, bring any absolute proof of this taking place in

by iam^ixi^
*^^ stomach, as it may in all cases be referred to a defect

as an idio- in digestion J but we have instances of its being found in
pathic af- .1 ... , , , . » ..1
faction. Other cavities where no secondary cause can be assigned."*

He alludes chiefly to an extrication of air in the uterus,

which we shall have occasion to notice in our next species.

Opinion In concuiTcnce with these remarks it may, also, be ob-

i)"''faT'^
served, that some persons are said to have a power of pro-

ducing ventricular distentions voluritarily, which it is dif-

ficult to account for except by a voluntary power of secre-

ting air for this purpose, or forcing it down the esophagus,

and the which will be still less readily allowed. Morgagnifand
opinion of other writers have hence treated of this form of the disease
other pa-
thologists, as well as of that in which the flatus is lodged in the peri-

tonseal sac: while others have contended that this is the

only form, and that a peritoneal tympany has no real

existence.:):

The ques- If an idiopathic tympany of the stomach should ever be
tion not decidedly ascertained, its cure must be attempted by the

tied : and remedies for flatus of any other kind : but at present the

only knmvn ^"^^ disease we can fairly contemplate as entitled to the

emphysema name of tympanites, or empliysema abdominis, notwith-

that exist-' Standing the incredulity of some practitioners, is that in

ingin the which the rcsonaut swelling of the belly is produced by
sac of the 5*

t •

peritons- air collected in the sac of the pentongeum. It is un-
^™'

questionably a rare disease, though we must contend,

in the language of Dr. Cullen, that, " from several

dissections it is unquestionable that such a disease has

sometimes truly occurred :" nor can we suppose such

accurate and cautious pathologists as Heister,§ Licu-

* On the Animal Econom. p. 206. 4to. 1792.

t De Sed. et Cans. Moib. En. xxxvin. Art. 23.~Collect. Soc.'Me^.

Havn. II. p. 73.
-' — "

" --::-•?-- --
"^

X Litre, Mem. de i'Acad. des Sciences^ 1713, p. 235,

^ Wahinehrau-iigen, i. Art. 15.
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laud,* and Bell,f who have respectively given ex- ^^p^'^"*

amples of it, to have been successively deceived upon Emphyse-

the subject. Admitting it to be produced by secretion,
"^^fg^*^""

its occasional causes are still very obscure. It has been Tympany,

said to follow upon jaundice, and morbid affections of ^..^^^"^15^'

^

other abdominal viscera, upon debility produced by pase, but

. . , . , ,

.

stated to

fever ; upon hysteria, violent passions or other emotions have oc-

of the mind : and probably all these may have operated
j'^'.'J^'^'^J^y

in different cases. thorities.

The ordinary natural cure seems to consist in an escape Ordinarj^

of the air from the umbilicus by an outlet produced by an
^^H'^^^^ g^.

abscess or ulceration of this protuberant organ, or a sudden cape of the

and fortunate rupture of its integuments. Morgagni and accideiuai

several later writers:}: give us well authenticated cases of out'e*

an occurrence of the first of these, and Stoerck of both.§ occurred iu

We are thus led by nature herself to try the effects of tap- various
' ^ r ways.

ping, or making an artificial opening into the cavity of Hence tap-

the abdomen in the case of wind-dropsy, as well as in thatP'j^"|"j^g^"''

of water-dropsy : and here, from the protruded state of the umbilicus

umbilicus, the lancet may conveniently be introduced at ^i,Y(.tu^ed.

this point. The belly should, at the time of the opera- ^®"y ^'

tion, be well swathed with a broad girth, which may be be swath-

tightened at option, and should be kept as tight as the pa- ^^'

tient can bear it, as well for the purpose of general sup-

port as for that of expelling the air within, and preventing

the entrance of air from v;ithout.

Van Swieten dissuaded his pupils from this operation j||
Operation

and Cembalusier,^ and a few others have since asserted
^'!{^j^°^s^^|'J.

that it does not answer. But in most of these cases we«en and

have reason to believe that the seat of the disease waSnoran-^^

mistaken, and that the flatulency existed in the intestinal *^^^""g =

canal rather than in the peritonaeal sac. biy the

Antecedently, however, to the operation of the para- ^^^' "^^^^

centesis, we may try the effect of sending shocks of the mistaken
in the

cases re-

* Hist. Anat. v. p. 432. t On Ulcers and Tumours. Vol. Ii. fenert to,

:}: Guisard, Pratique de Chirurgie. Tom. i, p. 134.

i Ann. Med. ii. pp. 190, 193, 194.
||
Ad Sect. 1251.

f Pneumatopathol, p. 503—Dueseau, Journ. de Med. 1779.

vol. V. 56
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gfx. II. electric aura throudi the abdomen. Cold fomentations.
Spec. II.

Emphyse- moreovcr, or even pounded ice miiy be applied externally,

!!Tn^s^'^°
and gelid drinks, reduced nearly to the freezing point, be

Tympany, swallowcd copiously at the same time. This plan is said

eiprivicity,to havc auswercd occasionally.* And it is obvious that
cold fo-

g tonic regimen, with free exercise, and particularly

tions, equitation, and, where it can be had recourse to, sea-

FcT'and bathing, should be entered upon as soon as the tympany

s^!'l is dispersed.
chinks. *

Compiicat- Tlicrc is a singular case of flatulent distention inserted

^Jdom1n*!fi
*" ^^^^ Edinburgh Medical Essays, by Professor Monro,

inflation, whicli is Called a tympany, but does not seem to have

entiy not a ^6en extcrior to the intestinal canal ; and lience, if atym-
leai tym- pany at all, must have been produced by a secretion of

latcd' hy air into the stomach or bowels, as conjectured by Mr. J.
i onio.

iiunter. The patient was a young woman aged twenty-

two. The inflation continued for at least three months,

the belly being sometimes so extremely distended as to

endanger its bursting, and sometimes considerably de-

tumefied, at which last period a variety of unequal and

protuberant balls were felt all over the abdomen, and

seemed to indicate so many intestinal constrictions. The

patient's appetite continued good, she was very costive,

and menstruated only at intervals of several months.. She

was at length attacked with borborygmi, and a day or

two afterwards had such explosions of wind eiya kxi kutu,

that none of the other patients would remain in the same

room, and hardly on the same floor with her. From this

time she recovered gradually-!

* Theden, N. Beraerkungen und Erfahrungen, il. p. 251.

-' Edin, Med. Essays. VoJ. i. Art. xxxr.
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SPECIES III.

EMPHYSEMA UTERI.

Jnflntfou of the ®2?omti.

tIGHT, TENSE, CIRCUMSCRIBED PROTUBERANCE IN

TJ^E HYPOGASTRIUM ; OBSCURELY SONOROUS J WIND
OCCASIONALLY DISCHARGED THROUGH THE MOUTH
OF THE UTERUS.

This is the pliysometra of Sauvages and later iiosolo- Gbn. ti.

gists. Like the last species, it is by no means a frequent The physo-

complaint, and not easy to be accounted for except upon ""^"^ "^

the principle oi a secretion oi air ; and hence the exist- An unfie-

ence of this species as well as of the last has been de- ^,"^"! ^°"''
r plaint, anrl

iiied by several writers who do not happen to have met hence deni-

with examples of it. The description given of it is some- writersT'"^

what obscure in most of the pathologists, but there seems,

upon the whole, sufficient reason for admitting it into the

list of morbid affections. " It has been said," observes Description

Dr. Denman, " that wind may be collected and retained nfan.

^"

in the cavity of the uterus till it is distended in such a

manner as to resemble pregnancy, and to produce its

usual symptoms; and that by a sudden eruption of the

wind, the tumefaction of the abdomen has been removed,

and the patient immediately reduced to her proper size.

Of this complaint I have never seen an example : but

many cases have occurred to me of temporary explosions

of wind from the uterus which there was no power of re-

straining."*

The uterus is one of those organs referred to under our ^'^tpry «f

last species, as supposed by Mr. John Hunter to have aLcurrteiy

power of secreting or separatinff air from the blood : and fxamined

as he has examined the subject with critical accuracy in Hunter^

direct reference to the present complaint, his remarks are

* Introduction to the Practice of Midwifery. Chap. iir. Sect. x.
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Gexv ir. particularly entitled to our attention. " I have been in-
Spec. III.

'

. ,, ,

Etnphvse- lormed," says he, " ot persons who have had air in the

imihtmn of
"*^^"^ or Vagina without having been sensible of it but by

the womb, its escaping from them \\ithout their being able to pre-

vent it : and who, from this circumstance, have been kept

in constant alarm lest it should make a noise in its pas-

sage, having no power to retard it, as when it is contained

in the rectum. The fact being so extraordinary, made
me somewhat incredulous ; but rendered me more inqui-

sitive in the hope of being enabled to ascertain and ac-

count for it : and those of whom I have been led to in-

quire, have always made the natural distinction between

air passing from the vagina and by the anus : that from

the anus they feel and can retain, but that in the vagina

they cannot ; nor are they aw-are of it till it passes. A
woman, v. hornJ attended with Sir John Pringle, inform-

ed us of this fact, but mentioned it only as a disagreeable

thing. I was anxious to determine if there were any

communication between the vagina and rectum, and was

allowed to examine, but discovered nothing uncommon
in the structure of these parts. She died some time after

;

and being permitted to open the body I found no disease

either in the vagina or the uterus. Since that time I have

had opportunities of inquiring of a number of women con-

cerning this circumstance, and by three or four have

been informed of the same fact, with all the circumstan-

ces above mentioned."*

By what The only difficulty in the case is the means by which

aiXcomes air can thus become accumulated in the cavity of the

pent up. uterus ; for admitting this fact, of which there can no

o/a?oa^u'- longer, I should think, be any doubt, we can easily con-
lum of ceive a distention to the utmost power of the organ in
blood, or . n 1 1 p 1 i_

othei vis- consequence of an obstruction ot the mouth ot the womb
"^"'gj^^g^" from spasm, a coagulum of blood, or any other viscid

the mouth material. And hence, in all the cases of this disease

womb. which have descended to us, we find such a closure de-

scribed as existing whenever the organ has been examined.

* Animal Economy, p. 406. 4to. 1792.
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Thus, in the instance related by Eisenmeneer,* we are Gen. ii.

Spec III

told that the uterus was completely impervious ; and a Emphyse-

like account is civen of a similar instance recorded in the ["^„"*.^"-
^o

_
Inflation of

Ephemera of Natural Curiosities. Palfinf gives a case the womb.

in which the obstruction proceeded from an hydatid cyst
pa|f,s'^^*^'^'

that had fixed at tlie mouth (jf the uterus, and Feiiieiius:}: simulating

another in which the obstruction, and consequently the labour,

inflation, returned periodically. Dr. Denman intimates ''°"^^'^<=-

, .

1 .-

counted
that this affection is sometimes accom|)anied with spas- for.

modic pains, resembling tiiose of labour; and the same
remark will apply to dropsy of the womb which so much
resembles it. The fact is that the uterus, when once en-

larged by whatever means, and stimulated, has a natural

tendency to run into a series of expulsory exertions in

order to free itself from its burthen, and to excite all the

surrounding muscles into the same train of action ; and

hence, natural labour, false conception, uterine dropsy

and inflation produce the same effect, though, perhaps, in

different degrees.

Emphysemas, like dropsies, are, in all cases, disorders ivrode of

of debility : and hence the mode of treatment in the dis-''^^*™^"'*

ease before us is obvious. As an occasional discharge of

wind from the vagina affords temporary ease, we should

take a hint from this effect: and endeavour, first, to eva-

cuate the confined air entirely, by a canula introduced

into the os tincse: and secondly, to invigorate the weak-

ened organ by the use of some tonic injection, as a

solution of catechu, alum, white vitriol, or diluted port

wine.

* Collect. Historia foetus Mussi-pontani, &c.

t Description des parties de la feinme qui servent a la generation. Leid.

1708.

t Patholog. Lib. iv. Cap. xv.
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GENUS III.

PARURIA.

JiltsmtcturttioH.

MORBID SECKETION OR DISCHARGE OF URINE.

Gen. Ill

Origin of

generic

term.

Range of

the divi-

sion.

Dysuria,
why not

employed.

The term p\ruria is a Greek derivation from jrajos, per-

peram, and tv^ia, " mingo." The genus is intended to

include the ischuria, dysuria, pyuria, enuresis, diabetes,

and several other divisions and subdivisions of authors,

which, like the different species of the preceding genus,

lie scattered, in most of the nosoldgies t'sroiigh widely

different parts of the general an-angement. Thus, in

Cullen, diabetes occurs in the second class of his system j

enuresis in the fourth order of his fourth class j and

ischuria, and dysuria, in the fifth order of the same class.

All these, however, form a natural group; and several

of them have characters scarcely diversified enough for

distinct species, instead of formingdistinctgenera. Dysu-
ria might have been employed instead of paruria, as a

generic term for the w hole ; but as it has been usually

limited to the third species in the present arrangement,

it has been thought better to propose a new term than to

run the risk of confusion by retaining the old term in

a new sense.

The species that justly belong to the present genus

appear to be the following

:

1 . PARURIA INOPS.

2. RETENTIONIS.

Q. STILLATITIA.

4. MELLITA.

5. INCONTINENS.

6. INCOCTA.

7c ERRATICA.

DESTITUTION OF URINE.

STOPPAGE OF URINE.

STRANGURY.

SACCHARINE URINE.

INCONTINENCE OF URINE.

UNASSIMILATED URINE.

ERRATIC URINi;,
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From til is group of family diseases we may perceive Gen. iir.

that the urine is sometimes <!eranged in its quantity, Mismictu-

sometimcs in its quality, and sometimes in its outlet :
1^'*'°"*

* '' General

and that in its quality it is <leranged in two ways, by character

being made a medium for foreign materials, and by being" cies.

imperfectly elaborated. The most important principle

which it seems to carry off fr(»m the constitution is the

urea or that of the uric acid : and it has been ingeniously

remarked by M. Berard, in his Analysis of Animal Sub-

stances, "That, as this is the most azotised of all the

animal principles, the secretion of urine appears to have

for its object a separation of the excess of azote from

the blood, as respiration separates from it the excess of

carbone."

SPECIES I.

PARURIA INOPS.

39fistttutiou of Wivim.

UHINE UNSECRETED BY THE KIDNEYS : NO DESIRE TO
MAKE WATER, NOR SENSE OF FULNESS IN ANT PART
OF THE URINARY TRACK.

A DEFICIENT secretion of urine is often a result of Gest. iil

renal inflammation, in which case, however, there isoccms
^

necessarily a considerable degree of pain and tenderness ^'^of" renal

., , , • ' ». ,. , „ inflamma-m the lumbar region. It sometimes proceeds from trans- tion.

ferred gout, of which Mr. Howship relates a strikinep"!^!'^"
'-'

.
o fers idio-

mstance in a case that occurred to Mr. Heaviside. Inpathicaiiy

this case also there is usually great pain in the loins : "j^^"
^^"

a symptom which was very prominent in the exemplifica- forms.

tion now alluded to. The gout disappeared from the from trans

foot suddenly on walking home at night in the cold. ^""^ g°"'^

The patient, a general officer, made little water through
tJie night, less the ensuing day, and none the day after.
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Gen. III. The catheter was then passed, and the hladder was

Paruria in- found empty.* Biit the present species occurs occa-

D^stitu-
sionally as an idiopathic affection, sometimes followed

tion of rapidly by great danger to the general fal)ric, sometimes
"""^' assuming a chronic form, and running on for a consider-

able period of time without danger, and sometimes ex-

isting as a constitutional affection coeval with the birth of

the individual.!

No urine Dr. Parr relates a case that occurred in his own prac-

appaientiy *^^^ ^^ which no urine was apparently secreted for six

for six weeks i and Huller gives a similar case that lasted twenty-

Twenty- two weeks.§ In the Philosophical Transactions|| we
two weeks, fneet with various instances of a similar deficiency; among
J\o urine J y o
passed the most singular of which is the case of a youth of
from birth, seventeen years of age described by Dr. Richardson,

who had never made water from his birth, nor had felt

the least uneasiness on this account, being healthy, vigor-

ous and active.

Deficiency Let it not be supposed, however, that so important a
accouut. d ... , .. j.j^ i .

for by an recrement as the urine is can have its constituent prin-
jncreased

cioles remain beiiind, and load the blood without danger.
discharge * o
from other The Outlet at which these are separated and discharged

is not always manifest, and hence they sometimes appear

not to be separated and discharged at all; though if the

state of the patient be critically examined into by an ac-

curate pathologist, the vicarious channel will generally

be detected, and most of the cases tliat must at present

range under the species before us, would be transferred

to that of paruria erratica.

Skin and The two most Common emunctories that supply the

ni°on com-^ place of the kidneys are the skin and the bowels. In
mon sub-
stituted

cmuncto-

Dr. Parr's case, he states that there was no vicarious

evacuation, except a profuse sweat for a day or two, and
riGF.

* Practical Treatise on the Symptoms, Causes, &c. of some of the most

Important Complaints that aftect the secretion and excretion of the Urine.

Part I. Ch. I. Sect. ii.

t See Spec. vii. of the present Genus, p. erratica.

t Diet, in verb. Ischuria

.

i Bib!. Med. Pr. n. p. 200.

I

Vol. XXVIII. year 17S3. j
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lie adds that there was no suspicion of imposture, as the Geiv.iii.

patient was in a hospital and constantly watched. Biitpa,uri'a

we have no account of the state of the bowels. In Dr. '"°p*-
.

destitution

Richardson's case of a natural destitution of urine, the <,f urine.

patient is admitted to have laboured under an habitual

diarrhoea, though with little uneasiness, and the dis-

charge of the urinary elements is very correctly ascribed

to the>intestinal flux.

The effects that result from a retention of the urinary Effects of

elements in the system, are a loss of energy and a grow- of mh"e!°"

ing torpitude in every function, proving that the senso-Stupoi of

rium is directly debilitated, and rendered incapable of accounted

secreting its proper fluid. It is, hence, to be expected ^°^-

that the brain should evince torpitude in a greater degree

than any other organ, and become oppressed and coma-

tose, as though in a state of apoplexy. Nor is it difficult

to account for these effects, since they naturally follow

from having the blood surcharged with that excess of

azote which, as we have just observed, it appears to be

the office of the urine to carry off". The destructive power

of azotic gass to animal life is known to every one, as is

also its further power of increasing the coagulability of

the blood.

I do not know, however, that the great and pressing illustrated

danger of having the constituent principles of the urine
f|^°|"

"^^"

thrown back into tlie blood has been distinctly pointed

out by any physician before the appearance of Sir Henry
Halford's valuable article in a late volume of the Medical

Transactions, which contains the following interesting

case: "A very corpulent robust farmer, of about fifty-

five years of age, was seized with a rigor which induced

hira to send for his apothecary. He had not made water,

it appeared, for twenty-four hours ; but there was no pain,

no sense of weight in the loins, no distention in any part

of the abdomen, and therefore no alarm was taken till the

following morning when it was thought proper to ascer-

tain whether there was any water in the bladder, by the

introduction of the catheter; and none was found. I was
then called, and another inquiry was made some few

vol. V. 57
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Gen, III. hours afterwards, by one of the most experienced sur-
Spec. I. .

• '

Paniria geons in London, whether the hladder contained any urine

Destituti .n
^^ "''^' " '^^'i 't appeared clearly that there was none. The

of mine, patient s,\t up in bed and conversed as usual, comjdaining

of some nausea, but of nothing material in his own view ;

and I remember that bis friends expressed their surprise

that so much importance should be attached to so little

apparent illness. The patient's pulse was somewhat

slower than usual, and sometimes he was heavy and op-

pi'essed I ventured to state that if we should not succeed

in making the kidneys act, the patient would soon be-

come comatose and would probably die the following

night ; for this was the course of the malady in every

other instance which 1 had seen. It hapjjened so; he died

in thirty hours after this, in a state of stupefaction."*

Adriitionai To this short history, Sir Henry has added thefoUow-

tion.
'^ ing remarks wliich are of too much importance to be

omitted. " All tlie patients who have fallen under my
care were fat coi-pulent men between fifty and sixty years

of age : and in three of them there was observed a strong

urinous smell in the perspiration twenty-four hours before

death ;" evidently proving that in these cases the in-

stinctive or remedial powerof nature, aided by the con-

stitutional vigour of the respective patients, was endea-

vouring to convert the exhalants of the skin into a sub-

stitute for the palsied kidneys, but was not able com-

pletely to succeed.

Remedial 1" attempting a cure of paruria inops we ought, in the

process. fl,.st instance, whatever be its cause, to take a hint from

the light of nature that is thus tin-own upon us: and, as

the excr-tories of the skin and of the kidneys are so per-

petually assisting each other in almost every way, excite

Diapho- the former by active diaphoretics to take upon themselves
retics. ^^^ ^ ^j^^^^ ^jjp office of the latter, and carry off the urea

that should he discharged by the kidneys.

Diuretics. We should next endeavour to restore the kidneys to

their natural action by gentle stimulants or diuretics, as

* Med. Trans, Vol. vi. p, 410.
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the alliaceous and siliquose plants, especially horse-radish '^e^, m.

and mustard, the aromatic resins and balsams, especially PHiuria

those of turpentine, copaiba, and the essential oil ofoeltkution

juniper. Digitalis is ot little avail, and in idiopathic ^fuiine.
*• '^

°
„ ,.,.,•• Treatment.

diseases of the kidneys does not often exhibit a diuretic

effect. If given at all it should he in conjunction with

tincture of cantharides, or the spirit of nitric ether.

Stimulants may, at the same time, he applied exter- Stimulant?.

nally as the hot-bath, or strokes of the electric or voltaic

fluid passed through the loins; to which may succeed ru-

befacients and blisters.

In the mean while the alvinc canal should be gently Aperients,

excited by neutral salts; and juniper-tea, broom-tea, or

imperial, may alternately form tlie common drink. The Diuretic

apozems,
juice of the birch tree (betula alba) will often, however,

prove a better diuretic than any of these. It is easily

obtained by wounding the trunk, and when fresh is a

sweetish and limpid fluid, in its concrete state affording

a brownish manna. It has the advantage of being

slightly aperient as well as powerfully diuretic. From its

stimulating the intestines it was at onetime supposed to

be a good vermifuge, and to have various other proper-

ties of which, in thepresentday, we know nothing: whence

it has unjustly fallen into discredit even for properties to

which it has a fair claim.
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SPECIES II.

PARURIA RETENTIONIS.

Stoppase ot asrfnc.

URINE TOTAILT OBSTRUCTED IN ITS FLOAV : AVITH A

SENSE OF WEIGHT OR UNEASINESS IN SOME PART OF

THE CRINARY TRACK.

sfu \V
'^H^s ^^ t'^® ischuria of many writers, and thougli, like

Thft ischu- tlie preceding species, it is equally without a flow of urine,

ny authors, i* differs Very widely from it in other circumstances. In
How dis- paruria inops the excretoiies of the kidneys are inactive,

from the and. Consequently, no urine is produced. In the species

specLs."^ before us the secernents possess an adequate power, but

the secretion is obstructed in its passage. And, as it

may be obstructed in different organs and in numerous

Avays in each organ, we have the following varieties :

Renalis. Pain and sense of weight in the

Renal stoppage of region of the kidneys, without

urine. any swelling in the hypogas-

trium.

fi Ureterica. With pain or sense of weight in

Ureteric stoppage of the region of the ureters,

urine.

y Vesicalis. With protuberance in the hypo-

Vesical stoppage of gastrium; frequent desire to

urine. make water; and pain at the

neck of the bladder.

5 UrethralJ.s. AVith protubcr.ince in the hypo-

Uretir^l stoppage of gastrium ; frequent desire to

urine. make water; and a sense of

obstruction in the urethra, re-

sisting the introduction of a

catheter.
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Obstruction of urine may take i^lace in the kid- ^'^'^- in.
Spec II

NETS from a variety of causes, as spasm, calculous con- « p. rcten-

cretions, inflammation or abscess; and tlie tumour or "°"'^ "^e-

.

'
-, nans.

swelling which occurs in any of these states^inay be so Renal

considerable as to prevent the fluid from flowing into the
^^j°JJ'.^^|^

pelvis of the kidneys as it becomes secreted by the tubules, Causes.

or out of the pelvis when it has collected there.

The kidneys, however, lie so deep, and from their mi- Progress of

nuteness are so completely buried in the loins, that tlie

intumescence which produces the obstruction is often im-

perceptible to the eye, or even to tlje touch. At times, Sometimes

however, the organ becomes wonderfully augmented j,gS"PPL"'a'e»'

the process of inflammation proceeds. Cabrolius gives

us the history of a purulent kidney that weighed fourteen

pounds.* And where the enlargement is accompanied

with but little inflammation, proceeds gradually, and

does not enter into a suppurative state, the organ not

unfrequently becomes much more enormous, and has

sometimes been found to weigh from thirty-five to forty

pounds.f

In this condition there is no difliculty in conceiving a Sometimes

total obstruction to the flow of the mine even when ela-pa^abys-

borated in suflSicient abundance. But the kidney, on the"''c.
, ,. , • ^ 1 p 1 Sometimes

contrary, sometimes wastes away, instead ot enlarges, wastes

and this so much as to become a shrivelled sack, and not^^^^^^'-

exceed a drachm in weight; and as the sinus of the kid-

ney contracts with its body, the organ at its extreme

point is sometimes found imperforate : and hence how
small soever may be the quantity of fluid which in this

morbid condition may be separated from the blood, none

whatever can pass into the ureter ; and if both the kid-

neys concur in the same emaciation, this also must form

as effectual a caiise of the disease before us as any other, yj p. reten-

When the stoppage of urine exists in the ureters, *'""'^ "'^*"

tcijca.

the causes may be as numerous and nearly of the same Ureteric

kind as when the kidneys are at fault: for here also weS^^^°^
•' urine.

Causes the

y /-. 1 1 rM- ^„ same as in
<CHbrol.Observ.p.23.

the preced-

^ Ci.iuiierc. Liter. Nnr. 17m. p. ?r2. 1737. p. 326. ingvarie- -

IV.
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Gen. III. occasionally meet with calculous concretions, inflamma-
Spec II

' tion, and spasm : to which wc. may add grumous blood,

viscid mucus, and a closed orifice in consequence of ul-

ceration.

y P. leten- VESICAL RETENTION OF URINE is produced by inflam-

sicaiis, niation, pressure upon the neck of the bladder, irritation,

Vesical Qj, pj^i-esis. Pressure upon tlie neck of the bladder may
stoppage of •

' nil
urine. be occasioned by distention of the rectum from scybala.
Causes.^

or other enterolithic concretions, flatus, inflammation, or

piles ; or by distention of the vagina from inflammation,

or a lodgement of the menstrual flux in consequence of

an imperforate hymen. Irritation may be excited by a

calculus, or too long a voluntary retention of urine, as

often happens on our being so closely impacted in large

. assemblies or public courts, or so powerfully arrested by

the interest or eloquence of a subject discussed in such

Voluntary places, that we cannot consent to retire so soon as we

mine!'°"°'^o"S''t= wlience the Sphincter of the bladder from being

Bladder voluntarily, becomes at length spasmodically, constricted,

soinetimft's f*'"' the uHnc cannot escape. It sometimes happens un-
relieved by (]pj. ^i^g jj^g^ circumstance that, from the pressure of the
absorption.

urine against the sides of tlte bladder, the absorbents are

stimulated to an increased degree of action, and a con-

siderable portion of the surplus is tlius carried back into

the vessels, and perhaps thrown off" by perspiration, so

that we are able to remain for a very long term of time

after the bladder has become painful from over-disten-

tion.

Atony of Atouy or paralysis of the bladder by which its propul-

sive power is destroyed, is a frequent cause; whence, as

Saviard has observed, it is often met with in paraplegia:*

and, as Morand remarks, on injuries to the spine.f And
hence, I have occasionally found it an attendant upon

severe and long protracted attacks of lumbar rheu-

matism 4 as most practitioners have probably done on

* Obscrv. Chinirgiques. + Vermichte Schriften, B. il.

I See also Snowden, in the London Medical Journal.

the bladder

as a cause
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iniuries to the kidnevs, ureters, urethra, prostate gland. Gen.iif.
'' V ' i v^ OPEC. II.

or penis. It is said, moreover, to be a result of repelled^?, reten-

eriiptlons of various kinds, chiefly of scabies* and scalled ^'°,"g^
^^^'"

head :| but it has not occurred to me from these causes ;
Vesical

stoppage of
though I liave witnessed it in infancy from the irrita- mine.

tion of teething where dentition has been attended with f^^P^if^^^g

.

difficulty. irritation

^, , , of teething.
In URETHRAL RETENTION OF URINE, the CaUSeS dO not j^ p. reten-

cssentially vary from those already noticed ; such as in- """'j^g"'®*

flammation, the lodgement of a calculus; viscid mucus ;Ue>hrai

and grumous blood. To which are to be added the I'ga-ofTnnl!

ture of a strangulating phimosis; irritation from a blen-^^"^^*-

norrhoea or clap ; strictures ; an ulceration of the urethra

producing an opening into the scrotum, or rendering the

canal altogether imperforate.

There is always danger from a retention of urine when Danger

it has continued so long as to distend and prove painful
[^J|!|^gjJ^'

to the bladder : and the danger is of two kinds, first, u'ine at

tliat of an inflammation of the distressed organ, and next, uvo-foW.

that of resorption, and a refluence of the urea, and other

constituent parts of the urine, as noticed under the pre-

ceding species.

The retention, however, has occasionally continued for ^ets"tioti

a considerable period without mischief. It has lasted times last-

from a week to a fortnight.i Marcellus Donatus eives*'^!'^"^" '
° without

a case of six months' standing ;$ and Paullini another of evil: ac-

habitual retention.
|j But in all these an observant prac-

^°.""'^'^

titionerwill perceive the two following accompaniments:

firstly, a constitutional or superinduced hebetude of the

muscular coat of the bladder so as to indispose it to in-

flammation ; and secondly, a resorption of the urinary

Ihiid, and its evacuation by some vicarious channel, as

already remarked under paruria inops. We have there

stated that the two most commonly substituted outlets are

* Morgagni, De Sed. et Cans. Morb. Ep. XLI. Art. 4.

+ Wdv. Act. Nat. Cur. V'ol. v. Art. 68.

+ Eph. Nat. Cur. passi^i. Comar. Obs. N. 21. « Lib. IV. cap. 27, 28.

j)
Cent. II. Obs. 26.
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Gen. TIL the excretories of the bowels and of the skin. Dr. Per-
Spkc II

^p. leten-cival gives an instance of the latter in which the p<^r-

Jl^g'i^g

"'^®" spirable matter was so much supersaturated with tlie

Urethral ammoniacal salt of the refluent urine, as to crystallize

udne.
^^ on the surface of the body, and this to such an extent

Instance of
^jj^^ ^l,g gj^j,^ ^^^j, covered all over with a white saline

vicarious

discharge powder.* Sometimes it has been thrown out from the

by We sto- stomach intermixed with blood, in the form of a jjjeroa-

'""'^h.; temesisjf and sometimes from the nostrils with the same
nostrils : ,

intermixture in the form of an epistaxis.j: And where

the absorbents of the bladder have been too torpid for

action, it has regurgitated through the ureters into the

pelvis of the kidneys, and been resumed by the absorb-

ents of these organs instead of by those of tJie former.^

Quantity Xhc quantity retained, and afterwards 'lischarffed, or
retained i-iiiii i- . t> ,

someiimes touud ui the bladder on dissection, has often been very
very con-

considerable. It has occasionally amounted to eiffht or
siderable. •'

~

nine pints : and there is a case given by M. Vilde in

the Journal de Medicine, in which it equalled sixteen

pints.

Medical In all the varieties thus pointed out the mode of
process, management must be regulated by the cause as far as

we are able to ascertain it.

Treatment ^^ ^^^ h?i\ci rcason to bclieve the suppression is strictly

of renal renal from the symptoms just adverted to, and particu-

of'urine! larly from ascertaining that there is no water in the

bladder or ureters, in most cases, whether it proceeds

from inflammation or stone, we sliall do right to employ

relaxants, and mild aperients: and, where the pain is

violent, venesection succeeded by anodynes. But it some-

times happens that the obstruction is produced by a pa-

rabysmic enlargement or coaccrvation of the substance of

the kidney without inflammation. If this should occur

in both kidneys at the same time, which is rarely the

case, we have little chance of success by any plan that

f E<rm, Med. Comm. Vol. v. 437. t Act. Nat. Cur. in. Obs. 6.

:j: Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. n. An. iv, Obs. 63.

i Petit, Traite, &c. CEuvres Posthuraes, Toil), in. p. 2. See also Sp. vii.

of the present genus, p. erratica.
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can be laid down. If it be confined to one, the sound Gen. iil

kidney will often become a substitute for the diseased, and paruVia re-

perform double duty ; and we may here attempt a reso- gj"*'°^'^*

lution of the enlargement by minute doses of mercury of urine.

continued for some weeks, unless salivation should ensue,

and render it necessary to intermit our practice. A mer-

curial plaster with amraoniacum should also be worn con-

stantly over the region of the affected organ.

The same plan must be pursued if we have reason to Treatment

suspect the obstruction is confined to the ureters. The stoppage'of

passage of a calculus is the chief cause of this variety of "line,

retained urine: and, independently of the sense of pain

and weight in the region of the ureters which an im-

pacted calculus produces, we have commonly also a feel-

ing of numbness in either leg, and a retraction of one of

the testicles in men, as the calculus in its passage presses

upon the nerves which descend from the spermatic ves-

sels. Opium and relaxants are here the chief, if not the

only, means we can rationally employ ; though the ononis

spicata, or rest-harrow of our fields, is said, both in the

form of powder, and of decoction, to be useful in this and

various other diseases of the bladder accompanied with

severe pain : on which account it holds a place in the

Materia Medica of Bergius. The asplenium Ceterach

and athamanta Oreoselinumf or mountain-parsley were

formerly in vogue for the same purpose, Jbut seem to be

of feeble efficacy. The seeds of the athamanta cretensis

or wild-carrot, had a wider and better founded fame,

both as a diuretic and lithontriptic. Dr. Cullen employ-

ed them for the latter purpose but without success. The
suppression is seldom total ; for the opposite ureter is

rarely so much affected by sympathy as to be spasmodi-

cally contracted, and equally to oppose the flow of the

urine.

The most common variety of this disease is that of I'featment

. of vesical

VESICAL retention, or a retention of the water m the stoppage of

bladder. This is usually produced by inflammation or"""^'

spasm by which the sphincter of the bladder becomes

contracted, and rigidly closed. Inflammation is to be

VOL. y. 58
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Gen. iir. relieved by the ordinary means ; and, in addition to these.
Spec. II.

•J 7 '

Paruiiaie- by anodyne clysters, and fomentations, a warm-bath,
lentioms. yyarm liniments, especially of camphor, or essential oil of

of urine, turpentine, and blisters to the perinseiim. Spasm is

excited by various causes : a stone in the bladder will do

it, an ulcer about the neck of the bladder will do it, as

will also too long a voluntary retention of urine. Spasm

is for the most part to be treated, and will in most cases

be subdued, by the method just proposed for inflam-

Carophor. mation ; to which we may add camphor and opium by

the mouth, and bladders of warm water applied to the

pubes and perinseum, or, which is better, the warm-bath

itself. Camphor has the double advantage of being a

sedative as well as an active diuretic; but combined with

opium we obtain a much more powerful medicine than

cither affords when employed singly. If the retention

proceed from Spanish flies, camphor alone will often

answer ; though in this case it is far better to combine

Muciiagi- with it mucilaginous diluents, as gum-arabic dissolved in

nous di- barley water. Several of the terebinthinate oils have also
luents. •'

. « . .

Teiebint!ii-been employed with great advantage, as the oil 01 jumper;
nateoiis.

the balsamum carpathicum, as it was called by C. Ab
Hortis who first introduced it into practice, and recom-

mended it for a multitude of other complaints as well;

concerning which there was at one time a great secret,

but which is, in fact, nothing more than an essential oil

very carefully distilled fro;'< the fresh cones of the trees

which yield the common turpt-ntine ; and the bai^amum

hungaricum which is an exudation from the tops ol the

pinus silvestris, and proves sudorific as v»ell as diuretic.

Another remedy, of early origin, and which has preserv-

ed its reputation to our own day, is the dandelion, the

Taraxac- leuntodon Taraxacum^ of Linnse is. It was at one
'™'

time regarded as a panacea, and prescribed for almost

every disease by which the system is invaded, as gout,

jaundice, hypochondrias, dropsy, consumption, parabys-

mas of every species, as well as gravel and other diseases

of the bladder : and was equally employed in its roots,

stalks, and leaves. It is now chiefly used as a deobstruent;
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but it possesses unquestionably diuretic powers, and
^p^c^u'

hence, indeed, its vulgar name of piss-a-bed. Paruriaie-

Ifthejointuseof tbese means should fail, the water *g*=^;^*p'°^^^-

is usually evacuated by the introduction of a bougie or of urine.
'. ...... ,. • Ji Treatment.

catheter, though the irritation is sometimes increased by Bougie to

the use of these instruments ; and the spasm or the thick- be empio7-

ening at the prostate or about tlie neck of the bladder is caution.

often so considerable, as to prevent an introduction ofeven

the smallest of them. Wherever an instrument of this

kind can be introduced, by far the most effective and

convenient w ill be found the urinary siphon already de-

scribed in treating of inflammation of the bladder.* And
this instrument may be of still further and very impor-

tant use as a mean of throwing tonic or stimulant injec-

tions into the bladder, whenever this organ is incapable

of contraction from debility or a paralytic affection.

If, however, this instrument should not succeed, if the

inflammation should increase, and the distress be alarm-

ing, nothing remains but to puncture the bladder, either

above tiie pubes, in the perinseum, laterally, or posterior-

ly through the rectum, for the operation has been per-

formed in all these ways and each has had its advocates.

The URETHRAL retention, as already pointed out, arises Puncture

also from inflammation, which is to be treated in the or- ^er when
'

dinary way ,• or from a calculus or a stricture ; both which necessary.

are best removed by the application of a bougie. In the oi urethral

last case the bougie, if it pass without much pain, should stoppage
c> ' I *^ ' of urine.

be continued daily, and progressively enlarged in its size. Bougie

It has often been employed with a tip of lunar or alkaline ^'PPg^^l^^j.^']'

caustic: and in many instances with perfect success : but quires cou-

,. . • .^ • .1 o i.- siderable
very great caution is requisite in the use ot a caustic drcum-

bougie; and even in the iiands of the most skilful it has^pection.

sometimes proved highly mischievous. When a simple

bougie is employed, Ferrandf advises that, if the water

do not flow immediately, it should be re-introduced and

left in the urethra j and I have myself advised such a re-

* Cl.iii. Ord, II. Gen. vii. Spec. xvr.

1- Blesnv Zod. Ann. IfiBl.
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gev. in. tention of the bougie-catheter through an entire night

Paruria re- with Considerable advantage ; for the water which would
tentionis. ^^^ g^^ j^^ f^^^^ l^^g gradually trickled, and given some
Stoppage o . ' o
of urine, relief to the over-distended bladder, which has hereby

bougiJmay progressively recovered its tone and propulsive power ;

veniain in gQ ^j^j^^ jj^g water before morning has been propelled in a
the urethra ^ r r

for a night, stream. But this is a plan only to be pursued where the

biad^er'^^ orgau has too little instead of too much irritability, and
has little consequently where there is no danger of inflammation.
irritability,

i ^ o

SPECIES III.

PARURIA STILLATITIA.

Stranguvfi.

PAINFUL AND STILLATITIOUS EMISSION OF URINE.

Geiv. III. This is the dysuria of Sauvages and later writers. In

Dysuria ofthe preceding species there is an entire stoppage of the

and^o^thers
"""^"^ » ^" ^^^ present it flows, but with pain and by drops.

Several of the causes are those of paruria retentionis ;

but others are peculiar to the species itself; and, as they

are accompanied with some diversity in the symptoms,

they lay a foundation for the following varieties

:

« Spasmodica. Spasmodic strangury.

fi Ardens. Scalding strangury.

y Callosa. Callous strangury.

S Mucosa. Mucous strangury.

s Helminthica. Vermiculous strangury.

^ Polyposa. Polypose strangury.

«. P. stiiia- The FIRST VARIETY is characterised by a spasmodic

niodica^^ coustrictiou of the sphincter, or some other part of the

Spasmodic urinary canal, catenating with spasmodic action in somo
strangury. -^ ' '^

, o i • i. ±\ •

adjoining part. The spasmodic actions ot which this
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variety is a concomitant are chiefly those of hysteria, Gew. iir.

colic, and spasm in the kidneys. It is hence a secondary <* p. stiiia-

affection, and the cure must depend on curing the dis- ^0^;^^^^'

eases which have occasioned it. Opium and tlie digitalis Spasmodic

will often afford speedy relief when given in combination. MoTtfy
?'

In the SECOND variety tliere is also a spasmodic ^ympathe.

constriction, but of a different kind, and making it more„'on^,

of a primary affection; whence Sauvages and others ^ ?• stiiia-

have distinguished it by the name of dysuria primaria. dens.

It is excited by an external or internal use of various Scalding
•^ dysury.

stimulants as acrid foods, or cantharides taken internal- Dysuria

ly ; and is accompanied with a sense of scalding as the saTvoges?

urine is discharged. Exciting

This is also a frequent result of blisters : and to avoid Treatment,

it in this case the patient should be always advised to Muciiagi-

drink freely of warm diluents in a mucilaginous form. ems.

Gum-arabic, marsh-mallows root, the jelly of the orchis

or salep, infusion of quince-seed, lint-seed, or decoction

of oatmeal or barley may be employed with equal advan-

tage; for they do not essentially differ, and the only pre-

ference is to be given to that which affords the largest

proportion of mucilage.

Formerly the winter-cherry (physalis Alkekengif Linn.) Aikekengi

was in much repute, and was supposed to produce speedy cherry.
^

relief.* It is unquestionably sedative and diuretic, and

possesses these properties without heating or irritating:

and seems to be worthy of farther trial. As a sedative,

indeed, Hoffman employed it in hsemoptysis; and as a

diuretic it has been still more generally made use of in

dropsy. About five or six cherries or an ounce of the

juice forms a dose : the pericarp is bitter, yet the fruit

within possesses but little of this property, and has an

acidulous and not unpleasant taste.

Camphor has also been employed with great ad vantage Camphor,

for the same purpose, and acts on the same double prin-

ciple of being a diuretic and a sedative. It is often found

to act in the same manner when applied externally, and

* Manardus, Epist, Libr.xill, N. 12.
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sSm ^^®" ^^^" intermixed with the blister plaster itself, as

/3 p. stiiia- though in some constitutions it possesses a specific in-

denl^*^
fluence over the bladder: upon wbirh subject Dr. Per-

Scaiding ccval has penned the following note in his Commentary

treatment.*^ the volume of Nosology ;
• In three instances blisters

sprinkled with camphor were repeatedly applied without

strangury, and as uniforrnly, when the camphor was
omitted, with the concurrence of that symptom. I will

not say that in all constitutions camphor will obviate

strangury ; nor in all constitutions will cantharides with-

out camphor produce it."

ap^erients.
^^ ^'^^ commonly be found useful, and sometimes abso-

lutely necessary, in this variety, from whatever cause

produced, to employ neutral aperients: and with them
the means just recommended in cases of cantharides will

rarely fail to succeed in most otiier cases, if not, the

practitioner should have recourse to a decisive dose of

opium.

yP. stiiia- Strangury is also occasioned by a callous thicken-

losa'^^^
ING of the membrane of the urethra producing a perma-

Caiious Yient stricture. Some interesting examples of this may
s langtiry.

^^ ^^^^^ j^^ jy^ Baillie's Plates of Morbid Anatomy.*
Most com- w^e have already had occasion to observe that the
manly . . „ , • • • i n xi
seated in most commou Situation ot a stricture is in its bulb or the
the bulb 01 pj,(jg^j^^g gland that lies immediately above,j though it

may take place in any other part, M. Ducamp has in-

vented an ingenious instrument for determining the exact

point, consisting of a sound graduated into inches, half

inches, and lines, which at once determines the distance

of the obstruction from the orifice of the urethra. In

five cases out of six however he found the obstruction

seated not higlier up than from four and a half to five

and a half inches, an<i he is inclined to think tliat this is

rather higher than occurs in general,:]: which is contrary

to the ordinary calculation in our own country. A stric-

ture of this kind ** consists," says Dr. Baillie, "of an

* Fascic. VIII. PI. IV. v. t Vol. iv. Blenorrhcpa liiode?, p. 86.

J:
Traite des Retention? (I'Unnp. S^r. Paris. 8vo. 1R22.
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approximation, for a short extent, of the sides of the ^p^"^" "{•

canal to each other. Sometimes there is a mere line of ^ p. stnia-

approximation, and not uncommonly the sides of theJ^'J^*^^^*

urethra approach to each other for some considerahle Callous

length, as, for instance, nearly an inch. The surface of
M^"hiev-

the urethra at the stricture is often sound, hut not un-ous results,

frequently it is more or less thickened." It is this thick-

ening which produces the variety of strangury hefore us.

The sides of the urethra have sometimes approximated so

nearly by its tumefaction that the stricture will only allow

a bristle to pass through it: and hence ulcers are occa-

sionally formed in the prostate gland, and fistulse in the

perinseum; and the cavity of the prostate is enlarged

from distention, in consequence of the accumulation of

urine behind the ulcer; of all which Dr. Bailiie has also

given examples.

The pain in micturition is sometimes peculiarly dis- Pain pecu-

tressing ; the limbs tremble, the face becomes flushed, tlessln?'^

and the feces issue at the same time, so that the patient

is obliged to pass his water in the position in which he

goes to stool. M. Ducamp gives the case of a merchant and has

labouring under this complaint, in whom the violent f'"^'.""^
o ' ' hernia.

straining produced a large inguinal hernia: and' refers

to others who were afflicted with stricture of the rectum

from the same cause.*

When the prostate, or urethra, is thus highly irritablcy Remedial

palliation only can be resorted lo; but where thethicken-^'°"^^*

ing is recent and there is little irritation, a skilful use of Skilful use

a bougie will sometimes afford temporary relief; after often sef-^

which, by gradually employing those of larger diameter, j''|^^^'^'®-

the strictui'e will often give way and the canal widen so

as to allow the water to flow with considerable comfort.

M. Ducamp objects to the use of bougies from the mis-

chief they product' when unskilfully applied. f But the

objection is too indiscriminate : and the plan is, after all,

less adventurous than any application of caustic, although

* Traite des Retentions d'Uiiiic, &c. Taris Cvo. 1822.

^ Traite des Retentions d'Urinc. &C. iit suprii.
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Gen. in. in the more cautious but more complicated way proposed

y P. stiiia- by himself. I had lately a patient under my care, who
titia cai- -^as SO grievously afflicted with this variety of strangury

Callous about six years before, from two distinct strictures, as

Treat""^^'
^^^^^ *" make water otherwise than by drops : the small-

mem, est cat-gut bougie could with difficulty be made to pass

through the thickened parts ; and he was entirely de-

barred from going into company. By gradually accus-

toming himself to bougies of increasing diameter he can

now bear the introduction of a moderately sized one with^

ease ; the water flows freely, though in a small stream, and

he is able to go into company and to travel without incon-

venience. He still finds it necessary, however, that the

bougie should occasionally be continued, and it is, I be-

lieve, introduced into the urethra every week or fortnight.

/^P. stiiia- In the variety which we have called mucous stran-

cosa."""" GURY, the urlnc is intermixed with a secretion of acrimo-
Mucous nious mucus, of a whitish or greenish hue, which is fre-
s rangury.

q^gj^^-jj^ ^ sequel of gout, lucs, or blenorrhoea. It is often,

however, produced by cold, and in this last case forms the

Catarrhus catarrhus Tcsica? of various authors : so denominated from

whTt* **^ being conceived that the bladder and urethra are af-

fected in the same manner as the nostrils in a coryza. The
constriction therefore depends upon an excoriated or irri-

table state of the urethra, or neck of the bladder, and, at

times, of the mucous membrane of the bladder itself.*

Medical And hence the warm-bath, or sitting in a bidet of warm-
treatment,

^j^^gj.^ is often of considerable service. Warm and diluent

injections have also frequently been found, as well as di-

luent and demulcent drinks, of great advantage. A very

severe case of this kind occurred not long since to the

author, in a lady of the middle of life, who had about

Severe and three months before suffered much from a laborious labour
striking ex-

j,^ which a dead child was brought into the world by the

tion.' use of the single blade. The bladder, irritated in the

course of the labour, long continued irregular in its action,

but at length appeared to have recovered its tone. A sud-

* Tacheron. Recherches Anatomico-Pathologiques sur la Medicine Pia-

tinue. Jn loco,
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den exposure to cold brought back the irritability, the ^''^^^-
|j|-

mucous discharge was considerable, and the micturition j i>. .tiUa-

so constant and painful, that for two nights in succession ^'^^^^
"^""

the patient evacuated the bladder or strove to evacuate it, Mucous

nearly forty times each night. The plan above recom-
^^^^^^^'^y-

mended was diligently pursued, and at night the body

swathed with flannel wrung out in hot water, with an out-

er swathe of a towel. Forty drops of laudanum were given

at bed-time and repeated doses of tincture of hyoscyamus

in the day. On the third day the disease subsided, and

vanished in the evening. If this variety continue long it

is apt to produce an obstinate and very narrow stricture,of

which ulceration and fistulse in perinseo are frequent results.

Strangury is also sometimes accompanied with a Dis-'i'/Stiiia-

CHARGE OF WORMS of a peculiar kind, and proceeds from mimhica.

the irritation they excite. Of this we have various in-yemiicu-
*' lous stran-

stances in the Ephemerides of Natural Curiosities,* inguiy.

some of which the worms were found in the bladder after ^i'l""

death, and in others discliarged by the urethra during life : form in

and a like fact is alluded to by Dr. Frank, though he does cases!"

not seem to have witnessed it himself.f They are de- Sometimes

scribed as of different fortnsin different cases, sometimes

resembling the larves of insects : sometimes distinctly cu-

curbitinous, of the fasciola, fluke, or gourd-kind. Dr.

Barry of Dublin has given us the case of a solitary worm
discharged by the urethra of a man aged fifty, " above an

inch in length, of the thickness of the smallest sort of eel,

and not unlike it in shape, ending in a sliarp-pointed tail."

It was dead, but did not seem to have been dead long.

The patient had for several years been in the habit of dis-

charging urine mixed with blood, but unaccompanied with

pain either in the bladder or urethra. Duiing the whole

of this time he had been feverish ; and gradually lost his

appetite, found his strength decay, and had become ta-

bid and hectic; from all which he speedily recovered as

* Dec. I. Ann, ix. x.Obs. 113. Dec. ii. Ann. i. Obs. 104. Ann. vr.

Obs. 31. Dec. iii. Ann. i. Obs. 82. Ann. ii. Obs. 203.

t De Cur. Hom. Moxb. Epit. Tom, v. p. 79.

AOL. V. ^9
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Gen. m. gQQji j^j. ^[^jg cause of irritation was removed.* Mr. De-
Spec. III.

« P. stiiia- met has lately given a similar case, but of a more compli-

Ini'n^thka
^**^*^ '^^"*'' ^^'^^ paticnt was a man of fifty years of age

Vermicu- wlio had through a great part of his life been subject to

sun.* '^""anomalous pains in the lumbar region, and abdomen, and
Sometimes in adolescence to a frequent nasal hemorrhage. One day,

gregarious. ^^ the period now spoken of, after passing much blood by
Singular ^]je urethra, lie voided bv the same channel, a round worm
C'lSG 01

'' v

Demet. fourteen inches in lengthy of the sicie of a goose-quill ;^

after which he found himself greatly relieved, and the hse-

maturia ceased. In the course of three months this man
passed by the same passage fifty worms apparently of the

same species, but of different sizes. He had notice of their

forth-coming by a sense of heat in the urinary canal, and

a slight febrile excitement which went off* as soon as the

worms were ejected. They were uniformly dead when

discharged.!

juustrated We have also an example of a like vermicule, highly

!'en"ce^in a gfcgariousj ^ud of Considerable length, in an interesting

singular paper of Mr. Lawrence, inserted in the second volume of

the Medlco-Chirurgical Transactions. The patient was

a female aged twenty-four, and had long laboured nnder a

severe irritation of the bladder, which was ascribed to a

calculus. She at length discharged three or four worms
of a non-descript kind, and continued to discharge more,

especially when flieir removal was aided by injections into

the bladder, or the catheter had remained in the urethra

for the night. The evacuation ofthese animals continued

for at least a twelvemonth. Twenty-two were once passed

at a time ; and the whole number could not be less than

from eight hundred to a thousand. A smaller kind was

also occasionally evacuated. The larger were usually from

four to six inches in length ; one of them measured eight.

For the most part they were discharged dead.

The subject is obscure, but it may be observed that the

* Edin. Med. Ess. Vol. v. Part ii. Art. Lxxii. p. 28fl.

t Diet, des Sciences Medicales. Art. Cas. Raies,
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ova of various species of worms, and even worms them- ^''En. in.

selves, are occasionally found in many animal fluids, and ,p ^iii\.,^.'

have been especially detected in the blood-vessels, where t''.''^ i'''^-

they have been hatched into grubs or vermicules, for the vermicu-

raost part of an undecided character; though some, ob- '"^"^ ^*^^""

served in the mesenteric arteries of asses, have been re- Explained

ferred to the genus strongylus.* And in like manner Dr. j^"/^
°^"^"

Frank assures us, that he has found ascarides both in the

bladder and kidneys of dogs, particularly in polypous

concretions in these organs.f Dr. Barry supposes his

isolated worm to liave travelled in the form of an ovum
as far as to the extremity of an exhaling artery opening

into the bladder; to have found, in tliis place, a proper

nidus and nourishment for the purpose of being hatched

into a larve or grub, and of growing to tbe size it had as-

sumed when thrown out of tlie urethra ; and, in conse-

quence of this progressive growth and the proportional

dilatation of the vessel in m hich it was lodged, he accounts

for the discharge of blood without pain. If a worm reach

the bladder alive and full of eggs, we have no difliculty

in accounting for a succession of progenies.

Strangury is also sometimes produced in consequence^if P. Stiiia-

of the bladder or urethra, or both, being obstructed bypVcaf"^

the formation of a polypous excrescence which has Polypous
stiangurj'.

occasionally shot down to the external extremity.

Dr. Baillie's Morbid Anatomy furnishes several exam- Only to be
•'

^
cured radi-

ples of this variety ; which, in most cases, is only to becaiiybyex-

radically cured by an extirpation of the substance which
'','i|^^j'|tcan

produces the obstruction,:}^ wherever it can be laid hold be laid hold

of. When small, however, and in the form of caruncles, ^'^en

these excrescences have sometimes separated spontane- small, has

1 II ji .11 • 1 t)6en some-
ously, and been thrown out by the urethra witli very times spou-

e;reat relief to the sufferer, and have been followed bv a '^".^""®'i;

jjcrfect cure.§

* Hodgson on the Di.seases of Arteries.

t De Cur. Horn. Morh. Epit. Tom. v. p. 76.

% Fascic. IX. Plate iii.

t Fahdr. HilHan. Tent. iv. Ohs. riii. Art. NaT. Cur, Vol. r. Obs. sni
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Grn. III. Upon this variety ray venerable friend Dr. Perceval
Spec. III.

•/ ^

^p. stiUa- has added the following note in his manuscript Com-
iitia poijr- nientary on the Nosology, from which the present work
Polypous has been so often enriched : "It might not be amiss to in-

s[,^"fj"7'
S5st on a case which sometimes deceives young practi-

caseinii- tioncrs : ischuria cum stranguria. A copious draining

from Per- of uHue took phice for several days in a patient with a
cevai. swelled belly. Death supervening, the bladder was found

distended to an enormous bulk, and the parietes of the

abdomen wasted. Two excrescences near the neck of the

bladder internally had almost closed its outlet, and inter-

fered with the action of the sphincter." Wljere the irri-

tation is considerable these excrescences sometimes ul-

timesuice- cerate, and form fungous sores, with great distress and
rate.

' o
, , . .

gnawing pains that shoot into the hips and posterior mus-

cles of the thighs, though the exact mischief cannot be

ascertained till death ; of which Mr. Bingham has given

an example in his ingenious dissertation.*

Excrescen-

ces some-

SPECIES IV.

PARURIA MELLITA.

.Saccfiartnc 2Snnr.

URINE SISCHAKGED PREELT, FOR THE MOST PART PRO-

FUSELY ; OF A VIOLET SMELL AND SWEET TASTE J

WITH GREAT THIRST, AND GENERAL DEBILITY.

Gej*. III. This is the diabetes, diabetes Anglicus, or diabetes mel-

Diabetes of litus of authors ; from hci<ivrvi?, importing " a siphon, - or

authors, rather from hci^»tva, " transeo." Diabetes among the
Term use<l

, . , , i i • •

in a loose Greek and Roman, and, indeed, among modern physici-

S^eriy. J^»'« till the time of Willis, imported simply a flux of urine,

either crude or aqueous, for no distinction was made

* Practical Essay on the Diseases and Iniuries of the Bladder, &c. by

Pobei-t Bingham, 1^22,
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between the two, and both were named indiflferently dia- Gen.iii..... Spec. IV.
betes, dipsacus from the accompanying thirst, urmary Paruria

diarrhoea, urinal dropsy, and hyderus (iiSepas), or ^ ater-
1^'^^^J^^\^^^

flux.* The writers among the aucients who seem cliiefly "^ne.

to have noticed it are Galen, Aretseus, and Trallian ; and ^^^°^ |j"S

the reader who is desirous of knowing what they say, and "^<^^ or
'-' aqueous

is not in possession of the original authors, may turn to urine of

Dr. Latham's Treatise upon the diseasef who has trans- ^y^^^^y^'^^

lated the whole with very great clearness and fidelity. The Dipsacus.

„ „ , J- Hyderus,
form of diabetes, to which we are now directing our alien- 01 water-

tion, Galen describes as having a resemblance to li^^tery,^"^*^^^^
^^

from the rapidity with which the solids and fluids of the by Galen,

body seem to be converted into a crude and liquid mass, and Trai-

and hurried forward to the kidneys; and to canine appe-li^"* .

tite, from the voracity and thirst which are its peculiar tion of

symptoms. He supposes a high degree of appetency or appUcabfe

irritation to exist in the substance of the kidneys, in con-^° '''®

<» . 1
present

sequence of which it attracts the matter ot urine with disease,

great vehemence from the vena cava ; and an equal degree
^ig|^"

^

of atony and relaxation to exist in its orifices or pores, so adopted by

that the same matter flows off" unchanged as soon as itcessors"

reaches them.:}:

This general view ofthe subject was adopted with a few

additions by Aretjeus, and without any by Trallian; and

seems to have descended with little variation, as we have

just observed, till the time of Willis, who first called they'll the time

attention of practitioners to the curious and important who first'

fact that the urine of diabetic patients, seems in many ^]"'"'®^ ^""^

cases, to contain a saccharine principle. These cases, ence of a.

however, were not, at that time, duly distinguished, and p^[ncipVe".°

hence, in Sauvages, who was well acquainted with Willis's ^^* "opro-

J. !• , -r.
perdistinc-

discovery, diabetes signifies equally an immoderate flux of Hon was

urine from hysteria, gout, fever, spirituous potation, as sa^ut^agL

and others.
* fjalen. de Crisibus, Lib. i. Cap. xii.

t Facts and Opinions concerning Diabetes, 8vo. 1811.

^ De Loc. Affect. Lib. vi. Cup. rii. iv.. cornnnrpfl « it!i T>p rrisihii?,

J/ib, I. Cap. xji.
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Gen. hi. ^ell as urine combined with saccharine matter : thou2:U
Sp£c IV
Paruria the Only relation which the last has to the rest is that of

s^c^h*
• ^^^ heing usually secreted in a preternatural quantity : but

iiriue. as even this last quality, though mostly, is not always,

the case, it should be distinguished by some other name
than that of diabetes, and form a distinct division : or,

if the name of diabetes be applied to it, it should be
How dis- g^iven to it exclusively. Dr. Young, who retains the name
tinguished ? , , i i

'

, /•

by Young : in the latter sense, and employs it as that oi a genus,
thedia- iustly allows but one species to the genus, the diabetes
betes insi- J •' * o '

pidus of mellitus of Cullen, and describes the diabetes insipidus

eq"!ivaient ui^er the geuus and species of hyperuresis atpiosus. The
to his hy- distinction indeed is so clear, and has been so generally

aq'uosus. admitted for nearly the last half century that it is won-
Confused (Jerful Frofcssor Frank, with all his fondness for gene-

tion of ralization, should have turned to the erroneous view of
Frank.

^jjg, g^rly Writers and again confounded genuine diabetes

with hyderus or water-flux, tlie enuresis of most writers.
Whether There is great doubt whether this last ever exists as an
the last ex- ^
istsasan idiopathic affection. Cullen himself, indeed, candidly

lifi'v'Tuon?
expresses the uncertainty of his mind upon the subject:

"Almost all the cases of diabetes of late times," he ob-

serves, "exhibit saccharine urine, ita ut dubium sit, an

alia diabetis idiopathicse et permanentis species revera

detur." If such be found it will probably be nothing

more than a variety of the next species in the present ar-

rangement, paruria iNCONTiNENs : while the honcycd

diabetes or saccharine urine ought to be studied as a dis-

tinct affection.

Pathology The pathology of this disease is still involved in a con-

obscmUy!" sidei'able degree of obscurity : for though anatomy has

pointed out a few morbid changes that exist more or less

extensively in the urinary or digestive organs, and che-

mistry has sufficiently explained to us the morbid charac-

ter of the discharge, they have thrown less light upon its

origin than could be wished for, and have hitlierto led to

Seat of the ,jq satisfactory opinion upon the subject. Even the seat
disorder a t. •.r.
Gubject of of the disorder is. to the present hour, a point ot contro=
djfsri.ission.
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versy ; ami as its seat, together with the nature of its Gen. m.

cause, can only be collected from its symptoms, we will Paiuna

first lay down its general history and afterwards glance
s^^^^.'^^;.;^^

at a few of the leading hypotheses which have been start- ""ue-

ed in respect to its pathology.

Saccharine or honeyed paruria is rarely, though some- j^escnp-

times,* found in early life, but is often a sequel to a life origin,

of intemperance, on which account it is occasionally con-

nected with a morbid state of the liver. It makes its ap-

proach insidiously, and often arises to a considerable de-

,

gree and exists for some weeks without being particularly

attended to. If the urinary symptoms take the lead it is

without the patient's noticing them, for the first morbid

change he is sensible of is in the stomach. At this time,

to adopt the description of Dr. Latham, " It is attended,

for the most part with a very voracious appetite, and with

an insatiable thirst; with a dry harsh skin, and clammy,

iiot parched, but sometimes reddish tongue ; and with a

frequent excreation of very white saliva, not inspissated,

but yet scarcely fluid. As the disease proceeds it is ac-

companied often with a hay-like scent or odour issuing

from the body, with a similar sort of halitus exhaling from

the lungs, and with a state of mind dubious and forgetful

:

the patient being dissatisfied, fretful, and distrusting, ever

anxious indeed for relief, but wavering and unsteady in

the means advised for the purpose of procuring it."f

In the mean time the kidneys discharge a fluid usually Progress.

very limpid, though sometimes slightly tinged with green,

like a diluted mixture of honey and water, and possessing

a saccharine taste more or less powerful. The quantity. Urinary
S6cr6tioii

in a few rare instances, has been found not much in- sometimes

creased beyond the ordinary flow, but for the most partf"|y^''S'i*

the secretion is greatly augmented, and not unfrequently ed, but

amounts to forty or upwards of forty pints in the course
°|J|^^.^^gJj'J

of a day and night.|

* I/fitham's Facts and Opinions, p. I7U.

t Facts and Opinions concerning Diabetes, &c. p. 1.

i
Frank. De Ciiv.Houi. Morb, Epit. Tom. v. p. 44
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GEjy. III. The pulse varies in different individuals, but, for the
Spec. IV.

*^

Paruria most part, is quicker than in health ; and not unfrequently

Saccharine ^'^®*'® is a sense of weight or even acute pain in the loins

urine." Occasionally spreading to the hypochondria, a symptom
which Aretseus notices as one of the earliest that appears ;

the uneasiness extending still lower till, as the same
writer remarks, a sympathetic smarting is felt at the ex-

tremity of the penis whenever the patient makes water.

Termina- The flesh wastes rapidly : and, as the emaciation ad-

vances, " cramps," says Dr. Latham, " or spasms of the

extremities sometimes supervene, the pulse is more quick

and feeble, and the saliva more glutinous." And when
the strength is almost exhausted in a still more advanced

stage of the disease, the lower extremities often become

edematous, and the skin cold and damp: the diabetic dis-

charge is then frequently much diminished, and is some-

times even found to become more urinous for a few hours

before death closes the distressing scene."

Occasional A pulmonic affection occasionally accompanies or prc-
concomi- ccdes the attack ; Dr. Bardsley, indeed, affirms that he

Pulmonic docs not rccollcct a case that was entirely free from this
affection,

gy^iptom. And it is probably on this account, as also

from the feverish state of the pulse, which by some writ-

ers has been supposed to partake of a hectic character,

that by MM. Nicolas and Gueud«ville the disease has

Costive- been denominated Phthisurie siicree.^ The state of the

times^°rj^'
lio^^ 6ls is cxtrcmely variable, though there is commonly

obstinate, a troublesome costiveness ; sometimes, indeed, so much

so, that the feces are peculiarly hardened and scybalous :

which is well described by a patient of Dr. Latham's, in

a letter of consultation ;
*' The lieat of my body," says

he, " I suppose arises from a most determined costiveness

that I cannot find means to conquer, and which occasions

me great pain and misery, frequently feeling an inclina-

tion without the ability of discharging : and when, after

much difficulty, the excrement is ejected, it has almost

* Recherches et Experiences Medicalcs et Cliimiques siir la Diabete sil-

cree, ou la Phthisic sucvpe. 8vo. Paris, 1805,
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the solidity of lead."* In a few instances the disease, Ge^n-
JI^i.

seems to be connected with family predisposition. Mr.paiuria

Storer has noticed a case of this kind in his comrauni-'^jJ)^^^\^^_,

cation with Dr. RoUo; and M. Isenflamm has given the urine.

history of seven children of the same parents who fell colTnec'trd

victims to it in succession.! ^'i|'^ ^ ^'•^'

Professor Frank, who, during a practice of twenty JS'sposuton.

years in Germany, met with but three cases of this com-
^^||^g^'J{'

plaint, though afterwards with seven in the course of

eight years in Italy, adds to the preceding symptoms that

the skin is scaly as well as arid.:}:

The real nature of the fluid evacuated has been very Nature oi

suflSciently determined both in our own country and on evacuated:

the Continent by chemists of the first authority, who |iestitute of

its DVOIDGr

have concurrently ascertained that, whilst it is destitute salts ; and

of its proper animal salts, it is loaded with the new in-'°?.^^''r f »
vvith sac-

gredient of saccharine matter. charine

Dr. Dobson from a pound of urine collected an ounce
"'^"^''

The last
of saccharine substance; and Mr. Cruikshank, from thirty proved by

six ounces Troy, obtained, in like manner, by evapora-^^P''""

tion, not less than three ounces and a quarter : which, Dobson

from the quantity discharged by the patient, would haveg^^j^^^"'"^'

amounted to not less than twenty-nine ounces every

twenty-four hours. A patient, however, under Dr. Frank.

Frank, but who was in the last stage of the disease, eva-

cuated his urine in a much higher degree of concentra-

tion ; while the general amount w^as not more than in a

state of health, for from two pints the saccharine matter

obtained weighed not less than six ounces.^ Chevreul

has shown that by concentrating this morbid urine and
petting it aside we may obtain a deposit of sugar in a

crystallized state.

The absence of animal salts has been ascertained not Absence of

less satisfactorily. MM. Nicolas and Gueudeville showed, ''"'™'''
* ' salts prov-

ed by

^ ^ , ^ • „ Nicholas
* Facts and Opinions, &c. p. 185. auj Gueu-
t Versuch einiger practicher Anmerkungeu iiberdie Eiugeweide, &c. Ei- deville.

lang. 1784.

t De Cur. Horn. Morb, Epit. Tom. v. p. 39. Mannh. 8vo. 1792.

i tJbi supra, Tom. v, p. 47.

• vol. v. 60
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s*^^* IV*
^y^ * series of experiments in 1802, that the saccharine

Paruria urinc Contains no urea, nor uric or benzoic acid ; that

Saccha ne
*^'^ pliosphoHc salts exist in a very small proportion

:

urine. and that in consequence of its sugar it will enter into the

per'ime^rus
^inous and acetous fermentation, and yield an alcohol of

of Dupuy- a disagreeable odour.* The same results have since been

Thenard : obtained by MM. Dupuytren and Thenard by experi-

ments still more satisfactory. They also found an albu-

minous substance in the urine which is always discharged

in a sensible form when the disease begins to take a fa-

vourable change, and is the constant harbinger of a re-

turn of the proper animal salts ; for after having appear-

ed for a little while it gradually diminishes and yields

its place to the urea and uric acid. In an excellent pa-
of Henry, per of Dr. Henry's inserted in the Transactions of the

Medico-Chirurgical Society,! he appears to have arrived

at many of the same conclusions though by a somewhat

different process.

Results of Dissection has also been had recourse to for collateral
issec ion.

jjjfQ,.ujat[Quojjthig j^Qi^plip^tgij jjj^lady : but its researches

have been less successful than those of the chemists.

Morbid The only organ in which any morbid structure has been

kidoVs^as
clearly ascertained is the kidneys. Mr. Cruikshank af-

detected by firms generally that the arteries of the kidneys are, on

sha"nk' thcsc occasions, preternaturally enlarged, particulai'ly

those of the cryptse or minute glands which secrete the

The same urinc.'*:}: And this state of inflammation or morbid ac-

r Bafiiie'*
*^^*^y is confirmed by Dr. Baillie in his 'Account of a

case of diabetes wit!i an examination of the appearances

after death,'§ in which he tells us that " The veins upon

the surface were much fuller of blood than usual, putting

* on an arborescent appearance. When the substance of

both kidneys was cut into it was observed to be every

where much more crowded with blood-vessels than in a

* Recherches et Experiences, ut supra citat. ,

t Transact. Vol. x.

^ On the Lacteals and Lymphatics, p. 6y.

j Transactions of a Society for the Improvenieut of Medical and Chirui-

gical Knowledge, &c.
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natural state, so as, in some parts, to approach to the ^en. hi.

appearance of inflammation. Both kidneys had the same Paruiia

degree of firmness to the touch as when healthy : but I
g^^Ji'^^v^^,

think, were hardly so firm as kidneys usually are, the urine.

vessels of which are so much filled with blood. It is dif-

ficult to speak very accurately about nice differences in

degrees of sensation unless they can be brought into im-

mediate comparison. A very small quantity of a whitish '

fluid, a good deal resembling pus, was squeezed out from

one or two infundibula in both kidneys, but there was no

appearance of ulceration in either."

These premises, taken conjointly or separately, accord- Ptiucipai

ing to the light in which they may be viewed by different more or

persons, open an abundant field for speculation concern- less ap-

mg the nature of the malady : and hence, an infinity of the preced-

hypotheses have been offered of which the following are '"^ '^*^'^'

the chief:

I. The disease is dependent upon a morbid action of

the stomach, or some of the chylifacient viscera, which

necessarily, therefore, constitute its seat.

II. The disease is dependent upon a dyscrasy or intem-

perament of the blood, produced by a morbid action of

the assimilating powers.

III. The disease is dependent upon a retrograde mo-

tion of the lactcals, and is consequently seated in the

lacteal vessels.

IV. The disease is dependent upon a morbid condition

of the kidneys, and seated in these organs.

I. The first of these hypotheses, though not the most i- Hypo-

ancient, has been by far the most commonly received, morbid ac-

and is, perhaps, the most prevalent in the present day. t'O" ^^,^^^

T. • 1 • 1 V I . . , . 1.1 Stomach or
It IS derived irom observing the increased action which chyiifa-

exists in the stomach, and probably also in the collatitious^'^"*
^'^'

viscera, in conjunction with the untempered fluid which Scope of

is discharged by the kidneys, whose morbid crasis is re- Jj^^^]"^"'

ferred to these organs. But even here there has been

much dilficulty in determining which of the digestive

viscera is principally at fault. Dr. Mead having re- Suppor'^f^

. . ,
*^ by Mead

;

marked that the disease is frequently to be traced amongst
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Sp^^' iv'
^^^^'^ ^^*° ^^^^ \i\cd intemperately, and particularly

Paruria who liave indulged in an excess of spirits and other fer-

Sacchaiine
*"6"t^<^ liquors, ascHbed it to the liver, and the idea was

urine. Very generally received in his day. Dr. Rollo has since,

thesis^of a^"'' certainly with more plausibility, fixed the seat of the

moibiri'ac- disease in the stomach, and confined it to this organ

:

tion of the • • .^ j • ^ ,. • i .. i

stomach or ^oriceiving it to consist "in an increased action and se-

chyiifaci- cretiou with a vitiation of the gastric fluid, and probably
ent viscera. n i i i • i • i i

and Rollo-
active a state of the lacteal absorbents :—while the

kidneys, and other parts of the system, as the head and

skin, are only affected secondarily."

Objections. According to this hypothesis the blood is formed im-

perfectly from the first, and the morbid change of animal

salts for sugar is the work of the stomach or its auxiliary

organs, which are immediately influenced by it. It is a

strong if not a fatal objection to this view of the subject,

that the blood before it reaches the kidneys, is found,

upon the most accurate experiments to which it has hither-

to been submitted, " to contain the salts of the blood, but

no trace whatever of sugar." The experiments I allude

to are those of Dr. WoUaston, and Dr. Marcet, detailed

in the Philosophical Transactions.* Prior experiments

Iiad, indeed, been made under the superintendence of

Dr. Rollo, which induced those engaged in them to con-

jecture that some small portion of sugar might exist in

the blood ; but these trials led to no definite conclusion,

and did not satisfy the experimenters themselves. The
results of Wollaston have since been confirmed by other

experiments of Nicholas, Sorg, Thenard, and Bostock.

thes^^'^f*
^'* "^'^^ second hypothesis, or that which regards the

dyscrasyofdisease as dependent upon a dyscrasy or intemperament
t ebood.

^^ ^jjg blood, produced by a morbid action of the assi-

milating powers, is of parallel date with the preceding,

and has had the successive support of many of the ablest

and most distinguished pathologists from its origin to our

W]\^^-
^^ ^^" ^^^* ^* ^^^ ^^^^ started by Dr. Willis and imme-

diately followed upon his discovery of the saccharine

* Vol. CI. 1811, r. 9^.
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property of diabetic urine, who thus expresses his opinion ^^n. m.

of the seat and nature of the disease in his treatise upon Paruria

this malady :—•• Diabetes is ralher an ininiediate affec-
J^"^|*JJ;.^

tion of the blood than of tiie kidneys, and thence derives "'ine.

its origisi ; for the mass of the blood beciinies, so to speak, ,hesiJof "a

melted down, asid is too copiously dissolved into a state ''ys^';^«y of

, . ^ p lie blood.

of serosity: whicli is sufficiently manirest h-om the pro-

digious increase of the quantity of urine which cannot

arise from any other cause than from this solution and

waste of blood." He admits, however, that the orifices

of the kidneys are at this time peculiarly relaxed and

patulous, in consequence of which the untempered fluid

passes off with a greater ease and rapidity.

This hypothesis of Willis was readily embraced by his Supported

distinguished contemporary Sydenham, who fortified him- ham

:

self in the same by observing that those who have long

laboured under an inteimittent, and have been unskilful-

ly treated, and especially old persons, sometimes fall in-

to a diabetes, from a crude or debilitated condition of the

blood. And hence, he tells us in his letter to Dr. Brady,

Regius Professor of Physic in the University of Cam-
bridge, that **the curative indication must be completely

directed towards invigorating and strengthening the blood,

as well as restraining the preternatural flux of urine."

Thus advanced and advocated by two of the brightest ^"^ ^^jy... generally

luminaries that have ever enlightened the medical world, adopted,

it cannot be a matter of surprize that this opinion should

have been extensively adopted. In truth it was espoused
^"^gj^^s at

on the Continent as well as at home, and, in 1784, gave home,

birth to M. Place's able dissertation at Gottingen :* and

continued to be the prevailing opinion till the appearance

of Dr. Rollo's work, to which we have just adverted ; and

even since the appearance of tliis work, it has been still

warmly and ably maintained by Dr. Latham, who, while;,,
^y'^Lat-

he pays all the homage to Dr. Hollo's labours and abili-

ties to which they are entitled, and scrupulously adopts

*Diss. de vera Diabetis caiissa in defectu assimilatipnisquferenda. Goett.

1784.

ham :
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Gen. III.
^ije general principles of his practice, opposes his doctrine

Paruria of aiTiorbid condition of the stomach,* wliich, as well as

s ^" harine
^''^^ kidneys,f he believes to be peifectly sound in its ac-

urine. tion. "I must take leave," says Ur. Latham, " to dif-

thesis^of a ^®*' i" Opinion most materially from Dr. Rollo, who seems
dyscrasj' of to consider this most enormous appetite as such an evil

, j.^
' in diabetes, as to endeavour, by every possible means,

who differs
' ^ J j f t

from Rollo to repress it, having founded his theory prinripalh upon

J?^^" ^i^^^"' the idea that on this action of the stomach depends the

ofpatho- evolution of sugar with the whole train of consequent

though he symptoms : whereas, I consider the appetite, however
accedes to grpgat it may be, and which I would never check by me-
his practice ° . . if. .«.ii
generally, dicincs, as a natural sensation, calling into its lull exer-

cise that organ thi'ough which the constant waste of the

body must be directly supplied, and without which the

patient must soon inexitnbly perish: and I look upon the

more moderate appetite which takes place usually in a

few days after a strict conformity to animal diet, as the

surest sign of convalescence, inasnuich as I hold it in

proof that the blood being thereby rendered firmer in its

crasis, there is less disposition in it to be decomposed,

and, consequently (as is the fact) that there must soon

be a diminished discharge of nutritious matter from the

kidneys."

The objec- An opinion promulgated and maintained in succession

preced^n-i^^ by authorities so high, and names so deservedly dear to

hypothesis, the HEALING ART, ought not to be lightly called in qucs-

piicabfe^to" tiou : but it is as difficult to reconcile the present notion as

the present, the preceding with the existence of the ordinary salts and

the non-existence of sugar in the blood of diabetic patients.

Dr. Latham, however, has argued the point w ith great

and elaborate ingenuity, and has endeavoured to show,

by a train of reasoning which is worthy of attention, that

the sugar, in respect to its elements, may exist in the

blood, though the substance itself be not discoverable in

it, being " so weakly and loosely oxygenated as to be

again readily evolved by the secretory action of thckid-

* Facts and Obspwation?, &.c. p. 230. t Id. p. 110
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neys, not from any fault in the kidneys themselves, but Gen. iir,

from the regular and natural exerrise of their function, paruria

in separating from the imperfect bh)od such matters as™^^'\^^-.
' "-" • Saccharine

are not properly combined with it."* urine.

III. A bold and plausible effort was made, between {"'51^07^

forty and fifty years ago, to get rid of the stumbling-block retrograde

of the absence of sugar from the blood by showing that the lym-

F'ovided it were once formed by the digestive oreans, vhatics.

,, ... ,. . Started by
there is no necessity tor its travelling in this direction, c. Darwin.

Tbis hypothesis was brougi)t forward by that very acute

and ingenious physiologist, Mr. Charles Darwin, in an

essay presented to the^Esculapian Society of Edinburgh

in 1778, that obtained for him an unanimous grant of the

prize-medal for the year : an honour dearly earned, as

almost immediately afterwards he fell a martyr to his in-

defatigable pursuits, while on the verge of graduating.

In this essay he endeavoured to account for the disease of

saccharine urine by a retrograde motion of the lympha-

tics of the kidneys. Having endeavoured to establish Scope of

the general principle of a retrograde lymphatic action, he 'S"*"^

proceeds to remark, that all the branches of the 1} mphatic

system have a certain sympatliy with each other; inso-

much that when one branch is stimulated into any unu-

sual motion, some other branch has its motions either in-

creased, or decreased, or inverted, at the same time : thus,

when a man drinks a moderate quantity of vinous spirit,

tlie whole system acts with more energy by concert with

the stomach and intestines, as is seen from the glow on

the skin, and the increase of strength and activity : but

when, says he, a greater quantity of this inebriating ma-

terial is drunk, at the same time that the lacteals arc

quickened in their power of absorbing it, the urinary

branches of the absorbents which are connected with the

lacteals by many anastomoses, have their motions invert-

ed, and a large quantity of pale, unaniraalized urine is

hereby discharged. Where, continues Mr. Darwin, this

ingurgitation of too mucii vinous spirit occurs often, the

' (. t aupiMj p. 9?,
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Gen. III. urinary branches of absorbents at length gain a habit of

Paruria inverting their motions whenever the larteals are much
raeiiita. stimulated : and the whole or a great part of the chyle, is

urine. thus Carried to the bladder without entering the circula-

thesifo?" tion, and the body becomes emaciated : while the urine

retrograde is necessarily sweet and of the colour of whey. And on

the iym-° ^^^^ account Mr. Darwin proposed to denominate the spe-

phatics. cies before us a chyliferous diabetes.

Supported This hypothesis, for, ingenious as it is, it has never

thor of been entitled to a higher character, became at one time

inddemai' ^^^o Very popular, and was supported by the talents of

facts that the Celebrated author of Zoonomia, the father of its inge-

coiourabie nious iuveutor. A few singular facts which have occur-
support. pej since the decease of both these writers, seem at first
These facts ,,,..,.,, , , , ,

•xpiained Sight to givc it a little colourable support : such as the

"oem to ^^P'*' passage of certain substances from the stomach to

\e present the bladder apparently, according to the experiments of
(lass.

-p^.^ Wollaston and Dr. Marcet, without their taking the

course of the circulation; and M. Magendie's experi-

ments upon the lymphatic system, and the doctrine he

has founded upon them. These, however, the author has

examined with some attention in the Physiological Proem

to the present class, and has endeavoured to reconcile

them with the ascertained and admitted structure and

laws of the animal frame: so that they can add but little

to the speculation before us. And in truth, how much

soever it may have been caught up hastily by men of

warm imaginati<m, or those who are fond of novelty, the

soberer physiologists have never been made converts to

Objections it. "In the diabetes," says Mr. Cruikshank, " it has

Ci^ulk-^^ been supposed that the ch^h^ flows retrograde from the

shank. thoracic duct into the lymphatics of tlie kidney, from

them into the crvptse, so into the tubuli uiiiiiferi, thence

into the inlundibula, pelvis, ureter, and so into the blad-

der. This opinion is mrre supp«>sition, depending on no

experiments. And, besides that all such opinions should

be rejected, why should the chyle flow retiograde into the

lymphatics of the kidney and not into the lacteals them-

selves? And why are not the feces fraught wuth a
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similar fluid as well as the urine? The arteries of the 9^^*
'^^Z

kidneys are, on these occasions, preternaturally enlarged, paiuda

particularly those of the cryptse or minute glands which g®'|,'j'^-

secrete the urine. And it is infinitely more prohable that 'ine

the fluid of the diabetes arises from some remarkable m. Hypo-

change in the vessels usually secreting the urine, than*^^^'^^'^,^
*-" .07 retrograde

from any imaginary retrograde motion ofthe chyle through motion of

the lymphatics of the kidneys."* Even Dr. WollastonphVticr

prefers a state of doubt concerning the course pursued by Fuither

. , . 1 . , o , . objected
the above-mentioned substances to an adoption of this to by W'^oi-

conjecture, notwithstanding the ready solution it offers to'^^*°"*

his experiments. " With respect,'* says he, " to Dr.

Darwin's conception of a retrograde action of the absorb-

ents, it is so strongly opposed by the known structure of

that system of vessels, that I believe few persons will

admit it to be in any degree pi obable."f

Professor Frank seems to have been equally struck '^''^"^'^

with the plausibility of the hypothesis and the objections tion of the

to which it is open. And hence, without abandoning it,
'^ypoti^esis.

he endeavoured to mould it into a less objectionable

form. He gives up the doctrine of a retrograde motion,

but still conjectures that the disease is seated in the

lymphatic system generally with which the urinary com-
bines in excitement; and consists in a stimulation of

both these systems by some specific virus, formed within,

or introduced from without, and operating with a reverse

effect to the virus of lyssa or canine madness ; so that

while the latter engenders a hydrophobia or dread of

liquids, this excites an inextinguishable desire of drink-

ing ; and he particularly alludes, in illustration, to the

virus of the dipsas or serpent of the ancients, which
was proverbial for producing this effect ; and hence, as

we have already observed, gave rise to one of the names
by which this disease was distinguished in earlier ages.

He supposes that from the irritability thus induced in

the lymphatic system, every other part of the general

* On the Lacteals and Lymphatics, p. 69.

t Phil. Trans, ut supra. 1811. p. 105.

TOi. V. 61
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S^Ec "iv
^^^"^'^ ^^ exhausted of its nutrition and healthy power;

Paruria and that the fluids thus morbidly carried off are liurricd

SaSnne f°^^^^**^' and especially that of the chyle, and of the

urine. cutancous cxhalauts, to the kidneys, which concur in the

thesis of°a sauie diseased action, and constitute the flow of urine,

letiograde and especially of saccharine urine by which the disease

the lym- is peculiarly characterised.* But this is rather to make

Tlfe^diffi-
^'^ exchange of difiiculties than to free the explanation

ciiities from such impediments : and, in truth, to render the

oniy'^e^K-
machinery still more complicated than under Mr. Charles

changed, Darwin's hands. Upon this view of the subject the

hypothesis kiducys play merely an under-part, and are only second-
more com- jjpjjy affected ; yet admitting the real seat of the disease
plicated. ^

to be the lymphatics, why the urinary secernents should

thus make common cause with them in the general strife

in which they are engaged rather than those of the in-

testines, the skin, or any other organ, we are not informed.

Nor have we any lamp to explain to us the nature of the

specific poison here adverted to ; or the path by which

the chyle must travel to the kidneys without passing

through the general current of the blood.

IV. Hypo- IV. We come now to the fourth hypothesis to which
thesis of a

^|^g discasc before us has given rise, and which places it

diseased primarily and idiopathically in the kidneys. These form,

tiie*kid-
indeed, the most ostensible seat, and hence, as we have

neys. already seen, they were the first suspected, and were sup-

wi'th the^ posed by the Greek writers to be in a state of great re-

Greeic laxatiou and debility, and hence also of great irritability.

To this irritability was ascribed their morbid activity,

and the accumulation of blood with which they were

overloaded : while their weakened and relaxed condi-

tion allowed the serous or more liquid parts of the blood

to pass off through the patulous mouths of the excre-

tories without restraint or change, and, consequently, in

a crude and inelaboratcd form like the food in a lien-

tery.

* De Cur. Hero. Morb, Epit. Tom. v. p. 54. Mannh. 8vo. 1792.

writers:
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Such was the explanation of Galen : and of all the f'^w. iii.
^

1 J. 1
SPEC. IV.

hypotheses before us there is no one that seems to be so Paruria

fully confirmed, as well by the symptoms of the disease
g^'^J.','^^-.^^

during its progress, as by the appearances it offers upon mine.

dissection. The anatomists have hence generally adopted
^^^^^^^

^p°"

this opinion, which is to be found in Bonet,* Ruysch,f primary

and Cruikshank ;:j: and in proof that it has of late been state of the

gaining additional ground among physicians and medical '''^"^y^-

practitioners in general, as well on tlie continent as in our especially

own country, it may be sufficient to refer to the writings of
j^n^i'^fjgjt

liichter, the works ofMM. Nicholas and Gueudeville, and confirmed

MM. Dupuytrcn and Thcnard, already quoted from, and symptoms

the communications of Mr. Watt, Dr. Henry, and, still
°'^^^^ ^T' >" ' ease and

more lately, of Dr. Satterley ; several of whom, however, the ap-

conceive the stomach or some other chylifactive organ ^^^^^^,^2""^

to be affected at the same time secondarily or sympa- fon.
.. .. I, Has hence
thetlCally. been daily

By far the greater number of these writers regard thes^'"'"s
. . _ ground in

irritation of the kidneys as connected with inflammation : our own

though several of them ascribe it to a spasm. The latter 3°"^""^^

seem to reason from the pain found occasionally in the abroad.

region of the loins, and the limpidity and enormous quan- bid^stat^ of

tityof the fluid that is discharged, which in their opinion ^'^e kidneys

is analogous to that evacuated in hysteria or hypochon-g^aTded'as

drias: such was the opinion of Camerarius upwards of a'"''^"'"'^-
* ^ tory

:

century ago,§ and it is that of Richter and Gueudeville though by

in our own day : " la phthisurie," says the last, for under
te"s as

"

this name he describes saccharine urine, *'estune con- spasmodic,

somption entretenue per une deviation spasmodiq,ue etia'^t°afe

continuelleiles sues nutritifs non animalises, sur lorgane^^!"*"^"-
, . „|, us,Richter,

unnaire."!! Gueude-

There seems after all but little to support this doctrine,
cufien"'^

and yet it was adopted by Cullen, and that so completely
^^^^ ^.^_

as to induce him to arrange diabetes in his Class Neu- betes plac-

ed by Cul-

len in his
* Sepulchr. Lib. iii. Sect. xxvi. Obs. 1, Class

t Observ. Anat. Chir. N. 13.
Neuroses.

% On the Lactea's and Lymphatics, p. 69.

« Diss, de Diabete Hypochondriaccrum Periodico, Tub. 1696.

II
Redierches et Experiences Medicales, «&c. 8vo. Paris. 1803.
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cjew. III. roses, and Order Spasmi, immediately before hysteria,

Pan.iia
' aiul fiydrophobla. His reason for doing so is contained

Saccha-n
^" *^^^ followi; g passage in his First Lines: " As hardly

urine. any secretion can be increased without an increased action

thesis^of'a^^*'"® vcssels concemed in it, and as some instances of

primary this disease are attended with affections manifestly spas-

state of the wi^^'C, I have had no donbt of arranging the diabetes
kidneys, under the order of spasmi."* A more unsatisfactory
His reason . *

•'

for so do- reason has, perhaps, never been offered, nor does the

|.^|g^i^-^'^i|^^_
author himself seem satisfied wit!) it, for we find him,

satisfacto- .shortly aftcrwards, not indeed, like M. Gueudeville,

/ppa^rentiy ""'t'^S ^* ^^^^ another cause to give it potency, but
so to him- abandoning it for this auxiliary cause which seems to be

whence he adoptcd exclusively : for he adds within a few aphorisms,
ascribes << j ^hink it probable i\\2d, inmost cases, the proximate
the seat of ' *

the disease cause is some fault in the assimilatory powers, or those

to the' assi- ^'^P'^J^'^
in Converting alimentary matter into the proper

niiiating animal fujids."f
poweis.

g^j^ admitting the kidneys to be in a morbid and highly
Whether

irritable state, which is the oldest, and apparently the

part idio- bcst Supported doctrine upon the subject, and that this

affbc'ted m state is Connected with an inflammatory action of a pecu-

conjunc- jiap kind, what necessity is there for supposing an idiopa-

thekTd'-' thic affection of any other part, whether the stomach or
neys. ^}jg ncrvcs, the chylifacient or the assimilating powers ?

examined And why may not every other derangement that marks
with defe-

^]jg progress of the disease be regarded as consequent upon

the renal mischief? I ask the question with all the defe-

rence that is due to the distinguished authorities that have

passed in review before us, the value of whose wiitings,

and the extent of whose talents no man is more sensible of

than myself: but I ask it also, after having studiously at-

tended to the nature of these derangements both in theory

and in all the practice which has fallen to my own lot, and

"with a strong disposition to believe that the whole can be

traced and resolved into this single and original source,

* Pract. of Phys. Aph. md^v,

( Td, Aph. MDXiT
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and consequently that diabetes is a far less complicated gp^"^;"!;

disease than has hitherto been imagined. Paruiik

That an inordinate excitement of the kidneys is capa-"'^®^'''^-.

ble of augmenting the urinary secretion, whatever be the mine.

cause of such excitement, is obvious to every one who hasy,/gig^['^'

attended to the stimulant effects of spirits drunk to excess, p;imary

hysteria, and several other irregular actions of the nervous state of the

system, and the whole tribe of diui'etics.
kidneys.

In all these cases, however, the excitement is only g""||^^^"'*^^j.

secondaiy, and follows upon a previous affection of .some oi the kid-

other organ or part of the system. But in the disease be- whenTe*^-"

fore us, we are contemplating a j)rimary excitement, a^°"'^^'^y» ,

morbid action originating and. seated in the kidneys them- i^^c^eash°g

selves. And surely when we reflect upon the prodigious "^? ^°^^"^
•^ I 1 o urine.

quantity of serum the excretories of the cellular membrane in the pre-

are capable of separating and carrying off from the blood gf^'ij^^'i^g

in cellular dropsy, and those of the more limited range offxcitement

the pleura or the peritonseum in dropsy of the chest or of '^vhence we
the belly, there can be no difficulty in conceiving that the ^''"^ '^^-

emunctory of the kidneys, whose function, when in health, ppct a stHi

consists in eliminating a very large portion of the more'f^s*^'
!'"'^'

*-' .01 Argued
attenuate parts of the blood, should, when in a state of from the

morbid and increased action, be capable of secreting quite u?resdted

as prodigious an excess of fluid as is found secreted in anv excretories

of the eel-
kind of dropsy whatever. And hence, from a morbid irri- luiar mem-

tation of the kidneys alone, we may, I think, satisfactorily '^'^"^ '"

p , , r,
dropsv,

account for the largest quantity of water that is ever dis-

charged in the disease before us, and see with what pecu-

liar force it was denominated by the Greeks nyuERus
{vhfog,) or water-flux, as also htdrops matellse, or uri-

nal DROPSY.

This analogy will be still more obvious from our fol- Analogy

lowing up the common forms of dropsy to their ordinary f"r'the^/ be-

consequences, and comparing them with the consequences *7^^"^"*="

01 diabetes. As the watery parts of the blood in cellular mine and

or abdominal dropsy are drawn offwith great rapidity and '''°P'' •

profusion to a single organ, every other oigan becomes
necessarily desiccated and exhausted ; the skin is harsh

^nd dry, the muscles lean and rigid, the blood-vessels col-
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Gen. III. lapsed, the bowels costive, and the adipose cells emptied

Paiuiia of their oil. Every part of the system is faint, and lan-

SaJcharine
§"'^''^^ for h Supply, and hence that intolerable thirst

urine. which Oppresses the fauces and ston»ach, and urges them

thesis^'f°a by an inrreased^^ction to satisfy the general demand.
primary Xhis is a necessarv effect of so niofuse a depletion, be the
diseased ^ • •

state of the cause what it may: and we have reason, therefore, to

^
'^^^^* augur a priori that such an effect must follow in this form

of the Greek hyderus or water-flux. That it does follow

we have already seen ; and we are hence led almost insen-

sibly to adopt, in its fullest latitude, the correct doctrine

of Dr. Latham, that " the increased appetite in this last

disease, however great it may be, is a natural sensation,

calling into its full exercise that organ through which the

constant waste of the body must be directly supplied, and

without which the patient mustsocm ine\itably perish."*

Hence all Froui a morbid excitement, then, a weak and irritable

symptom" Inflammation, if I may be allowed the expression, of the

ofsaccha- Sidneys alone, we are able to account, not only for all the
I'lne urine •' "

may arise local symptomsof au cuormous flux of water, lumbar, or

morbid ex- bypochondriac pains, and occasionally fulness, and the

'h^Trt"^
°^ post-obit appearances of distended or '* preternaturally eu-

aione. larged arteries," as observed by Mr. Cruikshank, " blood-

vessels more crowded than in a natural state, so as in some

parts to approach to the appearance of inflammation," as

observed by Di*. Baillie, "ossified arteries," as observed

by Mr. Goocb, and '• a glutinous infarction of the paren-

chyma of the kidneys," as observed in other cases by

Plencizf ; but also for all the constitutional symj>toms of

a dry, harsh, and heated skin, general emacwition, and

sense of exliaustion, dej)ression of animal spiiits. great

thirst and voracious appetite. In dropsy, indeed, the ap-

petite is not uniformly voracious, nor is it always so in

diabetes: but that inanition of alm<»st every kind has a

tendency to produce this symptom, where the tone of the

stomach is not interfered with or has re-established itself,

* Practical Treatise, &c. i. p. 417.

t Acta et Observatjones Med. p- 15f>,
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is manifest from its occurring so commonly after severe Ge^v. in.
Spfc IV

fatigue, long fasting, protracted fevers, or any other ex- pa,uria

haustins; state of body. And hence the very existence of »T™eiiita.

. !• 1 • !• r- 1 1 X- Saccharine
the symptoms in diabetes is a direct prooi that the action urine.

of the stomach, instead of being morbid, is Perfectly J^j^j^^P"'

sound, thougli inordinately excited. piimaiy

But thf* grand q'.iestion, it may, perhaps, be said, still
gj^jg^^f ,1^^

remains untouched. How are we to account for that crude, kidneys.

TII8 cLSSGf"

fused, or dissolved state of the blood, which appears so uon of a

conspicuously in diabetes, and which reduces it from an *!':'^'^^, °^
1 1 • o -H.T

flissolved

animalized to a vegetable crasis V jSow upon this point, state of the

let us fairly put to ourselves this previous question : Does am^^ed^"

such a state of the blood appear at all ? and is it in fact Does such

reduced or changed in any respect from its animalized
fjt

?^ ^
^"

character antecedently to its aj-rival at the morbid organ

of the kidneys ? So far as we have been able to obtain in- f'^cts iiius-

formation from chemical experiments, the blood of a dia-the contia-

betic patient continues in full possession of its animali-'y*

zed qualities, and evinces no approach towards those of

vegetable fluids : and so far as we can judge from its be-

ing drawn from the arm during life, instead of evincing

a thin, dissolved, and colourless state, it discovers that

very condition which we should anticipate as a natural

consequence of a very copious abstraction of its serous or

more liquid principles. For we are told, without a dis-

sentient voice, by those who have drawn blood freely and

repeatedly during the disease, that it has the general ap-

pearance of treacle; thicker than natural from the drain

of its finer parts, and darker from a closer approxima-

tion of its red corpuscles, little capable of coagulability

from its loss of coagulable lymph, and hence not separat-

ing by rest into a proper serum and crassament. And
we are told fartiier that wherever venesection has been

serviceable, and the renal flux has diminished, the latter

instantly assumes a greater disposition to coagulate, and
loses the darkness of its hue.

The chief reason, after all, for supposing that this How far

change from an animalized to a ves:etable, or rather from "^^ F^sent
'-[ o . » inoibid ex-

an uric to an oxalic character, takes places in the blood citement
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Geiv. III. itself, is from the difficulty of conceivina: how it can take
J?PEC. IV. .

*' '-'

Taruria place 111 the kiUncys : the difficulty of explaining how an

Saccharine ®^S^" whose common function is to secern alkalies, and
urine. an arid fsti irtly animal, should be brought to secern an

thesis of a
'^^'^' dirt'ctly vegetable. But, in the first place, is the dif-

pvimary ficulty ouc wliicii is diminislied by transferring this won-
diseased i r i i n •

i • -i •

stateof the "criui cliauge or action to the assimilating powers, or to
kidneys, the sto:.nach,or to any otiier organ? For let us lay the fault

ney« m'^ay
^^'*®*'^ ^^^ ^"^^^^ ^^ ^^'^ ^t'^ involved in the dilemma of sup-

be suffici- posing tliat an animal structure whose healthy function

duceule" cousists in the formation of ammonia, has its action so
chemical ])erverted by the disease before us, as to produce susjar in
ciiHnp"p til ft t

takes place Jts stcad. And hence, by enlisting the assimilating pow-
in the gpg jp^Q service upon tlie present occasion, we only gain

The diffi- two levei's instead of one. We place the globe upon the

iesseiie"d U elephant instead of upon the tortoise, but we have still

transfer- to inquire what it is that su|!|)orts the latter.

tion to'tiie^ There are, liowever, if I mistake not, various patho-
assimiiat- logical and physiological facts perpetually occurring be-

The subject ^ore our eyes, whicli if properly applied, may at least
explained reconcile us to this supposed anomaly, if they do not
generally. ^ • •" "^

explain its nature: a very few of which I will briefly

Sugar pro advert to.

mos^m''-^
We see a tendency in most animal organs to produce

gans under sugar under particular circumstances, whatever be the

ciTcum-^' character of their ordinary secretion ; and this both in
stances cascs of health, where we have no ground for supposing

health and an imperfectly animalized fluid ; and in cases of disease

aisrimd
^^ where such a change may perhaps be contended for and

an animal Supported : and we see this also, and equally, under an

biVdfe^t*^ animal and under a vegetable diet; in some instances, in-

The female deed, most SO wherc the former predominates. No one,

state of
"^

if he did not know the fact,would predict that the breast
iieaith pro- of ^ hcalthv womau, w hich forms no sugar at any other
duces more . ,, , ,.„,.. i- . i

sugarun- time, would bccome a saccharine lountain immediately

ffJi^»?J*'"' after child-birth ; and still less so that an animal diet, or

vegetable a mixed diet of animal and vegetable food, would pro-

n!oreTn ducc a larger abundance than a vegetable diet alone : and
proportion

jg^^g^ of all, that woman's milk produced by animal food
nan most ' i >f
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would yield more sugar in a given quantity than ass's, q^; j!^-

goat's, sheep's, or cow's ; and less caseous matter than Paruria

any of these quadrupeds,* though this last is the only ™^(,(.'^!|*^;j^^

matter of a strictly animalized quality which milk of any "'/"p-

, . » . . I V. Hypo-
kmd contains. thesis of a

This, however, is a natural process. Yet under the p"""^'>'
' ' diseased

action of a morbid influence sugar is often produced in state oi

other organs, while what should be sugar in the mamm8e[,gyg^'*^"

is changed to some other substance. Under the genus quadru-

Ptyalismus, we have observed, that the saliva is some- P^/^^ =

.

- •' ' '

^ _
while It

times SO impregnated with a saccharine principle as to yields less

acquire t'le name of it. mellitus :\ it is indeed by some g^^j^°"j^2°^j

authors represented as havin^g the sweetness of honey. m?'tter.

Pus, under various circumstances, evinces a sweetish duced by°'

taste, and hence the occasional sweetness of the sputum*''^ saiiva-

. . 1 . J 'T glands
m consumptive patients. So in fevers of various kinds, and lungs,

as we have already had several occasions to observe, and^^^^.^"
'^

particularly in hectic fever, the sweat throws forth a state.

vapour strongly impregnated with acetous acid. Even
oj^^hg*^ ba-

the ceramen sometimes both smells and tastes sweet ^^'s of sugar
sccrctccl

a fact noticed by Hippocrates, who at the same time re-f,onuhe

marks that it is a fatal symptom. ^'''''*-

As an animal product it might be reasonable to expect Gastric

that the gastric iuice would be alkaline, and it is so in!" '^^."^"'
o d ' tiai in oin-

some animals: yet those who have paid but little atten- "ivorous

tion to animal chemistry will be surprised to learn that
^''"^ *

'

while it is for the most part neutral in animals that feed

jointVy on fiesh and vegetables, it is alkaline in ruminating alkaline in

and graminivorous animals, or those that feed on gi'ass, f„yg""an^

and acid in carnivorous animals, as the falcon, hawk, and acid in car-

heron. Upon which points the experiments of Brugna-

telli,:|: coincide with those of Carminati and Macquart.

* Experimens des MM. Stipriaan, Liviscius, et D. Bondt, in Mera. de

la Societe de Med. a Paris. 1783.

i Vol. I. p. 83.

t Saggio d'un Analisa Chemica di Succi gastrici. Vide Crell, Beitrag.

au dem. Cheni. Anna!. 1787.

vol. V. 62
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s^^' TV*
^* '^ unnecessai'y to pursue these iHustrations any fur-

Paruria
*
tlier. Candidly reflected upon they cannot fail, I think, to

Saccharine
i''™'"i'''' ^1 ^ Considerable degree, the repugnance which

urine. the mind at first feels in admitting a secretion of sugar

thesis of°a^*y ^" Organ, whose common function is so inaccordant
primary with such a production : and consequently they co-operate

state of the in leading us to the conclusion which it has been the
kidneys, design of these remarks to arrive at, that paruria mellita.
Hence the p . i . . . ,'

difficulty or diabetes, is a disease seated in the kidneys alone, and
diminished

jgjjgj^jjgj^^ upou a peculiar irritability or inflammation of

irig that the the renal organ.

inay'in^a Of the predisposiug or occasional causes of this disease,

morbid howcver, we are still involved in considerable darkness ;^

cietesugar. with the exception that whatever debilitates the system
General seems at timcs to become a predisponent, and only requires

theinquiry. some peculiar local excitement to give birth to the disease,

nent'and"
without whicli it is ill vain to expect that it should take

occasional place. Hence it occurs to us, in some instances, as a con-

Whatever Sequence of old age, in others of a constitution broken
debilitates down by intemperance or other illicit gratifications,* in

becomes a Others again of a diseased liver, or diseased lungs,* of
predispo-

^toiiic gout, or Suppressed eruptions : and particularly of

only re- chrouic carbuncles, or ill-conditioned sores approaching

excitine" ^^ their iiature, and shawing like themselves a consider-

cause. able degree of constitutional debility.

brokercoir. I ^ui greatly obliged to Dr. Latham for calling my at-

etitution
: teutiou to this last fact while drawing up tiie present his-

jntempe- <. . i- i «. „ . . „ , .

ranee: tory 01 tiie oiscase, and tor reterring me m support oi his
a diseased

^^^^^ opinion upon this subject to the following passage ia

diseased Cheseldcn :
*' There is sometimes a large kind of boil or

atonic* carbuncle in this membrane, which first makes a large

gout: slough and a number of small holes through the skin

carbuncles which in time mortifies and casts off, but the longer the
or other ill- siQ^g.}, is Suffered to remain the more it discharges, and
condition- '-'

. i i i o
ed sores, the more advantage to the patient : at the latter end oi

The last
^yjjich casc the matter has a bloody tincture, and a bilious

particular- •' '

ly pointed
out to the # See Case in Latham's Tracts. &c. p. 142, as also the remarks already
author by . j r t-> i. i i

Latham in
^"°^^^ '^^^'^ ^'- 5^^"''^1^>'-

a passage
from Cbe-
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smell, exactly like what comes from ulcers in the liver; c.F.N.iir.

and both these cases arc attended with sweet urine as pa,mia
in DIABETES."* ™^"''^'»-.

_- _ baccnarine
In concurrence with this remark of Cheseldcn, Dr. La- urinp.

tham informs me in a letter as follows :
" I have a patient [j^V^^^^P""

at this moment, whose diabetes was first observed after a primary

long confinement from carbuncle: he is upwards of se-gtate of the

venty, and is moreover afflicted with a mucous discharge i^'dneys.

„ ... , , /-i.iii ,, -KT J f • •! Confirmed
from the internal coats of the bladder." Not dissimilar by h

to which, is the following case, which is well worthy ofP*^^^*^"

notice, and occurs aiijong tlie earliest, in Dr. Latham's

treatise on this disease. " About the year 1789 there was

a most remarkable case of diabetes in St. Bartholomew's

hospital, under the immediate care of the late greatly to

be lamented Dr. David Pitcairn. The patient's history

of himself was this : that a rat had bitten him between the

finger and thumb, that his arm had swelled violently, and

that boils and abscesses had formed, not only in that arm
but in other parts of the body : that his health from that

time had decayed, and emaciation followed. His urine

had then the true diabetic character both in quantity and

quality : the saccharine part was in very great proportion,

constantly oozing through the common earthen pot over

the glazing, and affording an infinity of pure saccharine

crystals, adhering like hoar-frost to the outside of the

utensil, and which were collected by myself and by every

medical pupil daily, in great abundance."!

How far the grand agent in this change of renal action, whether

admittina; the disease to be seated in the kidneys, is to be"'" v-o^'-
'-' PI mate cause

ascribed to a change in the quality or intensity of the ner- be a

vous power transmitted to it, or, as the cliemists call it, in£ a^fi,'"^!

the state of the animal electricity of the organ, to which electricity

;

power Dr. Wollaston has referred the production and dis-

tinction of all the secretions, I am not prepared to say : but

the subject ought not to be concluded without noticing this

conjecture, which at the same time imports, on the part

of those who hold it, an admission of the general principle

* Anatomy. 8?o. p. 139. •+ Fscts and Otnninn?. j). 134.,
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Gen. m, of the disease which I have endeavoured to support.

Paruiia " Siiicc," says Dr. Wollaston, " we have hecome ac-

Sacchaiine
^u^i^tc^ with the Surprising chemical effects of the lowest

urine, states of electricity, I have been inclined to hope that we

thesis o7a™'S'^* froiTi that Sdurce derive some explanation of such

primary phsenoniena. But though I have referred secretion in

state of the gp"P*'fil to the agcucv of the electric power with which
kidneys. l\^Q ncrves appear to be indued, and am thereby recon-

as conjee- (.Hgd (q fjig secrction of acid iirine from blood that is knorvn
tured by
WoUdistonJo be alkaline, which, before that time, seemed highly

paradoxical, and although the transfer of the prussiate

of potash, of sugar, or of other substances may equally be

effected by the same power as acting cause, still the chan-

nel through which they are conveyed remains to be dis-

covered by direct experiment."*

Great di- Whilst such is the diversity of opinions which have

the p.^pos- heen held concerning the pathology of honeyed paruria, it

eel plans of(>annot be a matter of much surprise that the proposed
medical ,i,, i-i- Ij*
treatment, plans of treatment should also exhibit a very great dis-

crepancy.

At first On a first glance, indeed, and without keeping the

Mufu'sed
* g''ounds of these distinct opinions in view, nothing can be

more discordant or chaotic than the remedial processes

proposed by different individuals. Tonics, cardiacs, as-

tringents, and the fullest indulgence of the voracious ap-

petite in meals of animal food, with a total proliibition of

vegetable nutriment on the one side ; and emetics, dia-

phoretics, and venesections to deliquium, and again and

again repeated, on the other : while opium in large doses

takes a middle stand, as though equally offering a truce

to the patient and tiie practitioner.

but re- It is easy, however, to redeem the therapeusia of the

from this present day from the charge of inconsistency and confu-
charge

sion, to which at first sight it may possibly lie open. Dif-

cioseijp ex- fercMt vievvs of the disease have led to different intentions:
amine

: ^^^ ^^ ]on^ as thcsc intentions have been clearly adhered

views^ hav- to, liovv Hiuch soevcF they may vary in their respective

ing led to

different

intentions * Phil. Trans. 181 1, p. 105.

BS foJlovV;
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courses, they are free from the imputation of absurdity. ^^^- "i-

These intentions have been chiefly the following : Paruiik

I. To invigorate the debilitated organs whether local ™®"'^^-.
^ ^

^ ^
bacchanne

or general, and to give firmness and coagulability to the urine.

11 J Treatment.
l>^00'^-

I. To invi-

This was the object of all the Greek physicians, and it gorate the

regulated tlie practice to a very late period in the history organs and

of the disease. " The vital intention," says Dr. Willis, consolidate
' *' 'the blood.

"is performed by an incrassating and moderately cooling The object

diet ; by refreshing cordials, and by proper and seasona-
Greeks and

ble hypnotics." Hence agglutinants of all kinds were pursued to

called into use, as tragacanth, gum arabic, and the albu-pg^^o^.

men of eggs; and these were united with astringents asWiiHs:

rhubarb, cinnamon, and lime-water, with or without an

anodyne draught at evening as might be thought prudent.

Sydenham carried the tonic and cardiac part of this plan Sydenham.

considerably further than Willis : for while the latter

chiefly limited his patients to milk or a farinaceous diet,

the former allowed them an animal diet, with a vinous

beverage. *' Let the patient," says he, '* eat food of easy

digestion, such as veal, mutton, and the like, and abstain

from all sorts of fruit and garden-stuff, and at all his

meals drink Spanish wine."

This plan continued in force with little variation, ex- Medicines

cept as to the ])roportionate allowance of animal and ve- employed.

getable food, till within the last thirty years. The chief

tonic medicines being the warm gums, or resins, astrin-

gents and bitters. Alum and alum-whey appear to have

been in particular estimation with most practitioners.

They were especially recommended by Dr. Dover and Dr.

Brocklesby in our own country, and by Dr. Hcrz* on the

continent. Dr. Brisbane, and Dr. Oostcndyk.f on the

contrary, assert that in their hands they were of no use

whatever. Sir Clifton Wintringham applied alum dis-

solved in vinegar, as a lotion, to the loins. The other

astringents that have been chiefly had recourse to are

* Sell Neuc Beitrage, i. 124.

t Samnil. auserl. Abhandl. fjir Pract. aer7.te. B. i. 17f*.
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Gen. III. lime-water, as noticed already, chalybeate waters, liino

Paruria and catcchu in tincture, powder, and decoction; none of
nieihta. whicli however, seem to have been eminently serviceable.
o3.ccn3.rin6 ,

urine. While cantharides as a local astringent has been exposed

i/ToTnvU ^^ a very extensive range of experiment both at home and
goratethe abroad. Dr. Morgan gave it in the tincture, Dr. Herz

oi„ans and ^^ the form of powdcr, and both esteemed it salutary.
consolidate D,.. Brisbane tried it in the first of these ways, scivins:
the blood. „ , . , . , .

ironi twenty to thirty drops, twice a-day : but appears to

have been as dissatisfied with cantharides as with alum,

and declares that all astringents are hurtful, as Amatus
Lusitanus* asserted long before, that they are of no use.

Feeble The practice of Professor Frank seems to have been

process of ^s feeble as his hypothesis. Though he notices the above
Frank. remedies, together with various others, he seems to place

more dependence upon a blister applied to the os sacrum,

or the internal use of assafostida, valerian, and myrrh,

than upon any other course of medicine whatever : telling

us, towards the close of his chapter, that a pupil of his

employed the vesicating plaster as above with a happier

success than any other plan, and iiereby succeeded in re-

storing two diabetic patients to former health : while,

for himself, in true diabetes mellitus, after alum, tincture

of cantharides, Dover's powdcr with camplior, decoction

of bark with simarouba, and myrrh with sulpliate of iron

(sal martis) had completely failed, he has obtained a

manifest decrease of urine by assafcetida, with valerian

and a watery infusion of myrrh : and at length by the

aid of cuprum ammoniacale, given twice a-day in doses

of from half a grain to a grain, acquired for his patient a

restoration to perfect health, which he confirmed by a

generous diet. There is here, however, nothing men-

tioned of the saccharine property of the urine, but only

an alhision to its excess ; and it is hence highly probable

that the case or cases alluded to were rather examples of

enuresis than paruria mcllita ; and the rather as the hy-

derus of the Greeks, or insipid water-flux, forms a spe*

cies of diabetes in his arrangement.

* Crnt. V. Ciir. .'?.^.
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II. A second intention of pathologists in the present ^^'^;
"J'

disease has been that of adding to the deficient animal panuia

salts, and resisting the secretion of sugar, by confining
g^^^'^'JJ-.^^

the patient to a course of diet and medicines calculated urine.

to yield the former, and to counteract the latter. u io"add

This intention may have been indirectly acted upon by '<> f'e defi-

. , , .. cient ani-
some part ot the process we have just noticed, and parti- ^^i salts

cularly by the dietetic plan of Sydenham : but it is to an^ resist

Dr. Rollo that the medical world is immediately indebt-non of su-

ed for its full illustration, and the means of carrying itp^: .,

directly into effect, which consists in enforcing upon the pursued by

patient an entire abstinence from' every species of vcge-
fi^e^preced-

table matter, and consequently limiting him to a diet ofingpian-.

animal food alone : some form of liepatised ammonia he- perfVctfcd

ing employed as an auxiliary in the mean time. Narco- "y
J^"''" ;

^. , . ,. . . , . outline oJ

tics, as under the preceding intention, arc also occasion- his prac-

ally prescribed by Dr. Rollo : and, in accordance with'^*^*^*

his doctrine that the stomach is the chief seat of morbid

action, and that the thirst and voracity are indications of

such action, the aid of an emetic is occasionally called in

to allay the high-wrought excitement.

From this last'part of Dr. Rollo's curative method Dr. Checking

Latham appears to dissent upon tiie ground, and in the
^^f^

^g|°','

present author's opinion a correct ground, thattheincreas-of the sto-

ed action of the stomach proceeds from a sound instead offood nppos

from a morbid appetency : but to the iniunction of an ex- ^/' ^y ^f"
.

I r J J ^Yiam ; the

elusive use of animal food, and a total abstinence from rest of k<i1-

fermented and fermentable liquors, he accedes, with a fullg°^gPJg^*jy

conviction of its importance, and without permitting the Phospho-

smallest deviation. And as Dr. Rollo, with a view of^^i,at*^'

completing the intention of supply ing the readiest means g'ou"'^ >er

for a recruit of the deficient animal salts, prescribed hepa- ed.

tised ammonia as an auxiliary. Dr. Latham, for the same
purpose, prescribes phosphoric acid, having observed in

various cases of the disease an evident deficiency in the

supply of phosphate of lime; whence, indeed, the destruc-

tion that is occasionally met with of the fangs of the teeth

together with their alveolar processes.

Some severe remarks, which I am at a loss to account
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Gen. III. for, have occasionally been thrown out upon this last re-

Paruria Commendation since the publication of Dr. Latham's very

Saccharine
c^"^"' ^"^ ingenuous work. The idea is in perfect ac-

urine. cordance with his own view of the general nature of the

ii^^f(,"!f(|'^'*
disease; and, in every view of it, is more likely to be of

tothede- service than Dr. Rollo's hepatised ammonia, or, perhaps,

mai salts, than alkalies of any kind. Foi* while, like the last, it has
and secre- been Suggested upon the principle of supplying to the kid-

gar, neys the deficient materials upon which they are to work.
How far ^ |^j^g ^ claini to attention as a very valuable tonic and
consistent

_

•'

with the astringent, even by those who may abjure this principle

i!it°enth3iiof ^^ incorrect, and particularly by the advocates for the mi-
cure, neral acids. I ought not indeed, while upon this subject,

to conceal the following paragraph of a letter in direct

allusion to it, addressed to me by Dr. Latham, while the
How far ^j.gj edition of this work was in the press, containing
productive

.

'

^
of success, with much candour, his present opinion upon the general

line of practice he thus undertook to recommend to the

public, little less than twelve years before. "The expe-

rience," says he, " which I have had in diabetes since the

publication of my observations on that disease, does not

excite, in any degree, a wish to alter the opinions which

I had then formed concerning it : and 1 am more and

more convinced that, although my theory maybe wrong,

the practice has been successful. As to the theory about

the phosphoric acid, I cannot help thinking that there is

more in it than I ever suspected : be that however as it

may, I urge my patients to persevere in its use, and am

certain tijat it may do something more than produce a

mitigation of the thirst, which circumstance of itself

would be sufficient to maintain it as a remedy even if it

went no further in effecting a cure."

311. To cut ijj^ Some of the indications of the disease, however,
short the . . . . i i • , ,

.

t^r i

inflararaa- have given rise to a much bolder intention. We have

ofThe'kid-
al^'^'^^^y '^cen that, from a few of its symptoms, and the

neys by co- appearances discoverable on dissection, there is reason to

repeated apprehciid an irritable and inflammatory state of the

kidneys; and it has hence been attempted to cut short

the complaint, and, so to speak, to strangle this condition

venesec
tiOTlS.
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at its birtli, by copious and repeated bleedings. LcGen. iu.

Fcvre appears to have adopted and acted upon this prin- Pa.inia

ciple almost as early as the beginning of the preceding [,',^^'^jj'^-

century ;* but he does not seem to Isave obtained any |iue urina.

considerable number of converts to his opinion ; and it is,„ent.

to Dr. Watt of Glasgow that we are ])rincipally indebted
J"' ^^^|,J"'

for whatever advantages may have resulted from thisintiamma-

mode of practice in our own day; and particularly for „f\hg^
*

trusting to it mainly or exclusively, and carrying it to a '^''^'•:"^ys ^y

very formidable extent. The plan pursued by Dr. ^^ attanj re-

has since been pursued by Dr. Satterley, and the success
^eliesec-

obtained by the former has apparently been more than ^"^
"'^•

equalled by the latter, in the course of various trials, of acted

"which a very interesting account is detailed in a late
'I^J'YevL

volume of the Medical Transactions.! These trials Revived by
Watt.

embrace four distinct cases, the first of whicli is given Supported

most at length. The patient was thirty-two years of age : j^y
Satter-

and had been in a state of progressive debility for neai'ly Series of

six months, brought on in the first instance, as w as apprc-
^^'^ent's of

hended, by his iiaving drunk copiously of cold water when t''e latter.

overheated. He fell under Dr. Satteiley's care in con-

sequence of being taken to the Middlesex Hospital: the

symptoms were strongly marked, and the disease un-

equivocal : the pulse w as quick, small, and hard. Four-

teen ounces of blood were taken from the arm on the day

after his admission, widch was Feb. 19, 1808 ; he was put

upon a meat diet, with an allowance of drink sufficient to

allay, though not to satiate, his distressing thirst. The
abvStraction of blood appearing to afford relief, eighteen

ounces more were taken from him the next day. the

20th; twenty ounces more on the 23d; the same quan-

tity on the 25th; and eighteen ounces successively on

the 28th, on March the 3d, and March lltli : making a

total of a liundred and twenty-six ounces in twenty days.

On tlie day and night of admission, he had evacuated

sixteen quarts of urine; after the first use of the lancet,

the quantity was reduced to eleven quarts in twenty-four

* Opera, p. 134. Veruut. 1737. 4tn. t Vol. v. Art. i

VOL. V. 6S
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?r^Ec' "v
'"^"^''^

'
^^^^^^ *''^ second, to six quarts ; after the third, it

Pai uria * Varied from five to seven quarts ; after the fourth, it stood

SaccS- ^^ ^'^ 5 ^ft^^' ^''^ ^^th, it varied from five to six; after the

line mine, sixth, it suuk bclow five; and at the time of the seventh,

ment. ^^'^^ Calculated at three, and had sometimes been not more
III. To cut than two: at which time !iis morbid thirst had entirely

iiiflamina- l^ft him, hc was in tolerably good health, and increased
tory stats

j,^ strength and size. In consequence of some pneumonic

kidneys by symptoms, hc was afterwards blooded once or twice, and

aud'^re-
tl^t^'ned in the hospital for a long period of time, though

peated the term is not stated. He was, however, at length dis-

tionsr*^' charged cured, and was found several years afterwards

to have kept free from any return of the complaint.
Accompa- The regimen and accompanying course of medicines

g^'iefi'and^^e not very accurately stated. He seems to have been
course of limited to a diet of animal food ; to have used alternately
medicines. n • .

as a part or his beverage alum-whey and lime-water; to

have taken occasionally calomel, and castor-oil, and for a

part, if not the whole period, a grain of calomel and a

dose of compound powder of ipccacuan every night, the

quantities of which are not given. But it was the de-

pleting plan that was altogether depended upon, and no

very minute attention was paid to any thing else.

Further ii- Tlic two ncxt cases admitted of easier cure under the

same treatment. The patients were both males. The
fourth case breaks off incompletely, for, in consequence of

a removal of the patient, the termination was not known.
In each of these there was the local symptom of great

pain in the loins, which in the first is described as having

been " always severe but at times excessively acute."

Here also the testicles were occasionally retracted ; and

in one of two female cases there was a distressing itching

in the pudendum: so that there is reason to conclude that

these instances were accompanied witii a more than ordi-

nary degree of irritability or inflammation. "This,"

says Dr. Satterley, " is the extent of my experience re-

specting bleeding in diabetes : an experience that fully

warrants my asserting the safety, and I thriik tlie effica-

cy, of the practice, in some species of tiiis complaint.''
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IV. It has, however, been thought possible by other Gen. m.

practitioners, to subdue the irritation whether local or ge- pamria

neral,and which isoften strikingly conspicuous, by power-^^^^j,',^^-,.^^

ful narcotics repeated in quick succession ; and thus to ob- I'rine.

tain a cure without that increase of* debility which, indent,

many cases, must necessarily ensue upon an active plan of
^^^^'^^^g ,i,g

depletion—and this has constituted a fourth intention. irritation

Anodynes, though of no great potency, were occasion- ,gpgthion

ally administered bv Willis and Sydcnliam : and their "'P"^^«""'
•^ .- narcotics.

benefit was expressly insisted upon by Buck wald.* The This pi.m

ordinary form has been that of Dover's powder, thus aim- uau/pu'r-

ina; at a diai)horetic as well as a sedative effect: and indued by

~ n 1 n 1 '
^^'I'is and

this form it has sometimes been found successful, particu- Sydeniuun.

larly in a case published by Dr. M'Cormickin the ^^in-
^J^'^^'J^^'",

burgh Medical Commentaries,! and more lately by Dr. tion with

Marsh of Dublin, as communicated in a recent volume oi[|^^^^y^'

the Dublin Hospital Reports ji init I am not aware that!^''Coi.
1 I- 1 It • iv niick.

narcotics alone have been relied upon, or their etlects com- T.ied sim-

nletely ascertained before the late experiments of Dr. p. ply and
t '' •«

_ most i30\v-

Warren, an interesting statement of which he has com- erfuiiy by

municatedin the same work that contains Dr. Sattcrley's
g^^^j^li'^^'l"^:^

practice in venesection.^ These experiments embraceof his ex-

the progress of two cases that occurred under Dr. War- jpecacuan

ren's care in St. Geor2;e's Hospital. In the first he di- '" ""'""
•^

'
. , with lau-

rected his attention, like Dr. M'Cormick, to opium, indanum, a

conjunction with some relaxant; and hence made choice |j°s|||'^"J^

of the compound powder of ipecacuan. So far as the

present cases go, however, they prove very satisfactorily

that whatever benefit is derivable from the use of this

valuable medicine, depends far more upon its sedative

tiian its sudorific power. Dr. Warren, indeed, seems

rather to have found the latter a clog upon his exertions,

as he could not carry the opium far enough to produce a

permanent effect on account of the nausea or vomiting

occasioned by the ipecacuan, from which symptoms no

* Dissert, de Diabetis Cur.ilione, &c.

t Vol. 3X. Art. II, p. 56.

X Dablin Hospital Reports, vol. III. Svo. 1822.

} Vide suur .
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Gen. III. benefit wluitever aijpeared to be derived. In his first case,
Sfbc. IV. , «

Parnid therefore, he soon trusted himself to opium alone, and

Sa6ciiarine
Persevered in the same practice through the second.

tiriiif. These patients also were in the prime oi* middle of life

:

Treat-
, ,

,n,>..t. the one aged twenty-two, the other thirty-eight : and both

^^u/" .1
^'^d htcn declining; for some months antecedently to their

subdue til" ^' •'

irritation applying to St. George's Hospital for relief. The first

re^uKitioir se*^'"^ to have been worn down by the fatigue of journey-
ofpo ,ev!ni

jy,^^ and was considerably disordered before the attack of
narcotics. . .

"^

diabetes, in his stomacl» and bowels. When received

into the hospital, however, with this last complaint upon

him, he had a considi-rahle pain in his back and loins.

or the origin of the second case tm account is given. To
ascertain whether an animal diet would succeed by itself,

or whether it be of any collateral advantage, the patients

were sometimes restricted to animal food alone, to opium

alone, and to opium with a mixed diet of animal and
Animal vegetable food. It appears to me, from the tables, that

ill this case tlie auiiual regimen was of advantage, but certainly not
to h ivp alone capable of effectinej a cure ; for ni every instance the
been of

. ' . . . , , ,

use: but quantity oi urine increased and became sweeter, whatever
tiip (in-

|jj(, j^jjgj. employed, as soon as the opium was diminished.
tiaiy con- i J > i

^

eluded by Dr. ^Varrcu, however, is inclined to think that it was of
anen.

^^ avail whatever ; and, consequently, the second patient

had no restriction upon his food, whether animal or

vegetable. The quantity of opium given was considerable.

When Dover's powder was employed it was gradually in-

creased from a scruple to a drachm twice a-day. And
when opium was employed alone, or with kino, with

which it was for a short time mixed, but without any per-

ceptible advantage, it was augaientcd from four grains to

six grains and a iialf twice a-day in one patient : and to

five grains four times a-day in the other. It is singular

that the opium seldom produced constipation. Few other

medicines were employed.'^

The disease in both cases was as decided as in the pre-

ceding treated by venesection: but the flow of urine was

* Med. Transact. Vol. iv. Art. xvi. p. 183.
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much less, tlic maximum in the one patient being only fif- Gen. iir.

Spec TV
teen, and in the other only eight pints in the twenty-four Paniri^a

hours: and the cure occupied a much longer Period of g^^'^'j^^-.^^

time: runnino; on to nearly four months in the first in- "rme.

, , . . , ,
Treatment.

stance, and to more than six in the second. iv.Tosub-

The sum of the whole appears to be that paruria ^i^^-^, nation""

lita attacks persons of very different ages, constitutions, a quick le-

and habits, and hence, in different cases, demands a differ- powerfur

ent mode of treatment : and that the morbid action is "aicotics.

seated in the kidneys; with the irritable, and, often, in-jesuitof

flammatory, state of which all the parts of the system *''^.'"V!s'i-
I . • gallon 111

more or less sympathize. It appears that under a diet of respect to

animal food strictly adhered to, the tendeacy to an ex-
*'^^^"''^"''

cessive secretion, and particularly to a secretion of sac-

charine matter, is much less than under any other kind

of regimen, tliough, from idiosyncrasy or some other

cause, this rule occasionally admits of exceptions. It ap-

pears also that the irritation is in some instances capable

of being allayed, and at length completely subdued by a

perseverance in copious doses of opium, probably by an

exhaustion of the general excitability; and in others by

a free use of the lancet, leading more rapidly to a like

effect. The skin, through the progress of this complaint,

does not seem to catenate in the action of the kidneys so

much as in many others, except in a few individuals ; and

hence diajihoretics are rarely of advantage. As the irri-

tability of the affected organ is connected with debility

and relaxation, tonics are frequently found serviceable,

and particularly the astringents ; those uiostly so, that are

conveyed to the kidneys with the least <!egreeof decom-

position. And bonce the advantage that has been so often

found to result from an use of lime-water, alum-whey, and

many of the mineral springs. The mineral acids are,

on this account, a medicine of very great importance,

and in some instances have beew found to effect a cure

alone ; of which Mr. Earnest has given a striking proof

in a professional journal of reputation.* Their sedative

* Medical Journa!, Vol. xiii.
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Gen. hi. virtue is nearly equal to their tonic, and tlie}' surpass eve-
Bpec. IV.

1 - , .

^1
Tai uvia 1'}' othcr remedy in tlieir power of quenching the distress-

Sacchaiine^"S symptoui of intolerable thirst. Cinchona and various

urine. Other bitters have been tried, but have rarely proved sue-

lesLiit of cessful. Some benefit has occasionally been derived from
thsiiivesti-|,,,,^j^„tg applied to the loins, and especially from caus-

Cotciiirum tics ; but thesc have also failed. The colchicum autum-
aMtmnuaie.ji^lp^

siiice its revival has been had recourse to by seve-

ral practitioners ; and in some cases apparently with far

more success than opium.

Sanguine- How advautageous soever the plan of sanguineous de-

tion olilnot P^^**^" may be found occasionally, it is clear that it can-

form a not be had recourse to generally; for the present disease,

practice, 's, for the most part, though by no means always, a result

and why. ^f advanced years and of a debilitated constitution. Un-
der such circumstances, indeed, it has uniformly occurred

to the present writer, in* the few instances he has been

called upon to superintend it, in which, while the thirst

was intense, the appetite by no means kept pace with it,

and was sometimes found to fail completely. Where, on

the contrary, the constitution does not seem seriously af-

fected, and U\G soundness and, Indeed, vigour of the sto-

mach and coliatitious viscera are sufficiently proved by

the perpetual desire of food to supply the waste that is

Wiiere it taking ])lace, a free use of the lancet may probably be al-

may p^ssi-
j^j^^.pj ^^ nfFeiinc; what may be called a royal road to the

blv prove "-' '' "^

,

tuccessiiii. object of our wishes : but the practice should, I think, be

limited to this state of the animal frame; since, while this

favourable condition of the digestive organs remains,

whatever be the prostration of strength induced by the

lancet, it w ill soon be recovered from.

Espiana- By what means an animal diet effects the beneficial •

tionat- chancre that so generally follows from its use, has never,
tempted bv . . . „ , t • ji • ^ i ^ i . .i

v.iiat ' that 1 know of, been distinctly pointed out : but there is

means ani-
g^ (^^^ ,^f ^ ^,gj.y singular kind that has lately been dlsco-

ina] diet jo
. ., .

proves be- veicd in animal chemistry which is, 1 think, capable oi
uefiLiai.

tj,mowing a considerable light upon the subject. In healthy

urine, t!ie predominant principle is that of uric acid, in

diabetic, tliat of saccharine or oxalic. The uric acid, in-
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deed, exists so largely in souiul urine as to be always in <^en. iir.

Spec IV
excess, as we shall have occasion to observe under iithia Paruri'a

or URINARY CALCULUS. It is not only a strictly animal ",'^'^'*^-.

acid, but, till of late years, was supposed to exist in no laine.

other urine than that of man; though it has since hcen ^^,^"^"^1^'^'

found, but in a smaller proportion, in the urine of various '"vestiga-

other animals. Whatever then has a tendency to reverse

the nature of the acid secretion in the disease before us,

to produce uric instead of oxalic acid, and in tiiis respect

to restore to the urine its natural principle, must go far

towards a cure of the disease, as well by taking off from

the kidneys a source of irritation, and hereby diminishing

the quantity of the secretion, as by contributing to the

soundness of the urine itself. Now the physiological fact Singular

I refer to is, that animal food has a direct tendency to in- fuu^strative

duce this effect: for Dr. AVollaston has satisfactorily as-P^'^'^
effect.

certained that a greater quantity of uric acid is produced

in the dung of birds in proportion as they feed on animal

food : and he has hence ingeniously suggested, that where

there is an opposite tendency in the system to that we are

now contemplating, a tendency to the secretion of an ex-

cess of uric acid, as in the formation of uric calculi and

gouty concretions, this evil may possibly be obviated by a

vegetable diet.
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SPECIES V.

PARURIA INCONTINENS.

Kucoutiucucc of sa^rCnc.

PREQ,UENT OR PERPETUAI, DISCHARGE OE URINE, WITH
DIFFICULTY OF RETAINING IT.

Ge.v. Ill, This is the enuresis of most of the nosoJoffists, and ad-
Spec. V. .

,
o '

mits of four varieties from diversity of cause and mode of

treatment, with often a slight diversity in some of the

symptoms.

« Acris. From a peculiar acrimony in

Acrimonious inconti- the fluid secreted,

nence of urine.

fi Irritata. From a peculiar irritation in

Irritative incontinence some part of the urinary

of urine. channel,

y Atonica. From atony of the sphincter

Atonic incontinence of the bladder,

of urine.

5 Aquosa. From superabundant secre-

Flux of aqueous urine. tion : the fluid limpid and

dilute.

« p. incon- In tlic FIRST VARIETY, proceeding from a peculiar

Ac, imoni- acrimony of the secreted fluid, the cause and effect are
ous incon- mostlv temporary ; as too larse a portion of spirits com-
tiii6nce of »- X *' '^ «.^ 1 1

uiine. bined with certain essential oils, as that of the juniper-

berry. Diluents and cooling laxatives offer the best

cure.

/3 p. incon- i^, the SECOND VARIETY, the irritation usually proceeds

initata. froui sand or gravel, or some foreign substance, as hairs,

iniuiiive accidentally introduced into the urethra. We have some
mroiiti- •' •

,

nence of accounts, howcver, of a discharge of hairs in such quanti-
"""^'^*

ties that it is not possible to ascribe the affection to an ac-

cidental cause: and we should rather, perhaps, resolve
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them into a preternatural growth of hair in the bladder ^^n^ hi.

itself J
an idea the more tenable as we shall have to ob-/3p. incon-

serve, in due time, that calculi of the bladder have occa- J^'|^'_''
^"'

sionally been discharged or found after death surmount- irritative

ed with down. In this case the disease may be regarded \^^^ceo£

as a species of trichosis, under whicli name it is described "nne.

i ^ ,. , . , f. • 1 • • 1 o li Sometimes
by Goelicke,* as it is under that ot trichiasis by oculte-haiisdis-

tus.f But at present we are in w^ant of decisive inform- charged
' * ana in

ation upon the subject. Ifthe last view be correct, filling abun-

the bladder with injections of lime-water or any other ^j^"^^^^

^^

depilatory liquid of as much acrimony as the bladder will grown in

bear without injuring its internal and mucous surface, dcv ; and

will be tlie best mode of cure. - ^'"^"^e f'e-

T^ II \ • •, !• ' 11 J. p • t scribed as
J^requcntly, however, the irritation is that ot simple a species of

debility : and hence, tonics and stimulants, as the tere-
*/ichosis or

.•' ' trichiasis.

binthinates or even the tincture of cantharides, may be Frequently

employed internally with success, while externally we ^i","^/s^ijn-

prescribe blisters to the perinieum, or the cold water ofpiedebiii-

a bidet. Pressure is also of great service in many in- Treatment.

stances. In the sixth volume of the Medico-Chirurgical

Transactions, Mr. Hyslop gives a case of nine years'

standing, in which a cure was effected in three days by
binding a bougie tightly to the urethra through its course

by means of adhesive plaster. And Mr. Burns gives

another case, in the same volume, in which great benefit

was derived from a similar plan : which is also in many
instances equally adapted to the next variety.

In IJVCONTINENCE of CKIiVE URGM AN ATONY of the > ^- '"^°""

linens

sphincter of the bladder, the same means may be had rc-atomca.

course to, thousfh with less hope of success.
Atonic m-

' o I
^

continence

StoU recommends the use of anacetum armoracium, of urine.

which, from combining a stimulant with a tonic and as-

tringent power, may possibly be found serviceable, and is

certainly worthy of trial.]; Small shocks of electricity

passed from thepubesto tlie 'peri Ji senm seem also to have

"' Dissert, de Triciiosi. Frankf. 1T24.

J Trichiasis admiranda, sen Mothus Pilaris, &c. Noric 1658.

. % Prrelec - '^""

VOTi. V. G4
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Gen. III.

Spec. V.

y P. incon-

tinens

atonica.

Atonic in-

continencu
of mine.
Cantha-
rides so as

to produce
strangury.

Means for

preventing

a dribbling

of urine.

li P. incon-

tinens

aquosa.
Flux of

aqueous
urine.

succeeded in a few cases. But the best radical cure

seems to be obtained by cantharides applied in the form

of vesicatories, or taken in that of tincture so as even to

produce a strangury where this can be accomplished

;

whicli is in fact nothing more than stimulating the mus-

cles that have lost their tone, into a new and even exces-

sive action. For such an action, when once effected, can

often be moderated and made regular. Mr. Bingham has

given one or two instructive cases of a result* of this kind.

As the perpetual dribbling of the urine in this, and even

the preceding variety, is always troublesome, and often

produces excoriation, the patient will find it very conve-

nient to be provided with a light urinary receptacle.

This, for males, may consist of a small bag of oiled-silk

worn as a glove for the penis, with a small piece of sponge

placed in it as an absorbent. The simplest contrivance

for females is a larger piece of soft sponge loosely attach-

ed to the pudendum.

The FOURTH VARIETY, or flux of aqueous urine, is often

a nervous affection, as in hysteria, or hypochondrias •,

but it more generally proceeds from a relaxation of the

mouths of the cryptse or tubuli uriniferi, which in conse-

quence suffer a much larger quantity of fluid, and with

too little elaboration, to pass through them than they

sbould do.

In treating of paruria mellita, we observed that, antece-

dently to the discovery of the singular secretion of sugar

in the genuine form of this disease, the term diabetes, by

which it was commonly expressed, imported any extraor-

dinary or profuse flow of urine, whether watery or saccha-

rine: whence the term was made to embrace at least two

affections of the kidneys of very different kinds : as a sim-

ple relaxation of the mouths of the urinary tubules from

debility ; and vehement excitement and a morbid change

of action ; the former expressed by diabetes insipidus,

and the latter by d. mellitus. The variety we are now
contemplating consfitutes the first of these j as the second

*; Practical Essay on the Diseases and Injuries of the Bladder, &ic. 1822
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runs parallel with the preceding species. It is the urina ^en. m.

aquosa* of Galen which was also by himself, as well as /p. incon-

the Greek writers in general, blended with the urina wiei-j^'"^^^^^

lita, from their not having been acquainted with the dif-Fiuxof

ference of their constituent principles, and of the state of
||J^^^^°"^

the kidneys in the one case and in the other; and hence Often the

both were equally described by them under the names of jn^jp^/uy

hvderus or water-flux, and hydrops matellje or urinal- "^ .'"^ny
•^ "^

. , , writers :

dropsy : and as Professor Frank has even m the present the urina

day followed or rather revived the Greek import of dia- Jj'iJj°J*."'

betes, his enuresis embraces the preceding varieties, but Diabetes

omits the present, as included under the former.f and'iience

As this variety, like the preceding, is dependent on a a variety of

debilitated state of the organ, it should be attacked with orhydm'ps

the same remedies, and particularly with astringent tonics "l^l*:''^;' * •'

, ,. , Medical
and stimulants both local and general. Blisters applied treatment.

to the loins will be found often useful, as may also tincture

of cantharides in doses of from twenty drops to half a

drachm or even a drachm. The warm and resinous

balsams will moreover frequently afford aid, as turpentine

and balsam of copaiva, or the essential oil of juniper.

The quantity discharged under this variety of the dis- ,^3"^^''
'[jg.

ease has occasionally been enormous : amounting to from charged

thirty to forty pints a-day and sometimes more, for one?
enorm'ou^s!

two, or even three months without intermission ; a va-

riety of examples of which are offered in the volume of

Nosology. Fonseca mentions a case of two hundred pints

evacuated daily, but for what term of time is uncertain.^

* De Crisibus, Lib. i. Cap. xii.

t De Cur. Horn. Morb. Epit. Tom. V. p. 68.

t De Natuitc Artisque Miraculi?, p. 53S, ,
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SPECIES YI.

PARURIA INCOCTA.

URINE IMPREGNATED WITH FLUIDS TAKEN INTO THE
STOMACH AND EXCRETED WITHOUT CHANGE.

Gen. III. The Greek pathologists evidently allude to this morbid

Parallel statcof the Urinary organs in comparing some varieties of

^f'\'^ ^°T
their diabetes, or urinary diarrhosa, to alientery or lasvi-

ties ofdia-tas intestinorumf under which last the food is described

'h'^G^^ k
^y them as evacuated in a crude and undigested state,

writers, with Very little alteration from the condition in which it

was introduced into the stomach.

Nature of The experiments of Sir Everard Home, and those of

explained. Di"' Wollaston, and Dr. Marcet, both contained in the

Philosophical Transactions for the year 1811, show that

rhubarb and prussiate of potash, may pass from the sto-

mach into the bladder, without undergoing any decompo-

sition ; and, in these cases, apparently witliout taking the

course of the blood-vessels. By what other path it is pos-

sible for them to have travelled is to tliis moment a sub-

ject of mere conjecture, upon which, however, the author

has offered a few hints in the Pliysiological Proem to the

present class. Oil of almonds has frequently reached the

bladder with an equal destitution of change and has been

discharged in the form of oil by the urethra :* and oil of

turpentine and juniper pass oflf in the same manner daily.

Further ii- ActuaHus mentions a discharge of urine of a blue colour,
us ra e

. .^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^ j^^^ taken a bitter pill designed for another

jjatient, but does not state tlie materials. Urine contain-

ing a sediment resembling Prussian blue was discharged

copiously by a patient in alow fever about three days be-

fore his death : it afterwards became greenish, and pos-

* Bachotoni. Comment, Bonon, Tom. ii. Part, i.
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sessed a strong aramoniacal smell. Another case is re- ^^^^ '^^'

lated by the same author of a discharge of blue urine in Parurik

a woman of sixty, without mischief. We do not know, unasshnU

however, that either of these two last cases was connect- '^^^'^""°^'

ed with any thing introduced into the stomach, and the

blue or dark-coloured matter consisted probably of ex-

travasated venous blood, intermixed with the yellow or

other tinge of the urine : and perhaps we are to ascribe

to a like cause a case related by Dr. Marcet, in which Maicet.

the urine was black, or rather became so, soon after be-

ing discharged, in a boy seventeen years old, and appa-

rently healthy, and who had laboured under this affection

from his birth. It was, however, accompanied with this

peculiarity, that although in this state it was almost impu-

trescible, whenever occasionally the preternatural colour

was lost, it became putrid v«ry rapidly. Dr. Prout, who Pro"t-

analysed it, thought he discerned some new substance in

combination with ammonia/^ Swediaur, under his genus Swediaui.

dysuresia, enumerates urines of various other kinds.f

And occasionally such morbid changes are to be found

during paroxysms of hysteria, though more commonly
the urine is then destitute of its natural colour.:}:

Copious diluents, mucilaginous or farinaceous, will at Medical

all times afford the best means of deterging the kidneys

of any such untempered materials as those we are now
contemplating; and if tlie colour should appear to pro-

ceed from a rupture of blood-vessels in the same organs,

the affection will become a variety of hsematuria, and

should be treated accordingly.^

* Trans, of Medico-Chir. Soc. Vol. xil. Part.i. 1822.

t JJov. Nosol. Meth. Syst. ii. 61.

I Practical Essay on the Diseases and Injuries of the Bladder, &c. 1822,

? See Vol. ir. p. 704.
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SPECIES VII.

PARURIA ERRATICA.

URINE DISCHARGED AT SOME rOREIGiV OUTLET.

gew. III. Under the preceding species, we have seen that certain

Nature of substances introduced into the stomach, will find their
the species vpay unchanged to the kidneys. The present species

presents to us a singularity of a different and almost op-

posite kind, by showing us that the urine ilselt, in a cer-

tain condition of the organ that secretes it, or of the sys-

tem generally, may travel from the kidneys to otlier re-

gions in a form equally unchanged.*' We know nothing

of the means by which all this is accomplished, but we
can sometimes avail ourselves of the fact itself, by em-

ploying a variety of medicines,'which, in consequence of

their being able, in this manner, to arrive at a definite

organ without being decomposed in the general current

of the blood, are supposed to have a specific influence

upon such quarter, and have often been denominated spe-

cifics for such an effect ; as cantharides in respect to the

bladder, demulcents in respect to the lungs, and cincho-

na in respect to the irritable fibre.

Uropiania. This disease has often been described under the name
of uropiania, which is nothing more than a Greek com-

pound for " erratic urine" as it is here denominated, but

it has seldom been introduced into nosological arrange-

ments. The cases, however, are so numerous and distinct,

in writers of good authority, that it ought not to be reject-

Mostly not ed. In most instances it is not a vicarious discharge ; or,

dJ'ha "e"^
in other words,a secretion of a different kind compensating

butevacu- for a destitution of urine, but a discharge of an urinous

gefl "iue ^^^^ apparently absorbed after its secretion by the kidneys,

ufinc. and conveyed to the outlet from which it issues by apatli

* Sec Spec. n. J"of the pn?sem genus, uvethral stoppage of miiu-
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or under a protection that has hitherto never been explain- gGEN. m.

ed. We sometimes meet with it while there is a free se- parutia

cretion of urine by the kidneys, and a free passage by the
^^'^^l^^'

bladder and urethra, in which case alone it can be called urine.

a disease. On other occasions we find it, as already ob-

served under paruuia iiiops, performing a remedial part,

and travelling in the new direction to carry off recremen-

tory matter that cannot be discharged at its proper outlet,

nor retained in the blood without mischief.

It has in different persons been evacuated by the rectum, ^^^ ^^s"
* thrown off

salivary glands, the skin, at the navel, and by a fistulous nom the

opening into the perinseum and has sometimes been found,
''^''J^J^

onpost-obitexaminations, filling the ventricles ofthebrain. skin, na-

Mr. Howship relates a singular case in which the secretion n^'u^""

was discharged alternately, and in an almost incredible de- ventricles

• of the

luge each time, from the kidneys and the bowels, with brain.

long intervals of supjiression, occasionally extending to
^/j^'^'Ji^'j^^'^

six weeks or two months ; an examination by the catheter from bow-

proving that no water existed in the bladder during these
^^^^^^"^^.^

periods. At one of these irregular tides twenty-two quarts extensive

were passed by the bladder in occasional spasmodic gushes s"^^*^^*

within three days ; and at another two gallons of urine

were passed daily by the rectum for four days in succes-

sion. The patient was a lady twenty-four years old at

the commencement of the disease, which, at the time of

writing, had continued, with little variation, fur nearly

four years, apparently without much serious inroad on her

constitution.* It does not seem to be accurately ascer-

tained whether the discharge from the bowels was genuine

urine or a substituted fluid.

The volume of Nosology gives a reference to cases and

authorities illustrating each of these forms of discharge:

and others are probably to be met with in other writings.

* Practical Treatise, &c., on Complaints tliat afitect the Secretion of

Urine. 8vo. 1823.
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GENUS IV.

LITHIA.

MORBID SECRETION OR ACCUMULATION OF CAtCUlOUS

MATTER IN THE URINARY CAVITIES.

Gew. IV. LixHiA is a Greek term from XiSoi whence xiitau " cal-
Origin of «, . i.i.>i.i
the generic culo laboro." It has often been written Iithiasis, which
^"'^'

is here exchanged for lithia, since iasis, in the present

arrangement, is limited, as a termination, to words indi-

cating diseases aflfecting the skin or cuticle, and that for

reasons which will be explained presently.

Synony. The name of lithus or Iithiasis, as used by Aretjeus

lithusand and Aurelianus, and that of calculus or sabulum, as em-
lithiasis. ployed by Celsus and Pliny, sufficiently evince the ele-

mentary principles of which the Greeks and Romans con-

ceived urinary calculi to consist. The mistake is not

to be wondered at when we reflect that it was not till

Subject lit- about thirty years ago that these principles were detected

by chemi" With any degree of accuracy ; and that we are indebted
cai anaiy-

^^ ^j^g miiHite and elaborate experiments of Fourcroy and
SIS till of' * "

late years. VaUquclin for an analysis that till their time, though

successively pursued by Hales, Boyle, Boerhaave, and

Slare, had been left in a very unsatisfactory state ; and

which even since this period has required the further

corrections of Wollaston, Marcet, Cruikshank,fBerzelius,

' Brande, and various other animal chemists to produce all

the success we could desire. So generally was the belief

that the calculi of the bladder were formed in the same

manner and consisted of the same materials as the stones

of the mineral kingdom, that Dr. Shirley published a

learned book as late as 1671, which is now become ex-
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trcinely scarce, entitled " Of the causes of stones in the ^?^,E-^'•l^•

greater world in order to find out the causes and cure ot urinaiy

the stones in man."
calculus.

The urinary secretion in a state of health is one of the
p,"™^p"p"s'^

most compound fluids of the animal system : and consists of """«•

of various acids, and alkalies, the former, however, hear-

ing a preponderancy, v.ith a certain proportion of calcare-

ous earth, and other materials which it is not rsecessary

to dwell upon at present. The acid first discovered in it Phospho-

was the phosphoric, which was traced hy Brandt and
l^l;^^,!^'^^,.^^

Kunckel, whence the experiments of Boyle from w hich he discovered.

ohtained phosphorus. The important discovery of uric ^hen first

acid was reserved for Scheele, who detected it in 1776 :
discovered.

as he did also henzoic acid, chiefly confined to the urine

of children. Proust has since proved that it contains Carbonic

also carhonic acid, and a peculiar resin like that of l^ile
j ^"^|''J^^"''

and other acids, in smaller proportion, have more lately substances.

been ascertained hy Thenard and Berzelius. Hence the
ca^,"a^go,fg

calcareous earth that is separated by the kidneys, as we earth of the

have had occasion to observe that it is also hy most other ploductivo

organs of the body in a state of health or of disease, is pro- °f "'"ne-

ductive of numerous compounds, as carbonate of lime, pounds.

phosphate of lime, oxalate of lime : together with com-

pounds still more complicated by an intermixture of the

lime with the urinary alkalies. But as, in a state of health,

the urine is always found to contain calcareous earth un-

der some form or other, in a morbid state it is also found

to contain magnesian earth more or less united witii the Maguesian

other materials, both acid and alkaline. In many cases
ocfa^sioUai

moreover, the natural acids, or the natural alkalies are ingredient.

secreted iu excess, in others in deficiency. And from all thesYprin-

these circumstances it is easy to conceive that a very great "^^^^, !^-

II crated in

variety of concretions or calculi may at times take place excess or

either in the kidneys or in the bladder. How far these |,"'^^*'^'^"'

varieties extend, has, perhaps, not fully been determined Hence the

to the present day, but the number which has been detect- calculi ai-

ed and analyzed is now very considerable and has been in- most innu-

, , , ,
merable.

creasing ever smce Dr. VVoIIaston s valuable essay on

this subject, which appeared in the Philosophical Trans-

vox, v. 65
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Gejt.iv. actions for the year 1797, and laid a foundation for the

Urinary arrangement. Among those which have been subse-

Ana"!"^
quently ascertained, a few, and especially the cystic oxyde,

mental- have been discovered by bimself; and the whole are thus

^o|]^^^3'J„'j;
enumerated by Dr. Marcet in a still later production of

And pursii- highly distinguished merit.* 1. Lithic calculus, composed

cet, who^"^ chiefly of lithic or uric acid. 2. Earth-bone calculus, con-
enumeiates sisting chiefly of jjhosphate of lime. 3. Ammoniaco-mag-

^

follow?, nesian phosphate or calculus in which this triple salt ob-

viously prevails. 4. Fusible calculus, consisting of a mix-

ture of the two former. 5. Mulberry calculus, or oxalate of

lime. 6. Cystic calculus, consisting of the substance called

by Dr. Wollaston cystic oxyde. 7. Mternaiing calculus,

or a concretion composed of two or more different species

arranged in alternate layers. 8. Compound ca\cu]viSf the

ingredients of wliich are so intimately mixed as not to be

separable without chemical analysis. 9. Calculus from

the prostate gland, of a peculiar kind, and consisting, ac-

cording to Dr. Wollaston, " of phosphate of lime not dis-

tinctly stratified, and tinged by the secretion of the pros-

tate gland." The two not hitherto described are, 10.

Xanthic oxyde, making an approacli to the cystic calculus,

but giving, which that does not, a bright lemon residuum

on evaporating its nitric solution. And 11. Fibrinous

calculus, so called from its possessing properties exactly

similar to those of the fibrine of the blood, and no doubt

formed by a deposit from this fluid.

ui these, Of these a few only are commonly found in the kid-

found'fn ^^y^> though most of those which are found in the kid-

ti)e kid- neys are found also in the bladder, and in reality consti-

an-rmany tutc the commou nuclci of the calculous concretions of

oftiiemnottjjig last orsiau : the augmentation resulting from other
ofteninthe

. . , ?,, • i n <•

bladder, constituent principles of the urine, gradually separating,

and encrusting them as they lie in the bladder in an un-

disturbed state.

The symptoms, moreover, of renal and vesical calculi

differ as widely as their component parts, and hence point

* Essay on the Chemical History and Medical Treatment of Caknloif;

pisovder?-
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out the necessity of siibdivitlins: the ffenus into the t\vo,9^'^-^^'^-
„ „ . .

O o Litliia,

following species

:

Urinaiy
Calculus,

1. LITHIA RENALIS. RENAL CALCULUS.

— VESIC.4LIS. VESICAL CALOULTIS.

SPECIES r.

LITHIA RENALiy.

TAIN IN THE XOINS, SHOOTING DOWN TOWARDS THE
TESTES OR THIGHS, INCREASED ON EXERCISE; URINE

OFTEN DEPOSITING A SABULOUS SEDIMENT.

The calculous raattei" of the kidneys sometimes passes gen. iv .

off in minute and imperceptible grains with the urine, pj'j^tuie of

which are only noticed by their concreting or crystallizing '^e species

about the sides of the vessel that receives it ; and some-

times collects and forms very troublesome spherules or

nodules in the substance or pelvis of the kidneys : thus

offering the two following varieties

:

oi Arenosa. Pain slight, and unfrequent

:

Urinary sand. free discharge of sabulous

granules.

/3 Calculosa. Pain mostly severe and con-

Urinary gravel, stant; sabulous discharge

small and seldom or never:

calculus varying in size,

often large and obstructing

the pelvis or ureter of the

kidney.

Urinary sand, or the sabulous matter deposited on the« L. lena-

sides or bottom of a receiving vessel, is of two kinds, urinary

WHITE and RED : and it is of great importance to distin- sand

;

guish the one from the other as they proceed from very sorts white

and red.
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*^''''!''^T*
fJifferent causes, and require a different, and, indeed,

etL.renaiis opposite modc of treatment. Mr. Brande has published
aienosn.

^y^ excellent treatise upon this subject in his QuarterlyIn navy * '^ -X, ,

sand. Journal ; and in the remarks about to be offered upon

this species, I shall avail myself in no small degree of the

benefit of his labours in connexion with tliose of Dr.

Marcct to which I have already referred.

wiiite uii- The urine, in a healthy state, is always an acid secre-

I'feJith'"'
*^on, and it is the excess of its acid that holds the earthy

mine ai- salts ill solution. If, from any cause, it be deprived of

tains an this cxccss, or, in other words, the secretion of its acid be
excess of njorbidly diminished, the earthy parts are no lonirer held
acid, winch

. , . , ,

"^^^ ^
is the uric, m solutiou, and a tendency to form a white sand or
and iioids CALCAREOUS DEPosiTE immediately commences. And
llie earthy

_

-^

salts ill so- that this is the real source of its production is manifest

If uTs be ^i'oin the simple experiment of mixing a little alkali with

iiiniiuished recently voided urine; for the alkali has no sooner ex-

pant^sepa- ci'cised its affinity for the acid than the urine throws down
rate and

j^ white powdcr. And hence a like deposite will not un-

deposited frequently take place upon using magnesia too freely.

in the form ^ knowledge of the cause of this modification of urinary
of white ^ ''

urinary saud puts US at oucc iuto au casy mode of curing it, a

iHustiated. '"o^'c howevcr which was first pointed out to the world by
Easy niode J}i-, "WoUaston. It consists in introducing into the system

this^evH^ some othcr acid as a substitute for that which is wanting
Substitu- jQ ^jjg kidnevs. All the acids seem to answer this pur-
tion of *

,

*

some other pose, but as the sulphuric usually sits easier on the
^'^'^'* stomach than any other of the mineral acids, it is entitled

to a preference; and the more so on account of its supe-

swer. I'ior tonic powers, and consequently its better adaptation

to the chylifactive organs, a debility which is no unfre-

qucnt cause of the complaint. The vegetable acids,

nevertheless^ niivy be interposed, with the sulphuric, or,

where the stomach is very delicate, entirely supersede

their use. Of these the citric is the pleasantest and can

be persevered in for the longest period of time, especially

in the case of children. The tartaric, however, and

especially in the form of creme of tartar, has the ad-

vantage of gently operating upon the bowels which is

All acids

will an-
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always a beneficial effect. Carbonic acid wbether taken ^^.v. iv.

in the form of effervescing saline draughts, or simply dis- * l. lena-

solved in water by means of Nooth's apparatus will also 1'/
5'^®""^'^*

•' ^' Uiinary
be found a useful and pleasant auxiliary. The general sand.

diet should be of the same description, and be as largely ad(r°"'°

as possible intermixed with salads, acids, fruits, and es- Acescent

pecially oranges. Malt liquor should be abstained from

;

and, if the habit of the patient require that he should

continue the use of wine. Champagne or Claret should be

preferred to Madeira or Port.

It is possible, however, that this modification may be if too large

a result of too large a secretion of calcareous earth, in- ^^^^^^y^''^"
«^ 'of calcare-

stead of too small a secretion pf acid
; yet the effect being ous caitii

the same the same mode of treatment will be advisable,
a'jfke*^"^'^

But the acid may be in excess instead of in deficiency, This acid

or, which is nearly the same thing, the natural secretion g^^ss^jn"

of calcareous eartii may itself be deficient while the acid stead of de-

retains its usual measure: and in this case the acid itself
^"^"^"'^ "

has a tendency to foiMn a deposite by crystallizing into

minute and red spiculse,—and hence the modification of

RED SAND that is so frequently found coating the sides Red urina-

and bottom of chamber-utensils. ^^
^^'"V

*
result of

This, like the preceding, is sometimes voided in a this.

concrete or crystallized state, or the urine may be voided ^'°'f'^'' ''»

clear, and the deposite not take place till some hours

afterwards. The last is ordinarily the result of some

temporary cause, and is of no importance as it disap-

pears with the cause that produces it. The first is of

more serious consideration as it indicates a lithic diathe-

sis that may lead to a formation of large and mischiev-

ous calculi, and is a pretty certain harbinger of the va-

riety we shall have to notice under the name of gravel.

As acids form the best preventive and cure in the pre- This modi-

ceding case, alkalies present an equal, or nearly equal nevedby^

remedy in the present, with the exception that the ten- ^'•'^i'^'-

dency to produce urinary red sand is more likely to run

into a habit, and is hence less easily extirpated, than that

to produce white.

It has, in fact, been long known that concrete uric acid
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Gen. IV, jg soluble in the caustic fixed alkalies, and these were, in
bPEC. I.

a. L. lena- consequeijce hereof, the earliest forms of alkali adverted

Urinary
^^ *" ^'^'' *'^''* ^'^P"'^'*^* But it has siiice been ascertained

sand. thatthealkaline carbonates and sub-carbonates are equal-
The effect

of caustic ly effectual. And, as the latter are far less apt to disa-

fiestip^on^
gree w ith the stomach thait the former, they have very

concrete generally taken thtir place. Of the alkalies and alka-

long line carbonates, soda has commonly been found to an-

Now"* ^^^^"^ ^^^ purpose best. It is, indeed, chiefly effectual in

known that its pure state, but it is most convenient to use it in a

carbonates Hiilder form ; and of all the forms it offers that of soda-
are as ef- water is the pleasautcst, and maybe persevered in for

Soda. the longest period of time. Nevertheless tliere are some

constitutions in which potash and its caibonate prove

more effectual than soda, a remark for which we are in-

debted to Sir Gilbert Blane, who, on this account, has

occasionally given it the preference, and for tlie sake of

rendering it more palatable has sometimes partly satu-

rated it with lemon-juice or citric acid ; and where there

has been severe or protracted pain, producing consider-
Sometimes able irritation, has united it with opium.* A drachm of
witli an '

under dose the Carbonate of either of the fixed alkalies will form a

acid' or moderate dose for an adult, and may be repeated two or
opium. three times a-day, taken during the effervescence pro-

duced by the addition of half an ounce of lemon-juice to

the menstruum, which may consist of two ounces of wa-

ter sweetened with honey.

Ammonia Ammonia and its sub-carbonate have been had re-

carbonate, course to, and with great advantage, where symptoms of

indigestion have been brought on by the fixed alkalies;

and partifularly in cases in which red gravel is connect-

ed with gout, and the two diseases show a disposition to

alternate.

Magnesia.- Magnesia is also of considerable use, as has been lately

shown by Mr. Brande in two excellent papers upon this

subject, published in the Philosophical Transactions.!

* Transactions of a Society for improving Medical and Cliirurgtcal

Knowledge, Vol. III. p. 358.

t Phil. Trans. Year 1810, p. 136 ; 1813. p. 213.
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Taken in free and frequent doses it has often succeeded ^^-^^ V*''

in checking the tendency to a formation of sand andaL. rena-

gravel, and has kept many individuals free from this ^'^g"^'^"

complaint for very Ions pi-riods of time who have beenUinary
' J o t

_ _ sand.

constitutionally predisposed to it. Nevertheless it is not

calculated to supersede the use of the alkalies, but may

be employed as a convenient adjunct, or supply their

place for a time, when the patient has become tired of

using them.

. There is some doubt as to the manner in which the Whether

1 "'^ acids

acids employed to correct a secretion of white sand, and and aika-

the alkalies that of red, fulfil their object : whether in-
jif^ifeaiy

directly, by a peculiar action" on the chylifacient organs hy influ-

so as to render the fresh sup])ly of nutriment more easily stom"a^ch,^

disposed to yield an acid in t!ie one case, and less easily *^c., oi di-

in the other ; or directly, by passing unchanged along the passing to

current of the blood and arriving at the kidneys in ^'^^^
'^^^*^"

their proper forms. There is a difficulty attending both

these views; but as uric acirl, though soluble in the But aika-

caustic alkalies, is found not to be soluble in their car-„'^fes^aie

bonates and sub-carbonates, the benefit of alkaline me- no solvent

dicines does not seem referable to their solvent powers.

And hence it is, on the whole, more probable that both ^"''
^^*'"f^

. „ t'le proba-

acids and alkalies produce an indirect influence on the bie action

kidneys, as we have already had occasion to observe that'^'g^''j"^)|||'j"

animal food does in saccharine urine, by a peculiar in-ence.

fluence on t!ie chylilacient viscera, or the nutritive ma-

terials during their subaction.

There is also another class of medicines which have beneficial

use of as-

long stood the test, and been proved to possess a truly tringents.

remedial power in all urinary concretions of the kind be- ^"P^°^^^^

fore us—1 niean astringents. So considerable is their Heuchei

efficacy that De Heucher ascribes to them an expulsory
an^e°xpui-

power, in his treatise entitled " Calculus per astringentia so'y po« -

pellendus." Their real mode of action has probably been probable

pointed out by Dr. Cullen in a passage in which he has"^°!^® °^

anticipated much of the reasoning of the present day pointed

concerning the benefit of alkalies, and has hereby given ^"'jj^^

an additional proof of the strength of his judgement.
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Gen. IV.
Spec. I.

«, L. rena-

lis arenosa.

Urinary-

sand.

jC L. rena-

lis calcu-

losa.

Urinary
gravel.

Sometimes
very large

and quiet.

Gnly three

ofMarcet's
classifica-

tion of cal.

culi ever

found in

tlie kid-

r.eys,

Speaking of the leaves of the uva iirsi, he says that this

medicine, " Not only from the experiments of the late

De Haen, but also from my own, I have found to be

often powerful in relieving the symptoms of calculus.

This plant is manifestly a powerful astringent : and in

what manner this and other astringents are useful in the

cases mentioned may be difficult to explain : but 1 shall

offer a conjecture upon the subject. Their powerful at-

traction of acid we have mentioned above, and that there-

by they may be useful in calculous cases is rendered pro-

bable by this, that the medicines which of late have

been found the most powerful in relieving the symptoms

of calculus are a variety of alkalies, which are known
to do this without their acting at all in dissolving the

stone."* Their virtue as a stomachic tonic ought also

to be taken into consideration as well as their absorb-

ent power.

The second variety of the lithic concretion we are

now contemplating, and which, from its tendency to form

larger masses is usually denominated graved, is of far

greater importance than the preceding, from the actual

pain that is suffered in most cases, and the danger there

always exists of the conversion of such nodules into cal-

culi of the bladder. One of the largest and most extra-

ordinary instances of this kind is to be found in the mu-

seum of the London College of Surgeons, belonging to

Mr. Hunter's collection, by whom it was taken from the

body of Mrs. , a niece of Sir Richard Steele, of the

weight of seven ounces and a half. She w as never known

to have had a nephritic symptom till just before her

death, when she was suddenly attacked with a violent

pain which produced a fever that destroyed her.

Of the eleven classes of urinary calculi enumerated by

Dr. Marcet, there are rarely more than three that are

found passing through the natural passages of the kid-

neys, though others are traced occasionally as imbedded

in the pelvis or substance of the kidneys. These three

=* Mat. Med. Part. il. Chap, i, p. 1"
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are tlic uric, oxalic, and cystic : and of these the two last ^en. iv.

are very rare productions in comparison with the first.
/s l. lenaMs

" Out of fifty-eiffht cases of kidney calculi," says Mr. caicuiosa.JO .' •> Urinary

Brande, " fifty-one were uric, six oxalic, and one cystic." gravel.

The phosphates seem never to concrete so as to form uric,oxaiic,

anci cvstic.

calculi in the kidneys, for winch it seems difficult to as-

sign a reason.

The uric calculi as voided immediately from the kid- Uric caicu-

neys, are of a yellowish or reddish-hrown colour, some- ,|,'-j.^^/'^(.^^'l'

wliat hard, and soluble in caustic potash. They exhale »acter.

the smell of burnt horn before the blow-pipe, and, when
heated with nitric acid, produce the peculiar red com-

pound which Dr. Prout has- called rosacic acid. The
oxalic calculi vary considerably in appearance. They
are generally of a grayish-brown colour, and made up of

numerous small cohering spherules, and have sometimes

a polished surface and resemble hempseeds. They arc

easily recognised by their insolubility in dilute muriatic

acid : and by swelling up under the blow-pipe, and burn-

ing into a white ash consisting of pure lime. The cystic

calculi have a yellowish colour, and a crystallized ap-

pearance ; they are soluble in dilute muriatic acid, and

in diluted solution of potash. Dr. Wollaston has remark-

ed that when heated in the flame of a spirit-lamp, or by

the blow-pipe, they exhale a peculiar fetid smell by which

they may readily be characterized.*

The usual symptoms by which this variety is marked • : ' i'\"i"=i

are those of pressure and irritation : as a fixed pain in the this variety

region of the affected kidney, w ith a numbness of the '^ '"^r^^ed.

thigh on the same side, the pain alternating with a sense

of weight. The pain is sometinjes very acute and ac-

companied with nausea and deliquium, proving that the

calculus has entered the ureter, and is working its way
down into the bladder, after wltich t!ie pain ceases till

it reaches the uretlira, or, by remaining in the bladder,

it becomes encrusted with other materials, and forms n

vesicular calculus. During the whole of tlie passage

* Biaiu'.c, Journal, o ;
'

,
, .

VOL, V. 6G
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Gen. iv.f^.om the kidneys the urine is usually high-coloured, and

i8L. I enalis deposits a reddish or reddish-brown sediment, occasion-

Ur'ina"^^'
^^^^ "^* unlike the grounds of coffee, and evidently giving

gravel. proof of the laceration of blood-vessels by the angular

points of the calculus. It is a very singular fact, and

has been properly noticed by Dr. Heberden, that during

the most violent pain at any time endured from this

cause, there is rarely any acceleration of the pulse : in

the same manner as the torture sustained by the passage

of a gall-stone through the gall-ducts produces as little

effect upon it. If, however, the flow of the urine be ob-

structed by the calculus, as sometimes happens, the or-

dinary constitutional symptoms take place which charac-

terize that affection, as a general sense of uneasiness^

heat, thirst, a quickened pulse, and other pyrectic con-

comitants : sickness at the stomach, costiveness, sleep-

less nights, and at lengtli coma, intermitting pulse, con-

vulsions, and death : and all this even where the pain or

Aveight in the loins is not peculiarly distressing.

Where the We have often had occasion to observe that where a

''roTe^e^ds
™^orbid change takes place in an organ very gradually, it

very slowly may proceed to almost any extent without any acute suf-

venfence"" f'^J'i^S on the part of the patient, and sometimes without
felt in ma- any suffeHnff whatever. The same fact not unfrequently
ny cases.

^ «-»

occurs in the disease before us, of which a remarkable

instance is related by Dr. Marcet, in a patient who died

of a dropsy in the chest, without having made any com-

plaint of the state of his urinary organs, though one of

his kidneys was found, on dissection, to be distended by

a large collection of calculi.

Proximate rpj^^ proximate cause of the formation of uric calculi
cause of '

n • i i

uric calculi we have already shewn to be an excess of uric acid : that

Tharof'ox- ®^ *'^® oxalic and cystic is not quite so obvious,—a point,

aiic and howevcr, of Icss importance from the infrequency of their

so obviTus. occurrence. The predisposing and occasional causes of

Predispo- q\\ of them are too often involved in obscurity. In many
sing and . .•• i • j.

occasional pcrsons there IS an hereditary tendency to this complaint

;

causes. general indolence or a sedentary life becomes a predis-

ponent in others ; too large an indulgence in fermented
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liquors, and the luxuries of the table generally, forms a Gen. ly.

predisponent in a third class ; but the chief cause of this^L. renaiis

kind we are acquainted with, is a want of constitutional Jf'5"^"^"-

vigour, and especially in the digestive organs; and hence gravel.

the periods of life in which this disease occurs most fre-

quently are from infancy to the age of puberty, and in de-

clining years : while it is rarely found during the busy

and restless term of mature virility.

It is for the same reason that the disease of gravel is Diathesis

so frequently connected with gout, which has a peculiar
"ifj't of

tendency to debilitate the digestive organs. " The calcu- s^ut.

lous cachexy of the urinary system," says Dr. Swediaur,

" often resembles the podagric cachexy, to which indeed

it bears a strong analogy. Both are hereditary, occasion- ^"^'"gy

ally endemic. As gout is for the most part observed in

regions abounding in wines, lithia is chiefly traced where

malt liquors are the ordinary beverage 5 and hence in

Europe we are not without examples of it, even in infancy.

Almost all cases of gout, occurring after the middle of

life, are combined with calculous urine; while the last

proves at times a metastasis of the first."*

The process of treatment must, for the most part, be Process of

derived from these causes. As a preventive of that mo-

dification of calculus which is by far the most frequent,

we have already advised the use of alkalies and alkaline

carbonates. Where the digestive organs are weak the

diet should be light but generous ; warm and bitter tonics

will always be found serviceable ; the bowels should never

be suffered to become costive, and should occasionally be

stimulated by brisk purgatives, which tend equally to

remove acidities from the stomach, and to stimulate the

kidneys to a more healthy action. Indolence and a seda-

tive life must give way to exercise, and especially equi-

tation, which is by far the best kind of exercise for the

present purpose, and whatever will tend to promote an

increased determination towards the surface, and a fre-

quent glow on the skin will prove a valuable auxiliary :

* Nov. Nosol. Math. Syst. Vol. n. 259.
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l'?Fc ^T"
^^^' *^^° ^^'" ^*'^^^^ becomes, in this affection, though rarely

Lithia in paruria mellita, an outlet for the discharge of a redun-

iic'nir
tlancy of acid, as may be observed by the simple experi-

caicuius. ment of tyeing a piece of paper stained with litmus about

the neck ; which even in a state of common health, will

often be changed to a red colour by tlie acid thrown off

in the ordinary course of perspiration.

Mischiev- Of the mischievous eftects of a luxurious diet, and the

of aVixu- advantage of abstinence, M. Magcndie has given a very
liousdiet striking example in the case of a merchant of one of the

ficd from Hauseatic towns who was habitually afflicted with the
Magenriie. complaint before us. " In the year 1814 this gentleman,"

he tells us, " was possessed of a considerable fortune, li-

ved in an appropriate style, and kept a very good table, of

W'hich he himself made no very sparing use. He was at

this time troubled with the gravel. Some political mea-

sure unexpectedly took place which caused him the loss

of his whole fortune, and obliged him to take refuge in

England, where he passed nearly a year in a state bor-

dering upon extreme distress, which obliged him to sub-

mit to numberless privations ; but his gravel disappeared.

By degrees he succeeded in re-establishing his affairs ; he

resumed his old habits, and the gravel very shortly began

to return. A second reverse occasioned him once more

the loss of all he had acquired. He went to France al-

most without the means of subsistence, when his diet be-

ing in proportion to his exhausted resources, the gravel

a second time vanished. Again his industry restored

him to comfortable circumstances,' again he indulged in

the pleasures of the table, and had to pay tlie tax of his

old complaint."*

Mariners It may at first sight appear a singular fact, but there-

lecTto this
iT^a'*ks just offered will tend to explain it, that mariners

disease, are rarely subject to stone or gravel. Mr. Hutchison
xp ame

. j^^^ published a valuable article upon this subject in one

of the volumes of the Medico-Chirurgical Transactions,!

* Recherches Physiulogiqiics ct Medicales sur Ics Causef, les Symptom-

et le Traitenieiit de la Gravelle. Svo. Paris, 181S.

•i- Trans, of the Medico-Chivu:"!;. Societv, Vol. ix.
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from which it appears that out of ninety-six thousand six Gen.iv.

hundred and ninety-seven patients, admitted in the course Litiua

'

of sixteen years into the tliree grand coast hospitals of Renarcai-

Plymouth, Haslar, and Deal, not more than eight had '^"'•Js.

, , , 1 • . . o 1- 1 • TiTi -x Treatment,
laboured under either species of lithia. Whence it ap-

pears that the occupation, diet, activity, and regimen of

a maritime life are the best preservatives against all such

affections : such as an animal aliment largely combined

with the alkaline stimulus of muriate of soda; a farina-

ceous, for the most part, instead of any other vegetable

diet
;
great exercise, and that free exhalation from the

skin at night which is so well known to take place among

sailors in the royal navy, in consequence of their being

compelled to sleep closely together. And, as the disease

appears to he equally uncommon in tropical climates, wo
have here an easy explanation of the cause of its infre-

quency. In our own country it appears from the tables

of the Norwich hospital to be more frequent in Norfolk

than in any other county of the same population.

It only remains to be observed that during the par- Remedial
prorcss

oxysm of pain produced by the passage of a calculus during the

through the ureter, our chief object should be to allay p^'^°^'';^^^'"

the irritation and mitigate the distress. The warm-bath

is here a valuable remedy ; friction on the loins, with

rubefacient irritants combined with narcotics, often afford

relief: but the present author has found most benefit

from a flannel-swathe wrung out in hot water and folded

about the loins ; being suffered to remain there for hours

wrapped round, to confine the moisture, with an outer

swathe of calico or linen. If these do not answer, opium,

and in free doses, must be had recourse to.
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SPECIES II.

LITHIA VESICALIS.

Stouc in tiic iJIatJtjev.

FRECIUENT DESIRE OF MAKING WATER, WITH A DIF-

riCULTY or DISCHARGE ; PENIS RIGID, WITH ACUTE
PAIN AT THE GLANS : SONOROUS RESISTANCE TO THE
SOUND WHEN SEARCHING THE BLADDER.

Sp^'c ii^
The substances, vulgarly called stones in the bladder.

Vesical are, for the most part, of a very composite structure.

vei y^coiTi-^
They originate from a nucleus which may consist of any

posite morbid or foreign material that can accidentally obtain

consisting ^n entrance and a lodgement in the bladder; the body of

of different ^tje calculus being formed out of such constituent parts of

rounded the uHue as are most easily detached and attracted : which

^^'d^
^" gradually encrust around it, and concrete into a mass for

viety of the most part far too large to pass through the urethra.

Krdney-^' The most common of these nuclei is a kidney-calculus

calculus itself, and consequently a crystallized spherule or nodule

common of ui'ic acid ; and, where the acid is habitually in excess,

nucleus:
^\^q coatinff of the vesicular calculus may consist of this

and some-
i n i <. • . p . i

times com- alone or chiefly : but, from the great variety ot materials,
prises the

earths, alkalies, and other acids besides uric, and some-
entire

stone. times blood and mucus, which enter into tlie composition

of the urine at this time, it is not often that a calculus of

the bladder is a crystallization of uric acid alone.

chi^efly

^'^
In the introductory remarks upon the present genus,

found ai- ^vc observed that the different kinds of calculi discovered

Woffasto^n in the human bladder had been treated of by Dr. Wollas-

into five di-
j;qh^ jjg f^f ^s they were then known, in a very masterly

essay upon this subject, published in the Philosophical

Transactions for the year 1797 : he has since enumerated

them as follows

:

1. Uric acid calculus.

£. Fusible, triple, or ammonio-magnesian pliospliate.

3. Bone-earth calculus, or phosphate of lime.
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4. Mulberry calculus, or oxalate of lime. ^^^- 'f^'^«

5. Cystic OXyde. LUhiavesi-

The cystic oxyde is not contained in the article above gj^^^i^

referred to, as not having been discovered at the time : but t^^^ biad-
'-' der.

it has since been detected by the same excellent chemist,

and named as above.

We ha\e also observed that various other calculous o^her ma-
terials

masses have still more lately been ascertained by the sometimes

analyses of other experimenters, and that the whole num-*"^^*^^'''

her, as arranged by Dr. Marcet, amounts, in the present

day, to eleven or twelve. Their names we have already

given, nor is it worth while, in a work devoted to practi-

cal medicine, to notice them' any further, as they are

rarely to be met with in comparison with the five arranged

above, and, when met with, will not call for any essential

difference in the mode of treatment.

In effect, they have been found equally different ini^encecai-

„ 11 i. 1 -1. pCuliofall
composition, form, size, and colour ; from the weight ot forms,

half a drachm to that of several pounds; purple, jasper- ^'^^^^^
^"'^

hued, red, brown, crystalline, cineritious, versicoloured

:

in one or two instances covered with down,* apparently ^°^^g^*^

produced from the surface of the bladder, from which, as with down:

we have already had to observe, hairs are occasionally dis-

charged with the nrine.f They have also been found

solid, perforated, hollow, compact, crumbling, glabrous,

rough, and spinous,:f: and, in a few instances, combined
fn°'^r^^-xed

with ir0n.§ with iron.

They seem sometimes to form very rapidly ; and, where Are some-

the patient has already discharged one or two, and the di"ced^very

urethra has in consequence become more than ordinarily rapidly,

dilated, they occasionally pass off in great numbers in a charged in

short space of time. We have hence, in different profes-S'^at
y

' * numbers.
sional journals and transactions, accounts of a hundred Exempii-

and twenty voided in the course of three days;|| two^®^*

* Blegny, Zodiac, Ann. iv. Febr. Obs. 4.

t Gen. III. Spec. v. part, in cont.

X Bartholin. Act. Hafn. Tom. ii. Obs, 85.

} Act. Erudit. Leips. 1627. p. 332.—Dotacus, Ep, axi Waldschmidt. p. 25".

II
Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. iii. Ann. v, vi. p, 99.
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Gen. IV.

Spec. II.

Lithiavesl
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Stone in
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der.
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character

of uric cal-

culus.
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of fusible
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character
of mul-
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thousand in the course of two years j* and three hundred

of a pretty large size within the sameterm.f The largest

discharged in this manner, which has ever occurred to me
in reading, weighed five ounces. Dr. Huxham describes

one instance of such a fact ;\ and another is given in a

distinguished foreign miscellany.§ By females they have

ofteu been discharged of the weight of two ounces and a

half; and my excellent friend Dr. Yelloly mentions a cal-

culus of nearly three ounces and a half,*|) in one case we
are told of a stone thus evacuated that weighed twelve

ounces.^

The general character of the uric caiculus has been

given already. Its texture when formed in the bladder is

commonly laminated ; and, when cut into halves, a distinct

nucleus of uric acid is almost always perceptible. Its ex-

terior is generally smoother than that ofother calculi, ex-

cept the calculus of bone-earth, or phosphate of lime.^*

The appearance of the second or fusibie cALCUius

is generally white, and often resembles chalk in its tex-

ture. Strongly heated before the blow-pipe this substance

evolves ammonia, and readily fuses; whence the name

assigned to it. It often breaks into layers, and exbibits

a glittering appearance when broken. »

The third division, consisting of the eone-earth
CALCULUS, or phosphate of lime unmixed with any other

substance, has a pale-brown smooth surface ; and when

sawn through is found of a laminated texture, and easily

separates into concentric crusts. This calculus is pecu-

liarly difficult of fusion.

The fourth division embracing the mulberry calcu-

lus, or oxalate of lime, is of a rough and tuberculated

exterior, and of a deep reddish-brown or mulberry colour,

probably produced by a mixture of blood that has escaped

* Griindlicher Bericht, von Blatterstein.

Hiidan. Fabric. Cent. i. Obs. 89.. _ . ^ Huxh, Vol. lu. p. 42.

< Samuilung. Med. Wahrnemung. Bari^. viii. p. 258.

II
Trans, of the Medico.Chir.,^ocipty. Vol.^vi.

IT Eph. Nat. Cur~. Det.ii.Ann.'v'.OB^J'i^f.' *
****•

'

* Bran(fe's Joi-rnal, Vol. VIII. p. 207.
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from some lacerated vessel, whence the name assigned
^J|- \^;

to it. The nucleus is generally oxalic, and of renal ori-Lithiavesi-

gin ; but it is sometimes uric. It is also frequently en- y[^;'; ^^^

veloped by the fu-sible calculus. ^'^"^ '^>^''-

The fifth, or CYSTIC calculus has a crystalline ap-c;h'e,„icai

pearance but of a peculiar greasy lustre, and is somewhat cj^racter

tough when cut. Its colour is a pale fawn bordering calculus.

upon straw-yellow. It is very rarely to be met with.

Such are the culculi which are principally found in the Formation
. -j^i 1 iT •fi. of the body

bladder ; and we may readily conceive with what lacility of a caicu-

they are formed there, when an accidental tendency is 'j^^
'Hustra-

given to their formation by a lodgement of any thing that

may serve as a nucleus, by noticing the deposites of phos-

phates of lime and other materials that are perpetually

encrusting every substance over which a current of urine

is frequently passing ; as the public drains in our streets,

which are daily exhibiting them in regular crystals.

The ordinary causes of renal calculi are necessarily Ordinary

those of vesical calculi, but any local injury or infirmity, ^g^^^p°l_

which prevents the urine from passing off freely from the cuii those

bladder, accelerates their formation and enlargement, not but other

'

onlv by the confinement it causes but by the decompo-P^"fesex-

sition which rest soon produces, in which case it becomes ent upon

ammoniacal, and a larger portion of the pliosphates will
Jjj Jj^^'^_°^

be precipitated. And hence, an obstruction in the ure-der.

thra of any kind, but particularly a diseased prostate, be-

comes a frequent auxiliary, and sometimes even a primary

cause of the formation of a stone without any mischief in

the kidneys, or any disordered secretion of urine.*

*' The bladder," says Sir Everard Home, " never being

completely emptied, the dregs of the urine, if I may be

allowed the expression, being never evacuated, a calculus

formed on a nucleus of the ammoniaco-magnesian phos-

phate and mucus is produced, when it would not have

been produced under other circumstances. This species

6f stone, or a stone upon such a nucleus, can only bo

* Braude's Journal, &c. Vol. viix. p. 210.

vol. v> 67
'
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Gkn. IV. produced wlierc tlie bladder is unable to empty itself.

LUhia'vesi-lt may therefore be arranged among t!ic consequences
raiis. of ^j^p enlargement of the middle lobe of the prostate
otone in '-' *

the biad- gland."*

^^l' It docs not appear from the experiments or observa-
D ffercRcn . „ ta
of waters tioMs oi Dr. Marcet, that a difference in the waters oi
iii <iii. lert

j]i[fe,.e„t places is much, if at all, concerned in the pro-

;;ot seem todiictiou of calculoiis disorders : nor have \ve any satisfac-
b a cause.

^^^^^ evidence of their being more prevalent in cider than

in other countries, notwithstanding the general opinion

that they are so. But we are yet in want of sufficient

data upon tliis subject to speak with much decision.

Symptoms As the discase of stone in the bladder is very generally

calculi thf a sequel of calculi in the kidneys, the symptoms indica-
haibingers ^jyg (jf ^ije ijrecedins; spccics form, in most instances, the
ol vesical. •

n -.- • i, <•

first symptoms of the present, let occasionally, irom

causes we liave just pointed out, the concretion commnsces

in the bladder, and the symptoms of an affected kidney

Piogvessof are not experienced. One of tiie first signs of a stone in

Pain'artife the bladder is an uneasy sensation at the point of the

point ofthe uretlira occurring in conjunction with a discharge of urine
urethra. ,, , , ,.^ , o t • • t

Cause ex- that deposites red orwhitc sand,or alter havmgoccasionai-
piained.

j^. voided small calculi or fragments of a larger. This

pain is sympathetic, and proceeds from the irritation of

the prostate or the neck of the bladder, agreeably to a law

of nature we have often found it necessary to recur to, which

ordains that the extremities of nerves which enter into the

fabric of an or2;an, and particularly of mucous canals,

should possess a keener reciprocity of feeling than any in-

termediate part, and consequently participate with more

acuteness in any diseased action. This uneasy sensation

at the point ofthe urethra, is at first only perceived on

using any violent or jolting exercise; or in a frequent

Urine void-
^'^^''"^ to make water, wliich is often voided by drops or

ftd ill drops, in small quantities ; or, if in a stream, the current stops

ruptedYy. suddenly while the patient is still conscious that the blad-

der is not fully emptied, and has still an inclination to

• Oa tlie Diseases of ihe Prostate (Jland. Vc>\ i. :•. -'
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evactmle more, but witlumt a power of dolus; so. As the ^J^'^- ^)[-

stone increases in size there is also a dtill pain about theLithiave-

neck of the bladtiei', the rectum partakes of the irritation, !;\"||.^-|^

and produces a troublesome tenesmus, or frequent desire the biad-

to a;o to stool. Where tiie pain is trifling the urine is !jf,\^ggjj,^,3

often Jitnpid, as t!ie saline or earthy materials from their Urine

„ ..,1111, 1 I 1 ii sometimes
confinement in the bladder arrange themselves around tlieii,„p„|.

ffrowina; calculus, and enlarge it by a new coating; but-o'^"'V"'^^on ' o J t3

'

turbid.

where the irritation is considei'able, there is often a mucous

sediment in the water, and sometimes a discolouration from

blood. The region of uneasiness extends its boundary,

the stomacli participates in the disquiet, sleepless nights

ensue, with pyrexy, anxiety, and dejection of spirits: all

which symptoms are increased by exercise of every kind

and pai-ticularly by equitation. Several of these signs may How «!ii-

indicate a primary disease of the prostate or neck ^>f the |,y^'^(".||^'^".'|^

bladder, but the occasional discharge of calculous frag-pyiniaiy

nients or deposite of urine loaded with uric acid or phos-Jhe mo-"

phate of lime, are sufliciently pathognomic. It is usual, ^'^^'^

however, in all such cases, to examine the bladder by a

sound, which commonly puts the question beyond all dis-

pute: though if the calculus be lodged in a peculiar sac

or the fasciculi of the bladder, or lurk behind some moibid

enlargement of the prostate gland, the sound may not de- stone not

tect it, and the experimenter may deceive himself and the
|i'|"(^^^'g.,.

patient in respect to the nature of the disease. able by the

The treatment of this malady offers two indications, a!°""
'

,,. ,. , ,. 1 Trpatment
palliative and a radical. piiiiritive

The palliative may he applied .to relieve the actual ^"[^ '^'^''

symptoms, and to prevent a further enlargeuient of the paiuntive

calculus. treatment

The symptoms vary greatly in different cases: partly, kinds.

indeed, from the size of the calculus itself, but quite as plan reme-

much from the constitutional irritability of the bladder
|,''"^J "|,JJ,'g^

and the particular quarter of it in which it is seated. In a Sometimes

few persons, the bladder has possessed so little morbid |,],'^[i|t[g^*

excitement that stones of considerable magnitude ha\e-""'^''^)^"

been found in this organ after death without having pro-"

duced any very serious inconvenience during life. If the
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calculus be immediately seated on the neck of theblp.dder

it is, however, almost impossible for the most impassive

not to suflTer severely at times. But the stone has some-

times found a fortunate lodgement between the muscular

fascicles of the bladder, where it has become imbedded as

in a pouch, and a train of morbid symptoms, which have

antecedently shown themselves, have gradually disap-

peared in proportion as this change has been effected.

Mr. Kourse showed to the Royal Society the bladder

of a man in which not less than six sacs or bags were in

this manner produced by a protrusion of the internal coat

of the bladder through the muscular, and which contain-

ed altogether nine stones.* The stones are sometimes

fixed so firmly that it is impossible to separate them by

the forceps in performing the operation of lithotomy,

without tearing the bladder or cutting one side of the

sac ; which last method M. Garangeot informs us he once

tried with success. In several other cases, however, that

he has described, the vessels of tbe bladder had spread

luxuriantly over the stone, and apparently grown into it;

and the extraction was followed by a mortal hemorrhage.f

Generally speaking, calculi when seated in pouches of

this kind, continue without much disturbance for years,

and sometimes for the whole of a man's natural life, of

which Dr. Marcet has given various striking examples

in his treatise.

Art cannot scoop out such convenient receptacles, but

it may do something to allay the irritability of the blad-

der when severely excited, and in this manner palliate the

distressing pain that is often endured. This may frequent-

ly be accomplished by the warm-bath ; by rubefacients

impregnated with opium applied to the region of the

pubes, and in the course of the perinseum ; by cooling

apei'ients and a steady use of sedatives, and particularly

of conium. If these do not answer we must have recourse

to opium, which will often succeed best and with least

inconvenience to the constitution if introduced into the

anus in the form of a suppository.

•'^^ Mnm. 462. Sect. 3. t Mem, de TAcad, de Chirure. Tom, i.
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Our next intention should be to prevent, as far as pos- ypp^^'X*

sible, an augmentation of the calculus already existing in Luhia vtsi-

the bladder. stone in

In order to accomiilish this, it will be neressarv to in-^^e biad-

form ourselves of its cheniicaj constituents, for otherwise Plan for

any method wc may propose viill probably do harm.
fily^J^"""^

From the remarks already made, it is ob\ious that the'aigement
•'

,
ot the cal-

chief constituent principles of the calculi in the bladder, cuius,

like those in the kidneys, are uric acid and hone-earth or
cai chaTac-

phosphatc of lime. If the former predominate the urine '^r muftbe

• 11 /. 1 • • ' £ ,
first known

"Will often throw down a precipitate or incrustation oi red by the pre-

sand, if the latter, of w hite sand : and in the former case,
cipnate or

' ' ' crj'staili-

as there is an excess ot ui'ic acitl, our remedial forces mustzation of

be derived from the alkalies and alkaline preparations to \^

"""^*

VV here aJ-

which we have already adverted under the preceding spe-kaiies may

cies: in the latter case, as there is, in all probability, a'^'^
"^^^"^

deficiency of acid, we must have recourse to an opposite acids,

mode of treatment, and employ the mineral and vegeta-

ble acids, with a diet chiefly composed of vegetables as

recommended above under renal calculus.

But the calculus may consist of both, for it may ex- The caicu-

hibit, and often does, a nucleus of crystallized uric acid cmnpiicat-

with laminsB of phosphate of lime, magnesia, or some f^'
°^ ''"''^ •

* "^ o ' hence great

other substance : or, by carrying either of the above pro- caution ne-

cesses to an extreme, we may convert one morbid action ^^f^j^j^^^

^^

into another. For if, by the use of alkalies, we diminish skill.

too much the secretion of uric acid, we may let loose the

calcareous earth, which, in a healthy proportion, it always

holds in solution, and hereby increase the vesical calculus

by supplying it with this material ; w hile, on the contrary,

by an undue use of acids where these are required to a

certain extent, we may obtain a secretion of uric acid in a

morbid excess, and augment the stone in the bladder by a

crystallization of an oj)posite kind. Hence a very con-

siderable degree of skill and caution is requisite in the

mode of treatment, and the character of the urine shmild

be watched perpetually. Nor, where the calculus is of a

still more composite kind, can either of these plans be at-

tended with all the success they seem to ensure, so that
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Gen. IV. the augmentation will sometimes be found to proceed in
Spec II

Lithia've- spite of tlic best (lirerted efforts.

sicaiis. From the success that has attended (he use of the col-
Stone in . 11.
the biad- chicum autumvale ui many cases ot s;out, and the ten-

^^' dency there is in many cases of this disease to foi-m cal-
Treatnient. '' •'

Coichicum culi in the joints, Mr. Brinle lias ingeniously thrown

nale".™"
*'"* ^''^ '^'^'^ "^ t'T'i'g t'»^' virtue of the colcliirum in the

disease before us, an<l hints that lie lias received from one

quarter a verj flattering account of its success, though not

sufficiently precise for |)ul)lication. If the reasoning pur-

sued in examining the j5uv«. ers and eifects of the cohhicum

in that pai't of the present work which is allotted to the

why not history of gout be correct, we can iiave little hope of any

use^iul.^° ^permanent advantage from its use in respect to the litliic

concretions before us. It has there a})peared that the

coichicum does not act as a preventive, l»nt as an antidote,

during the prevalence of a paroxysm. Nor does it act in

this List way in all paroxysms, hut chiefly, if not solely,

in those of the regulai form of gout, in which the general

state of the constitution is sound and vigorous, \Ahile in

atonic gout, it seems from the \iolence of its effects, not

unfrequently t(t add to thee\il. Yet it is in this last

modification of gout that calculi ai'e only found to concrete

in the joints: the deposite rarely, if ever, taking place,

till the constitution has been seriously shaken by a series

of attacks, evidencing, as in the case of similar deposites

in the coats of the vessels and the j)arenchymaof various

organs in old people, a general torpitude and debility of

the excernent system. Upon whicii subject the reader

may turn to the genus osthexi.\* in a pieceding Order

of the pi-esent Class.

Azotic re- There is something perhaps more plausible in the re-

Magendfe. medial regimen proposed by M. Magendie, who, on re-

flecting that azote is an essential constituent of ui-ea and

uric acid, advises that tlie patient be confined t(» food that

possesses no sensible porti(m of azote, as sugar, gum, oil-

olive, butter, and a vegetable diet generally :f thustreat-

* Supra, p. 343. t Recheiches Physiologiques et Medicales, &c. ut supra.
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ins: it with a dietetic rourse directly the reverse of what Gew. iv.
. Spec II

is now generally proposed for pariiria mellita, or diabetes. Lithia'

From the whole tliat has been advanced not only under ^^^'^^l'^-
*^

. btone in

the present genus, lut also under much of the preceding, the bladder,

it is obvious that the soundness of the urine keeps pace,
Soundness'

in a considerable degree, with the soundness c)f the sto-ofmine
I 1 • •!• 1 • 1 1 i.

I'ene rally
mach and its auxiliary organs, and is dependent upon ^o„„p^t^ji

them: and hence in calculous concretions of every kind with sound-

. . r , ' liiii-n-x' ness of
it IS of the utmost importance that the chyiitacient visce-stomsich

ra, and the whole course of the intestinal canal, should f^'."'.^'^"-' joining

be kejit in as healthy a state as possible. organs.

Astrinsrents and hitlers oflTer to us the best remedies Hence

for this purpose. From tiie supposed absorbent power y°"'"°j„

of the former. Dr. Cullen, as we have already seen, as- ocularly

bittevs*
cribes to them much of the peculiar benefit resulting from

the use of alkalies and magnesia, independently of their

decided virtue as a tonic : nor ought we, while upon this

subject, to overlook the advantage which, in calculi of

uric acid at least, the same distinguished writer asserts

that he derived from the use of soap, which he ascribes

entirely to its correcting acidity in the stomach;* thus

acting the same j)ait as magnesia, and in many cases

with greater potency.

Ifsuch be tlie difficulty of preventing a calculus already Solution of

formed in the bladder from enlarging, we may readily ^i°'^jg"
"

see how hoixlcss must be every attempt at dissolving the ''"Pfactica-

. . ... . ,,. 1 , ^^e, and
matter titat has already become crystallized or concreted, why.

Calculi of uric acid will dissolve in caustic alkalies, but

in no alkalies of less power; nor can those of the phos-

phates be acted upon by acids of an\ kind, exce])t in a

state far too concentrated for medical use. " These

considerations," says Mr. Brande, "independently of

more urgent reasons, show the futility of attempting the

solution of a stone of the bladder by the injection of acid

and alkaline solutions. In respect to the alkalies, if

sufficiently strong to act upon the uric crust of the calcu-

lus, they would certainly injure the coats of the bladder:

* Mat. Med. Part. ii. Chap. x. p. 4Q2,
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Gen. IV. they would also become inactive by combination witb the
Spec. II, .

Lithia * af'ids of the urine, and they would form a dangerous pre-
vesicaiis. fipitate from the same cause. The acids, even when very
btone '" ,

the bladder, largfly diluted, and qualifif'd with opium, always excite
Treatment.

g,,p3^ irritation, 'i'hey cannot, therefore, be applied

strong enough to dissidxe any appretiable portion of the

stone, and the uric nucleus always remains as an ultimate

Other diffi- obstacle to success."* The greatest impediment of all,

beencou"n-
''o^'^^'^''' cousists in the difficulty of ascertaining the na-

tered. ture of the suiface of the stone that is to be acted upon^

and the diversity of substances of which its various

laminse very frequently consist; insomuch that had we
glasses that could give us an insight into the bladder and

unfold to us the nature of the first layer, and could we
even remove this superficial crust by a solvent of one kind,

"We should be perpetually meeting with other crusts that

would require other lithontriptics; while the very means

we employ to dissolve them, by decomposing the princi-

ples of the urine, would build up fi'esb layers faster than

we could hope to destroy those that have already con-

creted.

The most '" truth if we examine the most famous lithontriptics

celebrated that have had their dav, we shall find that by far the
lithontrip- « • *

i i i . • i

tics com- greater number ot them were calculated to deceive either
pounded oft|,j.i,. (j^p inveutors, or the public, by a palliative rather
demulcents ' * •< J f
and seda- than a Solvent power. Some of them were oleaginous or

weif as^
mucilaginous ; others, that contained a considerable por-

caustics, tion of alkali, contained also some narcotic preparation :

proved pal- while E third sort seem to have acted by a diluent power
hative, and alone, lu coMsequeuce of beinsj taken into the stomach or
were sup-

' i o
posed to injected into the bladder in a very large quantity ; ana

fhfstone ^^ thcse means all had a tendency to appease the irri-

These pro-tation. Evcu Mrs. Stcplieus's rude and operose prepa-

appiy^o rations, which exercised so much of the analytical skill

Stephens's of Dr. Halcs, and Dr. Hartley, and Dr. Lobb, and Dr.
' Jurin, and many other celebrated characters of their day,

were combined with opium when the patient was in pain,

* Journal, Vol. viii, p. 215,
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and with aperients vvlien be was costive ; and through c^^n.iv.

their entire use, with an abstinence from port wines and Lithia ve-*

other fermented liquors, salt meats, and hcatins; condi-?,'*'*''^:

ments, and with rest and a reclined position instead of the biad-

exercise: and with these auxiliaries there is no great ^'^j.^'^^^j^^jj^

difficulty in supposing she might often succeed in allay-

ing a painful fit of stone or irritation of the bladder,

whatever may be the talismanic virtue of her egg-shells,

and pounded snails, and best Alicant soap, and cresses,

and burdock, and parsley, and fennel, and liips and haws,

and the twenty or thirty other materials that held a seat

in the general council.* ^

How far filling the bladder with sedative or demulcent ^^^^''^^

injections may succeed in diminishing irritation and alle- cent injec-

viating pain, has not perhaps been sufficiently tried; but^'°"^*

from the supposed success of many of the old lithotrip-

tics employed in this way, and whose virtue can be

ascribed to no other cause, it is a practice worth adven-

turing upon in the present age of physiological experi-

ments. When, however, there is much disease of the

prostate or bulb of the uretlira, the attempt should be

desisted from, but wherever the sound can enter without

much pain, we need not be afraid of increasing the irrita-

tion. This operation is of very ancient date, and of ^"^'^ ^^P^-

equally extensive range, as appears from a brief account, very" a^n^

published in a professional journal of considerable merit, '^'^"^ '^^^^

of the manner in which it is performed in the present

era, and has been from time immemorial in the dominions and still

of Muscat, beyond the mountains of Sohair in Arabia. f,l Arabia.

The instrument employed is a catheter of gold made long

enough to pass directly into the bladder, so as to avoid

injuring any part of the uretlira with such solvent as

might be had recourse to. The usual form it appears. Usual in-

and I notice it for the purpose of confirming the remark
^^J^''^^'^"*'

I have made upon the nature of such litbontriptics as there.,

have been most in vogue in every age, consists of a
weak ley of alkali or alkaline ashes, united with a certain

See a full account ofthem in Edin. Med. Essays, Vol. v. Part ii. Art. lxix.

VOL. V. 68
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Gkn. IV. proportion of mutton suet and opium.* And when we
Lithia ve- a»*e gravely told that this preparation never fails to dis-
sicaiis.

ggi^.g ^j,g stone, we arc at no loss to settle the account
stone in

thebiad- upon this subjcct, and can trace the real cause of what-

iTeatment.^^^*' degree of ease may have been derived from such an

injection, and can allow that even the alkali itself, if not

in too concentrated a state, may have been of occasional

Galvanic advantage. MM. Prevost and Dumas have since tried

an application of the galvanic fluid, for the same pur-

pose, but it does not appear with a success that is likely

to render such an attempt popular.

Extraction Wlieu, howevcr, all these means of relief fail, and the
oi the

stone. general health is woi'n out by a long succession of pain
How tar

^^^^ anxiety, nothine: remains but the operation of ex-
this ma}' be

_

• '^
^

'

accom- traction. The shortness and expansibility of tlie urethra

diiaHnTthe'" ^voHieu which allows, as we have already seen, a i)as-

iiirthia. sage for calculi of a considerable calibre to pass naturally,

timesl°T^ lias suggested an idea of the possibility of introducing a
ceeded in gtoue forccps iuto the female bladder so as to sup])ly the

place of lithotomy. The first hint of this kind that has

occurred to me, is to be found in the Gnllicinium Medico-

practicum of Gockel, published at Ulm in 1700. It was

afterwards taken uj), perhaps originally started, by Mr.

Bromfield, who ingeniously advised that the urethra

should, for this purpose, be dilated by forcing water

through the gut of a fowl introduced into the urethra as

an expansile canula. Mr. Thomas has since, by the use

of a sponge-tent giadually enlarged for the purpose, suc-

ceeded in introducing his finger into the bladder, and

bringing away an ivoi-y ear-pick wliich had been incau-

tiously used as a catheter, and had slipped into the

cavity of this organ :j and Sir Astley Cooj)er has still

Dilating more lately devised an instrument that by a gradually

instru.Kfnt enlai'ging pressure, by means of its opening blades, will

re/cooper. accomplish the same object in a single night, or even a

few hours, and has rendered an extraction of calculi from

* Edin. Med.Comm. Vol. iii. p i34. _.,

t Trans, ofthe Medico-Chit. Society, Vol. i. l).
124.
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the female bladder, a comparatively simple and easy ope- gEw. iv.

ration, attended indeed with little inconvenience. Uthia*

M. Civiale has taken advantage of this wonderful power v' sicaiis.

., Smne 111

of dilation in the urethra, and has endeavoured to avail the biad-

bimself of it in males as well as in females; not, i»<'ee.<l, ^^'j^^^p^^

with a view of bringing away a calculus of any considora- Civiaie's

ble size through the male urethra in an entire state, hut by
„utii,g

grinding, or, as we should now perhaps call it, Macadam- machine.

izing the stone into granules so fine as to pass without

difficulty. The instrument, and indeed the whole contriv-

ance for this purpose is highly ingenious, whatever be-

comes of its general success, and has justly obtained a

panegyric from MM. Chaussier and Percy, appointed as

a committee to examine into its pretensions by the Royal

Academy of Sciences. It consists of a straight and hollow

cylinder, of a diameter as large as the urethra can be

made to admit; through this tube, when it has entered the

bladder, is introduced anotlicr instrument, made of steel

and consisting of three elastic and curved claws capable

of seizing and fixing the stone when projected. It con-

sists also, besides such pincers, of a stillet of the same

metal, at the extremity of which is a circular saw, which

can be worked upon the stone, and abrade it, till it is en-

tirely comminuted, without injuring the bladder. It has

already been tried on the dead, and in a few instances on

the living body : but its general success is still doubtful.

** Yet," observe the Committee, *' notwithstanding its

inefficacy in some cases, and the difficulty of its applica-

tion in others, it cannot fail to form an epoch in the an-

nals of the healing art, nor to be regarded as one of its

most ingenious and precious resources." Some such ma-

chine seems to have been suggested by one or two indivi-

duals anteccdentl}^ but Dr. Civiale is unquestionably the

first who has produced and made trial of it.

This, however, is a method that can never be applied

to males, nor even successfully to females, except where
the calculus is comparatively of small dimensions, or the

meatus is so far dilated by the passage of former calculi

as to render it unnecessary. In all other cases lithotomy Lithotomy.
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Gen. rv. offers the onlv mean of removing the indissoluble stone
Spec. II«

"

Lithia from the bladder ; and for the various modes in which
vesicaiis.

^j^jg jg performed, the reader must consult the writers on
Stone in ^

' '

the biad- practical surgery.

Treatment, Calculi thus extracted have been found of all weights

Enormous and bulks. A stone from a quarter of a pound to half a

^Ticfuii i°n
pound may, perhaps, be regarded as the ordinary average

:

some cases, jjut they have sometimes grown to a much larger size, and

have still been safely extracted. The largest for which

lithotomy seems at any time to have been performed in

this country, weighed forty-four ounces, and was sixteen

inches in length. The operation was performed by Mr.

Cline,* but the stone could not be brought away, and the

patient died a few days after.f In a foreign journal of

high reputation, we have an account of a calculus "found

in the bladder after death, that weighed four pounds and

a half, or seventy-two ounces, and seems to have filled

nearly the whole of its cavity.:}:

* On Sir David Ogilvie.

t Phil. Trans, year 1809. By Sir James Earle, presented to the College of

Surgeons.

X Bresl. Sammlung. Band. ii. 1724. 434. 11,



CLASS VL

ECCRITICA

ORDER in.

ACROTICA.

Mntusts affecting the 23pterual Surface

PRAVITY OF THE FLUIDS OR EMUNCTORIES THAT OPEN

ON THE EXTERNAL SURFACE J WITHOUT FEVER, OR

OTHER INTERNAL AFFECTION, AS A NECESSARY AC-

COMPANIMENT.

AcROTiCA is a Greek term, from «Kg«;, « summus," class vr.

,, ,, „ rni OrD. III.

whence axgarjif, uTos, " summitas," " cacumen. 1 he origin of

excretories of the skin form a most important outlet of °"^'"^'
*^

. .
term.

the system, and although the fluid they secrete is, in a Excreto-

state of health, less complicated than that of the kidneys,
^jJ^^^j^^J^*

'

under a variety of circumstances it becomes more so. It extensive

is to this quarter that all the deleterious or poisonous fer-

ments produced by eruptive fevers are directed by the

remedial power of nature, as that in wliich they can be

thrown off with least evil to the constitution. By the and sym-

close sympathy which the surface of the body holds with^^i|e?^or-'^

the stomach, the heart, the lungs, and the kidneys, its s^ns -.

excretories are almost perpetually varying in their action,

and still more so from their direct exposure to the change-
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\
ECCRITICA. [oRD. iii.

Class VI. able state of tiie atmosphere: in consequence of which
Ord. in. ^ *

Arrotica. they are onc mompiit chilled, torpid, and collapsed, and

affeahi"
perha|)S the next violently excited and irritated : now dry

the extei- and Contracted, now relaxed and streaming with mois-

face. ture ; now secreting their natural fluid alone, and now
the fluids charged with acrimonies of every kind, acid, alkaline,

tatn *h°c"ice ^"'^ saburral : and sometimes with a load of gluten or
coiistantij^ calcareous earth that hardens into horn or shell.
afiected.

Their But the Hiouths of the cutaneous exhalants are in their

ftcteV'by °^" "^^"''^ peculiarly delicate and tender; and hence
external the necessity of their being covered by the epithelium of
abrasion. n t

>/ i

a fine cnticie, which defends them in a considerable de-

gree from the rudeness of external impressions or irritants

with which the air is impregnated.^^ This defence, how-

ever, they frequently lose ; often from external violence,

and often also from the acrimony or roughness of tlie

materials that are thus transmitted to tliem, and which

excoriate as effectually as friction, a keen frosty north-
Sometimes ^^^^^ wind, or the direct rays of a tropical sun. And at
by torpi-

rt 1 •

tude. times the absorbents of the skin are torpid or weak in

their action ; and the finer parts only of the fluids that

are secerned are imbibed and carried off, while the grosser

parts remain and accumulate in the cutaneous follicles.

Sometimes and bccome acrimonious from decomposition. And hence

mitabk.^ a great variety of superficial eruptions, papulous, pus-

tulous, and ichorous, squammose, or furfuraceous. And
not unfrequently there is a constitutional irritability of

the skin which not only renders it peculiarly liable to

Sometimes be excited by small causes in every part, but to sym-

witifre-'^^P^^''^^'^
in the morbid action through its whole extent in

niote mor- whatever part it may commence: and hence the spread

tions.^ of eruptions to a greater or less extent, sometimes, in-

deed, over the entii'te surface. A knowledge of this fact

is of great importance, for we can often avail ourselves of
This an "- ^ ...
important it lu the treatment ot coiistttutionai or organic affections
doctrine, yf considerable sererity or ilanger, and by exciting a

* Lectures on the general Structure of the Human Body, and on the

Anatomy and Functions i>f the Skin, &:c. By Thomas Chevalier, F.R.S,

&c. Lect. VI. vu. Lond= 1823.
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temporary irritation on the skin, mitigate or entirely Class vr.

subdue the original malady. All the benefits derived Anotka.
*

from the eruptions produced by the tartai'-emetic oint- D'«eases
i i •' aftecting

ment,* blisters, sinapisms, and the entire host of counter- the exter-

irritants as applied to the surface, are dependent upon
"J'ce!"'^

this extensive and important principle in pathology. And often

From these sources of affection a variety of complaints being acted

must necessarily take their rise, none of them perhaps fa- "P"" w''*»

tal to life, but many of them peculiarly troublesome and vantage

obstinate. They may be arranged under the following "^p"^^^,^

rietyof

distinct
MORBID SWEAT. complaints.

CUTANEOUS BLUSH.

PAPULOUS-SKIN.

SCALE-SKIN.

BLAINS.

SCALL. TETTER.

CUTANEOUS VERMINATION.

CUTANEOUS EXCRESCENCE.

MORBID HAIR.

MACULAR SKIN.

Most of these genera contain numerous species, many
of which, though by no means all, form a part of Dr.

Willan's arrangement, and have been described by him-

self or my late excellent friend Dr. Bateman, of whose

labours I shall avail myself as far as they may answer

the present purpose. By Professor Frank they have been impetigi.

marshalled under the term impetigines, employed, but "fsof

witli a latitude never assigned it before, as the name of a entire

class, divided into the two orders of maculosa and*^'^^^-

DEPASCENTES.

* Letter to C. H. Parry, M.D., F.R.S., on the influence of Artificial •"

Eruptions in Certain Diseases, &c. By Edward Jenner, Esq. M-D. 4^o.

Load. 1822.

genera
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OENUS I.

E P H I D R O S I S.

PliETEIlNATURAL SECRETION OF CUTANEOUS PERSPI-

RATION.

Gen. I. EpHiDRasTs (apthuffn) is a Greek term for "sudor.**
Matter of \ ^ s /

sweat and The matter of sweat and that of insensible perspiration
perspna-

j^pg neail v the same ; the former consisting of the latter
tion neaily

,

the same, with a sinall intermixture of animal oil. It is affirmed by

tiieie^br
some writers that there are persons who never perspire.

persons Tliis demands ample proof; for experience teaches us

perspire, ^'^^t all warm-bloodcd animals either perspire by the skin,
All warm qj. have some vicarious evacuation that supplies its place,
blooded •

i r
i i i '

animals as in the casc of the dog-kind, in which an increased dis-

have'wm^e ^^'^^'S^ of saliva secius to answer the purpose ; though in

vicarious violeut agouv, I have known a Newfoundland dog thrown

Instanced ^"^^ ^ sv.'cat that has drenched tl>e whole of his thick and
in the dog wavy hair. In cold-blooded animals we sometimes find

Cutaneous partial secretions, as in the lizards, the exudation from

of lizards"
^^™^ of whicb, purticularly thelacerta Geif/flofthe CapiB

Cold- of Good Hope, is highly aci'id ; and as it touches the hands

animals and fcct oftneuoccasionally produccs daugerous gangrcues.
secrete but Generally .speaking,however,cold-blooded animals secrete

quantity of ^^'t » smali quantity of fluid from the surface, and conse-
fluid. (luentlysuffer but little exhaustion or diminution ofweight.
Those who ^ ''

i
• • i

perspire and cau llve long without nounsliment: and it is hence

5,'[,\'^i'ij",g''''
probable that, among mankind, those who throw off but a

supply of small quantity of halitus may exist upon a very spare sup-

ply of food ; which may afford a solution to many of the

wonderful stories of fasting persons, most of whom seem

to have passed sedentary and inactive lives, reco^'ded in

the scientific journals of different countries, a subject we
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have already discussed :* for the matter of insensible per- p9^?"- '•

spiration is calculated, upon an average, as being daily Morbid

equal in weight to half the food introduced into the sto-
^'J:'^^^-^.^^

raach, in the course of the day. Thus if a man of goodof insensi-

health and middle age, weighing about 146 pounds avoir- ^^jiP^''^^''

dupois, eat and drink at tlie rate of fifty-six ounces in the food.

twenty-four hours, he will commonly be found to lose

about twenty-eight ounces within the same period by in-

sensible perspiration : sixteen ounces during the two thirds

of this period allotted to wakefulness, and twelve ounces

during the remaining third allotted to sleep.

It sometimes happens that this evacuation is secreted Sometimes

in excess, and becomes sensible, so as to render the whole, excess, and

or various parts of the body, and especially the palms of '^6"<^^ *''®

the hands covered with moisture, without any misaffection genus.

of the system. It is to this species that the term ephi-

drosis has been usually applied and limited by nosologists.

Sauvages, however, has employed it in a wider significa-

tion, so as to include various other species, and perhaps

correctly ; though Cullen inclines to regard all but the

first as merely symptomatic of some other complaint.

The following appear to be those which are chiefly en-

titled to a specific rank :

1. EPHIDROSIS PROFUSA. PROFUSE SWEAT.

2. CRUENTA. BLOODY SWEAT.

3. PARTIALIS. PARTIAL SWEAT.

4. DISCOLOR. COLOURED SWEAT.

:>. OLENS. SCENTED SWEAT.

G. ARENOSA. SANDY SWEAT.

* Vol. I. CI. I. Old. I. Liinosis expers, p. 116.

VOL. T. 69
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ECCKlTICx\. [orb. m.

SPECIES I.

EPHiDROSIS PROFUSA.

CUTANEOUS TERSPIRATIOV SECRETED PROFUSELY.

gkn. I. This is commonly a result of relaxed fibres : the mouths
Spec. I

Pathology, of thc cutaiieous exhalants being too loose ami patulous,
In relaxed ^^nd the perspirable fluid flowing forth copiously and ra-

sweating pidly Upon very slight exertions, sometimes without any

rv°si'i'eht'
exertion at all; as we have already seen the urine flows

exertions, in paruHa aquosa, and tiie serum in various species of

drosis'of" dropsy. It is the hyperhydrosis of Swediaur.
Swediaur. There is here, generally speaking, less solution of

animal oil than in perspiration produced by exercise or

hard labour :* but from tlie drain that is perpetually

taking place, no animal oil accumulates, and the frame

Why CO- is usually slender. Corpulent persons also perspire much,

corpulent ^^^ ^'""^ ^^ altogether from a different cause, being that of

persons, the Weight they have to carry, and the labour with which

breathing and every otlier function is performed in con-

sequence of the general oppression of the system. Here

also an extenuation of the frame would soon follow, but

that, from the j)eculiar diathesis which so readily pre-

disposes to the formation of fat, the supply is always

equal to, and for the most part continues to exceed the

waste, unless a more than ordinary course of exertion be

engaged in.

Those wtio In persons of relaxed fibres, but whose general health

'^^uch' not is sound, I have frequently perceived that there is nopar-

aiways pe-ticular liability to catch cold, notwithstanding this ten-

nabie to dency to perspiration, and have very often seen it suddenly
catch cold, checked without any evil : such is the wonderful effect of

^^ ^* an established habit. But the moment the general health

suffers, or the system becomes seriously weakened by its

* BHchner, Diss, de Sudove CoUiquativo. Hal. 17.^7.
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continuance, the sweat is apt to become colliquative, and Gen. i.

to terminate in a tabes or decline.* Ephidiosis

Tulpius gives a case of its continuing for seven years.j
^\°Jf^^^l'

Astringents of all kinds have been tried, but with variable sweat.

effects. Dr. Percival relied chiefly on bark; De Haen
jfjggjg'J^fjgjj

employed the white agaric,;]: and in the Journal depenina-

Medicine,§ the same medicine is recommended under changed

the name of fundus laricis ; it is the boletus lands of the ^^''^ ^^^'

present day. It was given in the form of troches and Medical

pills. Cold sea-bathing, and the mineral acids, with ^'^^^'"'^"^*

temperate exercise, light animal food, and the use of a

hair matrass instead of a down bed at night, have proved

successful on many occasions, and form the best plan we
ran adopt.

SPECIES II.

EPHIDROSIS CRUENTA.

CUTANEOUS PERSPIRATION INTERMIXED WITH BXOOD.

This species has not been very commonly described by ge\. i.

nosologists ; but the cases of idiopathic affection are so
j^^f

s'"'

numerous and so clearly marked by other writers that it cies hiihei-

ought not to be passed over.|| desTdL^d.

We have noticed a sympathetic and vicarious affection Pathoiogi-

of this kind under the genus mismbnstruation,!! and nation.

have there observed that the cutaneous exhalants, in such

instances, become enlarged in their diameter, and suffer

red blood or a fluid of the appearance of red blood to pass

through them. In cases of extreme debility from other

causes, as in the last and fatal stage of atonic fevers, or in

* See Vol. in. CI. iii. Ord. iv. Gen. iv. Spec. \\. t Lib. ill. Cap. 42.

t Rati Med. P. xii. Cap. vi. ? 6. ^ Tom. XLVii.

I' Ploucq. Inif. vir. 316, "^ Vol. ill. p. 62.
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Gen. I. sea or laud scurvy* blood has been known to flow fromUn
ft* (^ Y r

Ephidrosis the cutancous exhalants in like manner, evidently from

Biood'^
weakness, and a relaxation of their extremities, in con-

sweat, nexion perliaps with a thinner or more dissolved state of

the blood itself. None of these, however, are idiopathic

affections. When tl>e discharge show s itself as a primary

, disease, the cause has generally been some violent com-
motion of the nervoas system forcing the red particles

into the cutaneous excretories, rather than a simple influx

Under from a relaxed state of their fibres. And hence it has

statVsof
taken place occasionally during coition ;t sometimes dur-

body the ing Vehement terror ; and not unfrequently during the

curs'^^nd"^ agouy of hanging or the torture.:]: It is said also to have
from what occurred in some instances in new-born infants,§ proba-
C2LL1S6S*

bly from the additional force given to the circulation, in

consequence of a full inflation of the lungs accompanied

with violent crying.

SPECIES III.

EPHIDROSIS PARTIALIS.

iiavtial Siurat.

CUTANEOUS PERSPIRATION LIMITED TO A PARTICUXAR

PART OR ORGAN.

Gen. I. There are some persons who rarely perspire, others who

sfif uia"^'
P6''spire far more freely from one organ than another as

examples the head, or the feet, or the body. Such abnormities

^^3^^"°g'
J rather predispose to morbid affections, than are morbid

ration. affections themselves. Sauvages, in illustration of the pre-

sent species, quotes a case from Hartmann, of a woman
who was never capable of being thrown into a sweat either

* JV. Act. Nat. Cur. Vol. iv. Obs. 41,—Bresl. Samml. 1725. i. p. 183.

+ Paulini, Cent. iii. Obs. 46.—Eph. Nat. Dec. ii. Ann. vi. Appx. pp. 4.

45. 55.

± Bartholinus, Epist. i. p. 718.

Epli. Nat. Cur. Dec. ii. Ann. x. Obs. 65.
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by nature or art in any part of her body except when she Geh.i.

was pregnant, at which time she perspired on the leftside Ephidrosia

alone.* Schmidt has noticed a like anomaly.f
ffiai'*

In tliis last case it is probable that the kidneys became sweat.

a substitute for the action of the cutaneous exhalants, as non.*"^

we see they do on various occasions, as when their mouths

become collapsed from the chilly spasm that shoots over

them on plunging into a cold bath, or in a fit of hysterics.

The sweat thus discharged from a partial outlet, is fre-

quently fetid, as under the fifth species of the present

genus ; and, wliere it is constitutional, it is often repelled

with great danger to some more important organ.

SPECIES IV.

EPHIDROSIS DISCOLOR,

©olouretr SbJpat.

CUTANEOUS PERSPIRATION POSSESSING A DEPRAVED

TINGE.

Sweat is often tinged with a deeper yellow than is n^tu- g^^^^-^^^V

ral to it from a resorption of bile into the blood-vessels ; This spe.

and, as we have already seen, it is sometimes intermixed pfoju,,^^,

with blood from violence, or a relaxed state of the cuta-

neous exhalants. And where these, or causes like these,

co-operate, we can readily account for the various colours

it has sometimes exhibited as green, black, blue, saffron,

or ruby,:t^ in the language of Professor Frank, " color

nunc pallide flavescens, nunc lacteus, vel croceus, san-

guineus, ac interdum subviridis, coeruleus, aut ater;"N^

* Hartmanni, De Sudore uniuslateiis, 4to. 1740.

t Collect. Acad. Vol. m. p. 577.

X Swediaur. Nov. Nos. Meth. Syst. i. 219.

« De Cur. Horn, Morb. Epit. Tom. v. p. 27. Mannli. Svn. 179?.
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q^^^'tv examples of all which are referred to in the volume of

Ephidrosis jNosology. We see, indeed, the whole of these hues pro-

Coio'ured
^"^^^ daily under the cuticle from the extravasation of

sweat. blood, according as the effused fluid is more or less im-

pregnated with the colouring malter of the blood, and

the finer and more limpid parts are first absorbed and

carried off. It is possible also that in some of the cases

referred to, the stain may have been produced by inhaling

a vapour impregnated with metallic corpuscles or some

other pigment ; and especially when working in metallur-

gical trades or quicksilver mines.

SPECIES V.

EPHIDROSIS OLENS.

Srrntcti ^tjjcat

CUTANEOUS PERSPIRATION POSSESSING A DEPRAVED
SMELIi.

Gen. t. The varieties that have been chiefly noticed are those of
.Spec. V.
Thisspe- a sulphurcous scent; of a sour scent; of a rank or fetid

SetTr scent; of a violet,* and of a musky scent.f The rank

variety of or fetid sccut IS sometimcs partial ; being only evacuated

from particular organs as the feet and axillse. De Mon-

teaux, however, has found the same thrown off gene-

rally :^ and as a symptom in atonic fevers it must have

been witnessed by most practitioners, as also in several

sordid cutaneous eruptions. In fevers, moreover, we fre-

quently meet with a secretion of sour perspiration, which,

in a few instances, has had the pungency of vinegar.

Mode of "Wlien such smells accompany diseases they usually cease
Ilea men

. ^^ ^j^^ cessation of the disease which gives rise to them.

Where they are habitual they often depend upon a mor-

* Paullini, Cent. i. Obs. 21.—Eph. JVat. Ciir. Dec. Ji. Ann. v. Appx. p. 9.

1 Id. Dec. III. Ann. ix. x. Obs. 9tt.

t Maladies de Feu)mes, Tom. ii.
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bi^ state of the stomach, or of the cutaneous excretories ;
Gv^^. i.

and will often yield to a course of aperients or alterants, Ephidrosi's

a frequent use of the warm, and, when the constitution
3Jg"„\g^

will allow, of the cold-bath, and such exercise as shall call sweat.

forth a copious discharge of perspirable matter, and freemeiu.

the cutaneous follicles or orifices of whatever olid mate-

rials may lurk there.

Many of these, however, are often dependent upon tlie

diet or manner of life. Thus the food of garlic yields a

perspiration possessing a garlic smell : that of peas a legu-

minous smell, which is the cause of this peculiar odour

among the inhabitants of Greenland; and acids a smell

of acidity. Among glass-blowers, from the large quantity

of sea-salt that enters into the materials of their manufac-

ture, the sweat is sometimes so highly impregnated, that

the salt they employ and imbibe by the skin and lungs,

has been seen to collect in crystals upon their faces. A
musky scent is not often thrown forth from the human
body, but it is perhaps the most common of all odours

that escape from the skin of other animals. We discover Scented

it in many of the ape kind, and especially in the simia Jac- ^^P"""? '«-

elms; still more profusely in the opossum, and occasion- other ani-

ally in hedge-hogs, hares, serpents, and crocodiles. The*"

odour of civet is the production of the civet-cat alone

;

the viverra Zihetha, and viverra Civetta of Linneus,

though we meet with faint traces of it in some varieties of

the domestic cat. Among insects, however, such odours

are considerably more common, and by far the greater

number of them are of an agreeable kind, and of very high

excellence ; for the musk scent of the cerambix moschatuSf

the apis fragrans, and the tipula moschiferaf is much
more delicate than that of the musk quadrupeds : while

the cerambix simveoiens, and several species of the ich-

neumon yield the sweetest perfume of the rose ; and the

petiolated sphex a balsamic ether highly fragrant, but

peculiar to itself.
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SPECIES VI.

EPHIDROSIS ARENOSA.

CUTANEOUS PERSPIRATION CONTAINING A DISCHARGE
OF SANDY OR OTHER GRANULAR MOLECULES.

f^c'vi
^^ *^^ odorous particles of both animal and vegetable

PathoioRi- food are sometimes absorbed by the lacteals and impreg-
cai expia- jj^te the matter of perspiration, so at times are the more

solid particles of the materials employed in handicraft

trades absorbed by the lungs, and equally thrown forth

upon the surface. This, as observed under the last spe-

Exempii- cies, is particularly the case with glass-blowers, upon

gfass-
whose forehead and arms salt is often seen to collect and

blowers, crystallize in great abundance, from the quantity of this

material which they employ in the manufacture of glass,

and its diffusion through the heated atmosphere of the

workshop in minute and imperceptible particles.

Redcrvs- -^"^ ^ reddish sandy material is occasionally found to

taiiized concrete on the surface of the body under other circum-

sweau stances, and which cannot be charged to any material

volatilized in the course of business. Bartholin, Schurig,*

Mollenbroek,f and various other writers have given in-

How ac-
s*3^"ces of this kind of crystallization, which seems to con-

counted sist in an excess of free uric acid, translated from the

kidneys to the skin by an idiopathic sympathy, and form-

ing red sand on the surface, as it probably would other-

wise have done in the bladder or the urinal. It is possi-

ble, indeed, that a man may hereby escape from the fa-

brication of an urinary calculus, or stone in the bladder:

and were such a transfer at all times in our power, we
should gladly avail ourselves of it in many cases of a lithic

diathesis, and employ it as a preventive of urinary con-

cretions. When the sand is troublesome from the quan-

"medSd^^ tity collected, the alkaline and other medicines recom-

mended under lithiarcnaiisij: will easily remove it.$

* Litholog. p. 235. _ + De Vasis, Cap, xni=

t Hist. Anat. Cent, i, S4. f Supra, p. 51!-
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GENUS II.

EXANTHESIS.
Cutaneous Mxiuix,

SIMPLE, CUTANEOUS, ROSE-COLOURED EFFLORESCENCE,

.IS CIRCUMSCRIBED TLOTS, WITH LITTLE OR iCO EL-

EVATION.

ExANTifEsis is a Greek compound from e| "extra'* and Gen. ii.

uvdiu <* florco," superficial or cutaneous efflorescence, in j,e„t.ic
'

contradistinction to enanthesis in Class iii. Order iv.^*"""-

rash-fever or " efflorescence springing from within."

This genus affords but one ktiown species, the specific

name for wliich is taken from Dr. Willan :

1. EXANTHESIS ROSEOLA. ROSE-RASH.

SPECIES.

EXANTHESIS ROSEOLA.

efflorescence in blushing patches, gradually

deepening to a rose-colour, mostly circular,

OR OVAL ; often alternately fading and re-

viving ; sometimes with a colourless umbo ;

chiefly on the cheeks, neck, or arms.

Roseola was sometimes employed by the older writers, Gen. ii.

though in a very loose sense, to signify scarlet-fever, (.p^g^flc

'

measles, and one or two other exanthems ihat were often «• i"i in

confounded : but as it is now no longer used for these it used for-

may stand well enough as a name for the present species, ""^riy.

which Fuller has described as a flushing all over the body

VOL. V. 70
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Gr.w. Ti. like fine crimson, which is void of danger, and " rather

Exaniiiesis ^ ludicrous spcctacle than an ill symptom."*

Rosr-rish
"^^ ^ symptom this rash is frequently met with in va-

As a symp-rioMS mahidics. Thus in the dentition of infancy it ap-

in'varmur P^^''^ "" the cheeks ; in the inoculated cow-pox, around
other affec- the vcsicle ; in dyspepsy, and various fevers» in different

parts of the body, constituting varieties, several of which
by Dr. Willan are named, according to the disease they

accompany. Roseola infantilis, R. variolosa, R. vaccina,

and R. miliaris : but which, as mere symptoms of other

disorders, are to be sought for in the diseases of which

they occasionally form a part.

Idiopathic In the spring and autumn it often appears to be idio-

Oc'casionai P^thic especially in irritable constitutions. The occa-
causes. sioual causcs are fatigue, sudden alternations of heat and

cold, or the drinking of very cold water after violent ex-

ercise. Dr. Willan mentions one instance of its occur-

ring after sleeping in a damp bed. It has sometimes been

mistaken for an irruption of the measles, and still oftener

for that of a mild rosalia or scarlet- fever, of which last

error the same author gives an example in a child that

was extensively affected with it, about Midsummer, for

several years in succession, and whose attendant physi-

cian informed the parents that the scarlet-fever had re-

curred in their child, seven times; and hence one reason

why the same name was formerly applied to all these.

Desciiptiou '^^'^ attack is sometimes preceded during the heat of

summer, by a slight febrile indisposition. It appears

first on the face and neck, and, in the course of a day or

two, is distributed over the rest of the body. The erup-

tion spreads in small patches of various figures, but

usually larger than those of measles, often as large as a

shilling, at first of a brightish red, but soon settling into

the deeper hue of the damask rose. It sometimes assumes

an annular form, and appears over the body in rose-

coloured rings with central areas or umbos of the usual

colour of the skin : the rings being at first small, but

gradually dilating to the diameter of half an inch.

* Fxnnthematologia, p. 12^.—Batcmairs Svnops. 95.
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This rash is trouhlesome, but of little importance other- Gen-. til

wise. In the medical treatment of it the state of the Exanthe-

stomach and bowels should be particularly inquired into,
R^„se-r^sh"

and. for the most part, will be found to require correction. Medical

Acidulated drinks, with occasional and gentle laxatives,

generally remove the disease, unless it be connected with

any constitutional or visceral affection, when it some-

times proves very obstinate, and can only be cured by

curing the primary malady.

treatment.
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U EMUS III.

EXORxMIA.

SMALL ACUMINATED ELEVATIONS OE THE CUTICLE ; NOT
CONTAINING A FLUID, NOR TENDING TO SUPPURA-

TION ; COMMONLY TERMINATING IN SCURF.

GEtf. ur.
Yaii the acuminated elevation of the cuticle, which the

Latins call papula, the Greeks had two synonymous terms

ecthyma (iK^vfAct) and exormia (i^o^fiict.) The first was
used most frequently in this sense ; but as this has by

some unaccountable means been employed very generally

to import a very different eruption, a crop of large pus-

tulous, rather than of small solid pimples, forming a spe-

cies of ECPYEsiR, or the sixth genus of the present order,

I have chosen the second term for the present purpose.

uia in pa- ^pijg common terminating diminutive (ula or ilia) is
pii-T and ^

^ ^
'

other terms probably derived from the Greek vM (ule or ile,) " mate-

denved, i"ia»" '* materies"

—

oj the matter, make, or nature of;

thus "papula or papilla," of the matter or nature of

pappus; *" lupula," of the matter or nature of tlie lupus;

" pustula," of the matter or nature of pusj and so of

many others.

and 'i!s-
Papula and pustula, whirli by Sauvages are degraded

tula ot into mere syufptoms of diseases, and not allowed to con-

amhors! stitiite diseases of themsdves, are raised to the rank of

genera by Celsus, Linmius, and Sagar, and, under a

plural form (papulse and pustulse,) to that of orders by

Willan. In the present system exormia and ecphlysis,

intended to supply their place, are employed as generic

In what terms, and run parallel witii those papulse and pustulse of

^pUed to^ Willan, w hich are not essentially connected with internal

the present jiggggp . ^nd are only made use of instead of papula and

ing ge- pustula^, first as being more immediately Greek, and next.
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in order to prevent confusion from the variety of senses Gen. 111.

. •»-, Exormia.
assigned to tlie latter terms by different writers. Jbxor- Papulous

mia and ccphlysis, therefore, as distinct genera under the
^""*

present arrangement, import eruptions of pimples and
"n'an'Je-*^^

pustules in their simplest state, affecting the cuticle, orat"ieDtof
, , \> 1 . J 1 I - this work.
the utmost the superficial integument alone, and conse-

quently without fever, or other internal complaint as a

necessary or essential symptom ; although some part or

other of the system may occasionally catenate or sympa-

thize with the efflorescence. It is difficult, indeed, to

draw a line of separation, and perhaps impossible to draw
it exactly, between efflorescences strictly cutaneous and

strictly constitutional, from the numerous examples, we
meet with of the one description combining with or pass-

ing into the other. But a like difficulty belongs to every

other branch of physiology in the widest sense of the term,

as well as to nosology ; and all we can do in any division

of the Science, is to lay down the boundary with as much
nicety and caution as possible, and to correct it, as cor-

rections may afterwards be called for.

The species which belong to this genus, or which, in

other words, are characterised by a papulous skin not ne-

cessarily connected with an internal affection, are the fol-

lowing :

1. EXORMIA STROPHULUS. GUM-RASH.

2. LICHEN. LICHENOUS RASH.]

3. PRURIGO. PRURIGINOUS RASH.

4. MILIUM. MILLET-RASH.
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GE^. in.

Spec. I.

Red-gum
was for-

merly cal-

led Red-
sown.

SPECIES I.

EXORMIA STROPHULUS.

ERUPTION 0¥RED PIMPLES IN EARLY INFANCY, CHIEF-

liY ABOUT THE FACE, NECK, ANIT ARMS, SURROUND-

ED BY A REDDISH HALO ; OR INTERRUPTED BY IR-

REGULAR PLOTS OF CUTANEOUS BLUSH.

D.R. WiLLAN has observed, that the colloquial name of

Red-gum, applied to the common form of this disease, is

a corruption of Red-gown, under which the disease was
known in former times, and by which it still continues to

be called in various districts ; as though supposed, from

its variegated plots of red upon a pale ground to resemble

a piece of red printed linen. In effect it is written Red-

gown in most of the old dictionaries : in Littleton's as lato

as 1684, and I believe to the present day. The varieties

in Willan are the following, whose descriptions are large

and somewhat loose. We may extract from them, how-

ever, the subjoined distinctions of character :

Intertinctus.

Red-gum.

Albidus.

White-gum.

Confertus.

Tooth-rash.

^ Volaticus.

Wild-fire-rash.

Pimples bright red ; distinct ; in-

termixed with stigmata, and red

patches ; sometimes spreading

over the body.

Pimples minute, hard, whitish

;

surrounded by a reddi.sh halo.

Pimples red, of different sizes,

crowding or in clusters ; the

larger surrounded by a red haloj

occasionally succeeded by a red

crop.

Pimples deep-red, in circular

patches, or clusters; clusters

sometimes solitary on each arm
or cheek ; more generally flying

from part to part.
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s Candidus. Pimplos largo, glabrous, shining; Gen. iir.

Pallid giim-rash. oF a lighter hue than the skin : Exormia*

witliout halo or blush. Suophuiu?.

. Oum-rash.

Generally speaking, none of these varieties are of sen- General re

ous importance; and all of them being consistent with
aJ^^J^^^'^f

healthy state of all the functions of t!ie body, they require cause;

but little attention from medical practitioners. Several

of them are occasionally connected with acidity or some

other morbid symj>tom of the stonjach and bowels, and,

hence, particular attention should be paid to the primse vise.

The system, also suffers generally, in many cases, if the

efflorescence be suddetily driven inwards by exposure to

currents of cold air or by the use of cold-bathing. Both ^^'^ >"f'<^'~

III ••II jvi ^^''l treat-

these, therefore, should be avoided while tlie etnorescence ment.

continues; and if such an accident should occur, the in-

fant should be immediately plunged into a warn) bath,

which commojily succeeds in reproducing the eruption,

Avhen the constitutional illness ceases.* In every variety,

indeed, the nurse should be directed to keep the child's

skin clean, and to promote an equable perspiration by

daily ablutions with tepid water, which are useful in most

cutaneous disorders ; and will be found in other respects

of material importance to tlie health of ciiildren.

In the tooth-rash, strophulus confertvs, there is no dif- Particular

ficulty in tracing the ortlinary cause. Yet this, also, £"^,!Qpf,°J^

has often been ascribed to a state of indigestion or some'usconfer-

feverish complaint in the mother or nurse. "I have, tooth-rash.

however," says Dr. Willan, " fiequently seen the erup-

tion where no such cause foi- it \a as evident. It may with

more propriety be ranked among the numerous symptoms

of irritation arising from the inflamed and painful state of

the gums in deiititioij, since it always occurs during that

process, and disappears soon after the first teeth have cut

through the gums." It may, however, like the red-gum,

s. intertinctus^ be occasionally connected with a weak and

irritable state of the bowels: though the tender and deli-

pate state ofthe skin, and the stroi.g determination of blood

' B.o;izet, sur I'Education des Enfans.p. 187.
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Gen. III. to the surface, which evidently takes place in early in-

Esormia fancy, and is the common proximate cause of the red-gum,
Strophulus, is pi'obahly the common remote cause- of the tooth-rasii.
Gum-rash. „,, , , . . , /. • i • i j^ i

The tooth-rasji is the severest form in winch strophu-

lus shows itself. Instead of being confined to the face

and breas't, it oftentimes spreads widely over the body,

though it appears chiefly, in a diffused state, on the fore-

arni. Dr. Willan notices a very obstinate and painful

modification of this disorder which sometimes takes place

on the lower extremities. " The papul£e spread from the

calves of the legs to the thiglis, nates, loins, and round the

body, ashighas thenavel; being very numerous and close

together, they produce a continuous redness over all the

parts above-mentioned. The cuticle presently becomes

shrivelled, cracks in various places, and finally sepa-

rates from the skin in large pieces." It has some resem-

blance to the intertrigo, m hich however may be distin-

guished by having an uniform red, shining surface with-

out palulee, and being linnted to the nates and thighs.

Particular In like manner, those children are most liable to the

I^™^'^''*"" strophulus Tofa/icMS or wild-fire-rash, who have a fair
E. strophu-

lus voiati- and irritable skin, though this also occasionally catenates

wlfd-fire
^^^*^* ^ morbid state of the stomach and bowels. It ap-

rash. pears sometimes as early as between the third and sixth

month, but more frequently later.

ErytheiTia This last is the erythema volaticum of Sauvages, the
voiaticum. gggfyg volaticus of many earlier writers : whence the
Alstus vo- •'

laticus. French name of feu volage. All these terms have, how-

ever, been often used in a very indefinite sense, and

hence, also applied to one or two species of porrigo, and

especially porrigo Crustacea or crusta lactea.* And

hence. Dr. Armstrong has described this last disease as

a strophulus or tootii-rasli.f

Particular The strophulus alMdus, and strophulus candidus, are

E.'"n'o-'
°"

*1'^ ^^'0 slightest varieties of this species of indisposition.

phuius The fir^it is chiefly limited to the face, neck, and breast,
albidus and
candidus.

* Astruc, De Morb. Infant, p. 44.

i On the Disoapcsof Children, p. 34.
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and often continues in the form of numerous, hard, whitish Gen, lu.
Spec I

specks for a long time, which on the removal of their tops Exormia

do not discharge anv fluid, though it is prohable they were Stiophuius,

originally formed by a deposition of fluid, v/hich after-

wards concreted under the cuticle. The pimples in the

scrophulus candidus are larger and diiTused over a wider

space; often distributed over the loins, shoulders and

upper part of the arms ; though it is rarely that they de-

scend lower. Several of the varieties occasionally co-exist

and run into each other particularly the first two.*

SPECIES II.

EXORMIA LICHEN.

JLidxtmnn i^aish.

ERUPTION niFFUSE ; PIMPLES RED ', TROUBLESOME
SENSE or TINGLING OR PRICKING.

Lichen {Mix,nv-o<;) is a term common to the Greek phyto- Gew. hi.

logists as well as the Greek pathologists. By the former o^fg^n'oV'

it is applied to that extensive genus of the algse, or rather ^^le techni^

to many of its species, which still retains the name of lichen

in the Linnean system : and it is conjectured by Pliny tliat

the physicians applied the same name to the species of dis-

ease before us from the resemblance rt produces on the sur-

face of the body to many of the spotty and minutely tubej'-

cular lichens, which are found wild upon stones, walls, and

the bark of trees or shrubs. Gorrseus, however, gives two

other origins of the term ; one, of which he does not ap-

prove, from the eruption being supposed to be cured by its

being licked with the human tongue ; and the other, to

which he inclines, from its creeping in a lambent or

tongue-like form, over different parts of the body. The

* Underwood, on the Diseases of Children, Vol, r, passim.

VOL. V. 71
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Gebt. III.

Spec. II.

Exorraia
liivhen.

Lichenou?

being Mix,a "lambo,"derivation in both these cases

" lingo."

It is a far more troublesome rash than the preceding

;

from the severest modifications of which, however, it

chiefly differs by tlie intolerable tingling or pricking which
the pieced- accompanies, and peculiarly characterises it. The fol-
ing species. . ^

^ ^
•'

lowing are its chiei varieties :

How fdr

related tn

a Simplex.

Simple Lichen.

Pilaris.

Hair-Lichen.

Circumscriptus.

Clustering Lichen.

Lividus.

Livid Lichen.

Tropicus.

Summer-rash.

Prickly-heat.

General irritation ; sometimes a

few febrile symptoms at the

commencement ; tingling ag-

gravated during the night

;

pimples scattered over the

body ; which fade and de-

squammate in about a week.

Pimples limited to the roots of

the hair; desquammate after

ten days ; often alternating

with complaints of the head or

stomach.

Pimples in clusters or patches of

irregular forms, appearing in

succession over the trunk and

limbs; sometimes coalescing;

and occasionally reviving in

successive crops, and perse-

vering for six or eight weeks.

Pimples dark-red or livid; chiefly

scattered over the extremities ;

desquammation at uncertain

periods, succeeded by fresh

crops, often persevering for

several months.

Pimples bright-red, size of a small

pin's head ; heat, itching, and

needle-like pricking ; some-

times suddenly disappearing,

and producing sickness or

other internal affection ; re-

lieved by the return of a fresh

crop.
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^ Ferus. Pimples in clusters or patches, sur- Ge.
.
iii.

Wild Lichen. rounded by a red halo ; the cuti- Exoimia

cle growing gradually harsh,
'^S";ous

thickened, and chappy: often 'ash.

preceded by general irritation.

1} Urticosus. Pimples very minute, slightly ele-

Nettle Lichen. vated, reddish : intolerably itch-

ing, especially at night j irregu-

larly subsiding, and re-appear-

ing ; chiefly spotting the limbs ;

occasionally spreading over the

body with gnat-bite-shaped

wheals: from the violence of the

irritation, at times accompanied

with vesicles or blisters, and suc-

ceeded by an extensive exfolia-

tion of the cuticle.

Under this species, as under the last, we may observe General

that all the varieties arc in their purest state simple affec-

tions of the skin, though occasionally, probably from pe-

culiarity of habit, or some accidental disorder of the di-

gestive function, connected with the state of the constitu-

tion or of the stomach or bowels. Dr. Willan, indeed, Not neces-

makes it a part of his specific character, that lichen is neeJd with

*' connected with internal disorder:" but his description '"^emai

is at variance with his definition; lor with respect to the though the

first variety, or simple lichen, he expresslv asserts* tbat'^°"^'f' f,
•'

'

* ' I » asserted by
it "sometimes appears suddenly without any manifest WiUan,

disorder of the constitution." While in regard to the tro-
^'j^^^'f^ °^l[

pical lichen or prickly heat, one of tlie severest modifica- proved by

tions under which the disease appears, he states, and with quotations.

apparent approbation, from Winterbottom, HilIary,Clark,

and Cleghorn, that it is considered as salutary ; that even
*• a vivid eruption of the prickly heat is a proof that the

person affected with it is in a good state of health ;"—that

"its appearance on the skin of persons in a state of conva-

lescence from fevers, &c. is always a favourable sign, in-
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Gkn.iii dicating the return of health and vigour;'** that "itsel-

Exoimia dom causes any sickness or disorder except the trouble-

Licheiious
some itching and pricking ;"f that " it is not attended

rash. with any febrile commotion whilst it continues out ;":}:

and that "it is looked upon as a sign of health, and, in-

deed, while it continues fresh on the skin, no inconveni-

ence arises from it except a frequent itching."§ And, in

like manner, Dr. Heberden observes that some patients

have fou'id themselves well on the appearsince of the

eru|)tion, but troubled with pains of the head and sto-

mach during the time of its spread ; but by far the greater

number experience no other evil from it besides the into-

lerable anguish produced by the itching, which some-

times makes them fall away by breaking their rest, and

is often so tormenting as to make them almost weary of

their lives. Most of these remarks apply equally to the

urticose variety, one of its severest forms, as I shall have

occasion to observe presently.

« E. lichen The SIMPLE iicHEN sliows itself first of all by an ap-

SiTpfe'* "pearance of distinct red papulse about the cheeks and chin

richen. or on the arms, with but little inflammation round their

tion"'nd base : in the course of three or four days the eruption

progress, spreads diffusely over the neck, body, and lower extremi-

ties, attended with an unpleasant sensation of tingling

which is sometimes aggravated during the night. In about

a week the colour of the eruption fades, and the cuticle

separates in scurf. All the surface of the body, indeed,

remains scurfy for a long time, but particularly the flex-

ures of the joints. The duration of the complaint varies;

and hence, in different cases, a term of from fourteen to

tiiirty days intervenes between the eruption and a reno-

vation of the cuticle. " Tlie eruption sometimes appears

suddenly without any manifest disorder of the constitu-

tution ;"|| and sometimes tliere is a febrile state or rather a

state of irritation at the beginning of the disorder though

* Willan, p. 35, from Winterbottom,

+ Id. p. 59, from Hillary.

X h\. p. Gl, from Claik.

;,
Id. p. 63, from Cleghorn.

II H. ut supra, p. 39.
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<* seldom considerable enough to confine the patient to the ^en. hi.

house"*—and which is relieved by the appearance of the^^E. lichek

eruption. It has occasionally been mistaken for measles ^."^p'^^^'^-

or scarlatina : but its progress, and, indeed, the general lichen,

nature of its symptoms from the first are sufficiently

marked to distinguish it from either of these.

The causes are not distinctly pointed out by any of the Causes,

writers, and it is singular that they should have been

passed by both by Willan and Bateman. So far as I have

seen, this and all the varieties depend upon a peculiar

irritability of the skin as its remote cause, and some acci-

dental stimulus as its exciting cause. The irritability of

the skin is sometimes constitutional, in which case the

patient is subject to frequent returns of the complaint

;

but it has occasionally been induced by various internal

and external sources of irritation : as a diet too luxuri-

ous or too meagre ; the debility occasioned by a protract-

ed chronic disease, or an exacerbated state of the mind

;

an improper use of mercury, or of other preparations that

have disagreed either with the stomach, or the chylifacient

viscera. Under any of which circumstances, a slight

occasional cause is sufficient for the purpose, as exposure

to the burning rays of a summer sun, a sudden chill on

the surface, cold water drunk during great heat or per-

spiration ; a dose of opium or any other narcotic, or sub-

stance that disagrees with the stomach or the idiosyncrasy.

Dr. Heberden has suggested another cause, as perhaps Whether

operating in various cases, and inquires whether it niay |^[°g(|y time

not be produced by some irritant floating in the atmosphere ^'y someir-

of so fine a structure as to be invisible to the naked eye, floating in

as tlie down of various plants or insects; and he particu-*^^ ^"'

larly alludes to the delicate hairs of the dolichos pruriens

or cowhage as occasioning the disease in the West Indies,

from their attacking the skin in this manner impercepti-

bly. But since general ablutions affi)rd little or no relief,

and all medicated lotions are even more ineffectual; and

as we can often trace it to other causes in our own

* Willan, p. f37.
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Gen. III. country, and are at no loss for a different cause in the
Spec II.

<*E. lichen West Indies, the present can hardly be allowed to be the

sTrapiT*
ordinary cause, though it may become an occasional ex-

lichen. citcment.

Mode of The remedial process should consist in keeping the
rea men

.

Hj^^^gij^ p^^j ^^^ f^gg jjy neutral salts ; a mixed diet of

vegetables, ripe fruits, especially of the acescent kind, as

oranges and lemons, and fresh animal food ; with an ab-

stinence from fermented liquors, a light and cool dress,

an open exposure to pure air, and an occasional use of the

tepid-bath. The mineral acids have sometimes proved

serviceable, but not always; and the red or black hydrar-

gyri sulphuretum has been thought useful by many : but

the plan proposed by Mr. Wilkinson for the severer kinds

of the disease, will here also be often found well wortliy

of trial; which consists in a calomel purge twiceawxek,

and the internal use of the subcarbonate of ammonia in a

dose of five or six grains, four or five times a-day.*

Where the system is evidently in an impoverished state

from previous sickness, innutritive food, or any mesenteric

affection, bark, the mineral acids, or the metallic tonics

afford a reasonable hope of relief, and especially such

preparations of iron as may sit easy on the stomach.

;3 E. lichen TheiiAiR-LicHEN, and CLUSTERING LICHEN differ from

Halr-iich- the preceding in little more than a difference of station or

**"•
,. , of form. Their causes or mode of treatment run paral-

y E. lichen n .•

circurn- lei, and it is not needful to enlarge on them larther.

ciuster'i'ng The LIVID-LICHEN is evidently connected with a weak
lichen. j^j^j] debilitated habit. Its papulae are often interspersed

lividus!^^^" with petccchife, sometimes, indeed, with purple patches
.Livid lich-

^^ vibices, and manifest a state of constitution bordering

on that of scurvy or porphyra. Here the diet, regimen

and medical treatment should be altogether tonic and

cordial, and may be taken from the plan already proposed

for this last malady.!

* Remarks on Cntaneons Diseases. 1822.

+ Vol. in. Class Tii. Old. IV. Spec. r.
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The TROPICAL LICHEN, Or PRICKLY HEAT, is a dis- <^Kn. III.

ease of high antiquity and is equally described by thesE. licheu'

Greek and Arabian writers. The latter denominate it J,'^".Pj^*j"'-

ESHERA, which is the plural of sheri, literally papulsBfheat.
, , 1 Tropical

and hence THE papula, or papulous disorder, by way
li^ijej,,

of emphasis. And this term, softened or corrupted into Eshera or

essera, has been adopted and employed as the name of

the disease by many European writers of great reputa-

tion, as Bartholin, Hillary, and Ploucquet. The term,

however, has sometimes been used both in the East and

among Europeans in a looser sense, so as occasionally,

but most improperly, to embrace urticaria, and some

other febrile rashes as well.

The symptoms of the disease I shall give in the words

of my valued friend Dr. James Johnson, who delineates

the disease as he has felt it, and as, in recollection, he

seems almost to feel it still, and hence his description

flows

Warm from the heart and faithful to its fires.

" From mosquittoes," says he, " cock-roaches, ants, and

the numerous other tribes of depredators on our personal

property, we have some defence by night, and, in general,

a respite by day; but this unwelcome guest assails us at

all, and particularly the most unseasonable hours. Many
a time have I been forced to spring from table and aban-

don the repast, which I had scarcely touched, to writhe

about in the open air, for a quarter of an hour : and often

have I returned to the charge, with no better success,

against my ignoble opponent ! The night affords no asy-

lum. For some weeks after arriving in India, I seldom

could obtain more than an hour's sleep at one time, before

I was compelled to quit my couch, with no small preci-

pitation, and if there were any water at hand, to sluice

it over me, for the purpose of allaying the inexpressible

irritation ! But this was productive of temporary relief

only; and, what was worse, a more violent paroxysm

frequently succeeded.

"The sensations arising from prickly heat are perfectly
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Gen. III. in(jescribable ; being compounded of pricking, itching,

« E. lichen tingling, and many other feelings, for which I have no

p°iTi"^
appropriate appellation.

heat. "It is usually, but not invariably accompanied by an

Vichen.^^
eruption of vivid red pimples, not larger in general, than

a pin's head, which spread over the breast, arms, thighs,

neck, and occasionally along the forehead, close to the

hair. This eruption often disappears, in a great measure,

when we are sitting quiet, and the skin is cool ; but no

sooner do we use any exercise that brings out a perspi-

ration, or swallow any warm, or stimulating fluid, such

as tea, soup, or wine, than the pimples become elevated,

so as to be distinctly seen, and but too sensibly felt

!

" Prickly heat, being merely a symptom, not a cause

of good health, its disappearance has been erroneously

accused of producing much mischief; hence the early

writers on tropical diseases, harping on the old string of

* humoral pathology,' speak very seriously of the danger

of repelling, and the advantage of * encouraging the

eruption, by taking small warm liquors, as tea, coffees,

wine-whey, broth, and nourishing meats.'

" Indeed, I never saw it even repelled by the cold

bath; and in my own case, as well as in many others, it

rather seemed to aggravate the eruption and disagreeable

sensations, especially during the glow which succeeded

the immersion. It certainly disappears suddenly some-

times on the accession of other diseases, but I never had

reason to suppose that its disappearance occasioned them.

I have tried lime-juice, hair-powder, and a variety of ex-

ternal applications, with little or no benefit. In short,

the only means which I ever saw productive of any good

effect in mitigating its violence, till the constitution got

assimilated to the climate, were—light clothing—tempe-

rance in eating and drinking—avoiding all exercise in

the heat of the day—open bowels—and last, not least, a

determined resolution to resist with stoical apathy its

first attacks."

In this species, as also in the next, it is obvious that

the extremities of the nerves which accompany the cuta-
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neous papillse, are in a peculiar state of irritation. And ^^f"-
'"•

Avhen we reflect that the organ of the skin possesses tlie/E. licheu

most acute sensibility of any of the structures of the body, p°P|^"'-

and suffers more pain than any other part under ampu-heat.

tationj and when to this we add tliat the nerves are
ii^'i°|'„^^

uniformly most sensible at their extremities, we can be at ^gony of

no loss to account for the maddening distress which iSjngex-

hereby produced.* plained.

The wild lichen, or lichen terus, is particularly ^e. licheu

noticed by Celsus under tiie name of agria, as applied ^y"^^'

to it by the Greeks from the violence with which it rages. ''ciisn.

It occurs in him after a brief description of a variety ofcfhits^

papula of a milder kind, which Willan supposes, and with
,

some reason, to be the clusteriiig. *' Altera autem est,

quam 'Ayg<«v Graci appellant: in c[ua similiter quidem,

sed magis cutis exasperakir, exulceraturque, ac vehemen-

tius et roditur, et rubet, et interdum inter pilos remittit.

Qua; minus rotunda est, difticilius sanescit : nisi sublata

est, in impetiginem vertitur."f This variety, however,

in its general range, its vehemence, and protracted dura-

tion, approaches nearer to the nettle-lichen than to any

other : yet the pimples are larger, more clustered, and more
apt to run into a pustular inflammation, so as often to pro-

duce cutaneous exulcerations and black scabs ; and hence

the remark of Celsus that it is disposed to terminate in

an impetigo, or, as others have it, in psora or lepra.

TheURTICOSE OrNETTLE-LICHEN is, perhaps, the most »E. lichen

distressing form of all the varieties, if we except the tro-JJ!^'^°^"^*

pical : and like the tropical, notwithstanding its violence, lichen,

it is often totally independent of any constitutional affec-^^uiDie"-'

tion. I can distinctly say from various cases that havesomeof all

occurred to me, that even where the patient has been buVnorne-

worked up to such a decree of madness as to force him'^^^^^^'y
• • connected

against his own will into a perpetual scratching, which with the

greatly exasperates it, still the constitution has remained j°'^''''""

unaffected, the pulse regular, the appetite good, and the

* Bostock, Elementary System of Physiology, p. 85. 8vo. 1824.

+ De Medicina, Lib. v. Cap. xxviii.

vol. y. 72
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Sp'^c^ii'
^'^^^ clear. In most of the cases, the author alludes to,

M E. lichen however, there was an established or idiopathic irritability

Ne'uie"^'
0^*'^® system, and especially of the skin; and in one or

lichen. two of them it was unfortunate that opium, under every

form and in every quantity, always increased the irritabi-

lity ; while no otlier narcotic was of any avail. I freely

confess tkat I have been more perplexed with this obsti-

Most in- nate and intractable variety, which has, in some cases, ir-

[n^me^cai regularly subsided for a few days or weeks, and then re-

treatment, appeared with more violence than ever, than I have been

with almost any other complaint that has ever occurred

to me. The subcarbonate of ammonia, as just referred

• to, has sometimes been serviceable, but by no means

always. A tepid bath and especially of sea-water has

sometimes also been useful, but I have often found even

this fail ; and have uniformly observed the bath mischie-

vous when made hot ; for the skin will not bear stimula-

Prussic tion. The hydrocyanic or prussic acid ill doses of four
^"^' minims, two or three times a day, has occasionally also

subdued the irritability, though in a few instances it has

produced more mischief than it has removed.

From the alterant apozems ofsarsaparilla, elm-bark, ju-

niper-tops, and snake-root, no benefit has accrued; and as

little from sulphur, sulpliurated quick-silver, nitre, the

mineral acids, and the mineral oxydes and salts. I once

tried the arsenic solution, but the stomach would not bear

it. Sea-bathing, however, in connexion with sea-air, has

rarely failed ; and I am hence in the habit of prescribing

it to a delicate young lady who has been several times most

grievously afflicted with this distressing malady, as soon

as it re-appears ; as well from the known inefficacy of

every other remedy, a long list of which she has tried with

great resolution, as from the benefit which this has almost

uniformly produced.

Mr. Wilkinson recommends that the itching parts be

frequently moistened with a lotion consisting of a scruple

of subcarbonate of ammonia, and acetate of lead dissolved

in four ounces of rose water and be slightly touched
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every day, or every other day with aromatic vinegar Gen. iir.

diluted with one third part of water.* Exoimia
"

I have said that the wild lichen in its severity and du-V9he"'
1 . mi o Lichenous

ration oners a near resemblance to this. 1 he lormer, rash,

however, is more apt to run into a pustular inflammation, ^[^^^*^™^"'"

though in the nettle-lichen we sometimes find a few of the related to

vesicles filled with a straw-coloured fluid, but which are
J|'jfj,g^„'

not permanent. There is also a greater tendency to some
constitutional affection in the wild than in the nettle mo-

dification, and particularly to a sickness or some other

disorder of the stomach upon repulsion by cold. Under
the nettle-lichen the patient seldom finds the stomach or

any other organ give way, and will endure exposure to a

sharp current of air with a full feeling of refreshment,

without any danger of subsequent mischief.

There is a singular modification of this disease describ- Singular

ed in a letter from Dr. Monsey, of Chelsea College, to Dr.
[I'on dJ-'''

Heberden, in which the cause wasexposureof the skin tosc"^e''by

a bright sun in the open air. The patient was a man
thirty years of age, of a thin, spare, habit: and his skin,

as soon as the solar rays fell upon it, became instantly al-

most as thick as leather, and as red as vermilion, with an
intolerable itching : the whole of which abated about a

quarter of an hour after he went into the shade. Dr.

Monsey adds that tliis was not owing to the heat of the

sun, for the sun in winter affected him full as much, if not

more, and the heat of the fire had not such an effect. He
was, in consequence, thrown into a state of " confinement

for near ten years. It may not be amiss," continues Dr.

Monsey, " to mention one particular, which is, that one

hot day having a mind to try if he were at all benefited

by his immersions" (he seems to have used a salt-bath

under cover for many weeks) " he undressed himself and
livent into the sea in the middle of the day : but he paid

very dearly for the experiment, the heat diff'using itself so

violently over his whole body by the time he had put on
his clothes, that his eye-sight began to fail, and he was

* Remarks on Cutaneous Diseases, p. 25. 1822.
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r.Ew. i[r. compelled to lie down upon the ground to save himself

Exprraia* fi'om falling. The moment he lay down the faintness

rchenou
^^'^"* °^' "P"" *'"^ '^® S"* "P» ^"* instantly found himself

rash. in the former condition : he, therefore, lay down, and
Treatment.

jj^j^g,^jj^^pjy recovered. He continued alternately get-

ting up and lying down till the disorder began to be ex-

hausted, which was in about half an hour, and so gradual-

ly went off. He had frequently been obliged to use the

same practice at other times, when he was attacked with

this disorder."

tu^onhe '^'^^^ *'"^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^'^ regarded as a peculiar form of

case ex- the present species, the extraordinary irritation and in-

p aine
. tQigj-able itching of the skin seem to vouch for sufficiently.

It discovers, however, a cutaneous excitement of an idio-

pathic and most singular kind : and, keeping this idea in

mind, it is not difficult to account for the tendency to

deliquium related in the latter part of the account. The

patient, it seems, could endure cold batliing under cover

or in the shade, and was not rendered faint by the re-

active glow that ensued upon his quitting the water; but

Avhen to this re-active glow was united, in consequence of

his bathing iji the open air and in the middle of the day,

the pungent heat of the sun, he was incapable of enduring

both, till, by a certain length of exposure to this conjoint

stimulus, the cutaneous nerves became torpid, which it

seems they did in ."bout half an hour j when the affection

Ave are told "gradually went off."

A daily exposure to the same exhausting power would,

in all probability, soon have rendered the torpitude ha-

bitual, or at least have reduced the cutaneous sensibility

to its proper balance, which, after all, forms the real cure

in the West Indies, and in most of the chronic cases of

our own country. This, however, does not seem to have

been thought of: but, after having tried a long list of

different series of medicines in hospital and in private

practice to no purpose, the patient was at length fortunate

Beneficial enough, when under the care of Dr. Mousey, to be put,

cabmei. ^^ ^ forlorn hope, upon a brisk course of calomel, of which

he took five grains every night with a purge of rhubarb

or cathartic extract tJie ensuing morning for nearly a
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fortnight in succession ; and bavinej thus transferred the Gen. ill.

morbid irritability of the skin to the intestinal canal, the Exormia.

'

disease left him. l'^^.^"-
Lichenous
rash.

. Treatment.

SPECIES III.

EXORMIA PRURIGO.

iirurtginous iiasii.

ERUPTION DirrrSE : PIMPLES NEARIY OF THE COLOUR

OF THE CUTICLE ; WHEN ABRADED BY SCRATCHING

OOZING A FLUID THAT CONCRETES INTO MINUTE

BLACK SCABS ; INTOLERABLE ITCHING, INCREASED

BY SUDDEN EXPOSURE TO HEAT.

In the symptoms of a papular eruption, and an intolera- gen. hi.

ble itching, this species bears an approach towards the Spec. iii.

preceding; but it differs from it ess<Mitially in the colour related to

of the papulse, and in the nature of the itching, which is^'«^^^"-

often far more simple; and, when combined with a sense

of stinging, gives a feeling peculiar to itself, like that of

a nest of ants creeping over the body and stinging at the

same time.

It offers the three following varieties, the last of wiiich

chiefly differs from the second in being more invete-

rate :

—

ft Mitis. Pimples soft and smooth :

Mild Prurigo. itching at times subsiding;

chiefly common to the

young and in spring time.

5 Formicans. Pimples varying from larger

Emmet-prurigo. to more obscure than in

the last; itching incessant,

and accompanied with a

sense of pricking or sting-

ing, or of the creeping of

ants over the body ; dura-
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GpN. III. tion from two months to
SF£C III

Exoimia
*

two or three years, witl|

P'^""g?' occasional but short inter-

nous rash. missions : cineily common
to adults,

y Senilis. Pimples mostly larger than

Inveterate prurigo. in cither of the above,

sometimes indistinct, giv-

ing the surface a shining

and granulated appear-

ance ; itching incessant :

common to advanced years,

and nearly inveterate.

General In all the Varieties the itching differs in its extent ;

being sometimes limited to a part only of the body, and

sometimes spreading over the entire frame.* Courinette

relates a case in which it alternated from side to side :f

and in many instances it appears periodically. Hence,

in Willan we have not only an account of the three pre-

ceding varieties, but of several others, which chiefly, if

not entirely, differ from them in being limited to particu-

lar parts ; as prurigo podicis, p. prjeputii, p. urethralis,

p. pubis, p. pudendi muliebris.

General ^ common cause of this species in all its varieties,

causes and though by no means the only cause, is want of proper

abode. clcanliness of the skin and of apparel ; and hence it is

found most frequently in the hovels of the poor, the

squalid, and the miserable. Yet as it is not always found

under these circumstances even where there is the grossest

uncleanliness, some other cause jointly operating in such

situations, some idiopathic condition of the skin, by which

the sordes thus collected and obstructing the mouths of

the cutaneous exhalants becomes an active irritant, must
Particular be admitted. One of these conditions appears to be a

skin peculiarly delicate and sensible, which is mostly to

be found in early life ; and another, a skin peculiarly dry

and scurfy, which is a common condition of old age ; on

* Sitoni!?. Tr. 34, Loesclier. t Journ, Med. Tom. r.xxxv.
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which account repelled perspiration is correctly set downCEw. iil.

as a cause by Riedlin. Even in the cleanliest habits, Exomia
*

these peculiarities ofthe skin often become causes of them- p'^""S?*
r

^
Frurigi-

selves, and of a more intractable kind than mere sordes, nous rash.

as they are far more difficult of removal. A diet of fish

alone has sometimes excited su( h a habit : and an habitual

addiction to spirituous drinks, whether wine, ale, or alco-

hol, produces also, in many persons, a like sensibility of

the surface, and lays a foundation for the disease in its

most obstinate form.

Where the rash continues lone and becomes pertina- '^'^'^ p^P"-
, „ . , J' 1 '* when

cious, the papulee form minute exulcerations, degene- chronic

rating, in the first variety, into a species of contagious j^','^"' ^^'

itch, and in the second, into a running scall ; which last, tions.

in the third or inveterate variety, sometimes forms nests Rometimes

for various parasitic insects,* and especial'y for several ''ecome

ntists for
species of the acarus and pedirulus, to which Dr. Willan parasitic

adds the pulex. In treating of intestinal animalcules, we '"sects as

1 I • II •> -i t ^^^ acarus
had occasion to observe that " they appear, from the lux- and pedi-

uriance of their haunts and repasts, to be, in various in-QfJ"^'^j_

stances, peculiarly enlarged and altered fmm the structure tered in

they exhibit out of the body ; whence a difficulty in de-
JI'q^ fje""

termining, in many cases, the exact external species to'i'^uiiance

which a larve, worm, or animp.lcule found within the body past.

may belong."! This remark applies with peculiar force 'P^stia-

to the parasites detected in the diseases before us, some of

which grow to such an enormous size, and with such al-

tered characters from rioting on so plentiful a supply of

juices, that it is by no means easy to recognize them. Dr.

Willan descrilies an insect of this kind found in great

abundance on the body of a patient suffering under the

inveterate prurigo, which he at first took for a pediculus,

though from the nimbleness of its motions, as well as from

other characters, he at length ascertained it to be a pulex,

not described by Linneus : more probably, from the causes

just stated, so altered in its form, as not to be easily re-

ferred to the species to which it really belongs.

* Sommer, Diss, de afiectibus pruiiginosis Senum.—Loescher, Diss, de

pruritu senili totius coipoiis. Witeb. 1728.

t Vol, I. HelminUua erratica, p, 30?'.
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Blue pill

with colo-

cynth.

Dilute so-

lution of

ammonia
for a lo-

tion ; or

of potash.

Mode of
action.

^^* m 1'^»oi'oug'» and regular ablution and cleanliness are here,

Exoimia therefore, peculiarly necessary, and these will often suc-

PninT-
c^^d alone, especially in the first variety. If they should

nous rash, not, sulphur and the sulphureous waters, as that of Har-

tfe^atmelit.
^owgate, taken internally and applied to the skin itself,

have sometimes been found serviceable. Fossile alkali com-
bined with sulphur and taken internally with infusion of

sassafras or juniper tops is peculiarly recommended by Dr.

Willan. Small doses of the blue pill, as three or four

grains every night, combined with a like proportion of

the extract of colocynth is often found serviceable, and

especially where the complaint is obstinate and has be-

come chronic. Where it is of freslier origin washing the

parts affected with a diluted solution of ammonia or pot-

ash, as for example, a drachm of sal volatile or hart's-

horn, to an ounce of water ; or half a drachm of the li-

quor potassse to the same proportion of water. This will

produce anew excitementor counter-stimulusj and the spe-

cific irritation will be generally lost in the common, which

we may rest from as soon as necessary : a remark which it

may be advantageous to bear in mind through most of the

cutaneous affections before us, as in numerous instances

they will yield, if early attended to, under a like treat-

ment, and it is for the same reason tiiat tiiey have often

given way to an occasional use of a,romatic vinegar, or a

diluted solution of nitrate of silver. In a very obstinate

and chronic case, Mr. Wilkinson tells us that he derived

very great benefit from a free use of an ointment consist-

ing of equal parts of sulpfiur and tar united by means of

lard, with two drachms of hydrosulphuret of ammonia,

and four ounces of chalk to every pound and a half. This

was liberally applied over the whole extent of the eruption

every day, and washed off every other day. Plummer's

pill and the arsenic solution, however, were employed in-

ternally in the mean-while; and the parts occasionally

washed with undiluted aromatic vinegar, or else a solution

of nitrate of silver, previous to the application of the

ointment.* If the constitution have suffered from a

* Remarks on Cutaneous Diseases, p. 30. 182?
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meagre diet, or be otherwise exhausted, general tonics and Gen. hi.

a nutritive food must necessarily form a part of the plan. Exoiniia

In many cases, however, of the second variety, and in
P'j"";^^'

still more of the third, this pertinacious and distressing ous rash.

complaint bids defiance to all the forms of medicine, orpg^^j'^^jy^

the ingenuity of man : and I cannot adduce a stronger peitinaci-

illustration of this remark than by referring to an attack striking ii-

"which it lately made on one of the brightest ornaments of'"^tration.

medical science in our own day, whose friendship allows

me to give the present reference to himself. It is now
something more than four years since he was first visited

with this formicative but colourless rash which affected

the entire surface, but chiefly the leffs : and he has since cfenerai

J. • A iiiji /.!• -J course of
tried every mean that the resources of his own mind ormedincin«s

the skill of his medical friends could sus;s;est, yet for the '"f^
'"

00 ' •' vain.

most part without any thing beyond a palliative or tem-

porary relief. The tepid bath produced more harm than

good, though several times repeated : Harrowgate water

internally and externally had recourse to was of as little

avail : acids and alkalies, separate or conjoined, in what-

ever way made use of, failed equally, nor did purgatives

or diaphoretics or any of the alterative diet drinks, or

the alterative metallic preparations answer better. The ^"'^ ^pi^'^s11 11 li. 1 water as a
coldest spring water employed as a bath or lotion, and lotion and

free doses of opium as a sedative, were the only medicines ^"'^ '^.^^^^

*
.

"' opium
from which he at any time derived any decided relief, and servicea-

these constantly afforded it for a short time. In the''^'

middle of the coldest nights of the preceding winter, and

the still colder nights of the winter before, he was repeat-

edly obliged to rise and have recourse to sponging with

cold water, often when on tlie point of freezing. The
opium he took never effected real sleep, nor abated the

complaint but generally threw him into a quiet kind of a

revery which produced all the refreshment of sleep : and

to obtain this happy aphelxia or abstraction of mind he

was compelled to use the opium in large doses, often to

an extent often grains every twenty-four hours, for weeks

together, and rarely in less quantity than five or six grains

a day and night for many months in succession. The

vol. y. 73
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Gen. m. change operated on the general hahit by this peculiar sen-

Exormia sibility of the skin was not a little singular ; for first, in

Pru"i^?n.
^^^ midst of the distraction produced by so perpetual a

ous rash, harassment, and the necessary restlessness of nights,

Htsnotaf-'"^^^'^®*' his animal spirits nor his appetite in any degree

fected : nor flagged, but, upon the whole, rather increased in energy,
appetite.

^^^ j^.^ pulse held true to its proper standard. And next,

though opium was wont to disagree with him in various

ways antecedently, it proved a cordial to him through the

whole of this tedious affection without a single unkindly

concomitant, and never rendered his bowels constipated.

From the long continued excess of action there was at

length an evident deficiency in the restorative power of

the skin : for two excoriations arising from the eruption,

degenerated into sloughing ulcers. At the distance of

about nineteen or twenty months from the first attack,

he began to recovery the skin which had been so long in a

state of excitement lost its morbid sensibility, and became

torpid : he had rarely occasion to have recourse to cold

ablutions, but dared not trust himself through the day

without a dose of opium, as an exhilarant, though the

quantity was considerably reduced. For many months

also he took the bark and soda as a general tonic. Per-

haps the most instructive part of this case is the great

advantage and safety of the external application of cold

water, as a refrigerant and tonic in cutaneous eruptions

accompanied with intolerable heat and irritation. And
it is possible that half the wells, which in times of super-

stition were dedicated to some favourite saint, and still

retain his proper name, derive their virtue from this qua^

lity rather than from any chemical ingredient they con-

tain, which has often as little to do with the cure as the

special interposition of the preternatural patron.
Prussic

J jIq j^q|. Jjjjqyv that the prussic acid has hitherto been

introduced into practice in this kind of rash : but as I have

reason to think it has occasionally proved successful in

the wild lichen as well as in various other disorders ofthe

skin, accompanied with severe irritation, it may be tried,

inrernaiiv "wlth somehope, internally in doses ofthree or four minims
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two or three times a day ; and, perhaps, not without a Gen. hi.

beneficial effect, in a dilute solution externally ; for which, Exormia

however, the laurel water itself may form a convenient
^\"J^\^°:

substitute. nous rash.

-——

—

^"'^ exter-
"

nally, or

laurel

SPECIES IV. ^vatei.

EXORMIA MILIUM.

PIMPXES VERT MINUTE ; TUBERCULAR; CONFINED TO

THE FACE ; DISTINCT ; MlLK-WHITB J
HARD ; GLA-

BROUS; RESEMBLING MILLET-SEEDS.

This species is taken from Plenck who denominates it Gen.iii.
. Spec IV

grutum sive milium. It is a very common form of sim- crutum of

pie pimple or exormia, and must have been seen repeat- Pienck,

edly by every one, though, with the exception of Plenck,

I do not know that it has hitherto been described by any

nosologist. It has a near resemblance to the white-gum

of children, as described by Dr. Underwood, the strophu- |<'sem-

bla,nce to

lus albidus of Willan, and the present system. But the strophulus

pimples in the milium are totally unattended with anyfj[^^h"aV

kind of inflammatory halo or surrounding redness : and respect

are wholly insensible. They are sometimes solitary, but ^'^*^"P^"*"

more frequently gregarious. It is a blemish of small im-

portance and rarely requires medical interposition : but as

it proceeds from a torpid state of the cutaneous excreto-

ries, or rather of their mouths or extremities which are

balled up by hardened mucus, stimulant and tonic appli- Medical

cations have often been found serviceable, as lotions of*"^^^^™*"*-

brandy, spirit of wine, or tincture of myrrh, or a solution

of sulphate of zinc with a little brandy added to it.

When this species becomes inflamed it lays a founda-

tion for a varus or stone-pock, which we have already

described under the order of inflammations in the third

class of the present system.*

* Vol. 11. p. 342.
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GENUS IV.

LEPIDOSIS.

EFFIORESCENCE OF SCALES OVER DIFFERENT PARTS OF

THE BODY, OFTEN THICKENING INTO CRUSTS.

Gen. IV. Lepidosis is a derivative from Mmu -?«?, " squamma.''

the generic The Greek is preferred to the Latin term, in concurrence
term.

^j^j^ ^j^g general rule adopted in the present system in

regard to the names of the classes, orders, and genera.
General The genus includes those diseases which consist in an

ofthege- exfoliation of the cuticle in scales or crusts of different
""^' thickness, and with a more or less defined outline, in many
Rete mu- cases owing to a morbid state or secretion of the rete

nuernh'^af-
^nucosum or adipose layer of the part immediately beneath,

fected. which is sometimes too dry, or deficient in quantity ; some-

times perhaps absent altogether; sometimes charged with

a material that changes its natural colour; and sometimes

loaded with an enormous abundance of a glutinous fluid,

occasionally combined with calcareous earth. In the

severer cases the true skin participates in the change.

Illustrated. As this colorific substance, forming the intermediate of

the three lamella that constitute the cutaneous integu-

ment, is only a little lighter in hue than the true skin

among Europeans, it is not often that we have an oppor-

tunity in this part of the world of noticing the changes

effected upon it by different diseases : but as among ne-

groes it contains the black pigment by which they are

distinguished, such changes are among them very obvi-

ous : for the individual is sometimes hereby, as we shall

see presently, rendered pye-balled, or spotted black and
white, and there are instances in which the wliole of this

substance, or rather of its colouring part, being carried

off by a fever, a black man has suddenly been trans-

formed into a white,
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Changes of this kind often occur without any separa- ^en. ly.

tion of the cuticle from the cutis, but if the fever be vio- Sc^ie-Tyn.

lent such separation takes place over the entire body,
f,°g'",fjj*[|"f^

and the cuticle is thrown off in the shape of scurf, or hereby se-

scales, or a continuous sheath. And sometimes the de-
f^o'^^^jfg

squammation from a hand has been so perfect that the cutis.

sheath has formed an entire glove. The same effect has

followed occasionally from other causes than fever, as on

an improper use of arsenic* or other mineral poisons, on

being bitten by a viper,f and sometimes on a severe

fright.:}: There are various instances in which the nails Together

have been exfoliated with the c«ticle,§ and others in which nails and

the hair has followed the same course. Sometimes, in- ^air
:
sepa-

rated pen-
deed, a habit of recurrence has been established and the odicaiiy.

whole has been thrown off and renewed at regular peri-

ods,Jl in one instance once a month.^

In the genus before us the exfoliations are of a more Minute

limited kind, and in some instances very minute and com-
tions'iiii the

paratively insignificant. In the severer forms, however, present

the true skin participates in the morbid action, and the

result is far more troublesome.

The species it presents to us are the following :

1. LEPIDOSIS PITYRIASIS.
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SPECIES I.

LEPIDOSIS PITYRIASIS.

PATCHES OF FINE BRANNY SCALES, EXFOLIATING WITH-
OUT CUTICULAR TENDERNESS.

gew. IV. This species is the slightest of the whole : its varieties

are as follow

:

« Capitis. Scales minute and delicate

:

Dandriff of the head. confined to the head ; easily

separable. Chiefly common
to infancy and advanced

years.

fi Rubra. Scaliness common to the body

Red dandriff. generally
; preceded by red-

ness, roughness, and scnrfi-

ness of the surface.

3/ Versicolor. Scaliness in diffuse maps of

Motley dandriff. irregular outline, and di-

verse colours, chiefly brown

and yellow ; for the most

part confined to the trunk.

import of Pityriasis is a term common to the Greek physicians,

term^used"^
whoconcurin describing it, to adopt the words of Paulus of

by Greek JEgina, as " the separation of slight furfuraceous matters

an vvrh^rs" {^irv^aim a-afcxTm), from the surface of the head, or other

parts of the body, without ulceration." The same cha-

racter is given by the Arabian writers, and especially by

Avicenna and AH Abbas. But several writers, both Greek

and Arabian, who have thus described it generally, li-

mit its extent to the head, which is th^ ordinary seat of

the porrigo or scabby scall, characterized by ulceration,

and a purulent discharge, covered by minute scabs ; and

hence in'some writers pityriasis has been confounded with
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porrigo ; or, in other words, the dry and branny scale Gen. iv.

with the pustular scab ; which, however, there is no dif- Lepidosis*

ficulty in accounting for, since the first variety, whose seat P^'^y^^^.^^s-

is also in the head, has a tendency, if neglected, and the How dis-

minute and scurfy scales grow thicker and broader, and from por.*^

crustaceous, to degenerate into porriginous pustules. »igo.

The FIRST VAKIETY, Or DANDKIFF OF THE HEAD, « L. Pity-

when it attacks infants, exhibits minute scales, and when capitis.

it appears in advanced age, scales of larger diameter. It^^"^"^o^

shows itself at the upper edge of the forehead and temples

as a slight whitish scurf, set in the form of a horse-shoe

;

on other parts of the head there are also cuticular exfolia-

tions, somewhat larger, flat and semipellucid. Sometimes,

however, they cover nearly the whole of the hairy scalp,

imbricate in position, or with an overlap, as in tiling.

Little attention is necessary to this complaint beyond Mode of

that of cleanliness, and frequent ablution ; where, how-

ever, the hairy scalp is attacked it is better to shave the

head, when the scales may be removed by a careful use of

soap and warm water, or by an alkaline lotion. This is

the more expedient, because the scales in this situation are

often intermixed with sordes, and pustules containing an

acrimonious lymph are formed under the incrustations

;

and in this way pityriasis, as we have already observed,

may, and occasionally does, degenerate into porrigo.

The SECOND VARIETY, or RED DANDRiFF, sometimes''^.'^-.P''i'-
riasis ru-

affects the general health in a perceptible degree from the bra.

suppression which takes place in the perspiration, and the
J[^^

^^"^*

consequent dryness, stiffness, and soreness of the skin;

and the general itching which hence ensues is often pro-

ductive of much restlessness and languor. This, which

is the severest modification of the disease, appears chiefly

at an advanced period of life, though it is not limited to

old age. A tepid bath of sea-water is, perhaps, the most Mode of

useful application, as serving to soften the skin, and pro-

duce a gentle diapnoe. With this external remedy Dr.

Willan advises we should unite the compound decoction

of sarsaparilla, and antimonials, which operate towards a

like effect. The tinctura hellebori nigri in small doses
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Spec. I.
has also Sometimes been found useful: and, where the

^L. Pity- irritability of the skin is not very great, Dr. Bateman
bra. was in the habit oi using a gently restnngent lotion or
Reddand- ointment, consisting of the acetate of lead with a certain

Treatment, proportion of borax or alum.

> L. Pity- The variegated or motley dandriff, pityriasis versi-
riasisversi- i /.. , , . • I i •

color. color, oiten branches out over the arms, back, breast, or

^^°*J®y
abdomen, but rarely in the face, like many foliaceous

lichens growing on the bark of trees ; and sometimes,

where the discolouration is not continuous, suggests the

idea of a map of co|;itinents, islands, and peninsulas, dis-

tributed over the skin.
Striking y^Q have a more distinct proof of a morbid condition of
proofofan *

affection of the retc mucosum, or adipose colorific layer of the skin in

inucolum. ^^^^ *''^" '" ^"y Other affection belonging to the entire

genus. The morbid action, indeed, seems confined to

this quarter and consists in the secretion of a tarnished

pigment, though possibly, in some instances, it may be

only discoloured by a mixture with a small portion of

extravasated blood. And, were it not for the furfurace-

Keiation to ous scales which determine its real nature, this affection

epkfuosfs. would belong to the genus epichrosis of the present or-

Rareiy ap- der. There is no elevation ; and the staining rarely ex-

the spine" tends ovcr the whole body. Dr. Willan tells us that it

but some- seldom appears over the sternum or along the spine of the

Strikingly back. I had lately a patient, however, in a gentleman
exempli-

j^bout forty years old, who was suddenly attacked with a

discolouration and branny efflorescence of this kind, which

extended directly across the spine over tlie loins, and very

nearly girded the body. It continued upon him for about

three years without any constitutional indisposition, or

even local disquietude, except a slight occasional itching,

and then went away as suddenly as it made its appear-

ance. The hue was a fawn-colour: and, as the patient

was anxious to lose it, he tried acids, alkalies, and other

detergents of various kinds, but without any effect what-
isofiong gyg,,^ This variety of dandriff generally continues for
continu- •'

1 . 1

ance, some, many months, and not unfrequently, as m the present case,
times

years.

times for
^^^ several years. Being altogether harmless, it requires

no medical treatment.
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The pityriasis nigra of W^illan referred to by Bateman, Gen^ i\ .

but only glanced at by either of them, so far as I have y l. puyl

seen it, is rather a modification of the genus epichro-^;^^,^;'^'-^-

sis, and species Pceciiia, under which it will be noticed. ^i"''%

It is a cuticular discolouration but without cuticular ex- pityriasis

„ ,. . nigra of
foliation. v/iiiai).

SPECIES 11.

LEPROSIS LEPRIASIS.

PATCHES OF SMOOTH, LAMINATED SCALES ; OF Dli-

rERENT SIZES, AND A CIRCULAR FORM.

This genus constitutes the vitiligo of Celsus. The term ^^^'^ ^j^-

lEPRiAsis is a deriviative from mtt^o? "scaber, vel asper vitiligo of

ex squammulis decedentibus ;" with a termination appro- origin of

priated, by a sort of common consent, to the squammose geiicri!;

tribe of diseases.* Lepra, which is the more common Lepiia«is

term, is derived from the same root : but lepriasis is pre- ferrcdT)

fcrred to lepra as a more seneral term, and hence better 'ep'^-.

calculated to comprise the different varieties of this tions have

species so generally described or referred to by the Greek ^^fj^j^^ f^^"'

and Oriental writers, but whose descriptions, not very i'"!e fiis-

. , „ ,. crimina-

definite when first written, at least with a tew exceptions, uon both in

have been rendered altos^ether indefinite and incongruous ^"^^^"*
*-' ell 111 niO"

in modern times, from a misunderstanding or confusion dem times.

of the names under which the descriptions are given. It

is to this cause we must ascribe it that even in the learned

epitome of Dr. Frank lepra is made to include diseases

so different, as genuine leprosy in all its forms, ichthyiasis,

elephantiasis, and elephantia, which he distinguishes from

elephantiasis from its locality and a few other symptoms.f
,

The embarrassment, therefore, which Dr. Bateman felt Bateman
fully sensi-

iipon this subject when writing on the genus elephan- tie of this.

* See the Author's volume of Nosology. Prelirrir Diss. p. 60.

V De Cur. Horn. Morb. Epit. Tom. iv. p, 211. Mansah, 8tc. 1192.

VOL. V, 74
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'<;ek, TV. 'iiAsis, and which has been noticed already,* he was
Lcprosis efjiially sensible of when he came to lepra, and the re-

LepiSv.
st^^.rchcs of Dr. WilJan gave him litth^ or no assistance.

I could not then find time to render him the aid he stood

iii need of, but I have since directed my attention to the

subject, and will now give the reader its results as brief-

ly as possible.

Lesciip- In the admirable and exact description of the cutane-

li'ndvaii-'^^"-^
efflorescences and desquaramations, to which the

(.us cog- Hebrew trihes were subject on their quitting Egypt, and

eases in whlch thpy sccm to havc derived from the Egyptians,
the Leyiti- <]i«awn up by Moses and forming; a part of the Levitical
<;al code ,

o 1

(;x;ict and law,t there are three that distinctly belong to the present

Tiiree'of*'
Species, all of them distinguished by the name of berat

ihfii.i dis- (j^-)n^) or "bright spot:" one called boak ('nrri) which
tinctlv be- ^

.
'^ ^' ^

longio the also impojts brightness, but in a subordinate degree, being
pipceiit it ^ tliill-whiteberas," not contagious, or, in other words,
species: ' O ' » »

Bei at, not rendering a person unclean, or making it necessary fop

Tforat/" '^"" i^^' ^^ confined ; and two called tsorat (jnyiii) "venom

or malignity." thp one a berat lebena or " bright-white

berat,":|: and the other a berat cecha, " dark or dusky

berat,"§ spreading in the skin 5 both of which are con-

tagious, or, in other words, render the person affected
The sanit;

three

equally with it uuclean and exclude him from society.||

oHd do-
'^^'^ Arabic and Greek writers, have in fact taken no-

scribed by tice of and described all tl»esc, but with so much confusion
Arabic and » .n i • j.

Greek wri- 01 tcrms and symptoms, trom causes I will presently point
ters, biii.

yj^ ^11 without thus tuiniug back to the primary source it
with much ' o I J

• onfusion is diiucult to iHiravel them or understand what they mean.
'

nd syinp.
'^^'6 boak, Or slighter and uncontaminating berat, is

toms. still denominated by the same name among the Arabians,

sjiuhter BOAK, and is the /£rp« AAipoj or '•' dull-white leprosy" of
anduncon-^jjg Qj-ceks : while the briffht-white and dusky berats of

ins? berat : the Ilebrewsj which the latter distinguished on account

j'^*^°^^j°^ of their malignity by the name of ;^;^;^^i {tsorat^) are

ans and
g^^jji called amons; the Arabians by the Hebrew generic

Alphosof o J o
The Greeks, term w ith a very slight alteration j for the berat lebena,
Berat lebe-

na of the

Hebrews * ^^^- ^^^' ^^" *'^- ^"^' "' ^^"- '^"^" Spec. i.

r)-.e t kevit, Cap. xiii. % Id, Cap. xm. 33, 39. i Id. v,3. 1| Id. v. 6. G.
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(n^lb n-ini)or bi-lght-white bei-at of tlie Hebrew tongne, srK,\\\;

is the boi-as ftf/as of the Arabic, and the bci-at c^c/m J-ep.osb

/ \ J 1 <>
Icpnasis.

(nnD mnij or dusky bcrat its bci-as asved: the tormerLopiosy.

of these two constituting the Xi^r^x Asaxn or " briglit-white"
I^j"'^",* ^141

leprosy of the Greeks, and tlte latter their /£^e«: ft£A«5 bji'is.

*' dusky or nigrescejit leprosy." cecha of

So far the whole seems to run in perfect I'^>'"^ony
•.j^'l'^J^^^I',^^

but as many of the Arabians, in process of time, used Arabian

boak and beras indiscriminately, the different species of ved ; tiie

the disease as well as tiieir qualities became immediately
J'j''^'^^^^"Jj.^

confounded, and we are told sometimes that leprosy is, Whcuco

and at other times that it is not unclean or contagious,
ji^^^j.'^,^^",.

And what increased the confusion is that the Arabians sion has

employed also another term of still wider import than K,,Liba ot

either of these being (kuba or kouba), which imported
f'!'^

-'^-?"

O ^ '' ' bians its

scaly eruptions of every kind, running not merely parallel real range

with the entire genus lepidosis before us, but something j'^"^^!'"^^_

beyond, so as to include the humid as well as the dry scall ; luded the

and consequently diseases of very differejit qualities and^|;!j-'s ^^

degrees of malignancy, contagious and uncontaeiojis, cu-^^^ii as

. , . , . T . ,. , lepifiosis.

ticular and ulcerative. It is a term peculiarly common And was

to the writings of Avicenna and Serapion. And as kou- ''fi''"^'^'
"^

>-' • all the spe-

ba, or with the article alkouba was also frequently ap-ci-sof

plied to all the species of beras or leprosy, the real cha- [|f '^o^s"^

racters of the latter were rendered doubly doubtful and

intricate. And hence a very obvious source of confusion

upon this subject originating ajuong the Arabians.

But while the Arabian writers borrowed two terms While the

appropriated to the disease before us from the Hebrew
b,;'i*ro\ved

tongue, beras and boak, and employed both of them in ''^'^t and

a -loose and indefinite manner, the Greeks themselves theHeijieu'

borrowed one and employed it still more indeterminately ;
^"

'
^,^^'^

* *' •' 'them looEC-

for from the Hebrew ny"11i (tsorat) they obtained their ly, the

•i|/»5« (psora)—as our own language has since the word ,^,^"'uie

SORE. Tsorat, as we have already seen, is restrained by Hebrew

the Hebrew legislator to the two forms of beras or leprosy boi'rowed

which vk'ere contagious or rendered a man unclean : and p^"'^' ^^ .1^1-111- ''"^ English
as the Greeks introduced this term into their own tongue have sore-,

it would have been better to have restrained it to the same
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^^^- ^^- import, and to have used psora as the translation of tsorat.

Leniosis But tiic GrcelvS had the word lepra already by them, as

Le'ios'^
significative of the same disease generallij, or a synonym
of berat or beras : and hence instead of psora they em-

ann used it,
, , • , , -, , <..i/~ii

v/ith great- ployed lepra w'lsch is the v/ord made use ot m the Urreek,
ei loose- pg ^yp|] jjg {,^ {|jg Latin versions. As lepra, however, is a
ness, sigiii- r '

fying not generic term and runs parallel with berat, so as to include

amonA\e *''^ hoak or imcontaminating, as well as the contaminating

Hebrews, forms of thc discasc, the clearness, if not the entire sense,

ta"ceou"s'" f>^ the Hebrew is greatly diminished in the Greek version.

and pustu- i;v}jgj^ ^vc are told by Moses, in the lansj«a2;e of the He-

ease, brew bible, that the priest shall examine thc berat, or
Proof of briajht spot, accurately, and if it have the specific marks,
confusion

, . .

hence aiis- it is u TsonAT (wliich the bcrat is not necessarily), we

'/Jof!!!!*^^' I'eadilv understand what he means. But when he tells

us in the language of thc Greek bible, that thc priest shall

look at the bcrat or Tyixavym (which is itself necessarily a

lepra), and if it have the specific marks it is a lepra, the

jncaning, to say the least of it, is obscure and doubtful.

It is probable, however, that psora, when first introduc-

ed into the Greek tongue, imported the very same idea

as in the Hebrew : but it soon gave way to the older

term of le])ra, and having thus lost its primitive and re-

stricted signification, it seems to have wandered in search

of a meaning, and had at different times, and by different

persons, various meanings attributed to it; being some-

times used to express scaly eruptions generally, some-

times the scales of leprosy ; but at last and with a pretty

common assent the far slighter efflorescence of scaly

tetters or seal's, denominated in theLevitical code saphat

(A"TSD) : and by the Latins scabies or impetigo sicca

:

constitntingthe psoriasis, or ensuing species of the pre-

sent classification. So that whilst in Hebrew, or under

its primitive sense, tsorat or psora denoted the most ma-

lignant form of lepidosis, in Greek, or under its secon-

dary sense, it denoted one of the mildest forms of thc

same. And hence, another source of confusion upon the

subject before us originating among thc Greek writers,

as the preceding originated among the Arabian.
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And when to these two sources of perplexity wc add ^^^' iv.

that the Greek term lepra was, from a cause I have for- Lepiosis

merly explained, employed equally to express elephan- LP'|.^g'^'

tiasis, we shall easily be able to account for the indefinite Another*

and incoherent descriptions of ail these diseases which perp^^hy

are given by many of the Greek and Arabian writers, and^'O'" the

the inaccuracy with which the symptoms of one specific in the sense

disease are run into another. Actuarius endeavoured to°^^!<^phan-

throw something of order into the midst of this confusion Order at-

by contemplating all these maladies, in conjunction with [^^g"'!*^^'' *°

lichen, as different forms of a common genus, and dividing by Actu-

them into four separate species.: " A less violent disease," ^^,'•'^'^0^^"'

says he, " than elephantiasis is lepra ; lepra is, however, effect

:

more violent than psora, and psora than the lichenes.

But lepra penetrates deep, forms circular eruptions and

certain funguses or deliquescences of flesh (rivajj awTvilug

rxptoi) and throws off scales from which also it derives its

name : while psora is more superficial, assumes indeter-

minate sliapes, and only casts off furfuraceous corpuscles.

A roughness and itching of the skin is common to both*"*

And to the same effect Paulus of ^gina.f
The real fact is, that the two last are nearly connected as some of

•' the dis-

in nature, and in the present work follow in immediate eases he

succession, while both are widely remote from the first :
^o,fnect*°

and though it is possible they have occasionally termi-aieessen-

siated in it, are by no means naturally connected with it, ^^tJfrom

or form a necessary harbinger. ^^^h other.

Lepra or lepriasis in Celsus occurs under the name of
Jd^ofcd-

vitiligo, and, like the berat of the Hebrew legislator, issusruns

made to include three modifications; the ordinary forms
^,^[,j ^^^

of it, indeed, that have descended to us, though delineated beyatofthe

with much error and incongruity. The description of and the de-

Celsus is drawn up with peculiar accuracy and concinnity, scription is

f Tim P drawn With
and makes the nearest approach to that of Moses of any peculiar

I am acquainted with : and by uniting them and combin- ^""^^^^
•

ing a few well ascertained symptomsfromother authors, accounts
concur in

;>- A . T> nr , n- , J ,, the follOW-
*• Actuar. be Meth. Meilend. ii. II. . „ „„ •„

ing varic"

t Paul. .^gjii. IV, 2.—Serapion, Brcviar. Tr. v. Cap. iv.—Avicenn. Lib. ties.

I. Jii. 1.
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^PEc \\* ^^ ^^'^^^ ^^ ^^'^ ^^ obtain a pretty clear insight into the

Leprosis genuine characters of these modifications, freed from the

Leprosy, cxtraneous concomitants that have so often bewildered

us.

« Albida.

Boak (pni.) Heb.

Boak, Arab.

Alphos ('AA<pof) Auct.

Gr. Cels.

Common or dull-white

leprosy.

/S Nigricans.

Berat cecha ; Hebr.

(nnD nim)
Beras asved, Arab.

Melas {MiXxi) Auct.

Gr. Cels.

Dusky or black

leprosy.

y Candida.

Berat lebena. Hebr.

(nnb Dim)
Beras bejas. Arab.

Leuce (A6ux»). Auct.

Gr. Cels.

Bright-white leprosy.

Scales glabrotis, dull-wliite,

circular and definite; pre-

ceded by reddish, and glossy

elevations of the skin ; sur-

rounded by a dry, red, and

slightly elevated border

:

scattered ; sometimes con-

fluent ; irregularly exfoliat-

ing and reproduced : rarely

found on the face : not con-

tagious.

Scales glabrous, dusky or li-

vid, without central depres-

sion, patches increasing in

size ; scattered, or confluent.

Contagious,

Scales on an elevated base,

glossy-white with a deep

central depression ; encir-

cled with a red border ;

patches increasing in size :

hairs on the patches white

or hoary ; diff'used over the

body. Contagious.

All these, at least in their origin, are strictly cuta-

neous affections : though we shall presently have to ob-

serve that the last two when they become inveterate,

sometimes seem to affect the habit ; and it is hence pos-

sible that the first may do so in a long course of time if

neglected.
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It is on this account that the boak, common or dulx- 9^^- '^^•

WHITE LEPROSY iias bccn regarded as in every instance^ l. Lepri-

a constitutional malady by many writers of recent times ; ^f
'^ aibida.

but it was not so regarded cither by t'le best Greek and or duii-

Arabian physicians, who also dulv distinguished it from,^^'"*^

elephantiasis and other complaints with which it has been

confounded by later writers ; nor is it so regarded by Dr.

Willan, who ascribes it chiefly to cold, moisture, and the

accumulation of sorde,s on the skin, especially in persons

of a slow pulse, languid circulation, and a harsh, dry, and

impermeable cuticle : or whose diet is meagre and preca-

rious. It is hence found chiefly in this metropolis among
bakers and bricklayers' labourers: coal-heavers, dust-

men, laboratory-men, and others who work among dry,

powdery substances, and are rarely sufficiently attentive

to cleanliness of person.

In the common, and, perhaps, in all the varieties, the^'^^^fy °^

scaly patches commence where the bone is nearest to the

surface, as along the skin about the elbow, and upon the

ulna in the fore-arm, on the scalp, and along the spine, os

ilium, and shoulder-blades. They rarely appear on the

calf of the leg, on the fleshy part of the arms, or within

the flexures of the joints. Both sides of the body are progress

usually affected at the same time and in the same manner

;

but, contrary to the erysipelatous erythema and some other

maladies of the skin, the parts first affected do not run

through their action and heal as otlier parts become dis-

eased, but continue with little alteration, till, from medi-

cal application or the natural vigour of the constitution,

returning health commences; when all the patches assume

a like favourable appearance at the same time,those nearest

the extremities,and where the disease,perhaps, first showed

itself, going off" somewhat later than the rest. The scaly and termi-

incrustations sometimes extend to the scalp, and a little
"^^'°"''

encroach on the forehead and temples; but it is very rarely

that they spread to the cheeks, chin, nose, or eyebrows.

The eruption is seldom attended with pain or uneasiness

of any kind, except a slight degree of itching when the

patientis warm in bed, or of tingling on a sudden change

of temperature in the atmosphere.
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Gen. nr. We have said that this variety is strictly a cutaneous

a. L. Lep- eruption, and rarely, if ever, affects the constitution. It

b\da!
^' ^'^"^ consequence regarded as of but little importance in the

Common Levitical code, which contemplates it as not penetrating

white lep- below the skin of the fiesh, and not demanding a separa-

J^^y- . tion from society. " If a man or a woman," says the
This van- *^ ^ j

ety strictly Jev, ish law, " have in the skin of their Jlesh a herat, a

^"^^j^"f,°"j5g
white berat, tlien the priest (who after the raannel' of the

import- Egyptians united the character of a physician with his

lUustvated own,) shall look J and, behold, if the berat in the skin of
from the the flesh be dull, it is a boak growing in the skin: he

account : is clean."* Not essentially different Celsus, " the vitiligo,

Ceisus""^ though it brings no danger, is, nevertheless, offensive, and

springs from a bad habit of body. The dull-white and

the dusky forms in many persons spring up and disappear

at uncertain periods. Thebright-white when it has once

made its attack, does not so easily quit its hold. The
cure of the two former is not difficult : the last scarcely

ever heals."f

Hence nia- We may hencc distinctly affirm that the variety of the

conta-^"° dull-white or counnon leprosy, is not contagious : and had
gious.

it \jQ(^n so among the Jews, Moses would have condemned

the patient to a quarantine under this form, as w^ell as

Opinion of under the two ensuing. Dr. Willan, indeed, yielding to

the general opinion upon this subject, derived from a

proper want ofdiscriminating one fQrm of the diseasefrom

another, inclines to believe tliat it may occasionally become

in time so interwoven with the habit as to be propagable,

Thouoh ^"* ^*ill rejects the idea of its being contagious. In rea-

lazarettoes lity,although in most countries where leprosy is a common

abro°a/^^ malady, places of separate residence are usually allotted

allotted to ^q those who are affected with it under whatever modifica-
all the va- . ,, . , j, , «
lieties, rhetion it may appear, this has rather been irom an errone-

often"re-^
ous interpretation of the Jewish law, and an ignorance of

garded as the exceptions that are introduced into it. The lepers of

g"ous';°"^^"Haha, a province in the Barbary states, though banished

Illustrated from the towns, are seen in parties of ten or twenty toge-

lary^ 'thcr, iufcsting the roads, and approach travellers to beg
states.

* Levit. Cap. Mil. 38, 29. t De MedicJna, Lib. v. Cap. xxvm. Sect, 1
;'-
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charity. In Morocco they are confined to a separate (^en. iv.

quarter, or banished to the outside of the walls. They are, ^ l^ Lepri-

accordinff to Mr. Jackson, but little disfigured by the ^f's aibWa.

1 • 1 I r Common
disease, except in the loss of the eyebrows, which the te- 01 white

males endeavour to supply by the use of lead-ore ; while
leprosy.

they give an additional colour to their complexion by the

assistance of al akken or rouge.

In like manner, Niebuhr asserts that one of the species Among

of leprosy to which the Arabs aYe subject, is by them still °*^jj"

called Boak ; but that is neither contagious nor fatal.

Upon which remark his annotator M. Forskal adds, "the

Arabs call a sort of leprosy in wiiich various spots are

scattered over tlie body Behaq; which is without doubt

the same as is named p;^2 (hohak or behaq) in Lev. xiii.

They believe it to be so far from contagious that one may
lie with the person affected witliout danger. " On May
15, 1763," says he, " I saw at Mokha a Jew who had

the leprosy bohak. The spots are of unequal size : they fc^fbe'd^

do not appear glossy; they are but little raised above the Forskie

skin, and do not change the colour of the hair : the spots

are of a dull white inclining to red."*

The NIGRESCENT LEPROSY forming the second varie-iS h Lepti-

ty, is improperly called black, thongli it was so named by cans.'

the Greeks. The colour, as repeatedly described by the Pj"f^-^)°J

.Jewish legislator, is rather obscure, darkling, or dusky. prosy.

The term is nilD (cccha) whence the Latin ctecus : and 'Sed^^n
it immediately imports obfuscous, or<ovcrcast with shade the Leviti-

or smoke. The character in Celsus is in perfect accord -character

ance with this, as he explains to us that^E/ats, or " niger," ^'^ ^'^^^'^-

in its application to this variety, imports "umbrfe similis,"

' shade-like," or " sliadowed." The hue is tolerably re-

presented in Dr. Willan's plate, but better in Dr. Bate- .

. • I 1 .. . . , . r.,. . ,
Hair on the

man s, m which it has been retouched. The natural colour scaii not

of the hair, which in Egypt and Palestine is black, is not '^^'"*s'''' '"

^' '
, colour.

changed, as we are repeatedly told in the Hebrew code,

nor is there any depression in the dusky spot; while the

patches, instead of keeping stationary to their first size,

* Reisebeschreibung »ach Arabien and anderii 'jiii<egen':Ien Lan:lRi)!.

Banrl. Kopenhag. 4to, 1774.

vol. V. 75
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Sfec. n.'
^^^ perpetually enlarging their boiuidary. The patient

L. Lepri- labouring under this form was pronounced unclean by the

ca'ns"'^"
Hebrew priest or physician, and hereby sentenced to a

Dusky or separation from his family and friends : and hence there

prosy. is no doubt of its having proved contagious. Though a

thanThr
"^"^^ Severer malady than the common leoprosy, it is far

preceding less SO than the leuce or third variety : and on this account

ie?s'sSha"n
'^ dcscHbed more briefly in the Hebrew canon. In our

the Eubse- ovvn quarter of the world" the exfoliated surface in the

?trcharac- "'grescent or dusky leprosy remaius longer without new
terasitap- scales, discharges lymph, often intermixed with blood,
pears in our .

'-'

„ri
own coun-ana is very sore. >Vhen it covers the scalp it is parti-
^^y- cularly troublesome. With us it is chiefly found among

soldiers, sailors, scullcr-men, stage-coachmen, brewers'

labourers, and others whose occupations are attended with

much fatigue, and expose them to cold and damp, and to

a precarious or improper mode of diet. For the same

reason women habituated to poor living, and constant

hard labour, are also liable to this form of the disease.

Greater In coiisequcnce of the increased excitement and irrita-

limi'ufaii bility of the skin in the hot and sandy regions of Egypt
the varie- and Palestine, there is, however, a far greater predispo-

prosy in sitiou to Icprosy of all kinds, than in the cooler tempera-
hot tiianm j.^,j,g of Europe. And hence, under tlie next variety, wc
cooler cli- ' •'

mates. shall liavc occasiou to observe, from the Levitical account,

that ail of them wereapt to follow upon various cracks or

blotches, inflammations or even contusions of the skin.

y L. Lepi 1- rpj bkight-whitk LEPiiosT, is by far the most seri-
asis candi- ' •'

'la. ous and obstinate of all the forms which the disease as-

whfie le- sutncs. The patliognomic characters dwelt upon by the

vosy. Hebrew legislator in deciding it are, "a glossy-white and

mtcsas"" spreading scale upon an elevated base, the elevation dc-
pointed out

I j^^ ^j^g middle but without a cimnge of colour, the
ui the Le- * *=*

viticai lavwblack hair on the patches, whicli is the natural colour

of the hair in Palestine, participating in the whiteness,

and the patches themselves perpetually widening their

Several of outline." Several of these characters taken separately

these taken belong to other lesions or blemishes of the skin as well,
..jnia e

^^^ therefore none of them were to be taken alone : and
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it was only when the whole of them concurred that the Gen. iv.

. ... . „ , . . ,
SPKt.ll.

Jewish priest, in his capacity of pliysician, was to pro-^L. Leini-

nounce the disease a tsorat TriyiiJ ) or malignant leprosy. ^,^^^^'^^'^''

We have said that in lepriasis, the retemucosiim, or colo- Bright

rific adipose layer of the skin is peculiarly affected, and
1^^^'^^^^^

we have here a still more distinct proof of this assertion belong to

in the change of the hair, the colour of which is derived
f^^iJj'g.^'.^^J;^

from this material. This change is produced by tlie bar- all must

ter of a black for a white colouring material, probably acuir^edTn

phosphate of lime, which gives also the bright glossy foiming a

•1 1111 1 1 ii-'i psorat or
colour, not hoary or dull, to tlie scaly patches ; and wnicn malignant

in ichthysiasis, forming the fourth species of the present ^^P'°*y-

genus, we shall find is occasionally deposited on the sur-

face in prodigious abundance.

Common as this form of leprosy was among the He- r^eprosy
' * ° probablv

brews, during and subsequent to their residence in Egypt, received by

we have no reason to believe it was a familv-complaint!''^ ^V• i ^ brews from

or even known amongst them antecedently : and there is the natives

hence little doubt, notwithstanding the confident asser-°
^'^sypt.

tions of Manetho to the contrary, that they received the

infection from the Egyptains instead of communicating

it to them. Their subjugated and distressed state, how-^'^'^'^"

ever, and the peculiar nature of their employment, must causes:

have rendered (hem very liable to this as well as to va-

rious other blemishes and inisaffections of the skin : in

the production of which there are no causes more active

or powerful than a depressed state of body and mind,

hard labour under a burning sun, the body constantly

covered with the excoriating dust of brick-fields and an

impoverished diet; to all of which the Israelites were ex-

posed whilst under the Egyptian bondage.

It appears also, from the Mosaic account, that in con-pfocUsciiiii;

sequence of these hardships there was, even after they had pret'iispofi-

left Egypt, a general predisposition to the tsorat or conta- ''""•

gious form of leprosy, so tliat it often occurred as a conse-

quence of various other cutaneous affections; sometimes

appearing as a berat lehena (nil"? nini), or b^ight-wh^te
J;°ci'bk'n-

leprosy, and sometimes as a berat ceclia (nriD n'nnil)? '"''^^
f

'^"

dusky leprosy, according to the peculiar habit or Jdiosyn-{^^^r,,^jn'^^.s^
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CL. VI.

j

ECCRITICA. [ORD. III.

cracy. The cutaneous blemishes or blains which had a
tendency to terminate in leprosy, and which were conse-

quently watched with a suspicious eye from the first, are

stated by Moses to have been the following

:

Herpes, or tetter, «t/>i>i, Sept.

an irritated cicatrix.

1. Shaat (rii^ii:?).*

2. Saphat (jinSJD)-

5. Netek (pn3)4

4. Berat (n"inn)-§

5. Boak (pn3).!i

6. Nega (yj3).li

r. Shechin (]'»nii:.0'**

And hence
by law pro-

fessionally

examined
on their

appear-
ance: mode
of exami-
nation and
its conse-

quences.

Psoriasis, or dry scall.

—

Dry sahafata, Arab.

Porrigo, or humid scall.

Porrigo. Lat. vers. Jun.

etTremel. Moist sahafata

Arab.

Leuce, bright-white scale;

the critical sign of con-

tagious leprosy.

Alphos, dull-white scale : the

critical sign of unconta-

gious leprosy.

Ictus, blow or bruise: i^sj,

Sept.

Furunculus, or boil, as in

Job, ii. 7.

8. Mecutash f^^i^ j1DD)«tt Anthrax, or carbuncle : li-

terally " a fiery infiam-

ination."

On the appearance of any one of these affections upon

a person he was immediately brought before the priest

for examination. If the priest perceived that in connex-

ion with such blemish there were the distinctive signs of

a tsorat or contagious leprosy, as a bright glossy and

squammous surface, with a depression in the middle, and

white hairs, theperson was immediately declared unclean

and is supposed to have been sent out of the camp to a

* Levit. Cap. xiii. 2, 10, 19, 43. + Id, v. 2, 6, 7, 8.

X Id. V. 30, 31. i Id. V. 2, et ssejje alil'i.
||

Id. v. .39.

r Id. V. 29.41'. * !d. V. IR. it Id. v. 24.
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lazaretto provided for the purpose. If the priest had any ^k"^* i^-

doubt upon the subject, the person was put under do- y l. Lepii-

roestic confinement for seven days, when he was examined ^?j*
'^''"^"

a second time ; and if, in the course of the preceding week, Bright-

the eruption had "Subsided and discovered no tendency to pj.^'.,'^^

'*'*

the above distinctive characters, he was discharged at

once. But if the eruption were stationary, and the result

still doubtful, he was put under confinement for seven

days more : at the expiration of which, on a third exami-

nation, the nature of the disease always sufficiently dis-

closed itself; and he was either sentenced to a permanent

separation from the community, or pronounced clean, and

set at liberty.

These doubtful cases, as we have just noticed, some- These pie-

times superinduced the bright-white, and sometimes the
5",^^^°J,^^pj,

dusky leprosy, apparently according to the particular con- excited the

stitution of the skin, or of the habit generally. And we sometimes

are further told that there were two ways in which the **'^ meias,

. 1 . I . . ,. according
disease, and particularly the severest or bright-white form to the pe-

of it, terminated:—a favourable and an unfavourable, if cuhanty of
' '

.
the coiisii-

it spread over the entire frame without producing any ul-tution,

ceration, it lost its contagious power by degrees ; or, in ^"nated'in

other words, run through its course and exhausted itself. 'wo ways

:

In which case, there being no longer any fear of further bie^^n'^

evil either to the individual himself or to the communitv,"'"'^'' '"^

. •'lost Its con-
the patient was declared clean by the priest, while the dry tagious

scales were yet upon him, and restored to society.* If'LThav'in^"

on the contrary, the patches should ulcerate, and quick or mn its

fungous flesh (TI "Iti^D),! spring up in them, the priest and'^aVun-

was at once to pronounce it an inveterate leprosy :i a tern- favourabk,
leiminat-

porary confinement whs declared to be totally unnecessary, inginfung-

and he was resrarded as unclean for life. The accuracy °"^ uiccra-

with which this second termination is described, is fully This tenni-

confirmcd by the passasje quoted already, but for another"''"""''""'P4, .,.. . hrmed by
purpose Irom Actuarius, and it is curious to observe how Actuariu»\

closely they coincide. "The lepra," says tiie latter,

speaking of it in its worst form, "penetrates deep, forms

* r.evit. cap, xiii. v. 12, 13. t Id. v. 10. H, ']',. + l^- v. 11.
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spjEc/n!
^^''cular eruptions and certain funguses or deliqucsccnces of

y L. Lepri- flesli." But w 6 meet with nothing in the Mosaic account

dwir" *^^* approximates it to elephantiasis : nothing of a thick,

Blight- rugose, livid, tuberculate, and, particularly, an insensible
white le- , . . f

''

prosy. SKin ; nothing oi tierce and staring eyes, hoarse, and nasal
Beyond voice, or of a general falling off of the hair. And hence
this noth- ^ "^

ing in the we have additional proof that these maladies were distinct,

^um'tha? ^^^ unconnected. Tliis malignant state of tlie disease,

approxi- howevcr, is still generally called, after the Greek misno-

eiephanti- ^^^'> elephantiasis : and the two maladies in consequence
asis, the hereof are to this hour confounded in the Greek islands,

symptoms and e^en as far north as Iceland, the ultima Thule to
of which which the literature of the Greeks has travelled : but we
are not

even gianc- have Sufficient proof in all these cases, from some of the
"^ ^^' best travellers of the present day, that the disease thus

described is not the tubercular or thick-legged elephan-

tiasis, but the above malignant form of genuine leprosy.

Thus, Mr. Jowett, in his very interesting " Christian

Researches in the Mediterranean," in describing the beau-

tiful, but now, from its political reverses, most pitiable

island of Haivali or Kydonia, near Scio, " a little farther

on is the hospital for lepers : it was founded by a leper.

Elephantiasis is no uncommon disorder in these parts : its

effects are very offensive. I saw poor men and women
with their fingers or legs literally wearing or wasting

away ;"*—forming a character directly opposite to what
occurs in proper elephantiasis,- where the limbs, though

they continue to crack, continue to tliicken enormously,

even to the moment of separation. Dr. Henderson, on

the contrary, while describing the real elephantiasis in

Iceland, calls it the Jewish leprosy, and offers a sort of

apology for Moses that he " has not noticed the very

striking ansesthesia, or insensibility of the skin,"f which,

continues he, *' is an inseparable attendant of the genuine

elephantiasis." The direct answer is that Moses deli-

neates a different disorder and one in which no sucli

symptom exists.

* Christian Researches in the Mediterranean, p. 65. 8vo. 18:2.

• Icflaiid ;
ry, tlie Jonrn;!! nf a Resirlnice in tbiit Isbufl.
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As leprosy, except in its less common and contagious <^'K^. iv.

modifications, has always been accounted a blemish rather ^ l. Lepri-

than a serious disease in the East, the art of medicine has ^^'^ <=^"-

rarely, in that quarter, been gravely directed towards it. Bright-

save in the use of the oxyde of arsenic, which is by far the
"gp|.jfs„

most efficacious of everv remedy that has hitherto been Medical
. . , . .

_',
, 1 1 J -J. science not

tried in any quarter. I have already had occasion to no- often tum-

tice the preparation and proportion of this mineral, em-^^^ tons

ployed from time immemorial, in treating ot elephantia- East with

sis, for which disease, also, it is in common use : and the '""'^'^ ^'""
' ' '

_ ousness,

reader may turn to the passage at liis leisure. But, with except in

the exception of arsenic, the Temedies proposed by the aisenk."

Asiatics ai*e trifling and little wortliy of notice.

In Europe the mode of treatment has, indeed, been far Treatment

more complicated, but I am afraid not much more skilful ["n of'ia^e

or successful: consistins;, till of late years, of prepara-^"'"''^"'^
. I, I -14 iiisi2;nin-

tions quite as insignificant as any that occur in the Ara- cant.

bian writers, and often highly injurious by their stimu-

lating property. Of the insignificant the simplicity of

modern practice has banished by far the greater number :

and it is now, perhaps, hardly known to the general, or

even to the medical botanist, that meadow scabious^ and

several other species of the same genus were so denomi-

nated from their being supposed, when employed as a

wash in the form of decoction, to possess an almost spe-

cific virtue againt leprosy, itch, and almost every other

kind of foul and scabious eruption.

Warm bathing, simple or medicated ; and this frequent- Warm-

ly repeated, is advantageous in all the varieties ; for it^'^*'""^'

tends to remove the scales, soften the skin, and excite

perspiration. In the nigrescent leprosy, which proceeds

chiefly from poor diet in connexion with sordes, the bath

should be of pure fresh water, and the remainder of the

cure will generally, in such case, depend upon a better

regimen, and general tonics. In the other varieties, when

they occur among ourselves, the sulphureous waters of Suiphme-

Harrowgate, Croft, and Moffat, whether applied exter-
°"

nally or internally, seem frequently to prove more effica-

cious. As external applications, most benefit appears to
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Gen. IV. |,e derived from the tar-ointment, as employed by Dr.

Lepiosis Willis, and a dilute solution of sublimate, or the unguen-

L^ 'os'^
turn hydrargyri nitrati, as recommended by Dr. Willan.

Treatment. These mcdicines should be applied to the skin, and tlie

meDt°
"^ former of them be well rubbed in upon the parts affected

Solution ofevery night, and carefully washed off the next morning

Aroniatic ^i*'' Warm Water, a slight alkaline lotion, or the aroma-
vinegar, tic vinegar diluted with a third part water.

Duica- As internal medicines the most useful seem to have
maia. hcQix the solanum Dulcamara, and ledum palusire, in de-

coction or infusion. Dr. Crichton strongly recommends

tlie former, and speaks in high terms of its success. I

have not been so fortunate in the trials I have given it.

The ledum in Sweden,* and, indeed, over most parts of

the north of Europe, as high up as Kamschatka, has long

maintained a very popular character, and the form of

using it is thus given by Odhelius in the Stockholm

Transactions for 1774. Infuse four ounces of the ledum

in a quart of hot water; strain off when cold ; the dose

from half a pint to a quart daily.

uimis The bark of the ulmus campesiris or elm-tree, has also
campestns.

Ijpj^jj warmly recommended by various writers, for this,

as well as numerous other cutaneous eruptions; and, in

connexion with more active medicines, appears to have

been of some use, but it is feeble in its effect when trusted

to alone. Its form is that of a decoction, two ounces

to a quart of water: the dose half a pint morning and

evening-!

(Enanthe The (Enanthe crocata, or liemlock drop-w ort, is another
aocata.

pif^j,^ that has been recommended in obstinate and habi-

tual cases of this kind ; and there are unquestionable ex-

amples of its having produced a beneficial effect. Dr.

Pulteney has especially noticed its success in a letter to

Sir William Watson. The herb, however, is one of the

most violent poisons we possess in our fields, and when

mistaken for wild celery, water-parsnip, or various other

* Linnaeus, Diss, de Ledo Palustri. Upsal. 1775.—Abhandl. der Konigl.

Schwed. Academie der Wissenchaffen. Band. XLi. p. ^9A.

•f Medical Transaction?, Vol. n. p. 20?.
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herbs, has frequently proved fatal a few hours after being (^^^-^-^
iv.

swallowed, exciting convalsions, giddiness, locked-jaw, Leprosis

violent heat in the throat and stomach, and sometimes ij^P^ias^^^^^

sickness, and purging : and where tlie patient has been Tieatmo. ;.

fortunate enough to recover, it has often been witli a loss

of his nails and hair. Goats, however, eat it with inipu-

jiity, though it is injurious to most other quadrupeds. As

a medicine, it is given in the form of an infusion of the

leaves : though sometimes the juice of tlie roots has taken

the place of the leaves. Three tea-spoonfuls of the juice

is an ordinary dose, which is repeated every morning.

But by far the most active -and salutary medicine for Arsanic.

every form of leprosy, in Europe as well as in Asia, is

arsenic. I have already adverted to its common use in the

latter quarter, and at home, in the form of the College

solution, it has often been found to succeed, when every

other medicine has been abandoned in despair. The or-

dinary dose is five minims twice or even three times a-day,

increased as the stomach will allow, or till the patient ap-

pears to be over-dosed, when he will exhibit several or all

of the following symptoms : head-ache, a pain and often aSy^pioms

sense of inflation in the stomach and bowels, cough, rest- dose,

lessness, irritation in the skin generally, redness and stitf-

eningof the palpebrse, soreness of the gums, and ptyalism.

SPECIES III.

LEPIDOSIS PSORIASIS.

PATCHES OF ROUGH, AMORPHOUS SCALES ; CONTINUOUS,

OR OF INDETERMINATE OUTLINE j SKIN OFTEN CHAP-

PY.

Psoriasis is a derivation of ^a^x, " scabies, asperitas," '^^^^ [^
with a terminal m?, as in the preceding species. The Origin of

primary term ^^^e*, or psora, was used in very different
fg^j^^J^i^j^

vox. V. 76
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Gen. IV.
gp,isps ainonsc the Greek writers from a cause I have

Spec. 111. ^
Lepidosis already explained under xepriasis, where it has been

Drv-'scaii.
siiowii that the real radiciil is the Hebrew term yi^i

was for- (tsora,) "to smite malignantly, or with a disease,"

i'n^a differ-'
whence J^yi2J (tsorat) imports tlie leprosy in a malignant

ent sense, or contagloijs form, but not in an uncontagious. The

iheHebvev/ Icxicographcrs not hitting upon the proper origin of 4'»g«r

tsorat. iiave supposed it to be derived from <lu<^) (psao.) which
How fie-

, 1 .. .

rived by means, however, uniortunately, *'tergo, detergo, "to
the lexico- deanse, purify, or deterge,''—instead of "to pollute:'*
grapheis. ' i j

»

o ' i

but as one way of cleansing is by scraping, and, as per-

sons labouring under psora scrape or scratch the skiiv on

account of its itching, the difficulty is supposed to be

hereby solved, and psora is allowed to import derivative-

ly, what, upon this explanation, it opposes radically.

The actual origin of the term, however, is of little im-

portance. It was mostly employed by the Greek writers,

and has been \erj generally so in modern times, to im-

its present port a dry scall or scale, for the terms are univocal, the
"^®"

Saxon sceala or scala being the origin of the former, and

denoting the latter, of a rough surface and indeterminate

outline, as expressed in the specific definition.

Synony- Psoriasis, as thus interpreted, is the dry Sahafati

"hrdry'
' of the Arabian writers, the A12D Saphat of the Levi-

SMhafatiof tjpj^i (>ode, as already explained : the Arabic beinff de-
ihe Arabi- . , p , „ °
ans. rived trom the Hebrew root. It embraces the following

varieties

:

a Guttata. Drop-like, but with irregular

Guttated dry scall, margin. In children conta-

gious.

,3 Gyrata. Scaly patches in serpentine or

Gyrated dry scall. tortuous stripes. Found chief-

ly on the back, sometimes on

the face.

7 Diffusa. Patches diffuse, with a ragged.

Spreading dry scall. chapped, irritable surface :

sense of burning and itching

when warm : skin gradually

thickened and furrowed, witfi
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a powdery scurf in the fis- ^sen. iv.
Spec lir

sures. Extends over the LepkioP-s

face and scalp. Psoriasis.
* Diy seal).

a Inveterata. Patches continuous over the

Inveterate dry seal 1. whole surface; readily fall-

ing off and reproducible with

painful, diffuse excoriations.

Extend to the nails and toes,

which become convex and

thickened. Found chiefly

in old persons,

e Localis. Stationary and limited to par-

Local di'y scall. ticular organs.

In the FIRST or guttated variety, the patches verya l. PsovI-

seldom extend to tlie size of a sixpence; and are distin-^^'*
^""'''

guished from those of leprosy by having neither an elc- Guttated

vated margin nor an elliptic or circular form, often p/gp^^^p.

'

spreading angularly, and sometimes running into small t'""-

serpentine processes. The eruption commences in the

spring mostly on the limbs, and appears afterwards dis-

tributed over the body, sometimes over the face. It sub-

sides by degrees towards the autumn, and sometimes re-

appears in the spring ensuing.

In children, probably from the greater sensibility of

their skin, this variety of scall spreads often with great

rapidity, and is scattered over the entire body in two or

three days.

The SECOND or gyrated variety runs in a migra-/5! l. Psori-

tory course, and apes the shape of earth-worms or leeches ^^]^
^^''^"

when incurvated, with slender vermiform appendages. Gyrated

-»T /> II 1 1 . 1 n ''fv scall.

JNot untrequently the two ends meet, and give the scall Descrip-

an annulated figure like a ring-worm, particularly about *'""•

the upper part of the shoulders or on the neck, in which

case they are sometimes confounded with shingles or

some other modification of herpes.

The SPREADING scAiiL Commences commonly on tho^. Psoii-

face or temples, as the first of the preceding does on thega?

extremities, and the second on the back. It is sometimes Spreading

„ . dry scall.

confined to a single patch, which nevertheless, is occa- Descrin-
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<jEJ5r.TV. sionally to be seen in some other part, as the wrist, the
&?EC. III.

*^ ^

y L. psori- elbow-joint, breast, or calf of the leg. It is often obsti-
asisdifui-

jj^^g jjjj^ Qj- j^jjjg duration, and has been known to conti-

Spreading nijc for a scHes of years : in which cases, however, there

Duscri'')-
'•'' "Si'^'b' ^" aggravation or extension of it at the vernal

ti< ii- periods. It is at times preceded by sonic constitutionai

affection ; and at times seems to produce the same. When
limited to the back of tlie hand this, like some other forms

F i.rfy (sf lepidosis, is vulgarly called the Baker's Itch. On tiic

hands and arms, and sometimes on the face and neck, it

is peculiarly troublesome to washerwomen ; probably

from the irritation of the soap they are continually mak-
ing use of.

j^i., Psovi- The inveteracy of the fouhth variety seems princi-

rata!'"^**^ P'^^'^'y
to spring from the general torpitude and want of

Inveterate power in the class of persons whom it chiefly attacks,

Dnscrip- wliicli is thosc who are in the decline of life. It is accom-
rion. panicd with painful excoriations, in many instances occa-

sioned by the pressure ofsome parts of the clothing against

the sores, or by the attrition of contiguous surfaces, as of

the nates, groins, thighs, and scrotum. At an advanced

period of the disease, the cuticle is often still more exten-

sively destroyed; and the extremities, the back, and nates

liave been seen excoriated at the same time, v.'ith a very

profuse discharge of thin lymph from the surface: after

>Yhich the discharge itself thickens, from an absorption of

lije liner parts, and forms a dry, harsh, and almost horny

cuticle, wijicli progressively separates in large pieces. At

. iirst, this variety intermits in the summer, but at length

asis loca- becomcs permanent and intractable.

Local dry
The i.ocAii VATiJETT is found chiefly on the lips, eye-

c;iii.
"

lids, prepuce, scrotum, and inside of the hands. It is pe-

to^shor" culiarly common to shoemakei'S, and artificers in metallic

milkers trades, as braziers, tinmen, and silversmiths
;
probably

iurgic aiti-from filth and the irritation of the substances they make
Tans. jjgg fjf^
Tho dry
sr;iii in one The BUT scALL, Under one or other of the above forms,

o*d!efvery *^ ®"^ oftiic most frequent cutaneous diseases in this king-

common, dom, and the first variety, guttated or drop-scall, psori-
a.iid in tho . . . . •-•.iii-
fust some- asis guttata, js sometimes contagious m irrirabie skins.
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and especially among children. Several of these modifi- Gen. iv.

cations are also found, occasionally, as symptoms or se-^
^ psoii-

quels of lues, particularly the first three ; but are in
Lpjif'^jj'"'

every instance distinguishable by the livid or chocolate scan.

hue of the scales. times con-

As cutaneous sordes, in connexion with a peculiarity
Qffg""^^'

in t!ie constitution of the skin, and especially in con- symptom

nexion with a meagre diet, indolence, and want of exer- of other

cise, appears to be the general cause of this as well as of^j"'.^'^'"^^'

many other, perhaps most other simple cutaneous erup- treatment.

tions, the first principles of a curative intention must
I;^^^^"!,''^^.

consist in washing and softening the skin by warm bath- air, and

ing, regularly persevered in,* and in improving the diet, ^^^^^"1^^^
"^

and exciting to a life of more activity. Beyond this thefood.waim-

commoa treatment of psoriasis should be, with little ex-

ception, that of lepriasis : and hence the alterant and

stimulant ointments of sulphur and tar in equal propor-

tions; lotions of dilated aromatic vinegar, or nitrate of

silver, and the sulphureous waters of Harrowgate, Croft, Siiipinuc-

Sharpmore, Broughton, Wrigglesworth, and other places,

used both externally and internally, will succeed better

than common spring or river-water as detergents. Cha- chalybeate

lybeate medicines, and particularly chalybeate waters, waters less

have been powerfully recommended by Dr. Willis and useful.

many others: but, excepting where the disease is combi-

ned with a languid circulation, as in the inveterate form,

and demands excitement, these do not appear to be of any

certain efficacy. Bleeding and the repetition of purga- Bleeding

tives are of no avail though a common practice with ed purges

many, and founded also on the authority of Dr. Willis, °^"°^^'^"

" Strong mercurial preparations," observes Dr. Willan,

" are of no advantage, but eventually rather aggravate

the complaint." Nor do the fresh juices of the alterant

plants, scurvy-grass, succory, fumitory, or sharp-point-

ed dock, appear to be of any material benefit. The so-

lution of arsenic, however, has seemed at times to restore

the habit to a healthy re-action.

A gentle purgative should open tlie course of medical Alkalies,

treatment; to which sliould succeed an internal nsc of aitrrant

diet drinks,
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Gen. IV. the fixed alkalies with precipitated sulphur, and decoc-
Spec. III. .. „ , , .„ p

Lepidosis tions ot elm-root, sarsaparilla, sassafras, inezereon, or
Psoriasis dulcamara : and where the skin is very dry an anlimont-
Dry tcn]\. _

' J J

Treatment. al at night, or five grains of Plummer's pill, the com-

sometimes pound suhmuriate mercurial pill of the London College.

ais 'o"?°m' - ^^* here, as in the preceding species, the most effextual

cuiiais, remedy, in obstinate cases, is the arsenic solution, with

solution. ^^ abstinence from fruits, acids, and fermented liquors;

under which plan in conjunction with the above regimen,

most of the ordinary cases will be found to disappear in

about three weeks or a month.

Sulphur How far the sulphureous vapnur-bath may succeed in

yapoui- any of the varieties of this as well as of the ensuinff, and
bath, •' °'

of several other species, has not hitlierto been sufficiently

at Paris, determined. M. Gales of Paris, and, in consequence of

Vienna, his recommendation, M. de Carn of Vienna, have tried it

upon an extensive scale, and apparently with considera-

ble success.* But, as in most otfier cases of a new in-

vention, it is representeil as bt'ing successful in such a

multiplicity of diseases, and diseases essentially dissimi-

lar, that its very popularity abroad has operated against

a free and decisive trial of its powers among the more

cautious practitioners of our own country. A few insti-

tutions, however, I am glad to find, are at length found-

London ed both in this meti'opolis and in Dublin for the laudable
and Dublin „ . i' n • i« >• ^i .

purpose 01 carrying on a full investigation ; so that we

shall soon be enabled to draw a correct estimate.f

* Ueber Kraetze, und derem bequemste schnell-wirkendeste und sicherste

Heilart, «&c. von D. Karsten, &c. &c, Hanover 1818.

t Observations on Sulphureous Fumigation as a Remedy in Rheumatism

and Diseases of the Skin. By W. Wallace, fee, Dublin 18^0.
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SPECIES IV.

LEPIDOSIS ICHTHYIASIS.

THICK, INDURATED INCRUSTATION ENCASING THE SKIN

TO A LtREATER OR lESS EXTENT; SCAXINESS IM-

PERFECT.

The specific term is derived from lyfivi " piscis" with the
^^^^

jv.

terminal adjunct of the preceding species. The word is origin of

*

commonly written, but less correctly ichthyosis, since, asJP^^^^'^^

I have already observed, the suffix iash is by general

consent applied to all species appertaining to the genus

or tribe of diseases before us.

In treating of the genus parostia* as well as in various Pathologi-

other places, I have had occasion to observe that the cal- nation.

careous earth which the assimilating powers of the animal

frame elaborate from the materials of the food or of the

blood, for the use of the bones, to give them increased

size and solidity in adolescence, and to maintain their

firmness in mature life, is, in many cases, secreted irre-

gularly ; sometimes in excess, sometimes in deficiency,

and sometimes imperfectly, or witliout a due proportion

of phosphoric acid, and other constituents : while, on the

other hand, in the advance of old age, although the secre-

tion may not be much disturbed as to its quantity or qua-

lity, in the process of carrying off the waste matter the

finer parts alone are removed in consequence of the debi-

lity of the absorbents, and the bones become brittle and

easily broken.

In the genus i<ittiia we have seen that one of the out- Analogi-

lets for the dischaige of the waste calcareous earth is the

i

nexion

kidneys: and that when these are supplied with an ex- ^'^^ ''^'''^'

cess of earth, or a quantity beyond what the uric acid

will hold in solution, it is apt to subside, accumulate, and

concrete, and consequently to form calculi.

* Supra, p, 323.
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fJEN. IV. We have also seen under paruria erratica as well

Lepidosis as Under iithia that the excretories of the skin become

y^^^yj^^'^- at times an outlet of the same kind for the removal of
Fish-skin.

Withparu-C^^c^'^^^ous earth, whence the calcareous deposits in gout

lia errati- and the calcareous scurf which is often accumulating on

the head of those who perspire much.
Earthy se-

jj, ^j^g discase before us the cutaneous excretories throw

this species forth such an excess of this earthy material that it often

Thrown
cncases the entire body like a shell ; and the cutis, the

forth inex-rete mucosum, and the cuticle being equally impregnated

t^nesTcTas ^it'^ it, the Order of the tegumental laminae is destroyed,

to encase and the whole forms a common mass of bony or horny

thicken corium, generally scaly or imbricate, according as the
r.nd harden (calcareous earth is deposited with a lareer or smaller
the integu- * *^

ment. proportion of gluten, in many instances of enormous

thickness, and sometimes giving rise to sprouts or branches

of a very grotesque appearance : tlius offering to us nu-

merous varieties, of which the following are the chief

:

ti Simplex. The incrustation forming a

Simple Fish-skin. harsh papulated or warty

rind ; hue dusky ; subjacent

muscles flexible. Some-

times covering the whole

body except tlie head and

face, palms of the hands,

and soles of the feet.

/3 Cornea. The incrustation forming a

Horny Fish-skin. rigid, horny, imbricated

rind
J
hue brown or yel-

low I subjacent muscles in-

flexible. Sometimes cover-

ing the entire body includ-

ing the face and tongue.

y Cornigera. The incrustation accompanied

Cornigerous Fish-skin, with liorn-like, incurvated

sproutings ; sometimes pe-

riodically shed and repro»

dficcd.
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This indurated incrustation commences with a change ge^j
JV.

in the papillse of the cutis, which are elongated and en- Lepidosis.

larged into roundish cones or tubercles, often void ofg^^ ^'^'

sensation. Some of the scaly papillse have a short, narrow
^"^^^'J^j"'

neck, and broad irregular tops. Sometimes the scales descrip-

are flat and large, and imbricate or placed like tiling, or^'°"*

the scales on the back of fishes, one overlapping another.

They also differ considerably in colour in different in-

stances, and are blackish, brown, or white. The skin, to

a very considerable extent, has sometimes been found

thickened into a stout, tough leather. In a singular en- Striking iu

largement ofthe lower extremity produced by a puerperal

sparganosis, Mr. Chevalier found the thickness of the

corium in some parts near a quarter of an inch; which, on

being cut into, presented the same grained appearance

that is observable in a section of the hides of the larger

quadrupeds. Below the coriaceous skin the adipose mem-

brane exhibited an equal increase of substance, and in

front of the tibia was not less than an inch and a half

thick. Mr. Machin gives a very extraordinary case of Additional

ichthyiasis of the same kind, originating, indeed, from ation.

different and unknown cause, which covered the whole

body with the exception of the head and face, the palms

of the hands, and the soles of the feet. The entire skin

formed a dusky, ragged, thick case, which did not bleed

•when cut into or scarified, was callous and insensible, and

was shed annually like the crust of a lobster, about

autumn, at which time it usually acquired the thickness

of three-fourths of an inch, and was thrust off by the

sprouting of a new skin beneath.* This man married,

and had a family of six children, all of whom possessed

the same ragged covering as himself. The father was

twice salivated for the complaint, andthrew off the casing

each time, as did one of the children during the small-

pox; but the disease soon returned on both of them. In

the Transactions of the Medico- Chirurgical Society, there

» Phil. Trans. No. 424=

TOi= y-. 77
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SSc' IV
^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ which the face alone was exempted from the

Lepidosis fish-scale covcring.*
^cj yia-

There is a remarkable passage in the Lettres Edi-
Fish-skin. fianteset Curieuses, of the Jesuits, which intimates that

indigenous this uisease IS by no means uncommon among the inha-

Sbftams^^*^"*^ of Paraguay; the words, which have been quoted
o/Para- by M. Buffou and Dr. Willan, are as follow: " II recne

parmi eux une maladie extraordinaire: c est une espece

de I^epre qui leur couvrc tout de corps, ^et y forme une

croute semblable a des ecailles de poisson : cette incom-

modite ne leur cause aucune douleur, ni meme aucun
This state- autre derangement dans la sante.'f There is perhaps no

plained. P^^t of the world where we should sooner expect to meet

with this, and indeed various other species of squammosc

OP leprous affections of the skin, considering the sultry

Ijeat of the atmosphere, the rankness of the perspiration

that issues from the bodies of the natives, and their de-

ficiency in personal cleanliness ; yet I do not know that

the same account has been given by any other travellers,

and have looked in vain over Estalla and Dobrizhoffer :

nor does this particular incrustation of the skin seem to

be prevalent in other inland countries exposed to the same

excitements, though most of them exhibit squammose

disorders of the surface of some kind or other.

Often In our own country it often shows itself locally and is

locally, restricted to a single limb, as an arm, leg, or soles of the

feet, and it has sometimes fixed on a cheek, an interesting

figure of which is given in Dr. Bateman's Delineations.

Examples of the cornigerous variety, or that in which

the incrustation is accompanied with a sprouting of horns

or horn-shaped projections are by no means uncommon.
andisac- Sir Everard Home has given two cases in the Philoso-

with a"'^ phical Transactions that occurred within his own know-

of'horns^
ledge. The patients were women, about the middle of

Exem- life, or rather later : one had four horns, and the other a
^'"^'

single horn. Each of them grew from a cyst which form-

* Trans. Medico-Cbir. Soc. Vol. ix. p. 52.

+ llecueil des Lettres, &c, xxv. p. 122.
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ed gradually, and at last opened spontaneously and dis- P^J^-H-
charged " a thick gritty fluid."* The foreign journals Lepidosis

*

are full of similar accounts, in some of which the horns ^'^.^l-'^y'?^'^-

are of considerahle length, mostly growing upon the

head, though in a few instances on the hack.f In the

British Museum is shown us, as a curiosity, a horn of

this kind eleven inches long, and two and a half in cir-

cumference at the base. It is said to have issued from a

wen that formed in the head of a woman, and to have

reached its full length in four years.

When these are sinffle they rather perhaps belona; toStiikingex-

, . , , \ . ample in a
the genus ecphyma, and particularly the species verruca Leicester-

and clavus ; but they are very frequently connected with ^'^"^^ heifer.

a dry furfuraceous or scaly skin, often oozing a calcare-

ous material. A very singular example of this complex

modification occurred a few years ago in a Leicestershire

heifer which was publicly exhibited, and of which the au-

thor presented a description and a drawing to the Royal

Society. The whole of the skin was covered with a thick,

dry, chalky scurf, often producing an itching ; and where-

ever the skin was scratched, a calcareous fluid oozed from

it that soon hardened, and put forth corneous, recurvating

excrescences, frequently divaricating, and assuming

sometimes a leafy, sometimes a horn-shaped appear-

ance. The back was covered with them ; over the fore-

head and below the dew-lap they hung in some hundreds

;

many as large as natural horns, and rattling together

whenever the animal moved. The heifer was otherwise

in good health, and secreted the same chalky fluid what-

ever food it was fed upon. '

Medicine has hitherto been found of but little avail Medicine

under any form of this affection. Dr. Willan advises to avail.

^

immerse the incrusted part in water, and to pick off" the f*""' far re-

scales with the finger-nails, while thus soaked. Dr. Bate- ed.

man recommends that the bath should be of sulphureous

waters, and the scales rubbed off" with a flannel or rough

* Phil. Trans. Vol. Lxxxi. 95.

+ Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. i. Ann. i. Obs. 30.—See also Hi5t. de la Societe

Royal de la Medicine, 1776. p. 316.
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Gen. IV. cloth. But both admit that their methods produce only
Spec IV.
Lepid'osis a partial cure ; that the skin does not recover its proper
Ichthyiasis. ^gj5.^yj,g ^^^ ^^^j^ ^j^g eruption wiU probably recur. Dr.
Fish-skm, _ _ , • . i

Bateman further recommends, as having been actually

serviceable, pills made of pitch hardened by flour or any

other farinaceous substance, which makes the cuticle

crack and fall off, as he tells us, without the aid of exter-

In some nal meaus, and leaves a sound skin underneath. Where

maTb^ o? tbere is an evident excess of calcareous earth the most
coiisidera- efficacious remedy is probably to be found in a free use

' of acids, and especially the mineral acids, as in white

urinary sand,* to which this disease bears a near resem-

soiSnf blance. The arsenic solution, however, is worth trying,

but I have no documents of its effects.

* Supra, p. 503,
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GENUS V.

ECPHLYSIS.

OBBICULAR ELEVATIONS OF THE CUTICLE CONTAINING

A WATERY FLUID.

EcPHLTsis ('Ex<pAwif, from «6<pAw^«y, ** ebullio," ** effer- Gew. v.

veo," "to boil or bubble up or over,") imports " vesi- genlrio

cular eruption confined in its action to the surface;"^"™'

as EMFHLYSis, which we have long since described,* is

" vesicular eruption essentially connected with internal

and febrile aflfection." The term is intended to include its import

all those utricles, or minute bladders of the cuticle con-

taining a watery fluid, and not necessarily connected with

internal disease, whether hullde or vesicul3e,hetvfeen which

Dr. Willan has made but little difference in his defini-

tions, except in respect to size ; and which were equally

denominated by the Greek physicians phlyctsense, a term

derived from the present source. And hence the species

that fairly appertain to this genus, appear to be the fol-

lowing :

1. ECPHLYSIS POMPHOLYX. WATER-BLEBS.

2. -n HERPES. TETTER.

3. RHYPIA. SORDID BLAIN.

4. . ECZEMA. HEAT-ERUPTION.

* Vol. III. p. 38.
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SPECIES I.

ECPHLYSIS POMPHOLYX.

ERUPTION OF BLEBS, CONTAINING A REDDISH, TRANS-

PARENT FLUID ; MOSTLY DISTINCT J BREAKING AND
HEALING WITHOUT SCALE OR CRUST.

s^ 1 PoMPHOLYx or pomphus, was used amongst the Greek
Origin of Writers in the same sense asPEMPHix, of which we have

term.
^ treated already,* and equally imported a bladdery tumour

of the skin, distended with a fluid : the Latins denomi-

nated it bulla, of which our own term water-bleb is

Peraphix. an apt and exact representative. Pemphix in the mo-

dern use of the term, is necessarily accompanied with

fever, and hence under the present arrangement is an

EMPHLYsis, as POMPHOLYX, being without fevcr or Other

constitutional affection necessarily connected with it, is

i'emphigus an ECPHLYSIS. The latter is hence denominated Pem-

Fi'encL^
° phigus apyretos by Plenck, and Pemphigus sine pyrexia,

by Sauvages. It has, however, been properly separated

from pemphigus by Dr. Willan, who has arranged it as

it stands in the present work. It offers the four follow-

ing varieties

:

« Benignus. Blebs pea-sized, or filbert-

Mild water-blebs. sized ; appearing successive-

ly on various parts «f the

body ; bursting in three or

four days, and healing rea-

dily.

.5 Diutinus. Blebs gradually growing from

Lingering water- small vesicles to the size of

blebs. walnuts ; yellowish : often

* Vol. III. p. 63. Emphlysis Pemphigus.
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spreading in succession over ^en. v.

the whole body, and interior Ecphiysis'

of the mouth; occasionally fy°'yP^'°-

reproduced, and forming; an Waiei-
* ° blebs.

^
excoriated surface with ul-

ceration. Often preceded by

languor, or other general in-

disposition for several weeks.

Duration from two to four

or five days.

V Quotidianus. Blebs with a dark red base.

Quotidian water-blebs. appearing at night and dis-

appearing in the morning, or

appearing in the morning

and disappearing at night.

Found chiefly on the hands

and legs.

5 Solitarius. Bleb solitary ; but reproduc-

Solitary water-bleb. tive in an adjoining part;

very large, and containing a

tea-cup-full of lymph. Pre-

ceded by tingling : often ac-

companied with languor.

The third, or quotidian variety, is here introduced upon Quotidian

the authority of Sauvages, for it does not occur in Willan, troduced

who seems to have overlooked it : and hence it is not no-^^°"^
^^""

vages, wha
ticed by Bateman. Sauvages, from the time of its more calls it

usual appearance, calls it epinyctis ; butas Vandermonde^P'"^*^''^'

has given a case of an opposite kind, in which the bulla

showed itself daily and subsided nightly, this name will

not properly apply. Frank regards it as a variety of ex- An eczema

zema, or hidroa,* but his arrangement of eruptive dis- of FranL

eases is one of the least masterly parts of his work.

Under wiiatever form, however, the pompholyx appears. General

its causes seem to be debility and irritability either gene-*^^"^^^"

ral or confined to the cutaneous exhalants. The benign

* De Cur. Horn. Morb. Tom, iv. p. 15"^.
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Gen. V. variety has hence heen found in infancy during teething

Ecphiysis ^^d bowel coniplaints, and occasionally immediately after

Pompho- vaccination. The quotidian has evidently succeeded to

Water- great anxiety, fatigue, watching, and low diet. It ap-
biebs. pears also chiefly in persons of advanced age, or wlio have

riety found been uuduly addicted to spirituous liquors. It is by far

Quotidian ^^® most sovcre of all the forms of the disease, as being

the most painful as well as tedious. The other varieties are to be
severe.

referred to like causes.

Medical In early or middle life, Peruvian bark given freely,
treatment,

^j^jj j^j^ improved diet, where necessary, has formed the

most successful remedy. In old age, softening the skin,

and gently exciting the cutaneous exhalants, has been

equally useful : but while the bark is less serviceable in

old age, warm bathing has proved rather injurious in

earlier life.

SPECIES II.

ECPHLYSIS HERPES.

Ecttn\

ERUPTION OF VESICLES IN SMALL, DISTINCT CLUSTERS,'

WITH A RED margin; AT FIRST PELLUCID, AFTER-

WARDS OPARE ; ACCOMPANIED WITH ITCHING OR

tingling; CONCRETING INTO SCABS: DURATION

FROM FOURTEEN TO TM-^ENTT-ONE DATS.

r.EN. V. Herpes from !§«•<», "serpo," **repo," has been used in

Spec, II. ygpy different senses by different writers : being sometimes

specific" restricted to one or two of the modifications of the present

l^"^"^- classification, and by others extended so widely as to in-

used in clude both the preceding and the ensuing genus—or, in

other words, cutaneous ei'uptions, dry, vesicular, and pus-

tular; and in this latitudinarian sense of the term it is

employed by Mr. B. Bell, who gives us a herpes farinosus,

and pustulosus, as well as a herpes railiaris and exedenst

different

senses.
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In the present arrangement the term is limited to Gen. v,

minute and clustering cutaneous vesicular erwpfions EcpWysis

alone, which forms a clear and distinctive indication. The
^^J^^^'

fluid contained in the vesicles is for the most parthiglily import in

acrimonious and excoriating; and hence the terms S^g^^'s anange-

and S«^Ta5 (darsis and dartus) " excoriatio and exco- ^^^"^'^

riatus," have been applied to it ; from which the French

have derived their popular name for it of dartre, which,

by an easy corruption, has been changed in our own
tongue into tetter. Dr. Frank has made herpes a divi- with

sion of porrigo,* in doing which, instead of simplifying ponSgo.

and generalizing cutaneous eruptions, which was obvi-

ously his intention, he has rather perplexed and con-

founded them.

The following are the varieties which seem fairly to

belong to it

:

Vesicles millet-sized
; pellucid ;

clusters commencing at an inde-

terminate part of the surface, and

progressively strewed over the

body ; succeeded by fresh crops.

Vesicles hard ; of the size and or-

igin of the last; clusters throng-

ed ; fluid dense ; yellow or red-

dish ; hot, acrid, corroding the

subjacent skin, and spreading in

serpentine trails.

Vesicles pearl-sized ; the clusters

spreading round the body like a

girdle ; at times confluent. Oc-

casionally preceded by general

irritation or other constitutional

affection.

Miliaris.

Miliary tetter.

^ Excedens.

Erosive tetter.

Zoster.

Shingles.

* De Cur. Horn. Morb. Epit. Tom. iv. p. 133.

tOX. Vc T8
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sp^ c* ^ii
^ Ciroinatus. Vesicles with a reddish base, uni-

Ecphiysis Ring-worm. ting in rings, the area of the rings

Tetici. slightly discoloured^ often fol-

lowed by fresh crops.

« Iris. Vesicles uniting in small rings,

Rain-bow-worm. surrounded by four concentric

rings of different hues; vesicular

and prominent. Usually found

about the hands or insteji.

^ Localis. Limited to particular organs; sta-

Local tetter. tionary, or vicinous.

The FiiisT, or miliary variety, is the herpes miliaris

of Hippocrates and Hoffman, the h. phlyctenodes of Bate-

tetter.^ man. The cause of the peculiar irritability of the skin
DeFcnp-

^jjjj^^ excites tliis affection is very obscure. The lymph

contained in the vesicles is sometimes brownish, and for

the space of two or tliree days, other clusters successively

arise near the former. The eruption commences in any

part of the body. The inclosed lymph sometimes becomes

milky or opake in the course of ten or twelve days, from

an absorption of its finer parts ; and about the fourth day

the inflammation around the vesicles assumes a duller red

hue, while the minute utricles break and discharge their

fluid ; or dry into scales, which fall off, and leave a con-

siderable degree of inflammation below, that still continues

to exude fresh matter, which also forms into cakes, and

falls off like that which preceded. The itching is always

very troublesome: and the matter discharged from the

vesicles is so tough and viscid, that every thing applied

in the way of dressing adheres very closely, and is re-

moved with great trouble and uneasiness.

^E. Hei- To the SECOND or EROSIVE VARIETY, thc Greeks gavc

rfens. the name of £g7r«5 2(ri?«0|ttsvaj, or "herpes esthiomenos," of
Erosive which the Latin herpes exedens is a mere translation,,
tetter.

.

*

Esthiome- The herpes esthiomenos, however, has hitherto been much

cTeeks^^^
misunderstood, and been held of a far severer character

what. than it really possesses, in consequence of an error that
Herpes ex-
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has long since crept into the text of Celsus, and been pro- ^J^^- ^ •

pagated in the common editions, in which he is made to /3"e. Herpes

say that the livid and fetid ulcer which the Greeks call- Esedens.
•'

^ .
Erosive

ed %^iafAsi, sometimes degenerates into a herpes esthiome- tetter.

iios, or cxedens, *' eating herpes;" as though the herpes Correction

exedens formed the worst and most gangrenous stage of|^^^,\^'jp*^°"jJ,^

this ulcer. In the volume of Nosology I have examined Ceisut.

this passage critically, and have shown that for herpes

esthiomenos we ought to read cpayi^xivx, " the ulcer called

phagedsena^^^ as it is properly given in the corrected text

of the variorum edition, which settles the dispute at once,

and clears Celsus from the absurdity which has been as-

cribed to him of converting a cutaneous vesicular affec-

tion into a deep spreading ulcer of a cancerous charac-

ter. Celsus, therefore, in reality makes no mention what-

ever of the hei'pes exedens or esthiomenos ; and it is to

other writers we must turn for its character. Galen has

described it very accurately : and in the volume of Noso-

logy I have copied and translated Galen's description, as

it occurs in different partsof his writings. The definition

given of it above, is entirely taken from his representa-

tion. The ulcerative ring-worm of Dr. Bateman is, per-

hapvS, a modification of this variety : it is of tedious and

difficult cure, but is limited to hot climates.

Where this variety is connected, as it is sometimes Under

found to be, with the state of the constitution, and parti-
ficif,]™''"'"

cularly of the stomach, and the patches are accompanied called

with a sensation of actual burning or scalding, so as to

resemble a more papulated form of measles, like the mea-

sles of this modification, they are denominated nirles in

some parts of Scotland.

The THIRD VARIETY, HERPES ZOSTER, is the ZOHQ >E.Herpes

ignea of many writers, both which terms imply a belt or g",^|^'''jgg

girdle, and are evidently given to the eruption from its Zona

ordinary seat and course as surrounding the body. The
'°"^"

latin word for these is cingulum, and from cingulum our

own SHINGLES has been derived in a corrupt way.
A slight constitutional affection sometimes precedes DcEciip.

the appearance of this form, as sickness and head-ache,
"""'
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s^f.Xf ^"* ^y "^ means generally ; for in most instances the first

yE.Herpes symptoms are those of heat, itching, and tingling in some
zoster.

pj^j.^. pf ^j trunk, which, when examined, is found to be
Shingles. ^ 7 y 7

Zona studded with small red patches of an irregular shape, at
'S"^^' a little distance fi-om each other, upon each of which nu-

merous minute elevations are seen clustering together.

These, when accurately inspected, are found to be dis-

tinctly vesicular ; in the course of twenty-four hours they

enlarge to the size of small pearls, are perfectly trans-

parent, and filled with a limpid fluid. The clusters are

of various diameter, from one to two, or even three inches,

and are surrounded by a narrow red margin, in conse-

q^uence of the extension of the inflamed base a little be-

Pfpgtesr. yond the congregated vesicles. During three or four

days other clusters continue to arise in succession, and

V. ith considerable regularity, that is nearly in a line with

the first, extending always towards the spine at one ex-

tremity, and towards the sternum or linea alba at the

other; most commonly passing round the waist like half

a sash, but sometimes, like a sword-belt, across the shoul-

der. As the patches which first appeared subside, the

vesicles become partially confluent, and assume a livid or

blackish hue, and terminate in thin dark scabs, the walls

of the utricles being thickened by the exsiccation of the

Termina- grosser parts of the contained fluid. The scabs fall off

"°"' about the twelfth or fourteenth day, when the exposed sur-

face of the skin appears red and tender; and, where the

ulceration and discharge have been considerable, is pit-

Compiaint ted with numerous cicatrices. The complaint is general-
generaiiy jy (jf little Importance, but is sometimes accompanied, es-
of little im •' . ,, , , ,.

' ^ . . , .

portance. pccially on thc decline oi the eruption, with an intense

deep-seated pain in the chest, which is not easily allayed

But is said by medicine. By some authors, as Hoffman and Platner,

teri^inatod '^ ^^ Said to be occasionally malignant and dangerous, and
fatally in Lauguis alludcs to two cases in noblemen that terminated

babiy mis- fatally.* The disorder, however, seems in these in=

taken. stances to have been of a different kind from shingles,

* Epist. Med, p. llfl.
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and to have depended upon a morbid state of the consti- Gew. v.
OP£Ca II.

tution.* y E. Her-

Tliis affection is found most frequently in the summer Pf*^"^^^'^-

and autumn, when the skin is most irritable from in- Zona' ig-

creased action ; and in persons of a particular diathesis,
pje^jspoj.

disposed to herpes, rather than to any other form of scaly ing and

eruption. Under these circumstances slight exciting cau- causes!"

ses will produce it, as exposure to cold after violent ex-

ercise w ith great heat ; cold cucurbitaceous vegetables,

or other substances that disagree with the stomach ; in- '

ebriety; or even a sudden paroxysm of passion or other

strong mental emotion, of whic4i Schwarz tells us that he

had seen not less than three cases.f It is more common
to early than to later life, being fonnd principally between

twelve and twenty-five years of age. It has sometimes

appeared critical in bowel complaints, or pulmonic affec-

tions.:!: It does not seem to be contagious, though as- Not coma-

serted to be so by some writers. " In the course of my fhough as

attendance," says Dr. Bateman, '*at the Public Dispen- served to

sary during eleven years, between thirty aitd forty cases some wri-

of shingles have occurred, none of which were traced to*^"^^*

a contagious origin, or occasioned the disease in other

individuals."

The RING-WORM is a still slighter variety of herpes<f E. Her-

than shingles, both with respect to disquieting symptom.s,^*^^^^"^'^''

and range of the disease. Here the vesicles are restrict- Ring-

ed to the circumference of the herpetic patch, thus form- oescrip-

ing an annular outline; the central area, however, in^'O"-

some degree participating in the inflammation, becomes

roughish and of a dull red colour, and throws off an ex-

foliation as the vesicles decline, lea\ing a red and ten-

der surface beneath. The process is completed in about

a week : but a fresh crop of herpetic circles often spring

up in the neighbourhood, or in some other part of

the body; and, as such crops are occasionally repeated

* Plumbe, on Diseases of the Skin, p. 140. 8vo. 1824.

i Diss, de Zona Serpiginosa. Hal. 1745.

t Bateman on Cutaneous Diseases, p. 227. 8vo, 181.",
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Gen. V. many times in succession, the course of the disease is not

iTE. Hei- unfrequently protracted through a long j»eriod, and mi-
pescirci-

ffpates over the entire surface from face to foot. Yet no
natus. "^

Ring- other inconvenience attends it than a disquieting itching

Terraina- ^"^ tingling in the patches. It is found most frequently

tion. in children, and, though deemed contagious, affords no

chiefly in ""^al ground for such an opinion. It has, indeed, been
children, traced in some instances, in several children of the same
Probably school or family at Ihe same time ; but perhaps only w iiere

"ious. the same occasional cause, v\ hatever that may be, has been

operating upon all of them: while in most instances, the

examples have consisted in single patients who have not

been debarred communication or even sleeping with their

school-fellows, or other branches of a family.

eE. Her- The EAiN-Bow WORM or tetter is of rare occurrence,

Rain-bow ^"^ ^^^ ^i ^''* Willau at fipst mistaken for an exanthem,
worm. in consequence of his ha\ingonly seen it in its earliest

by Wiiian stagc : OH which account in the first edition of his Table
for a rash. Qf Classification he called it a rain-bow^ rash. The error

has been corrected by Dr. Bateman, to whom we are in-

Usual seat, debted for the first accurate description of it. Its usual

seat is on the back of the hands, or the palms and fingers,

sometimes on the instej). The patches are very small,

and at their full size do not exceed that of a sixpence.

Origin. Its first appearance is that of an efflorescence, but by de-

Progress, grees the concentric and iridescent rings become distinctly

formed and \esiculated, and even the area partakes of the

vesication and becomes an umbo. The utricles are dis-

tended in about nine days, they continue stationary for

Decline, two days more, and then gradually dec line, and disappear

a week afterw ards. The central \ esicle is of a } ellow ish-

white colour ; the innermost ring of a dark or brownish-

red; the second of nearly the central tint; the third,

which is narrower than tl»e rest, is dark-red ; the fourth,

or outermost, which does not appear till the seventh,

eighth, or ninth day, is of a light-red hue, and is gradu-

ally lost in the ordinary colour of the skin.

Only found This variety has only been seen in young persons, and

person"^ IS Unconnected with any constitutional affection. Its
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excitinff cause is not known : though it has occasionally Gen, v.
^

• J • L '"PEC. II.

followed a severe cataiHial affection, accompanied withjE.Her-

hoarseness. It has also occasionally recurred several times
fj^^^."^^^^

in the same person, always occupying the same parts and worm.

going througii its course in the same periods of time.

The LOCAL RING-WORM is accomoanied with a consi-'^E. Her-

• • •• • -x X- • pes localis,

derable sense of heat and itching or tingling irritation in Local tet-

the region in which it originates. That of tlie lip renders ter.

o
1 1 • p 1 J Of the lip:

the adjoining parts hard, and tumid, and painrul, and

especially the angle of the mouth ; the form is usually se-

ir.icircular; and though the herpes does not spread to any

considerable distance, it is swnetimes found at the same '

time within the mouth, forming imperfect rings on thewithintho

tonsils and uvula, and producing an herpetic sore throat.
"^°'^*'*

'

It usually appears, however, as a symptom or sequel of

some disease of the abdominal viscera, and sometimes

proves critical to them. It terminates, as in other cases,

in ten or fifteen days in dark thick scabs, which form

over a red and tender new cuticle.

The local ring-worm of the prepuce is apt to be mis- of the pre-

taken at first for a chancre, and still more so, 'f» under the Pp"^^
j^^

influence of this mistake, it be treated with irritants; for mistaken

the base will then become much more thickened and in-cre.

flamed, and the natural course of the vesicles will be inter- How to be

rupted. If the eruption be loft alone, it will prove itself guisbed.

in about twenty-four hours by the enlargement and dis-

tinct form of the vesicles, and their assuming an annular

line. They die away after having run their course, as in

the other varieties. The exciting cause of this is not

known. It has been ascribed, however, by Mr. Pearson,

to a previous use of mercury. Like several of the other

modiiications it has a tendency to recur, after it has

once shown itself.

No internal use of medicine is necessary in the treat- General

ment of any of the varieties of herpes, except where the
j^^^l^J^j^

constitution becomes affected from the irritation; and in

such case, a gentle purgative or two should be adminis-

tered at first, and a plan of tonics be laid down after-

wards, the diet being simple and plain.
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Gen. V.
Spec. II.

Ecphlysis

Herpes,
Tetter.

Treat-
nient.

External applications are almost of as little avail, for

the eruption must have time to run through its course,

and if this be interrupted we shall certainly prolong the

period, and add to the irritation. Stimulating ointments

and lotions were in use formerly but they liavenow been

judiciously laid aside as only tending to exacerbate the af-

fection. Where from the viscosity of the discharged fluid

the vesicles are apt to adhere to the clothes or whatever

covering they come in contact with, they may be covered

with a layer of cetaceous cerate on lint : but a layer of lint

alone will be most useful in the local variety of the pre-

puce, as even oleaginous applications are apt to irritate the

disease when in that quarter. Dr. Frank affirms that

herpes is sometimes congenital, sometimes hereditary, and

sometimes epidemic : but as lie has blended herpes with

porrigo, and has not indicated the particular forms of

disease he alludes to, it is no easy task either to confirm

or oppose the remark.*

SPECIES III. 1

ECPHLYSIS RHYPIA. ^

Sovtitti i^Iatn.

ERUPTION OF BROAD, TLATTISH, DISTINCT VESICLES J

BASE SLIGHTLY INFLAMED*. FLUID SANIOUS; SCABS

THIN AND superficial: EASILY RUBBED OFF AND

REPRODUCED.

Gen. V. For a distinct arrangement of this species in medical
Spec,

"'classification, we are altogether indebted to Dr. Batcman,
Rupia of ^\^Q j^as denominated it ruviaf from Vt"*^*?* " sordes," as

indicative of the ill-smeil and sordid condition 01 the dis-

eased parts : and in his Delineations has given two very

excellent and instructive coloured plates of its appearance

Name why under different modifications. 'Pwr«f, however, with its
changed. '

>-,

'

. -
, ., . ^ - .^.^ ..

^_ ^

.

' DeCiir. Horn. Morb. Epit, ut supra.
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aspirate and the ordinary power of the v should be rcn- "^'Kn. v,

dared in Latin characters rhtpia as now given, and only kcphiysis

altered for the sake of greater correctness. SonUd
The species offers three varieties as follow : biain.

«, Simplex. Scab flat; livid or blackish 5

Simple sordid blain. shape circular.

« Prominens. Scab elevated, conical, and

Limpet-shelled blain. blackish ; shape, limpet-

shelled.

V Escharotica. Sanious discharge erosive.

Erosive blain. producing gangrenous es-

chars.

The vesicles under this species never become conflu- General

ent : their progress is slow, and leads to an ill-condition- '

'

'

ed discharge which concretes into thin, superficial, and

chocolate-coloured scabs, of the distinctive characters no-

ticed above. When the ulcers under the scab, in the two

first varieties, heal, they still leave the surface of a livid

or blackish colour, as if from a pigment in the rete mu-

cosum. The second variety assumes the direct form and

swell of a small limpet-shell with its open part downwards, Limpet-

, , ., ,
.

1 I I Jt shelled va-
but its colour is much darker.* riety.

All the modes of this eruption are connected with a

debilitated, and hence frequently with a cachectic state

of the system, and the first is sometimes accompanied

with symptoms resembling those produced by a morbific

poison. Tliey occasionally make a near approach to the

ecthymataf but differ in the form, shape, and size of the

vesicle, and in the colour and consistence of the contained

fluid, as consisting of flattened muddy blains, and forming

larger and more circular scabs.

The escharotic variety affects only infants and young Escharotic

children when reduced by bad diet and nursing, or some

severe disease, as the small-pox. The vesicles are gene-

rally found on the loins, thighs, and other extremities,

and appear to contain a corrosive sanies : some of them

* Batemanj ut supra, p. 237.

T See the ensuing Genus, Species nr, Ecpyeti?, Ecthyma,

vol. T. 79
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frequently terminate in gangrenous eschars, which leaA^e

Ecphiysis deep indentations.

^oriUli"
^^ '^® disease is only to be combated by supporting the

biain. system, and restoring' it to a state of vicjour by means of
Mode or ... , . ° „
fieatmcnt. gooo, light, nutritu)us diet, and the use of alterative and

atonic medicines, as the compound pill of the submuriate

of mercury, bark, columbo, and sarsaparilla.

SPECIES IV.

/

ECPHLYSIS ECZEMA.

EKUPTIOJV Oi? MINUTE, ACUMINATED VliSlCIiESj DIS-

TINCT, BDT CLOSELY CROWDING ON EACH OTHER
J

PELLUCID OR MILKY ; WITH TROUBLESOME ITCHING

OR tingling; terminating in thin SCALES Oil

SCABS ; OCCASIONALLY SURROUNDED BY A BLUSHING
HALO.

sJ-Ec" iv'
Eczema from ty/(iu, " efferveo," is the hidroa of Sauvages

Origin of and Vogel : it is common to all countries in the summer,

teTm.
^ *^"d has been described in all ages. Its proximate cause

Ordinary js irritation in consequence of exposure to the direct rays
cause ex- * * ''

cess of of the sun, or to air heated to a high temperature, or

violent exercise. Hence it chiefly affects those parts that

are most exposed to this influence, as the face, neck, and

fore arms in women, but particularly the back of the

hands and fingers ; the latter being sometimes so tumefied

that the rings cannot be drawn off. The blushing halo

by which they are surrounded is popularly called a heat-

spot. In men of a sanguine temperament, and who use

violent exercise in hot weather, these vesicles are inter-

Often con- mixed in various places with minute pustules possessing

wlth^phiy- ^ iiard, circular base, the phlyzacium of Willan, or with

?aci» or bard and painful tubercles, which appear in succession,

sttid rise to the size of small boils, ajid suppurate very
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slowly, though without a central core. The vesicles are ^^^^- \-

apt to be confounded with two other eruptions of very dif- Ecphiysis

ferent kinds: miliaria, while it spreads widely over the !^/^°™=*'

"

body, and scabies, wlien fixed chiefly about the wrists, tion.

the ball of the thumbs, and the fingers. It is, 'however,
g^i^p^j^^^^g

distinguishable from the former by being unaccompanied ciniounded

with fever or any other constitutional derangement; and ^^^ '^T'

'^

from the latter by the pellucidity and acumination of the scabies,

vesicles, the closeness and uniformity of their distribu- Howdistin-

tion, and the absence of surrounding inflammation, orS"'^'!^'^'^-

subsequent ulceration. The sensation, moreover, to

which it gives rise, is that of a smarting or tingling ra-

ther than of an itching.

The eruption is irregularly successive, and has no de- Progres?.

terminate period of decline, which very much depends

upon the irritability of the skin itself. Generally, how-

ever, it runs its course in tv^'o or three weeks, and sub-

sides slowly and almost imperceptibly. But where the

skin is highly irritable it will sometimes continue till the

weather grows cool in the autumn, and consequently for

two or even three months.

Medicine external or internal seems to accomplish but Medical

little. The re-action of a cold bath, in most cases, in-
''^^^™^"*-

creases the irritation : and hence a tepid bath is most

serviceable. Astringent lotions add equally to the irrita-

bility, as do unguents of all kinds. Washing the parts

with mild or Windsor soap and tepid water, I have found

most effectual—when, in a few days, the skin will bear a

soap of a coarser kind with still more advantage. Where
the irritability of the skin is connected with that of the

general frame, the mineral acids, and other astringent

tonics, have proved decidedly beneficial.

The eczema impetiginodes of Dr. Bateman is an ec- Eczema

zema set down on an impetiginous habit of the skin, and dTs^of
^'

is hence a mixed complaint. His eczema ruhrum or mer' Bateman.

(mriale has already been described as an erythema.*

* Krythema vesiculate. Vol. ii, p. f?59
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GENUS VI.

ECPYESIS.

ERUPTION OF SMALL PUSTULES DISTINCT OR CONELUENT;
HARDENING INTO CRUSTULAR PLATES.

c.Eff. VI. EcpTEsis is a Greek term from e>tiru*', " suppuro." It

the^gen°eric ^^ ^^^^^ "'"^^^ '" contradistiiiction to EMPTESis already
term, employed* to import deep-seated suppurations; and

tinguished Consequently is intended to describe pustular eruptions
fromem- gimpiy cutaueous, or not necessarily connected with in-

ternal affection as opposed to those which result from an

internal cause. The genus, therefore, embraces the pus-

tulse of Dr. Willan, which he has correctly defined " ele-

vations of the cuticle with an inflamed base containing

pus."

Origin of The old English term for ecpyesis or pustula in this

En^H^h sense of the word is scallf from the Saxon scala or scea-

terrascaii. la, not essentially different from the medical sense of

scale. The scall was of two kinds, dry and moist : both

Arabic and "^^'^'ch are clearly referred to in the Levitical law that

Hebrew governed in the matter of plague. The former is there

s^ap°h"a"ta^* denominated AnSD (saphat), as we have already observ-
netei?. gj when treating of lepra, and the latter, or the erup-

tion before us, pn3 (netek).f The Arabians, like our own
ancestors, denominated both these by a common name
(sahafata) from (sahaf), squammse, or rather from the

Hebrew A12D (saphat) : distinguishing the one from

the other, like our ancestors also, by the adjuncts dry

and humid : so that the sahafata of the Arabians is a

direct synonym of the old English or Saxon scale. In

our established version the Hebrew pn3 (netek), which

the netek imports the eruptioH before us or humid scall, is by mis-
of the Le-
vitical

code: . *VoLni. p. 77. t Lpviticiis xiii. 30. 81.
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take rendered dry scall, which, as remarked above, is a Gen. yi.

A12D (saphat). The expletive dry does not occur in the hu'^i^w'^

original, and that pr\^ (netek) denotes humid scall rather ^'^^^'•

than dry scall is clear from the explanation contained in

the bible-context, in which it is represented as a scall

seated on the hair or beard, and affecting its strength and

colour, forming so thick a crust, or scab, that its removal

by shaving cannot be accomplished, or ought not to be

attempted. It is distinctly, therefore, a porrigo or scabby

scall, and is thus verbally rendered in the Latin version which is

of Tremellius and Junius, forming one of the species of'^'j-jgo^by

the present ffenus : and seems to be one of the two modi- several of

«. ...... ",
J .^ -the Latin

ncations of it which, in our own language, are denominated versions.

honeycomb-scall, and scalled-head. ©gasuff^a, by which ^^'^^"^™^

netek is rendered in the Septuagint, is literally crust, a

very significant term in common use to express the pecu-

liar nature of the scab that hardens on the porriginous

sore. Tetter, a corruption from the French dartre, or Tetter

the Greek 5«gT«f, has of late years been used synonymously rived.*^^

'^"

with scall, and has almost supplanted it: but the proper

meaning of dartre, or tetter, is herpes, to which, in this

work, it is confined, an excoriating eruption of a vesicular

or ichorous kind.

The species that belong to this genus are the follow-

ing :—

1. ECPVESIS IMPETIGO. RUNNING SCALL,

2. PORRIGO. SCABBY SCALL.

3. ECTHYMA. PAPULOUS SCALL.

4. SCABIES. ITCH.

All these specific terms have been very loosely employed. All these

and in very ditFerent significations by most writers. They
tTeeTio^o^se-

are here limited to the definite senses assigned them by'y empioy-

Dr. Willan ; and, with tlie exception of ecthyma, bj ^y.

*"^™*"^"

Celsus, whom Willan has followed. Ecthyma does not

occur in Celsus, though it is found in Galen, but in a
sense somewhat different from its use in modern times, as

will be further noticed hereafter.
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SPECIES I.

ECYPESIS IMPETIGO,

a^unntng .Stall.

PUSTULES CLUSTERING, YELLOW, ITCHING
J
TERMINAT-

ING IN A YELLOW SCALY CRUST, INTERSECTED AVITH

CRACKS.

Gen. VI. The specific term is a derivative from impeto " to infest;"

'it is used in its ordinary and restrained sense as opposed

to the unauthorised latitude assigned to it by Professor

Frank, who, as already observed, employs it as the name

for an entire class, and the following are the varieties the

species offers us

:

« Sparsa.

Scattered humid ScalL

/3 Herpetica.

Herpetic Scall.

./ Erythematica.

Erythematic Scall.

Clusters loose; irregularly

scattered ; chiefly over the

extremities ; often suc-

ceeded by fresh crops.

Clusters circular, crowded

with pustules, intermixed

with vesicles; often with

exterior concentric rings

surrounding the interior

area as it heals ; itching

accompanied with heat

and smarting. Chiefly in

the hands and wrists.

Pustules scattered; preced-

ed by erythematic blush

and intumescence ; often

by febrile or other consti-

tutional affection. Chief-

ly in the face, ^neck, and

rhest.
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§ Laminosa. Pustules confluent; chiefly Gen. vi.

Laminated Scall. in the extremities ; the Ecp^y^is

'

aserescate scabs forming ^n^petigo.

. . 7 , . • • Running
a thick, rough, and rigid scaii.

casing around tlje aff*ected

limb, so as to impede its

motion ; a thin ichor ex-

suding from the numerous

cracks.

e Exedens. The purulent discharge cor-

Erosive Scall. roding the skin and cel-

lular membrane.

^ Localis. Confined to a particular

Local humid Scall. part; mostly the hands or

fingers ; and produced by

external stimulants, as

sugar or lime.

The differences are sufficiently clear from these defi- General

iiitions. The first variety, or scattered humid scall, ^ e. impe-

has sometimes been confounded with varieties of porrigo tigospaisa.

1 . . , i • r ji Scattered
and SCABIES, constituting two subsequent species ot tnehumia

present genus. It differs from porrigo, however, in iiav- ^'^^^^ •

ing the purulent discharge succeeded by an ichorous hu- confounded

inour soon after the eruption has shown itself, and in the
r'o'and°"

"

possession of a thinner and less extensive scab. It differs scabies.

from scabies in its more copious exsudation of ichor, How distin*

all • i-i •! 11 guishable.
when the latter is secreted, in the magnitude and slower

progress of the utricles, and in the sensation of heat and

smarting, rather than of itching which accompanies it.

And differs from both in being uncontagious.

The ERYTHEMATic FORM commences with the ordi-> E. impe-

nary signs of an erysipelas, as a redness and puffy swell- maticZ

ing of the upper part of the face, with an edema of the Erythema-

i-i 11.. .
tic variety,

cye-lids; and the irritation is sometimes accompanied with humid

some degree of pyrexy for two or three days. But a cri- How dis-

tical eye will easily perceive that, instead of the smooth tinguisha-

polish of the erysipelas, there is a slight inequality on the eiysip°eTa?.

surface as if it were obscurely papulated, and in a day or

two the disease will show its true character by the form-
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Gen. VI. ation of numerous psydracions pustules over the inflamed

„ E. impe-^"!*^ humid skin, instead of the large irregular bullae of

ligoeryihe-the crvsipelas. The pustules are formed with a sense of
jnatica. . i-i i iiiii*
Erythema- heat, Smarting and itching, and, as they break, they dis-

tic variety, charge a hot and acrid fluid, which adds to the irritation
humid *-* '

• /> 1 1

scaii. and excoriation of the surface. In this painful condition

the face, or other part, remains for ten days or a fortnight,

when the discharge begins to diminish, and to concrete

into thin yellowish scabs. Fresh pustules, however,

arise in the neighbourhood, and the disease runs on from

one to two or three months, according to the irritability

of the skin and its tendency to be affected by continuous

sympathy. It has sometimes perambulated the entire

surface from head to foot: during the whole of which

course the constitution is scarcely disturbed, or in any

way affected.

JE.impe- 'I'he LAMINATED HUMID scALL is somctimes Conjoined
tigo lami-

jjj ^}jg lower limbs with cellular dropsy, and produces

Laminated severe ulceration : and its casing or incrustation occa-

scaii'.^
sionally extends to the fingers and toes, and destroys the

nails, being succeeded by nails of an imperfect fabrica-

tion, thick, notched, and irregular,

t E. Tmpe- The EROSIVE FORM is rare, and highly intractable. It
ugo exe- commences on the side of the chest or trunk of the body-
dens. •' '

Erosive hu- and gradually extends itself. The pustules are here in-
nud scan,

^gj-^jxed \\itli vesicles, the fluid is peculiarly acrid and

erosive, and the skin and cellular texture are slowly, but

deeply and extensively destroyed, with very great pain

and irritation : insomuch that the disease is said by some,

though with little foundation, to be of a cancerous nature.

i^E. Tmpe- The LOCAL FORM IS mostly produced by the use of irri-

Locarhu-^'tant materials, constantly applied to the parts affected,

mid scaii. ^jjich are chiefly the hands, as sugar among the labour-

ers in grocery warehouses, and lime among bricklayers.

Grocer's Whence this variety has been vulgarly called Grocer's

Bdckiay. Itch, ov Bricklayer's Itch. According to the peculiar

cr's Itch, character of the skin the eruption is sometimes vesicular,

and belongs to the preceding genus, being a modification

of eczema ; but more generally pustulous, and appertains
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astrin-
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to the ccniis before us. lu neither instance does it seem ^*n. vi.
° Spec. I.

to be contagious. 4- e. impe-

Most of the causes enumerated under xepriasis, and ['°° ^°'=^-

many of the species of ecphlysis operate in the present Local hu-

species, as general debility or relaxation, with a skin pe- ulicoma-

culiarly irritable; poor diet; filth; fatigue; and local g'^i's

stimulants. And hence, where the constitution seems to causes,

catenate with the disease, the same general remedies have Medical

»iti 11 treatment.
been lounu successful; as the alkalies, sulphur taken

freely, Plummer's pill, the alterative decoctions or infu- Alterants.

sions of dulcamara, ledum palustre, juniper-tops, sarsa-

parilla, and raezereon ; together with a frequent use of

warm bathing for the purpose of purifying and softening

the skin. In connexion with these we should have recourse External

to such external applications as may best tend to diminish ".PP''ca-

the irritability of the cutaneous vessels and give tone to

their action. The most useful of these are the metallic Metaiii,;

oxydes, with the exception of those of lead which are

rarel}'^ useful, at least if employed alone : and are often gp"'^'

found injurious. About ten grains of sublin>ate dissolved

in a pint of distilled water, with a small proportion of

muriated ammonia, will frequently prove a valuable re-

medy. Or the oxyde of zinc may be aj)plied in the form

of an ointment, which I have often found serviceable,

prepared in the manner already noticed under the spe-

cies prurigo. Lime-water is also recommended by many Lime-

writers, and has proved useful as a stimulant astringent ;^^^'°'*

as have also solutions of alum, and sulphate of zinc, and

sulphurct of potash, the old liver of sulphur : but 1 have

found them less useful than the ziuc ointment.

The acrid oil contained in the shell of the cashew-nut Cashew

-

has often been employed with great advantage in some""'"'''

of these varieties and especially where the disease is de-

cidedly local, and a local change of action is the grand
desideratum. In many cases, however, the skin is too Skin wiii

irritable for stimulants of any kind, and will only hear
Jgar^gj'j'^J!

warm water, or a decoction of mallows, poppy-heads, oriawts.

digitalis: afterwhich the excoriated surface may be illined

with cream or an emulsion of almonds. In general, nevcr-

TOL. V. Sn
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^PEc\^'
^^*®^^^^* astringent stimulants agree far better with this

Ecpyesis
' affcction than with herpes. The burning and maddening

SS°" P^^" ^" ^"^^ erosive scall can rarely be alleviated but by
Scaii. opium. The Harrowgate waters are generally recora-

,„g„^
' mended, and in many instances have certainly been found

useful.

SPECIES II.

ECPYESIS PORRIGO.

Scabbg Stall.

PUSTUIES STRAW COLOURED; CONCRETING INTO SCALES

OR YELLOW SCABS.

Gen. VI. This is the porrigo of Cclsus and Willan, from porrigo

P(frrigo of
" *® Spread about;" and the tinea of Sauvages and most

Ceisus and of the nosologists. It offers the following varieties

:

Willan.

« Crustacea. Pustules commencing on the

Milky Scall. cheeks or forehead in patches;

scabs often confluent, cover-

ing the whole face with a con-

tinuous incrustation. Found.
• chiefly in infants during the

period of lactation.

fi Galeata. Pustules commencing on the

Scalled-head. scalp in distinct, often distant

patches; gradually spreading

till the whole head is covered

as with a helmet; cuticle be-

low the scabs, red, shining,

dotted with papillous aper-

tures, oozing fresh matter;

roots of the hair destroyed

:

contagious. Found chiefly in

children during dentition»
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Favosa.

Honey-comb scall.

Lupinosa.

Lupine-scall.

Pustules common to the head, Gen. vr.

trunk, and extremities j
pea- Ecpyesis

'

sized; flattened at 'the top ;
P°^[^'g°-

in clusters, often uniting jScaii.'

discharge fetid ; scabs honey-

combed, the cells filled with

fluid. Found both in early

and adult age.

Pustules minute in small

patches, mostly commencing
on the scalp ; patches termi-

nating in dry, delving scabs

resembling lupine seeds j the

interstices often covered with

a thin, whitish, exfoliating

incrustation. Found chiefly

in early life.

Pustules very minute,with little

fluid
J seated on the scalp

:

terminating in scurfy scales.

Found chiefly in adults.

Clusters of very minute pus-

tules seated on the scalp in

circular plots of baldness

with a brown or reddish, and

somewhat furfuraceous base.

Found chiefly in children.

The FIRST VARIETY is the crusta ladea of numerous ^E.Porri-

authors, the tinea ladea of Sauvages, so called from the g° crusta-

milky or rather the creamy appearance and consistency Milky

of the discharge, whence the French name of croute de^*^^^*:
"-' Crusta

lait, and our own of milky scall. It is almost exclusively lactea, or

a disease of infancy, at which period the skin of the head ^'"^f ^u^."

is peculiarly tender and delicate. It commences ordi-^^ofs.

narily on the foreiiead and cheeks in an eruption of la'it."'^

numerous minute and yellowish white pustules, which
are crowded together upon a red surface, and break and ment?^"^^

discharge a viscid fluid that concretes into thin yellowish

scabs. As the pustular patches spread the discharge is

Furfuracea.

Furfuraceous scall.

^ Circinata.

Ring-worm scall.
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Sfec^u ^'^"^wed, and continues to be tbrown forth from beneath

ct E. Porri- the scabs increasing their thickness and extent till the
go^crusta-

foj-ghead, and sometimes the cheeks and entire face become
Milky covered as with a cap ; the eve-lids and nose alone re-
Scall

maining free from the incrustation. Tlie quantity of the

discharge varies considerably, so that in some instances

the scabs are nearly dry. As they fail off and cease to
rogress.

^^ rencw^ed, a red and tender cuticle is exposed to view,

like that in impetigo, but witliout a tendency to crack

into fissures. Smaller patches are occasionally formed

about the neck and breast, and even on the extremities,

and the disease rujis on for several weeks, sometimes

several months : during which the constitution suffers but

little except from a troublesome itching which sometimes

interferes with the rest, and destroys the digestion. And,

where the last takes place, a foundation is immediately

laid for general debility, and especially for torpitude and

enlargement of the mesenteric glands. In many instances

.

the eruption returns at irregular intervals, after having

appeared to take its leave -, apparently reproduced by

cutting additional teeth, or some other irritation. Dr.
Termina- g^^ack affirms that, when the disease is about to termi-

iiate, the urine acquires the smell of that voided by cats;

and that, where there is no tendency to this change of

odour, the disease is generally of long continuance. It

is singular that, notwithstanding the extensive disfigure-

ment and sometimes depth of the ulcerations, no perma-

nent scar or deformity is hereby produced.

/3E. Porri- The SECOND VARIETY or scALLED HEA.D Originates

Icaiied-
^'

generally in the scalp, and consists of pustules somewhat
head.

larger, and loaded with a still more viscid material than
Descnp- o '

tion. the first. The pustules are circular in form with a flattisb,

^°"'"®"^^' and irregular edge. They sometimes commence on the

cheeks, but where the face is affected the oixlinary course

is from the scalp towards the cheeks by the line of the

ears. They are usually accompanied with a considerable

degree of itching, and harass children from six months to

four or five years of age. The disease is rarely found in

P»ogr«sB. adults. From the quantity of the discharge the hair is
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matted together, the scabs become considerably thicken- Gen.vi..

ed, the ulceration Rj)reads into the integuments, and the^jE. Por-*

indurated patches seem, in some cases, to be fixed uponj^s" gaiea-

a quagmire of offensive fluid. The lymphatic system, ifscaiied-

not in a state of debility before the appearance of the erup-
Lymphatic

tion, soon becomes affected and exliibits marks of inita- system

tion, but whether from general debility or absorbed acri- felted.

'

mony it is difficult to say. The glands on the side of the Glandular

neck enlarge and harden, exhibiting at first a chain of'"""°""^^*

small tumours lying loose under the skin ; after which

some of them inflame, the integuments become discolour-

ed, and a slow and painful suppuration ensues. The
ears unite in the inflammation, and from behind them,

or even from their interior a considerable quantity of the

same viscous and fetid fluid is posred forth. In some

cases the submaxillary and parotid glands catenate in the

inflammatory action. The fluid is peculiarly acrimonious, Fluid pe-

and consequently whatever part of the body it lights upon ac/imo-

accidentally becomes affected by its influence. Hence the"'o"s.

arms and breasts of nurses evince frequently the same

complaint, and otiier domestics receive the disease by

contagion. Its duration is uncei-tain, but it is more D'^^tJon

, , ., ^, ,. . J T 4.
" • uncertain.

manageable than the preceding species : and ii not main-

tained by the irritation of teething or any other excite-

ment, it may be conquered in a few weeks.

The HONEY-COMB SCALL, Or THIRD VARIETY, differs^ E. Porri-

very little from the preceding except in the seat of the
f^olfe^?^'

patches and in an increased size and thickness of the scab, mmb scaii.

which is often cellular or honey-combed. And as pustules ^^^^^^ „ li^^

of this form have been called favi, from their resemblance P'eceding.

to honey-combs, this variety of the disease from the time of favosa.

Ali Abbas to the present has been distinguished by t^ie
^J^^^^^^^^^^

name of tinea favosa, scabies favosa, or porrigo favosa, authors.

By Dr. Battman it is united with the preceding variety.

The colour of the scab is yellowish or greenish, and semi-

transparent,its surface highly irregular, and indented,and

its consistency softish. The pustules are found on the

face, trunk, and extremities. The irritation they produce

excites the little sufferer to be perpetually picking and
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Gen. VI. scratchina: them about the edffes.by which means the skin'
SPKC II

o ' s/

^E. Poi-' is kept sore and the ulceration extended. This is parti-

rigofavo- cularly the case about the heels and roots of the toes, the

Honey- extremities of which last are sometimes ulceratt d, while

Odour^so"
*'^® pustules cven creep under the nails. The odour from

rank and this and the preceding variety is not only most rank and

as o"t^en^o offensive to the smell, but occasionally inflames the eyes

inflame the of nurscs and Others who are officially surrounded by its
eyes of

nurses. VapOUr.

/E. Porri- The XTJPisTE VARIETY is peculiarly characterized by
go upino-

^j^g driness of its scabs, which are formed upon small clus-

Lupine ters of minutc pustules, the finer part of whose fluid is

rapidly absorbed, so that the part remaining concretes,

and shows in the central indentations of its surface a

white scaly powder. The size of the scab is that of a six-

pence : it is found in the head, and in other parts, but,

when in other parts than the head, it is often much smaller

in diameter, and sometimes does not exceed two lines. It

is liable to increase if neglected, and is usually tedious

and of long duration.

(E.Poni- The FUK¥URACEous or BRANNY scAxi makes a stiU

cea!"^"^^
nearer approach to the tribe of lepidosis, and is often mis-

Furfurace- taken for a pityriasis or lepriasis, particularly where it

appears in the scalp, which is its most common seat. It

Makes an commenccs, however, if its course be watched, with an

^^danX'iff
6i'"Ptio" "f minute pustules, which nevertheless possess

and has a Very small quantity of fluid, so that the whole is soon

taken"for absorbed, and the excoriation or ulceration is but slight.

it' It is apt to be renewed, is attended with a considerable

How dis- degree of itching, and some soreness of the scalp ; the
tinguisha-

j^j^-j, pj^ptJaHy falls off, becomes thin, less strong in its tex-

Descrip- ture, and somewhat lighter in its colour: none of which

symptoms occur in any species of the true scaly eruption.

The glands of the neck moreover are occasionally swelled

and painful.

,5:E.Pom- The RING-WORM scALL has been known and described
go circina- j •a.
ta. under different names, from the Greek writers to our own

wo"S ^^^' ^* consists of clusters of very minute pustules form-'

scan. ing circular plots of a brown or reddish hue. There is
History.
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sometimes only a single plot ; and the pustules are so Gen. vr.

small as to elude all notice unless very closely examined, *-e. Porri-

though a papular roughness is obvious to every one. Thes" circiu-

exsudation is small, yet if neglected it concretes into thin Ring-worm

scabs, sometimes irregularly tipped with green, while the ^'^^^''

plots expand in diameter, and become confluent. The
hair is injured from the first attack ; appearing thinner

and lighter in colour, and breaking off short ; in progress

of time the roots are afiected and the plots are quite bald,

and, as they spread into each other, the baldness extends

over the whole head, and nothing remains but a narrow

border of hair forming the outline of the scalp. It is Chiefly

chiefly confined to children, and since the multiplication ^"^"j^"^^
^°

of large boarding-schools and manufactories, in which last

they are employed with too little attention to their health,

it has been strikingly common in our own country: and Highly

from its contagious property has been propagated with*^°"'^^'°"^"

great rapidity. It sometimes spreads from the head over

the forehead and neck.

Porrigo, therefore, is a disease which appears under General

different modifications of ulceration, from sores of some "^^""^^^^
°"

depth oozing a thick fetid pus, and covered with a broad,

scaly scab, to eruptions so minute as to require the aid of

a glass, being covered with fine furfuraceous exfoliations,

and discharging a thin purulent ichor, manifested rather

by its effects than its presence.

The predisposing cause is in every instance irritability General

of the cutaneous exhalants; and as we find this irritabi- pone'nt

lity much sjreater in infancy than in mature life, the dif- S?"^.^:

^ .

" Exciting
lerent varieties of porrigo are chiefly confined to this causes.

season. The exciting causes are filth, or want of clean-

liness, bad nursing, innutritious diet, want of pure air,

and whatever else has a tendency to weaken the system
generally, and irritate the skin locally. And we may
hence sec why some of the varieties are found occasionally

as sequels on lues, or on those who have debilitated their

constitutions by high living, and especially by an im-

moderate use of spirits.

It is hence obvious that manv, perhaps all these '^^^*^'*^'*-

* *^
treatincp.',.
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Gen. vi. varieties may, in some instances, be connected with the
Spec. II.

f Ecpyi'sis general state of the system ; and in such cases the resto-
Porrigo. rativc diet-drinks and alterative tonics enumerated under
Running
scan. the genus ecphlysis will often be equally advantageous

stances^" ^^re. Sulphur and the vegetable alkalies have also been
may be oc- fQUfjj serviceable, but especially small doses of calomel,
casionally j ^

connected or the black or red oxyd of mercury. And if there be

constitu-
iiiiuch general irritation it will be adviseable to unite these

tion
:
and yffith the conium or hyoscyamus. The pansy or heart's

teiants, easc (viola tricolor) was in high' vogue for cutaneous erup-

vlofa'trl!'
tions generally, and particularly for those before us,during

color. the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. It fell, how-

ever, into disrepute, but was revived by Dr. Strack,

towards tlie close of the eighteenth century, in conse-

quence of his prize dissertation delivered at Leyden, in

1779, in which he speaks warmly of its success in all the

diseases belonging to the present and the ensuing genus.*

In employing this herb, Dr. Strack directs that a handful

of the fresh, or half a drachm of the dried leaves, be

boiled in half a pint of milk to be strained for use, and

form a single dose, which is to be repeated morning and

evening. He asserts that during the first eight days the

eruption usually increases considerably, and that the

patient's urine acquires the cat-like smell we have already

alluded to : but that, when the medicine has been taken

a fortnight, the scab or scurf begins to fall off in large

scales, leaving the skin clear. The remedy is to be per-

sisted in till the skin has resumed its natural appearance,

and the urine its natural odour. Dr. Strack also recom-

mends, as an internal remedy, which we should little have

Tussiiago expected, a decoction of the leaves of the tussilago Far-
Farfara.

j^^^ ^^, coltsfoot, which I should Scarcely have noticed

were it not that this medicine is equally well spoken of by

Professor Frank,f and was also esteemed useful by Dr.

Cullen, as we had formerly occasion to observe, in sores

* De Crusta. Lactea Infantum. Francf. 1779.—See also Comment. Lips.

Vol. XXVII. p. 170.—Marcard. Beschieibung von Pyiniont. Mezger. Ver-

michte Scriften. B. ii.

! De Cur.' Hem. Morb. Epit. Tom. iv, p. 204.
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dependent upon a scrophulous habit, miiny of wliicli he 9^^- ^^'

tells us he has seen healed under its employment both in Ecp3e*is

extract and decoction.* As to the viola ?nco?o?*, Eal-g"^!,'!^*

dinger, who seems also to have tried it, and upon a pretty ^^'i-

large scale, asserts that it is of inferior value to sulphur,f ment.

and Selle, that if given in small doses it is useless, and if

in larger that it does more harm than good.:]:

There is some difficulty in determining upon the ex- External

ternal applications. Generally speaking, the skin under tioL'.^^

all the modifications of this species will bear astrincrent and V^^ ^''f,'• ^ cies will

even stimulant remedies well, and yield without obstinacy generally

to their use : but in a few instances wc meet with the miijarits

contrary, and aggravate the pustules, and extend their
^"''"""

^^ ^ ' prove uii-

range by the slightest irritants. The most irritable Her them,

varieties are the honey-comb where it occurs at the ex- way""*

tremities of the joints, as about the toes and heel and T'l^
"'°^'

behind the ears, and the furfuraceous. The last, how- the b.oney-

ever, will usually bear a lotion of mild soap and water, ^^dety

and afterwards equal parts of starch and calamine re- a'^J ti^e

duced to a very fine powder, and dusted over the patches. ceou'sT

The honey-combed scall often requires sedative foment- Treatment

ations and cataplasms at first, but will afterwards allow ll^^e^^

an application of the zinc ointment, or even that of the

nitric oxyde of mercury diluted with an equal part of

calamine-cerate. Dr. Willan was attached to the coculus Cocuitis

Indicus in cases of this sort, which he prescribed in the
"""^"^'

proportion of two drachms of the powdered berry to an
ounce of lard, but the ointment of galls generally succeeds

better. In common, however, we may employ a bolder

practice, and use pretty actively alkaline or acid lotions,

or solutions of zinc, or warm resinous ointments of tar, ^

pitch, or gum elemi. A dilute solution of nitrate of silver ;

or equal parts of water and aromatic vinegar will often be

found equally beneficial : or the less elegant process of Franks

Dr. Frank, which is however formed upon the same prin- P"^"*^^^*'

* Mat. Med. Part, ii. Chap, xviir.

t Neues Magazin fur practische Aerztc, IS. p. Ii7,

t Medicina Clinica. i. 185.

vol. V. 81
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Gen. VI. einle. "Patentia numc ulcera cum vrim recenti ac
brEc. II. ^ ^ _

Ecpyesis sanci quotitlie lavantiir, ac mox unguent* populeo, vel

Scab'byl miguento albo, aut rubro, aut demum citrino mercuriali,

scaii. obtecta, tali methodo simplicissima ad sanationem per-
Tieat- '

ment. ducuntur."* All that is wanting is the excitement of a

jiew and healtliier action, which the cutaneous vessels for

the most pait receive with but little trouble ; and this,

with a punctilious attention to cleanliness, is in most

cases sufficient to ensure a cure.

Sulphur "With the sulphur-ointment, or, which is better, sul-
and creani,

, , .

phur and cream, 1 have often succeeded m curing very

virulent attacks of the porrigo/arosa that have covered

the whole of the face, and matted the beard into a most

disgusting spectacle.

Tieatment In the external treatment of porrigo galeafa, or scalled-

gaieata^or I'cad, onc of the most effectual applications is a modl-
scaiieri- fication of Banyer's unguentum ad scabiem, for in its

Bauyci's Original form it is both too irritant and too astringent as
unguent.

^^.g|| ^^ very unscientifically compounded. I was first

induced to try this preparation from the recommendation

of my excellent and learned friend Dr. Parr ; it has since

been recommended by Professor Hamilton, and more
lately by Dr. Bateman. Each has altered its compo-

sition in a slight degree, and the following form, which is

more simple than any of the rest, is that which I have

been in the habit of employing with great success for

Modified many ycai's. To a powder consisting of two drachms of
by the calouicl and an ounce of exsiccated alum and of cerusse,
author.

,

'

add six draclims of Venice turpentine and an ounce and

a half of spermaceti cerate. The hair is first to be cut

off as close as may be, for shaving is often impossible;

the scalp is then to be slowly and carefully washed with

soap and water, and, where there is very little irritation,

with soft soap as being more stimulant, in preference to

hard ; the washing to be repeated night and morning,

and the scalp to be well dried afterwards. The ointment

is to be applied after the washing every night, and is to

* Ds> Cur. Horn. Morb-Eoit. Tom. iv. p. 201. Manuh. 8vo. 1792.
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be well rubbed all over the lirad. It may be wasbed off <"'Fw- vr,

in the morning ; and, when tiie scalp is made dry, instead Ecpyesia

of applvino' it through the day, the bead may be tborougb- J;'"'''^"-I I . o a .f » J a Scabby
ly powdered with nicely levigated starch contained in asraii.

fine linen or cambric bag. The scabs and incrustations
i'^atmcm.

will hereby become desiccated, and often brittle, *for the

ointment alone will diminish, and at length utterly sup-

press the morbid secretion. And in this state they should ^'"^'^'^

be gently picked or combed off, one after another, as they ed.

grjow loose and become detached at the edges.

In the last variety the ringworm porrigo, or alopecia Treatment

porriginosa of Sauvages, though the appearance is far less woim por-

disgusting, and unaccompanied with smell of any kind, "p* 'i'*^

the bulbs of the hair seem more affected than in any of the poniginosii

preceding. And hence this, which is one of the most com-
"j^f'j'^^''

mon modifications of the disease, and, as we have already

observed, has been peculiarly frequent of late years, has

been found one of the most obstinate. It has ordinarily

ruadc its appearance among children at school, but is not

confined either to scliools or to childhood ; fop I had not

long since a medical friend under my care, troubled with

the same complaint, whose age is about forty.

The disease appears to be seated under the cuticle in Disease

the mouths of the secernents of the retc mucosum, which ^,^^*^/^ ""-
'

(ler the

secrete a material of a different colour from what is natu- cmicic,

ral and healthy, and hence give a brown or reddish hue

to the entire patch. This njaterial affords no nutriment

to the bulbs of the hair, and seems sometimes to be acri-

monious; whence the hair, like the rete mucosum itself,

changes its colour ; and, with the change of colour, be-

comes thinner and weaker, and breaks off short at the

base of the cuticle, sometimes at the roots below.

The acrimony of the secretion occasionally produces a Secretion

morbid sensibility in the minute vessels of the part affected, p^'^"''^'!?

so that the patient can hardly bear the patch to be pressed ous andex-

upon or the comb to pass over it ; yet this is not a common blmy h"^'

effect, for irritants may usually be employed from the first.
*^^ p^*^*'
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^EN. VL Where this morbid sensibility exists we must endea-

Ecpyesis voiir to shortcn its stage, for it will at length pass off na-

Scabb"
turally, by tepid and sedative fomentations, as of poppy-

snaii. heads, or digitalis : and afterwards have recourse to de-
-reitment.

pji^^^j.j^^^ without which we can do nothing, for we can-
This sensi- , .,' • j . , n^ ' , i ,i i i

biiity to be "ot otiicrwise pcnctratc to a suracient depth j and Iience

first le- tjje lYjoj.g activc they are, the more radical will be their
movetl, and ™ -^
afterwards eHccts. Dinercnt preparations of mercury have for this

ries^^^^°
purpose been chiefly employed, and mostly a solution of

Mercurial sublimatc. The other metallic acids have been tartar

tlo^ns^'^ emetic, sulphate of zinc, sulphate of iron, serugoorthe
other me- ffi-een oxvdc of copper, and even arsenic: while nracti-
tallic rlepi-f. "„ V. . , , , . ,. / ,

latories. tioners 01 a more timid character have confined them-

selves to the pitch-plaster, balsam of sulphur, or decoc-

tions of tobacco, hemlock, or the viola tricolor.

Most of In slight cases most of these applications will be found

n^rfswer'i'n
Sufficient; but, in severe and obstinate cases, none of

siigiitca- them. And Iience, in every case, I have for many years

severer ca- confined mj'self to a solution of the nitrate of silver in
ses nitrate \\^q proportion of from six to ten grains to an ounce of
of silver.

distilled water, according to the age of the patient, or the

irritability of his cuticle ; and with this application I

have never failed. It destroys the hair to its roots, gives

tone to the morbid vessels, and changes their action. It

often excites a slight vesication or soreness on the sur-

face, and it is in most instances necessary to push it to

this point. And when this stimulant astringent has an-

swered its purpose, the decalvate plots should for some

weeks afterwards be daily washed with the acetated so-

hition of ammouia, or aromatic vinegar.

Where Where porrigo is of long standing, and has become

^°^'^'§°^'^^ chronic, the irritation must be lessened gradually, and a

chronicjthe steady use of alterants is absolutely necessary ; espe-

mustbe" cially iu the varieties accompanied with a considerable

'rad"'aiiv^
discharge, for many writers of authority? as Pelargusj*

* Medicinische Jabrgange. i. P. J. p. 50,
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Seniiert,* Stoll,j and Morgagni,:}: have given examples gen. vi.

of epilepsy, apoplexy, aiid even death itself following Ecpye's s

upon a sudden retrocession of the eruption. In theg°"^'S".

Berlin Medical Transactions there is a case or two of ecaii.

amaurosis produced by a metastasis of this disease.^ ^"6

of the best medicines for the present purpose is the

arsenical solution. The cure is generally protracted by

a strumous diathesis.

SPECIES III.

ECPYESIS ECTHYMA.

i3rj4)ulou»s Scan.

J?USTUIiES LARGE J DISTINCT ; DISTANT J SPARINGLY

SCATTERED ; SEATED ON A HARD, ELEVATED RED
BASE ; TERMINATING IN THICK, HARD, GREENISH,

OR DARK COLOURED SCABS.

Ecthyma from ixflt*5<y, " to rage, or break forth with Gen. vi.
Spec III

fury," was used by the Greek writers synonymously with origin of

exormia, in the sense of papula : to which effect Galen !'"^ specific
' *^ * term : now

*' apertura est ab 8«d«<», quod est i%o^fMVy id est erum- related to... . •! . . exormia.
pere, derivatum esse iKivfAMi, id est papulis, nomen in

iis quse sponte extuberant in cute."|| I have observed,

however, under exormia,^ forming Genus iii. of the

present Order, that ecthyma has of late years been limited

by the nosologists, and especially by Willan, Young, and

Bateman, to the species before us, probably on account of

its more papulated form, and there seems no reason for

deviating from their arrangement.

* Paral, ad L. V. Med. Pract. 4. 2. t Pr.-elcct. p. 48.

I De Sed. et Caus. Morb. Ep. \v. Art. 3.

i Dec. I. Vol. vir. p. 7. ii. Vol. vr. p. 28,

|j
In Hippocr. Lib, iii. Sect.. 51. IT Supra, p. 556,
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Gejv. VI.
Spec. Ill,

Ecpyesis
Ecthyma.
Papulous
scall.

The following are its cliief varieties

Melasma.
General
jemarks
tiiid mode
o/ treat-

ment.

tJnconta-

gious.

Sometimes
connected
with the

constitu-

tion an.i

lequiring

general

tonics.

Vulgare.

Common papulous

scall.

Infantile.

Infantile papulous

scall.

Luridum.

Lurid papulous scall.

Base bright red ; eruption

completed with a single

crop. Duration about

fourteen days.

Base bright-red : eru])tion

recurrent in several suc-

cessive crops, each more

extensive tl)an the pre-

ceding. Found chiefly

in weakly infants dur-

ing the period of lacta-

tion. Duration two or

tiiree months.

Base dark-red ; elevated :

pustules larger, and more
freely scattered, dis-

charging a bloody or

curdly sanies.' Found
chiefly in advanced age.

Duration several weeks,

sometimes months.

This last is the melasma of Linneus, Vogel, and Plenck.

They are all diseases of debility, local or general; and
hence, whether they occur in infancy, adult life, or age,

are to be cured by general tonics, pure air, and exercise,

tepid bathing, and preparations gently stimulating ap-

plied externally in the form of lotions, ointments, or

powders. None of them are contagious, and in this as

well as in their approaching, more nearly to a papulous

or broad pimply character, pspo( i^ily tliat of the small-

pox, they fHifer essentially from the preceding. Nutri-

tious food alone, with puj'e air and regular exercise, are

often sufficient for a cure. But as this species is mani-

festly dependent upon a debilitated or cachectic state of

the constitution, it is often connected with those other

symptoms which appertain to such a condition, as a tumid

belly, diarrhoea, and general emaciation in infants ; and
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dyspepsy and scirrljous parabysmata, or enlargements of Gen. vr.

the abdominal viscera, in adults. Dr. Bateman has given Ec^pyesL"*

a very excellent coloured print of v. hat he calls a cachec- Ecthyma.

„ ... • I •
I I

Papulous
tic, or fourth variety, in his Drhncations, in which thCscaii.

scabby pustules are thickly scattered over the '•'^'^^''j
JaS*"'j,f

mimicking very closely in size and number an ordinary Bateman.

appearance of discrete small-pox at the time of its scab-

bing. It is, however, distinctly a symptomatic affection,

or rather a sequel of some long or chronic disease of an

exhausting nature, and always disappears in the train of

its cure.

SrEC?ES IV.

ECPYESIS SCABIES.

Ktclu

ERUPTION OP MINUTE PIMPLES, PUSTULAR, VESICULAR,

PAPULAR, INTERMIXED OR ALTERNATING ; INTOLE-

RABLE ITCHING 5 TERMINATING IN SCABS. FOUND

CHIEFLY BETWEEN THE FINGERS OR IN THE
FLEXURES OF THE JOINTS J

CONTAGIOUS.

This disease is peculiarly complex ; hut the vspecific cha- Gen. vr.

racters now given embrace the modifications which con-

stitute its chief varieties, and which are as follow :

« Papularis. Eruption of miliary, aggregate

Rank itch. pimples; with a papular,

slightly-inflamed base, and

vesicular apex; pustules scan-

tily interspersed ; tips, when
abraded by scratrhing, co-

vered with a minute, glo-

bular brown scab.

^ Vesicularis. Eruption of larger and more

Watery Itch. perfect vesicles, filled with a

transnarent fluid, with an
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Gen. VI
Spec IV,

Ecpyesis
Scabies.

Itch.

7 Purulenta.

Pocky itch.

J" Complicata.

Complicated itch.

Exotica.

Mangy itch.

Aii the va-

rieties

sometimes
vun into

each other.

The above
English

names
have been
long in

vulgar use,

and sufii'

ciently ap-

propriate.

Pocky itch

named
from the

lesem-
blance of
its pus-

tules to

small-pox;

uiiinflamed base ; intermixed

w ith pustules 5 at times coa-

lescing and forming .scabby

blotches.

Eruption of distinct, prominent

yellow pustules,with a slight-

ly inflamed base ; occasion-

ally coalescing, and forming

irregular blotches, with a

hard, dry, tenacious scab.

Eruption complicated of pustu-

lar, vesicular, and papular

pimples co-existing ; spread-

iiig widely over the body

;

occasionally invading the

face ; sometimes confluent

and blotchy.

Eruption ciuefly of rank, nu-

merous pustules with a hard,

inflamed base, rendering the

skin rough, and brownish

;

. itching extreme ; abrasion

unlimited from excessive

scratching. Produced by

handling mangy animals.

That all these affections are not distinct species of a

common genus, but mere varieties of a single species, is

manifest from the fact that in different individuals, or

under different conditions of the skin, every variety, even

the mangy itch itself, will produce every other variety,

while all of them in some instances co-exist, and are de-

stroyed by the same means. The above English names

for the first three are those in common or vulgar use, and

it would be difficult to find names more appropriate. The
pocky itch is so denominated from the resemblance of the

pustules to minute small-pox, and not from any supposed

connexion with .syphilis. It gives the largest pimples of

all the modifications, as well as the most purulent, but it

has never the hard base of either the small-pox or the
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ecthyma or papulous scall we have just noticed, nor has ^^en. yr.

it the hard raised border or round imbedded scab of the EcpyeVis

last, and hence is easily distinguished from both. The ^^'j,*'^'^^*

two former varieties are far more readily confounded with ^

some varieties of prurigo and of lichen, and especially mfrom any

consequence of the black dots on the tips of the papulse,
^onnectrju

and tiie long red lines common to all as produced bywithiues.

scratching. But they are distinguished by the gi'eater
j,„j ^p^pj^^i

simplicity of the itching sensation, which, however into- varieties

lerable, is not combined with tingling or formication; and some°vaii-

by their being highly contagious which the others are not. etiesof por-

Yet from their general resemblance, all these have, by lichen.

many writers, been confounded, and by others who were
[^°^^,is,'fj^„

fully sensible of their distinction, been incorrectly describ- bie!

ed under scabies or psora as a common name.

Asa priwart/ disease, itch is, in every instance, the ifch prima-

result of personal uncleanliness, and an accumulation ofpefsonaT

sordes upon the skin, though tlie most cleanly are capable ""<^'^^"'''

of receiving it by contact : and it always appears most thou'gii the

readily where close air, meagre diet, and little exercise arej^^^^"^^^

companions of personal filth; for here, as we have already ceive it by

had frequent occasions of observing, the skin is more irri-*^""'^'^^*

table, and more easily acted upon by any morbid cause.

Like many other animal secretions the fluid hereby gene- close in-

rated is contagious; and, on close intercourse, but iiot"^'<^°"'^^ii-n-i i« -1
necessary

otherwise, and chieiiy in the warmth oi a common bed, or for coma-

of a bed that has been slept in before by a person affected S'°" ';'
* J t operate.

with the disease, is capable of communication. Where when
the cutaneous irritation hereby produced is sreneral to the^'"°""'

surface, and has been suffered to remain without check, or tion it pro-

with little attention, for a lonff time, a sadden suppression ^j.'"^?^^" ^?

of the irritation by a speedy cure, like the sudden sup- only by de-

pression of a long standing ulcer or issue, is often attended vudl'x par-

with some severe internal affection; in one instance, in-*icuiar dr-

deed, related by Wantner, it was succeeded by mania. £"^35^11"-^

And in camps and prisons, where the constitution has^*^ """^^'s-

i_ J 1 •!• 1 I /»
riant chai =

been debilitated by confined air, and innutritions diet, theacter,

eruption has sometimes been known to assume a malignant

character ; of which Ballinger givea us an example, the

VOL. y. 8.2
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Spec', jv
^^^^^^ surface of the body, in the instances to which he

Ecpyesis refers, having exhibited asordidtesselationof crusts,exco^

S'^^' rJations, and broad livid spots, with an indurated base,

accompanied with fever at night and severe head-ache.

By what Whenever an organ is weakened in its action it is ex-

organ be-
tremely apt to become a nidus for worms or insects of

comes a ni- some kind or other to burrow in. Hence the numerous
(Jus for : . f. I I . 1 . . . . • 1 1 .1

worms or Varieties ot helminthia or invermination in debility of tiie

insects. stomach or other digestive organs ; and hence the lodge-

ment, as we have already observed, of the grubs of a mi-

nute insect, probably a species of pulex, in one or two of

the varieties of prurigo ; and hence again in gangrenous

ulcers, and especially in warm climates, the appearance

almost every morning of innumerable grubs or maggots,

of which we have frequent examples in the wounds in-

flicted on the backs of the negro-slaves in the West Indies

by severe flogging. A similar deposite of eggs, apparently

these some- ^^ *^^^ genus acai'us or tick, is sometimes found in itch-

times found pustules, or in the immediate vicinity of them. And hence

i't'ci/pus- itch has, by Wiclimann, Frank and many other writers
tales. of great intelligence, been ascribed solely to this cause:*

while others who have sought for the appearance of the

grub hereby produced, but in vain, have peremptorily de-

Doctrine of nied the existence of such a fact in any case.j Dr. Frank
confides, indeed, so implicitly in the acarus as a cause of

itch, as to aflirm that where this insect does not exist, the

eruption is nothing more than a spurious itch;:}: and, as

he further affirms that the disease is sometimes epidemic,

he endeavours to account for this fact by supposing that

the atmosphere, in particular states of constitution, favours

the production of the itcli-acarus, as of earth worms and

intestinal worms, far more than in other states. The ex-

planation now given constitutes, however, the actual his-

tory, and readily reconciles these conflicting opinions.

* Wiclimann, Aetiologie der Kraze. Hanov. 17G6.—Rochard, Journ. de

Med. Tom. xli. p. 26.

t Sager, Baldinger, N. Maga. B.xi. 484.—Hartmann, Diss. Queestiones

super \Vichmanni iEtiologia Scabiei. Fr. 1789.

i De Cm-, Horn. Movb. Epit. Tom, iv. p. 165, 166.
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I

Such insects are not always to be traced, but they may he Gkn. vr.

seen occasionally : and wherever they appear they are not Etpyesi,

a cause but a consequence of the disease. Scabies.

There are few complaints that have been treated withp
_^ ^^^^

so many remedies, and none with so many pretended necessaiUv

specifics. Sulphur, zinc, acids of all kinds, bay-berries,
^^"th "jj/g

'

white hellebore, arsenic, alum, muriate and other prepa- disease.

rations of quicksilver, alkali, tobacco, and tar, have all process.

been used externally in the form of lotions or ointments ;P'etf''^pf'
•'

. . specifics

arid sulphur and sulphuric acid have been given inter- innumera-

nally, and been strongly recommended both in Germany ^'^•

and in our own country for their success. Sulphuric ^"jf''j"[^^.^

acid was first used in the Prussian army in 1756, by Dr. naih

.

Colthenius, chief physician ; after which Professor

Schroeder of Gottingen, employed it very freely, and as-

serted that he never failed herewith to cure the itch in

fourteen days at farthest.*

Dr. Linckius, in the Nova Acta Naturse Curiosorum, Epuienuc

gives an Account of an epidemic itch which raged very '^*^''''

generally around INurenrberg about the middle of the last
*

century, and resisted all the usual means of sulphur,

lead, turpentine, arsenic, mercury, human and animal

urine, chalybeate waters, lime-water, and drastic purga-

tives, and only yielded to diuretics urged to such an ex- cure(i only

tent as to irritate the urethra with a considerable degree in itantnii-

of pain. The medicine he employed was a sub-nitrate of"' <^^'"-

pot-ash, obtained by deflagrating common nitre with

charcoal. The first hint of this practice he received from

a treatise of Mauchart. The urine hen^by excreted was

very fetid, and threw down a copious scdiment.f

It is very possible that all of these have been successful
ab'ov'rve-

under peculiar degrees and modifications of the complaint, medies

For the itch is not difficult to cure, and seems only to^,cceeried

require an application that will excite a new and more '^^ ^'"'^^

healthy action in the cutaneous vessels. The simplest not difficult

and most certain cure is to be obtained by the sulphur "^,^"''^'

.

•' -t Chief prin-

ciple to be

* See Dr. Helonich''s Dissertatio de Olei Vitriolis usu, «fcc. Hal. 1762.
' to,

" Therapeia Scabie enitlemica^ per Dinresin. &c. Tom. iv. The sim-

plest cure
Sv soh'hu::
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Gen. VI. ointment, of which that of the London Collesje ffives as
Spec IV o o

Ecpyesis good and SIS simple a form as any. On the Continent
Scabies, ^j^gy usually Combine with the sulphur an equal quantity

alone o
^^ powdered bay-berries, and of sulphate of zinc, which

with bay- is mixed up into an ointment with linseed or olive oil.

sufpiTa^teofThis form was first proposed by Jasscr, and under the

ainc; as in name of uugucntum Jasserianum has maintained an un-

ointinent. rivalled character for the last half century.* Theoffensive

smell of tlie sulphur, whether in the simple ointment or

Jasser's compound preparation, is very much diminished

by adding to the materials a few drops of the essence of

burgamot and as much rose-water as the powders will

absorb before they are mixed with the animal or vegetable

oil. Perhaps, however, the neatest as well as the most

Sulphur rapid mode of cure by sulphur is that of fumigation as

llm!"^' *^"S ^S^ proposed by Professor Frank,! though lately

brought forward again as a new discovery. It has been

successfully and commodiously applied by M. Gales of

Paris, and since extensively employed over Germany by

Dr. de Carro of Vienna and Dr. Karsten of Hanover.:}:

Mode of The patient, for this purpose, is inclosed naked in a com-
using it.

jjjodjous box with a neck-opening for his head to rise

above it, and a stool to sit upon. The box is numerously

perforated at the bottom, and the sulphureous fumes are

communicated to the interior of the box, by means of

these perforations ; the sulphur being placed on a stone

hearth below, and volatilized by a fire underneath it. He
must remain in this state for half an hour or an hour;

and as he is hereby thrown into a considerable degree of

perspiration, it is better for him to be put into a warm

bed immediately afterwards till the perspiration has sub-

sided. Other cutaneous complaints have yielded to the

same process.

These are the safest and most effectual applications,

* Schmucher, Vermischte-Chirurgisdie Sciiftcn. Band. in. p. 183.

Franck. 1733. 8vo.

t Ubi supra, Tom. iv. p. 174.

X Ueber Kvaetze, und derer benuemste. schnell-wirkendcste und sich-

p.'fte Heilart. Sic. Hanov, T81R.
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and should be employed wherever practicable. But where Gen. vr.

there is an impracticability the most elegant mode of Ecpyesis

'

treatment is to be obtained by a mercurial lotion made
ft^h^'^^'

by dissolving a drachm of muriated quicksilver in half a Mercurial

pint of water, and addina: two drachms of crude sal am-'°''°". .* o when to be

moniac, and half an ounce of nitre. The hands are to be preferred.

washed with this solution night and morning, and a little

of it is to be applied w ith a clean sponge to the pustules

in other parts.

About eight and forty hours' steady use of this lotion Mode of

or the sulphur ointment, will generally be found sufficient oP,he^^'°"

to effect a cure ; after which the person should be well'otionor

cleansed and rinsed with warm water. And it will tend

much to expedite and ensure the cure if the body be in

like manner exposed to a warm-bath before the curative

process is entered upon, as much of the contagious matter

and impacted sordes will hereby be removed, and the

ointment or lotion will have a chance of taking a greater

effect. Where the constitution has been influenced,

aperient and alterative medicines will also be necessary,

and ought not to be neglected.

In India a pleasant and easy cure is said to be effected Juice of the

by wearing linen that has been dipped in juice expressed
t^ee"^^'"

from the agreeable fruit of the bilimbi tree (averrhoa

Bilimbi. Linn.), which has also the reputation of being

an antidote in many other cutaneous disorders: but I

cannot speak of its effects from any personal knowledge.

How far scabies may, under any circumstances, cease Has ceas-

naturally I cannot say : we are informed, however, by*^''
"?^'^'"

Bennet, that a case which had resisted all remedies was"'°\''"^

cured by a phthisical expectoration whicli continued for

a month.*

* YoiMi?:. On Consumptive Ptseasce, p. 171.
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GENUS VII.

MALIS.

€titsncoti.9 Wnminntim.

THE CUTICLE OR SKIN INFESTED WITH ANIMALCITIES.

Gen. VII. Malis and Maliasmus {f^aXii, fixXuxufAOi) are Greek nouns

nius. importing cutaneous vermination. In the present system
Phthinasis.^jjg genus is designed to include both the malis and phthi-

riasis of Sauvages and several other writers, which are
Extensive yerv unnecessarilv divided. Common as this disease is to
range of *^

. .

''

parasitic Man, it IS Still morc SO to animals of jierhaps every other

^[J]^^'^°"
class and description, from the monkey to the fish-tribes,

niais, and from these to the lowest worms. All of them are in-

fested with parasitic and minute living creatures on their

skins, shells, or scales, which afford them an asylum, and
and plants: foi- the most part supply them with nutriment. Yet the

same affection is still more common to plants ; which are

not only infested with parasitic plants but with parasitic

animals as well. The volume of nosology contains many
curious examples of this kind which the reader may turn

to at his leisure.

formerly These external parasites, whether animal or vegetable,

dodders, a ^y our old botanical writers, were significantly called
term \s.teiy dodders, from a term which has lately, but improperly
restrained , . . . , .,

*"
« ,

to the been restrained to a particular tribe or genus oi plants to
cuscusa which Linneus has ajiven the name of cuscusa, a parasite
genus of o ' *

plants. found very extensively on the nettles and t!ic wild thyme
of our own wastes : but which formerly was applied to

external parasitic plants of all kinds ; and hence Dryden
in his Fables speaks of doddered oaks, and in his Eneid
of doddered laurels :

Near the hearth a laurel grew
Doddered with age, whose boughs encompass round

The household god?, and «liade the holy ground.
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Dodders are, therefore, parasites generally, and as^Ew. vn.

strictly apply to those which constitute the present genus cutaneous

as to any that infest the vegetable world.
Uon!"""'

Generally speaking, vermination is a proof of weak- vermina-

ness, whether in animals or in plants: and hence the ^'O" ge"^-

, . , rally a
weaker the plant or the animal the more subject are they proof of

to be attacked, and the more readily to be infested. hiS'nuox
A few instances may possibly be adduced of plants animals.

and animals in perfect health being thus haunted, but they ^^^^^ p^r-

do not oppose the general rule. The remote cause of this ticuiar ch-

disease, however, is most commonly filth ; for filth debili- ces found

tates the cutaneous vessels in every instance by obstruct- "|
iieaithy

•' "'

.
plants and

ing the pores of the exhalants and confining the perspira- animals.

ble matter till it becomes acrimonious.

The animalcules that infest mankind are the following :

which will constitute so many species :

1. MALIS PEDICULI. ^, LOUSINESS;

2. PULICIS. FLEA-BITE.

3. ACARI. TICK-BITE.

4. FILARIjE. GUINEA-WORM.

5. (ESTRl. GADFLY-BITE.

6. GORDII. HAIR-WORM,

SPECIES I.

MALIS PEDICULI.

CUTICIE INFESTED WITH XICE, DEPOSITING THEIR

NITS OR EGGS AT THE ROOTS OF THE HAIR ". TROUBLE-

SOME ITCHING.

The insects of this name that trouble our own race are Gen. vil

the two following

:

ec Pediculi humani. Infestment of the common

Common louse. Zowse, chiefly inhabiting

the head of uncleanly
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^PKc\"' chilli rei), \vhere it pro-

Maiis pc- (luces a gi'casy scurf or

S;,ess. «the|. filth ; and some-

times exulceration and

porrigo : occasionally mi-

grates over the body.

jS Pediculi pubis. Infestment of the morpio or

Crab-louse. crab-louse; found chiefly

on the groins and eye-

brows of uncleanly men

:

itching extreme, without

ulceration.

aM. pedi- The COMMON PEDicuLus, is too Well known to render

inani.
'

''•^y particular description necessary. Leewenhoeck, who
Common cautiouslv watchcd them, by way of experiment, on his

Desciip- own person, affirms that tlie male is furnished at U\e ex-

i)is"or"^
tremity of the abdomen witli a sting, and that it is this

from Leew- sting which produccs the usual irritation, the suction of
enhoeck.

^i^^, proboscis hardly seeming to occasion any irksome

sensation on the skin of the hand. The male is readily

distinguished from the female by having the tail or tip of

the abdomen rounded, which in the female is forked or

bifid. The animal is produced from a small oval egg,

vulgarly called a nit, which is agglutinated by its smaller

end to the hair on which it is deposited. From this egg

proceeds the insect complete in all its parts, and differ-

ing only from the parent animal in its size. To deter-

mine the time of pregnancy and proportion of increase

this indefatigable physiologist took too females and plac-

ed them in a black silk stocking which he wore day and

night that they might have the full benefit of feeding upon

ftaindity.^
him. He found that in six days each laid fifty eggs with-

out exhausting its store, and that in twenty-four days the

young were capable of laying eggs themselves : and, car-

rying on the calculation, he estimates that the two females

conjointly might produce eighteen thousand in two months.

The largest animals of this kind were discovered by

Linneus in the warm caverns of Fahlum in Sweden. It
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has been observed, however, by many entomologists that Gen. vif.

those which conceal themselves in clothes, forming the
<^ M.pecii'-

pediculus vestimentornm, are, in some respects, a different '="^' !'"'

• in • • T» mam.
animal from the lice of the hair, or p. cajntis. Ur. common

Willan remarks that the latter lay sinsjle nits on the hairs ^°^;?-
,

of the head, and do not spontaneously quit the scalp orvestiment-

its natural covering. The former are large, flat, and
°^p"^'^j^i';}.

whitish, and seldom appear on the head, but reside on the ferent form

trunk of the body, on the limbs, and on the clothes. Their °' ^^' *^'^

nits are conglomerate and usually deposited in the folds

of linen or in other articles of dress.

Swediaur tells us that he once saw a young woman, singular

thirty years of ase, a patient in the Westminster Infir-
f'^'empiifi-

•' "^ o » X , cation fiom

mary, who was covered very generally with minute pus-Swediaui.

tules and tubercles produced by an unlimited assault of

these animalcules over the whole body ; and supposes

that universal phthiriasis was by no means an unfrequent

disease among the antients.*

ThepEDicuLus PUBIS is distinffuished by the cheliform^ ^"^^^ p^*''-
"-* cuius

structure of its legs, whence its name of crab-louse : its pubis.

antennas consist of five articulations. Its excrement stains ^'^^'
louse.

the linen and appears like diluted blood. It is a frequent a frequpnt

cause of local prurigo : for these animals burrow in the '^^"^^ °^^°'

1 • . 1 1
c^^ prurigo-.

skin, and, being almost unknown among decent persons,

may remain a long time unsuspected, since even an ex-

amination for the purpose will scarcely detect them.

They are chiefly discoverable by their nits which may
be seen attached to the basis of the hairs, the insects

themselves appearing only like discolourations of the

skin.

Ail these are bred among tiie inliabitants of sordid

dwellings, jails, and workliouses, or who are habitually

uncleanly. Monkeys, the Hottentots, and some tribes

of negroes are said to eat them. The cutaneous secre-

tion is sometimes so changed by disease that it becomes

offensive to them, and they quit the person who is la-

* Nov, jVosoI. Meth. Syst. n. 233.

VOL. v. 83
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cjen. VII. bouring under it ; various infectious fevers seem to pro-

/3 M. pedi- duce this result.

cui^us j^ |g affirmed by some writers that the pediculus capi-

Crab-iouse. tis ov humanus, has been found useful in epilepsies, dis-

mon^ouse ^^^^® ofthc head, and in scrophula, and that the worst
said to consequences have arisen from drying the little ulcera-

usJfuifn" tions they produce. In Russia and other parts of the
epilepsies Continent, where this kind of uncleanliness is, perhaps,

phuia: less attended to than in our own country, all this may
have occurred ; for we have already had occasion to ob-

serve that any cutaneous irritation, whether from scabies,

porrigo, or any other excitement, maintained till it has

become habitual, should be suppressed gradually, or we
shall endanger a transfer of the morbid action to a part

but com- ^^ ^^^ more importance. Upon the whole, however, such
moniy sucii remarks are only apologies for filth and indolence, as we

are only are in no want of much more effectual cutaneous irritants,

apologies ^vbere such means are called for, than can be obtained
foi- filth. „ 1

.

.

.

from so disgusting a source.

Remedial The most fatal poisons to all these vermin are the
process, mercurial oxydes, staphisacre, menispermum, rue, opium,

angelica, and laurel ; saffron, pepper, sedum, lycopodium,

pinguicula, tobacco, and the seeds of veratrum. Cleanli-

ness itself, however, is a sufficient antidote, and a sure

prophylactic. The pediculus pubis is best destroyed by

calomel mixed with starch powder, and applied by a

down puff*
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SPECIES II.

MALIS PULICIS.

CDTICIE INFESTED WITHTLEAS; OFTEN PENETRATING

THE CUTIS WITH THEIR BRISTLY PROBOSCIS, AND

EXCITING PUNGENT PAIN J
EGGS DEPOSITED ON OR

UNDER THE CUTICLE.

This species offers us the two following varieties : Gen. vii.

Spec. Ko
« Pediculi irritantis. Infestment of the common
Common flea. ^ea, with a proboscis

shorter than the body;

eggs deposited on the

roots of the hair, and on

flannel.

Id Pediculi penetrantis. Infestment of the chigoe or

Chlggrc, chiggre, a West Indian

flea, with a proboscis as

long as the body ; often

penetrating deeply into

the skin, and lodging its

eggs under the cuticle,

particularly of the feetj

producing malignant, oc-

casionally fatal, ulcers.

The COMMON FLEA iufests not mankind only, but qua- «M. puii-

drupeds and birds of all kinds. It is probable that it has tanS's!

many varieties, but these have not been ascertained by Common

entomologists. Contrary to the economy of the pedicu- Extensive

lus, the flea undergoes all the changes of the metamor- ^afurai

phosing tribes of insects, being produced from an egg, '^'sto'T-

which gives rise to a minute vermicle or larve, that is

transformed into a chrysalis, and finishes in a winged ani-
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'spec^i"
mal. The eggs, in the summer months, take six days

a. M. puii- before they are hatched, the larvethe same period before

tanlis.' ^* becomes a chrysalis, the chrysalis twelve days before

Common it assumes its perfect form : so that the entire process is

completed in a little more than three weeks in the sum-

mer, thougli a longer period of time is consumetl in the

colder months. It obtains its nourishment from the

juices of the animal it infests, by driving its sharp pro-

boscis under the cuticle.

5 M. puii- The CHIGOE or chiggre is thus excellently described by

trantls. Catcsby. " It is a very small flea found only in warm

*h^lt°^
^^ climates. It is a very troublesome insect, especially to

Its desciip- negroes and others that go barefoot and are slover.ly.

bUe
^"^ They penetrate the skin, under which they lay a bunch

or bag of eggs, which swell to the bigness of a small pea

or tare, and give severe pain till taken out : to perform

which great care is required for fear of breaking the bag,

which endangers mortification and the loss of a leg, and

sometimes life itself. This insect, in its natural size, is

not above a fourth part so big as the common flea. The

egg is so small as to be scarcely discerned by the naked

eye."

As these animacules are fostered like the pediculus by

filth and laziness, they are best destroyed by vigilance and

cleanliness : and in the mean time most of the poisons re-

commended in the former case will prove effectual in the

latter. The cuticular or cutaneous halos, often accom-

panied with a slight elevation, of the skin, crowned with

minute vesicles, or dandriff", produced by the present and

variousoiher bites or stings of insects, as thatof the gadfly,

Psydiasia harvcst-bug or wasp,are called by Frank^ and many other
^'^

Jw'^ writers psydrasia or psydrasise. Dr. Willan's definition

!an. of the term does not widely differ from this explanation.

'- De Cm-. Horn. Morb. Epit. Tom. iv. p. ISl. Mannli. 8vo. 1792.
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SPECIES III.

MALIS ACARL

«[rfc!t=iSftr.

CUTICLE INFESTED WITH THE TICK; ITCHING HA-

KASSING, OFTEN WITH SMARTING PAIN.

The tick insect offers us the following varieties :

«. Acari doniestici.

Domestic tick.

Gen. VIL
Spec. Ill,

" Observed on the head in

considerable numbers."

This is not a common va-

riety, but Dr. Young has

an example, and I have in-

troduced the variety upon

his authority and in his

words.

Infestment of the itch-tick

;

burrowing under the cuti-

cle in or near the pustules

or vesicles of the scabs in

those affected.

Infestment of the harvest-hug,

less in size than the com-

mon mite; inflicting its

bite in the autumn,and firm-

ly adhering to the skin

;

itching intolerable, suc-

ceeded by glossy wheals.

The acarus is a very numerous genus of very minute Oeneiai

insects, including, besides those enumerated above, aofacaruV

multitude of other species well known to every one, as

/3 Acari Scabiei.

Itch-tick.

y Acari autumnalis.

Harvest-bug.
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Gekt. VII.

Spec. III.

Mails aca-
xi.

Tick-bite.

IJog-tick.

l>ysentery-

tick.

« M. Aca-
rus domes-
ticus.

Domestic
tick.

A. Leucu-
rus of

Linneus,

/81VI. A-
r.arus sca-

biei.

Itch-tick.

y M. Aca-
rus au-
tumnalis.

Harvest-

bug, or

wheal-
worm.

Remedial
process.

a. Ridiius or dog-tick, a. Siro or mite, a. dysenterise or

dysentery-tick, of which we have spoken already.*

The first in the above varieties is probably the a. Leu-

curus of Linneus, with a testaceous exterior, found fre-

quently in the neighbourhood of gangrenous sores, and

dead bodies. The second a. scahiei, or eociilceranSf for

though enumerated as two by Linneus, they are the same

animal, white with reddish legs. It burrows, not in,

but near the exulcerations of the itch, as already observed

under scabies, as also in the neighbourhood of other

exulcerations, and adds considerably to their irritation.

The harvest-bug is a globular ovate-red insect^ with an

abdomen bristly behind. From the glossy wheals which

its bite produces it has sometimes been called wheal-
WORM.
The w ounds inflicted by vermin of this kind are to be

avoided by avoiding their haunts ; or a tepid bath when

we have been exposed to them. Where the punctures

have taken place they are easiest relieved by a lotion

composed of equal parts of the aromatic spirit of ammonia

and water, which I have often found also highly service-

able in the bite of an animal that does not, indeed, har-

bour in the cuticle or on the skin, though he is as trouble-

some by his sudden and predacious sallies, I mean the

gnat and the musqueto fly.

* Vol. ir. p. 54,5.
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SPECIES IV.

MALIS FILARIiE.

CIfUtnca=fflWorm.

SKIN INFESTED AVITH THE GUINEA-WORM ; WINDING
AND BURROWING UNDER THE CUTICLE, TOR THE
MOST PART, or THE NAKED FEET OF WEST INDIAN

SXAVES
J SEVERE ITCHING, OFTEN SUCCEEDED BY IN-

FLAMMATION AND FEVER.

This worm is found chiefly in botli the Indies, most fre- gen. vir.

quently in the morning dew ; often twelve feet long, not SrEc.iv.

thicker than a horse-hair. It may be felt under the skin,

and traced by the fingers, like the string of a violin : and

excites no uneasy sensation, till the skin is perforated by

the animal. It should be drawn out with great caution,

by means of a piece of silk tied round its head ; for if,

by being too much strained, the animal break, the part

remaining under the skin will grow with redoubled vi-

gour, and often occasion a fatal inflammation.

This animal is the irk Medini of Avicenna, and the The hk

Arabians, literally, vermis Medinensist but which 'las, by yg^,";"';^^^,

some means or other, been by most writers corruptly c^ineiisis of

translated nervuSf or vena Medinensis. ans.

The Guinea worm was well known to the Greek writ- Well

ers, who, according to Pliny, denominated it ^p**"""** ^iTcreet?

(dracontia), whence the name of dracunculus which is and their

p ., T 1 -, i • . 11., -It dracontia.
Irequently applied to it. Aetius and Agatharcides have

both given an account of this worm, as has also Paulus

of jEgina.

The inflammation produced by this animal commences Diagnosis,

with an itching in the part affected, witliout acute pain.

The part swells and inflames, and at length resembles a

furunculus or boil, in hardness, and when on the point
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Gen. VII. of breaking, in vehement pain. Soon after the tumour
Spec. IV.
Maiis has burst, the head r 1 the worm niaj be seen peeping from

Gui"ea- ^'^® hottom of the sore, when it is to be cautiously laid

worm. bold of as already described. Sir James M'Gregor in-

extracted, forms us that the native practitioners are far more expert

^/nativ7
in extracting it tl)an Europeans: and that after an exact

piactition- feel with their fingers for the body of the worm they make
an incision, as nearly as they can judge, through its mid-

dle, and by nicely tyeing apiece of silk to each end, curl

Great out both at the same time. Mr. Hutcheson gives an ac-

Jmcs!
^^ count of his having extracted one that measured three

yards and a half in length.* It more usually, however,

measures from eighteen inches to six feet. It is elastic,

white, transparent
J
and contains a gelatinous substance.

SPECIES Y.

MALIS (ESTRI.

^.i[tr=fig mitc.

SKIN INFESTED WITH THE XAKVES OF THE GAD-FLY ;

CHIEFIT BURROWING IN THE SCHNEIDEEIAN MEM-
BRANE OF THE NOSTRILS.

Gen. VII. This complaint is more common to quadrupeds than to

j^Q^g*^^o„j. mankind; especially to shcc]), horses, and black cattle;

monto the insect depositing its eggs indifferent parts of the
quadra- „, ., i. i- • o t

pedsthan bodics of thcsc animals, and hence prothicing pamtul

kin'd^"
tumours, occasionally succeeded by death, from the vio-

butsome- Icnce of the inflammation. We sometimes, however,
times found

j^jj^l j„ Ijig West-IncUcs uot unfrequeutlv, find the esj^s
ill man. * * ^<^

of this insect deposited in the intei-ior membrane of the

human nostrils; accidentally inhaled with the air, or

Exein li-
lodged by a sudden ascent of tlie insect itself. Mr. Kil-

led, gour of Jamaica, gives a striking example of this, though

* F.din. Med. Es.ays, Vol. y. Part ti. p. 309.
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he does not exactly indicate the insect. The patient was Gen. vii.

reduced almost to a state of madness before the appear- MaHs^Irs-'

ance of a single larve ascertained the real nature of the t^^-

disease. Tlie cure was eflfected by an injection of to- bite.

bacco decoction. Two hundred were discharged iii ten

days.*

SPECIES VI.

iMALIS GORDIL

SKIN INFESTED WITH THE HAIR-WORM ; CHIEFLY IN-

SINUATING ITSELF UNDER THE CUTICLE OF THE
BACK, OR LIMBS OF INFANTS ^ PRODUCING PRICKING

PAINS, EMACIATION, AT TIMES CONVULSIONS.

This is the morbus pilaris of Horst, the malis Ci crinoni- gen. vii.

bus of EtmuUer and Sauvages. Morbus

The nature of the disease is still involved in some un- pl'^V^- ,

,
Morbus a

certainty, the fibrils thrown forth from the surface of the crinone.

skin accompanied with the symptoms above described, are
t^g 'dL^ease

by some authors supposed to be a morbid production of involved in

real hairs; but the greater number, and among the rest obst°urity.

Ambrose Pare, ascribe to them a distinct living principle. Piobabie

The disease is uncommon : but upon the whole it seems gordius oi

to be often produced by a species of the gordius or hair- hair-wonn.

worm ; some of which are well known to infest other ani-

mals in like manner; and especially the cyprinus alhur-

nus or bleak, which, at the time, appears to be in great

agony.

• Hoffman tells us that the children of Misnia are much According

infested with worms of this kind, which he describes as common to

resemblina; black hairs lodeied under the skin : and which, children m
o o 7 Misnia

:

by a perpetual irritation, so emaciate them that they be-

* History of a case in which Wornns in the Nose v.'ere removed, &c. 8vo,

1782.

VOL. Vo 84
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Gejv. VII.
Spec. VI.
Malis
gordii,

kair-
worm.

to the town
of Seyne in

1776, and
called cees.

Curative
process
employed
at Seyne.

General
medical
treatment.

Civadilla.

Its destruc-

tive pun-
gency.

Requires
great cau-
tion in its

use.

come little more than living skeletons. When the skin

is warm they appear, but while cold they keep buried

under its cover.

A similar disease is said by M. Bassignet to have been

peculiar, in 1776, to the town of Seyne and its neighbour-

hood, and to have made its attack upon almost all the

new-born children. In Seyne it was at that time called

cees, a corruption of ceddes, a provincial term for a bristle.

It appeared from the first twelve hours till the end of the

first month after birth, rarely later than the last period.

The symptoms were a violent itching, and general ere-

thism so as to prevent sleep, hoarseness, a diminution of

the voice, and an inability of sucking. Friction with

the hand over the body proved a certain cure, and brought

forth a kind of dark rough filaments resembling hair, often

not more than the twelfth of an inch in length, in some

cases furnished with a minute bulb at the extremity.*

A decoction of the cocculus Indicus is serviceable in

this and in most of the preceding species : but perhaps

the most determinate cure for the whole is to be found in

the civadilla, supposed to be a species of the veratrum,

which I have already recommended in many cases. No
insect or vermin of any kind is capable of resisting or

living under the pungent and acrid aroma of its seeds

when reduced to powder, which it is only necessary to

sprinkle over the linen or bed-clothes that are thus in-

fested. The powder, indeed, is a powerful errhine ; and

when tasted affects the tongue with the pungency of

needles and excites a severe and protracted ptyalism.

On account of this acrid and penetrating power it ought

not to be used where the surface of the body is exulcera-

ted. In porrigo, or scabby scall, it has even proved fa-

tal : and hence it is omitted in Rosenstein's third edition

of his work " On the Diseases of Children," though re-

commended in the two preceding.

* Hist, de la Societe Rovale. &c. Ann. 1776.
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GENUS VIII.

ECPHYMA.

Cutaneous IBxtvtBttnte,

SUPEKFIClAl, PERMANENT, INDOLENT EXTUBERANCE :

MOSTJ.Y CIRCUMSCRIBED.

EcPHYMA is ii Greek term from i>i<pv« '^educo, csero,"^^^-^^^^-

m contradistinction both to phyma " an inflammatory generic

tumour," and emphyma " a tumour without inflamma-
*^™'

tion," originating below the integuments. Extuberances

similar to those belonging to this genus are frequently

found in the rinds of fruits, as apples and oranges, and
form a peculiar character in some species of melon ; none

of which are produced by insects, nor are we acquainted

with the immediate cause.

The species of this genus are the four following

:

1. ECPHYMA CARUNCULA. CARUNCLE.

2. VERRUCA. WART.

3. CLAVUS. CORN.

4. i- CALLUS. CALLUS.

SPECIES I.

ECPHYMA CARUNCULA.

Caruncle.

SOFT, FLESHY, OFTEN PENDULOUS, EXCRESCENCE OF

THE COMMON INTEGUMENT.

This species is found over the surface generally and oc- Gen.viii.

casionally, as a sequel of lues, about the arms and sexual when
"

organs. ^°""^ „
'-' principally.
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Gkn. VIII. From its shape or position it often obtains a particular

Ecpiiyma name, as Jicus, when fig or raisin-shaped ; encanthis,
Canmcuia.

y^jjg,^ seated on the canthus or ansjle of the eye.
Caruncle. o •'

Ficiis. These excrescences on their first formation seem to be

At first productions of the cuticle alone; but by gradually thick-
mere cuti-

guij^g and a fresh vascularity they come at length to be

inours, but connectcd with the skin itself, and, in some instances,

connected* cven to procccd to the depth of the subjacent muscles.
with the They are of very different degrees of hardness : being

subjacent in somc instauccs not much firmer than the parts with

DiffeVin which they are connected : whilst in others they arc

consisten- found to acQuirc the obduracy of a rigid scirrhus. Their
c.y, colour, ' •/>->
siiape, and colour also IS vei:y various : in some cases they are of a
^"^'

pale white, and in others of different shades of red. In

some instances they arc single, and in others gregarious.

In many cases they are not larger than ordinary warts,

but in others they arc much broader and thicker.

Remedial Where they are neither painful nor unsightly there can
process.^

be no reason for attacking them, but in other cases they

should be removed. Those of a soft consistency may be

often destroyed by rubbing them frequently with a piece

of crude sal ammoniac, or washing them with a strong

Treatment, solution of that salt. Savin powder is a still more effec-

tual escharotic. Pressure alone will also sometimes

succeed when it can be fairly applied. But if none of

these answer, recourse must be had to lunar caustic or

the scalpel.
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SPECIES II.

ECPHYMA VERRUCA.

PIRM, HAB,D, ARID, INSENSIBLE EXTUBERANCE 01'

THE COMMON INTEGUMENT : TOUND CHIEFXY ON

THE HANDS.

Warts are small sarcomata that offer the following va- gen. viii,-

• .• oPJSC 11.

rieties :

« Simplex. Simple and distinct : sessile or

Simple "Wart. pensile.

fi Lobosa. Full of lobes and fissures.

Lobed Wart.

y Confluens. In coalescing clusters.

Confluent Wart.

All these rise, like the caruncle, from the cuticle at Or>gi" 'in''

first, and gradually become connected with the cutis by *"
"

being supplied with minute arteries that rarely extend

far into its substance, as the surface, when of any bulk,

is hard, ragged, and insensible. The extreme sensibility

of the base of a wart renders its connexion with a subcu-

taneous nerve highly probable.

It is destroyed by ligature, the knife, escharotics, or Curative

powerful astringents. Many of ^ our common pungent
^'^°"^^'

plants are employed by the vulgar for the same purpose, cheiidoni-

and in various instances answer sufiiciently. One of the """ ""^J"^

most frequent is the celendine or chelidonium majws, dine-juice.

whose yellow acrid juice is applied to the excrescence py,.oi^,gne.

daily or occasionally till it disappears. The pyroligne- o"^ a<="''

ous'acid, however obtained, answers the same purpose,

as does the meloe proscarahxuSf the liquor potassse or Destroyed

ammonise, mineral acids, muriated ammonia. In Sweden ^y
,V^°

gryllus ver-

they are destroyed by the gryllus verrucivornSf or wart- mcivovns.
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Gen. viii. eating grasshopper, with green wings spotted with hrown.

Ecphyma The common people catch it for this purpose ; and it is

Wart*^^
said to operate by biting off the excrescence, and dis-

Treatment. charging a corrosive liquor on the wound. They often

disappear disappear spontaneously, and lience lay a foundation for

spontane- being charmed away.

SPECIES III.

ECPHYMA CLAVUS.

ROUNDISH, HOKNY, CUTANEOUS EXTUBERANCE WITH A

CENTRA!, NUCLEUS, SENSIBLE AT ITS BASE : FOUND

CHIEEIiT ON THE TOES FROM THE PRESSURE OF

TIGHT SHOES.

Gen. VIII.
(jQjjj^g originate in the same manner as caruncles and

Spec. III. "
Originate warts. They are sometimes spontaneous, and gregari-

cierand ^us. Spreading over the whole head and body : and some-

wnits, and timcs risc to a considerable height, and assume a horny

approach appearance. In the last case the. tuber makes a near ap-

ichthyiasis p^oach to somc of the species of the genus xefidosis.

Sometimes especially I. Ichthyiasis cornea, and cornigera. In the
cast aniiu-

j^|^^|^ yolume of the Transactions of Natural CuriositiCvS,

Mode of is a case of an rainual fall by a spontaneous suppuration.

treatment. fj^g cupg consists in Cutting ol' paring the excrescence

down nearly to its roots ; and then applying some warm
resinous, or rather stimulating preparation, as the juice

of squills, house-leek, or purslane, or the compound Gal--

banum or ammoniac emplastcr.
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SPECIES IV.

ECPHYMA CALLUS.

Callus.

CALLOUS EXTUBERANT THICKENING OF THE CUTICLE ',

INSENSIBLE TO THE TOUCH.

This species is found chiefly on the palms of the hands Gen. viii.

and soles of the feet as a consequence of hard labour,
^yhe^^g

Among those who accustom themselves to long journeys chiefly

over the hurning sands of Egypt, some have had their and how

feet as indurated with a thick callus as an ox's hoof, soP5°^"<=^^-
By burning

as to bear shoeing with iron; and in Siani such persons sands or

have been known to walk with their naked feet on red- "^"^^^
f-'cess 01

hot iron bars. heat.

This species is produced also by a frequent exposure singular

of the hands or feet to hot water, or to mineral acids, ^f*^*^^?* ,' By mineral

1 he cuticle of the feet has been rendered so thick and acids, used

insensible by the use of sulphuric acid as to endure fire p°Jj.g^JyP"'^'

without pain. This acid is ijcnce commonly employed fife-waik-

by professed fire-walkers, and fire-eaters, the interior office-eaters.

the mouth being hardened and seared in the same way as

the soles of the feet.

In the Medical Mriseum is a singular case of this com- Singular

plaint as it occurred in a joung man, the cuticle of whose

hands was so thickened and indurated as to render them

of no use. He was by tra'le a dyer; and the disease was

gradually brought on by cleaning brass wire, with a fluid

consisting of sulphuric acid, tartar, and alum. His fin-

gers were so rigid from the callosity of the cuticle, that

on a forcible endeavour to straighten tiicm, blood started

from every pore. As the disease was chiefly ascribed to

the use of the acid, tlie patient was ordered to apply to
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Gen. VIII. his bands an emollient liniment consisting of equal parts

E^cphyma^'^f olive-oil and aqua-kali. After two days, one half the

Callus. alkali was omitted, and the yolk of two eggs added. By
means of this application, the hardened cuticle began to

peel off; and a new flexible one to appear beneath ; he

acquired the use of his fingers by degrees, and in about

two months the cure was perfected.
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GENUS IX.

TRICHOSIS.

- MOBBID ORGANIZATION OR DEFICIENCY OF HAIK.

Trichosis (rpiYfi>(7ti) "pilare malum," is a term of Actua- _9^^'^^'

rius, and other Greek writers from 6e,i% " pilus." Tri- generic.

CHiAsis is the more common appellation : but it has often '^^"^^•

^ * ' Pilare ma-
been used in a somewhat different and more limited sense, lum.

The terms athrix and distrix, which express two of the
Trichiasis.

species under this genus, are evidently from the same

root.

Hair may be regarded as a vegetation from the surface piiysioiogy

of the body; it rises from a bulbous root of an oval form
^fg^'jl^g

which fixes in the cuticle or rete mucosum, and seems vegetable

sometimes to shoot into the cutis. The separate hairs
fJo|.^ bul-

are spiral and liollow, filled witli a pulp, furnished with bous roots

f , , .,.!.. . in the cuti-

vessels, and knotted at certain distances like some sorts cic.

of grass, and in some cases send out branches at their

knots. Their roots or bulbs are found over the whole Bulbs or

surface of the body, though they only vegetate in parti- f°°nd over

cular parts, for which it is not easy to assign a reason, the entire

The hairs in the stems of the roots are nourished by the bm only

gluten at its base, and as this is more copious or niorer'°^"'=^'^<^
n • 1 I . , • 11 '" parti-

fluid the stem is more succulent : when in a smaller quan- cuiar parts

tity or more dense, the liair is dry, crisp, and soon fa,Ils ^^'^^^^Pj^^^.^J

off: when not carried to the extremities, the stems or riiy.

hairs become brittle, or split. The rete mucosum fur- becomes'

iiishes the hair with its colour: and as this colour, toge-giay? and

ther with the nutritive mucus of the hair, diminishes, and
"^"^

is at length altogether suppressed in old age, we see one

reason why the hair becomes gray, and.perishes^

VOL. V. 85
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r.EN. IX. As hairs, at least in a state of health, have no more
I riciios^s

Moibici nerves than the filaments of vegetables, it is probable that

l'.^!'; the circulatioti is carried on in them in the same manner
vv ithout

nerves. as in plants. By combing we free the fluid from those

thmAio'v obstructions which must necessarily be produced by their

maintain- bci ug bent in all directions: and hereby promote a circu-

Be'iieficiai l^tion through the bulb, and relieve the head from accu-

eftects of niulations : for though the vessels of the bulb are small
combine •t3

the iiHjr', they are numerous.* And we are hence enabled to ac-

*"V^" count for the relief and refreshment which is often felt
lieshment
often ob- by a patient after the operation of combing. Long hair
uine by

^^^ ^^^^^ j^^ ^jj ^^^^ esteemed an ornament. There is no

lionghair question, however, that it requires more nutriment for

pvo.'.uctive its support than short hair; and some physiologists have
of dubiiity. gofjc gQ fj^j. ^s to doubt whether it may not hereby be in-

jurious to the general health, as productive of debility.

But there seems no real ground for such a belief, as a

Suddenly healthy system, like the roots or trunk of a healthy tree,
c'jttingoff

jjj always be able without inconvenience to furnish
long nau" •'

has been sustcnance enough for its branchy foliage. Dr. Parr,

ai^j in"*' however, affirms that suddenly cutting off long hair has
duced pie- (q his knov.'ledge been injurious and attended with every

appearance of plethora : while very thick hair may occa-

sionally weaken by the undue warmth and perspiration

it occasions.

iiMiestiuc- Next to the bones, hair appears to be the most inde-

structible of the constituents of the body : and there are
tibility.

accounts of its having been found in old tombs after all

the soft parts had entirely disappeared. The hair of dif-

ferent indi\iduals differs considerably in its thickness, in

Difference the proportion of ^io to ^}o of an inch in diameter: and

q"
IiTties' it is no less variable in its other physical qualities, some

kinds being much more dense and elastic than others,

which Mr. Hatchett ascribes to the different proportion

of jelly contained in itf

According to the c5iperiments of Vauquelin, read to

» Parr, Med. Diet. Art. Pilus.

t JTlesner.tary System of Physiology, p. 91. Svo. 18-4.
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the Institute in 1808, human hair is not soluble in boil- ^"p^i^- ix.

ing water, but, when exposed to a greater temperature in ivioibici
"

Pappin's diirester, it dissolves readily. From a solution '\^''-
. ,

of black hair, a black matter was deposited, which proved properties

to be an oil of the consistence of bitumen, together wifh ^^^,.''^"5^1^.^

iion and 8ul|)hur. And as the hair of some persons has'buiinefi

a smell approaching to that of sulphur, and especially 1,'"/";
"hen,

those who have red hair, we are no longer at a loss to ac- ""^^ «"'-

count for this. The same excellent chemist found that uisoawhit.

alcohol extracts from black hair a whitish, and a grayish- '"'' ^"''

,
grayish

green oil, the last of which separates as the alcohol evapo- green oil

:

rates. It is probable, therefore, that the black matter is
^[""J/^'j'J,.

gummy or albuminous; the white we are told resembles ea from red

cetaceura in appearance though it differs in chemical affi-

nity. Red hair affords the white matter, and instead of

the grayish-green oil, an oil as red as blood. White hair

contains phosphate of magnesia, affording us another White hair

proof of the greater facility with which calcareous matter p°g'JgP'j.°*

is either formed or let loose in old age than in any other magnesia

period of life ;* and its oil is nearly colourless. When (.Jo"^^
'
^

hair becomes suddenly white from terror, Yaunuelin chiefly

:

, . , . , . , , . . -. though a
thinks it may be owing to a sudden extrication 01 some white

acid, as the oxymuriatic acid is found to whiten black ^"inf t""*'s
^ produced

hair ; but it is suggested by Parr that this may more by other

probably be owing to an absorption of the oil of the hair"^^*^"^'

by its sulphur, as in the operation of whitening woollen

cloths. Dr. Bostock has more plausibly conceived that the Sudden

effect depends upon the sudden stagnation of the vessels white ac-

which secrete the colouring matter, while the absorbents '^°"n'«'*
^

for.

continue to act, and remove that which alread)^ exists.f

These remarks will assist us in comprehending some-

thing of the nature of the follovAing species of diseases

which are included in the genus before us

:

1 . TRICHOSIS SETOSA. BRISTLY HAIR.

-'. PLICA. MATTED HAIR.

3. HIRSUTIES. EXTRANEOUS HAIR.

* Supra, p. 324. t Elementary System of Physiology, p. 92.
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„??^* *.^* 4. TRICHOSIS DISTRIX. FORKY HAIR.
I iichosis.

Morbid 5. POLIOSIS. GRAY HAIR.
hair. r.

D. ATHRIX, BALDNESS.

7. AREA. AREATED HAIR.

- DECOLOR. DISCOLOURED HAIR.

-- SENSITIVA. SENSITIVE HAIR.

SPECIES I.

TRICHOSIS SETOSA.

HAIRS OF THE BODY THICK, E.IGID, AND BllISTlY.

ges. IX. This is the hystriacis or porcupine iiair of Plenck. It

iiystiiaci's is in fact a stiff corpulency of hair produced by a gross
m Porcu- Qj, exuberant nutriment, and has been sometimes limited
pine hair

of Plenck. to the head, sometimes to other organs, and sometimes
iikistrated.

^q^jjj^qu to the body. The remarks already offered will

sufficiently account for its production.

In the fifth volume of the Philosophical Transactions,

we have an extraordinary example of hair of this kind

being thrown off and renewed every autumn, like the

horqs of the deer, and various other quadrupeds. The
affection was also hereditary, for five sons exhibited the

same morbid state of the hair.*

* See also SamniK Med. Wabrnemung. Band. iv. p. 249,
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SPECIES II.

TRICHOSIS PLICA.

HAIBS VASCULARIiT THICKENED ; INEXTRICABLY MARL-

ED AND MATTED BY THE SECRETION OF A GLUTIN-

OUS FLUID FROM THEIR ROOTS.

This disease affords a sufficient proof by itself, if other gen. ix,

proofs were wanting, of the vascularity of the hairs.
^^I^jg^^'

Vauquelin ascribes it to a superfluous excretion of the proof of

fluid that nourishes them, but there must be something
[,^^,'^a"|.Y'^s

more than this : there must be also an intumescence ora'sothat

dilatation of the vascular tunic of tlie hairs, since their tubes o/
capacity is always augmented, and in some cases so much spires are

^ -^ JO
, , , .

dilatable;

SO as to permit the ascent of red blood ; in consequence whence an

of which they bleed when divided by the scissors. aSn^f
^'

Most authors ascribe it to uncleanliness, which is no led blood.

doubt the ordinary exciting cause, though there seem to^^j^^"",^.

be others of equal efficiency. It is also very generally cieanii-

affirmed to be contagious, and I had hence added this whether

character to the disease in the volume of Nosolocjy. But, cpma-

as Dr.Kerckhoffs strenuously maintains the contrary after _ .
,

,

•' •' Denied by
a very minute attention to the complaint in Poland itself, Kerckhoffs.

and more especially after having in vain endeavoured to

inoculate first himself, and then two children, from the

matter issuing from the bulbs of hair pulled for this pur-

pose from a boy who was suffering from it in the most

loathsome manner, I have here withdrawn the symptom.

Dr. KerckhoSs reduces plica to a much simpler prin- His expia-

ciple than it has hitherto been described under, and strips tj,edi"°

itof many ofthe most formidable features by which it has^^'sc.

been characterized j particularly its connection with hectic

fever or any idiopathic affection of the brain.* He re-

* Observations MS'dicales, Par Jos. Rom. Louis Kerckhoffs, Medicine de

I'Arrpee, &c. See Med. Trans. Vol, vi. Ait. tit.
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Gen. IX. ffards it as a mere result of the custom common amone:
Spec. II

Tiichosis the lowest classes of the Polonese, of letting the hair grow
Plica. ^Q j^,^ immense length, of never rombiner, or in any other
Matted ^ " ''

hair. Way cleaning it, and ofronstanny covering tlie head with

a thick woolh'n bonnet or leath<in cap. And hence, says

he, while the rich are in general exempt from the disease,

it is commonly to be met ^sitli amoiig the poor alone, who
wallow in filth and misery, and particularly among the

Uncieanii- Jews, who are proverbially negligentof their persons. He
nesswitli x i • ^i ^ -^ • i • ^^

him the on- contends, in consequence, that it is no more endemic to

ly cause. Poland than to any other country ; and that nothing more

is necessary to effect a cure than general cleanliness, and

excision of the matted hair.

Illustrated. The first person he saw labouring under tliis disease,

and he gives the case as a general specimen, was a boy

from fifteen to eighteen years old, in a miserably poor vil-

lage in the neighbourhood of Posen : most offensively

filthy, lying in a dark hole, and stinking (puant) beside

the beasts. He had black hair, very long, very coarse,

and braided into thick plaits of a twelvemonth's standing.

His head was covered with grease, his brain was greatly

affected, and he was complaining of terrible head-aches.

The medical practitioner that attended him opposed a re-

moval of the hair from a vulgar belief that the common
outlet of morbid humours being thus cut off, such humours

would flow rapidly to the brain and produce apoplexy or

some other cerebral affection. At length he consented

that after a brisk purge the process of cutting the hair

should commence, but only to be proceeded in by degrees.

The length of two fingers was therefore first removed^

and this producing no mischief, it w^as agaiis shortened

to the same extent two days afterwards : and in this man-

ner the whole was cut off in about twenty days. After

this the patient was allowed to comb his head a little, and

wash it with milk ; a few bitters and other tonics were

prescribed for him, and he was very shortly restored to

perfect health.

Difficulties Admitting Dr. Kerckhoffs' explanation of this disease

the*"

)n§
^^ i^g correct, it is somewhat singular that the sameexpla-
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nation has never hitherto been given by the most intelli- ^^'^' I^-

gent and most celebrated Polish, or even German physi-Tiichosis'

cians; as it is also tliat the disease should be unknown in ^'1^*^^^*^

other countries where the hair is, in like manner, suffered hair.

to cjrow without cuttius:, and where as little attention is^jj^jission
.'" O' ofKerck-

paid to cleanliness. hoff'shypo-

Hence Sinapius,* and numerous other writers tleny q^^^j^^^*

uncleanliness to be the orily, or even tlie ordinary cause, causes

They contend for a predisposition in the habit, and affirm ^iga^jjuggg

that under such predisiiosition any local accident, and a assigned by

n «. . • 1 -i.
many vvn-

Yariety of affections in remote organs, may become excit-teis.

ine: causes. In the P'.nhemera of Natural Curiosities is a9""^V^"'•^ • tional pre-

case in which it seems to have- been produced by a wound disposition.

in the head.f Vehr relates another in %\hich it followed, "j^'^^°[;pyj^

togetlier w ith jaundice, upon a suppression of catameniaa wound in

for three months.:}: It is also occasionally a sequel of
^p^j, jj^y',j.

several of the varieties of psoriasis. Swediaur relates a^iice, and

I'll 1 p 1 1 • • 1 suppressed
case in which the removal of the hair was accompanied catamenia:

with severe pain, though the scissors were applied at a"P°"P^°""

considerable distance from the head; but he seems toSwediaur's

have credited report upon this subject too readily ; fo«' iie
g^^^^l^Jj^'g

tells us of another case in which the patient, then residing Allowed

in one of the hospitals at Paris, suffered acute head-ache sf°^ufa"

on the abscission of her matted hair, and died not l()ngexa»'pie.

after.§ In one instance it appears to have followed

upon gout in the head, and to have kept pace periodically

with its paroxysms. The patient was about fifty years

of age, and whenever attacked with this podagral affec-

tion, his hair began to curl, and become hailed ; insomuch

that often in a single night, instead of hanging down
straight, it formed a complicated wreathy mass, which no

combing could reduce to order. As .soon, however, as

the paroxysm of gout subsided, the hair lost its tendency

to twist, and was easily disentangled.]!

* Parado.xa Med. 1 Dec. ii. Ann. ii. Obs. i.

^ Diss. Icterus fuscus cum Plica Polonica, &c. Fr. 1708.

5 Nov. Nos. Moth. Syst. ii. 231.
[j

Jourti. of For. Med. No. y.\u,
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[Gen. IX. Cutting ofF the hair, however, though generally sup-

Trichosis posed to exasperate the disease, or to lead to some
Plica. secondary evil, does not appear to produce these effects

;

hair. and hence Vicat recommends the use of the scissors

JI.Sff,"a''na
whenever the hairs bleed.* It is far better with Dr.

its removal Kerckhoffs to use them beforehand.

""di mTs-*^ Tiiough the disease has been usually confined to the

chief.
ijaii> of the scalp, it lias occasionally appeared in other

has ap- quarters, as in the beard, the cuticle, and even the puden-

other parts
'^"'^ " authorities for which are quoted in the volume of

than the Nosology.

Ac^compa- From the great afflux of fluids, and even of blood to

iiied at ^\^Q head, during this disease, it is often accompanied
tiiTics with
various af- with hcmicrania, or some other cephalalgic affection.
fections of
llic head,
and whv.

SPECIES III.

TRICHOSIS HIRSUTIES.

^Xtvantmn fiatr.

GROWTH OF HAIR IN EXTRANEOUS PARTS, OR SUPER-

FLUOUS GROWTH IN PARTS COMMON.

Gen. IX. The most frequent example of this misaffection is that
Spec. Ill

Appears of bearded women. In a few instances the female beard

b^'a^ d^ r ^*^^ ^^^" ^^^^^ bristly, thus uniting the present with a

women

;

preceding species. Hippocrates ascribed liirsuties under

perhapsf' ^his fomi to a deficient menstruation,! whence it is

produced occasionally met with in young women. This cause is

nfenstiua-^ admitted generally in modern practice; but one of the

lion: but most strikius; cases in a young woman, that has ever
not al- °

7 • 1 -ji.
ways. occurred to the present author^ was accompanied witri an

* Memoire sur la Plique I'olonoise Lausaune, 1775.

t Epidem. Lib. vi. Sect. 7.—Srhiirig, Pavthenolosia,' p.'18$.'. Bfi-esr),

1729. 4to.
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habitual paramenia superjlua, under which the patient at Gen. ix.

length sunk at about forty years of age. Trichosis

In like manner a beard has sometimes been found on "^'j'^^jj^^

boys,* and in a few instances on infants.

f

ous hair.

Hair has often also sprouted forth from organs whence
^^,^,'|f ;„

it does not grow naturally ; which, however, in most in- boys, and

stances, can be accounted for without any great difficulty Hal? pio-

by bearino: in mind a remark offered in the opening of the a"ced in

present genus; I mean tbat "the roots or bulbs of hairs organs,

are found over the entire surface of the body, though they
[J,^"g°jj°*^

only vegetate in particular parts." Yet Amatus Lusita- plained,

iius has given us an example to which this explanation

will not apply, for in this the exotic hairs grew on the Found on

/. . /, . X 11 the tongue,
tongue,:}: as the feathers of the toucan grow naturally.

Criniti and Bose found the heart covered in the samef" ^^^

heart.

manner. §
Of organized animal substances hair, however, seems to Hair ori-

be originated more easily than any other: and this, too, n'o\.e easi-

without having, at least in many cases, any apparent 'y^'^ai^'^y

bulb or root to shoot from. We had lately occasion when ganized

treating of paruria stillatitia, to notice their dis- ^"^'^/^^
•-' ' substance.

charge from the bladder as constituting one of the causes Exempii-

of this complaint. So in malis gordii|| they have been ^ *

apparently solicited by friction, from different parts of

the body of an infant, with seeming relief to his distress.

And under the genus eccyesis,^ numerous examples

have been given of their formation in various internal

organs. It is on this account the hair and beard are said Whether

hy writers of grave authority occasionally to grow for ^°'grow^af„

some time after the death of every other part of the bo-ter death,

dy ; of which examples may be found in Heister,** and

Camerarius.jf

* PauUini, Cent. iir. Obs. 64.

t Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. ii. Ann. iv. Obs. 163. Ap. 203.

X Cent. VI. Cur. 65.

i Pr. Hist, de Anitomenis Messenii hirsute corde, Paris, 1525.—Pr. Sis-

tens, historiam cordis villosi, Leips. 1771.

II
Supta, p. 665. IT Supra, p. 246, et passim.

** Hei'st. Compertd. Anat, +t Camerar. Memorab. Cent. vi. p. 47.

VOL V. 86
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SPECIES IV.

TRICHOSIS DISTRIX.

HAIRS OF THE SCALP WEAK, SLENDER, AND SPLITTING-

AT THEIR EXTREMITIES,

ge-v. IX. 'in IS is a common affection, and depends upon a deficien-

Spkc. IV. cy in the supply of proper nutriment from the bulb or
Lxplained. *^ nii'.
Keuiediai Foot 01 thc liair, HI cousequence oi which the upper part
process, ^f ^j^p jjjjjg i)ecomcs arid and brittle, and splits into mi-

nute filaments, as already explained in the introductory

remarks to the present genus. Its cure is to be accom-

plished by cutting the hair short, and stimulating the

roots by irritant pomatums, unguents, or oils.

SPECIES V.

TRICHOSIS POLIOSIS.

HAIRS PREMATURELY GRAY OR HOAllY.

Gen. IX. The SPECIFIC term poliosis is a Greek derivative from
Spec. y. ^^^^^ "candidus," "canus,"—*' white or hoary."

specific The general principle of this diseased appearance has

Physioio- ^^^^ explained in the introductory remarks to the present

gicai ex- genus. The colour of the hair is derived from the rete
planation. ... - i x • i /•

mucosum, which secretes a very compound material tor

this purpose, a part of the occasional ingredients of which

are iron, sulphur, lime, a grayish-green, and a blood-red,

oil. In the silvery white or glossy hair of young persons,

the nutritive matter is, perhaps, the rete mucosum in its

purest and most uncoloured state. Gray hair is pro-

4p.ced in two ways. In one there is no colouring mate-

i
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rial whatever, except apparently a small portion «f the^*"^- ^''^•

sulphur : and in this case the hair is directly hoary, or of Trichosis

a yellowish or rusty white. In other circumstances the ^"gy^j^^v^.

rete mucosum or nutriment of the hair, from causes al-

ready explained under the genus parostia, is loaded

with calcareous matter, but deficient in its proper oil

;

and hence the hair is somewhat whiter, but of a dead hue,

harsher, and coarser, very brittle, and apt to fall off from

the roots.

White hair, probably produced by the former of these

means, has been found occasionally in every stage of life ;

and Schenck gives a case in which it appeared on birth,*

It has sometimes been transmitted hereditarily :f and,

in some instances, seems to have taken place from terror,i

the spasm of the capillaries of the skin extending to the

bulbs of the hair, which no longer communicated a supply

of the ordinary pigment. It lias for the same reason fol-

lowed upon an obstinate cephal£ea,§ and is said to have

occurred after death.ll

SPECIES VI.

TRICHOSIS ATHRIX.

DECAY AND FALL OF THE HAIR.

The general principle of this defect has been so fully Gen. ix.

detailed under the preceding species, and in the intro-
"^*^^* ^^"

ductory remarks to the present genus, that it is not neces-

sary to add any thing further.

This affection of the hair is the alopecia of Sauvages Alopecia of

and other modern nosologists, but not that of Celsus and Ihins b"t
not of Cel-

* Lib. 1. Obs. 3. ex Stuckio. t Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. ii. Ann. i. Obs. 69. Q^jg"*^

% Cameiar. Memor. Cent. ii. N. 14.—Doute, Ergo Canities a timore ?

Paris, 657.—J. P. Frank, De Cur. Horn. Morh. Tom. v. p. 123.

i Journ. des Sgavans, 1684.

I!
Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec, ii. Ann. I. Obs. 69.
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%^^.' ^

vi
^^^*^"» which is a variety of the next species. Alopecia

Tiichosis is a Greek term derived from axavv^ " vulpes," a foXf

Baldness.
*'^^^ animal being supposed to lose its hair and become

Origin of bald sooner than any other quadruped. The Arabian

temi.
^ ^vriters named it from the same source daus-saleb, liter-

Daus-saieb ally " morbus vulpis." The species admits of the fol-

bians. lowing varieties

:

^ Simplex. Hairs of the scalp of a na-

Bald-head. tural hue; gradually dying

at the bulbs, or loosened by

a relaxation of the cutaneous

texture.

,3 Calvities. Hairs gray or hoary : baldness

Bald-crown. chiefly on tiie crown of the

liead ; and confined to the

head. Mostly common to

advanced age.

y Barbse, Decay and fall of the beard.

Bald-beard.

« T. athrix The FIRST VARIETY is the defluvium capillorum of Sen-

Baid-iread
^^^^' Whatever tends to give an established relaxation

and want of tone to the cutaneous vessels becomes a cause

of this affection : and it is hence a frequent sequel upon

fevers of various kinds. It is also found as a symptom in

tabes, phthisis, porrigo, and impetigo.

General tonics and cold bathing form the most pro-

mising treatment where it is an idiopathic affection : and

where it is a secondary complaint it must follow the for-

tune of the disorder that gives rise to it.

/3T, athrix The SECOND VARIETY pi'oceeds fi'om a cause precisely

B^ki-'^*" opposite to the preceding. Here the cutaneous secern-

crown. ents, instead of being too loose and relaxed are too dry

and rigid : there is little nutriment afforded to the roots

or bulbs of the hair, whence they become arid and brittle,

particularly at the extreme point of the head or crown,

^ and are perpetually breaking off" at their origin. The
cause of the whiteness or hoariness of the hair has been

explainecl under the preceding species. Other causey
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than that of old age are noticed by pathologists, and have ^^^^ ^^j-

no doubt a foundation; as terror, which has sometimes /Sr.athrix

operated very rapidly, insolation or exposure of the head g^^^j^jj^^"

to the rays of the sun, unlimited sexual indulgence,* ce-cown.
More com-

phalfea, and wnrms.f mon to

This affection is far more common to males than to"^^'^f'^'^"
females :

females; it is asserted hy many writers that it never oc- said never

curs in eunuchs4 and by Scht-nck that it never takes g°°y^|]g
!"

place in any persons before the use of sexual copulation ;
or before

and hence ought not to exist in bachelors; and, pro- sexual

vided the remark be well founded, on which I cannot <^°P"'^^'°"'

speak from my owr^knowledge, might be employed as a

test of their continence.

The most promising remedies are to be sought for in

an external application of warm animal oils, and oily

aromatic essences, as lavender-water.

Baldness of the beard is not a common defect : but

examples of it are referred to in the volume of Nosology.

And a few rare instances are to be met with of the bald- Sometimes

ness extending over every part of the body. Professor o^erVe
Frank has given us a striking example of this in a young body.

man who about two months before he savv hini had suf- instance

=

fered a sudden falling off of the hair from the beard, head,

eye-lashes, and pubes, while his fingers appeared dead as

though destroyed by a dry gangrene, his voice, mean-

while was unclianged, the full power of procreation con-

tinued, and with the exception of a slight debility which

he had felt for a few days, he was free from complaint.

There was no perceptible cause, though thirteen years

before he had laboured under syphilis.^

* Gilbert. Adversiis Pract. Prin.—Merlet. Diss. Ergo a Salacitate Cal-

vities ? Paris, 1662.

t PauUini Lanx Sal. Dec. iv. Obs. 9.

X De Moor, Diss, in Hipp. App. vi. 28. L. B. 1736.~Schenck. L. I,

Oh?. 10.

'} De Cur. Horn. Morb. Enit. Tom. iv. p. 124,
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SPECIES VII.

TRICHOSIS AREA.

PATCHES OF BAXDNESS WITHOl'T DECAY OR CHANGE 01?

COLOUR IN THE SURROUNDING HAIR ; EXPOSED PLOTS

OF THE SCALP GLABROUS, WHITE AND SHINING J

SOMETIMES SPREADING AND COALESCING, RENDER-
ING THE BALDNESS EXTENSIVE.

Gen. IX. This species is taken entirely from Celsus, who gives two

Species de- Varieties of it almost in the following words :

Cefsus.°"' « Diffluens. Bald plots of an indetermi-

Diffluent areated nate figure ; existing in

hair. the beard as well as in the

scalp : obstinate of cure.

Common to all ages.

^ Serpens. Baldness commencing at

Sepentine areated the occiput, and winding

hair. in a line not exceeding

two fingers' breadth, to

each ear, sometimes to

the forehead : often ter-

minating spontaneously.

Cbiefly limited to chil-

dren.

First va- The FIRST VARIETY forms the true alopecia of the

alopecia^ Greeks, of which I have spoken already, and is so de-

of the nominated bv Celsus, Galen, and other Greek and Ro-
I1V66KS*

Second va-.man Writers. Tbe second is called by them ophiasis from

ophfasi's^"
o"?'?? " a serpent," in consequence of tlie serpentine di-

Thespe- ^'^ction in which the disease trails round the head.

cies is the Dr. Bateman has described this species under the

decaf-° name of porrigo decalvanst while lip admits that the sur-

vans of face of the scalp offers no porriginous or other eruption
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whatever, but " within these arese is smooth, shining;, ^^^' ix.
Spec. VII

ami remarkably white. It is probable, however," heTiichosis*

adds, *' though not ascertained, that there may be an erup- ^'^^^'
,

tion of minute achores ab(nit the roots of the hair, in the hair.

first instance, which are not permanent, and do not dis-
j^^^ ,,jjg ^^^

charge any fluid." It must be obvious to every one that real con.

this fall of the hiiir has no co»inexi<»n w!iate\er with por-^ithpor-

rigo; depending upon a partial operation of the causes "g°-

that we have already noticed as giving rise to the two

preceding species of poliosis and atlirix.

A frequent shaving of the entire scalp, with affusion Remedial

of cold water, and the use of stimulant liniments, as^'° ' '

aromatic \iiiegar, or a solution of two drachms of the oil

of mace in three or four ounces of alcohol, will sometimes

be found to produce a fresh crop of hair : though, in

most instances, all applications are equally unavailable;

and even in successful cases it is usually many weeks or

even months, and has been years, before the patches arc

duly supplied with hair.

SPECIES VIII.

TRICHOSIS DECOLOR.

UAIR OF THE HEAD OF A PRETERNATURAL HUE.

As the hair receives its tint from the pigment communi- Gen. ix.

* w iu I 11 I .. 4. I . • Spec.VIII.
cated to the bulbs by tlie rete mucosum, whatever vanes General

the character or colour of this material, will vary also ''.''p'^"*"

the colour of the hair. Some of the causes of such vari- the causes

ation we shall have to notice under the ensuing eenus i"°*
always

o o ^mannest.
but there are others which are not so easily explained.

From the rete mucosum, we have already seen that the

hair obtains iron and sulphur, as also the blood-red oil

which is procured by digestion from the red hair, which
forms a third constituent, since it does not seem from the
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splcvni ^^P®"™^"**' ofVauqiielln, that this is a result of the iron.

Trichosis ' The grayish-greeii oil which this excellent chemist has

M^oiour- ^®®" ^^^^ ^'*'*' *" Px*''^^* ^^'^^ black ami other dark kinds

ed,hair. of hair is another «ljstinct principle : and, from an excess

or di'ficiency, nv a peculiar combination of tlie colorific

constituents, we are able to account for some of the ex-

traordinary liues wliich the hair is occasionally found to

exhibit, though others seem to elude all ex|>lanation.

The chief varieties they display are the following:

« Coerulea. Of a blue colour.*

/3 Denigrata. Changed from another colour

to a hlack.f

'/ Viridis. Of a green colour. Of which

we have had very numerous

examples.:};

S Variegata. Spotted, like the hair of a

leopard.§ Of this the ex-

amples are more common
than of any of the preceding

varieties.

Change of Many of these singular hues are said to have followed

sometimes upon some natural colour of the hair : and, in some in-

sudden: stances, suddenly. This is particularly the case with
particular- the second variety ; or that in which the hair has abrupt-
ly wlien to

I 1 ,
*

I . 1 u 1 I

a black, ly become black, which seems to have occurred as a re-

Fever, ex- suit of fever, of exsiccation, and of terror. Schurig gives

and^er°ror * ^^^^ ^" w hich the beard, as well as the hair, was trans-

causes, formed from a white to a black.||

^
We have observed, under the fifth species, that one of

way these the causes of white or rather hoary hair, is a dry shri-

llTxTte.
veiled or obstructed state of its bulbs by which the

colorific matter is no longer communicated. And it is

possible, that as both terror and fevers, and many other

violent commotions, have sometimes proved a cure for

palsy, they may occasionally produce a like sudden effect

* Paullini Cent. i. Obs 93. t Id. Cent. ill. Obs. 59.

X Bartholin. Hist. Anat.—Paullin Cent. i. Obs. 93.

i Eph.Nat. Cur. Dec. iii, Ann, Obs. 184.

|! Schurig. Spermatos,

i
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upon the minute vessels of the bulbs of the hair, remove j^^^* ?^.*^
. , , Spec.VIII.

their obstruction, or arm them with new power, ana thus irichosis

re-enable them to throw up into the tubes of the colour-
Jj|^°J°J-

less hair the proper pigment. loured

hair.

SPECIES IX.

TRICHOSIS SENSITIVA.

HAIR OF THE HEAD PAINFUtXT SENSITIVE.

This species is added in consequence of a singular case Gen. ix.

that has occurred since the publication of the first edition,
^^i^^g*

*

and on the special recommendation of the learned and in- cies new.

defatigable editor of the Edinburgh Medical and Surgi-By whom
cal Journal, to whom the author is also indebted for sug-'""^°'^""'^'

gesting the specific name. It shows us that under a Pathology.

mprbid condition of the scalp, not only blood-vessels but

nerves will sometimes shoot forth into the tubes of the

hair,and convey a very high and acute degree of sensibility.

In the hospital of the Royal Guard at Paris, was a illustration

private soldier who had received a violent kick on the

occiput from a horse. The cerebral excitement produced

was extreme, and could only be kept under by almost

innumerable bleedings both local and general. Amongst
a series of phsenomena produced by this state of preter-

natural excitation, the sensibility acquired by the hairs of

the head was not the least remarkable. The slightest

toucli was felt instantly, and cutting them gave exquisite

pain, so that the patient would seldom allow any one to

come near his head. Baron Larrey on one occasion, to

put him to the test, gave a hint to an assistant who was
standing behind the patient, to clip one of his hairs with-

out his perceiving it. This was done with dexterity, but the

soldier broke out into a sally of oaths, succeeded by com-

plaints : and it was some time before he could be appeased.*

*-Ed. Med. Journ, July 1823, p. 48).—From Journ. of For. Med. No. xvir,

vol. y. 87
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GENUS X.

EPICHROSIS.

Jllacular Sfeiu.

SIMPLE DISCOLOURATIOIf OF THE SURFACE.

Gen. X. EpiCBCRosis {txixfufTii) is a term common to the Greek
Origin of writers, and employed to express a coloured or spotted
tlie generic

' r .» x- t

tero). surface of any kind.—The genus is new, but it seems

called for. Like the last it consists of blemishes, many
of which cannot always either be cured or even palliated \

but, as all these are morbid affections, the nosological

system that suffers them to pass without notice is imper-

fect. Many of them, however, are not of serious conse-

quence, and have been arranged by Professor Frank

under ephilis, employed as a genus, and with a latitude

beyond its ordinary use.*

The following are the species that belong to it

:

1. EPICHROSIS

2.

3.

Ephilis Of

Frank.

4.

5.

6.

7.

LEUCASMUS.

SPILUS.

LENTICULA.

EPHELIS.

VEAL-SKIN.

MOLE.

FRECKLES.

SUN-BURN.

AURIGO.

PffiCILIA.

ALPHOSIS.

ORANGE-SKIN.

PYE-BALLED SKIN.

ALBINO-SKIN.

* De Cur. Hom. Morb. Tom. iv. d. 77. Mannli. 8vo. 1792.
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SPECIES I.

EPICHROSIS LEUCASMUS.

WHITE, GLABROUS, SHINING, PERMANENT SPOTS, PRE-

CEDED BY AVHITE TRANSITORY ELEVATIONS OR TU-

. BERCLES OF THE SAME SIZE ; OFTEN COALESCING

AND CREEPING IN A SERPENTINE DIRECTION ; THE

SUPERINCUMBENT HAIRS FALLING OFF AND NEVER

RESPROUTING.

This is the vitiligo, or veal-skin of Willan, so called
^^^^ ^•

from the veal-like appearance which these spots produce The vitiii-

on the general colour of the surface. It is common tof^j^'^^f^^^"

the different parts of the body, but chiefly found about Wiiian.

the face, neck, and ears. The term leucasmus (xivxxfffto?,)
,. I .. . 1 1 J • i 1 «• • Leucasn us

importing whiteness, is merely employed instead of vi- ^^y p^e.

tiligo to avoid confusion as Dr. Willan has used vitiligo ^•^"^.'^ ^^ ^

in a sense somewhat ditferent from that of Celsus, or of term.

any one who preceded him, though Professor Frank has

made an approach to it by giving it the meaning of Cel-

sus, importing a variety of leprosy, and afterwards con-

founding it with numerous other affections of the skin

that have no possible connexion with it, of which the pre-

sent forms one instance.*

The size of these spots varies considerably, from that of ^^^"^'^^^ v
'

1.
character

a large pin's head to that of a shilling or half-a-crown. and des-

The blank and morbid whiteness remains through life, ^"P^'""*

and seems to show that the patches are no longer possess-

ed of red blood-vessels, and that the wiiite hue of the

rete mucosum alone is visible in their respective areas,

exhibiting a pure white, only differing from that of

death in being glossy from the action of a living prin-

ciple.

** De Cur. Horn. Moih. Epit, Tom. iv. p. 119.
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SPECIES II.

EPICHROSIS SP.LUS.

BEOWX, PERMANENT, CIRCULAR PATCH J SOLITARY^

SOMETIMES SLIGHTLY ELEVATED, AND CRESTED
WITH A TUFT OF HAIR.

s^Eci n. ^^^ specific term, from o-T^Aas « macula," has been long

Origin of in use. The blemish is common but unimportant.

te"i.
^ ^6 have had much of late to observe concerning the

Produced yete mucosum, and in the ensuing species shall have

change in again to refer to this material. We have already re-

the rete marked that it is a substance which forms the second or
mucosum.
This sub- middle of three laminse that constitute the external mte-

am^ned^^
gumeut. It is improperly Called either rc^c or mucosum,

physioiogi- for it is neither a net-work, nor a mucous material, be-

imp^operiy *"S J" effect nothing more than an adipose secretion of a
called rete peculiar kind, which, when black, has a considerable re-

semblance to the grease that is interposed between the

axles and wheels of our carriages.

Detected Its existence was first noticed by Malpighi who gave
by Mai- [j- ^],g name of rete as thinking that throuajh the structure
pighi :

'^ "^

of soft and uniform matter he could trace certain fibres,

crossing each other in various directions, but which have

not been ascertained since, not even in the skin of the negro

in whom this layer is most conspicuous. In many animals,

filciTat:^ indeed, there is no rete mucosum whatever, and Bichat

has expressed his doubts whether it has a distinct existence

in any species, and conceives Malpighi was mistaken.
but con- Buj; Cruickshank appears to have confirmed satisfactorily
firmed by

. « n.^ • . i . • r i

Cruick- the assertion of Malpighi m the human torm, and even

ethers
^"^

*** ^^^^ traced it in some of the internal parts of the body,

as well as in the skin :* and Dr. Gordon,! after a scruti-

* Oalnsens. Persp, passim. -= Anat. p. 244.
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nous examination has added his testimony to the same ^^w. x.
n , jfc

OPEC. II.
lact.* Epichrosis

It is in truth the common pigment or colouring prin- ^p"',"^-

ciple of the skin, and hence differs very considerably in The com-

hue, as is sufficiently obvious in the respective individuals
|^""i^°"

of the same country, but still more so in those of remote P''i"'pie

regions; giving a white or fair hue to the inhabitants of the diSeiingin

south side of the Caucasus and their probable descend- ^''ff'^"*111 indivl-

ants the great body of Europeans, a black to the negroes duals, and

of Africa, an olive hue to the Mons:o-Tartar race, a^^Pf.^J.*"^,' o » 111 dinerent

brown to the islanders of Australasia, and a red to the regions,

native tribes of North America. a"whUe'or

In temperate climates, and in its purest state, it is afauhue,

clear glossy white, and when reddened under a delicate an olive, a

cuticle, by the minute and innumerable arteries that are'"°^V'^"^
•' a red.

distributed over the surface of the body, it gives that rich Clear

but dainty tone of colour which constitutes beauty of^JhuTin

complexion. temperate

It sometimes happens, however, that persons who are*^
'"'^ ^^*

perfectly fair in their general complexion, from an equal moles in

diffusion of this substance in its utmost purity, have a few ^V^'
?°^'

• •' plexions.

small spots of a lighter or deeper brown in the face,

limbs, or body, from an occasional dash of brown in the

rete mucosum, produced by causes which it is impossible

to unravel: and which, as we shall show presently, in

other persons extends over the entire surface, and is con-

sequently intermixed with the wliole of the secretion :

and it is this occasional dash that constitutes a spilus or

mole. In treating of trichosis we observed that chemical

analysis has proved that the hair, and consequently tiie

rete mucosum wliich supplies it with pigment, is possessed

of a certain portion of iron : and it is possible that a con-

centration of this mineral substance in the coloured part

may constitute the colorific material. Be this as it may,

we perceive, wherever these coloured spots exist, there is

a greater tendency to increased action than elsewhere ;Accompa-

and hence, we often find a slightelevation, and additional
"j'^g/^ji^
a slight

* Bostock, Elem. Sj'st. of Physiol, p. 79.—See also Edin. Med. Journ, elevation,

vol. XVIII. p. 247.
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Gen. X. closeness of structure, and not unfrequently an enlarge-

Epichrosis nient of tlie natural down into a tuft of hairs.
Spiius. jf |j,ig I'easoning be correct, alkaline lotions (and all

and tuft of
soaps are of this character, though not sufficiently strong

hair ac- for the present purpose,) should form the best cosmetics.
^oun e gy^ ^jj^ spots are rarely rnnoveable by any means, and
Mode of the less they are tampered with tlie better.

Moles in These differ essentially from nsevi or genuine mother-

r'^^tdT
™^*''^'*'» inasmuch as the latter are produced by a disten-

ferent from tlon of the miuute blodd-vessels of the skin, so that those

m^Iher-
which should contain only colourless blood, admit the

marks. red particles, and hereby exhibit stains of different shapes

and ranges, and of different shades of crimson or purple,

according to the quantity of red blood that is hereby suf-

fered to enter, or the nature of the vessels that are dis-

tended.

SPECIES III.

EPICHROSIS LENTICULA.

CUTICLE STIGMATISED WITH YELLOWISH-BROWN DOTS,

RESEMBLING MINUTE LENTIL SEEDS ; GREGARIOUS ;

OFTEN TRANSITORY.

Gen. X. Lenticula is mope generally written in modern times

Len^go
^

'^en%o; it is here given as it occurs in Celsus. The
Phacia of root Is the Latin term lens a lentil-seed. The Greek

"word for wiiich is tpuKut; and this, without a diminutive

termination, was also applied to the same blemish, when

the spots were of a larger size.

Causes va- Hg causes are various; most commonly it is produced

mostly in- by an exposure to the rays of the sun : but it frequently
Eolation, arises without any such exposure, and is sometimes trans-

mitted hereditarily.

manner re-
The mode by which the colorific rays of the sun

mote cau- operate in the production of this effect we shall explain
ses ope-
rate.
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under epheiis or sun-burn, forming the next species. Gew. x.

Where the remote cause is constitutional it is probably Epkhrosis

a result of the same colorific material as that to which we Lentkuia.
FiecKles.

have just referred spilus or mole, existing in the rete

mucosum, and operating more diffusely, though in much

smaller patches. How it comes to pass that this middle

layer of the exterior integument should at any time be

thus interruptedly charged with a coloured pigment so as

to form the freckled appearance which constitutes the

present cuticular blemish, it is not easy to say, but that

it has a remarkable tendency to do so is obvious, not only

from the present and preceding species, but still more so

from the very striking and singular patch-work which

constitutes epichrosis p(ecilia or the sixth species of

the genus before us : where we shall be again under the

necessity of touching upon the subject.

Freckles most frequently are found on persons of fair^ostiy

complexions and red hair; and, as we have aheady ob-faircom-

served that this hue of the hair is produced by ,a peculiar p'®^'°"^

pigment derived from the rete mucosum, which; gives rise hair; ex-

to a blood-red oil that ascends into the hair-tubes, we^^-'"^''"

have an additional reason for ascribing the brown or

reddish-brown freckles of the skin to a superabundance of

the same pigment in the same adipose layer.

Freckles are often transitory. They occur in many often tran-

instances in great abundance in pregnant women, and^'°'^*

disappear after lying-in, sometimes, indeed, in the latter

months of pregnancy. Riedlin affirms, but upon what
authority I know not, that they are a foresign of a female

offspring.*

It is well observed by Frank that the more tender leaves Occasion-

of plants and the cuticle of fruits have a tendency to the in planus

same affection, and particularly after a descent of very

gentle rains which the burning ray of the sun does not

suddenly disperse; in which case we often meet with as

many dots as there have been drops of rain.f Similar

* Lin. Med. 1695. p. 393.
•

t De Cur. Horn. Morb. Epit. Tom. iv. p. 79. Munnli. 8vo. 1792.
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sp^c m ^^^^^ ^^^ likewise sometimes produced by the defedation

Epichi'osis of insects.

FrScs^* Cosmetics are of less avail in this than in the ensuing

Remedial species, but those we shall have there occasion to notice
process. ^^^ ^^ tried under the species before us.

SPECIES IV.

EPICHROSIS EPHELIS.

CUTICLE TAWNY BY EXPOSURE TO THE SUN ! OFTEN
SPOTTJ&D WITH DARK FRECKLES, CONFLUENT OR CO-

RYMBOSE ; DISAFPEAROG IN THE WINTER.

i

Gen. X. Ephelis (e^»iA<5) is a term of Celsus, as well as the name

Olefin of
appi'opriated to the preceding species : and its real

specific meaning is " sun-burn" or " sun-spot"—" vitium faciei

solis ustione." In Cclsus however, the term is used in a

much wider sense, and applied to blemishes which have

no connexion with sun-burning. It is here restrained to

its proper signification.

Physioiogi- -yj^g gy,^ jji IjqI; climatcs, or very hot summer-seasons,
cal expla-

iv k
nation. lias a tendency to affect the colour of the skin in a two-

afflc't Sr ^^^^ manner. First by a direct affinity of its calorific rays,

skin in a or thosc of light,, with the oxygene of the animal surface,

mamicr : ^"^ particularly with that of the rete mucosum, in con-

piieciiy by sequeuce of which a considerable part of the oxygene is

rays. detached and flies off, and the carbone and hydrogene

with which it was united, being freed from its constraint,

enter into a new combination, and form a more or less per-

And indi- ^^^^ charcoal, according to the proportion in which they
rectiy by combine. And, secondly, by the indirect influence which

fic. the calorific rays of the sun or those of heat produce
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upon the liver, and excite it to a more abundant secretion ^»- x.

of bile, possessing a deeper hue, and which is more co- Epichrosis*

piously resorbed into the system. That a certain pro-
^jj,''^'^;^

portion of bile is resorbed at all times, is clear from the

colour of the urine and the stain which the perspirable

fluid gives to clean linen : and that this proportion is

greater in hot summers than in cold winters, and parti-

cularly in intertropical climates, is well known to every

one who has attended to the subject.

These then are the ordinary causes of that effusive P"^'^*',•'

.
brown tnus

brown stain of the skin which we denominate sun-burn, produced -.

But whether the deeper spots or freckles which so often ['j^^gP^j'

accompany a sun-burnt skin be owing to an equal action freckles

of either of these causes, and particularly of the first, accompany

upon the rete mucosum, or to an extrication of any co- >t how
1 . /. . /> 1 • i' • ii produced.
louring matter, as of iron, for example, existing m the

rete mucosum itself, and unequally distributed, is beyond

our power to determine. Either cause is sufficient to

produce such an effect, though perhaps the real cause is

the latter : and we have already seen that in the distri-

bution of this adipose layer over the surface, and its con-

nexion with the cuticle and the cutis, there is a frequent

obstruction to a free flow of whatever colouring material

may exist in it, which is in consequence accumulated in

spots or patches, instead of being equably diffused.

As sun-burn is chiefly occasioned by an inordinate se-P^'"cip5es

paration of oxygene from the other constituent principles cosmetics

of the rete mucosum with which it was united, the most|'^°"'*^^'^®
founded as

rational cosmetics in this case are those which have a remedies of

tendency to bleach the skin, by containing a considerable yj^^^^^"";

proportion of some vegetable or mineral acid. Horn- and mine-

berg's cosmetic, which has long been in vogue on the H„^^'erg"3

Continent, is a dilute solution of oxymuriate of mercury, cosmetic,

•with a mixture of ox-eall. Hartmann's, which has also"^'^'^".
"3

, _ mann's
been in high estimation, consists of a simple distillation cosmetic.

of arum-root in water. This forms a very pungent lo-its mode

tion, and its object is to dilute or wash out the brown

pigment, by exciting an increased flow of perspirable fluid

towards the surface, and to carry off a part of it by an

Toj,. r. 88
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Gen, X.
Spec. IV.

Epichrosis

Ephelis.

Sun-burn.
Hence
utility of

spirits of

lavender
or other es-

sential oils.

Offensive

alkalines

formerly

used.

Fumes of
.sulphur.

Like mis-
coloura-

tions and
spots in

vegetable
fruits.

increased action of the cutaneous absorbents. Spirit of

lavender or any of the essential oils dissolved in alcohol,

may be employed for the same purpose : and some have

used a diluted eau de luce, which is also useful as an al-

kaline irritant. In Schroeder's Pharmacopoeia there is

a preparation for the same purpose, which we shouW lit-

tle expect, and the virtues of which are not very likely

to be tried in the present day : it is entitled aqua sterco-

ris humani : but in former times dung of all kinds was a

standard article in almost every Materia Medica, lAud

there are few diseases for which it was not recommend-

ed by some practitioners ; occasionally, indeed, internal-

ly as well as externally. The general intention was that

of obtaining a very pungent volatile alkali ; but this we
are able to do at present by far less offensive means.

When the hands are deeply discoloured they may often

be bleached by exposing them to the fumes of sulphur.

In drupaceous fruits, and especially those of a fine cu-

ticle, as apples, we sometimes meet with spots and mis-

colourations of the same character as moles, freckles, and

sun-burn ; the causes of which we do not always know,

though we can sometimes trace them to small punctures

in the cutis bv birds and insects.

SPECIES V.

EPICHROSIS AURIGO.

<?^ranac=^fetu.

CUTICLE SAFFRON-COLOURED, WITHOUT APPARENT AF-

FECTION OF THE LIVER, OR ITS APPENDAGES; COLOUR

DIFFUSED OVER THE ENTIRE SURFACE : TRANSIENT :

CHIEFLY IN NEW-BORN INFANTS.

Gen. X. This orange hue of infants, and which is occasionally to

Ordinary
Spec. V.

^^ ^^^^^ ^j^j^ -^^ ^^ter periods appears, as Dr. Cullen ob-

cause. serves, to depend either on bile, not as in the usual man-
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nor excreted, but received into the blood-vessels and ef- ^kn. x.
Spec, v

fused under the cuticle, or on a peculiar yellowness of the Epichiosis

serum of the blood distinct from any connexion with bile.-*
Aungo.

•' Urange-
Sauvages has rightly distinguished between this disease, skin,

as a mere cutaneous affection, and proper jaundice. In lis^ute'a'of

him it occurs under the name of ephelis lutea, an impro- Sauvages

;

per name, however, as the affection is not an ephelis orpe'riyso

sun-burn ; while the jaundice of infancy he calls aurigo «=3^'^'^'

neophytoruviii which ought rather to be icterus neophyto-

rum.f

It may in general be remarked that while the sclerotic Sclerotic

tunic of the eyes as well as the skin is tinged with yellow ^V"J^,"°_^

in the genuine jaundice of infants, the former retains itsed in au-

proper whiteness in aurigo. Whence the serum derives u^flf^nily

the yellow hue it so strikingly evinces on some occa- '" J^»"-

sions, except from the bile, it is diflUcuIt to determine.

That a certain proportion of bile exists constantly in the

blood in a healthy state is manifest, as we have already

observed, from the colour of the urine, and the tinge given

to linen by the matter of insensible perspiration : and
that this proportion varies in different climates, and
different seasons of the year, without producing genuine

jaundice, we have observed also. And hence, infants

under particular circumstances, may be subject to a like

increase with a like absence of icteritious symptoms.

But what those circumstances are, do not seem to be

clearly known. We see nevertheless that whatever

rouses the system generally, and the excretories pecu-

liarly, readily takes off the saffron dye : and hence it

often yields to a few brisk purges, and still more rapidly

to an emetic.

* Synops. Nosol. Med. Gen, xn. .'.

+ Nosolog. Method, in rebus.
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SPECIES yi.

EPICHROSIS P(ECILIA.

CUTICLE MARBLED GENERALLY, WITH ALTERNATE
PLOTS OR PATCHES OF BLACK AND WHITE.

Gen. X. PcEciLiA (tfoi uXict) is a term of Isocrates, from 5r«<*/^«f»
Spec VI
Origin of " versicoIor" " pictus diver.sis coloribus ;" whence Pcecile

specific
tiig porch or picture-gallery of the Stoics at Athens.

This species is new to nosological classification ; but the

morbid affection has been long known to physiologists,

and ought to have had a niche in the catalogue of dis-

eases before now.
Chiefly This affection is chiefly found among negroes from an

among ne- irregular secretion or distribution of the pigment which

^J^"^^~^"'^
gives the black hue to the rete mucosum. In Albinoes,

as we shall have occasion to observe presently, this pig-

ment is entirely withheld, and the matter of the rete mu-
cosum seems to be otherwise affected ; in the species be-

fore us it is only irregularly or interruptedly distributed.

Physioio- What the cause of this interrupted distribution con-

I'^j^nJj^^^'sists in, we know not; but in several of the preceding

Beautiful species of the present genus, and particularly in moles

dute/by' ^nd frccklcs, we perceive a striking tendency to such an
an inter- effect ; and if we turn our attention to tlie animal and
rupted and ' ,11, . . .

diversified Vegetable world around us, we shall observe it springing

tion'of'ihe'^^^°^®
US in a thousand different ways, and giving rise to

colouring an infinite diversity of the nicest and most elegant cuta-

™e"rete° "eous tapestry. It is in truth, as the author has already

mucosum remarked in the volume of Nosology, to the partial se-

and plants, cretion or distribution of this natural pigment that we
illustrated, are indebted for all the variegated and beautiful hues
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evinced by different kinds of animals and plants. It is ^en. x.

this which gives us the fine red or violet that tinges the Epichmsis

nose and hind-quarters of some baboons, and the exqui-
^"f^^'^'^jj^^^

site silver that whitens the belly of the dolphin, and other skin,

cetaceous fishes. In the toes and tarsal membrane of

ravens and turkeys, it is frequently black; in common

hens and peacocks, gray : blue in the titmouse, green in

the water hen, yellow in the eagle, orange in the stork,

and red in some species of the scolopax. It affords that

sprightly intermixture of colours which besprinkle the

skin of the frog and salamander. But it is for the gay

and glittering scales of fishes, the splendid metallic shells

of beetles, the gaudy eye-spots that bedrop the wings of

the butter-fly, and the infinitely diversified hues of the

flower-garden that nature reserves the utmost force of

this ever-varying pigment, and sports with it in her hap-

piest caprices.

While lam writing, says Dr. Swediaur, I have before i" ^ Euro.

me a friend who, after residing abroad for many years,
^

at first in the East Indies, and then in the West, re-

turned to Europe with a skin variegated with white spots

like those of a tiger. In other respects he is well.*

In some cases, a diversified colour of the skin appears a diveisifi-

to be hereditary among mankind. Blumenbach gives an sometimes

example of a Tartar tribe, whose skin was generally ^^'^^'^'^^'y-

spotted like the leopard's.f Individuals thus motley co- Pye-baiied

loured are commonly called pye-balled negroes, or are"'^^'^"^
"

said to have pye-balled skins. ;j,'k

The Medico-Physical Society of New York, lias lately The black

published a case communicated by Dr. Emery Bissel, in sometimes

which a man of the Brotherton tribe of Indians, ninety S'^duaiiy
*' earned on,

years of age, had been gradually becoming white for the and a

last thirty years of his life. The first appearance of this be^om'es'a

change was a small white patch near the pit of the sto- white.

mach, soon after an attack of acute rheumatism ; which ^e'd

"

'

M'as shortly accompanied with other white spots in the

vicinity that enlarged and at length intermixed. And

* Nov. Nosol. Meth. Syst. Vol. n. p. 20-1.

+ De Generis Hum, Varintate NativaL,
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geht. X. the spread of the white hue contimiins; to ransje over the
Spec, VI. o o
Epichrosis whole bo(ij, the original colour was only visible, at the

p°^*^'b ^11 d
**™^ ^^ writing, on the forehead, and fore-part of the

skin. face and neck, with a few small patches on the arm. The
skin, as it became white, was of a fine clear tint, and had

nothing of tlie dull earthy appearance, or the livid hue
Hence a observed in albinocs. Whence it should seem that not

merit se- merely the black or dark-coloured pigment had been ab-
creted as gorbed and carried off, but that a fair, whitish, and fflossy
well as a ,.
black re- retc mucosum, like that secreted under the cuticlem white
moved. men, had taken its place.*

Such a to- This extraordinary change, however, is sometimes pro-

sometimes duced far more rapidly: for in the American States a
sudden, black man has in a few instances had the whole of the
Lxempli- «

fied. colouring pigment carried off in the course of a severe

fever, and has risen from his bed completely transformed

into a while man. And in the famous American trial of

Alexander Whistelo, the supposed father of a white

bastard child, a variety of cases are given of a like kind,

the black pigment being in some of them more generally

Sometimes removed and in others less so.f Biichner, on the con-

^ "''^'^^^j^^ trary, relates the case of a white man who, on recovery

ges in the from a like disorder, had his face tinged with a black hue,

Wack.°
^ doubtless from a morbid secretion of a pigment the skin

had never before elaborated.

Diffusive A course of nitrate of silver, continued internally for

tawny gome wccks, has often produced a deep tawny and uniform
line from ,. , . /. , , . . . i i , , •

nitrate of discolouration of the skin approaching to a black, being
^iFver. deepest in tlie parts most exposed to the light. Fourcroy,

Butini, Alberti, Reimarus, and many other writers, have

given cases of this change ; and Dr. Roget has lately

published another instance in the Transactions of the

Medico-Chirurgical Society, in which the discolouration

Sometimes Preserved its intensity of hue six years after a discon-

continues tinuaucc of the medicine, the general health not being in-
or ye is.

^g^.i^g^.^j vvith.ij: In some instances the upper half of the

* Journ. of Science and Art?, No. xii. p. 379.

t The Commissioners of the Alms-Houpe vprsiis Alexander Wbis^pln.

&c. New York. 8vo. 1808,

t Vol, VII. r>. 290.
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body only has been discoloured, and, more rarelv, tlie ^^i^v. \.
*

Spec \

f

pigment has appeared, like that of pye-balled negroes, in Epich-

patches. Vesper relates the case of an old man afflicted p^'^,.

with hemiplegia who presented the singular phenomenon Pye-baiied

of one half the body, that which was paralysed, complete- ^'''"'

ly yellow, while the other retained its natural colour: the example

distinction prevailed so accurately in the face that the |j'.°'^j^"""

two hues ran through the nose and were only separated

by an imaginary line. Jaundice, however, was the cause

in this instance.*

Plenck asserts that he once saw a man with a green Singular

face, the right side of his body black, and the left yellow, ^^^;^P;f
^'

produced by a previous disease: and Dr. Bateman informs face with

iis^ " that, subsequent to the period of his publication, [^"^^fp^it

Dr. Willan had observed a variety of pityriasis in children yeUov,^

born in India and brought to this country, which com-

menced in a partially papulated state of the skin, and ter-

minated in a black discolouration with slightly furfu-

raceous exfoliations. It sometimes affected half a limb,

as the arm or leg J sometimes the fingers ortoes."t

SPECIES VII.

EPICHROSIS ALPHOSIS.

^lMtto=jsfein.

CUTICLE DULL WHITE : PUPILS ROSY : SIGHT WEAK,
AND STRONGEST IN THE SHADE.

This species occurs not among negroes only, as common- gen. x.

ly supposed, but among the inhabitants ofEurope as well, ^^^?- ^^^'

and affords us the two following varieties : common to

-_-,., . . XT • I -J 1 -.. blacks antl

« iliithiopica. Hair white and woolly: irids whites.

* Diet, des Sciences Medicales, Ait. Cas. Raies.

t Cutaneous Diseases, p. 48.
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Gen.x Negro albino. white. Found amone ne-
Spec. Ml. "^ "
Epich- groes.

Aiphosis.
^ Europea. flair flaxen and silky. Found

Albino- European albino. among Euro5)eans and other

white nations.

« E. Aipho- The FIRST of these varieties is by far the most strik-

t/ic?""°
ing, on account of the greater change in the colour of the

jVegio skin, and the peculiar contrast it forms with the general

cast of the negro-features.

Term aibi- The name of albino was first employed by the Portu-
no whence r •'

•>

derived, guese, and applied to such Moors as were born white, or

"'f°'^y rather who continued so from the time of birth, for the

disease. Children 01 negroes have little discolouration on birth, nor

for several weeks afterwards,* and who, on account of

this morbid hue, were regarded as monsters : and the

term has since passed into our own and most other lan-

guages of the world. In these persons, however, there

Avere other peculiarities observed besides the hue of the

skin, for their hair, in all its natural regions, was

equally white, the iris of the eyes white, and the pupil

rose-coloured. This whiteness of the surface, however,

Wiiiteness is not the clear and glossy tint of the uncoloured parts

pJ,[|{^^°|;of the European frame in a healthy state, but of a dead

Individuals or pallid cast, something like that of leprous scales. The

gvee less cyes, in consequence of the deficiency of their natural pig-

robust than ment, are so weak that the individuals can hardly see any
others.

*' "'

object in the day, or bear the rays of the sun ; though

under the milder light of the moon, they see with great

accuracy, and run tlirough the deepest shades of their

forests w ith as much ease and activity as other persons do

in the brightest day-light. They are also said to be less

robust than other men; and to sleep through the day and

go abroad at night : both which last facts are easily ac-

counted for, from the weakness of their sight, and the

discomfort of the sun-beams to their eyes.

It was at one time a subject of inquiry whether these

* See Whistelo's Trial as referred to in p. 702.
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persons were a distinct variety of tlie human race, or g^^^"^* ^'

merely instances of an occasional aberration from the or- ^ e. Aipiio-

dinary laws that govern the liuman fabric : and the former ^^^,^"""

opinion derived some support from its being found that Negro aibi-

male and female albinoes, who not unfrequently in- A°t'one time

termarried, being rejected by the rest of the world, pro- doubted

duced an offspring with the same imperfections as their aibi,inoes

own. ,. .

distinct va-
were not a
distinct

The question, however, has long been sumciently setricty of

at rest, since albino children have been found produced in
JfllJ,"' ^ ^pg.

most parts of the world, and from parents of all tribes tion long

and colours, black and olive-hued, and red and tawny : ^^"^^
^^^ ^^

and, since the subject has been more closely attended to,

from white parents or inhabitants of Europe, as well as

black or copper-coloured Africans. Nor does the anomaly Ait>ino

appear confined to recent times, for Pliny seems distinctly
^y^p/i^"^

to allude to it in the following passage as existing in his

day. In Albania gigni quosdam glauca oculorum adCf

a puentie statim canos, qui nodu plusqiiam interdiu

cernant.^

It is the appearance of the characteristic albino-signs /2E,Aipho-

in European children, that constitutes the second of the^'^^^^"^"'

two varieties before us. These signs are a dull or un- European

glossy white diffused over the body, with white or flaxen tws va-

hair, white irids and red pupils. The disease is rare, "ety rare

:

but we have had at least eleven examples described bj' scribed by

different authorities to the present time. Two by DeV"?"^^"^ •' thorities :

Saussure, four by Buzzi, one by Helvetius, one by Mau-
pertius, and three by Dr. Traill. It is singular that all all the ex-

these are males ; and still more so that the female off- ^\ll^
spring of the same families were, without an exception,

destitute of the albino degeneracy. The tliree described

by Dr. Traill were part of a family of six, the daughters

of which were in every respect unaffected. How far this

disorder is in Europe capable of being produced here-

ditarily as abroad is not known; nor, indeed, does there

yet appear to have been an opportunity of forming an

* Nat. Hist. Lib. vir. Can. "2,

TOT,. V. .9,1
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Gr..\.x. intermarriage between a male and a female of this kind,

i^ E. Aipho- as not a siugle feraale has yet been discovered possessing
sis Euro- t},e imperfoctive formation.
pea. ^

European Tlie same delicacy of constitution that distinguishes

Con""]!!!-
^^^' foreign or negro albino, distinguishes the European,

tion deli- of whjch We may form an estimate from Dr. Traill's ac-

count of one of the three we have already alluded to.

Singular " '^''^ oldcst of tliese albinoes," says he, " is nine years
and striking of age, of a delicate constitution, slender, but well formed

from Traill. ^*-th in person and in features: his appetite has always

been bad; ho frequently complains of a dull pain in

his forehead: his skin is exceedingly fair; his hair

flaxen and soft ; his cheeks have very little of the rose in

them. The iris and pupii of his eyes are of a bright-red

colour, reflecting in some situations an opaline tinge.

He cannot endure the strong light of the sun. When
desired to look up, his eye-lids are in constant motion,

and he is incapable of fixing his eyes steadily on any ob-

ject, as is observed in those laboiu'ing under some kinds

of slight ophthalmia, but in him is unaccompanied by
tears. His mother says that his tears never flow in the

coldest wcatlier, but when vexed they are shed abun-

dantly. He g(ics to school, but generally retires to the

darkest part of it to read his lesson.—His disposition is

very gentle ; he is not deficient in intellect. His whole

appearance is so remarkable that some years ago a per-

son attempted to steal him, and would have succeeded in

dragging him away, had not his cries brought him as-

sistance."*

pathoiogi- The disease consists altogether in a defective secretion

cai expia- Qf the retc mucosum; which is not only without the co-

louring constituent principles that naturally belong to it,

and particularly its power of afibrding a black pigment,

but seems to be also untcmpered or imperfectly elaborated

in other respects, judging from the dullness or deadness

of the white hue it gives to the surface of the body, in-

stead of the life and glossiness it diff'uses in a state of

'>' iVicholfon"s Journ. Nat, Phil. Feb. I80S.
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perfect health. That this cutaneous layer is not alto- ^'F-^- x.

gether wanting is clear, since in such case the red vascu-^E. Aipho-

larity of the cutis would be conspicuous through the deli- ^'^ ^"'°-

cate transparent cuticle, in albinoes peculiarly delicate, European

and tinge the surface with a red instead of a white colour.
^"^'"°-

It is to this imperfection in the secretion of elabora- Hence pro-

tion of the rete raucosum that the delicacy or feebleness deiicacy^or

of the general frame is in all probability to be ascribed, character-

though we may be at some loss in determining how such ness of

an effect is produced by such a cause. That the flaxen ^^^^\ ^"^^""^ '•

' •'

^ ^
and un-

liue of the hair and the whiteness of the irids is derived quesuona-

from the same source, admits, however, of no doubt, and o/ihe haiT

the opinion long ago expressed-by Professor Blumenbach,* a"d "ifis

:

that the red colour of the pupils in the two adult albinoes r^d colour

whom he had examined at Chamouni, was equally owine^!/'^'\P"'

to the want of the usual black pigment, has since been conjectured

confirmed by M. Buzzi of Milan, who has had an opnor- 1'^ if'"1ien.
•' ' rl bacli, since

tunity of dissecting an albino, and has proved that the ascertained

I)igmentum nigrum of the choroid coat, and also that ^ "^^''

portion of it which lies behind the iris, and is called uvea,

were totally wanting.f

AV"e have observed under the preceding species, that Other ani-

other animals are as richly supplied with a rete mucosum
"|f|^^,^^^[]

as mankind, and that they are indebted to it for their re- bino hue as

spective colours : and as there can be no reason why they ^an.^^

may not at times endure a like deficiency, we have reason

to expect a priori that they may occasionally exhibit proofs

of the same complaint. In accordance with this reason-

ing, M. Blumenbach has traced this affection in many
tribes, and especially in white dogs, owls, and rabbits : Exen-pii-

and Dr. Traill has lately observed a case of the same^^'!'"''°s^'
' • owls, and

disease in a young sparrow whicli he accidentally shot, rabbits.

This seems to have been a perfect albino, with red cyes,Jp\^^^^^''

pale reddish beak and neck, snow-white plumage, of a

satin gloss on the head, neck, wing- coverts, and back.

* Med. Bibl. ir. 537.

t Dissertazione Etorico-anatomica sopva una varieta paiticolare ds

nomini bianchi, &c. Milan, 1784.—LeCat, Traite de la Couieurdela Pr:'.i
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Gen. X. The nest from which it issued contained another young
Spec VII
/3 E. Aipho- sparrow of the common colour; and when the albino-

sis Euro-
|jjj,j| quitted the nest, which it was seen to do a few days

European before it was shot, it was instantly attacked by fifty or

sixty common swallows, and obliged to take refuge in a

tree.*

* Ediii. Phil. Jomn. No. iv. p. 390.
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The Classes and Orders are distinguished by Small Capitals ; and th©

Genera by Italics.

Abortion, v. 177
Abscess, how distinguished from Apo-

stem, ii. 295
of the liver, ii. 313
of the breast, ii. 329

Absence of mind, iv. 163
Abstraction of mind, iv. 167
Absorbent system, physiology of, v. 273

whether veins are absorb-

ents, V. 279
general effects from the

union of this, and the secernent sys-

tem, V. 286
Absorption in cataract, iv. 228
Acari malis, v. 661
Acarus dysenterise, ii. 545

cutaneous, v. 661
Acid bath, i. 398

formic, in indigestion, i. 183
uric, produced more copiously from

animal than vegetable food, v. 502
oxalic, predominant principle in

diabetic urine, v. 502
Acidum abietis, i. 543
Acoroides resinifera of New Holland, i.

179
ACROTICA, V. 541
Acrotism, iv. 417
Acrotismus, iv. 417
Acupunctural in neuralgia, iv. 296
^^doptosis, V. 143

uteri, V. 149
vaginae, v. 151

vesicae, v. 152
complicata, v. 153

polyposa, V. 154
JEora, iii. 309
.a^STHETICA, iv. 198.

^jStus volaticus, v. 560

51thusa Cynapiuni, or fool's parsley, i,

221
After-pains in labour, v. 241
Agallochum, or lign-aloes, i. 179

Agenesia, v. 128
impotens, v. 129
dys-spermia, v. 132
incongrua, v. 137

Agria, v. 569
Agrypnia, iv. 490

excitata, iv. 490
pertaesa, iv. 493

Ague, ii. 104
quotidian, ii. 110
tertian, ii. 112
quartan, ii. 114
irregular, ii. 116

complicated, ii. 117

has raged in high grounds,

while low have escaped, ii. 123
treatment of, ii. 124

Ague-cake, i. 438. ii. 120

Air, average of inspired, in a minute, i.

444
vesicles, i. 467
expired, 449. 472.

473
whether sricveted by organs, v.

440
Albino-skin, v. 703
Algor, iv. 276. 281

Al-gridi (Arab.), iii. 80
Al-jedder (Arab.), iii. 80
Alimentary canal, i. 2

comparative lengta

of, i. 6
Diseases of, i. 23

Alkekengi, or winter-cherry, iv. 453

Alopecia, v. 633. 676
Alphabets, why they differ in different

lang.uagej, i. 523
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Alphabets, mostly derived from the Phe-
nician, i. 525

Devanagari, and some oth-

ers not, i. 525
Alphos, V. 590, 591

Alphosis, V. 703

Alternating calculus in the bladder, v.

514
Jllusia, iv. 140

elatio, iv. 141
hypochondrias, iv. 149

Aiysmus, iv. 500
Alyssum, iv. 404
Amaurosis, iv. 232

vaiieties, iv. 233
Ambition, ungovernable, iv. 125

Amblyaphia, iv. 283
Amblyopia, iv. 211
Ammoniaco-magnesian phosphate of the

bladder, v. 514
Amnesia, iv. 185. 183
Anacatharsis, i. 537
Anal hemorrhage, iii. 190. 193

Anaphrodisia, v. 123. 141

Anaptysis, i. 537
Anoemia, iii. 210
Anas cygnus, i. 461

olor, i. 4G1
Anasarca, v. 364

serosa, ii. 584
Anemone pratensis, iii. 218

Anetus, ii. 104
quotidianus, ii. 110

tertianus, ii. 112
quartaniis, ii. 114
crraticus, ii. 116
complicatus, ii. 117

treatment of, ii. 124

Aneurisma, iii. 436
varieties, iii. 487

Anger, ungovernable, iv. 125

Angelica, i. 336
Angina polyposa, ii. 423

laryngea, ii. 420

Anhsemia, iii. 210
Anhdation, i. 566

Animals, lower orders, propagable both

by offsets and seeds, v. 5

Animation suspended, iv. 582
Ancea, iv. 196
Anthrace, iii. 95. 123
Anthracia, iii. 121

pestis, iii. 123
rubula, iii. 159

Anthrax, ii. 338
Antigua fever, compared with Bulam,

ii. 173
Antimony, glass of, cerated, ii. 570

Antipathia, antipathy, iv. 501

sensilis, iv. 502
licpnsilis, iv. 503

Anxiety, ungOTernable, iv. 131

corporeal, iv. 497. 499
Aphis humuli, i. 306
Aphrodisiacs, of little avail, v. 130

Aphonia, i. 497
elinguium, i. 498
atonica, i. 502
surdorum, i. 505

Aphoria, v. 141

impotens, v. 142
paramenica, v. 144

impercita, v. 145
incongrua, v. 147

Aphis, v. 6
Aphtha, iii. 45
Aphelxitt, iv. 162

socors, iv. 163

intenta, iv. 167

otiosa, iv. 169

Apopsychia, iv. 538

Appetite, morbid, i. 108

canine, i. 109

depraved, i. 124

Apochysis, iv. 222
Apostema, aposteme, ii. 295

how differs from abscess, ii.

295
commune, ii. 296
psoaticum, ii. 314
hepatis, ii. 313
Empyema, ii. 315
Vomica, ii. 320

Apoplexia, apoplexy, iv. 621

cntonic, iv. 637
atonic, iv. 637. 640
sanguine, iv. 637
serous, iv. 637. 640

Aqua regia bath, i. 398. iii. 401

obscura, iv, 222
screna, iv. 222

Arachnitis, ii. 389
Arctium Lappa, iii. 558

Ardor, iv. 276. 280
Area, v. 686
Areca oleracea, i. 4. 380. 339

Malabar Nut, i. 167

Arnica, i. 246
montana, iv. 682

Arqua, iv. 223
Arsenic, in intermittents, ii, 137. 141

in rheumatism, ii. 617

ill consumption, iii. 292

in cancer, iii. 365

in syphilis, iii. 401

in elephantiasis, iii. 427

in nerve-ac'hc, iv. 294

in rabies, iv. 403

in chorea, iv. 471

in epilepsy, iv. 576

in leprosy, iv. 61'?
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Arsenic, effects from an over-dose, ir.

691
Artemisia santonica, i. 330
Arteries and veins, ii. 4
Arteritis, ii. 216. 287*

Arthrocace, iii. 517
Arthrosia, ii. 599

acuta, ii, 632
chronica, ii. 614
Podagra, ii. 619
Hydavtliriis, ii. 656

Arthritis, ii. 599
Articular inflammation, ii. 599
Arum in hemicrania, iv. 521
Ascaris lumbricoides, i. 311

vermicularis, i. 31$
Asclepias gigantea, iii. 427
Ascites, iv. 412
Aspalathus, canariensis, i. 144
Asphyxia, iv. 417. 581

varieties of, iv. 582
how related to acrotismus, iv.

417
Asphyxy, iv. 581
Asplenium ceterach, as a diuretic, v.

457
Jsthma, i. 578

siccum, i. 585
humidum, i. 591
nervous, i. 585

Athamanta oreoselinum, as a diuretic,

V. 459
Meum, V. 53
cretensis, v. 457

Atheroma, v. 317
Atmosphere contaminated with febrile

matter, sometimes affects birds, ii.

74
Atresia iridis, iv. 230
Athrix, V. 683
Atriplex fcetida, iv. 551
Atrophia, atrophy, iii. 203
Aura epileptica, iv. 563

podagrica, ii. 633
Aurigo, V. 693
Aurum fulminans, iii. 27
Auscultation mediate, iii. 280. v. 406
Avarice, ungovernable, iv. 130
Azote necessary to animal nutriment, i.

B.

Bacher's pills, v. 371
Baker's itch, v. 604
Balbuties, i. 531
Baldness, v. 683, 684
Balfour, his hypothesis of sol-lunar in-

fluence, ii. 91
Ballismus, iv. 473
Balsamum carpathicum, v. 458

Balsamum hungariciiin, v. 458
Bambulia, i. 520
Banana, i. 4
Bancs de tierra, iii. 301
Barbadoes-leg, ii. 592
Barbiers, iv. 480
Bark, Peruvian, history of, ii. 130
Barrenness, v. 141

of impotency, v. 142
of mis-menstruation, v. 144
of irrespondence, v. 146
of incongruity, v. 147

Bastar«l-pox, iii. 408
Beating, sense of, in the ears, iv. 253
Bee, economy of, v. 6

larves, intestinal, i. 322
Beet, i. 4
Beetle, larves of, intestinal, i. 316

grubs intestinal, i. 316
Bella donna in cataract, iv. 231

amaurosis, iv. 235
Belly-ache, i. 190

dropsy of, v. 412
Benat-allil (Arab.), iii. 36
Beras (leprosy), ii. 593—v. 516. 580.

590
Berat (leprosy), v. 586. 590
Bcriberia, Beribery, iv. 480

origin of the name. v. 480
Bex, i. 533

humida, i. 537
sicca, 545
convulsiva, 535

Bezoar, }
j_ 290

Bezoardus, ^

spurious, i. 292
Bichat, his hypothesis concerning the

mjndj.iv. 41

Bildungstrieb, v. 22
Bile, use of, i. 20. 379
Bilious remittent fevers, ii. 150. 152.

175
Bimariy kodek (Pers.), v. 113
Birds, singing, vocal avenue, i. 460

imitative, i. 461
Bismuth, oxyde of, in indigestion, i. 174
Black assize, ii. 72

disease, i. 387
leprosy, iii. 423
vomit, i. 410—ii. 178—iv. 17S
water, i. 130

Bladder, prolapse of, v. 153
vermicules discharged from. \

465
stone in, v. 526
inflammation of, ii. 487

Bladder-bougies, i. 370
Bladdery fever, iii. 63
Blocsitas, i. 523
Blains, v. 63. 624
Blear-eve, ii, 5'25
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Btobs, water, v. 614
Blenorrkwa, v. 76

simplex, v. 77

1 nodes, V. 78

chronica, iv. 87
Blight, iv. 672
Bloody how affected by inspiration, i.

471
modena hue of, liow produced, i.

472
circulation of, ii. 6

scarlet hue how produced, i. 472,

473
intrinsic properties of, ii. 29
moving powers of, ii. 12

sulphur of, ii. 30
iron of, ii. 31. 34
colouring matter of, ii. 31

led particles of, ii. 34
transmits mental and corporeal

taints to subsequent generations, ii.

37
circulation of in fetal life, iii.

484
why supposed to be alive, ii. 37

Bloody fluK, ii. 544
Blow-fly, larves of, intestinal, i. 321

Blubber, v. 296
Blue-skin, iii. 483
Blushing, cause of, ii. 7

Blush inflammatory, ii. 249
cutaneous, v. 553

Boak (common leprosy), v. 586. 590.

593
Boerhaave, his doctrine of fevers, ii. 47

Boil, ii. 336
Boletus laricis, iv. 534
Bombus, iv. 253
Bones, contortion of the, v. 332

Bone-earth, calculus, v. 526. 528

Bonus Henricus, i. 368

Borborygmuf, i. 139

Botium, V. 309

Bottis intestinal, i. 317

Bowels, inflammation of, ii. 463

Erady-spermatismus, v. 135

Brain, inflammation of, ii. 386

nature of, ramifications and sub-

stitutes, iv. 4
of man compared with animals,

iv. 11

generally admitted to be a

gland, iv. 31

Branks, ii. 409
Bread-fruit tree, i. 4
Bread-nut, i. 4

Breast-pang, suffocative, i. 612
acute, i. 613
chronic, i. 622

Breeze or gadfly larves, i. 317

Breslaw remittent fever, ii. 200

Bricklayers' itch, v. 632
Bright-spot leprous of the Hebrews,

what, V. 586
Broken-wind, i. 578
BronchJae, i. 467
Bronchial polypus, ii. 422
Bronchitis, ii. 421
Bfonchlemmitis, ii. 421
Bronchocele, iv. 305
Bronchus, ii. 529
Brosimum alicastrum, i. 4
Broussais, Prof, his doctrine of fever, ii.

61. 454
Brown, his doctrine of fevers, ii. 56

Brown-study, iv. 169
Bubo, ii. 330—iii. 380
Bubukle, ii. 345
Buccal pouch in monkeys and otlier

animals, i. 6

Bucnemia, ii. 583
sparganosis, ii. 584
tropica, ii. 592

Bulam fever, ii. 170
its relation to the Antigua fever

and others, ii. 171. 173
Bulge-water tree, i. 338
Burdock, iii. 559
Bursa Fabricii in birds, i. 7

C.

Cabbage-tree, i. 4. 338
Cachexies, iii. 166
Caddy-fly larves, intestinal, i. 322
Cadmia of Caubius, iv. 470
CKnesthesis, iv. 289
Cajeput-tree, i. 86
Calcareous earth, formed or secreted by

all animals,, i, 256
Calculus renal, v. 515

vesical, v. 526
intestinal, i. 293
urinary, v. 512
its various kinds, v. 514. 526

Caligo, iv. 217. 220
Callus, V. 671
Calor mordicans in typhus, ii. 234
Cavities, v. 634
Camphor, its sedative power against

the irritation of the bladder by can-
tharides, v. 461

Cancer, iii. 349
common, iii. 350
whether contagious, iii. 353
ascribed to vermicles, iii. 355

in various parts, iii. 357

chimney-sweeper's, iii. 358

Cannabis sativa, i. 396

Capsicum, in indigestion, i. 178

Carbuncle, ii. 339—iii, 127
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Carbuncle, escar, ii. 340
berry, ii. 340

Carbuncled face, ii. 344
Carbuncular exanthem, iii. 121
Carcinus, iii. 349

vulgaris, iii. 350
Cardamine pratensis, iv. 469. 554

the sisymbrium of Dioscori-
des, iv. 554

Cardialgia, i. 129
Cardialgy, i. 129
Cardioginus, iii. 469. 476
Carditis, iii. 503
Caries, ii. 921

of the spine, ii. 923
Carminatives, i. 141, 142
Carnevaletto delle donne, of Baglivi, iv.

462
Carpotica, v. 158
Carunciila, caruncle, v. 667
Cams, iv. 579

Aspliyxia, iv. 581
Ecstasis, iv. 603
Catalepsia, iv. 608
Lethargus, iv. 615
Apoplexia, iv. 621
Paralysis, iv. 652

Caryophyllata, i. 250
Casmunar, in indigestion, i. 178
Catacausis, iii. 436

ebriosa, iii. 437
Cataclysis, ii. 251
Catalepsia, catalepsy, iv. 605. 608
Catamenia, origin and progress, v. 41
Cataphora, iv. 617
Cataract, iv. 220
Catarracta, iv. 221

varieties, iv. 223
Catarrh, ii. 529
Catarrhits, ii. 529

intcstinorum, i. 244
bronchiorum, ii. 440
coinniunis, ii. 531
epidemicus, ii. 533
caninus, ii. 538
vesicae, v. 464
suffocations, ii. 440

Gatastagmus, i. 483. 488
Catechu, i. 352
Catocho, what, iv. 613
Catochus, what, iv. 606. 613

how connected with tetanus,

iv. 353
Catotica, v. 356
Cattu schiragaam, vermifuge, i. 341
Cauliflower excrescence, v. 157

Cauma, ii. 214
its varieties, ii. 220

Causus, or burning remittent, ii. 195
Cellular substance of organs, v. 265
Cenotica, v. 37

vol.. V. 90

Cephalaa, iv. 505
giavans, iv. 506
iiitensa, iv. 509
Heniicrania, iv. 513
pulsatilis, iv. 514
iiauseosa, iv. 516

Cephalitis, ii. 386
meningica, ii. 395
profunda, ii. 399

Ceratonyx, iv. 222
CeratonyxJs, iv. 229
Cerchnus, i. 495
Cerebrum and cerebellum, distinct pow-

ers of, iv. 25
Cesarean operation in labour, v. 223
Cevadilla, i. 337
Chserophyllum sylvestre, i. 368
Chalasis," iii. 333
Chamomile, in indigestion, i. 168

Chancres, iii. 374. 379
Charbon, iii. 321
Charcoal-powder, its use in indigestion,

i. 172
Chenopodium anthclminticum, i. 368

vulvaria, iii. 523
Cherry-laurel, i. 396
Chervil, i. 368
Chest, dropsy of, v. 464
Chicken-pox, iii. 60
Child-bed fever, ii. 262
Chilblain, ii. 379
Chiggoe, Chiggre, v. 660
Chivalry, iv. 142
Chlorine, iv. 406
Chlorosis, v. 107

atonica, v. 112

.

entonica, v, 110
Chocolate, butter of, i. 368
Choke-damp, iv. 582
Xo\af, i.260

Xa>j>, i. 260
Cholera, i. 260

biliosa, i. 261

flatulenta, i. 265
spasmodica, i. 267
epidemic, i. 267

Chololithus, i. 414
quiescens, i. 417
means, i. 418

Chordee, v. 82
Chorea, iv. 461
Chronic rheumatism, ii. 614
Chyle, its nature, i. 9

how produced, i. 162
Chylifaction, process of, i. 9
Chyme, i. 162
Chymifaction, process of, i. 9
Cicuta virosa, i. 220
Cinchona, history of, ii. 130

Cinchonine, ii. 134
CiS-ETICA,. iv, 3(^5
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Ciriguliim, v. 619
Circulation of the blood, ii. 6
Circmnligatiira, ii. 332
Clap, iv. 78

<^'LASS L Proem i. i

Order i. i. 23
Ord. II. i. 376

il. Prokm I. 456
Ord. 1. i. 457
Ord. II. i. 534

III. Proem ii. ii. 3
Ord. i. ii. 39

11. ii. 272
III. iii. 3
IV. iii. 166

IV. Proem iv. 3

Ord. I. iv. 60
II. iv. 19!!

HI. iv. 305
IV. iv. 488

A . Proem v. 3
Ord. I. v. 3

II. v. 106
III. V. 158

VI. Proem v. 267
Ord, I. v. 292

II. v. 350
HI. V. 541

Clavus, V. 670
Climacteric disease, iii. 222

teething, i. 39
Climacteric, Greek, what, iii. 222
Cloaca in birds, i. 7

Clonic Spasm, iv. 424
Clonus, iv. 424

pathology of, iv. 425
Singultus, iv. 428
Siernutatio, iv. 431
Palpitatio, iv. 431
Nictitatio, iv. 449.

Subsultus, iv, 451
Pandiculatio, iv. 45S

Clutterbuck, his doctrine of fever, ii. 61
Cobalt in consumption, iii. 292
Coffee, its use in asthma, i. 595
Coffee, its use in sick hea<i-ache, iv. 523

Colchicum, autiinmale, how far a spe-

cific in gout, ii. 651
useful in

dropsy, v. 378
Cold, general feeling ol, what, iv. 280

in the head, ii. 531
COELIACA, i. 23
Colic, i. 190

of Poitou, Devonshiie. or Paint-

er's, i. 199

Colica, i. 190
cibaria, i. 211
constipata, i. 224
r.onstricta, i. 227
flat'ilento. i. 2'2'Z

Colica, Ileus, i. 191

Rhachialgia, i. 199

Collatitious organs of digestion, i. 7

Colon, valve of, i. 6

Coloniiis, ii. 553
Coltsfoot in scrophula, iii. 346

Coma vigil, iv. 618
Comatose spasm, see Spasm.
Combustibility of the body, iii. 436
Conception, false, v. 268
Concoction, ancient doctrine of, ii. 44 •

Concretion, intestinal, i. 288
Congestion, maiks of, in typhus, ii. 240

i Conjunctivitis, ii. 504

I

Constipation, i. 231
I Consumption, iii. 243

j

varieties, iii. 244
how far affected by agues,

I
iii. 319

! Contagion, what, ii. 65
impure atmosphere necessa-

ry to its spread, ii. 84

I

laws of, ii. 85
: and miasm,identity of,ii.537

! Contortion of the bones, v. 332

{
Contractility, muscular, iv. 305

I
ConTulsio, convulsion, iv. 545

j
varieties of, iv. 546
pueperal, iv. 547. v. 169

Copaiva, balsam of, i. 255

Coprostasis, i. 229
constipa, i. 231

obstipata, i. 236

Corns, v. 667
Cornea opakc, iv, 217
Corectomia, iv. 232
Corotomia, iv. 232
Corodialysis, iv. 232
Corpora lutea, what, v. 13

Corpulency,- v. 294
Corysa, i.*483. ii. 529

entonica, i, 484
atonica, i. 487

how related to catarrh, ii. 529

Costiveness, i. 229
Couching the eye, iv. 228
Cough, i. 535

of old age, i. 538
hooping or convulsive, i. 552

Country-sickness, iv. 128

Cowhage, i. 334

Cow-pox, iii. 50
its varieties, iii. 52

whether produced by grease

in the horse's heel, iii. 59

Crab-louse, v. 657

I
Crack-brained wit,

i
Crami>, iv. 338
Grampus, iv. 338

! Craziness, iv, 60
Credu!it>r, iv. 191

144
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Crepitus, i. 139

Cretinism, v, 333. 344
its relation with rickets, v.

334
Crimping of cod-fish, iv. 34

Crinones, v. 665
Crises, febrile, doctrine of, ii. 86

of Hippocratos, ii. 88

referred to the heavenly bodies,

ii. 90.

Cross-birth, v. 213
Crotophium, iv. 417
Crotopiius, iv. 417
Croton Tiglium as a Jivdrasjogue, v.

363
Croup, ii. 421

acute, ii. 422
chronic, ii. 42i>

Cruritis, ii. 588
Criista lactea, v. 634, G35
Cubebs, v. 84
Cucumber suppositories, i. 370
CuUen, his doctrine of fever, ii. 52
Cutaneous vermination, v. 655
Cyania, iii. 403
Cj'cas circinalis, i. 4
Cynanche, ste Paristhmitis.

Cyrtosis, iv. 319. ?. 332
Rhachia, v. 533
Cretinisnuis, v. 344

Cystic oxyde or calculus, of the blad-

der, v. 514. 527. 529
Cystitis, ii. 487
Cynanche, ii. 411

cellularis, ii. 414

D.

Dal fil (Arab,), ii. 593. iii. 420
Dance of St. Vitus, or St. Guy, iv.

461
Dandelion, i. 396. iv. 450
Dandriff, v. 582
Dans saleb (Arab.), iv. 674
Dankling, intestinal, i. 323
Dartus, darsis, v. 617
Darwin, E. his doctrine of fevers, :i. 59
Day-mare, i. 609

sight, iv. 204
Deaf-dumbness, i. 505

speech maintained and
how, i. 507

Deafness, iv. 254
Deber (Plague), iii. 146

Decay of nature, iii. 222
Decline, iii. 232
Defluxion, ii. 433. 502

Delirium ferox, ii. 394
mite, ii. 394

- tremens, iv. 155

Delivery, premature, its advaivtages at

times, v. 230
origin of the practice, v, 231

Demulcents, their nature and how they

act, i. 549
Denigration, morbid, iii. 321
Dentition, economy of, i. 27
Dentrifices, i. 54
Depot, laiteux, ii. 585
Depression in cataract, iv. 228
Derbyshire-neck, v. 309
Despair, iv. 133
Despondency, iv. 133
Destitution of urine, v. 447
Devonshire colic, i. 199

Diabetes, v. 468
aquosus, v. 470
insipidus, v. 470
mellitus, v. 471
different hypotheses to ac-

count for its symptoms, v. 475
Diabetes, sugar secreted by various or-

gans as well in a state of health as of

sickness, v. 488
Diarrhma, i. 238

fusa, i. 240
biliosa, i. 241'

mucosa, i. 244
chylosa, i, 246
Lienteria, i. 248
serosa, i. 249
tubularis, i. 252
gypsata, i. 256
urinary, v. 469

Diary fever, ii, 93
Diathesis phlogistica, ii. 275
Dictamnus albus, i. 336
Digitalis, how far useful in phthisis, iii.

289
in dropsy, v. 375

Digestion, process of, i. 10
hypotheses concerning, i. 12

Digestive Fcnction, i. 2

Organs, i. 1

Dinus, iv. 524
Diplopia, iv. 214
Dipsacus, iv. 459
Dipsosis, i. 101

avens, i. 104
expers, i. 106

Dirt-eaters of West Indies, i. 126
Distemper of dogs, ii. 538
Distrix, v, 682
Division of the symphysis of the ossa

pubis in impracticable labour, iv.

224
Dizziness, iv. 524
Dodders, v. 654
Dog-lick, V. 662
Dolichos pruriens, i. 334

Doronicum Pardalianches, i. 233
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Dotage, iv. 194
Dracunculus, v. G62, 663
Drivelling, i. 86
Drop serene, iv. 232
Dropsy, v. 357

cellular, v. 364
dynamic and adynamic, v.

362
of the head, ii. 399. v. 387

spine, V. 401
chest, V. 404
belly, V. 412
ovarj', V. 420
I'allopian tube, v. 424
womb, V. 425
scrotum, v. 42S
head (acute), i. 321.

323
.urinal, v. 469

Drowning, death from, iv, 583
Dry gangrene, iii. 499

seal!, V. 601

Dulcedo sputorum, i. 83

Dumas, his hypothesis concerning the

mind, iv. 41

Dumbness, i. 497
elingual, i. 498

Dunt, in lambs, i. 429
Dysenteria, ii. 544

acuta, ii. 550
hepatica, ii. 554
chronica, ii. 578
how far connected with fe-

ver, ii. 549
or contagion, ii. 546
simplex, ii. 552
pyrcctica, ii. 558

Dysenteric fever, ii, 558

Dysentery, ii. 544
Dysopia, iv. 208
Dyspepsia, i. 157

phthisis, i. 160

Dysphagia, i. 87
atonica, i. 93
constricta, i. 88
globosa, i. 95
uvulosa, i. 97
linguosa, i. 98

Dysphagy, i. 87
Dysphonia, i. 511

susurrans, i. 512
puberum, i. 516
immodulata, i. 518

Dysphoria, iv. 497
simplex, iv. 497
anxietas, iv. 499

Dyspncea, i. 566
chronica, i. 568
exacerbans, i. 575

Dys-spermia, v. 132

varieties, v, 133

Dys-spermatismus, v. 132

DysTHETiCA, iii. 166

Dvsuria, v. 446. 460

E.

Ear-ache, ii. 404
Earthbone calculus of the bladder, v.

514
Ecchymoma lymphatica, ii. 585

EccRiTiCA, v. 267. 292
Eccycsis, v. 246

ovaria, v. 248
tubalis, V. 253
abdominalis, v. 254

Ecphlysis, v. 613
Pompholy^x, v. 614
Herpes, v. 616
Rhypia, v. 624
Eczema, v. 626

Ecphronia, iv. 160
Melancholia, iv. 81

Mania, iv. 95

Ecphyma, v. 667
Caruncula, v. 667
Verruca, v. 669
Clavus, v. 670
Callus, v. 671

Ecpyesis, v. 628
Impetigo, V. 630
Porrigo, v. 634
Ecthyma, v. 645

Scabies, v. 647
Ecstasis, Ecstacy, iv. 603
Ecthyma, v. 645
Ectropium, ii. 524
Eczema, v. 627
Edematous inflammation, ii. 352

Effluvium, human, ii. G4, 65

marsh, ii. 64

Elasticity, muscular, iv. 309

Elatio, iv. 141

Elephantia, iii. 423

Elephantiasis, iii. 416
Arabica, iii. 423
Italica, iii. 430
Asturiensis, iii. 434

Elephant leg, ii. 593
how differs from ele-

phantiasis of the Greeks, ii. 593

Elephant-skin, iii. 416

Elephas, iii. 417
Elf-sidenne, i. 605
Ellis, his hypothesis of respiration, i.

473. ii. 14

Emaciation, iii. 199

Emansio mensium, v. 41

Emesis, i. 145

Empassioned excitement, iv. 141

depression, iv. 149
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Empaihema, iv. U5
entonicuin, iv. 118

laetitiffi,philau-

tiae, superbife, gloria faniis, iracun-

dise, zelotypiae, iv. 118

atonicum, iv. 127

varieties, iv.

128
inane, iv. 138

Empklysis, iii. 38
Miliaria, iii. 39
Aphtha, iii. 45
Vaccinia, iii. 50
Varicella, iii. 60
Pemphigus, iii. 63
Erysipelas, iii. 69

Emphyma, v. 303
Sarcoma, v. 304
Encystis, v. 316
E.^ostosis, V. 320

Emphysema, v. 432
cellulare, v. 435
abdominis, v. 439
uteri, V. 443

Empresma, ii, 38

^

Cephalitis, ii. 386
Otitis, ii. 404
Parotitip, ii. 403
Paristhmitis, ii. 410
Laryn);itis, ii. 417
Bronchlenimitis, ii. 421
Pneumonitis, ii. 432
Pleuritis, ii. 441
Carditis, ii. 446
Peritonitis, ii. 449
Gastritis, ii. 454
Enteritis, ii. 463
Hepatitis, ii. 471
Splenitis, ii. 483
Nephritis, ii. 484
Cystitis, ii. 487
Hysteritis, ii. 489
Orchitis, ii. 492
Panc.eatis, ii. 463

Empiosthotonos, v. 352
Empyesis, iii. 77

V^ariola, iii. 78
Emrods, i. 352
Enanikesis, iii. 8

Rosalia, iii. 9
RuOeola, iii. 28
Urticaria, iii. 35

Encanthis, v. 668
Encystis, v. 316
Enecia, ii. 213

Cauma, ii. 214
Typhus, ii. 224
Synochus, ii. 259

English melancholy, iv, 156
mercury, i. 368

Enlnsia, iv. 313

Enlasia, Priapi.snius, iv. 314
Loxia, iv. 315
Rhachybia, iv. 317
articulavis, iv. 336
Systremma, iv. 338
Trismus, iv. 341
Tetanus, iv. 352
Lyssa, iv. 364
acrotismus, iv. 417

Enterica, i. 23
Enteritis, ii. 463

adhsesiva, ii. 464
erythematica, ii. 469

Enterolithus, i. 288
Bezoardus, i. 290
Calculus, I. 293
Scybalum, i. 298

Entropium, ii. 527
Enuresis, v. £04
Epanelus, ii. 146

mitis, ii. 147

malignus, ii. 149
Hectica, ii. 206
Causus, ii. 195
asthenicus, iii. 199
flavus, iii. 159

Ephelis, V. 696
Ephemera, ii. 93

mitis, ii. 95
acuta, ii. 97
sudatoria, ii. 100

Ep]dalles, i. 605
vigilantium, i. 609
nocturnus, i. 610

Ephidrosis, v. 544
profusa, V. 546
cruenta, v. 547
partialis, v. 548
discolor, v. 549
olens, V. 550
arenosa, v. 552

Epian, iii. 160
Epichrosis, v. 690

Leucasmus, v. 691
Spilus, V. 692
Lenticula, v. 694
Ephelis, v. 696
Aurigo, v. 698
Poecilia, v. 700
Alphosis, V. 703

Epigenesis, theory of, v. 15

Epilepsia, Epilepsy, iv. 562
varieties of, iv. 563

Epiiiyr tis, iv. 605
Epiphora, ii. 499
Epistaxis (nasal hemorrhage), iii. 181,

192
Ergot, iii. 496—v 54
Erosion of the skin, ii. 380
Eructatio, Eructation, i. 139
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Erpptive fevers, iii. 4
Eruptive surfeit, i. 213

Erysipelas, iii. 619
oedematosiim, iii. 74

gangraenosum, iii. 74

pestileiis, iii. 131

Erysipelatous inflammation, iii. 69

Erythema, ii. 349
cedematosum, ii. 352
erysipelaTbsum, ii. 355
gangrEenosum, ii. 358

vesiculare, ii. 359
anatomicum, ii. 369
Pernio, ii. 379
Intertrigo, ii. 380

why ulcerative ratlier than

phlegmonous, ii. 351
niercuriale, ii. 505—iii. 407
volaticum, iv. 549

Essera, or Eshera, iii. 36—v. 566

Esophagus, i. 6
Esthiomenus, v. 619
Everted eye-lid, ii. 524
Evolution spontaneous in labour, v. 216

Exangia, iii. 467
Aneurisma, iii. 468

Varix, iii. 477
Cyania, iii. 483

Exania, i. 372
Exanthematica', iii. 3

EXAKTHEM, iii. 3
rash, iii. 8

ichorus, iii. 38

pustulous, iii. 77

carbuncular, iii, 121

EXANTHESIS, V. 553
Roseola, v. 553

Excernent system, physiology of, v. 268

Excitability of Brown, what, ii. 56

Excoecaria Agallochum, i. 178

Excrescence, cutaneous, v. 667

Excrescence, genital, v. 155

Exfetation, v. 246
ovarian, v. 248
tubal, V. 253
abdominal, v. 254

Exophthalmia, ii. 519. 521

Exopthalmos, ii. 521

ExORMlA, V. 556
Strophulus, V. 558

Lichen, v. 561

Prurigo, v. 573
Milium, V. 579
how distinguished from Ec-

thyma, iv. 556

Exostosis, V. 320

Expectorants, i. 541

in what way they act, i.

541
Extra-uterine Fetation, v. 246. iSfe Ex-

fetation.

Eye-lids, twinkling of the, iv. 449
Extraction of cataract, iv. 228
Exsanguinity, iii. 210

Fainting, iv. 536
from various odours, iv. 507

Fainting-fit, iv. 539
Falling-sickness, iv. 562
Falling down of tlie womb, v. 149

the fundament, i, 372
False inspiration, iv. 145
Faisc conception, v. 528
Fanaticism, iv. 147
Farismen, iii. 333
Farcy, iii. 333
Fasciola, i. 313. 333—v. 5
Fasting long, or chronic, i. 116

woman at Tctbury, i. 122
Fat, formed from bile, i. 19—v. 297

Fatuity, iv. 184
imbecility, iv. 135

irrationality, iv. 194
Febrifuges possess some property not

yet ascertained, ii. 144
Febris lenta nervosa, ii. 238

petecchialis, ii. 232
punctularis, ii. 232
puipurata, ii. 232
rubra of Heberden, iii. 14

Felon, ii, 347
Fern, male, i. 339
Fetation extra-uterine, v. 246. See

Exfetation,

Fetus has been born alive at iowc

months, v. 177
may live at seven, v. 177

Fen volnge-, v. 5G0
Fevers, ii. 39

difficulty of defining, ii. 40

genera in the present work,

ii. 42
proeguminal cr.use, what, ii.

42
pi'ocatarctic, ii. 42
exciting cause, ii. 43
proximate, ii. 43
remote, ii. 64
chief hypotheses of, ii. 44.

by what agents excited or in-

fluenced, ii. 70
laws of, ii. 84
quotidian, ii. 110
teitian, ii. 112

quartan, ii. 114
gastric-.nfianimatory, ii, 195
diary, ii. 93
sweating, ii. 100

intermittent^ ii. 104
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Fevers, remittent, ii. 133
yellow, ii. 159
Bulam, 170
paludal, ii. 170
seasoning, ii. 169

jungle, ii. 170
ardent, ii. 195

'

continued, ii. 213
jnflam«iatory, ii. 214
imputrid continent, ii. 214

continued, ii. 214
hectic, ii. 206
sanguineous continued, ii.

214
malignant, pestilential, ii.203

hysterical, ii. 231
nervous, ii. 231
putrid, malignant, jail, camp,

hospital, ii. 224
synochal, ii. 259
puerperal, or child-bed, ii.'

262
peritoneal, ii. 262
ERUPTIVE, iii. 3
miliary, iii. 39
bladdery, iii. 63
dysenteric, ii. 558

Fibrinous calculus of the bladder, v.
514

Fibrej nervous, iv. 8. 28
irritable, iv. 25

Fibrous substance of organs, v. 267
Ficus, V. 668
Fidgets, iv. 497
Fievre matellotte, iii. 163
Fil (Arab.) iii. 420
Filaria, v. 663
Felix mass, i, 339
Fire-bladders, iii. 129
Fish-skin, v. 607
Fistula lachrymalis, iii. 515
Flavours, how influenced at different

times, and under different circum-
stances, iv. 269

Flatulency, i. 138
Flatus, i. 138

Flea-bite, v. 659
Flesh-fly, larves of, intestinal, V. 321
Flexibility of tiie bones, v. 326
Flooding, v. 186. 241
Fluids, sexual, diseases aflecting the, v.

37
Fluke-worm, i. 313—iv. 5

found in the liver, i. 431
Fluttering of the heart, iv. 435
Flux, i. 238

bloody, ii. 544
hepatic, ii. 580
of aqueous urine, iv. 492

Food, small quantity often demanded,
i 119

Food, enormous quantity sometimes de-
manded, i, 110

which most tender among ani-

mals, i. 187

water sufficient food for animals,
i. 119

sufficient, i. 119
Fool's parsley, i. 221
Folly, iv. 195

Forgetfulness, iv. 188

singular examples of, iv,

189
Fragile vitreum, v. 324
Fragilitas ossium, v. 324
Fragility of the bones, v. 324
Framhoesia, iii. 159
Frank, Prof., his doctrine concerning

fever, ii. 61

Fraxinella, i. 336
Freckles, v. 694
Fret, ii. 380
Frog-tongue, i. 98
Frogs, singular procreation of, v. 9
Frost-bite, iii. 495— i v. 601

Fundament, falling down of, > . „_g
prolapse of, \

Fungi, a common cause of surfeit, i.

220
springing up nightly in gangre-

nous limbs, i. 309
Fungus haematodes,' iii. 513
Furunculus, ii. 336
Furor lascivious, v. 124
Fusible, calculus of the bladder, v. 514

Gadfly larves, i. 302—v. 664
Galactia, v. 94

praematuia, v. 95
defertiva, v. 98
depravata, v. 100
erratica, v. 102
virorum, v. 103

Gallantry romantic, iv. 142
Gall-bladder, wanting in many animals,

i. 380
Le Gallois, his experiments, iv. 35
Gall-stone, i. 414

passing of, i. 418
Ganglion, v. 317
Ganglions of the brain, what, iv, 13

Gangrana, iii. 489
sphacelus, iii. 490
ustilaginea, iii. 496
necrosis, iii. 499
caries, iii. 503

Gangrenous inflammation, ii. 350

Gaping, iv. 454
Garden-lettuce, ii. 437
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Gasses, inhalation of, i. 601

Gastric juice, discovery of, i. 13
quantity of, i. 14
quality of, i. 14

other powers, i. 14, 15,

16
Gastritis, ii. 454

adhaesiva, ii. 457
erythematica, ii. 457

Gastro-enteritis of Broussais, ii. 61.454
Generative function, v. 3

machinery of the,

V. 4
process of, v. 5
different hypothe-

ses of, V. 18
difficulties accom-

panying the subject of generation, v.

23. 25
Genetica, v. 37

Geoffroya, i. 338

Geum urbanum, i. 250
Ginseng, whether an aphrodisiac, v. 13

Glanders in horses, ii. 539.—v. 80
Glaucedo, iv. 219
Glaucoma, iv. 220
Glaucosis, iv. 219
Gleet, V. 88

Glottis, i. 458

air how rendered sonorous in, i.

459
capable of supplying the tongue's

place, i. 465
Gluttony, i. 113

Goggle-eye, iv. 239
Goggles, iv. 240
Goitre, v. 309

Gold, preparations of, iii. 401

Gonorrhoea, v. 76

Gordius, intestinal, i. 319
cuticular, v. 664

Gout, ii. 619
origin of term, ii. 619
its varieties, ii. 622
how far refrigerants may be em-

ployed, ii. 632. 638
reputed specifics, 650
compression and percussion, ii.

654
Grandines, iii. 248
Granulation, ii. 303
Grass-hopper, wart-eating, v. 669
Gratiola officinalis, v. 379
Gravedo of Celsus, ii. 531
Gravel, urinary, v. 520
Gray hair, iv. 682. 689
Great-pox, iii. 374
Green-sickness, v. 107

Grief ungovernable, iv. 132

Grocer's Itch, v. 632
Grog-blossoms, ii. 345

Groundsel, its use in sickness of the

stomach, i. 154
Grutum, v. 579
Gryllus verrucivorus, its power in de-

stroying warts, V. 669
Guinea-worm, v. 663
Gum, yellow, of New Holland, i. 179

of infants, i. 404
Gum-boil, ii. 325
Gum-rash, v. 558
Gums, excrescent, i. 70

scurvy of, i. 71

Gutta, iv. 222
seu Junctaruin dolor, ii. 620
obscura, iv. 222
serena, iv. 222. 232

Gymnastic medicine, ii. 192. iii. 309

H,

HiEMATiCA, ii. 272
Haemoptysis, iii. 177. 192
Haiinatemesis, iii. 178. 186, 192
Hasmaturia, iii. 175

Hamorrhagia, iii. 187. 192
entonica, iii. 176
atonica, iii. 191

Hair-worm, intestinal, i. 319
cutaneous, v. 664

Hair, morbid, v. 673
matted or plaited, v. 677
gray, v. 632
bristl}', V. 676
sensitive, v. 689

Hallucination, iv. 140

Hanging, death from, iv. 583
Hardness of hearing, iii. 250
Hare-brained passion, iv. 138

Harvest-bug, v. 661
Head, dropsy of, iv. 382
Head ache, iv. 505

stupid, iv. 506
chronic, iv. 509
sick, iv. 513
throbbing, iv. 514
spasmodic, iv. 516
blind, iv. 531

Hearing, how far it exists in different

animals, iv. 18

Hearing, morbid, iv. 243
acrid, iv. 245
hardness of, iv. 247
perverse, iii. 245—iv. 249!

double, iv. 251

illusory, iv. 253
varieties of, iv. 253

Heart, organization of, ii. 5

how far it may leap for joy, ii. 6

fluttering of, iv. 435

throbbing of, iv. 435
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Heart-burn, i. 130
ache ungovernable, iv. 132

Heat, general feeling of, how produced,
iv. 280

eruption, v. 627
Hectic fever, ii. 206
Hectica, ii. 206
Hedge-hyssop, v. 379
Helcoma, ii. 499
Helix hortensis, v. 5
Hellebore, how far a specific in gout, ii.

650
black, as a hydragogue, v,

369
Htlminthia, i. 304

alvi, i. 311
erratica, i. 318
podicis, i. 315

Hemeralopia, iv. 201
Hemicrania, iv. 513
Hemiplegia, iv. 660
Hemorrhage, iii. 175

entonic or active, iii. 176
varieties ofentonic, iii. 176
atonic, iii. 191

varieties, iii. 192
Hemorrhoids, i. 362
Hemp-seeds, in jaundice, i. 396
Hen-blindness, iv. 206
Hepatic flux, ii. 580
Hepatitis, ii. 471

acuta, ii. 473
chronica, ii. 481

Herb bennet, i. 250
Hermaphrodites, v. 5
Hernia humoralis, ii. 492

carnosa, y. 308
Herpes, v. 616
Hesitation in speech, i. 520
Hiccough, iv. 428
Hidroa, v. 627
Hicronosus, iv. 546
Hirsuties, v. 690
Hirudo viridis, v. 5
Hirudo sanguisuga, intestinal, i. 319
Hives, ii. 423— iii. 61
Hofifmann, his doctrine of fevers, ii, 49
Holy fire, ii. 312 ; iii. 126
Home-sickness, iv. 128
Honey-dew, what, i. 292
Hooping-cough, i. 552
Hoppers, i. 321
Hordeolum, ii. 335
Horns, never grow after castration, v.

14
Horn-pock, iii. 114
Horse-hair-worm, intestinal, i. 312
Horse-leech, intestinal, i. 319
Hour-glass contraction of the womb, v.

241

VOL. V. 91

Human Understanding, Locke's Essay
on, examined and eulogized, iv. 48

analysis of, iv.

50
Humoral opacity of the eye, iv. 221

Hunger, sensation of, how accounted
for, i. 101

Hyboma, iv. 319
Hybosis, iv. 319
Hydarthrus, ii. 656
Hydatids, iii. 247
Hyderus (diabetes), v. 469. 505
Hydra, v. 5
Hydragogues, v. 355
Hydrargyria, i. 79—ii. 505
Hydrencephalus, ii. 399—v. 38fe

Hydrocele, v. 428. 431
Hydrocele maliebris, v. 431

Hydrocephalus, ii. 399—v. 388
Hydrocyanic acid, i. 361
Hydrometra, v. 425
Hydrophthalmia, ii. 521
Hydrophobia, iv. 364

without rabies, iv. 365

Hydrops, v. 357
cellularis, v. 364
capitis, v. 387
spinae, v. 401
thoracis, v. 404
abdominis, v. 412
ovarii, v. 420
tubalis, V. 424
uteri, V. 425
scroti, V. 428
matellse, v. 495

Hydrothorax, v. 404
Hyoid bone, i. 457
Hyperacusis, iv. 245
Hypercousis, iv. 245
Hypochondrias, iv. 149

its varieties, iv. 152

Hypochondrism, iv. 149

Hyperhydrosis, v. 546
Hypertrophia, >

..j_ ^^^_^^ 43,
Hypertrophy,

\

Hypochondrism, its varieties, iv. 152

Hypochyma, iv. 222
Hypochisis, iv. 222
Hysteria, iv. 555

focminina, iv. 5SQ
masculina, iv. 556

Hysteroptosis, v. 148. 155
Hysterics, iv. 555
Hysteritis, ii, 489

simplex, ii. 489
puerperarum, ii. 490

Hystriacis, v. 676

I & J.

Jaundice, jcWovj, i. 37S
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Jaundice, spasmodic, i. 389
hepatic, i. 401
gall-stone, i. 388
of infants, i. 403
black, i. 405. 407
green, i. 405. 407

Iceland liver-woit, iii. 304
Icterus, i. 378

choloeus, i. 401
chololithicus, i. 388
spasmodicus, i, 389
hepaticus, i. 40i
infantum, i. 403

Ichtbyiasis, Ichthyosis, v. 607
Ideas, what, iv. 51

of sensation, iv. 51

reflection, iv. 51
objective and subjective, iv. 51
complex, iv, 52
association of, iv. 54

Idiotism, iv. 196
Ignis sacer of Celsiis, ii. 318—iii. 126
Jealousy, ungovernable, iv. 126
Jimmerat (Arab.), iii. 144
Ileac passion, i. 191
Ileus, i. 191
Illusion, iv. 140
Imbecility, mental, iv. 135
Impetigines of Frank, v. 543
Impetigo, iv. 630
Imposteme in the head, iv. 404
Impotency, male, v. 129

barrenness of, v. 142
iMPREGNATlONjDlSEASES AFFECTING
THE, v. 158

physiology of, v. 159
among various classes

of animals, v. 5

Inability to beget oftspring, v. 127
species, v. 127

to conceive offspring, v. 140
Incarnation, ii. 303
Incongruity, copulative, v. 137
Inconstancy, iv. 192
Incontinence of urine, iv. 492
Incubus, i. 605
Indian-pink, i. 341
Indigestion, i. 157
Inflammation, general, of Fordyce, ii.

214
visceral, ii. 382
of the brain, ii. 387

throat, ii. 411
kidneys, ii. 399.

4S5
larynx, ii. 417
lungs, ii. 432
pleura, ii. 441
pancreas, ii. 463
peritonEEum, ii,

449

Inflammation of the heart, ii. 446
stomach, ii. 454
bowels, ii. 463
liver, ii. 471
spleen, ii. 483
bladder, ii. 487
womb, ii. 489
testicles, ii. 493
eyes, ii. 494
iris, ii. 502

articular, ii. 599
Inflammations, ii. 272

pathology of, ii. 273
proximate cause of, ii.

275 •

'

remote causes of, ii.

283
healthy, ii. 284
unhealthy, ii. 284
adhesive, ii. 286
ulcerative, ii. 286
always tend to the sur-

face, ii. 291
resolution of, what, ii.

293
suppurative, ii. 285, 2^6

process of,

ii. 287
Inflammatory fever, ii. 214

its varieties, ii. 220
blush, ii. 349

Inflation, v. 432
cellular, v. 435
tympanic, v. 439
of the womb, v. 443

Influenza, ii. 533
its order of recurrence, ii.

542
Inoculation for cow-pox, iii, 53

small-pox, iii. 114
plague, iii. 138

Inquietude, iv. 497
Insanity, iv. 60

pathology of, iv. 63
proximate cause, iv. 73
whether more common to En-

gland than other countries, iv. 78

whether an increasing mala-
dy, iv. 79

Insensibility of touch, iv. 283
complicated with

insensibility of other senses, iv, 283
Inspiration, false, iv. 145
Instinct, what, ii. 37, 38

Intellect, diseases affecting
THE, iv. 58

Intellectual principle, iv. 36
Intermarriages between near relations,

wisdom of restraints divine and hu-

man upon; V. 36
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Interment before death, danger of, iv.

613
Intermittent Fever, ii. 104

quotidian, ii. 110
tertian, ii. 112

irregular, ii. 116

complicated, ii. 117

treatment of, ii.

124

quartan, ii. 114
Intestines, organ of, i. 6
Introsusception, i. 193
Invermination, i. 304
Inverted eye-lid, ii. 527
Iodine, ii. 661—iii. 344—iv. 53
lonthus, ii. 343

Varus, ii. 342
corymbifer, ii, 344

.Toy, ungovernable, iv. 120
Iriditis, ii. 502
Iris, inflammation of, ii. 502

(herpes), v. 622
Iritis, ii. 502
Irk, Medini (Guinea worm), v. 663
Iron-cautery, iii. 512
Irrationality, iv. 194
Ischias, ii. 611
Ischuria, v. 452
Itch, v. 647, 648

baker's, v. 604
bricklayer's, v. 632
complicated, v. 648
grocer's, v. 632
pocky, v. 648
rank, v. 647
watery, v. 647
mangy, v. 643

Itch-tick, V. 661
Judam (Arab.), ii. 593—iii. 417
Juzam (Arab.), ii. 593—iii. 417

K.

Kibe, ii. 379
Kidneys, inflammation of, ii. 484
Kin-cough, or kind-cough, i. 552
King's evil, iii. 334
Kinic acid, ii. 135
Knife-eaters, i. 127
KOIAIA, i. 23
Kouba or kuba (Arab.), v. 587
Krummholzohl, vermifuge, i. 332

L.

Labourf morbid, v. 190
atonic, v. 192
unpliant, v. 196
varieties of. v. 196

Labour, complicated, v. 203
perverse, v. 213

varieties of, v. 214
impracticable, v. 220
inultiparous, v. 233
premature, v. 178

sequential, v. 238

show, V. 74

Laceration of vagina, v. 193

Lacerta aquatica, intestinal, i. 322

Lachrymose ophthalmy, ii. 497

Lacteals, organ of, i. 9—v. 273

Lagnesis, v. 119

Furor, v. 124
Salacitas, v. 119

Lallatio, i. 529
Lambdacismus, i. 529

Land-scurvy, iii. 445
Lappa, iii. 558
Laryngic suffocation, i. 562

Laryngitis, ii. 417

Laryngismus, i. 562
stridulus, i. 563

Larynx, i. 458
of birds, i. 460
stridulous construction of, i.

563
Lascivious madness, v. 124

La Trappe, austerities of, iv. 88

Laughing, how produced, i. 470
Lauro-cerasus, seePrunus, Prussic acid.

Lawrence, his hypothesis concerning

life and a living principle, iv. 43
Lax, i. 238
Lead, subacetate of in hemorrhages, iii.

196
Lectiminga, v. 379
Leech, intestinal, i. 319
Leg, tumid puerperal, ii. 584

of West Indies, ii. 592
Legitimacy of children, v. 162
Leipopsychia, iv. 533
Leipotbymia, iv. 538
Leipyria, iii. 238
Lenticula, v. 694
Lentigo, v. 694
Lentor of the blood, what, ii. 4T

Leodontan Taraxacum, i. 396
V. 458

Leontiasis, iii. 421
Lepidosis, v. 580

Pityriasis, v. 582
Lepriasis, v. 585
Psoriasis, v. 601
Iclhyasis, v. 60T

Lepriasis, v. 585
Leprosy, v. 535

Asturian, iii. 435
black, iii. 425
dull-white, v. 590. 59S
duskv. V. 590, 593
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Leprosy, nigrescent, v. 590. 593
bright-white, v. 590. 594

Lerema, iv. 195 y

Lethareus, >. /.,r

Lethariy, 5""
varieties of, iv. 617

Leucasmus, v. 691
Leuce, v. 590
Leucorrhma, v. 66

communis, v. 68
Nabothi, v. 73
senescentium, v. 74

Libellula or dragon-fly, singular posi-

tion of sexual organs, v. 10
Lichen (in botany) caninus, iv. 393

terrestris cinereus, iv. 398
in pathology, r. 561

Lientery, i. 248
Life, various hypotheses concerning, iv.

38
weariness of, iv. 155

Lign-aloes in indigestion, i. 177
Lightning, death from, iv. 599
Limosis, i. 103

avens, i. 109
Cardialgia, i. 129
Dyspepsia, i. 157
Emesis, i. 145
expers, i. 116
Flatus, i. 133
Pica, i. 124

Lippitude, ii. 524
Lippitudo, ii. 524
Lisping, i. 532
Litkia, v. 512

renalis, v. 515
vesicalis, v. 526

Lithiasis, v. 512
Lithic calculus, v. 514
Lithontriptics, v. 535

Stephens's, v. 536
Lithopcedion, v. 257
Lithotomy, v, 539
Lithus, V. 499
Liver, organ of, i. 8

how affected by summer heat, ii,

152
use of, i. 379
found in most animals of every

rank, i. 379
turgescence of, i. 424
inflammation of, ii. 471

Living principle, various hypotheses
concerning, iv. 38

Loathing, i. 149
Lobelia syphilitica, iii. 400
Lochial discharge profuse, v. 230. 243
Locked jaw, iv. 341

varieties, iv. 344
Locke, tribute to his Essay on Human

TTnderstandina, iii. 4S

Loemus, plague, iii. 95
Lodgement of matter in the chest, ii.

315
Long-sight, iv. 208
Looseness, i. 238
Lopezia Mexicana, or lopez-root, i. 250
Lordosis, iv. 319
Love, ungovernable, iv, 128
Love-sickness, iv. 128
Lousiness, v, 655
Loxia, iv. 315
Lovvness of spirits, iv, 149

its varieties, iv. 152
Ludibria fauni, i. 611
Lues, iii. 371

Syphilis, iii. 374
history of, iii. 374
Ostiacks said to be insusceptive of.

iii. 3»5
syphilodes, iii. 403

Lullaby-speech, i. 529
Lumbago, ii. 602. 611
Ltimbricus cucurbitinus, i. 325
Luna fixata, iv. 470
Lungs, structure of, i. 46T
Lupus, iii. 516
Lust, v. 119
Luscitas, V. 202
Lyssa, iv. 364

canina, iv. 379
felina, iv. 376

M.

J\Iacular-skin, v. 690
Madness, iv. 95

varieties, iv. 96
lascivious, v. 124

Madwort, iv^ 404
Meloena, i. 405
Magendie, his hypothesis concerning the

living principle, iv. 41
of the absorbent sys-

tem, v. 279
his azotic regimen of, in cal-

culus, v, 534
Maggots, intestinal, i. 321
Magnesia, its use in indigestion, i. 170
Malabar nut, i. 166
Malaria of the Campagna, ii. 145
Mai de la Rosa, iii. 10, 435
Mai de Siam, ii. 169

del Sole, iii. 431
Maliasmus, v. 654
Malts, V. 654

pediculi, v. 655, 656
pulicis, V, 659
acari, v. 661
filiariae, v, 663
gordii. V. 665
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3falis, oestii, v- 664 ^
Malleatio, iii. 546—iv, 464
Malum pilare, v. 673
Mama-pian, iii. 164
Manducation, i. 9
Mange, v. 648
Mania, iv. 95

varieties, iv, 96
the illusion often unconnected

with the cause of the disease, iv.

102
most easil)' cured when produc-

ed by accidental causes, iv. 104
heat and cold in the cure appli-

ed at the same time, iv. 110
attendance on religious .servi-

ces, how far advisable, iv. Ill

moral treatment of, iv, 112
Manie sans delire, iv. 138
Manipulation, iv. 333
Marasmus, iii. 199

Atrophia, iii. 201. 203
Anhasmia, iii. 210
climactericus, iii. 222
Tabes, iii. 232
Phthisis, iii. 243

Marcus, his doctrine of fever, ii. 63
Mare's milk as a vermifuge, i, 342
Marsh effluvium, ii. 64

principles, ii. 66
lav/s of, ii. 85

Masques a louchette, iv. 240
Materialism, hypotheses in support of,

iv. 41
Matter, lodgement of in the chest, ii.

315
of the world, its essence not

known, iv. 38

whether extension be a distinct

property, iv. 38
whether solidity, iv. 39

Maw-worm, i. 315
Meal-bark, i. 4
Measles, iii. 11

black, iii. 34
Medicine gymnastic, iii. 309

pneumatic, iii. 312
Megrim, iv. 513
Melana, i. 401

choloea, i. 407
cruenta, i. 410

Melaleuca Leucodendron, i. 86
Melampodium, v. 370
Melansema, iii. 581
Melancholia, iv. 81

its varieties, iv. 81
Melancholy, iv. 61. 81

how distinguished patho-
gnomically from mania, iv. 61

why mistaken at times for

hyuochondrism, iv. 84

Melancholy, exciting causes, iv. 86
tendency to violence and

abusive language accounted for, iv.

91

Melanose, > ...
ggo

Melanosis, ^
'"• "^^^

Melas, v. 590
Melasma, v. 646
Melliceris, iv. 311
Membranes of Bichat, i. 8—v. 268

fibrous, ib.

mucus, ib.

serous, ib.

Memory, retention of, how differs from
quickness, iv. 188

failure of, iv. 188
Menorrhagia, v. 59
Menstruation obstructed, v. 40

by retention.

V. 41
by suppres-

sion, V. 46
laborious, v. 47

i
superfluous, v. 58

j

vicarious, v. 61

irregular cessation of, v.

63
Mental extravagance, iv, 141

Mephytic suffocation, iii. 564
Merganser, i. 461
Mergus, i. 461
Mesotica, v. 291
Metamorphopsia, iv. 214
Metucash, v. 592
Miasm, febrile, what, ii, 65

laws of, ii. 84
powers of in typhus, ii. 225
identity with contagion, ii.

166
Mildew mortification, iii. 496
Miliary fever, iii. 39
Milium, V. 573
Milk, artificial, iii. 303
Milks, analysis of in different animals,

iii. 303
Milk-teeth, i, 31

Milk-flow, premature, v. 9.5

deficient, v. 98
depraved, v. 100
erratic, v. 102
in males, v, 103

Millepes, i, 396
Millet-rash, v. 573
Mind, its nature but little known, iv.

37
whether in its essence material

or immaterial, iv. 38
real character deducible from na-

tural and revealed evidence, but its

essence not known, iv, 40
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Mind, by what means it maintains an
intercourse with the surrounding
world, iv. 46

various hypotheses examined, iv.

47
the diificulty felt by Locke, iv.

48
its faculties to itself what organs

are to the body, iv. 55.

feelings of, iv. 56
subject to diseases as well as the

body, iv. 56. 65
p.Iisanthropy, iv. 157
Miscarriage, v. 178

Miscee, Indian dentrifice. i. 69
Misemission, seminal, v. 132
Misenunciation, i. 523
Mislactalion, v. 93
Mismenstruation, v. 33

barrenness of, v, 143
JMismicturition, v. 446

See Paruria.

Misossificalion, v. 323
fragile, v. 323
flexile, V. 324

Mogilalia, i. 532
Mole uterine, v. 259

cutaneous, v. 692
Mollescence of the brain, iv, 632
Mollities ossium, v. 326

cerebri, iv. 632. 670—v. 393
Monorchids, whether natural, v. 11

Morbilli, iii. 9
Morbus niges, i. 405

comitialis, iv. 562
pilaris, v. 665
puerorum, iv. 112
sacer, iv. 546

Moria, iv. 184
imbecillis, iv. 185
demens, iv. 194

Mordekie, Mordechie (Arab.), i. 269
Morpio, V. 656
Mort de chien (cholera), i. 269
Mortification, iii. 490
Moss, Iceland, i. 552
Mouth-watering, i. 82
Mulberry calculus of the bladder, iv.

514. .527

Mulberry-eye-Iid, ii, 512
Mumps, ii. 408
Mungo radix, iv. 395
Musca, larves of, intestinal, i, 321

carnaria, i. 321
vormitoria, i. 321

Muscje volitantes, iv. 212
McrSCLES, DISEASES AFFECTIITG THE,

iv. 305
fibres of, iv. 5

in mass. iv. 305

Muscles, voluntary and involuntary,

iv. 309
See muscular fibres.

Muscular-fibres, what and how produc-
ed, iv. 5

contraction, laws of, iv. 307
See Muscles.

Mushrooms, what kinds poisonous, i.

220
Musk in rabies, iv. 400

artificial, how prepared, i. BS7
Myopia, iv. 210
Myosis, iv. 231
Mydriasis, iv. 234
Myrrh in hectic fever, ii. 211

N.

Nausea, i. 140
Neck-lace, anodyne of children, i. 35

Necrosis, iii. 499
ustilaginea, iii. 496

Nega, V. 596
Negroes, pye-balled or spotted; v. 701,

702
Nephritis, ii. 484
Nerve-ache, iv. 288

of the face, iv, 290
foot, iv, 299
breast, iv. 301

Nerves, number and general character,

iv. 8
whether solid chords or hollovy

cylinders, iv. 23
Nervous function, its extent and impor-

tance, iv. 3

fluid, iv. 31

both sensific and motorv,

iv. 32
nature of its essence, iv.

542
deafness, iv. 247

Netek (Hebrew") Scall, v. 596

Nettle-lichen, 562. 569
rash, iii. 35

Neuralgia, iv. 288
faciei, iv. 290

mistaken for tooth-

ache, i. 58
pedis, iv. 299
mammae, iv. 301

Neurilemma, iv. 24
Neurostenia, iv. 353
NEtTROTICA, iv. 58

Nictitatio, iv. 449
Night-mare, i. 610
Night-pollution, iii. 179

Night-sight, iv. 201

Nirles, v. 619
NisMs formarjvns. what. v. 2^
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Node, iii. 381—V. 321
Noli me tangere, iii. 517
Numbness, iv. 283
Nutmeg, hypnotic quality of, i. 142

iv. 495
Nu.\ vomica, i. 137. 180

in intermittents, ii. 139

palsy, iv. 632
Nyctalopia, i. 201. 204
Nymphomania furibunda, v. 125. 127
Nystagmus, iv, 241

O.

Obesity, v. 295
' general, v. 295

splanchnic, v. 300
Oblivion, iv. 188
Obstipation, i. 236
Ocular spectres, iv. 210
Odontia, i. 25

dentitionis, i. 26
dolorosa, i. 41
stuporis, i. 59
deformis, i. 61
edentula, i. 64
incrustans, i. 67
excrescens, i. 70

(Estrus, (larves of, or) bots, intestina, i.

316
cuticular, v. 664

Oil, train, in chronic rheumatism, ii.

617
Oleum de cantharidibus, i. 44

templinum, i. 332
jecoris aselli, ii. 617

Olives, singular mode of rearing, i. 11
Omentum, organ of, i. 21
Oneirodynia, iv. 172
Ononis spicata, as a diuretic, v. 457
Onyx, ii. 449—iv. 222
Opacity humoral, iv. 221
Ophiasis, iv. 676
Ophiorrhiza Mungos, iii. 366
Ophthalmia, ii. 494

Taraxis, ii. 497
iridis, ii. 502
purulenta, ii. 505
glutinosa, ii. 517
metastatica, ii. 512
epidemica, ii. 506
gonorrhoica, ii. 513
catarrhalis, ii. 513
intermittens, ii. 514
ectropium, ii. 524

Ophthalmo-blenorrhoea, ii. 507
Ophihalmoptosis, ii. 519
Ophthalmy, ii. 494

lachrymose, ii. 497
purulent, ii. 505

Ophthalmy, of infants, ii. 514
Egyptian, ii. 506
epidemic, ii. 506
glutinous, ii. 517

Opisthonia, iv. 352
Opisthotonus, iv. 352
Orange-skin, v. 698
Orban, his practice of using acids in

consumption, iii. 298
Orchitis, ii. 493
Organic molecules, what, v. 20
Orgasm, diseases affecting the,

v. 106
Orcastica, v. 106
Ormskirk medicine, iv. 404
Ornithorhynchus paradoxus, or platy-

pus, i. 7

Orthopnoea, i. 567
Oscitancy, iv. 454
Osmundia regalis, i. 339
Osteopoedion, v, 257
Osthexia, Osthexy, v. 348

infarciens, v. 350
implexa, v. 351
varieties, v. 352

Otaheite, vowel-softness of many passa-
ges in this and other savage tongues,

i. 531

Olilis, ii. 404
Otorrhaea, ii. 406
Ova, human, v. 17
Ovaria, human, v. 17

I'.

Painter's colic, i. 199
Palpitatio, iv. 434

cordis, iv. 435
arteriosa, iv. 440
complicata, iv. 444

Palpitation, iv. 434
in the epigastric region, iv,

442
Palsy, iv. 654

varieties, iv. 660
shaking, iv. 473

Pandiculatio, Pandiculation, iv. 453
Papula, V. 556
Papcloits skin, v. 556
Parabysma, i. 422

hepaticum, i. 424
coraplicatum, i. 452
intestinale, i. 448
mesentericuni, i. 444
omentale, i. 451
pancreaticum, i. 442
splenicum, i. 438

Paracentesis in dropsy of the chest, oi

early origin, v. 410
Paracnsis, iv. 243
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Paracusis, aciis, iv. 245
obtusa, iv. 247
perversa, iv. 249
duplicata, iv. 251
illusoria, iv. 252

varieties, iv. 253
Surditas, v. 254

Paraeyesis, v. 166
irritativa, v. 167
uterina, v. 174
Abortus, V. 178

Parageusis, iv. 266
acuta, iv. 270
obtusa, iv. 272
expers, iv. 273

Paralysis, iv. 654
varieties of, iv. 660
whether likely to be benefit-

ed by tertian ague, iv. 687
Paramenia, v. 38

obstructionis, v. 40
difficilis, v. 47
superflua, v. 58
erroris, v. 61

cessationis, v. 63
Paraphimosis, ii. 332
Paraplegia, iv. 665
Parapsis, iv. 275

acris, iv. 276
expers, iv. 283
illusoria, iv. 285

Parasynanche, ii. 411
Parenchyma of organs, v. 265
Parenchyma, diseases affecting
THE, v. 267

Paristhmitis, ii. 410
varieties, ii. 411

Parodynia, v. 190
atonica, v. 192
iraplastica, v. 195
sympathetica, v. 203
perversa, v. 213
amorphica, v. 220
pluralis, v. 233
secundaria, v. 238

Paroniria, iv. 172
ambulans, iv. 174
loquens, iv. 178

salax, iv. 179

Paronychia, ii. 346
Paropsis, iv. 200

lucifugo, iv. 200
noctifuga, iv. 201
longinqua, iv. 208
propinqua, iv. 210
iateralis, iv. 211
illusoria, iv. 212
Caligo, iv. 217
Glaucosis, iv. 219
Catarracta, iv. 221
Synizesis. iv, SPO

Paropsis, Amaurosis, iv. 232
Strabismus, iv. 239

Parosmis, iv. 258
acris, iv. 258
obtusa, iv. 263
expers, iv. 264

Parostia, v. 323
fragilis, v. 323
flexilis, V. 326

Parotitis, ii. 408
Paruria, v. 446

inops, V. 447
retentionis, v. 452
stillatitia, v. 460
mellita, v. 468
incontinens, v. 504
incocta, v. 508
erratica, v. 510

Passlo bovina, v. 654
Passion ungovernable, iv, 115
Passions of the mind, as liable to dis-

ease, as its intellectual faculties, iv.

115
Pearl-ash, in indigestion, i. 174
Pearl-eye, iv. 221
Pectoriloquism, iii. 280
Pediculus, v. 655
Pelagra, >

j^j ^3^
Pellagra,

J

Pemphigus, iii. 613
Percussion of the chest, ii. 316—iii, 276
—v. 406

Peripneumonia, ii. 356
Peripneumony, ii. 432

varieties, ii. 433
Peritoneal fever, ii. 262
Peritoneum, inflammation of, ii. 449
Peritonitis, ii. 449

propria, ii. 450
omentalis, ii. 453
mesenterica, ii. 453

Pernio, ii. 379
Pestis, iii. 123

its resemblance to small-pox ex-
amined, iii. 95

varieties, iii. 124
Phacia, v. 694
Phalaena pinguinalis, larves of, intesti-

nal, i. 322
Phalangosis, ii. 527
Phasianus, mot-mot, i. 461
Pheasant, mot-mot, i. 461
Philautia, iv. 120
Phimosis, ii. 331
Phimotic phlegmon, ii. 33i
Phlebitis, ii. 287—iii. 483
Phlegmasia, ii. 272
Phlegmatia dolens, ii. 584
Phkgmone, Phlegmon, ii. 323

Parulis, ii. 225
"cmmunis, ii, Z1^
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Phlegmone, parotidea, ii. 32G
mammae, ii. 329
Bubo, ii. 330
phimotica, ii. 331

Plilogistica, ii. 272
Phlogotica, ii. 272
Phlyctsenae, ii. 362
Phlyzacium, v. 626
Phlysis, ii. 346
Phonica, i. 482
Phosphorus iu typhus, ii. 256

gout, ii. 643
Phrenica, iv. 58
Phrensy, ii. 395
Phryganea grandis, larves of, intesiiual,

i. 322
Phthiriasis, v. 654
Phthisis, iii. 243

varieties, iii. 244
dyspeptic, iii. 245

Phthisurie, v. 483
Phthoe, iii. 246
Phyma, ii. 334

Hordeolum, ii. 335
Furunculus, ii. 336
Sycosis, ii. 337
Anthrax, ii. 338

Physalis Alkekengi, or winter-cherry, v.

461
Physometra, v. 443
Pian, iii, 160
Pilare malum, v, 673
Piles, ). 362
Pill of the eye, iv. 217. 231
Pityriasis, v. 582
Placenta, retention of, v. 239
Pladarotis, ii. 511
Plague, iii. 123

varieties, iii. 124
of Athens, iii. 126
of London, iii. 131

of Morocco, iii. 134
of British army in Egypt, iii.

138

how far related to the small-

pox, iii. 95
inoculation for, iii. 138

exposure to, diminishes its

power, iii. 151
influenced by state of the atmo-

sphere, iii. 151. 153
Platalea Leucorodia (spoon-bill), i.

461
Plethora, iii. 168

entonica or sanguine, iii. 171
atonica or serous, iii. 172
ad molem, iii. 169
ad spatium, iii. 169

Pleuralgia, i. 624, 625
acuta, i. 625
chronica, i, 627

VOL. V, 93

Pleuris}', ii. 441
spurious, ii. 611

Pleurjtis, ii. 441
vera, ii, 442
mediastina, ii. 444
diaphragraatica, ii. 445

Pleurodyne, i. 624
Pleuro-peripneumonia, ii. 442
PleurosthotonuE, iv. 352
Plica, V. 677
Pneumathorax, v. 436
Pneumatic medicine, iii. 312
Pweumatica, i. 482
Pneumatosis, v. 435
Pneumatothorax, v. 436
Pneumonica, i. 534
Pneumonitis, ii. 432

vera, ii. 434
maligna, ii. 438
notha, ii. 440

Podagra, ii. 619
its varieties, ii. 622

Poecilla, v. 700
Poison of viper as an antilyssic, iv

460
Poliosis, v. 682
Polyglottus, mocking-bird, i, 4C0
Polypus, i. 489

elasticus, i. 490
coriaceus, i. 491
bronchial, ii, 429
uteri, V. 155
vaginae, v. 155

Polysarcia, v. 294
adiposa, v. 295

Pompholyx, Poniphus, v. 614
Pontine marshes, insalubrity of, ii. 145
Porphyra, iii. 440

simplex, iii. 442
hasmorrhagia, iii. 4-15

naulica, iii. 455
Porphyrisma, iii. 10

Porrigo, v, 634
Portland powder, ii. 646
Pose, ii. 531
Power, nervous, iv. 32

sensific and motlhc, iv,

32
motific, or initative

of a lower description than sensifu;,

iv. 34
Pox, iii. 374

bastard, iii, 408
Precocity, genital, v. 115
Pregnancy, morbid, v. 166

from constitutional

derangement, v. 167
from local derange-

ment, V. 175
fiom miscarriage, v,

173
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Pree,nancy, morbid, proper period of, v.

162
spurious, V. 258
utmost extent al-

lowed, V. 163
Premature delivery, its advantages at

times, V. 231
Presbytia, Presbyopia, iv. 209
Priapism, iv. 314
Pricking, general feeling of, iv. 279
Prickly-heat, v. 562. 567

Pride ungovernable, iv. 123
Procidentia ani, i. 373

uteri, v. 149
'

ProcHca, i. 343
j

simplex, i. 343
spasmodica, i. 344

,

callosa, i. 354
Exania, i. 372

j

Marisca, i. 362
Tenesmus, i. 360 i

Prieotia, v. 115
foeminina, v, 117

j

masculina, v. 115

Prolapse, genital, iv. 149
of the bladder, v. 153

parturient, v. 197

vagina, v. 152
womb, v. 149

Protuberant eye, ii. 519

Prunus, Lauro-cerasus, i. 321. 396

in fevers, ii. 141

Prurigo, v. 573
Pruritus, iv. 276. 279
Prussic acid, i. 545. 561—-ui. 315

its effects on the stomach,

i. 152
how best relieved, i, 153

Psellismus, i. 620
Bambalia, i. 520
Blsesitas, i. 523

Pseudoesthesia, iv.285

Pseudocyesis, v. 258
molaris, v. 259
inanis, v. 262

Psoas abscess, ii. 314
Psora, V. 587. 602
Psoriasis, v. 601
Psorophthalmia, iv. 517
Pterygium, ii. 502—iv. 217
Ptosis, ii. 527
Ptosiridis, ii. 519
Ptosisiridis, ii. 519
Ptyalism, i. 74
Pfyalismus, i. 74

acutus, i. 75
chronicus, i. 85
iners, i. 86

Pubis symphysis ossa, division of, in im-
practicable labcwr, v. 234

Puerperal fever, ii. 262
epidemic, ii. 265
contagious, ii. 266

mania, iv. 96
convulsions, iv. 547

Pulex (Daphnia), v. 6
(Monoculus), V. 6
Pulex, V. 659

Pulsatilla nigricans, iii. 218
Pulse, doctrine of, ii. 21
Pulse, why different in different ages,

ii.9
standard in adult life, ii. 21

infancy, ii. 22
advanced life, ii. 23

different kinds of, ii. 26
of Solano, ii. 27
of Bordeu, ii. 27

Pulselessness, \t. 417
Pulvis antilyssus, iv. 395

Cobbii, iv. 401
Pupil, closed, iv. 230

double, iv. 231
five-fold, iv. 231

Purpura, iii. 10. 40
Pursiness, i. 573
Purulent ophthalmy, ii. 505

Pus, a secretion, ii. 300. 302
Hewson's view, ii. 300
Hunter's, ii. 301, 302
use of, ii. 305. 308
how distinguished from mucus, iii.

275
Push, ii. 272
Pye-balled skin, v. 700
Pyrectica, ii. 39

Quartan ague, ii, 114
double,
treble, I

duplicate,
(

j

triplicate,

I
Quas, Russian, iii. 559

j

Quinsy, ii. 410

j
varieties, ii. 411

nervous, i. 95

Quinine, ii. 135
Quinic acid, ii. 135

ii. 11^

R.

Rabid blond, as an antilyssiC) iv. 405
Rabies, iv. 364

canine, iv. 379
feline, iv. 376

Rainbow worm, v. 622
Ramollissementde Carvean, ii. SdS-r—iv,

632—V. 393
Ranee, Abbe de, melancholy of, iv. 88
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Ranula, i. 198
Raphania, iv. 47"

Raptus nervorum, iv. 338
Rash exanthem, iii. 8

rose, V. 553
gum, V. 553

lichenous, v. 561
pallid, V. 549
pruriginous, v. 573
millet, V. 579
rainbow, v. 6122

tooth, V. 558, 559
wild-fire, v. 558

Reclination, iv. 229
Ratlling in the throat, i. 493
Rectum, stricture of, spasmodic, i. 344

stricture of, callous, i. 354
Red-gum, v. 553
Relaxatio uteri, v. 149
Remittent fever, ii. 146

mild, ii. 147
malignant, ii. 149

autumnal, ii. 150

yellow, ii. 159

burning, ii. 195
asthenic, ii. 199
of Breslaw, ii. 200

Renal calculus, v. 515
Respiration,effect of, on the blood, i. 471

how produced, i. 468
Ellis's hj'pothesis, i. 473
quantity of air expired and

inspired in, i. 471. 478
Rest-harrow as a diuretic, v. 457
Restlessness, iv. 497
Retching, i. 149
Retention of the menses, v. 41

secundines, v. 239
Revery, iv. 162

of mind, iv. 1G3
abstraction of mind, iv. 163.

169
brown-study, iv. 163. 169

Rhachialgia, i. 199
Rhachia, v. 333
Rhaciiitis, v. 333

origin of the name, v. 333
Rachybia, iv. 317. 319
Rhatany root, iv. 61. 72
Rheuma, how used formerly, ii. 502

—

iv. 222
Rheumatism, acute, ii. 602

whether co-exists with
gout, ii. 600

articular, ii. 602
lumbar, ii. 611
of the hip-joint, ii. 495
pleura, ii. 611
chronic, ii. 614

Rhonchus, i. 493
Stertor, i. 494

Rhonchus, Cerchnus, i. 495
Rhus vernix, i. 559—iv. 682

toxicodendrum, iv. 684
Rhypia, v. 624
Richerand, his hypothesis concerning 'a

living principle, iv. 41

Rickets, v. 333
Ringing in the ears, iv. 253
Ring-worm, v. 618. 621

scall, V. 635. 639
Rosalia, iii. 9
R.ose-rash, v. 553
Rose-wood, i. 144

Roseola, v. 553

Rosy-drop, ii. 334
Rot in sheep, cause of, i. 328

Rotacismus, i. 529
Rougeole, iii. 11

Rubeola, iii. 11.23
Rubia tinctorum, v. 52

Rubula, iii. 159

Rubus Charaaemorus, iii. 462
Rumbling of the bowels, i. 139

Rumination, instances of in man. i. 146

Running at the nose, i. 483

Rupia, v. 624
Rye, spurred, v. 54

S.

Sahafata (.\rah.). Seal!, v. 602

Salacitas, ?
y, ng

Salacity, 5
Saliva, analysis of, i. 74

Salivation, i. 75

Salmon, fecundity of, v. 8

Sambucus Ebulus, v. 369
nigri, v. 369

Sancti Viti chorea, iv. 461

Sand, urinary, iv. 515
white, V. 516

red, V. 517

Sanguiferous system, machinery of, ii.

3
moving powers

of, ii. 12
fluids of, ii. SO

Santonica, i. 336
Saphat (Hebr.) Scall, v. 596. 602

Sarcocele, v. 308
Satyriasis furens, v. 125

Scabies, v. 647, 648
Scabiosa Indica, i. 330

Scale-skin, v. 680
Scall, dry, v. 601

humid, V. 630
scabby, v. 634
milky, v. 634, 635
honev-comb, v. 635; 637

Scalled head, v, 634,. «3^
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Scandix cetefoliuni, i. 3G8
Scarabseus, (beetle-grubs) intestinal, i.

322
Scarlatina, iii. 9
Scarlet-fever, iii. 9

with sore throat, iii. 12.

16
Seelotyrbe, iv. 462. 464. 473
Scented odours issuing from fhe bodies

of animals, v. 551

Sciatica, ii. G02. 611 •

Sclerotitis, ii. 498
Scotodiiius, iv, 529
Scotoma, iv. 529
Scott's acid bath, in jaundice, i, 398

lues, iii. 401
Scrophula, iii. 332. 334
Scurvy, ii. 440

land, iii. 445
petecchial, iii. 442
sea, iii. 4;'5

dynamic, iii. 447
Scybalum," i. 293
Sea-bear, i, 4

calf, i. 4
sickness, how produced, i. 147

worms, feed harmlessly on copper-

bottomed ships, i. 217
Seasoning fever of hot climates, ii. 159

Secale cornutiim, or spurred rye, i. 220
Secernent System, diseases of, v.

266
physiology of, v.

267
Secretions, furnished by different ani-

mals, and often the same animal in

di.ferent parts, v. 289
sugar T
sulphur

1

lime
i

milk ^id.

urine
j

bile
j

honey J
wax, V. 289
silk "^

phosphorescent light |

air ', .

,

y electricity ,'

furnished by plants |

equally diversified, J
performed by an electric

agency of the jierves, v. 492
Secundines, retention of, v. 239
Self-conceit, ungovernable, iv. 122
Seminal fluid, how secreted, v. 11

powerful influence of, on
the animal economy, v. 13

flux, V. 89
entonic, v. 90
atonjc. V. 91

Seminal misemission, v. 121

Senega, v. 371
Se,neka-root, i. 595
Sensation, Diseases affecting
the, iv. 198

Sensation and motion, principle of, iv.

22
whether a com-

mon power, or from distinct sources,

iv. 25
Senses, external, in different animals,

iv, 15

whether any animal possesses

more than five, iv. 21

Sensific and motific fibres, iv. 32. 312
Sensorial powers, diseases af-
fecting JOINTLY, iv. 488

Sentimentalism, iv. 141
Serpigo, v. 319
Seta equina, intestinal, i. 319
Seville Orange Tree, iv. 469
Sex and features, how accounted for, v,

16.21
Sexual fluids, diseases affectinj;, v, 37
Shaat (Hebr.) v. 692
Shaking palsj'^, iv. 473
Shampooing, iv. 333
Shark, procreation of, v. 7

Shechin, v. 596
Shingles, v. 617. 619
Short-breath, i. 568
Sibbens, or Sivens, iii. 414
Sick head-ache, iv. 516
Sickness of the stomach, i. 145
Sighing, how produced, i. 470
Sight, in different animals, iv. 19

Sight, morbidy iv. 200
night, iv. 201
day, iv. 204
long, iv. 208

of age, iv. 209
short, iv. 210
skew, iv. 211
false, iv. 212

Silliness, iv. 195
Silver, nitrate of, in epilepsy, iv. 576

power of producing a dark co-

lour on the skin, iv. 566
Singing-birds, vocal avenue of, i. 462

nightingale, i. 462
thrush, i. 462
tuneful manakin, i.

462
mocking-bird, i.463

Singultus, iv. 428
Sisymbrium, iii. 526

Skin, papulous, iv. 545

macular, v. 690
orange, v. 698

Slaughter-houses, exhalation of. in con-

siunntion. ii. 784
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Slavering, i. 86
Sleeplessness, iv. 490 -

Sleep-disturbance, iv. 172
sleep-walking, iv.l74

sleep-talking, iv. 178

nigl^t-poUution, iv.

179
Small-pox, iii. 78

varieties, iii. 108
Smell, morbid, iv. 258

acrid, iv. 258
sex, age, and other qualities dis-

coverable by it, iv. 261
obtuse, iv. 263
want of, iv. 264
illusory, whence, iii. 499
how far it exists in different ani-

mals, iii. 17

Snaffles, ii. 538
Snail, procreation of, v. 10
Sneezing, iv. 431
Snivelling, i. 435
Snoring, i. 494
Snufif-taking, why injurious, i. 167
Snuffles, ii. 538
Snuffling, i. 485
Soap, i. 397
Soins, iii. 559
Sol-lunar influence, Balfour's hypothe-

sis of, ii. 90
Solid parts of organs, of what compos-

ed, V. 267
Solvents biliary, i. 421
Somnambulism, iv. 174
Sure-throat, ii. 410

ulcerated or malicnant, ii.

413
Soreness, general feeling of, iv. 276
Sounds, vocal, i. 523

guttural, i. 533
nasal, i. 528
lingual, i. 523
dental, i. 512
labial, i. 528. 511
imaginary in the ears, iv, 253

Sparganosis, ii. 585
Spasm, doctrine of, as applicable to fe-

vers, iii. 49
Spasm, constrictive, iv. 313

its species, iv. 313
clonic, iv. 426 •

its species, iv, 428
synclonic, iv, 457

its species, iv. 457. 541
Spawn, or hard roe, what, v. 8
Spectres, occular, iv. 212
Speech, how produced, i, 459

inability of, i, 497
dissonant, i. 520
may be produced '.I'ithout a

tongue, i. 498

Speechlessness, i. 497

Sperm, or soft roe, what, iv. 8

Spermorrhaa, v. 89

Spider discharged from the anus, i.

322
Spigelia, i. 330. 341
Spignel, V, 53

Spilosis, V. 692
Spilus, V. 692
Spina bifida, v. 401

Spina ventosa, what, iii, 506—v. 326
Spinal marrow, its chord double, iv. 26.

Spine, dropsy of, v. 401 >

curvature of, iii. 633
disease or injury of a cause of

paraplegia, iii. 633
mollifaction or softening of, id.

muscular distortion of, iv. 317

Spirit of animation, of Darwin, ii. 59

Spitting of blood, iii. 183. 192
Splajvchnica, i. 376
Spleen, office not known, i. 21

not found below the class cf

fishes, i. 21

turgescence of, i. 433
Splenalgia, ii, 484
Splenitis, ii. 483
Spoon-bill, i. 461

Spurred-ryc, i. 220
V. 54

Spurzheim, his hypothesis upon the pa-

ture of the mind, iv. 42
Squalus, procreation of, v, 7

Squinsy, ii. 410
Squinting, iv. 239

varieties, iv. 441

St. Anthony's fire, iii. 619
varieties, iii. 72

St. Guy, Dance de, iv. 461

St. Vitus's Dance, iv. 461
Stahl, his doctrine of fevers, ii. 49

Stammering, i. 520

Staphyloma, ii. 519
varieties, ii. 519

Stays, tight, their mischievous effects, i.

628
Steaton-.e, v. 317
Sterility, male, v. 123

female, v. 141

Sternalgia, i. 612
ambulanlium, 613
chronica, i. 622

Sternutatio, iv. 431
Stertor, i. 494
Stethoscope, ii, 475—iii. 276—v. 406

Stiff-joint, muscular, iv. 336
its varieties, iv,

336
Stitch, i. 625
•^Tnmach. origan oL i. f>
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Stomach, omnivorous power of, i. 4
self-digesting power of, i. 17

seat of universal sympathy, i.

inflammation of, ii. 454
Stone in the bladder, iv. 526
Stone-pock, ii. 342
Stoppage of urine, v. 452
Strabismus, iv. 239
Straining, i. 360
Stramonium, iv. 401
Strangury, v. 460

spasmodic, v. 460
Kcalding, v. 461
callous, V. 462
vermiculous, v. 465
polypous, V. 467
mucous, V. 464

Stricture of the rectum, spasmodic, i.

344
callous, i. 354

Strophulus, V. 558
Struma, iii. 332

vulgaris, iii. 334
Studium inane, iv. 169
Stultitia, iv. 194
Stupidity, iv. 136
Sturgeon, mode of procreation, v. 9

Stuttering, i. 520
Sty, ii. 335
Stymatosis, iii. 187
Subsultus, iv. 451
Sudor anglicus, ii. 100
Suffocatio stridula, ii. 422
Suftbcation from aspliyxy, iv. 582

hanging or drowning,
iv. 583

me phytic, iv. 595
electrical, iv. 599
from severe cold, iv. 601

Suffusio, iv. 222. 232
scintiUans, iv. 213
reticularis, iv. 213

Sugar in saccharine urine, the propor-

tion, v. 473
Sulphur fumigation, v. 652
Summer-rash, v. 563. 567
Sun-burn, v. 686
Super-annuation, iv, 195
Superfetation, v. 160. 235
.Suppression of the menses, v. 46
Suppurative inflammation, ii. 286
Surditas, iv. 254
surfacks, internai/, diseases af-
fecting, v. 350

Surface, external, diseases af-
fecting THE, V. 541

Surfeit, i. 211

eruptive, i. 21S
Suspended animation, iv. 582
S'Tsurrus, iv. ?.1?.

Sweat, morbid, v. 544
profuse, V. 546
bloody, V. 647
partial, v. 548
coloured, v. 549
scented, v. 550
sandy, v. 552

Swan, dumb, i. 463
musical, i. 463

Sweating-fever, ii. 100
whether Englishmen

only subject to it, ii. 102
Sweet-spittle, i. 77. 82
Swimming of the head, iv. 531

Swine-pox, iii. 61

Swooning, iv. 534
varieties, iv. 537

Sycosis, ii. 337
Sympathies and antipathies, how form-

ed in the mind, iv. 55
Symphysis pubis, division of, v. 224
Synanche, ii. 411
Synclonus, iv. 457

Tremor, iv. 450
Chorea, iv. 461
Ballismus, iv. 473
Raphania, iv. 477
Beriberia, iv. 480

Syncope, iv. 533
simplex, iv. 534

varieties, ^v. 536
recurrens, iv. 539 ,

Synechia, iv. 231
Synizesis, iv. 230
Synocha, ii. 214
Synochal fever, ii. 214
Synochus, ii. 214

its varieties, ii. 2\i>

Syphilis, iii. 374
Syphyloid diseases, iii. 403
Syrigmus, iv, 253
Syringe, i. 92
Syspasia, iv. 541

Convulsio, iv. 545
Hysteria, iv. 555
Epilepsia, iv. 562

Ststatica, iv. 488

Systremma, iv. 338

T,

Tabes, iii. 232
'

varieties, iii. 233
dorsalis, iii. 237

Tabor or Talbor, his early use of th«»

bark in agues, ii. 134

TfEdium vitae, iii. 156

Tsenia Solium, i. 312
v».lgaris, i. 313
generation of. v. T>
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Tarantisnius, iv. 462. 473
Tar, fumigation with, iii. 311

water, useful in indigestion, i. 170

Taraxacum, i. 396—v. 458

Taraxis, ii. 410
Taste, how far exists in different ani-

mals, iv. 16. 266
Taste, morbid) iv. 260

acute, iv. 270
obtuse, iv. 272
want of, iv. 273
illusory, whence, iv. 523

Teats in the mare, inguinal, v. 10

Teeth, tartar of, i. 67
transplantation of, i. 65
whether an extraneous bodv, i.

48
moveable, i. 30
whether injured by sugar, i. 51

pretended, reproduced by jug-

glers, i. 40
carious, i. 43
deformity of, i. 60

Teething, i. 26
permanent, i. 36
in adults, i. 37
in old age, i. 33

Tela mucosa, v. 267
Tenderness, general external feeling of,

how produced, iv. 276
Tenebrio, intestinal, i. 323
Teneritudo, iv. 276
Tenesmus, i. 360
Teresa, Saint, iv. 146
Tertian ague, ii. 112

double, 1

triple, > ii. 113
duplicate, )

Testes, diminish in the winter in many
animals, v. 10

where seated in the cock, v. 11

Testudo, V. 317
Tetanus, iv. 354

anticus, iv. 345. 355
dorsalis, iv. 354. 357
lateralis, iv. 354
erectus, iv. 354. 358

Tetter, v. 616
Therioma, v. 618
Thirst, morbid, i. 101

immoderate, i. 104
sensation of, how accounted for,

i. 103
Thirstlessness, i. 106
Throbbing of the arteries, iv. 442

heart, iv. 435
Thrush, iii. 45

its varieties, iii. 45
Thymiosis, iii. 160
Tic, meaning of the term, iv. 341

douloureux, iv. 290

Tick bite, v. 661
Tiglium seeds as a hydragogue, v. 368
Tinea, v. 634. 636
Tissu muquex, v. 267
Titubatio, iv. 493
Toads, suckling in cancer, iii. 363
Tonicity, iv. 309
Tongue, lolling, i. 98

speech not necessarily depend-
ent upon it, i. 498

Tonquin powder, iv. 402
Tooth, derangement of, i. 26

wise, i. 37
ache, i. 41
edge, i. 59
rash, v. 558

Toothlessness, i. 64
Torpor, iv. 579
Touch, morbid, iv. 275

acute sense of, iv. 2<t>

insensibility of, iv. 233
illusory, iv. 285

Tracheitis, ii. 421
Trance, iv. 608
Transudation in dead animal matter, v,

278
Trembling, iv. 457
Tremor, iv. 457
Trichechus Dudong, i. 4
Trichiasis, ii. 527
Trichoma, v. 673
Trichocephalus, i. 311
Trichosis, v. 673

setosa, v. 67G
Plica, v. 677
Hirsuties, v. 680
distrix, v. 682
Poliosis, V. 682
athrix, v. 683
Area, v. 686
decolor, v. 687

Tripudatio, iv. 473
Trismus (entasia) iv. 341

varieties, iv. 344
maxillaris, iv. 290
dolorificus, iv. 290

Triton palustris, intestinal, i. 322
Tsorat of the Jews, what, v. 587. 595.
602

Tubba, iii. 162
Tuber, ii. 334—iii. 247
Tubercles, what, iii. 247
Tumid-leg, puerperal, ii. 584

of West Indies, ii. 692
Tumour, v, 303

sarcomatous, v. 304
fleshy, V. 304
adipose, v. 305
pancreatic, v. 30"/

cellulose, v. 305
cystose, y. 305
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Tumour, scirrhous, v. 305
mammary, v. 305
tuberculous, v. 306
medullary, v. 306
encysted, v. 316
steatomatous, v. 310
atheromatous, v. 311
honied, v. 314
ganglionic, v. 311
horny, v. 311
bony, V. 314
osteous, V. 320
periosteous, v. 314
pendulous, v. 314
exotic, V. 314

Turgescence visceral, i. 422
Tussis, i. 535
Twinkling of the eye-lids, iv. 449

Twinning, congruous, v. 234
incongruous, v. 234

Twins, V. 234
Twitchings of the tendons, iv. 451

Tympanites, v. 439
Tympany, v. 439

whether ever an idiopathic

affection, v. 432
Typhomania, ii. 234. 395. 613

Typhus, how far approximates yellow

fever, ii. 71

described, ii. 224
causes, ii. 224
how becomes contagious, ii. 225
extent and intensity of conta-

gion, ii. 226, 227
mild, ii. 230
malignant or putrid, ii. 231
specific properties of its miasm,

ii. 238
septic power, distinct from its

debilitating, ii. 238
copious bleeding, how far ad-

viseable, ii. 240

U. & V.

Vaccinia, ii. 50
its varieties, ii. 52

Vagina, prolapse of, v. 152

Vapours, iv. 152
Varicella, iii. 60
Variola, iii. 73

how far related to plague, iii.

95
Varioloid eruptions, iii. S8
Varix, iii. 477

Varus, ii. 291

Vas efferens, v. 276
infcrens, v. 276

Veal-skin. v. 691

; Vegetation promoted by animal dejec-

tions, i. 12
Veins and arteries, ii. 7

extensive line of swelling after

bleeding, ii. 901
Vena Medinensis, v. 663
Venereal disease, iii. 371

Ventriloquism, what, i. 463
Vermifuges, i. 328
Vermis Medinensis, i. 663
Vermination, cutaneous, v. 655
Vertigo, iv. 525

origin of, iv. 526
varieties, iv. 531

Verruca, iv, 659
Vesiculse seminales, v. 11, 12

differ in different animals, v,

12

Vesicular inflammation, ii. 359
fever, iii. 613

its varieties, iii. 614
Viper, poison of, as an antilyssic, iv.

416
Vis insita, iv. 28

nervea, iv. 23
a tergo, hypothesis of, ii. 15

Viscus quernus, iv, 554
Vitiligo, v. 691

Vitus's (St.) dance, iv, 461

Ulcer, iii. 509
depraved, iii. 510
callous, iii. 510
fungous, iii. 510
cancerous, iii. 510
sinuous, iii. 514
carious, iii. 517

Ulcus, iii. 509
incarnans, iii. 509
vitiosum, iii. 510
sinucsum, iii. 514
tuberculosum, iii. 516
cariosum, iii. 517

Vocal avenue, i. 457
Voice, how produced, i. 459

dissonant, i. 51

1

imitative, seat of, i. 464
whispeiing, i. 512
of puberty, i. 516
rough, i. 513
harsh, i. 518
nasal, i. 518
squeaking, i. 518

whizzing, i. 518
guttural, i. 518

palatine, or through the uoie, i

518
immelodious, i. 518

Vomica, ii. 320
occult, ii. 321

open, ii. 321

Vomiting and purging, i. 260
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Vomiting of blood, iii. IRG. 192
how produccrl. i. 14G

Vomito prieto, ii. 163, 164

Vomituritio, i. 149
Vomitus, i. 149
Voracity, i. 109
Upas tiente, iv. 549
Uric calculus, v. 534. 521

Urinal dropsy, v. 469. 504
Urinary calculus, v. 512

sand, V. 515
gravel, v. 520

Urine, earths, salts, and other princi-

ples of, V. 513
bloody, iii. 187. 192

destitution of, v. 447
stoppage of, V. 452
saccharine, v. 468
honeyed, v. 468
incontinence of, 504
unassimilated, v. 508
erratic, v. 510

Uroplania, v. 510
Urticaria, iii. 35
Uteri procidentia, v. 143

prolapsus, v. 148
relaxatio, v. 148

Uterine hemorrhage, ii. 188. 192

W.

Wakefulness, iv. 490
irritative, iv. 490
chronic, iv. 493

Walrus, i. 4
Wart, v. 669
Water in the head, v, 387
Water-blebs, v. 614
Water-flux, v. 469
Water-brash, i. 130
Water-pox, iii. 60
Water-hemlock, i. 221
Weariness of life, iv. 155
Web of the eye, iv. 217
Weeping, how produced, i. 470
Wen, V. 317

adipose, v. 317
honied, v. 317
horny, v. 317

Whoal-worm, v. 662
Wheezing, i. 495
Whelk, ii. 342
White-gum, v. 558
White-swelling, ii, 656
Whites, v. 66
Whitlow, ii. 346
Whizzing in the ears, iv. 253
Wild carrot, as a diuretic, v. 457

Wind-cholera, i. 265
cholic, i. 222
dropsy, v, 432

Winking, iv. 449
Winter-cherry, v. 461
Wit, how it may exist without judg-

ment, and hence in insanity, iii. 80
crack-brained, iv. 144

Witlessness, iv. 194
Womb, inflammation of, ii. 403

falling; down of, v. 149
retroverted, v. 151

extirpation of, v. 151

Worm-grass, i. 341
Worm, goose-foot, i. 336
Wormword, i. 180

Worms, intestinal, their ability to resist

digestion, i. 17

various species, i.

304
long round, i. 311

thread, i. 301,

312
tape, i. 312

broad tape, i. 313
thread, i. 315
maw, i. 315
erratic, i, 318

hepatic, i. 431
vesical, v. 465

Worm-seed, i. 330
Wvy-neck, iv. 313

Xanthic oxyde of the bladder, v. 514
Xerophthalmia, ii. 499

Yam, i. 4
Yava skin, ii. 595
Yawning, iv. 454
Yaws, iii. 159
Yellow fever, how far approaches ty-

phus, ii. 78

description of, ii. 159
jaundice, i. 378

Yellow-gum of infants, i. 403

Zaruthan, iii. 364
Zona, v. 619

ignea, v, 619
Zoster, v. 617. 610
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